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Author’s Introduction

I ask you to judge me by the enemies I have made.
– Franklin D. Roosevelt (1882–1945)

There are many outstanding books on conflict, warfare, strategy, and tactics. However, the majority of
these focus on the art of war in European and Middle Eastern theatres and don’t reflect the complexity
and diversity of conflict and war in Africa. This does, however, not detract from their value.

Of late, there has been a trend to intellectualise conflict and war to a point where it has become
increasingly difficult to understand even basic concepts and principles. It is almost as though there is a
belief that by intellectualising conflict and war, new answers, approaches, and methods will be
forthcoming.

The reality is much simpler: Conflict and war require the employment of shrewd political manoeuvre,
coercive diplomacy, and focussed violence in the form of fire and manoeuvre when political rhetoric and
mere threats of violence no longer act as deterrents. This does not imply that conflicts and wars are
easy to end. Where it might indeed be easier to bring some to speedy conclusions, all conflicts and wars
are unique, complex, and dynamic.

Africa has witnessed numerous conflicts and wars since the end of the Cold War. I have partaken in
some of them as a soldier, an intelligence officer, a covert operative, and as the chairman of Executive
Outcomes, a private military company that focussed on resolving Africa’s problems during the 1990s,
and more recently as the chairman of STTEP International Ltd. However, international resistance to both
Executive Outcomes’ and STTEP’s desire to end conflicts and wars and see a stable Africa remains
unparalleled. A common thread that runs through all African conflicts and wars is that they are driven by
political, economic, religious and social/tribal interests—along with international encouragement, and
foreign interests and support.

The African armies that engage in conflicts and wars are, generally, incorrectly structured, utilise
outdated doctrines, are poorly trained, and ill-equipped to deal with the complex situations and
environments in which they need to operate. These factors have, in many instances, highlighted the
reality that large armies fight small wars badly.

I have been extremely fortunate to have walked and fought alongside many outstanding mentors
during my career as a soldier. Their thoughts, ideas, and visions have had a profound impact on my
view of conflict and war—as have those of the common soldiers with whom I have shared rations and
hardships. I will also always remain grateful to those governments in Africa that have repeatedly ignored
international pressure and continued to use me as an advisor, military strategist, special operations
commander, brigade commander, occasional division commander, and special advisor to several chiefs
of staff.

When I started writing a book about the conduct of military operations in Africa, I did so not as an
attempt to counter the many good books on conflict, war and warfare that already exist, but to enlighten
African scholars and soldiers on how I believe they should go about defending their countries.

Many modern day African armies are clones of the armies established by their once colonial masters,
Cold War allies, or new international allies. Many of the principles and TTPs1 they were—and are still
being—taught relate to fighting in Europe and the Middle East and not in Africa. Some of these concepts
are not even relevant to Africa as Africa does not possess nuclear rocket forces, strategic air forces, or
large naval fleets. Indeed, Africa is currently the dumping ground for bad advice, and old and sometimes
obsolete weapons from both the East and the West.

With complex, diverse, and ever evolving demographics, the potential for conflict and war remains a
very real danger. Internal differences and foreign interference have merely added to the confusion and
tension.

African conflicts and wars are generally low-tech and are fought with ‘boots on the ground’, often with
little or no close air support. This has resulted in numerous costly and protracted conflicts and wars.



A lack of actionable and credible intelligence, poor strategies and plans, acceptance of poor advice,
inadequate doctrines, lack of training and equipment, and lack of political direction and independent will
has resulted in many half-fought conflicts and wars. These have simmered for years in several
countries, and finally erupted in chaos and misery, affecting millions of people in the process. Indeed,
Africa bears testimony to the fact that half-fought wars are never won.

There are many outstanding military scholars who will criticise my approach to ending a conflict or war
in Africa. Criticism is good as healthy debate can only lead to improvements within the armed forces that
are tasked to ensure the safety of their countries and citizens, and bring about peace as rapidly and
economically as possible. I will gladly accept any positive criticism from those who have actually helped
beleaguered governments to succeed, either in winning wars or ending conflicts in Africa.

African conflicts and wars are not fought along politically correct lines; nor should they be fought to
achieve stalemates merely to satisfy international organisations, foreign governments, and NGOs—
there is simply too much at stake.

These conflicts and wars are brutal, vicious, and savage, and often fought at very close quarters.
If Africa is to take its rightful place in the world, it must bring these conflicts and wars to a speedy

conclusion.
My hope is that this work will assist armies in Africa to do just that.

Eeben Barlow Pretoria, 2015
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Part 1: Understanding Conflict and War in Africa

Chapter 1

Conflict and War in Africa

Despite the political rhetoric, the wars we fight are about control, influence, and resources. Unless we work together, we will give
these three critical requirements to those who seek our downfall. If we allow that to happen, we will become slaves in our own lands.

The choice we have is simple: become someone’s proxy or choose our own destiny.
– Author to the deputy minister of defence of an African government,
2013

War is the result of hostilities between the political leaders of opposing nations and it is aimed at
achieving a subjective geo-political result. Historically, state on state aggression has been expressed
through ‘conventional warfare’ but since the end of the Cold War,2 this has been the exception rather
than the norm.

In certain instances, state on state aggression may appear as war fought by other means (clandestine
and covert warfare, psychological warfare, diplomatic warfare, economic warfare, cyber-warfare,
strategic communications operations, and proxy forces doing battle on behalf of sponsor governments).
Specific political, economic, and/or military goals can also be achieved by intimidating opponents
through political and military posturing.

Conflict, for the purpose of this work, will refer primarily to internal (domestic or national) dissent.
Whatever the cause, conflict, left unchecked, may result in the development of armed anti-government
movements3 which can spill across national borders into neighbouring states and result in limited military
actions involving proxy forces. Though this work will focus on the manner in which combat operations
are conducted, specific attention will be given to military operations in post-Cold War Africa.

Where rebel groups, anti-government forces,4 fifth columnists,5 terrorist groups, and other politically,
economically, and ideologically driven forces initiate and engage in conflict, the development of action
and reaction remains relevant, even though the conflict may appear as unconventional warfare. In such
instances, armed anti-government forces try to replace existing political orders illegally and violently.
They will also try to seize control of assets and resources in their respective areas of operations as it is
control over these that gives them their perceived economic power and the financial wherewithal6 to
sustain conflict. The approach they take to achieving their aims will have a direct bearing on the nature
of the conflict and the political and military counter-responses undertaken to contain and negate their
actions.

There are many diverse cultures, traditions, religions, and languages in Africa. There are also
numerous political and ethnic differences. These, coupled with poverty, hunger, loss of hope, disparity of
wealth, and oppression, often make conflict inevitable.

When politics and diplomacy fail, conflict and/or war become unavoidable and in Africa, conflicts and
wars often flare up or reignite in spite of diplomatic and political efforts.

The escalation of verbal conflict into armed conflict is continued by the armed forces7 of the nations
involved, or by armed anti-government forces attempting to wrest control from governments having been
so ordered by their respective political leaders or financial sponsors. The conflict or war will continue
until one side accepts defeat or accepts a ceasefire and capitulates.

As such, conflict and war may become the mechanism by which governments enforce domestic or
foreign policies and the armed forces, the instrument of force by which the security of a state is ensured.
A state may also use proxy forces to further its influence and can additionally, collapse a target
government by creating the perception that it is under external control or under siege.

Due to the reciprocal nature of conflict and war, those beyond Africa do not usually consider actions
like genocide, mass-murder, and aggressive occupation of territory to be war, as war is characterised by
organised national armed forces doing battle against one another. While many view the conduct of war
as a cultural phenomenon, the practice of war is not linked to any particular type of political organisation,



philosophy, or society. Indeed, the conduct of conflict and war can be traced back to wars between
villages, city states, tribes, cultures, religions, nations, and empires from the beginnings of human
history.

The following objectives and goals must be borne in mind when considering  the general functions of
the armed forces:

• To  continually assess  the politico-military  environment and  the real, potential, or predicted threats
against the state
• To deter hostile forces8 that aspire to collapse and replace the government or seize areas that may
provide economic or political advantages
• To contain hostile forces that have commenced offensives against the government
• To neutralise hostile forces that pose a direct armed threat to the state and the government
• To degrade the command and control structures of hostile forces
• To exhaust hostile forces
• To annihilate hostile forces

Assessing  the  developing  politico-military  environment  and  existing  strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats is an ongoing intelligence function. The armed forces must—at all times—
know what the potential for conflict and war is, the types of threats they may face, and how the threats
will appear (i.e. conventional or unconventional). To deter hostile forces, the armed forces must present
a definite and credible threat and overcome the enemy with aggressive fire-and-manoeuvre. The armed
forces’ ability to deter threats is enhanced by structure, organisation, training, equipment, doctrine, and
leadership.

Containing domestic hostile forces that have commenced offensive actions against the government
involves supporting law enforcement agencies by conducting operations to stabilise hostile areas that
may harbour AGFs. If the threat is regionally based, the armed forces will be required to contain it by
conducting defensive and offensive operations. If a hostile armed force has invaded the country,
containment may involve halting the enemy’s advance and forcing it into a defensive position, after
which a counter-offensive must be launched to destroy it, or compel the enemy forces to withdraw.

Neutralising domestic hostile forces involves providing support to law enforcement agencies by
assisting during cordon and search operations and arrests, visible patrolling, armed escorts, protection
of national key points,9 and road blocks. The support may also involve independent domestic actions
such as counter-terrorist and counter-AGF operations. Neighbouring or regional hostile forces will
require direct military intervention (large-scale offensive operations, pre-emptive strikes, guerrilla
warfare, clandestine operations, pseudo operations,10 or even discretionary warfare).11 Neutralising
hostile or enemy forces involves eroding their perceived or real power and support to such an extent
that they no longer pose a threat.

Degrading hostile forces involves attacking, striking, and destroying their command and control
structures, force levels, and materiel.11 Whereas air strikes can play an important role in degradation, the
effects must be exploited by ground forces. If air strikes (especially those launched against AGFs) are
not carried out with surgical precision, they will cause significant innocent civilian casualties and
collateral damage and thus swell the ranks of the hostile forces.

Exhausting hostile forces involves sapping their physical, psychological, political, economic, and
industrial strength, morale, and will to continue with hostilities. Guerrilla warfare and attrition warfare can



play important roles in reducing a hostile force’s ability to conduct effective operations or wage war.
Attrition can exhaust enemy forces, have a negative impact on the national will and psyche of the hostile
country, and erode popular support for the hostile forces. Attrition is often used by a numerically weak
enemy against a superior and stronger force.

Annihilation is the complete destruction of the hostile forces and their support bases to ensure that
they no longer pose a credible threat or are no longer capable of achieving their politico-military aims as
a cohesive fighting force. This is critical when it comes to forcing terms for peace. Hostile forces can be
deemed to have been annihilated when they are willing to surrender unconditionally. A conditional
ceasefire merely gives hostile forces a reprieve in which to rebuild their force levels, procure arms and
equipment, and exploit the international community for assistance and empathy before continuing with
hostilities.

The armed forces may also be committed to a conflict or war in order to achieve specific political,
socio-economic, and military goals and objectives. These goals may entail seizing control of a
neighbour’s natural resources, exercising power within a specific region, stabilising areas of unrest,
and/or neutralising a neighbouring threat or government that supports rebel or proxy forces.

The numerous theories about why conflicts and wars are started cover the spectrum from behavioural
to xenophobic theories. Conflicts and wars may also be started by anti- government movements or
hostile forces trying to wrest control of a government’s hold over people, natural resources, land, food,
water, and perceived wealth.

Whereas it is not within the scope of this work to analyse and discuss these theories, it is important to
understand that war involves some degree of aggression and armed confrontation between two or more
states or their proxies utilising organised forces, weapons, and military equipment. Conflict, on the other
hand, usually refers to a revolution or armed action between anti-government forces and the ruling
political party and its security forces.12

The rationale for entering into hostilities is usually based on an under-estimation of the threat and an
overly optimistic analysis of the political and subsequent economic prize, political fall-out, casualties,
collateral damage and cost. Furthermore, each side will lay claim to the justness of their cause and offer
many explanations to legitimise and give credence to their actions.

The reality of conflict and war in Africa is that there are often numerous vested interests at play (often
driven by external interests) that prevent conflicts and wars from ending.

Causes of War and Conflict in Post-Colonial Africa
Africa has, for several decades, found itself fighting numerous conflicts and wars. Native people have

fought against colonial powers and post-colonial white rule, provinces have sought independence, and
wars have been fought over ethnic, political, and religious differences. There have been numerous
studies13 into the causes of conflict and war in Africa post-1945. Several academics have argued that
colonialism held ethnic and tribal violence in check. Others have viewed the departure of colonialism
only to have had a marginal influence on subsequent conflicts and wars.

Currently, the continent is seeking a unique identity in a rapidly expanding, industrialised, and
technology-driven world.

As industrialisation increases within and beyond the continent, so too does the demand for natural
resources. Africa has an abundance of natural resources, many still untapped, yet of immense value to
the ever-growing industries of the West and the East. This blessing may be a curse for Africa as
resources from countries involved in conflicts and wars are often available at below international market
prices—the lower prices being blamed on instability. When critically assessing the wars in Angola and
Sierra Leone it becomes evident that both these conflicts were exploited and fuelled by international
governments, large corporations, and buyers of ‘cheap’ or so-called ‘blood diamonds’. Activities in oil-
rich Libya, the Niger Delta, and uranium-rich northern Mali have shown a similar trend. These actions
are closely allied to organised crime.

Whereas uncontrolled trade in land and natural resources may enrich a portion of society (the leaders
of AGFs or rebel groups in particular) the new found wealth is largely used to procure arms and
ammunition and pay anti-government ‘soldiers’ so that the armed struggle can be continued.

In his study, Natural Resources and Conflict in Africa
14 Paul Collier concludes that the majority of wars and conflicts in Africa are

economic. He lists the following three factors as critical:



• The level of poverty within a country
• The country’s rate of growth or decline
• The country’s dependence on exporting natural resources

Ethnic and tribal differences abound in Africa but it is the one continent on which the above economic
factors are the rule. When these lead to conflict or war, the battles are usually fought along ethnic,
religious, or tribal lines.

Africa’s dependence on the exploitation and exportation of natural resources has, furthermore,
created an element of complacency within governments on the continent which, along with the following
additional factors, contributes to conflict and war:

• A contest for political power with a view to gaining and maintaining control over resources and their
subsequent revenue
• The detachment or disconnect of the government from the populace once political control has been
assumed
• The susceptibility of people who reside in resource rich areas to anti-government, or secessionist
groups
• Reliance on resource-income leading to a neglect of the remaining elements of the economy resulting
in endemic unemployment, reduced economic gains, neglected infrastructure, and subsequent anger
and disillusion
• Perceptions that the government has adopted a ‘rule-by-suppression’ policy
• Excessive corruption that impacts negatively on the economy
• The unchecked growth of opposing partisan groups within the security forces
• The view that the government retains its hold on power for its own economic gain at the expense of the
populace
• The failure of government to provide basic essential services

As new resources are discovered, the potential for conflict and war increases. Revenues from
resource discoveries—unless utilised for the benefit of the populace—result in political unrest, an
increase in crime, and even violent political and armed contests—all aimed at gaining access to or
control over the resources and the benefits they can provide. Violent political and armed contests
destroy societies, collapse economies, destroy governments, and create environments that are
conducive to the breakdown of law and order. The transition from stability to instability and ultimately to
a fragile or failed state becomes inevitable. Added to this explosive mixture is the growth of militant or
radical political ideologies and extremist religious groupings that wish to utilise national wealth to further
their own causes. These groups tend to recruit disaffected people who are oppressed by their
governments.

Further tension inducing factors within a country may include:

• A lack of land rights and ownership
• Disputed grazing and a lack of agricultural land ownership
• Preferential treatment of foreigners aimed at establishing business and industry at the expense of the
populace
• A weakening of the traditional authority of tribal elders
• Forcing an alien political system upon the populace
• The growing wealth of elites and the subsequent impoverishment of the populace
• The rise of organised crime syndicates and cartels
• Xenophobia
• Religious differences
• Returning refugees and internally displaced persons (IDPs) finding their properties seized and
occupied after conflicts and wars have died down

Additional tensions are created when victorious revolutionary groups with little or no experience in
governance form a government. During the conflict and prior to assuming power, their ‘military forces’
are drawn from the populace, and have to be shaped into forces that are able to do battle against



existing government forces. Inevitably, the practise of appointing loyal yet inexperienced followers and
supporters to government positions once the conflict has ended, results in serious deficiencies that
impact negatively on governance and service delivery.

Newly-formed armed forces consisting primarily of ex anti-government forces often incorporate some
of the predecessors’ doctrines and weapon systems into their own new doctrine. Politicisation of the
‘new army’, however, often results in changes that bring about a collapse in efficiency, a breakdown of
discipline, inadequate training, and a collapse in command and control structures. The incoming
government often views these changes as ‘necessary’ despite the potential of collapse in the armed
forces. Furthermore, these changes often create suspicion at the political level, resulting in fears that a
too powerful or ill-disciplined and poorly led military will stage a coup d’état.

The ability and willingness of a section of disaffected inhabitants to resist the government’s political
and economic objectives and policies may lead to confrontation fuelled by concerns about how political
and economic power is being abused. Whereas a disaffected group may not have the trappings of state
with which to do battle, it may:

• Recruit disaffected members of the security forces
• Look towards sympathetic neighbouring governments for assistance and support
• Call on sympathetic foreign governments and/or donors that share their economic, ideological, and/or
religious beliefs
• Engage in conflict using whatever means they have available (intimidation, crime and terror, violent
protests, and armed action against the government forces and the populace)

A hostile neighbour may view a government as a potential threat to its influence within a specific
geographical region. When the threat outweighs the risk of entering into hostilities, war may become
inevitable.

Vested national and international interests work hard at exploiting these factors and thereby ensure
the continuation of conflict and war.

The Hierarchy of War
It has been argued that many African governments do not have a defined national strategy, a national

security strategy or a national military strategy. Whereas this may be true of
some governments, they generally have set political, security and military goals to ensure their

longevity and achieve desired end states.15

Whatever the perceived or claimed reasons for going to war, a specific hierarchy of decision making
usually takes place before a government will commit its armed forces to battle.

The  hierarchy  of  decision  making remains relevant, regardless of the type of government or threat,
and it commences with the formulation of a national strategy.

In some instances, this may simply be a long term view of the ethnic, cultural, tribal, racial, ideological,
political, or even religious goals and direction the ruling party aspires to.

In brief, the national strategy refers to the development and implementation of plans and policies that
the government puts in place to harness its long term political, economic, military, diplomatic



                                                Figure 2: The Hierarchy of War
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social, and other efforts to advance the nation’s (and in some instances the ruling classes’) interest(s).
The national strategy is an expression of the government’s vision of how it wants to position the state

over the short, medium, and long terms. It defines the role that government intends the state to play,
domestically, in the region, on the continent, and internationally, and identifies how strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats can be exploited or neutralised for the benefit of the state.

The national security strategy16 (NSS) is a supporting component of the national strategy which
defines the government’s perception of who the enemy or threat might be and what danger it poses to
the state. Developing the national security strategy entails assessing, applying, aligning, coordinating,
and monitoring all instruments of national power to achieve objectives that enhance and ensure national
security. Additionally it suggests how threats can be deterred by the projection and use of force.17

The national military strategy (NMS) is, in turn, a component of the national security strategy which
defines how the armed forces are to fulfil their general functions. It outlines the planning, preparation,
training, equipment, and deployment of forces, the implementation and execution of plans, and the
coordination of the military forces. The formulated national strategic military goals will be offensive,
defensive, and containment in nature, and will involve:

• The armed forces and their intelligence structures
• The state’s civilian intelligence structures
• Law enforcement agencies
• Government agencies and departments
• Diplomatic and economic resources
• The media
• The populace

The primary aim of the national military strategy is to ensure a secure and stable political
environment. The national military strategy helps the government to achieve specific political and
military goals such as gaining supremacy over opposing state(s) or hostile forces, and reducing or
destroying their will to fight. The national military strategy may, additionally, include the identification and
neutralisation of any internal armed opposition aimed at undermining and/or overthrowing the existing
political order.18 The national military strategy is, therefore, the application of military power and
resources to achieve national strategic objectives within the borders of the country and beyond.



It needs to be pointed out that African political objectives and security concerns will often differ from
Eastern and Western political objectives in that they will frequently include ethnic or tribal considerations
in addition to strategies for protecting the country’s natural resources. Again, whereas a formal national
military strategy may not be in place, the military goals and objectives are usually well defined and in
many instances, primarily aimed at the continued preservation of the existing political order and
leadership.

A well formulated national military strategy is no guarantee for success as success will depend on its
implementation. The successful implementation of the national military strategy is dependent on
numerous factors that include:

Consistent, unambiguous political direction focussed on achieving specific politico- economic goals
and objectives supported by political will Structuring the armed forces in a way that enables them to
achieve national politico- military goals and objectives

1. The level of training, doctrine, command and control, discipline, weapons, equipment, and logistical
support given to the armed forces

2. The political support given to the armed forces in meeting national politico-military goals and
objectives

3. Whether or not the nation is economically capable of sustaining the national military strategy
4. The national will to resist threats in the knowledge that the implementation of the national military

strategy may bring about suffering but that its success will ensure a better life for all after the
conflict or war

5. The media’s willingness to enhance and strengthen the national will during the campaign
6. The correct use of all intelligence assets to ensure that, where necessary, timely adjustments and

corrections can be made to the national military strategy
7. The correct application of doctrine
8. Popular support in terms of assistance given to identifying, destroying, and neutralising the threat

It therefore follows that the inability to formulate a realistic, sustainable, and achievable national
strategy, national security strategy, and national military strategy will place the state at a disadvantage
and may lead to the collapse of the government or defeat on the battlefield.

The Concept of Gravity
Historically, it was crucial to correctly assess an opposing forces’ centre of gravity19 (CoG) as this

would prevent a futile and often expensive protracted war which one’s economy may not have been able
to sustain indefinitely. Conversely, protecting one’s own centre of gravity was critical to prevailing in any
conflict or war.

Despite the intellectual arguments about the centre of gravity and the numerous approaches to
determining this critical factor, strategists and commanders continually seem to get it wrong, especially
during composite warfare20 operations, as critical vulnerabilities are often construed as points of gravity.

One of the aims of war is to annihilate the enemy and not merely force him to accept an unconditional
ceasefire during which he is likely rebuild his forces, re-establish or consolidate his perceived centre(s)
of gravity, and resume hostilities.

Clausewitz in his work, On War identified the centre of gravity as the ‘hub of all power and movement
on which everything depends...the point at which all our energies should be directed’. If the enemy’s
centre of gravity was correctly identified, attacked, and destroyed, it was assumed that he would lose
both his ability and his will to fight and thus be emasculated.21

This belief certainly held true when massed armies faced one another on the battlefield. The battle
was usually won when the opposing army’s commander had been captured or killed. The contemporary
view that a forced (usually internationally backed) regime change22 equates  to  the destruction  of  the 
enemy’s centre  of  gravity is  flawed. The subjugated population may resist the new government and
even commence an armed anti-government uprising to collapse the proxy/puppet government or eject
the foreign occupying forces. In turn, this may result in historic tribal and/or religious differences
reigniting and lead to a civil war.



The modern African battlefield has, however, changed dramatically and while the concept of a centre
of gravity remains relevant in conventional operations with limited objectives, it can no longer be viewed
as the single, central point upon which the enemy’s success or failure hinges. Each military objective
that is occupied and defended by the enemy will, however, have its own small ‘hub of power and
movement’ or centre of gravity.

In a large scale conventional war, the enemy’s centre of gravity is more easily identified at division or
formation-level. However, attacking and destroying the perceived centre of gravity without inflicting real
damage on enemy units may not result in an immediate collapse of the enemy’s will to continue fighting.
Indeed, it may even spur the enemy on and make him fight harder, adapt and change tactics, or resort
to unconventional means and methods, which can result in a war of attrition against the aggressor.

The Trinity of Gravity
AGFs apply their tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs), not to dominate key terrain and defeat

the government’s armed forces in pitched battles, but rather to erode and collapse the Pillars of State23

from within.
The AGF’s ‘terrain’ consists of the populace and the rural or urban ground over which it moves.

During the initial phases of an armed conflict, intelligence plays a critical role in identifying and
confirming the AGF’s leadership, support base, and plans to mobilise the populace. Early on in this
phase, the leadership can indeed be viewed as the revolution’s centre of gravity. Once the revolution
has become an armed struggle, eliminating the leadership will, in many instances, simply make them
heroes and martyrs, galvanise their supporters and not result in an immediate end to the conflict.

If the AGF leadership is not identified and neutralised (apprehended, killed, or convinced to cease
their activities) at this early stage, the struggle will most certainly develop to an armed national conflict
and possibly a civil war.

To sustain their efforts, AGFs require access to intelligence, recruits, arms, ammunition, and funding.
Regional and international political empathy and financial support is always sought—and frequently
given.

The vital elements are manpower (recruits and supporters) and domestic and/or foreign financial and
diplomatic support.

This alters the centre of gravity to a trinity of gravity (ToG) consisting of the leadership, popular and
moral support, and financial and other support, and complicates the identification and destruction of the
AGFs gravity. Thus, countering an AGF campaign requires a multi-dimensional approach.

The trinity of gravity is often given credibility by members of the media who wittingly or unwittingly
promote the AGF leaders, their cause and their support base.

Media support can also propagate the aims and desires of anti-government forces in a manner that
generates domestic support. This can culminate in international sympathy and support for the
revolution.

The decades long war in Angola24 serves as an example: The Angolan rebel forces, known as
UNITA25 were led by the charismatic Dr Jonas Savimbi, a dedicated Maoist. The international media
portrayed Savimbi as a ‘Christian’ who was working for a ‘democratic’ and ‘free’ Angola. Having lost the
general election in 1992, Savimbi decided to continue using armed force in an attempt to oust the duly-
elected MPLA26 and install his UNITA party as the government in Angola.



A 60mm giving indirect fire support

A fisherman can provide valuable information on crossing points, depth and flow of rivers

To sustain their resumed armed anti-government offensive, UNITA mined and sold diamonds
illegally.27 This financial power base enabled UNITA to launch a powerful international propaganda
campaign, establish ‘diplomatic offices’ abroad, purchase weapons and equipment, and financially
reward its troops in the field. These actions, along with UNITA’s attempts to prevent the government
from exporting oil (a crucial part of the Angolan Government’s economic base), deprived the
government of valuable resource income and was slowly bleeding the MPLA’s economy to death. In the
process of proclaiming its message for ‘democracy’ and ‘freedom’, UNITA additionally gained support
from foreign governments and the international diamond industry.

The troops for anti-government operations came from the populace, especially from areas under
UNITA influence and control. The populace was, additionally, required to give UNITA forces safe
passage, intelligence, logistical support, and succour. Those who did not suffered violent consequences.



Several strategic questions were posed during the development of the campaign strategy to defeat
UNITA: Did UNITA have a single centre of gravity? If so, where was it located? How did it operate?
What would the result of its destruction be?

A detailed analysis showed that there was no single centre of gravity but rather a trinity of gravity. This
led to a multi-dimensional campaign strategy aimed at influencing, degrading and/or neutralising:

• The leadership and its forces
• The populace from which UNITA’s voluntarily or coerced forces was obtained along with its
international support
• The financial and economic resources that sustained UNITA

A multi-dimensional government-approved military campaign strategy was developed. It focussed on:

1. Offensive actions—an ‘enemy-centric’ approach: Human and technical assets, resources, and
sources28 were deployed and exploited to determine where the enemy was, how he was organised
and what his plans, tactics, techniques, and procedures were. Similarly, disinformation was fed into
the UNITA intelligence system to create confusion and its results were monitored. This intelligence
allowed for the development of effective operational designs and plans to attack and destroy UNITA
forces. These operations combined guerrilla warfare, manoeuvre warfare, and helicopter assault
operations to give the enemy no respite. Not only did this cause massive enemy casualties, it also
significantly lowered morale to a point where UNITA troops started deserting or refusing to fight.

2. Support—a ‘population-centric’ approach: The populace was actively influenced to reduce their faith
in and support of UNITA. Simultaneously, the aim was to gain support for the Angolan government
and its armed forces.29 This was achieved by establishing clinics, providing clean water, and
protecting those who had suffered under UNITA’s control. All efforts were made to reduce collateral
damage. Tribal chiefs were given their due recognition and village elders were consulted when
necessary. The populace and their property were treated with respect.30 To use Mao Zedong’s
analogy, when the ‘water’ was removed, the ‘fish’ had nowhere to go. The enemy lost its popular
support base and civilians returned to their homes and welcomed the government forces in very
large numbers. Additionally, the populace was informed of enemy defeats and where possible,
enemy bodies were displayed to discourage people from joining or supporting UNITA.

3. Financial Disruption—‘fund-centric’ approach: Whereas the neutralisation of Dr Savimbi and his
command element and armed followers was the ultimate prize, the initial strategic targets were the
diamond fields in northern Angola, the  recapturing and holding of which would deny the rebels the
major portion of their economic power base. Deprived of illegally-gained finances, UNITA would no
longer be able to support or sustain its forces. Thus, if Savimbi’s field army was destroyed, he
would lose his ability to maintain popular and international support. Furthermore, without the
financial power derived from illegal diamond mining and sales, the rebels would be unable to
replace captured and/or destroyed equipment or sustain military and propaganda operations.



Figure 3: The trinity of gravity

It was appreciated that the third leg of the trinity of gravity would inevitably collapse once two of the
three strategic objectives had been achieved. Therefore, once the rebels had lost the diamond rich
areas under their control (financial resources) and massive casualties had been inflicted upon their
military forces—without coerced or popular support to replace their battlefield losses—UNITA would be
forced to sue for peace.

The desired end goal was achieved within a short space of time.
Unfortunately the international community forced the Angolan Government merely to opt for an

unconditional ceasefire and not the total destruction of the rebel forces. The rebels were able to rearm,
reorganise, and return to war several years later. The war finally ended in 2002 when UNITA’s military
forces were destroyed and their leader, Dr Savimbi, was killed by government forces.

A similar situation prevailed in Sierra Leone31—no single centre of gravity existed for the RUF32

rebels. Rather, there was a trinity of gravity that consisted of a leadership element, manpower that had
been forced to join the RUF at gunpoint, and the illegal mining and selling of diamonds. When the
government of Sierra Leone reclaimed the diamond rich areas, secured the populace, and defeated the
rebels, the RUF were forced to sue for peace. Again and unfortunately, an unconditional ceasefire was
called for internationally and this resulted in a collapse of the false peace the RUF had agreed to.

Therefore, in the African context, the ‘hub of all power and movement, on which everything
depends...the point at which all our energies should be directed’ should not be viewed as a single centre
but rather as a trinity.

If strategists misunderstand or misjudge the concept of ‘gravity’, the conflict will simply be prolonged
and give the enemy the time and space to achieve his military and political goals.

Military Doctrine and Tactics
Although military doctrine is neither strategy nor tactics, it has an extraordinary impact on the

implementation of the military strategy and the manner in which operational designs and tactics are
applied. Doctrine is the common thread that links the national military strategy, the military campaign
strategies, the operational designs, and the TTPs that the armed forces will utilise in their efforts to
execute operational plans.



Military doctrine is, in brief, an articulation of what is considered to be the best manner of conducting
military affairs so that military strategies and operational designs can be successfully implemented. It
provides a guide to action which, despite being based on theory, remains practical in nature.

Due to the fact that there may be differing operational sectors and theatres, and ongoing changes in
technology and the operating and political environments, doctrine ought to be flexible. Its principle
foundations are experience and recognition of actions proven to have been successful in the past. It is
therefore based on ‘what worked’ and ‘what will work again’. However, this requires accurate analysis
and interpretation of past actions, experiences, and lessons learned, and an acceptance of those
actions, experiences, and lessons which, time and again, have proven their importance and value. It
thus describes ‘how’ things should be done, not ‘what’ should be done—and it is subsequently
incorporated into standing operational procedures (SOPs).

Military doctrine must never be allowed to stagnate. For it to remain valid, it must constantly be
reassessed, evaluated, adjusted, and updated. Cognisance must be given to ever-changing
circumstances such as enemy TTPs, weapon developments, technological advancements, new
assumptions, new threats, new resource discoveries, and new methods. Military TTPs are the methods
that armed forces employ in combination with firepower and manoeuvre to engage and defeat a hostile
force on the battlefield. TTPs are dependent on terrain and climate and require the deployment of forces
in a manner that allows them to overwhelm the enemy with aggression, firepower, manoeuvre, surprise
and speed.

Military TTPs are ever evolving and changes in military philosophy, military doctrine, technology,
enemy tactics, weapons, and actions require continual assessment of the tactics being employed as
well as of the threat that is likely to be encountered on the battlefield.

The Role and Mission of the Armed Forces
The armed forces’ primary role is to protect and defend the state. This implies, inter alia, upholding

the constitution, defending the nation’s sovereignty, deterring real and potential threats, and protecting
the state’s territorial integrity from any aggressor, enemy or threat. The armed forces must therefore:

• Assess hostile threats and the impact they may have on the state
• Deter and prevent conflict by maintaining themselves as credible, correctly organised and structured,
well disciplined, and professionally trained and led forces that are correctly equipped to engage in
multiple roles
• Shape the operational environments in which they are called on to conduct operations so that threats
can be identified, contained, neutralised, and destroyed
• Achieve decisive tactical, operational, and strategic victories. Failure to do so will result in defeat and
subsequent collapse of the state

The armed forces must therefore identify, locate, close with, isolate, bind, strike, deceive, degrade,
destroy, and/or disrupt threats or enemies and exploit successes in order to achieve rapid and decisive 



victories on the battlefield whereafter they will withdraw. The elimination of threats or enemies creates
a safe and secure environment for government in which to operate.

The mission and role of the armed forces can be illustrated as Figure 4:
Given the diverse and ever evolving nature of conflict and war, the armed forces are required to

partake in several different types of operations.
Warfare by strategic means may include operations such as:

• Directed offensive covert operations against enemies or threats (assassinations and kidnappings of
high value individuals (HVIs) and high value targets (HVTs), psychological warfare, propaganda, cyber
warfare, and sabotage of critical enemy infrastructure)
• Expeditionary warfare
• Strategic airstrikes
• Military and naval blockades
• Military posturing in support of domestic and foreign policy directions and initiatives
• Support to coercive diplomacy policies and political warfare operations
• Strategic disinformation operations
• Discretionary warfare

Operations related to war may include:

• Offensive operations
• Defensive operations
• Containment and stability operations

Operations other than war are operations in which the armed forces are deployed to assist with the
attainment of primarily non-combat political objectives which may encompass:

• Supporting law enforcement agencies during periods of domestic unrest and national emergencies
• Supporting law enforcement agencies during national elections and international events
• Humanitarian support33

• Assistance to governmental medical agencies and services
• Rescue operations
• Support to the UN, AU, and other peacekeeping missions



Successful missions are achieved by the development of realistic and sustainable strategies and
subsequent designs for battle, and skilful operational deployment of the available forces and assets.
Campaign strategies and the subsequent designs for battle are implemented following doctrine, and
executed by applying tactics, techniques, and procedures. TTPs take the form of well-rehearsed
deployment and battle drills that exploit intelligence, terrain, vegetation, and climate along with
manoeuvre and focussed firepower.

Intelligence, command and control, reconnaissance, logistics, tactical communications, medical
support, and air superiority and support, are vitally important at the operational and tactical levels of
operations. Battles can—and will—be lost without these essential elements in place.

When a government views its armed forces as a deterrent to all who oppose it, it will use its military
power to expand its sphere of influence within and beyond its borders. This can blur the role and
mission of the armed forces as they execute their varied—and often politically inspired—missions.

Politicians may use coercive diplomacy34 and/or commit their armed forces to a conflict or war to
achieve a foreign policy objective or strengthen their own political positions.

They may also attempt to forcibly gain popular support by such actions. Sometimes this gamble pays
off, sometimes it does not.

The political leadership’s view of the armed forces’ mission and role can place enormous strain on the
armed forces. This may be further complicated by a lack of a realistic politico-military vision and national
military strategy coupled with poor doctrine, a lack of adequate equipment, inadequately developed
command and control structures, inadequate or poor training, weak logistical systems, and insufficient
intelligence.

For the modern African army to transform itself into a capable military force, it is imperative that the
armed forces remain non-partisan. Africa has witnessed numerous coup d’états due to partisanship
within the armed forces. Absolute political control over the appointment of the senior officer cadre and a
disregard for the welfare of the troops (neglect of their training, equipment, and living conditions) will
result in dissatisfaction within the armed forces and generate numerous tensions that can result in
mutinies and worse.

Politicians and military commanders are often caught off-guard by rapid strategic changes in the
political, technological, social, economic, and conflict environments. This is usually due to a lack of
sound and credible intelligence and an inability to develop efficient and viable predictive intelligence
processes.

As conflict and war are by their very nature unpredictable, it is not possible to predict the precise
and/or imminent changes in the nature of the operating environment. Trends and patterns can, however,
be identified and this, in itself, can give strategists and commanders an idea of what to expect. It is
therefore critical that the armed forces are adaptable and flexible. The intelligence operations currently
undertaken by many African armed forces tend to focus on identifying the domestic threats facing the
ruling class. These threats, left undetected and unaddressed, can develop into civil unrest or revolutions
that can unseat governments. Domestic military intelligence operations in Africa, therefore, tend to be
more aggressively driven than similar Western intelligence operations. The pro-government populace is
expected to function as the ‘eyes and ears’ of the intelligence services and civilians are encouraged to
report any suspicious activities— often out of concern for their own well-being.

External intelligence operations are usually poorly planned and executed relying primarily on cross-
border tribal ties and the running35 of agents and sources on an ad- hoc basis.

The Progression of Conflict and War in Africa
Africa has been cursed with numerous civil wars, armed anti-government uprisings, revolutions, and

conflicts that have all closely followed Mao Zedong’s views on how anti- government actions ought to be
conducted.

This does not imply that the uprisings have all been Maoist in thought and deed, but rather that the
Maoist progression model is relatively easy to implement.

Anti-government forces habitually make use of murder, indiscriminate bombings, torture, transnational
crime, brutality, and extreme terrorisation of the populace. The West has lent those who ferment and
partake in such revolutions a legitimacy that is often undeserved by viewing them as ‘freedom fighters’,
‘pro-democracy forces’, or ‘non-state actors’. They are nothing other than terrorists.



Africa has also witnessed numerous coup d’états, the results of which have often led to the
establishment of military juntas. Invariably, these juntas are politically inexperienced and therefore prone
to mismanagement of state affairs and the responsibilities associated with government. Many of these
juntas have also focussed on self-enrichment instead of assisting and protecting the populations under
their governance. The attacks carried out on the populace by a junta’s armed forces can be attributed to
partisanship, abuse of power within the armed forces, the influence of party-politics within the military,
and a quest for ultimate power.

Large-scale conventional land battles as anticipated in the European or Western sense are not
common to Africa. Although there have been isolated classical conventional battles on the continent
post-1945 (the Ugandan invasion of Tanzania in 1978–79 and the South African Defence Force’s battles
against Soviet-supported Cuban and Angolan forces between December 1987 and September/October
of 1989), it is the manner of conduct and the approach to war that differs vastly from European and
Western military thinking. Conventional actions all follow a similar progression:

• Anger, antagonism, jealousy or a perceived danger/threat
• Diplomatic attempts to defuse the situation
• Coercive diplomacy
• Failed diplomacy
• A build-up of forces
• Deployment of forces
• War

The African model for conflict and revolution is often misunderstood by Western military thinkers. It is
a model for conflict and later war that Brigadier Pecos Kutesa36 of the Ugandan Peoples Defence Force
(UPDF) aptly describes in his book Uganda’s Revolution, 1979–1986, How I saw It (2006).

Ugandan president, General Yoweri Kaguta Museveni, described the progression of conflict in
Uganda followed by the National Resistance Army (NRA) in an address to the students and faculty of
the Command and General Staff College, Combined Arms Centre, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, USA, on
26 September 2008:37

1. The mobilisation of the people against real or perceived oppression.
2. A phase of armed struggle utilising the political environment and natural terrain.

This usually takes the form of guerrilla warfare and may include acts of terrorism. Attacking soft
targets is of primary importance because they show results and get mass media attention. This phase of
war is referred to as an insurgency38 and the fight against it is referred to as counter-insurgency.39

Insurgents melt away into the bush or blend into local population concentrations after engagements
which are characteristically of short duration.

3. Mobile warfare aimed primarily at rear areas with the aim of cutting supply lines and capturing arms
and ammunition. An AGF will mount large scale operations during this phase. Vehicles may be
used to deliver AGFs to  close proximity of their targets or be mounted with heavy weapons to
deliver fire-support.

4. Conventional warfare—a phase in which the anti-government movement enjoys popular support.

The above progression closely follows the Maoist model for armed anti-government uprisings despite
the fact that the NRA was not a Maoist organisation.



Figure 5: The Progression of Revolutionary Conflict

This progression, with variations, has proven itself to be a very successful conflict- model throughout
numerous armed insurrections in Africa. Although not every revolution in Africa has been successful,
many important lessons are evident—lessons that remain applicable to students of conflict and war—
regardless of origin.

It is only by knowing and understanding the cause and progression of conflict and war that effective
counter-actions and measures can be designed and implemented.

Clausewitz and Military Leadership in Africa
In 1832, Carl Phillip Gottfried von Clausewitz, a Prussian soldier and intellectual, penned what is still

considered by many, despite its controversy, to be the most influential work on Western military
philosophy. Clausewitz would later rise to the rank of major general. His book, Vom Kriege (first
published in English in 1873 as On War) still has a powerful influence on many modern Western military
strategists and thinkers.

Clausewitz’s writings shaped the thoughts of many of the European military commanders who would
later deploy to Africa to quell armed tribal uprisings and train armies during colonial times. However, it
must be borne in mind that Clausewitz’s writings, although very applicable to the European theatre of
operations, should not be used as a template for operations in Africa. There are many reasons for this,
not least, Africa’s large tribal, cultural, religious and ethnic divides, and varied terrain, climate, and
sources of support. His writings on military leadership do, however, hold value. As Clausewitz pointed
out, a commander requires ‘Exceptional qualities of character, a deep devotion to duty, and a well
rounded personality…’40

The African view of leadership is culturally and traditionally embedded. Whereas commanders at all
levels must always display non-partisanship, exercise good judgement, reward success, instil trust, lead
by example, exhibit personal discipline, and issue clear and unambiguous orders, they also need to
cultivate the following traits:

• Courage and loyalty
• Audacity and boldness
• Emotional and physical stamina
• Decisiveness
• Self-confidence
• Accountability and responsibility
• Enthusiasm
• Initiative
• Tenacity
• Credibility
• Stewardship
• Dependability



The African commander must lead by example. His mission is to identify, locate, strike, and annihilate
the enemy, and exploit battlefield successes. To achieve his mission, he must apply a wide-ranging
knowledge of the different types of warfare, sound C3I,41 and good leadership.

Categorising Warfare
Warfare can be conventional or unconventional42 in nature.
Conventional warfare is war in which extensive use is made of armoured, mechanised, and motorised

forces supported by direct and indirect fire and air and naval weapons but without weapons of mass
destruction. (Revolutionary forces also tend to refer to the mass mobilisation of the populace and their
united rise against a government as ‘conventional warfare’).

Unconventional warfare43 relates to warfare that utilises armed anti-government or guerrilla tactics
and terrorism. It can also include nuclear, chemical, and biological warfare.

Propaganda operations and covert operations involving demoralisation, assassination, and sabotage
are used in both conventional and unconventional warfare.

Composite warfare straddles conventional and unconventional warfare and includes elements of both
along with numerous other actions and activities. This blurring between types of warfare in which
traditional (conventional) actions become intertwined with armed anti-government campaigns, political
warfare, subversion, and terrorism, is the result of diverse and complex evolving threats.

Hybrid warfare (a term coined by Western military thinkers) refers to the employment of various
combinations of warfare. Indeed, the very term appears to imply that it is a ‘new’ type of warfare but it is
not new to Africa as the continent has witnessed several wars in which different types of warfare were
used within a single theatre. The term ‘composite warfare’ is used to discuss this form of warfare in
Africa despite the fact that it covers a larger component than mere armed force.

Conventional and unconventional warfare are furthermore categorised as high or low intensity
warfare. Senior officers often use these terms interchangeably but in essence, they denote the tempo
and scale of operations.

As a general rule, high intensity warfare is large scale, fast-moving war between two belligerents
fighting for economic and/or political reasons. The desired end goal may be to destroy an opposing
armed force and depose its government, expand territory, take control of natural resources, or simply
neutralise a perceived threat.

The Evolution of Warfare
Strategies, operational designs, doctrines, and TTPs must be adapted in order to keep pace with

technological challenges. Warfare in the modern age is vastly different from the warfare conducted
centuries and even decades ago. Conflicts are no longer fought only on land; they have evolved and
progressed to include and combine other dimensions such as the sea, the air, cyberspace, and even
deep space.

Whereas the evolutions of warfare (commonly referred to as the ‘generations of war’) retain some
relevance in Africa, their importance is limited due to the nature of conflict and war on the continent. The
reason for this is that most African armies use their combat air assets sparingly44 and most major
engagements are fought on land with very limited air support. Cyber warfare and naval support have
thus far been notably absent.

The first evolution of warfare (1EoW), termed ‘first generation warfare’ by the US military in 1989,
refers to battles that are straightforward and orderly. The exclusive right of governments  to  organise,
equip, and  maintain  their  own  armed forces  can be traced back to 1648. Government soldiers began
wearing uniforms to distinguish themselves from ordinary citizens and their foes, and fought in lines and
columns. In brief, it was a form of war which relied on sheer numbers and weapons to overwhelm an
opposing force. Discipline was top-down and the soldiers advanced and fought in close formations. By
the latter part of the 19th century, technical innovations such as the rifled barrel, machine guns, and the
use of indirect fire, allowed for greater accuracy, greater range, and a faster rate of fire, and resulted in
massive casualties. A new method of fighting had to be adopted.

The second evolution of warfare (2EoW) maintained the lines of battle. However, smaller units were
able to manoeuvre independently and advance faster than before utilising the new technology. Cover
and concealment were used to present more difficult and less concentrated targets, and trench warfare,



indirect fire support using artillery and mortars, improved reconnaissance techniques, combat aircraft,
extensive use of radio communications, and fire-and-movement tactics were widely employed.

The German approach to warfare, known as blitzkrieg (lightning war), heralded the close of the
second evolution of warfare and laid the foundation for what would become known as manoeuvre
warfare. The rapid advance of troops—supported by air power and artillery—by the German forces
during World War 2, furthermore highlighted some of the disadvantages of employing static forces to
engage in war.

The third evolution of warfare (3EoW), focused on speed, fire and manoeuvre, surprise, and shock
action to infiltrate or bypass an enemy’s positions and collapse them from the rear. Various methods of
encirclement and envelopment became widely used. Naval and air power provided additional options
such as air reconnaissance, close air support, medevac/casevac options, air interdiction, and vertical
envelopment operations. Command and control became decentralised and junior officers were required
to make rapid decisions on fast moving battlefields. This approach to warfare added greater flexibility in
planning, thereby increasing operational options and tempo.

In the fourth evolution of warfare (4EoW)—warfare by armed anti-government forces or terror groups,
the lines between politics and war are blurred, and the governmental monopoly on combat forces,
reduced. Distinguishing between soldiers and civilians becomes problematic as numerous so-called
‘non-state actors’ enter the fray and the legitimacy of the state is called into question. Those who
choose to engage in 4EoW transfer their loyalties to causes like race, ethnicity, and religion, and no
longer give their unquestioning loyalty to the state. This results in a shift in tactics in which the aim is to
attack and weaken the government’s will to fight while reducing the populace’s faith in the government.
These tactics are typically used in armed anti-government uprisings. The use of proxy forces can be
included in 4EoW. As AGFs preserve their forces by avoiding the might of the armed forces, 4EoW is
complex and protracted in nature. Extensive use is made of propaganda, psychological warfare,
education, movement building, indiscriminate bombing, secrecy, hit- and-run tactics, and terror tactics.
Collateral damage is considered ‘necessary’ and the state is forced to expend manpower and finances,
thus draining the economy and exhausting the armed forces. As the ultimate goal is to compel the state
either to surrender or to withdraw in defeat, 4EoW takes place in the intelligence, law enforcement,
armed forces, government, economic, informational, and populace domains.

The fifth evolution of warfare (5EoW) marks a shift in the approach to warfare, making extensive use
of information and its distribution to influence, prepare, and shape operating environments. Utilising the
policy directives of the nation’s leaders, it can entail operations as simple as leaflet distribution and as
complex as cyber campaigns. Whereas many view 5EoW merely as a continuation of intelligence
operations, its aim is to neutralise, degrade, and destroy targets like home grown terrorism, radical
religious philosophies, narco-terrorism, financial terrorism, and other threats to national or regional and
international security. 5EoW can be viewed as an ‘indirect flank force’ that must be guarded against.

Conventional warfare therefore, utilises elements of all the evolutions of warfare.
Unconventional warfare primarily makes use of 4EoW but may contain elements of second and third

evolution warfare. 5EoW is playing an increasingly large role in preparing and shaping operating
environments.

Composite warfare, while giving recognition to the evolutions of warfare, adopts an all-encompassing
approach to deterring and defeating threats against the Pillars of State. Conflicts and wars are ever-
changing and timeless and will continue to flare up in Africa. The process of achieving victory—from the
national military strategy to TTPs— has changed throughout history, mainly due to the development of
weapons and their deployments. The aim of war has, however, remained constant: contain, neutralise,
exhaust, and annihilate hostile forces to the point where they can no longer pose a threat.
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Characterising the African Theatre of Operations

The African battlefield is vastly different from its Asian or European counterpart. It is a battlefield on
which civilians are often the principal targets and victims of conflict and war. It is also a battlefield that
showcases the willingness of AGFs to brutally coerce civilians into supporting a cause. AGFs have
abducted civilians (including children as young as seven years of age) and executed or tortured anyone
who refused to take up arms against the government as witnessed in Angola, Liberia, Democratic
Republic of Congo, Mali, Uganda, Central African Republic, Nigeria, Libya, and Sierra Leone.

This unique battlefield, on which the armed forces and the AGFs are ‘from the people, for the people’,
relies heavily on the populace in the areas of operations to:

• Provide intelligence



• Function as guides
• Provide moral support
• Provide logistical support
• Provide early warnings
• Provide new recruits to the forces

Whereas members of the populace may be coerced into providing assistance and support, successful
armies and/or AGFs in Africa have long realised that the support of the populace can be a force
multiplier—and the key to victory.

Thus, gaining and maintaining the support of the populace is the single most important objective in
any African conflict or war. If armed forces engage in brutality against the populace or cause senseless
collateral damage it only serves to drive the populace towards the enemy.

The Development of Conflict in Africa
Conflict in Africa is caused by numerous tension inducing factors. These may range from tribal and

cultural differences to religious diversity, economic disparity, support of proxy forces, issues relating to
the recovery of land and resources, lack of government service delivery, nepotism, political isolation,
and xenophobia.

Conflict may be caused by national (domestic) issues that cannot be resolved through dialogue and
consultation (internal conflict) or foreign issues that cannot be resolved through diplomacy and
negotiation (external conflict).

Internal Conflict: Internal or domestic conflicts pose the greatest challenges and dangers to African
governments.

They are driven by members of the populace who believe they are being discriminated against or feel
disillusioned, marginalised, or oppressed. They may be fuelled by nationalist desires or foreign interests.
Anger and historical hatred are also motivating factors.

The failure of governments to notice and address internal grievances from opposition parties or the
populace can lead to bitterness and resentment which, if not addressed, can result in national
resistance and may subsequently evolve into an armed anti-government uprising or even a civil war.

Where a large Diaspora exists in a country, internal ethnic and/or tribal tensions can develop into
xenophobia. It is especially in these situations that the law enforcement agencies and the armed forces
need to display non-partisanship as failure to do so will merely result in more anger and escalating
aggression that can eventually spiral out of control. For example, the xenophobic attacks against foreign
nationals in South Africa in the 2000s led to a wave of theft, murder, and destruction of property—an
illustration of how this situation can lead to further tensions, violent crime, and political embarrassment.

It is within the national borders of a country that government departments, intelligence services, and
law enforcement agencies ought to play a major role in identifying potential problem areas and threat
networks so that governments can formulate and implement pre-emptive strategies and actions. This
factor is, however, often neglected until the opposition have mobilised and are capable of resisting the
government and its policies with force. Rising militancy within opposing political groupings and trade
unions is similarly indicative of intelligence failures and government inaction.

Another major  concern is the possibility  of a revolution within  the armed forces. Problems within the
armed forces exist, not only due to a lack of leadership and discipline, poor command and control, and a
lack of battlefield support, but furthermore, to a host of additional factors such as:

• Poor living conditions
• Poor or no monthly payments
• Lack of medical facilities and treatment
• Lack of uniforms and equipment
• Poor training
• A lack of future prospects
• The challenge to authority
• Military ‘trade unions’
• Inadequate periods of leave for soldiers partaking in protracted operations
• Corruption within the military hierarchy
• Tribal favouritism



Senior military officers and their subordinate commanders often neglect the basic needs of the
soldiers in African armed forces. If these basic needs are not met, soldiers do not develop a sense of
duty and/or loyalty towards the armed forces, or a sense of unit belonging and pride. Failure to
understand, recognise, and deal with these basic issues results in a resistance to authority and orders,
and may ultimately develop into a mutiny. External Conflict: These are conflicts or wars that occur
beyond the borders of a country. They are caused by numerous geo-political differences which, despite
diplomatic intervention and negotiations, remain unresolved. As a result, hostilities develop between two
governments or between a government and an AGF located within—and operating from—a
neighbouring country, such a country being viewed as antagonistic or hostile.

When a neighbouring country provides succour and safe-haven to an AGF or proxy force, the
targeted government may be forced to launch cross-border raids and pre-emptive strikes and/or follow-
up operations with or without the neighbouring government’s consent. Despite the fact that these attacks
are aimed at ensuring the security of the government under threat, there may be severe political and
economic blow-back from the international community. The regional and international outcry will provide
the targeted government with useful indicators as to who is actually encouraging, fuelling and supporting
the hostile forces.

Figure 6: The development of internal and external conflict

Pre-emptive and follow-up actions are not necessarily offensive actions. They can be strategic
external self-defence or strategic offensive-defensive actions. If not correctly strategized and executed,
they can have numerous unintended consequences (like the destruction of the host country’s
infrastructure and the alienation of people caught up in the strike-area). They may also lead to refugee
problems, the proliferation of arms, the birth of an internal armed uprising or national armed uprising
against occupying forces.

Countries that provide succour and safe haven to armed anti-government groups face an additional
danger in the form of strategic communications operations45 that undermine morale, reduce the
populace’s will to resist, and even encourage revolt.

One of the greatest dangers of this type of conflict is that it can result in a full scale war involving other
regional governments, and destabilise an entire region.

The Influence of Terrain and Climate on Tactics
Whereas the  national strategy  guides the national  security strategy  and the national military

strategy, the military campaign strategies and operational designs and tactics are bound together by
doctrine. However, it is terrain46 that determines which tactics will be used to implement the operational
design.



The type of terrain in which the armed forces expect to do battle will dictate how they deploy and what
weapon systems will be most effective. Terrain is complicated by human concentrations and influenced
by climatic conditions such as rain, drought, snow, dust, and vegetation.

The combined influence of terrain, vegetation, and climate (often referred to as the physical
dimension of war) always remains an important consideration in military planning. Terrain is assessed in
terms of the natural topography, demographics, and any infrastructure that may advantage or
disadvantage the armed forces or the enemy.

With its vast variations in terrain and vegetation, Africa permits actions ranging from large
conventional armoured and mechanised battles down to small-unit, close encounter guerrilla-type
clashes.

The natural geography and vegetation may make it necessary to conduct different types of operations
within a single theatre of conflict or war.

Terrain and the associated climatic influences may result in armed forces needing to conduct
operations and fight in varying environments such as:

• Jungle—jungle warfare
• Savannah—mobile warfare
• Mountains—mountain warfare
• Desert—desert warfare
• Urban—urban warfare

The environment, furthermore, influences the equipment that the armed forces will use and the
weapons systems that can be deployed.

Human developments on the terrain may alter or modify the natural landscape and create a need for
adaptations to campaign strategies, operational designs, doctrine, training, TTPs, equipment, and
weapon systems.

Villages, towns, cities, cultivated areas, routes, and roads may add a  further dimension to the threat,
especially if the populace believes that the country has been occupied or if civilians have been
maltreated by the government forces operating in the area. The populace may assist an AGF by
providing manpower (troops), preparing, transporting and laying landmines and placing improvised
explosive devices (IEDs), and providing intelligence  on  troop  movements  and dispositions.

Figure 7: The development of tactics



When commanders fail to correctly analyse and appreciate the influence of terrain and climate, they
present the hostile forces with several major advantages.

Whereas terrain may lend itself to a specific type of operation, the climate, demographics, and
vegetation may hamper the operational implementation and execution of the plan. It is here that
commanders need to apply flexible thinking, and develop parallel operational plans to adapt to and
overcome factors that cannot be exploited.

The Influence of Technology
The rapid advance of technology has made warfare more unpredictable than ever before. High speed

internet communications, precision guided munitions, global positioning systems, unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs or ‘drones’), and similar technological developments were virtually unheard of in the not
too distant past.

It is impossible to predict what the rate of technological development will be over the coming decades.
However, technology will continue to develop and its implications and roles on the battlefield will need to
be constantly reassessed.

Technology is not a substitute for strategy but it can enhance strategy, and provide distinct
advantages on the battlefield. As such, it remains an important supporting asset. The ground forces,
supported by both air and, where applicable naval or riverine forces, will remain the primary forces on
the battlefield. Whereas the ground forces will still assault, seize, occupy and defend ground of
strategic, key or tactical importance, the skilful use of technology will give the user a battlefield
advantage, reduce casualties, and increase the tempo of battle.

The wise African commander must realise that technology is merely a force multiplier and not the
force. Given the inadequate available technological back up, vastly differing climatic conditions, varying
terrain, and inadequate training in Africa, technology is often a ‘nice-to-have’ and not a ‘must-have’.
Technologically-based military advantages may simply not be affordable and, soldiers must therefore be
able to conduct missions with limited technological support.

The Human Element
Of all human activities, war—more than any other—engages the most basic negative human

characteristics. These include the desire for vengeance, anger, fear, confusion, hatred, horror, pain,
helplessness, an inability to distinguish right from wrong, cruelty, and brutality.

This is very evident in African conflicts where the expression of these characteristics is often mistaken
for bravery and courage. Poor discipline, substandard training, ineffective leadership, a lack of fire-
control, and poor command and control measures can contribute towards the oft-witnessed brutality and
cruelty exhibited by armed forces against civilians. The commander and his men witness the destruction
and horror of their actions first hand. To cope with, and continue to overcome the often-desperate and
shocking situations that result from combat (including a desire to attack the populace, often out of
frustration and/or vengeance) commanders and their men need to have controlled inner strength and
the ability to continually observe, analyse, and rapidly adapt to changing situations and environments.

During conflict and war, commanders and their men will be plagued by the fog and friction of combat.
At times, this can result in paralysis of thought and action and provide the enemy with unexpected
advantages on the battlefield.

The Fog of War: This term is used to define the level of haziness and obscurity in situational
awareness and the subsequent confusion experienced by commanders and their men. The term is
attributed to Clausewitz who wrote, ‘The great uncertainty of all data in war is a peculiar difficulty,
because all action must, to a certain extent, be planned in a mere twilight, which in addition not
infrequently — like the effect of a fog or moonshine — gives to things exaggerated dimensions and an
unnatural appearance’.47

The fog of war results from an overload of situational information, a dulling of the senses,
misperceptions, exhaustion, misinformation, rumours, hunger, incorrect assumptions, stress, fear, anger,
overestimation of own abilities, the inability to correctly assess factors, inclement weather (excessive
cold, heat, or rain) and other stressors. It will cloud and distort a commander’s vision and effect his
judgement. The fog is further thickened by tribal, cultural, religious, and ethnic differences that come into
play on the battlefield.



The Friction of War: Another term attributed to Clausewitz, ‘the friction of war’ describes the
unexpected events of war. It relates to the debilitating effect of combat on the human participants, the
apparently inconsequential and trivial incidents that occur, the impact of incorrect actions, the dangers
men face, and disorientation.

Detailed planning will, to some extent, limit the friction of war but never negate it. All commanders and
planners must constantly be aware of the adage, ‘Commanders must plan for the best but expect the
worst’ as fog and friction will continue to dominate conflict and war.

The Enemy
Waging a successful military campaign requires a thorough understanding of the enemy or threat, and

the historical, geographic, cultural, ethnic, ideological, religious, traditional, and other influencing and
motivating factors that may contribute towards his effectiveness—or be used to erode him.

The ‘enemy’, as defined in Africa, may refer to the armed forces of a belligerent or hostile
government, armed anti-government forces, dissidents, fifth columnists, revolutionaries and their agents
and supporters, or even large, well-armed criminal gangs. This complexity can create its own confusion
on the battlefield and add to the fog and friction of war.

Commanders must never underestimate the adaptability, creativity, capability, and determination of
the enemy. Additionally, the ability of the government forces and the enemy to learn from each other’s
mistakes—and successes—must never be disregarded.

The adage, ‘You must not fight too often with one enemy or you will teach him all your art of war’,48

remains relevant.
The success of any military campaign lies in a commander’s ability to correctly identify and assess the

enemy, his TTPs and weapon systems, and the operating environment in which he will be doing battle.
This requires a deep understanding of the enemy coupled with mental agility and the ability to adapt to
sudden surprises on the battlefield.

The modern day enemy can be motivated by religious extremism, radical ideology, ethnic or cultural
fanaticism, xenophobia, criminal desire, alternative political and economic thought, and even
superstition. These motivations are frequently accompanied by a complete disregard for international,
national, and moral law. The enemy’s perception of the external world may be vastly different to that of
the professional soldier. Although the enemy may be aware of Geneva Convention protocols, treaties,
and rules of engagement, he may display a total disregard for these and yet, once captured, insist on
being dealt with according to the very rules and protocols he refuses to obey.

The enemy will, furthermore, use mainstream and social media platforms to gain national, regional,
continental and international sympathy and proclaim his cause as just. Social media is not necessarily
internet dependent in Africa. It can include strong gossip channels between peer groups and interest
groups that distribute social or newsworthy information and/or propaganda. The media can add to the
apparent legitimisation of an AGF which can sap the morale of government forces and make them start
questioning their reason for fighting. The media can, additionally, add to the public pressures on the
armed forces engaged in dislodging or destroying the enemy and subsequently cloud the judgement of
commanders. This can result in frustrations which, if not controlled, can manifest as anger and abuse of
the civilians who reside in areas of operations—or a lack of will to execute missions.

To underestimate the enemy is foolish, and to overestimate him, a mistake. Strategists, planners, and
commanders must strike a fine balance when assessing the enemy. Depending on the assessment
made, the conflict or war may be fought on a series of different levels, 49these being defined as:

• The political level
• The intelligence level
• The military level
• The law enforcement level
• The populace level
• The economic level
• The perception level



Military commanders in Africa face enemies and threats that are very different to those beyond the
continent’s shores. They can, however, be victorious if the national and political will to defeat the enemy
exists, and the national military strategy and subsequent military campaign strategies have been
thoughtfully formulated. Victory requires realistic designs for battle, well-equipped forces that are
correctly trained, sustained and led, and the deployment and exploitation of focussed intelligence
assets. Furthermore, the enemy’s trinity of gravity must be correctly identified and attacked.

Victory will never be cheap but its value lies in ensuring freedom for the state, the populace, and the
country as a whole.

Figure 8: Factors that affect a commander’s judgement

 



Chapter 2

The Relationship between African National Strategy and African Military
Strategy

We need to understand the political direction and policies. This understanding will give us the ability to develop an effective
campaign strategy to destroy the enemy. When we implement it, we must be aggressive, bold, and relentless. We must give the

enemy no respite. We must regain the initiative with an unstoppable energy and momentum. Herein lies the key to our success. If we
fail, there will be no victory—only defeat.

– Author in discussion with General João Baptista de Matos, FAA Chief of General Staff (1992–2001)
in September 1993

The relationship between the ruling political party (effectively the government) and the armed forces
can be challenging if the government’s national direction and policies have not been defined. The
longevity of the government—and indeed the state—depends not only on meeting the expectations of
the populace but also on strong diplomacy, a realistic national strategy,50&51 a well-defined national
security strategy, and strong and capable armed forces.

In effect, the national security strategy ring-fences the national strategy52 and provides guidelines for
protecting and defending the Pillars of State.

If military strategists and planners fail to grasp the essence of the national strategy or the national
security strategy, or are unsure of the national security direction, goals and policies, the development of
the national military strategy53—an element of the national security strategy—becomes fraught with
uncertainty. This may lead to the development of a misconceived or misguided national military strategy
that will disadvantage the government and the armed forces.

A national strategy can be based on any one of the following approaches:54

1. A strategy of isolation: This is an inward-looking strategy with a foreign policy direction that is very
limited in terms of the expansion of interests. This approach may be enforced by foreign powers or
be self-imposed. Regardless of its origins, isolationism yields numerous disadvantages (a shrinking
economy, abuses against minority groups, a lack of foreign investment, reduced international
bargaining power, and weakened diplomatic power). It is a strategy based on ignorance that has a
negative impact on the security situation within a country.

2. A strategy of inaction: This strategy is based on the misguided belief that if nothing is done, nothing
(bad) can happen. In essence, it allows the political leadership to avoid accountability and to ‘lead’
in name only. No political direction is evident and conflict is avoided at all costs, even when the
state is under threat. This approach poses many disadvantages and makes a government easy for
foreign powers to manipulate and control. Inaction can also create frustration and tension within the
security forces.

3. A strategy of engagement: This strategy is based on a government’s belief that it has the ability and
power, and commands the respect of its peers to intervene in foreign disputes and create ‘win-win’
results. In its execution, it tends to neglect its own populace thus laying the foundation for potential
domestic confrontations as the populace perceive foreign intervention to be more important than
their well- being. When engagements fail or do not deliver the expected results, other countries
perceive the government as weak and its influence is reduced. This strategy is based on
appeasement and calls for the security forces to adopt a soft approach to threats, which renders
them unable to fulfil their mandates. It is often linked to failure.

4. A strategy of action: This is a proactive strategy that focuses on the domestic and regional issues
that may hamper or stunt the growth and/or security of a country. Its end-vision is economic growth,
safety, stability, and prosperity, and it encourages inward investment and national development. The
government is prepared to utilise both hard and soft power to achieve its strategic goals and the
security forces are focussed on supporting the strategy.



The national strategy determines the national direction and the goals and policies the government will
use to achieve its desired end state. It also offers military strategists and planners insight into whether or
not war is indispensable, just, prudent, proper, or unavoidable. The national strategy guides the
development of the national military strategy, resulting in different military strategies to meet national
foreign and political goals. Within Africa, where the armed forces serve as an instrument for enforcing
both domestic and foreign policy, understanding the national political direction becomes even more
important. Many African states do not have well documented, planned, or structured national strategies.
However, this does not imply that the process of developing them has been absent—just that they have
not been documented. Strategic goals and objectives are part of a government’s strategic vision of itself
as a player within a specific region, and as an actor in the continental and international political arenas.
These goals and objectives will

inevitably be present, but they may not always be coherent or realistic.
The national strategy and subsequent national and political direction, goals and policies (along with

policy briefings and speeches) should enable strategists and planners to deduce their government’s
reasons for wanting to enter into a conflict or war. These reasons55 may include:

• Redressing and defending real or perceived historical rights, be they within or beyond national borders
• Seizing, exploiting, and defending the natural or other resources of a neighbouring state
• Protecting and maintaining the political interests of the state (this can extend to civilians who may be
subject to negative political influences or repression within a certain geographical area)
• Protecting and maintaining the economic and social interests of the state (natural resources,
agriculture, mining, industry, food, and water)
• Ensuring regional stability or supporting neighbouring states whose continued existence is necessary
to the safety of the government and the state
• Fulfilling obligations made to regional alliances and multinational forces
• Propagating, defending, and/or countering political and religious ideologies
• Increasing the state’s power and influence by projecting force to intimidate an enemy or threat
• Defending the state from internal and external aggressors by means of offensive or defensive warfare
• Protecting and rescuing citizens who, residing in a neighbouring country, are subject to hostile attacks
due to xenophobia or religious fanaticism

Although wars can be fought on different levels and governments may resort to different types of
warfare to meet their national and political goals and objectives, the national military strategy must
enable the armed forces to conduct:
• Warfare by strategic means (including political56  and psychological warfare) 57

• Military operations related to war
• Military operations other than war
• Military intelligence operations

To conduct the above operations (with the exception of political warfare) the armed forces must be
postured to conduct offensive, defensive, and/or containment operations. This includes operations in
support of law enforcement agencies, and providing aid and assistance during national emergencies
and international events. Containment operations to ensure stability may be conducted domestically or
to support allied governments beyond national borders.

Where political warfare is concerned, the government may utilise specialist military forces to
implement covert and deniable offensive actions.58 In exceptional circumstances, the armed forces will
be used to overtly reinforce the government’s political goals59 or act in support of coercive diplomacy.

For the purposes of this work, political and strategic warfare will be viewed as synonymous and
complementary.

Other government agencies, departments, civilian and military intelligence services, and law
enforcement agencies  play an important role  by providing information and intelligence that aids and
supports the development of the national strategic goals, objectives, and policies.

The strategic national goals and objectives define critical assessment points that will ultimately
determine the structure and posture of the armed forces. They also exert an influence on the



development of the national military strategy and subsequently, on military campaign strategies.
If correctly identified and appreciated, the critical assessment points enable strategists and planners

to identify trends and make accurate predictions which help them to devise realistic and viable national
military strategies. Consequently, the military strategies, if correctly formulated and executed, will be
most likely to succeed against an armed aggressor, threat, or target—if the means60 are available.

A military strategy and its subsequent campaign strategies become exercises in futility if the armed
forces are unable to implement   them   by   means   of realistic, feasible, and sustainable
operational      designs      and      well-

Figure 9: From national strategy to military operations
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equipped, well-trained, sustained, and professionally led armed forces. The military vision therefore
needs to be supported by realistic objectives which, in turn, need to be prioritised and assessed to
determine what means are available to achieve them.

Similarly, if the government enters a conflict or war on more than one front without the means to
achieve success, it will sacrifice its political—and ultimately its national standing and that of its armed
forces. Indeed, it may at best suffer regional, continental, and international reputational humiliation or at
worst total defeat. The armed forces, however, cannot ‘save’ or ‘rescue’ a failed national strategy and its
policies, especially if they are not aligned or if the political will and popular support is absent.

When a national military strategy is implemented, it must support the national strategy, the national
security strategy, and the associated domestic and/or foreign policies, and be executed rapidly and
economically to protect the state from those who wish to overthrow it by violent means. This is achieved
by operations aimed at disrupting, degrading, neutralising, exhausting, or annihilating enemies to the
point where they no longer pose a viable threat or are compelled to accept a cessation of hostilities or
an unconditional surrender.

A coherent national military strategy encourages and promotes the development of a realistic and
sound military doctrine and is, furthermore, strengthened by the application of unique battlefield TTPs.
The TTPs combine firepower, manoeuvre, agility, speed, and surprise in conjunction with the optimum
exploitation of terrain, climatic conditions, and the enemy’s weaknesses.

National Security Strategy and Policy
The national security strategy is developed according to a government’s domestic and foreign policies

and long term economic policies and requires an analysis and assessment of the national interests (NIs)
and vital interests (VIs) of the state and how these interests should be identified, defined, pursued,
safeguarded, and where necessary, expanded.

The national interests define and determine government policies and actions aimed at ensuring the
security of the state. The state’s national interests (which include the national key points) can be
threatened by diplomacy, espionage, international isolation and sanctions, popular uprisings, perceived
political side-lining, destructive and militant protests, riots and strikes, organised crime, terrorism, and
armed anti-government actions. The vital interests are interests that, when threatened or attacked by a
foreign force, will trigger a war. These may include the good order and sovereignty of the state, natural
resources, the economy, territory, industry, infrastructure, shipping lanes, water, national power grids,
and energy resources.



In instances where the national and vital interests of the state coincide with the foreign interests of a
foreign government, the governments may choose to form alliances and/or partnerships to protect those
interests. However, when the foreign interests of a foreign government dictate an African state’s national
or foreign policy—and in essence its national and vital interests—the affected state will have become a
proxy state. Conversely, when the national and vital interests of an African government clash with the
foreign interests of a foreign government, the foreign government may attempt to gain advantages by
collapsing the government.

The national security strategy is therefore aimed at strengthening and supporting the national strategy
and safeguarding the Pillars of State against a wide-ranging threat package which includes both military
and non-military threats.

The national security strategy is a medium to long term framework for identifying, assessing,
managing, and/or neutralising internal and external threats to the national strategy. It cannot be
developed in isolation because a comprehensive threat response which takes all potential aggressors
into account requires input from all government agencies and departments. The national security
strategy must, furthermore, be aligned with the national strategy and with the strategies of other
government agencies and departments.

All threats are measured against the national security strategy and the extent to which they are likely
to impact the Pillars of State and the state’s national, foreign, and vital interests. The national security
strategy must make provision for calculated, realistic, and proportional responses aimed at justifying
action against any threat to the state, based on the level of the threat(s). The national security strategy
must be holistic, include every identified facet of security, and ensure the successful implementation of
the national strategy.

The national security strategy must be clearly expressed in terms of:

• Threats—anticipated, current, and predicted threats
• Ends— the desired end state
• Ways—the methods by which the ends can be achieved
• Means—the resources available or required for achieving the ends

The means may need to be strengthened to ensure that the ways by which they will be accomplished
can be pursued. Furthermore, the national security strategy will only be feasible (economical, realistic,
and sustainable) if the ends, ways, and means are balanced, aligned, and synchronised.

During the development of the national security strategy, strategists and planners must:

1. Understand the domestic/national and foreign policies and the direction the government intends to
pursue. Identifying, assessing, responding to, supporting, and strengthening government direction
and policy requires competent strategic thinking processes and strategic vision.

2. Understand the challenges, problems, and threats faced by the government. This requires foresight
and insight into government directives and policies—and the resistance they may encounter.

3. Understand the government’s direction in terms of national, regional, continental, and international
positioning.

4. Understand how the state intends to utilise and exploit its elements of national power and strengths
to ensure its security and that of its citizens.

5. Apply intuitive, intent driven, and strategic thinking to understand how the ends, ways, and means
limit each other, and develop realistic and relevant strategies.

6. Recognise and understand the role that each government agency and department, (including the
armed forces) must play in order to ensure the security and stability of the state.

The key to the national security strategy’s success lies in its implementation. A poor national security
strategy that is well executed may yield better results than a brilliant national security strategy that is
poorly implemented—or not implemented at all.

A sound national security policy (NSP) is essential to the successful implementation and execution of
the national security strategy.

The national security policy requires a long term threat and risk analysis and assessment considering,
not only the likelihood and level of danger posed by enemies and threats but, additionally, how long it



will take to develop the means to deter them and under what circumstances the policy should be
implemented.

Based on the threat and risk analysis, the national security policy must therefore, at a minimum,
address:

1. Intelligence: What type(s) of intelligence service(s) are required, how they should be structured and
controlled, where and how they should operate, and what their responsibilities should be.

2. Armed forces: The role and mission of the armed forces, and how they should be structured,
postured, controlled, trained, and equipped.

3. Internal security:61 What type and level of internal (domestic) security is required, how law
enforcement agencies must be structured and controlled, trained, and

Figure 10: Development of the national security strategy

equipped, what escalation may be required, which additional services are responsible for supporting
internal security goals and policies, and how they should be deployed.

4. Industry: How industry can be exploited to provide equipment, technology, and other support.
5. Economy: The economic policy and budgetary restraints involved in supporting and sustaining the

national security strategy.
6. Infrastructure: What infrastructure is required to implement and support the national security

strategy
7. The populace: The role the populace can play in implementing the national security strategy and

how to secure the populace from internal/national and external threats.
8. Direction: How the above sub-policies can influence national and foreign policies in terms of allies

and what impact they will have on regional stability.

It remains a truism that a government that has not prepared itself for success has indeed prepared
itself for failure.

Defining Military Strategy
Military strategy deals with the planning and execution of future or pending military campaigns. It

includes the movement, disposition, and supply of forces and comprises intended actions aimed at



neutralising threats.
Two of Europe’s most prominent nineteenth century thinkers on military strategy, Carl von

Clausewitz,62 and Baron Antoine Henri de Jomini,63 both defined strategy although they differed in their
approaches. Clausewitz’s approach was an effort to grasp the essential nature of war whereas Jomini
viewed war as the application of rules.

Clausewitz adopted a narrow view of strategy and considered war to be an act of force by which to
‘compel our enemy to do our will’.64 He saw military force as an instrument that the state and other
political forces could use to achieve the ends of policy. He defined military strategy as ‘the employment
of battles to gain the end to war’.65

Jomini viewed strategy as an integral part of the art of war which, ‘independently of its political and
moral relations, consists of five principle parts, viz.: strategy, grand tactics,66 logistics, tactics of the
different arms, and the art of the engineer’.67

Helmuth Karl Bernhard Graf von Moltke, a German generalfeldmarschall and disciple of Clausewitz’s,
regarded strategy as ‘a practical art of adapting means to ends’.68

The Chinese viewed warfare, and by implication military strategy, as an effort to ‘harness the power of
the people, the army, and the government’. This view pre-dates Western military thinking by more than
two thousand years.

A more Africanist definition69 of national military strategy is that it is an intellectual exercise (guided by
the national strategy and national security strategy) aimed at determining the most efficient, realistic,
sustainable, and viable manner by which to deploy forces, engage hostile forces, and meet national
security objectives while securing, protecting, and defending the Pillars of State.70

Therefore, a military strategy is a pre-determined realistic vision of military actions that are applicable
at the national and regional levels. It is reliant on numerous inputs (political, economic, intelligence) all
of which may be required under certain circumstances. In essence, strategists and planners must utilise
predictive intelligence71 (PI) to identify future based ‘big picture threats’ and develop approaches by
which to neutralise them.

Military strategies address issues that are of immediate importance to the survival of the state.

The Aim of Military Strategy

The aim of military strategy is to:

• Assess all developing, real, possible, potential, and predicted threats
• Determine realistic, sustainable, and viable concepts and visions for deterring conflict
• Influence and shape the national, regional, continental, and international political and security or
military environments
• Conduct actions to defend against, destroy, degrade, or neutralise any threat the nation may face

Ultimately, this will result in military plans to overcome armed threats along with manpower or force
level requirements, force posture, force training programmes, equipment plans, projected requirements,
and budgetary implications.

Planning is a process that results in a plan. The plan is the result of explicit thinking on how to
implement the strategy with the means available to the state.

There are essentially two types of military strategy:
• National military strategy
• Operational level strategy72

The aim of a national military strategy is to:

1. Assess all threats: All realistic strategies are intelligence driven. Therefore, all developing, and/or
potential threats need to be identified, assessed, understood, and targeted for intelligence collection
and analysis. Assessing national and regional threats requires comprehensive short, medium, and



long term intelligence. Intelligence sources must be developed using the political guidelines and
direction as a foundation for relevance. Intelligence needs to be credible, relevant, confirmed,
carefully analysed, and correctly disseminated if it is to be useful to strategists and planners.
Access to the final intelligence product73 enables strategists and planners to determine the most
immediate and credible threats. It also enables them to ascertain what means will be required, and
how the armed forces should be organised, trained, and postured to deal with likely threats. Many
of the threats in Africa are interlinked, and it is the responsibility of the intelligence services to
determine the linkages that exist between specific threats to the state and other threats in the
region.74 Conflicts beyond national borders may result in regional spillage as witnessed in Libya and
the ripple effect that occurred across the North and West African regions.

2. Deter and prevent conflict: The means required by the armed forces to achieve their military
objectives will depend on the threats faced by the nation. All possible intelligence sources must be
exploited to determine how hostile forces are composed and postured, and what support they have
within the region. The role of the armed forces in deterring conflict and war is to identify, locate,
contain, strike, and annihilate threats. The armed forces must therefore be correctly structured,
trained, and equipped to deter and neutralise enemies and threats of varying types and intensities.

3. Influence and shape environments: The national military strategy must effectively influence and
shape the national, regional, continental, and international political and military environments and
enhance government policy. Positive influence is enhanced by continued military liaison with allied
countries in the region. Military- to-military contact, training, and support influences the military
environment in a positive manner. Intent-driven cyber and psychological warfare operations must
form part of the overall national military strategy and continually influence the military environment
in a positive manner, increase popular support for the armed forces, and assist in the continued
development of allies and cultivation of informational sources.

4. Destroy and neutralise threats: The role of the armed forces is to aggressively, decisively, and
rapidly conduct offensive, defensive, and/or containment operations against any threat facing the
nation. Failure will render the function of the armed forces null and void. Victory can never be
compromised as the consequences of losing are catastrophic. Threats can only be neutralised if
they are identified, located, and understood, and if the forces pitted against them are correctly
structured, trained, equipped, led, and supported by political and popular will. When called upon to
attack, defend against, or contain an enemy, the armed forces must do so rapidly and decisively.

The strategic vision of military action(s) guided by national policies is determined by the availability of
credible and sound intelligence regarding threats to the state. The role of military intelligence in defining
military or armed threats at the strategic, operational, and military levels, remains crucial.

Operational level strategy is the ‘strategic intent’ of a campaign or theatre commander, defined as a
campaign strategy or ‘theatre design’. It must allow for the identification of operational objectives and
the development of numerous options for striking and annihilating the enemy or threat. The state
initiates operational level strategy within a defined area of anticipated operations when required.

In his  book  on mobile  warfare, 75 Col  Roland  De Vries76 listed  the major  themes (expanded on by
the author and not in order of priority) that are required to develop operational level military strategies as
follows:

• The threats and how they are deployed and postured
• The constraints on military action in terms of terrain, climatic conditions, access routes, obstacles,
infrastructure, rules of engagement, population distribution, time, and distance (several of these form
part of the assessment of the operational environment)
• The aims, objectives, and focus of potential enemy(s) or threats
• The state’s national goals and objectives
• The state’s position with regard to allies, international relations, and regional activities
• The regional military balance and the resources and capabilities available to the state
• The manpower available to the state
• The national consciousness and the will of the government and the populace
• The importance and advantages of a proactive approach



• The use of the media in enhancing and supporting the will of the populace and positively influencing
the region and the continent

The above will allow strategists and planners to confirm the required posture of the armed
forces/partaking units and determine when, where, and how they can/must act— or react—and how to
support them.

Critical Points
Strategy, regardless of the level at which it is developed and executed—i.e. at national or theatre level

—must identify, analyse, and address numerous critical points including:

• The enemy’s capabilities, weapons, deployments, training, and real or predicted intentions
• The regional, continental, and international support the enemy enjoys and how it is expressed
• The theatre(s) of war and the types of warfare and operations each theatre permits
• The strategically, operationally, and tactically important terrain in the theatre(s) of war and how it can be
exploited to achieve strategic and operational objectives
• How climatic variations may impact the terrain and advantage or disadvantage the armed forces
• Natural obstacles and how they can be avoided or strengthened in order to channel the enemy into
pre-determined killing grounds
• Offensive and defensive military options and objectives
• The balancing and synchronising of forces and their deployments
• Access routes and approaches to strategic and/or operational objectives or terrain of strategic,
operational, and/or tactical importance
• The role that air assets will play in enabling the ground forces to achieve their objectives
• The role that naval assets (including riverine forces) will play in enabling the ground forces to achieve
their objectives
• Rural and urban human concentrations and how these and their accompanying infrastructures can be
exploited to prevent enemy forces from achieving their objectives

Whereas the above are all viewed in terms of how they can be exploited to achieve strategic goals
and objectives, they are simultaneously assessed and appreciated to determine what advantages they
present to the enemy. This will preclude the enemy from using critical points to achieve strategic,
operational, and/or tactical advantages.

The development of campaign (operational) strategies must therefore emphasise:

• The threat—what does the enemy (real or predicted) look like in terms of manpower, organisation,
doctrine, weapons, equipment, training,  support, and history of operational success
• The area of operations (AO) and operating environment (OE)—how the area of operations (AO) and
the operating environment (OE) will influence the implementation of the commander’s strategic intent
and operational plans
• Ends—what must be achieved i.e. the desired end goal (strategic objective)
• Ways—the methods by which the desired ends will be achieved (operational designs)
• Means—what resources are available for achieving the desired ends (forces and equipment)
• Conclusion—what must be done once all objectives have been met? Once the military strategy has
been formulated, it is tested against:
• The national strategy or strategic national goals and direction
• The principles of military strategy
• How realistic the strategy is in terms of the available means
• The available resources and how capable they are of sustaining the military strategy
• The ability of the armed forces to execute the strategy successfully (i.e. organisation, doctrine, training,
equipment, and TTPs)
• Whether and how civilians can be utilised as assets (guides and sources of information) or offer
logistical and moral support within the AO with minimal collateral damage to them
• Whether the populace will accept and support the strategy or reject it



Strategists and planners must consider different strategic options and determine the options by war
gaming:77

• The best strategy
• The most realistic strategy
• The most dangerous strategy i.e. the strategy that will advantage the enemy

The best strategy is the strategy that will, within the shortest time, achieve the desired national and
military goals in the most economical manner with the means available. It may, however, not be possible
to implement this strategy due to public resistance and opinions, sustainability, international sanctions,
potential for third country involvement, regional and international reactions and potential for excessive
collateral damage.

The most realistic strategy is the strategy that will achieve the desired national and military goals in
the most economical manner within the shortest space of time, given the existing force levels,
equipment, and abilities.

The most dangerous strategy is the strategy that will give the enemy the advantage and may render
the armed forces unable to meet the desired national and military goals. The value in identifying and
assessing the most dangerous strategy is that it allows for contingency planning thereby negating both
strategic and operational surprises.

The most realistic strategy can be identified by war-gaming the proposed strategies against the
enemy’s likely actions and reactions. It must be noted that it is possible for the best strategy also to be
the most realistic strategy.

Once war-gaming has determined the most viable strategy, it is implemented as operational level
strategies, operational design(s), and TTPs.

Doctrine becomes the vital thread that links the military strategy, the operational design(s), and the
TTPs to the deploying forces and guides them in closing with and annihilating the enemy and/or
defending the Pillars of State.

The Basic Principles of African Military Strategy
The principles of military strategy that are accepted in the East and West are not always suited to

operations within Africa due to numerous factors (the causes of war and conflict in Africa, the lack of
heavy industry, the importance of agriculture, the role of natural resources in financing conflict and wars,
the complex and diverse populations, the operating environment, the lack of infrastructure, and regional
and international reactions).

The principles of military strategy and war can be used interchangeably at campaign or theatre
level.78 However, the numerous political influences that may affect the principles require in-depth
identification and assessment at the state-versus-state level.

The principles of military strategy are those essential truths that have been found, over time, to be
indispensable to the planning sequence. All formulated military strategies must be tested against the
principles to ensure that every possible influence has been assessed, analysed and taken into
consideration.

Although the principles are free standing, they are all interrelated and as such, influence one another.
The principles of African national military strategy can be identified as follows:

• Political relevance
• Directional flexibility
• Intelligence
• Means
• Sustainability
• Support
• Security
• Simplicity
• Exploitation
• Conclusion



Political relevance: As an instrument of the state, the armed forces remain subservient to the state.
The national military strategy must, therefore, support and strengthen the national strategy and by
implication, the Pillars of State. Planners and strategists must consider all developing, real, predicted,
and potential politico-military factors and assess how these are likely to influence the national military
strategy. The potential for national, regional, continental, and international fall-out must also be
assessed and considered constantly. The military strategy must, furthermore, be aligned and
synchronised with the strategies of other government agencies and departments so that it will provide
coherent, holistic, realistic, and proportional supportive responses to any enemy, threat, or action.
Directional flexibility: A realistic and flexible strategy is easier to implement than an inflexible one. The
national military strategy is derived from the national strategy and the subsequent national security
direction, policies, and goals. It is from these that the national military guidelines and possible limitations
and restrictions are identified. The limitations and restrictions may include international, continental,
regional, or national influences (the economy, infrastructure, manpower, technological developments,
and the populace). As military action is an extension of political activity and of national and foreign policy
in particular, all military strategies are based on the political direction, policies, and guidelines. The
strategy’s impact on the national, continental, regional, and international political arenas will, at all times,
play a fundamental role in its validity.

However, the national military strategy must rapidly be adapted if the national political policy and
direction is changed by the government.

Intelligence: All realistic and valid strategies are driven by credible and focussed intelligence.
Intelligence from within and beyond national borders allows strategists and planners to ‘see over the hill’
while predicative intelligence enables them ‘see into the future’. Without foreknowledge of the changing
political, social, economic, technological, and military environments and how these changes can
influence the development of the strategy and its implementation, the strategy will be meaningless and
insubstantial. All intelligence assets must be exploited to secure actionable and credible information and
intelligence. It is especially here that well-placed human agents with high level access play a critical role,
whereas intelligence liaison with allies can add to the overall intelligence picture. Long range intelligence
forecasting, threat predictions, and future based intelligence planning79  minimise the likelihood of
enemy forces achieving strategic and operational surprise. Credible and sound intelligence can
furthermore be used to continually refine and update strategy so that strategic flexibility can be retained.

Means: The means that a state has at its disposal will determine what can or cannot realistically be
achieved. In terms of military means, the government must realise that the armed forces will have
manpower, training, equipment, and air support limitations and requirements. Acknowledging the
available means guides strategists and planners in the development of realistic, viable, and sustainable
strategies. Realistic expectations, guided by the political  direction, therefore need to be established.
When the means are insufficient, strategists and planners need to be cautioned against making invalid
assumptions about what can be achieved.

Sustainability: A military strategy that cannot be sustained during its implementation is of little to no
value. Sustainability is determined by the economic and military resources available for the
implementation and completion of the strategy. The economic impact (finances, materiel, and
manpower) of sustaining the strategy will determine its viability. Sustainability furthermore includes
communications systems, crucial logistics, replacement of damaged, destroyed, and/or captured
equipment, and the manpower with which exhausted forces can be relieved or rotated. In assessing the
sustainability of the strategy, explicit plans and choices need to be made, priorities confirmed, and
political, economic, and other trade-offs considered.

Support: To be accepted and supported by the populace and the regional, continental, and/or
international community, a strategy needs to conform to standards of legitimacy i.e. casus belli80 and be
driven by political intent and will. Actions deemed illegal by international standards will be widely
condemned. Governments that execute such strategies may find themselves subject to foreign military
intervention or sanctions. The media, regional, continental, and international legal institutions, human
rights organisations, and NGOs must be leveraged for maximum support regarding the implementation
of the strategy.

Regional, continental, and international counter-support action may manifest as refusal to sell arms
and equipment, to grant over-flight rights and denial of access to ports and other infrastructure. A lack of



political, popular, and logistical support can reduce operational tempo, negatively influence operational
momentum and morale, and impair the implementation of strategy at the operational and tactical levels.

A strategy is doomed to fail if it cannot be economically and logistically sustained. Logistical support
and supply lines will present excellent targets of opportunity for enemy forces. All support resources and
supply lines must be secured and protected and function efficiently and smoothly.

Security: Screening off one’s own intentions from the enemy is a prerequisite for strategic,
operational, and  tactical surprise, and it prevents  the enemy from  acquiring unexpected advantages in
pending actions.  Counter-intelligence actions and measures must be implemented to prevent strategies
and developing operational plans and actions from being compromised at all levels. Security is
enhanced when deception measures and psychological warfare are used to influence the enemy to act
in a disadvantageous manner. Simplicity: A well-executed simple strategy is of far greater value than a
complicated strategy that is difficult and problematic to implement. Simplicity requires realistic, clear, and
uncomplicated plans which are distributed through clear, concise, and unambiguous orders and
directives that ensure a thorough understanding of what must be achieved, when, and by whom. Simple
plans limit the potential for error, especially during stressful situations.

Exploitation: All national assets and resources must be identified, considered, assessed, confirmed,
secured, and exploited. These may include:

• Government agencies and departments that can contribute towards the execution of the strategy
• Natural resources
• Industry
• Terrain
• Technology
• The population
• The media
• Infrastructure
• Regional and international allies that can aid in the development and sustainability of the strategy

The media must be encouraged to propagate elements of the strategy that can strengthen the
national will and increase popular support without compromising security. Hence, the development of
assets within the media remains of vital importance in aiding the development of propaganda plans.
Negative media erodes the confidence and national will of the populace.81 Any enemy attempts to
negotiate a ceasefire or settlement must be exploited.

Conclusion: Whereas developing the national military strategy is an ongoing process, the supporting
military strategies that are implemented as specific campaigns or theatre strategies have  a beginning 
and  a conclusion.82 The  manner  and timing  with which campaign or theatre strategies are concluded,
and when and how forces are either withdrawn or redeployed to new theatres must be planned in
advance. Planning must provide for all aspects of the strategy’s conclusion and furthermore, include all
logistical matters (destruction and/or removal of ammunition and other equipment and departure from
the theatre in an orderly and disciplined manner). Prematurely extricating the armed forces from
operations that have been poorly planned and executed may gravely embarrass the state and lead to a
decline in regional and international respect. This may adversely impact on the security of the state and
even the tenure of the government as enemies will seize this error for propaganda purposes and
present themselves as victorious. It is therefore critical that any negotiations between the armed
forces/government and the enemy are conducted from a position of strength and the conclusion is
accomplished according to the strategy.

As conflict and war are unpredictable and violent, adherence to strategic principles does not
automatically guarantee success on the battlefield. Flexibility in the development of the military strategy
and the allocation of objectives according to priorities remain vital as they allow constant evolvement of
—and adjustments to—national and operational level strategies.



A good beach-landing area

A government ‘technical’

A halt during an advance after recapturing a town

The end goal of any military strategy is to determine the most efficient, realistic, and viable manner in
which to meet the state’s national security objectives while securing, protecting, and defending the
Pillars of State. The principles, therefore, serve as guidelines to ensure that the desired end goal is met.

As all military strategies are inextricably linked to the national strategy, it is evident that poor military
strategies may prevent national political and security goals from being achieved. Poorly conceived
military strategies can, additionally, lead to the defeat of the armed forces and the collapse or
embarrassment of the established political order. However, unclear political goals and guidelines can
make the development of the military strategy and subsequent operational plans problematic at best
and ineffective and irrelevant at worst.

As war is an extension of government policy, the armed forces act to achieve national and/or foreign
policy objectives on the government’s behalf. Political and military strategists and planners need to



operate within the predetermined political dimension and parameters expressed in terms of domestic
and foreign policy.

Threat Prediction
Threat predictions83 are based on confirmed and predictive intelligence, and they are a vital pre-

requisite in the development of the national military strategy. They can, however, be a difficult and
problematic task if intelligence analysts, planners, and strategists do not have accurate, actionable, and
credible intelligence at hand, do not understand the historical trends that have manifested over time,
and do not understand the political, military, and economic strategies of the target country or grouping,
or those of their own government.

If the intelligence services fail to utilise and exploit all the available intelligence assets, sources, and
resources at their disposal, or do not cultivate new sources and resources where intelligence gaps exist,
they will directly contribute to intelligence failures that result in disjointed and faulty threat predictions
and strategic, doctrinal and operational failures. Intelligence failures can give the enemy strategic and
operational advantages, and make commanders, planners, and strategists misjudge the enemy.

The value of threat prediction and analysis is that it provides benchmark indicators that can be used
to assess and re-adjust the military strategy and subsequent operational designs. Flexibility prevents a
rigid and narrow view of the threats a government may be facing during the implementation of military
strategies.

Intelligence analysts, military planners, and strategists furthermore need to consider a host of different
factors that may lead to political tensions and thus negatively influence the integrity and security of the
state, its citizens, and the operating environment. Political tension may be the result of economic
tension, natural resource distribution, border disputes, perceived political sabotage, ethnic, tribal and
religious differences, land issues, political isolation, employment issues, and lack of essential services.

Additionally, all factors need to be viewed in terms of the advantages and disadvantages they may
hold for the political and military machinery, and how they can successfully be exploited.

The fact that enemy forces will be assessing the same factors is of equal importance.
The advantage will thus lie  with the  analysts, strategists, and planners who are able to accurately

predict the threats facing the state, identify their weaknesses and possibilities for exploitation, and
develop realistic, sustainable, and viable options to counter them.

The Dimensions of War
The national military strategy is an intelligence driven, intellectual process that results in a vision of

possible future and/or definite actions that may be taken to secure, defend, expand and protect the
Pillars of State.

War planning is conducted within four distinct yet interrelated dimensions known as the dimensions of
war:

• The political dimension
• The strategic dimension
• The operational dimension
• The tactical dimension

The Political Dimension: The political dimension of war is the highest dimension of war in the same
way that the national strategy is the highest level of strategy. Its aim is to collapse or weaken an
enemy’s trinity of gravity or a hostile government’s Pillars of State without having to commit the armed
forces to battle. Strategic political, economic, and/or covert politico-military operations aimed at
degrading, destabilising and/or neutralising an enemy or threat, and the projection of political and/or
economic power and sanctions against countries considered to be engaged in unacceptable security or
political practices are planned in the political dimension.84 The value of political warfare is that it creates
situations that cannot be defined as ‘war’ and thus makes countering or defending against it difficult and
problematic. Other examples of political warfare include:

• Coercive diplomacy85



• Diplomatic blackmail
• International isolation
• Economic sanctions
• Border and/or harbour closures or blockades
• Air space restrictions such as no-fly zones
• Cyber attacks including directed denial of service attacks
• Strategic disinformation operations
• Political and other support to proxy forces
• Covertly supporting opposition parties and armed anti-government movements in an adversary’s
country to create instability

Whereas war in the political dimension may result in limited discretionary warfare operations, these
types of operations straddle the boundary between political and strategic warfare. They are highly
sensitive and usually deniable.

The Strategic Dimension: At this dimension of war, the government will give strategists and planners
one of five options for resolving the real or perceived threat situation. These are:

• Deter the enemy
• Neutralise the enemy86

• Exhaust the enemy
• Annihilate the enemy
• Force a negotiated settlement from a position of strength

The threat, the terrain, the means, the political and national will, the economy, and the level of
national support will determine how the war is fought within this dimension. Military operations

conducted within this dimension are referred to as strategic warfare operations.87 War within the
strategic dimension can encompass distant or close strategic offensives and strategic defensive
warfare.88 Strategic defensive warfare89 can involve conventional and unconventional operations, long
distance offensives, cross border raids, and counter-AGF operations.

The Operational Dimension: War in the operational dimension is sector or theatre- bound. It aims to
achieve strategic military objectives through battles and/or campaigns that can last for weeks, months,
and even years. These actions are not restricted to operations beyond the borders of a country—they
may unfold nationally as well. Strategic military goals that have been translated into plans and actions
within the operational dimension are referred to as ‘operational designs’.90

The Tactical Dimension: Short term engagements based on TTPs are fought between government
forces and the enemy in this dimension of warfare.

It is within the various dimensions of war that strategy is executed in accordance with the political
direction, guidelines, and policies, and ultimately unfolds via the approved national military strategy, the
campaign or theatre strategy, the commander’s intent, the designs for battle, and the subsequent
operational plans and actions. A lack of actionable intelligence at the tactical level can give the enemy
the initiative and the momentum to defeat engaging units. Continued tactical defeats will degrade the
morale and will of combat units and may even collapse the armed forces and the government and result
in the subjugation of the nation.

The Area of Operations
The area of operations (AO)91 refers to the geographical area in which a military campaign or

operation is conducted. The AO includes the military commander’s area of responsibility and the area of
influence, and may extend into the area of interest. The AO may comprise an entire country, a theatre of
war, a command sector, the province of a country, a small isolated area of conflict, or even a combat
zone.

Apart from the constant factors such as terrain, climate, and the enemy, there are several tension
inducing factors that impact the AO.92 These factors must be considered when campaign strategies and
operational plans are being formulated:



• Power
• Third-party intervention
• International interference
• Ideology
• Ethnicity
• Economy
• Demographics
• Resources
• Energy
• Infrastructure
• Religion
• The cyber domain
• Space
• Natural disasters

These should not be viewed as stand-alone factors as they are often interlinked and closely allied to
the dimensions of the national military strategy. The factors, in addition, intersect with and compliment
the factors that impact on the operating environment.

Power: Power is measured by the direct or indirect control that a government is able to exert on the
populace, the level of foreign support it enjoys, and the size, ability, and actions of its armed forces,
intelligence services, and law enforcement agencies. Power is, additionally, often tied to ideology,
ethnicity, and religion (all of which present opportunities for exploitation) and influenced by allies and the
likelihood of supportive allied intervention. Support may include foreign combat forces, provision of
weapons and weapon systems, and financial and moral support.

The stronger a government’s hold over its populace and economy, the more direct power it will be
able to exert domestically. However, if a power base is built on oppression or neglect of governance, it
will provide aggressor or anti-government forces with windows of opportunity for exploitation,
propaganda, and methods of attack.

Third-party intervention: A hostile neighbour’s regional allies might directly engage in hostile action
involving financial and logistical support, military advice, contractors, and actual military actions.93 Third-
party military involvement will alter the military balance and may adversely affect the military strategy
and subsequent operational plans. Third parties may also have their own independent agendas and
involve themselves in pursuits that complicate the area of operations and the operating environment.

International interference: Interference or pressure from the international community94 (diplomatic,
economic, and military sanctions, covert and clandestine actions, and even direct military intervention)
can drastically alter the political, social, economic, and military landscapes within the AO. The anti-
government uprisings in North Africa would not have been as successful as they were without
international intervention and support (air reconnaissance, air attacks, and clandestine deployments of
foreign special operations forces).

Ideology: Ideology is a set of political beliefs and ideas that a portion of the populace adheres to.
Most, if not all, political parties base their political manifestos, programmes, and messages on these
beliefs and ideas. This can result in differing forms of government (aristocracy, democracy, theocracy,
oligarchy, monarchy, and even tyranny) and beliefs about which economic system will best sustain the
ideology (capitalist, free-market or socialist). When governments with differing ideologies cannot resolve
their differences through diplomacy and/or negotiation, conflict or even war is likely to follow. Analysts,
planners, and strategists must be able to assess how an opposing ideology will influence their
contributions to the military strategy and the impact it will have within the AO. A cause or ideology with
strong support will, furthermore, enhance the national will of the populace.

Ethnicity: Ethnicity is an important aspect of identity. It  distinguishes  one group from another in that
members of specific ethnic groups recognise their similarities in traits such as culture, language, race,
behaviour, and history. Different ethnic groups may cope with situations in different ways. Some may
adopt a passive approach, others may become aggressive, destructive, and even militant, depending on
their ideology. Analysts, planners, and strategists must be cognisant of the manner in which ethnicity
may influence the military strategy and impact on the AO. Politicians and planners must discuss how
such factors may influence the national or military strategies—or be exploited at the political level.



Ethnicity may influence the composition of the armed forces or AGFs within a target country or AO and
this may lead to dissatisfaction and/or concern amongst civilians, especially ethnic minorities. Ethnicity
is the raison d’être for many of the armed forces and AGFs in Africa and this can influence the actions of
the government forces within an AO.

Economy: A country’s economy is the mechanism by which it produces, exchanges, and distributes
commodities to generate the capital that allows it to consume or sell goods and services. The strength of
the economy is closely related to the levels of employment in a country. An economy can be driven by
agriculture, industry, resource extraction and sales, banking, and other sustainable factors, and it
determines how capable a country is of sustaining its armed forces. Strategists and planners can make
valid assumptions about an enemy’s military capabilities and whether or not he is able to sustain a
protracted conflict or war by thoroughly assessing his economy.95 It is equally important for planners to
have a realistic view of their own country’s economy as it will indicate the length of time for which
military action can be sustained. A country’s location, level of worker satisfaction or dissatisfaction
(strikes, go-slows, protests and riots), infrastructure, crime, access to ports, size, and border control can
also influence the economy. So-called parallel or grey economies undermine legitimate economies and
must become law enforcement targets. The impact of the economy on the AO must be considered at all
times and unnecessary collateral damage must be avoided.

Demographics: A detailed knowledge and understanding of the populations that make up aggressive
or hostile groupings within an AO in terms of race, age, religion, income, and ethnic distribution allows
planners and strategists to determine:

• How the population is distributed throughout the AO
• In which part of a country or AO the populace will be most easily influenced or subjugated
• Which part of a country or AO will be most susceptible to psychological warfare and propaganda
operations
• Which part of a country or AO will be most likely to voluntarily support the hostile force.

The characteristics of permanent and nomadic populations and their distribution, density,
segmentation, cultures, traditions, languages, and religions exert a strong influence on the AO. It is
within this dimension that so-called ‘hearts and minds’ policies are implemented.

The above demographics provide analysts, strategists, and planners with an understanding of
whether the population within the AO is likely to accept or resist aggressive actions against an AGF or
their government.

Resources: There are numerous strategically valuable natural resources in many African countries. If
correctly controlled and exploited, these resources exert a major influence over the growth of a country’s
economy, its development, the improvement of its populace and, in particular, its military capability,
development, and profile.

The intellectual resources utilised for the development of technology and weaponry also reveal an
opposing government’s ability to think and act strategically. Strategic resources are more likely to lead to
conflict.96 Since resource exploitation is an integral part of a country’s economy, control over sought-
after resources can result in conflict as aggressors and criminal groups try to seize them. Resources in
an AO may also enable an enemy to sustain their actions against a government. Food and water may
become vital resources in the future of Africa’s development and attempts to control them may lead to
conflict. Resource and mineral rich areas are most likely to be targeted and must be well defended.

Energy: A country’s ability to generate sufficient energy to power its industries, businesses, cities,
and towns is critical. The availability of energy will, furthermore, determine the country’s ability to power
its industries and communications systems and sustain its economy in times of crisis. Oil, gas, and fuel
reserves represent a country’s energy requirements and indicate the length of time for which a target
country will be able to sustain its ground, air, and naval forces. Analysts, planners, and strategists need
to have a detailed knowledge and understanding of the AO’s energy generation capacity and reserves,
and know to what extent these may pose a threat or opportunity to developing military strategies and
operational plans.

Infrastructure: A country’s infrastructure is an indication of its wealth, resources, and potential for
development. A strong infrastructure is the backbone of a country’s economy. Well-developed road, rail,
and air transport networks can be used to move military forces and their equipment to critical areas



within an AO (a factor that attacking enemy forces will exploit to their advantage). Denying access to
infrastructure can break an attacking force’s momentum and render it unable to react swiftly.
Infrastructure denial will, however, negatively affect the economy and erode the government’s power
base. Excessive damage to the existing infrastructure within an AO may anger the populace and result
in growing support for enemy forces, even in areas which may initially have been friendly towards
government forces. Haphazard infrastructure denial such as road, rail, and bridge destruction may,
additionally, impede government forces’ operations and must be carefully considered before action is
taken.

Religion: A population’s religion (often linked to demographics and ethnicity) can indicate how that
population is likely to react to aggression, and how much resistance can be expected within an AO. The
members of some religious groups may react with fanatical fervour while others will adopt more passive
attitudes. Understanding how religion may impact on any military operation is important to the
development of a strategy.

The cyber domain: Analysts, planners, and strategists must have a thorough knowledge of how the
target country uses its cyber-capabilities (computers, telecommunications, social media networks, and
the internet) to conduct warfare within the AO (cyber espionage, electronic surveillance, propaganda,
and denial of service97 attacks). The cyber domain consists of numerous role players—from individuals
to corporations and governments. Hostile individuals, AGFs, and enemy governments can wreak
disproportionate damage on industry and governments alike. Neutralisation of a country’s cyber
networks—or the ability to inject anti-government propaganda into them—may enhance the military
strategy and restrict a target country or area from utilising this domain. Neutralisation of this domain may
also prevent an enemy from reacting rapidly to armed aggression, especially if communications have
broken down.

Space: The target country may be able to launch satellites that can be used to conduct surveillance
within the AO, strengthen communications, and even launch attacks. It may, additionally, have access to
satellites belonging to allied countries and be able to disrupt communications, navigational systems,
cyber-efforts, and cyber-weapons. Such capabilities can impact the AO and must be negated and/or
neutralised as rapidly as possible.

Natural disasters: Many African governments do not have adequate means, resources, or resilience
to respond appropriately to natural disasters (volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, landslides, flooding,98

contagious disease outbreaks, tsunamis). These disasters may damage the economy, infrastructure,
and environment, and lead to loss of life. How these disasters can affect the target country and/or the
AO and its resultant reaction to any armed aggression needs to be considered.

The Operating Environment (OE)
The Operating Environment (OE), is an amalgamation of factors, threats, and circumstances that

shape the commander’s decisions and the use and effectiveness of available military



Figure 11: The relationship between the OE and the AO

forces within the AO. The OE may also greatly increase the fog of war and impact on the current and
future status of the AO with reference to the range of likely influences.

When analysing the AO, it is evident that:

• Numerous external and environmental influences shape the AO
• The external and environmental influences create their own challenges
• The external and environmental influences can hamper the use of technology
• The type of conflict that can occur within the AO is effected by the environmental influences

The environmental influences will have an impact on operations and logistical, medical, and
communications support operations.

Although some disagreement is evident between various strategists and planners as to which
environmental influences impact on the AO most critically, all are in agreement that recognising them
underpins the development of effective strategies.

At the national level99 the AO is shaped by the following environmental influences:

• Local politics
• Regional politics
• International politics
• Location
• Culture
• Time
• Technology

Local politics: This influence is of paramount importance when planning a campaign or entering a
new theatre, as local political influences can motivate the populace to side with or rise up against
government forces. Armed uprisings may involve ambushes and sabotage actions that distract, inhibit
initiative and momentum and throw the commander’s forces off balance. Such actions can prevent the
commander from focussing on his military objective(s) and force him to deal with unforeseen political
consequences and violence.



Regional politics: The military strategy’s impact (when it is implemented) on the regional balance of
power requires careful consideration. Political, military, economic, tribal, ethnic, religious, and social
influences must all be assessed to help strategists and planners to determine the amount of support or
resistance the strategy will evoke and the implications thereof.

International politics: The international political arena will dictate what international support or
counter-actions the strategy will evoke and how these may impact the strategy and subsequent plans
and operations. The international political environment will influence any military strategy regardless if it
is offensive or defensive.

Location: The location of the AO governs environmental factors such climatic variations, diseases
typical to the region, the type of warfare that can be engaged in, the probability of natural disasters,
deployment distances, terrain features and vegetation, suitability of weapons, and equipment. History is
littered with examples of how seasonal variations impacted on AOs and resulted in mission failure and
even defeat. Extreme climatic variations dictate what types of actions can be undertaken and what
actions can be expected from the enemy. Torrential rains, sand storms, snow storms, and excessive
heat can all wreak havoc on technology, strategic and tactical airlift, logistics, command and control, and
communications. Climatic influences will dictate the times of year at which certain actions can or cannot
be accomplished.

Culture: People regard those who do not respect their culture with suspicion. Government forces can
elicit cooperation (as opposed to antagonism) from the populace by being respectful. It is within cultures
that forces can either become ‘acceptable saviours’ or ‘cursed invaders’.

Time: Time is a critical factor in any military campaign. Time determines when forces should take
action, when they should disengage, and for how long the action can be sustained by the economy.
When the military strategy is projected over a long distance, time becomes a crucial factor in vital tasks
such as resupplying forces, evacuating casualties, and reinforcing or rotating units.

Technology: Correctly used technology is a force multiplier and its impact must not be under-
estimated. Failure or neutralisation of technology can disadvantage forces that rely too heavily on it.
Strategy must balance the use of technology with the ability of the armed forces. A technologically
heavy force is no substitute for a poorly trained force. Technology can exert a dramatic influence on
communications, navigation, weapon systems, and information distribution within the AO.

Strategists and planners must exploit the OE by dominating the various environmental influences.
This challenge is further intensified by the fact that the enemy may hold significant advantages in one or
more of the influences. Intelligence plays a vital role in determining and neutralising the enemy’s
advantages and focussed collection must therefore be conducted by all available sources and agents.

The importance of analysing the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats each influence
poses is paramount in the development of a sound military strategy and the subsequent operational
designs and plans.

Understanding the AO and OE is based on the following premises:

• The OE will have a definite impact on the AO and all military operations therein
• Hostile forces will attempt to shape the AO by exerting influence where they hold advantages
• The attitude and support of the populace within the AO is of prime importance
• The hostile forces will use every resource at their disposal to gain and maintain control over the OE



Figure 12: Strategic influences that impact on the OE

• Where the hostile forces have an advantage within the OE, this will impact negatively on government
forces within the AO

It is crucial to adapt strategy to enable control of—or dominance over—the operating environment as
this may determine the successful implementation of the strategy.

The Enemy’s Use of the AO
To gain and maintain control over the AO, the AGF or enemy will:

1. Prevent access: Every effort will be made to prevent the effective deployment of government forces
into the AO (mobilising the populace, propaganda, mines, anti- tank weapons, improvised explosive
devices, ambushes, selective demolitions, limited attacks, or a combination of these). Access
routes and logistical lines will become prime targets.

2. Exploit local populations: Regardless of the type of operation, the hostile forces will exploit locals
within the AO and get them to gather intelligence on the government forces, channel government
forces into pre-planned killing grounds (using children or livestock to block specific routes), and
perform other tasks. If the local population realises that government forces will withdraw soon after
the operation, they will support the AGF/enemy to avoid having to face retaliation after the
government forces have withdrawn.

3. Disperse forces: The AGF/enemy will attempt to preserve its own combat forces by diverting the
focus of the government forces. They will achieve this by deploying forces over a wide area and/or
front, exploiting their knowledge of the AO and terrain of strategic, operational, and tactical
importance, and staging smaller actions aimed at inflicting casualties and confusing government
forces. These actions may tempt commanders to attack at a time and place favourable to the
hostile forces,

which can result in casualties amongst the populace and cause unnecessary collateral damage. This
will turn the populace against the government forces. Dispersion will, furthermore, prevent the
government forces from accurately determining the enemy’s centre of gravity and/or the AGF’s trinity of
gravity.

4. Impede momentum: The AGF/enemy will exploit every weakness in the government forces’ thrust in
order to slow down their momentum, gain time, and/or launch counter-actions. Ambushes, nuisance



minefields, improvised explosive devices, swarm attacks, and such are used to create casualties
and prolong the conflict while drawing government forces into terrain that favours the hostile forces.
These forces will attempt to survive tactically and achieve operational or strategic victories by
impeding momentum and thus prolonging the conflict. Logistical supply lines will become prime
targets.

5. Neutralise strengths: The AGF/enemy will neutralise the strengths of the government forces by
occupying villages, towns, and other complex areas in order to divide the government forces and
attack them at a time and place of their choosing. This will enable the enemy to inflict casualties
and even achieve tactical successes. As AGFs/ enemy may know the AO better than the
government forces (especially in domestic AOs), they will use the terrain to their advantage and
strike high visibility targets to gain psychological advantages through propaganda. Retaliation may
result in excessive collateral damage, increased local, national, regional, and even international
condemnation and increased AGF/enemy support.

6. Deny safe areas: The AGF/enemy will make every attempt to deny safe and secure areas to the
government forces during all phases of a campaign or operation. Using indirect and direct fire,
landmines, swarm attacks and improvised explosive devices, the hostile forces will target laager
areas, forward operating bases (FOBs), and temporary bases from positions that inhibit retaliation
(villages, towns, and so forth).

7. Achieve surprise: The AGF/enemy will exploit every advantage they have in order to gain strategic,
operational, and tactical surprise. This may include strategic or operational deception, feints, ruses,
pseudo operations, negotiations, and other actions that will confuse and unbalance the government
forces.

The military dimension of warfare is shaped by numerous factors and influences which can limit
military efforts to a relatively small part of the overall strategy as they work in conjunction with numerous
other dimensions and are subject to the government’s political direction, policies, and goals.

To devise a workable and successful national military strategy or campaign strategy, analysts,
strategists, and political leaders must assess the AO and the threat in depth to determine strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. The impact of numerous other influences on the AO also
requires in depth analysis.

Co-opted social scientists can assist in developing a picture of the cultural complexities and attitudes
of the populace within the AO. This aids not only with the development of campaign or theatre strategies
and operational designs, but also with the adaptation of battlefield tactics, techniques and
procedures.100

When offensives are planned beyond national borders, understanding the AO and the OE become
critical factors in the development of campaign strategies and subsequent operational designs.

A lack of a classroom is no excuse for poor training
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Chapter 3

Warfare, Attrition, Revolution, Operational Design and Manoeuvre
 

The power which establishes a state is violence; the power which maintains it is violence; the power which eventually overthrows it is
violence.

– Kenneth Kaunda first president of Zambia (1964–1991)

The current threats facing African governments are diverse, dynamic, and complex. Many countries
on the African continent have faced political, diplomatic, economic, and psychological wars, armed
conflicts, and strategic wars101—and will face similar threats in the future. Over decades, the continent
has witnessed numerous hot102 and cold wars all aimed at advancing strategic national, political,
foreign, and/or economic goals. At times, these goals have been driven by foreign interests—and at
times scuppered by foreign intervention. Political warfare operations often lay the foundation for
clandestine, covert, and overt military activities.

The armed forces must be able to defend and protect the authority, sovereignty, and legitimacy of the
state and/or government, and the territorial integrity of the country and its citizens (regardless of
ethnicity, tribal loyalties, religion, and culture).

When political, diplomatic, and psychological warfare do not deter an enemy or threat to a nation’s
national, vital, and foreign interests, a decision to formally engage in military operations may become
necessary. However, the political decision to enter a conflict or go to war requires prudence and should
be carefully weighed against the consequences and risks.

All military operations put a state in grave danger if they are based on poor intelligence or economic
and political greed. The risks include:

• International condemnation
• International isolation
• International boycotts
• International/regional economic sanctions
• Regional instability
• Mass propaganda campaigns
• International military intervention
• Third-country military intervention
• Military failure
• Government collapse

If the decision to go to war or enter a conflict is opposed by a large sector of the populace, internal
protests may substantially weaken or even collapse the government.

The planned engagement may consist of direct armed confrontations, indirect clandestine actions, air
raids and strikes, naval strikes, or a combination of all. A government may also use show of force
operations103 or direct military actions to achieve a strategic political advantage, or simply reduce an
adversary’s will to fight by placing him under pressure.

ilitary strategists and planners must have access to intelligence, be able to think strategically, and
develop foresight regarding geo-political and military developments in the region.

Strategic, political, and military vision identifies the diverse military operations that the armed forces
may be called upon to execute.

Offensive and Defensive Warfare
War includes all strategic military operations aimed at disrupting, weakening, neutralising, containing,

destroying, destabilising, or defending against an enemy in order to gain strategic, political,  and/or
economic advantages. Within Africa, these operations are usually conducted nationally and/or regionally
and encompass offensive and defensive warfare.



The conduct of war requires the ability to project and sustain armed force. This requires forces that
are sufficiently trained and equipped to conduct planned operations, strategic and tactical mobility,
strategic and tactical airlift and air support capabilities, and/or where relevant, a strategic and/or a
tactical naval or riverine capability.

Offensive warfare104—also referred to as ‘expeditionary warfare’—is conducted when invading a
country or area to destroy and/or neutralise a threat. It is usually undertaken by large self-contained
military formations such as combat operations groups, divisions, and armies. Depending on the desired
outcomes, smaller mobile forces may conduct conventional and/or unconventional actions intended to
deceive, unbalance, and confuse the enemy.

The attacking forces may invade, occupy and defend part of a targeted country until the threat level
has diminished or until the enemy has accepted defeat and lost the will to fight. The armed forces must
ensure total victory as half won wars invariably recommence. Long-term occupation105 of the target
country may, however, become necessary to ensure total victory.

Defensive warfare is undertaken to halt and repulse enemy offensives or neutralise hostile force build
ups that pose a credible threat. Terrain may be held indefinitely106 during this kind of attack. Defensive
attacks are akin to large scale pre-emptive strikes but differ in that the aim is not to capture and hold
terrain or territory.

Dictates of Warfare
The type of warfare that a government (and by implication its armed forces) will engage in is dictated

by:

• The national strategy and/or national policy
• Foreign policy
• The national security strategy and policies
• The national military strategy and policies, and subsequent campaign or theatre strategies
• Economic ability to sustain the armed forces
• Force projection capacity
• Predicted or real threats (national and regional)
• The enemy’s capabilities and records of success or failure
• The AO and the OE
• Available military resources
• National assets and strategic resources
• The national and political will to sustain operations
• Regional and international reactions

The benefits that can be accrued by going to war must justify the strategic costs in terms of losses to
manpower, materiel, political power, and the economy.

Whereas all warfare is ultimately strategic in nature, the types of military operations that are launched
depend on the desired end goal. The end goal may be to repel, eject, and annihilate an invader, locate
and destroy an enemy, or even occupy a country or part thereof. The end goal will additionally allow the
identification of the political, economic, military, and other advantages and/or risks associated with
achieving it.

Offensive Warfare
National level military strategy is the highest level of the military arts within which the highest level of

strategic military decision making and action is the military offensive. Offensives may be conducted to:

• Achieve defined strategic political, military, and/or economic goals before or during armed hostilities
within a given theatre
• Neutralise an enemy that is massing to launch an attack or has attacked
• Seize control of territory and resources
• Erode an enemy’s will to enter into a conflict or continue fighting
• Deny access to valuable natural and/or strategic resources



The scale and duration of the offensive will be determined by the military means and economic
resources available.

As the highest level of war planning, the offensive utilises all or a part of a nation’s armed forces and
assets to achieve defined strategic military goals and objectives as economically and as rapidly as
possible.

There are numerous challenges involved in planning and executing offensive operations. These may
include achieving surprise, deception, security, force projection, force preservation, excessive cost and
compromise, collateral damage, mobilisation of forces, and logistical and other support. Offensives must
be wargamed to identify potential gaps, problem areas, and weaknesses prior to implementation.

When launched, the offensive can involve simultaneous, tandem, or phased attacks and may be
supported by several different types of warfare.

Offensive warfare may, additionally, be part of an overall national strategic plan to attack an enemy or
threat in a distant country (distant offensive). Enemy territory is invariably occupied to contain or destroy
hostile forces or force them to abandon their military or political aims. Once these aims have been
achieved, the attacking forces will withdraw to their country of origin. However, the defeated enemy may
commence with a guerrilla warfare campaign against the occupying forces—with or without the support
of the populace.

Alternatively, a close offensive may be launched at a neighbouring country that poses a military or
other credible threat. Here too, the aim is to neutralise or destroy the enemy, prevent a further force
build up by occupying part of the country for a period of time, or prohibit the movement of enemy forces
within the occupied area.107

Strategic raids or strikes may be conducted across international borders to destroy an identified and
credible hostile target as rapidly as possible before withdrawing to the host country.

The Close Offensive
A close offensiv e108 is theatre bound and usually of short to medium term duration. However,

sustaining an offensive can cripple a belligerent government’s economy, especially if a protracted war
ensues.

The aim of the close offensive is to attack, destroy, or disrupt a hostile force in a neighbouring country
before that force can pose a credible threat. Strategic raids and pre-emptive strikes may be used to
execute such an offensive.

Although the close offensive may achieve strategic advantages, there are several disadvantages that
need to be carefully assessed prior to implementation:

1. If sound intelligence is lacking and the attacking forces have not been prepared to deal with the
populace within the target area, immediate problems will arise between them. This holds particular
relevance in Africa where many antagonistic tribes and cultures are divided by international borders
or have long-standing historical tensions.

2. Poor operational security can compromise the pre-offensive build up, result in a loss of strategic
and operational surprise, and give the enemy sufficient time in which to prepare. If the build-up is
compromised, regional and international pressure can also force the belligerent government to
abandon its plans.

3. The offensive may attract international and regional condemnation and sanctions or military
interference from other countries.

4. The logistical supply lines that sustain the attacking forces may become vulnerable to attacks.

A close offensive was launched into Angola from Namibia (a territory then under the governorship of
South Africa) by the SADF’109 in 1987. Its aims were to halt joint Angolan/ Cuban efforts to destroy the
UNITA110 stronghold at Jamba in southern Angola, halt Cuban expansionism in Southern Africa, and
locate and destroy ANC111 and SWAPO112 bases. South Africa, increasingly isolated by the international



community at the time, launched the close offensive to protect itself against direct military attacks by
fighting its enemies in countries113 that offered support rather than fighting them in South Africa.

The close offensive was derived from the National Party government’s national security strategy and
policy (itself derived from the national strategy) as voiced by then minister of defence, General Magnus
Malan. On 4 February 1986, Malan addressed the national parliament and stated:

The security forces will hammer them wherever they find them. What I am saying is the policy of the
government. We will not sit here with hands folded waiting for them to cross the borders…we shall settle
the hash of those terrorists, their fellow-travellers, and those who help them.

The SADF’s incursion into Angola was a typical example of a close offensive. Despite having multiple
military objectives, it was characterised by the following:

• It was part of the government’s national strategy and national security policy
• It was aimed at self-defence and self-preservation
• A strong economy was required to sustain it114

• It partly achieved its desired aim in that it ultimately led to a negotiated political settlement and a
cessation of hostilities
• It did not culminate in an occupation of Angola as the SADF forces withdrew shortly thereafter (due to
international pressure and an outflanking manoeuvre by the Cuban forces that could have posed a
grave danger to the small SADF force in Angola)
• The withdrawal of forces was pre-planned and relatively easy to accomplish

Notwithstanding the above, the South African government suffered international condemnation,
increased diplomatic and economic sanctions, further international



isolation, and  an increase in regional tensions. The SADF, despite having achieved its primary
military objectives, was doomed to lose the war due to a faltering economy, increased international
isolation and pressure, a war-weary populace, and declining political resolve.

The above illustrates that an effective military machine, no matter how successful on the battlefield,
can find itself at a strategic disadvantage if it does not have strong national and international economic
and political support.

Figure 13: Close and distant offensives

The Distant Offensive
The distant offensive115 is launched across more than one international border to neutralise an enemy

that poses a grave threat to the national or vital interests, or national security of the country launching it.
It can also be launched to secure foreign economic and/or political interests.

Whereas such an offensive can achieve definite strategic advantages, there are several
disadvantages (in addition to those inherent in conducting a close offensive) that need to be carefully
assessed prior to implementation:

1. If attacking forces are perceived as an invading and occupying force, the national resolve to oppose
and resist them may be strengthened. This can lead to an armed uprising against the
invading/occupying force.

2. If the security of the force build-up is compromised, strategic and/or operational surprise will be lost
and the enemy can prepare for the anticipated offensive. However, a very large force build up may
convince the target government to negotiate rather than face being attacked.

3. Enemy forces may encircle the attacking forces, cut them off, and destroy them piece- meal.
4. The impact on the national economy of sustaining such an offensive is immense.
5. While the attacking forces may initially be viewed as ‘liberators’, poor discipline, excessive collateral

damage, and cultural and social disrespect will result in animosity towards, and even armed actions
against them.

The International Coalition Force attacked Iraq116 in 2003 intending to bring about a regime change117

and thereby prevent a perceived threat118 from reaching Europe and the USA. According to both then
President George Bush (USA) and then Prime Minister Tony Blair (UK), the aims were to disarm Iraq of



its weapons of mass destruction, end Iraqi President Saddam Hussein’s support to terrorism, and free
the Iraqi people.

The above example illustrates a typical distant offensive in that:

• It was based on the national security strategy
• It had economic and foreign policy objectives
• It was launched to secure foreign interests
• It required the projection of military force
• It was launched over a long distance
• It required a large logistical and troop movement effort
• A strong economy was required to sustain the offensive
• It culminated in a long distance occupatio1199

• A strong air component was needed to provide air support

A distant offensive may  also be launched using inter-continental ballistic missiles (ICBMs), long range
strike aircraft, armed unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or drones, and naval launched cruise missiles.

When executing a distant strategic offensive, the belligerent government must establish alliances with
countries over whose territory or airspace it may need to operate. Such alliances can support the
offensive in terms of logistics, casualty evacuation, over flight rights, and support services.

Close and distant offensives are combined services operations.  They may utilise conventional or
unconventional forces and require the involvement and participation of all service arms of the armed
forces (army, air force, and navy).

To be successful and to prevent the attacking forces from getting bogged down in a war of attrition in
a foreign country, an offensive must be executed with speed, efficiency, and decisiveness. Poor
intelligence, badly defined objectives, and poor planning will result in protracted campaigns and
continued requirements for additional forces and equipment.120

The withdrawal of forces, once strategic objectives have been met, needs to be well planned prior to
launching the offensive. The enemy will perceive an unplanned withdrawal as a sign of weakness and
exploit it for propaganda purposes. Furthermore, the enemy may simply occupy the vacuum left by the
departing forces.

Defensive Warfare
The national strategy, and subsequently the national security strategy of any government is aimed at

securing, defending, and protecting the Pillars of State from offensives that may be launched by hostile
groups and/or hostile neighbours. Covert or overt continental and/or international support may be
present and threats may be conventional or unconventional in nature.

To protect the state and the nation from hostile attacks, the armed forces need to adopt an offensive-
defensive posture in readiness to counter armed aggression. The intelligence services must prevent
strategic and operational surprise by continually and actively gathering information about threats and
their developments. Intelligence gathering operations must target real and perceived enemies and
threats and so-called allies who may be acting suspiciously or harbouring resentment towards the
government.

Information, once transformed into intelligence, provides early warning and allows the armed forces to
organise, train, equip, and posture themselves to counter real, perceived, or potential threats timeously.

A posture of strategic defence is adopted to defend the state from an enemy’s strategic offensive.
Strategic defence is aimed at:

• Halting  the enemy’s offensive and providing a platform from which to launch a counter-offensive
• Preventing the enemy from occupying strategic or key terrain by channelling his forces towards
specific, well-prepared killing grounds
• Deterring, containing, delaying, disrupting, destroying, resisting, wearing down,or repulsing the
enemy’s offensive Projecting armed force into the enemy’s territory to pre-empt his offensive, or attack
him in his own country



Strategic defence is maintained until the attacking enemy force or threat has been overwhelmed or
neutralised. It can last longer than planned if the enemy breaks through the defences and occupies part
of /or the entire country. The defence will then utilise unconventional offensive actions against the
enemy’s forces in an attempt to wear them down by means of a war of attrition.

Military analysts, strategists, planners, and commanders need to appreciate, anticipate, and
understand the potential for conflict and war so that they can understand issues of strategic importance
and significance to national and regional goals. Furthermore, they must be able to identify the enemy’s
strategic targets and objectives and ensure that appropriate defensive measures are adopted and
implemented.

Numerous factors influence the development of a strategic defence:

• The national strategy
• The national security strategy
• The national intelligence estimate
• Whether or not the economy is strong enough to sustain defensive operations
• The strategic implications of military developments in neighbouring regions
• Regional conflicts and their strategic impact on the national defence policy
• Regional defence expansion and its strategic implications
• The development of proxy forces and terrorist group1211 funded by foreign governments and the danger
they pose to the state’s vital and national interests
• The prospect of failure and the measures that will then be undertaken.

Strategic defence is, however, not a passive posture. Whereas the armed forces may appear to be
waiting for an imminent attack, other actions are implemented to support the overall defensive effort.
These actions may include:

• Political and diplomatic warfare
• Propaganda campaigns
• Denial of service attacks
• Naval blockades
• Military deception operations
• Covert sabotage, assassination, and disruption operations
• Psychological warfare operations
• Discretionary warfare operations
• Pre-emptive political manoeuvres
• Establishment of no-fly zones
• Air strikes

The strategic defensive plan can include several types of military operations:

• Offensives
• Counter-offensives
• Encirclements
• Defensive operations to hold ground of strategic and key/tactical importance
• Pre-emptive strikes
• Attacks on the enemy’s communications and logistical and administration areas
• Guerrilla warfare

The aim of the strategic defence is to seize the strategic initiative and deter, resist, defeat, disrupt,
contain, or destroy the enemy with a counter-offensive (or in the case of a distant threat, a strategic
offensive). It is vitally important to identify and appreciate the enemy’s intentions correctly. This requires
continuous intelligence gathering and analysis,
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continued monitoring of enemy movements, and combat reconnaissance operations122 aimed at
identifying and confirming the enemy’s intentions.

Key Reasons for Strategic Failure
Strategic offensive and defensive operations can fail for numerous reasons which include:

• Poor training
• Lack of equipment
• Political hesitancy or lack of political will
• A lack of credible intelligence (resulting in poor strategies)
• A failure to apply intelligence correctly
• Failure to protect intelligence (a lack of counter-intelligence)



• A lack of strategic vision
• Poor strategic thinking
• Political interference
• Third country or international political and military interference or intervention
• Poor generalship and a lack of military will
• A lack of operational focus
• Weak command and control structures
• Highly centralised command and control
• A lack of communications
• Inappropriate deployment of forces
• Poor logistical support
• Misjudgement of the enemy
• Inadequate resources
• Excessive collateral damage
• Ineffective use of air support
• Ill treatment of the populace
• Inappropriate doctrine and TTPs
• Time (a short campaign that evolves into a protracted campaign)

Even though the decision to enter into a conflict or war is made at the political level, it remains the
responsibility of the senior command cadre of the armed forces to advise the government on the
implications of such an action and the consequences of failure.

Operational Level Warfare
Developing the military strategy is an intellectual process that results in a vision for anticipated future

military action which is ultimately implemented as a campaign strategy, operational design, or plan and
executed at theatre or sector level (referred to as the operational level).123

At the operational level, operations are identified as:

• Military operations related to war
• Military operations other than war
• Military intelligence operations

The armed forces are an instrument of domestic and foreign policy in the African context. Therefore,
to conduct effective military operations, the armed forces must be organised, trained, postured,
equipped, and prepared for deployments and actions within and/or beyond the country’s borders.

The senior command cadre of the African armed forces must contend with domestic and regional
political, economic, social, and military matters. However, a lack of focus on bpolitical and military
objectives will result in operational and subsequently strategic failure.



Figure 14: Operational level operations emanating from the military strategy

Military Operations Related to War
The national military strategy and its supporting strategies dictate the type of warfare for which the

armed forces must prepare and deploy.
Conventional and unconventional warfare are      the two categories of operational-level warfare the

armed forces must be able to execute.
A government may commit its armed forces to a strategic warfare campaign to support an allied

nation, or to help a foreign/neighbouring country’s opposition political parties and disgruntled citizens
effect a change of government in their country.

The roles played by international governments in Côte d’Ivoire and Libya in 2011 illustrate how a
strategic warfare campaign that supports anti-government forces, conducted in tandem with an offensive
warfare campaign can collapse a government and result in a change of government.

Military Operations Other than War
The armed forces may be required to carry out operations that do not include closing with and

destroying an enemy. These operations are therefore mainly domestic but can, in certain circumstances,
take place beyond the borders of a country.

Such operations may entail:

• Supporting law enforcement agencies in operations such as cordons-and-searches, vehicle check
points, border security, show of force patrols, and riot and crowd control
• Disaster relief operations
• Humanitarian operations
• Supporting health agencies during medical crises (containing contagious diseases)
• Show of force operations to contain political and/or other violent actions
• Supporting UN and AU peacekeeping missions
• Search and rescue operations

These operations, correctly carried out, can win regional and international praise, respect and support
for a government.

Military Intelligence Operations
Military intelligence operations are planned and executed to give the government and the armed

forces strategic political and military advantages. This is achieved by:

1. Gathering intelligence on potentially hostile neighbouring states and organisations that may pose a
direct and/or indirect threat to the Pillars of State

2. Conducting offensive covert actions and operations by identifying, neutralising and/ or disrupting
senior enemy personalities, plans, and predicted actions

3. Conducting counter-intelligence operations to defend or protect the secrets of the state and its
organs

These operations can be clandestine or covert in nature and are screened off and protected from any
unauthorised persons by means of counter-intelligence operations.

Military intelligence operations are highly sensitive and compromise can lead to grave political and
military embarrassment. Indeed, if compromised, intelligence operations can lead to overt hostilities
between governments and countries but they nevertheless remain critical to the continual adjustments
that need to be made to national political and military goals, policies, and directives. The intelligence
services, furthermore, serve as ‘eyes and ears’ in volatile regions and provide early warning of any
planned aggressive actions against a country or government.

Typical intelligence operations include:

• Recruiting, managing, and running well-placed intelligence agents
• Cyber intelligence, electronic intelligence, and technical intelligence operations



• Psychological warfare campaigns
• Propaganda campaigns
• Disinformation operations
• Influence operations
• Strategic reconnaissance operations
• Neutralising high value individuals and targets
• Discretionary warfare operations
• Intelligence on contagious diseases in neighbouring states and the region and the impact they will have
across international borders should they spread unchecked
• Other deniable operations such as pseudo and proxy operations

Attrition Warfare
One of the aims of war is to exhaust the enemy and wear him down to the point of collapse or

disintegration through sustained losses in personnel and materiel. Attrition warfare is usually supported
by large scale local, regional, and international propaganda campaigns and economic sanctions aimed
at further eroding the will and economy of the targeted government or group.

Attrition warfare124 is an ideal strategic approach when facing an enemy with superior economic
power, manpower, firepower, mobility, and technology. Likewise, when a more powerful enemy has
occupied a homeland, attrition and guerrilla warfare can wear him down while propaganda and
economic disruption and sanctions is used to erode the national will in his home country.

Some view attrition warfare as an approach that should be avoided at all costs, or only implemented
as a last resort.

Africa has witnessed several wars in which an attrition-focused approach has collapsed governments
or forced them to negotiate with their attackers from a position of weakness. Examples of successful
wars of attrition are the wars of liberation waged in Namibia, Angola, DRC, Zimbabwe, Mozambique,
and Uganda.

As a form of warfare, successful attrition requires propaganda and numerous political, military,
economic, social, and diplomatic measures that contain and exhaust the enemy to the point of
capitulation, withdrawal, or negotiation. This type of warfare can begin as a low intensity revolutionary
conflict or war and develop into a protracted war in which attrition becomes the dominant aim.

When two opposing forces are matched in terms of manpower and resources, victory comes at an
enormous cost to the victor. The battles on the Western Front during World War I are examples of
matched forces engaged in attrition warfare. The forces were bogged down in static defensive positions
and little consideration was given to manoeuvre. Repeated frontal attacks were attempted by the two
opposing forces (with massive casualties) as each side sought to wear down the enemy and bring about
an end to the hostilities.

As a means of strategic defence, attrition defies numerous classical principles of strategy and war (in
particular, concentration of force and manoeuvre). It does, however, pose an advantage to a weaker
force when correctly applied, as it allows that force to engage a numerically stronger enemy at a time
and place of its choosing and then disengage without having to fight decisive battles. In this instance,
traditional stay-behind units or guerrilla forces will wage a war of attrition against an enemy’s supply
lines, soft targets of opportunity, occupied infrastructure, and rear areas. This approach presupposes
that the enemy has already gained a foothold in the country being attacked and that attrition warfare is
necessary to neutralise an enemy’s advantages (manpower and resources).

The religiously-motivated AGF (Taliban) and its supporters waged a war of attrition against the
International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) and the ISAF-installed Afghan government. Despite
ISAF’s overwhelming force levels, mobility, economic muscle, firepower, equipment, technology, and
media access, the Taliban was able to inflict sufficient losses to ISAF life and materiel to negatively
influence public opinion and generate political and economic concern in the countries of the coalition
partners.

The war, which began during October 2001, cost ISAF billions of US dollars for very few if any
strategic gains, and questions were raised about how long ISAF could sustain the losses and
expenditure on a result that could best have been achieved by other methods of warfare. Indeed, it
appears the entire ISAF strategic offensive and subsequent campaign strategy was deeply flawed as it
had been developed on perceptions as opposed to intelligence.



The absence of a realistic and coherent end state made the ISAF ‘exit strategy’125 problematic. The
international mainstream and social media intimated that ISAF had lost the battle and the Taliban
viewed this as a victory and exploited it as part of their propaganda campaign. It also made a large
portion of the populace support the Taliban for fear of reprisals once ISAF withdrew from Afghanistan
despite having been positive or even neutral towards ISAF before.

Classic attrition warfare need not only apply to smaller or weaker forces. Superior forces can also
exhaust an opponent to the point where his force levels are sufficiently degraded and he loses his ability
and desire to fight. The rationale of this approach, used in this context, is that the force with the most
resources will triumph by deploying overwhelming manpower and firepower.

Another example of attrition was the United States of America’s approach to the war in Vietnam,
considered by many analysts and historians to have been a flawed military strategy. Notwithstanding its
enormous resources, the US, despite winning numerous tactical engagements, suffered a strategic
defeat as the Vietnamese enemy was more determined to win the war. As US casualties mounted, the
war became unacceptable to the US public. Conversely, the Vietcong and their North Vietnamese allies
considered their casualties ‘acceptable’ despite enormous losses.

Due to its disproportionate cost to life and resources, attrition warfare should only be contemplated
when other military strategies and options have been explored and deemed non-feasible or proven
unsuccessful.

Attrition warfare is often practiced within Africa, especially when government forces engage AGFs or
terrorist groups. However, long term success can be achieved by identifying, isolating, and attacking the
trinity of gravity.

Essentially, attrition warfare is abandoned when the enemy has been worn down to a point of
exhaustion, after which, other strategies are implemented to achieve the desired end-result. Timing is
crucial to success as premature or overdue changes in strategy can result in defeat.

Modern societies seldom adopt and execute long term wars of attrition, even though attrition warfare
may be viewed as a part of a strategic approach. However, it remains a feasible military approach to
countering AGFs or powerful occupying forces.

Revolutionary Warfare
Revolutionary warfare is a battle between revolutionaries and a government or regime126 in which the

revolutionaries attempt to overthrow and replace the existing political order with their own ideology or
secede from an existing state.

Three distinct types of forces can be identified:

1. Revolutionary forces:127  forces comprising a segment of the populace that seek to overthrow the
existing political order through illegal (usually violent) means

2. Popular resistance forces: forces comprising a section of the populace who wish to expel a foreign
force that has invaded or occupied their territory

3. Separatist forces: forces comprising a portion of the populace who seek to annex a portion of the
state’s territory and form their own state

These forces may operate independently or even support one another. Furthermore, they will rely on
the media—including social media—to propagate their message so that they can fund their cause by
eliciting sympathy from local, regional, and international donors. Their message will often use terms like
‘democracy’, ‘freedom’, and ‘liberation from oppression’.



Figure 15: The development of a revolutionary warfare strategy

This work will refer to the forces that engage in revolutionary warfare128 as ‘the enemy’, ‘AGFs’,
‘revolutionaries’or ‘terrorists’.

Revolutionary wars are often viewed as ‘small wars’.129 This may be an acceptable point of view but
Africa has proven that they can develop into protracted, large scale conflicts, even involving regional
powers.

Revolutionary warfare is fought across and within seven different dimensions. These are:

• Intelligence
• Law Enforcement
• Military
• Political
• Economic
• Populace
• Perception

Despite their free standing nature, the dimensions are interrelated and inter-dependent, and each is
exploited to achieve favourable outcomes over as wide a front as possible. Revolutionaries exploit the
dimensions to influence the populace (the ‘masses’) to join their cause and to gain national, regional,
continental, and international sympathy and support.

President Museveni (2008) of Uganda outlined the conditions for a successful revolution as follows:

First, there must be extreme and widespread  oppression enough to generate desperation and
resentment by a wide cross-section of the population. This oppression would not only include denial of
political rights, which sometimes is a bit remote in underdeveloped societies, but more especially, it must
include land alienation— taking land from the population—extra-judicial killings, desecration of cultural
sites, suppression of a people’s culture, including language, and such other extreme measures. This is
condition number one. There must be widespread oppression, especially involving taking away of
people’s land and assaulting their identity.



Second condition—it must be clear to many people in the oppressed community that there is no other
peaceful option to get them out of their oppression—that armed struggle is the only option. If the people
think they can use elections—they can use other means to solve that problem—then it will be very
wrong to propose using war. Therefore, the protracted peoples’ war must be a means of last resort.

Three—the other crucial factor is the terrain—the terrain of the country. If you are fighting in the urban
areas, the political environment, which somehow is linked with number one—meaning that you should
have either favourable terrain or you should have overwhelming support if it is an urban area, political
support.

Number four—external allies for or against the revolutionary cause may also function as a catalyst to
expedite the liberation process or slow it down. I’m sure you remember the war in Vietnam—the support
by the communist bloc for the war of resistance in Vietnam played a crucial role in the victory of
Vietnamese nationalism and reunification of Vietnam. The support by the western countries for the
Mujahedeen in Afghanistan helped to defeat the Soviet occupation in that country.

Number five—there must be a revolutionary leadership able to do two things:
Articulate how much better the future will be when the revolutionary forces win and convince the

people by advocacy and actions that it is possible to triumph. That leadership must convince the people
that, first of all, the future will be better and,secondly, it is possible—it is doable. Because, initially, the
people are sceptical, they may be feeling oppressed but they doubt whether that method can work or
not. It is up to the leadership to convince them that it is desirable and doable and feasible.
(a) An intellectual leadership is very important to deal with these issues. If you have a mediocre type of
leadership, they may not be able to deal with both the theoretical issues of the struggle, as well as the
practical issues. In fact this is the problem for many of the resistance movements.

Those are the five conditions that in my view must exist for a revolutionary war to be started,
sustained, and successfully concluded.

The military dimension of revolutionary war may manifest as traditional conventional or
unconventional warfare. However, most revolutionaries wish to avoid classical conventional warfare and
their armed anti-government campaigns therefore remain in the armed conflict phase. Nevertheless,
revolutionaries often use the term, ‘conventional warfare’ to refer to mass mobilisation of the populace.

Revolutionary warfare is generally regarded as ‘warfare by unconventional means’. The conflict starts
with dissatisfaction amongst a segment of the populace followed by intimidation and terrorism. As the
conflict expands and develops, it becomes a low intensity armed anti-government uprising utilising
guerrilla tactics before transitioning into a high intensity armed anti-government campaign. However, the
precise meanings of the various terms used within the context of revolutionary warfare create some
confusion due to the subjectivity of the parties using them. Furthermore, terms like ‘terrorist’, ‘insurgent’,
and ‘guerrilla’ are often used as synonyms for ‘anti-government forces’.

The distinction between the various forms of armed action can become blurred due to the fact that an
armed anti-government campaign may contain elements of guerrilla warfare and terrorism. The issue is
further complicated by the fact that there is no commonly accepted international definition for
‘terrorism’.130 An armed anti-government campaign is, however, not a strategy. It is merely a phase of
revolutionary warfare aimed at effecting a change in government or regime. Conflicts comprising hostile
AGFs using TTPs related to guerrilla warfare and terrorism are thus viewed as part of the revolutionary
warfare spectrum.

As a general guideline, an armed anti-government campaign can be viewed as a conflict consisting of
guerrilla warfare (small team guerrilla tactics aimed at military targets), intimidation, and terrorism
(indiscriminate acts of violence with no distinction between military and civilian targets). Despite being
predominantly fought by smaller units, the conflict is strategic in nature. Its ultimate aim is to engineer
the collapse of the Pillars of State and the demise of the existing political order so that it can be replaced
it with the AGF’s own vision of government.

The reality of such conflicts is that the sporadic acts of political and armed violence resonate across
the entire country, creating a perception that the revolutionary forces are stronger than they really are. In
turn, this allows them to be viewed as a serious threat to the legitimacy of the state.

A conflict between national armed forces and an AGF is usually considered to be a battle for the
support of the population131 residing in the AO, without which, the armed forces will be unable to
establish an effective intelligence gathering system. The AGF campaign is likewise doomed to fail



without the support of the populace. As counter- AGF operations are intelligence driven, the ability to tap
into the populace for actionable information and intelligence is critical to success.

Warfare, the AO and the OE
Well-planned, focussed and long term intelligence operations are vital to ensuring the survival of the

African state. The AO in which the conflict or war is waged, and the factors that impact on the OE, have
a significant influence on the types of actions and warfare that can be utilised. Given Africa’s vastness
and variations in terrain, climate and populace, analysts, strategists, and planners need to know and
understand the environment in which they will be operating and how it will influence operations.

The African operating environment can be viewed as a combination of circumstances, conditions,
political influences, and regional threats that may influence the deployment of military forces and the
decisions of unit commanders. The operational area, which can be a country or part of a country, lies
within this OE and may include domestic areas under threat.

A number of different AOs and OEs may have to be assessed due to the diverse conflicts in which the
armed forces may have to engage. The nature of the AOs/OEs will be influenced by a number of factors
which include:

• The terrain or geographical (physical) environment
• Existing infrastructure
• The distribution/concentration of the populace within the AO
• Time and distance
• The national will
• The economy
• The threat/enemy
• Likely regional and international support
• Strategic and operational possibilities
• The military capabilities of the armed forces and the enemy respectively

Analysts, strategists, and planners must use credible and sound intelligence to determine the ways in
which the enemy will utilise and exploit the above factors to his advantage. Only then will coherent
understanding allow the effective formulation of operational plans and counter-plans.

Conflict and War in Africa
Africa, with its vast mineral resources, disparate wealth levels, varied terrain, diverse languages, and

complexity of cultural, traditional, ethnic, and religious beliefs has, post- 1945, witnessed numerous
conflicts and wars.

Each confrontation has wreaked devastating results on communities, many that have yet to heal—as
shown by the prevailing destitution and suffering in numerous countries. This is largely due to the fact
that many of Africa’s governments are composed of majority ethnic, tribal, or religious groups who wish
to retain political and economic power at the expense of the populace. This approach has encouraged
the development of separate tribal and ethnic identities and prevented the development of national
identities—to the detriment of governments and states.

Policies of politicisation have, on numerous occasions, been implemented in the intelligence services,
armed forces, and law enforcement agencies to ensure their loyalty to the government. This has often
resulted in partisan security forces that brutally and violently clamp down on any person, group, or tribe
that dares to oppose the ruling party. Such actions result in anger, distrust, and resentment towards the
government and the security forces and set the foundations for revolutions aimed at deposing
governments and installing new ones.

When governments have tried to follow a more democratic approach, they have not had firm or
realistic national strategies and policies in place. Consequently, the intelligence services, armed forces, 
and law enforcement agencies have failed to meet political expectations and underperformed. The
populace’s observation of this underperformance has often resulted in a lack of confidence in both the
government and the security forces. Added to this dilemma has been the failure of governments to
provide basic essential services.

Some African governments have grown suspicious of their own security forces, believing that they
may become the victims of a coup d’état—as in fact has happened on numerous occasions.



Resultant from the above, and the fact that neighbouring and foreign states often offer aid, training,
and safe haven to anti-government forces intent on overthrowing governments, the potential for conflicts
and wars has remained high and in some instances inevitable. These conflicts and wars have, in many
instances, followed similar progressions and many have remained unresolved due to numerous reasons
(a lack of political will, inability to sustain operations, poorly trained armed forces, lack of equipment,
international intervention, premature ceasefires, deep seated anger, historical antagonism, and
resentment towards governments).

Africa’s many colonially-designed borders, complex and diverse populations and ideologies, religious
differences, varied cultures, economic disparity, and vast (mostly untapped) natural resources, create
numerous opportunities for conflict and war.

Conflict can be viewed as a state of antagonism between two or more parties or groups, (domestic
and/or foreign). It is usually driven by clashing ideologies, ideas, and interests. The conflict can be
localised or may spill cross international borders. The ultimate aim of the conflicting party is to bring
about a change in government.132

When a state of discontent cannot be resolved by negotiation or political methods, other options are
implemented by those who are disaffected. These may include:

• Strikes and protests
• Peaceful and/or violent demonstrations
• An increase in crime/corruption
• Armed anti-government uprisings

From this definition, the following can be concluded:

• Conflict can be peaceful or violent
• It can be driven by domestic and/or foreign interests
• It can be the result of perceived or real ideological, economic, or political repression
• It may result in the use of armed action and sabotage
• Criminal actions may increase
• It may spill over into neighbouring territories or countries
• It is aimed at forcing a government to reassess its domestic policies and improve governance
• It is aimed at bringing about government/regime change

War, on the other hand, can be defined as, ‘A forcible contention between states with the purpose of
overpowering each other by armed force, in order to secure certain demands or claims’. 133 There are
however, many complexities on the continent that this definition fails to address.

A more Africanist definition of war is that it is ‘a condition of open aggression and hostility between
governments, regional and/or foreign, where the use of armed force and state-sponsored violence—to
achieve political or economic goals—is prevalent’.134

Given the above definition, it can be concluded that:

• It is a condition of state-on-state armed antagonism and aggression
• It has a political or economic end goal
• It can be driven by regional or international interests
• It can be an extension of foreign policy
• It can be waged within or beyond national borders
• Armed aggression and violence are important components of war
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The activities characteristic of war may be placed into two interrelated categories: preparations for war
and war proper.

Preparations for war include strategies, operational designs, plans, war games, contingency plans,
training and equipping of forces, initiation of deployment drills, and establishment of logistical lines and
bases.

War proper is the deployment of forces and their equipment, at the correct time and place to wage or
end war1355

It is within the realms of conflict and war that African military analysts, strategists, planners, and
commanders come to the fore.

The Levels of Conflict and War



The dimensions of conflict and war differ from the levels of war, in that the dimensions relate to the
assessment of threats and subsequent formulation of strategies, operational designs, and plans,
whereas the levels relate to the execution and implementation of plans.

The levels of conflict and war are those levels at which major political and/or military operations and
campaigns are executed and sustained to meet national political directions, objectives, policies, and
goals within operational areas, theatres, or sectors within or beyond the borders of a country.

Conflicts and wars are contested on four distinct yet interrelated levels:

• Political
• Strategic
• Operational
• Tactical

Figure 16: The progression and levels of war

Political level of war: The level at which national strategy, policies, goals, and directives are
developed and implemented. Threats against the Pillars of State are neutralised by the application of
political counter-measures and manoeuvres decided upon in the political dimension. Covert and political
operations are launched to isolate, distress, or pressurise opposing groups or governments, weaken
their will, and demoralise their supporters. The regional and international political alliances required to
sustain governments are also strengthened at this level.

Strategic level of war: This is the level at which the state activates and deploys its national resources
to achieve its national and regional strategic security objectives and goals. The national military strategy
is implemented in accordance with political directives, military risks are assessed, and regional, national,
theatre,136 and sector137 strategies and war plans are developed. Military and other forces and
resources are also allocated to strategic political, military, or economic objectives. The national military
strategy is the result of an intellectual process aimed at advising the government on how to meet its
extended political goals and policies. It therefore addresses who, what, where, when, how and what
thereafter questions on behalf of the armed forces. Offensive and defensive strategies are then
implemented to address national and regional concerns and national and vital interests.

Operational level of war: Campaigns and major operations are planned, executed, and sustained to
achieve strategic objectives within sectors, theatres, and other operational areas at this level. The
strategic and operational objectives are achieved by phasing events and actions. The intellectual
strategy is implemented through physical action within the AO and the clash of political wills manifests
itself through the application of doctrine, the manoeuvre of forces, the judicious use of firepower, and the
sound application of TTPs. Warfare at this level is referred to as operational level warfare, and it is here
that the art of command and control becomes apparent and engagements are either won or lost.
Commanders utilise elements of strategy linked to tactics by means of doctrine to overcome and defeat
the enemy operating at this level. At the operational level, commanders work at deploying formations
and units ‘on the ground, in contradistinction to planning upon a map’.138



Tactical level of war: At this level, the military strategy unfolds in the area of operations by means of
battles, engagements, and/or smaller actions against the enemy in accordance with operational
designs. These actions are planned and executed to achieve decisive operational objectives and
results. The battles and engagements are fought by means of TTPs and the application of tactical fire
and manoeuvre is aimed at overwhelming and destroying the enemy. Victories at the tactical level must
never be equated to operational and/or strategic victories.

Grand Tactics—Operational Art or Operational Design?
Part of the dilemma African armies face is the continued creation of new words, terms, and phrases to

describe the same actions or phenomena. This has led to a large amount of confusion for commanders
and leaders in the field.

While the subject of war has an intellectual or scientific element, it is still the practical application of
force or violence to achieve a desired military aim, and ultimately an advantageous political and
economic end goal.

Jomini implied that there was a level of war between strategy and tactics when he penned the term
‘grand tactics’ in 1838. He stated, ‘Grand tactics decides the manner of execution and the employment
of the troops.’ From his definition, it is clear that grand tactics comprises the planning of battles using
creative thought, skill, knowledge, experience and action.

The Soviets referred to grand tactics as ‘operational art’. This diversion was soon followed by
European and US forces in the belief that the term ‘operational art’ would provide fresh insights into the
art of war. Of late, ‘operational art and design’ has become an accepted replacement for the term ‘grand
tactics’. However, as the distinction is largely semantic, this work will use the term ‘operational
design’.139

The operational design is the process by which the intellectual military strategy is developed into
practical plans for the tactical deployment of men and equipment to engage the enemy. If successful, it
will result in victory. It thus interlinks TTPs (physical actions), operational designs (visualisation), and
strategy (intellectual actions), and is executed within the AO.

Operational design requires commanders and their staff to visualise how the military strategy will
unfold and apply creative methods of implementing it through plans at the operational level. At this level,
commanders develop major objective-driven operations and tactical deployments while still allowing
their subordinate commanders to use their initiative.

To enable this visualisation, commanders require:
• A sound knowledge and understanding of strategy, doctrine, and TTPs
• A thorough understanding of deployment drills and battle procedures
• An understanding of the OE and its impact on the AO
• An understanding of the distinction between area of responsibility, area of influence, and area of
interest,140 and how these areas can influence the AO
• Sound intelligence on the enemy, terrain, and local population
• Creativity
• Planning skills
• Experience

This allows commanders to develop campaign, theatre, and operational plans aimed at achieving and
supporting the military strategy.

To develop their operational designs or designs for battle, commanders need to:

1. Analyse the military strategy relevant to their area of deployment and identify strategic, operational,
and tactical military objectives.

2. Once the strategic, operational, and tactical military objectives have been determined and
confirmed, gather all relevant information and intelligence to enable an accurate appreciation and
realistic design for battle to be made.141 This information and intelligence will cover areas such as
the enemy’s aims, intentions, deployments, objectives, order of battle, doctrine, weapons, and
support.

3. Determine  population  distributions  and  how  they  may  influence  operations, approaches, and
directions of attack.



4. Define the operational environment which consists of:

• The prevailing conditions within the area of operations
• The prevailing circumstances within the area of operations
• The possible influences of the OE on operations

5. Conduct a thorough military appreciation by analysing and assessing all factors that may influence
the anticipated, current, and predicted situation within the area of operations.

6. Formulate a realistic and feasible design for battle or battle plan based on the military objectives.
7. Issue orders to unit and sub-unit commanders. Orders are issued in the form of the commander’s

intent i.e. what the commander wants to achieve and how he foresees achieving it with the forces at
his disposal. The unfolding of the operational design is usually presented by means of a sand
model depicting the area of operations and the deployment of own forces versus enemy forces.

8. Implement, monitor, command and control, and make operational and tactical adjustments where
necessary.

The unit and/or sub-unit deployment drills commence once the operational design is complete and
orders have been issued to subordinate commanders.

Key Concepts of Operational Design
Applying the key concepts of operational design does not guarantee success. The concepts must be

viewed in context, as conflict and war are both uncertain and dynamic. This should, however, not detract
from their use as a framework for potential success.

The following key concepts require in depth assessment and remain critical to the appreciation and
plan in the development of the operational design:

1. A clear understanding of the mission
2. Clearly identify and understand the strategic/operational objectives of the mission
3. The commander’s intent
4. A thorough assessment and analysis of the situation
5. The enemy’s centre or trinity of gravity
6. The priority of objectives
7. Terrain of strategic and tactical importance
8. Weather conditions
9. Approaches

10. Deception
11. Critical points
12. Limits of exploitation
13. Tipping points
14. Direct approaches
15. Indirect approaches
16. Force allocations
17. Positioning and concentration of forces
18. Reserve forces
19. Exit plan
20. The principles of war

A clear understanding of the mission: A commander who does not understand the mission (what
must be achieved) cannot develop operational designs and plans that will meet all the objectives.
Analysing the mission allows a commander to determine the enemy’s centre/trinity of gravity on each
objective or within each area, and subsequently plan effective military actions and counter-actions.

Clearly identify and understand the strategic/operational objectives of the mission:142

Commanders at the operational level must identify and understand the strategic and operational
objectives and their implications within the theatre or sector of operations. Furthermore, commanders
need to understand the political and military implications of their actions. Failure to grasp and visualise



strategic and operational objectives will prevent them from developing effective battle plans that
strengthen and complement the military strategy.

The commander’s intent: The commander’s intent must be a clear statement of who must do what,
where, when, how, why and what thereafter. His intent will include all aspects related to his mission and
the operational design.

A thorough assessment and analysis of the situation: The prevailing situation within the AO is of
vital importance to commanders. All factors (the strength and disposition of the enemy forces, their
predicted operational aims, the local population, infrastructure, natural and artificial obstacles, indirect
fire emplacements, heavy-weapon emplacements, air support, and command and control) that will
positively or negatively influence the commander’s operational design must be assessed.

They enemy’s centre/trinity of gravity for each objective: The operational design determines the
best way for a commander to neutralise the trinity of gravity or concentrate his forces against the
enemy’s centre of gravity143 in the sector or theatre. The enemy will, likewise, attempt to focus his forces
against the attacking commander’s centre of gravity which must therefore be defended and protected.
Objectives must be carefully appreciated and the centre of gravity for each objective determined as the
enemy commander will allocate a command structure at each objective. Attacking and neutralising the
enemy’s objective-based centre of gravity will create opportunities for the commander to gain
operational and tactical advantages which, in turn, will generate momentum and initiative. Where a
trinity of gravity exists, the armed forces will be required to destroy AGFs while relying on the
intelligence services and law enforcement agencies to attack and neutralize or disrupt the other
elements of the trinity of gravity.

Priority of objectives: During conventional operations, the operational and tactical objectives must
be identified and prioritised. Thus the force may be required to attack, destroy, and/or capture the
enemy at one or more secondary objectives prior to attacking a primary objective. However, the theatre
or sector will generally have more objectives than forces available. Each objective will have its own
small centre of gravity, i.e. that ‘hub of all power and movement, on which everything depends...the point
at which all our energies should be directed’.144 Therefore, commanders must prioritise objectives and
systematically destroy the protective shield that defends the enemy’s main centre of gravity. Additionally,
prioritising objectives will allow commanders to focus forces and fire to maximum effect.

Terrain of strategic and key/tactical importance: Terrain is vital to successful military operations.
Identifying, taking, and holding/dominating terrain of strategic or key145 importance remains vital to the
successful conduct of theatre or sector operations. Terrain is, however, not only topographical in nature.
Populated terrain (villages and towns) can also be strategic or key in nature. This poses a challenge to
commanders in terms of limiting collateral damage. Urban areas are complex and hold numerous
advantages and disadvantages to attacker and defender. The attitudes of the local population need to
be correctly interpreted, and used to create strategic or operational advantages.

Weather conditions: Weather patterns and seasonal climatic variations can radically alter the AO.
Heavy rains and droughts affect morale, the mobility of motorised and/or mechanised forces, advance
routes, approach routes, helicopter landing zones, logistical support, and use of indirect fire support.
Inclement weather conditions furthermore hamper and restrict effective air support and helicopter-borne
operations.

Approaches: Approaches define the directional movement and manoeuvre of the force in relation to
the enemy force. The approach may begin as an axis of advance to an assembly area where a specific
tactical formation is adopted. This formation will depend on terrain, enemy positions, enemy weapons
and weapons systems, the objective, the enemy’s centre of gravity, and the operational plan by which
the enemy position is to be approached, engaged, and destroyed. The approaches allow the forces to
close with the enemy and focus maximum combat power through the judicious use of terrain and
manoeuvre.

Deception: All warfare is based on deception, a process that relies heavily on intelligence to identify
the enemy’s intentions, perceptions, and objectives. Deception is planned and executed at the strategic
and operational levels and is aimed at confusing, deceiving, or influencing the enemy’s perceptions of
the attacking forces’ intentions, deployments, movements, approaches, attacks and timings. Deception
can additionally  make  the  enemy miscalculate when to commit his reserve forces.



Figure 17: A typical usage of axis of advance and approaches to forming up place and start line

Critical points: There are usually more critical points in a theatre or sector than there are forces
available with which to attack them. The critical points, however, present commanders with considerable
advantages as they are the keys to defeating the enemy’s centre/trinity of gravity and defending their
own centre of gravity. As the critical points are usually146 objective and terrain related, prioritising them is
vital to a successful action. Limits of exploitation: A limit of exploitation is a predetermined point or
area beyond the objective at which the commander plans to pause his offensive action after a
successful attack. This is done to allow forces that have taken an objective to consolidate their gains,147

replenish ammunition and other equipment, and evacuate casualties. The limit of exploitation is usually
a tactical bound beyond the objective. If the enemy has fled in disarray, the commander may decide to
relentlessly pursue and destroy the enemy. Tipping points: The tipping point is that point during the
operation at which it becomes clear that the enemy forces are faltering and close to collapse. This
affords the commander opportunities to press home his attack and destroy the enemy. When the tipping
point is reached, the commander will need to decide whether or not to utilise his reserve forces to
ensure the annihilation of the enemy.

Direct approaches: There may be times when a direct approach or frontal attack will be the option
most likely to succeed. However, where possible, a direct approach onto a well-defended enemy
position should be avoided.

Indirect approaches: The indirect approach utilises aggression, deception, speed and concentration
of force to attack the enemy’s position from unexpected directions and at unexpected times. It seeks to
exploit weak points such as unprotected flanks, rear areas, logistical areas and routes, and command
posts. Attacks on the enemy’s flanks also prohibit the enemy from employing focussed fire to the front,
thereby restricting his firepower. To be successful, the indirect approach must exploit enemy
weaknesses and avoid enemy strengths.

Force allocation: The allocation of forces i.e. units and sub-units to achieve operational objectives
requires careful consideration. Force allocation will be determined by the type of objective, its priority,
the enemy forces and their weapons systems, the terrain, the attitude towards both the enemy and the
government forces of the population within the AO, and the ability to sustain the forces.

Positioning and concentration of forces: The positioning and concentration of forces, at the correct
time and place, requires a thorough assessment of the enemy’s strengths and weaknesses and the
advantages that can be gained from his weaknesses. The advantages commanders seek include
control of tactical and key terrain, control of the air space, support from the local population, initiative,
and manoeuvre. This factor relates to the type of approach to be followed, deception, and command
and control.



Reserve forces: The positioning of reserve forces to enable their commitment at the critical time and
place can decisively influence the operation within the theatre or sector. Exit plan: The operational
design must make provision for an organised, controlled, and disciplined  withdrawal  from  the AO,
sector  or  theatre  at  the  conclusion  of  the operation unless the political strategy requires continued
occupation of a territory. This is commonly referred to as an ‘exit’ or ‘withdrawal’ phase and must be
planned prior to the implementation of the operational plan.

The principles of war: The principles of war, although not in themselves key concepts of the military
strategy, guide strategists and planners in the development of the operational design and subsequent
tactical plans. The operational design must, however, be tested against the principles of war as well as
the relevant phases of war to ensure that no principle has been neglected.

Commanders must realise that the key concepts, while providing conceptual guidelines for developing
operational designs, must not be rigidly viewed and applied. As theatres in Africa differ vastly, the
application of key concepts requires investigation, assessment, adaptation, flexibility, and vision.

Terrain of strategic or key/tactical importance will, furthermore, present commanders and planners
with guidelines as to what can and cannot be achieved.

The Influence of Terrain on the Operational Design
Terrain, as the ground or space148 upon which the campaign or operation will take place, plays a

deciding role in the development of the operational design.
As terrain dictates tactics, all combat operations are determined by the terrain in which they are to

take place, regardless of the type of warfare that will be adopted. It is within the sector or theatre that
terrain can either advantage or disadvantage the development of the operational design, the
deployment of forces, and the subsequent TTPs.

Jordan et al149 identifies four key attributes of land (terrain) and its influence on modern warfare:

1. Political importance
2. Variety
3. Friction
4. Opacity

To these attributes the author has added:

• Strategic and operational/tactical importance
• Economic importance
• Population distribution

Political importance: Territory which consists of terrain enclosed by internationally- recognised
borders is the essence of statehood. Without territory, there can be no state. The jurisdiction of territory
begins with the premise that the world is haphazardly divided into territories by irreversible facts of
history, and that prima facie rights to jurisdiction must be accorded to those governments which currently
claim them.150 States that cannot control their territory151 cannot exist as this single fact determines their
ability to protect the Pillars of State and subsequently their citizens, national stability, and regional
credibility. This crucial factor is guaranteed by the presence and performance of the security forces.152

The success of military operations is based on the armed forces’ ability to take, hold, dominate, and
control territory—and by implication, terrain.

Variety: Territory is characterised by a variety of different terrain forms (hills, valleys, vegetation
variations, rivers, climatic variations, and populated areas) making it a complex environment to operate
in. Vegetation and climatic variances can impact severely on men and their equipment. The variety of
terrain will influence the selection of advance routes, approaches, harbour areas, logistical supply
points, and rear bases. The variety of terrain will, furthermore, impact on force selection, equipment, and
supply routes. Additionally, it will influence crucial aspects such as navigation, concealment, and cover.

Friction: Terrain generates its own friction. Movement can be taxing and exhausting to men carrying
heavy equipment, while cross-country movement can be equally taxing on vehicles regardless of
whether they are wheeled or tracked. Equally, administrative and logistical supply routes can become



problematic due to friction on vehicles and roads. Whereas much of this friction can be negated by using
helicopters, parachute supply drops, and riverine supply routes where possible, these methods of
counteracting friction all have their own disadvantages.

Opacity: Terrain is never truly flat. It is characterised by high ground, dead ground, built up areas,
hills, vegetation, and valleys. Terrain can thus hamper the deployment of weapons systems, vision, air
support, indirect fire support, movement, and concealment. If correctly appreciated and used, it can
obscure a great deal from the enemy and provide numerous advantages to the armed forces. The
development of advance routes, approaches, dismounting areas, and start lines are therefore
dependent on the correct utilisation of the terrain and its opacity.

Strategic and operational/tactical importance: While not necessarily providing tactical advantages,
sections of land or territory such as remote airfields, harbours, mines, and essential industries, may
provide an attacking force with significant strategic and/or operational advantages. Conversely, the
capture, control, and domination of these assets may significantly disadvantage the enemy and
substantially weaken his centre/trinity of gravity. In the formulation of the operational design, the
identification and exploitation of areas of strategic and/or operational importance is critical. Terrain of
tactical importance must be seized as rapidly as possible. Tactical terrain allows the attacking force to
gain a tactical advantage over the enemy by enabling control and domination of the battlefield with
observation and fire while forces prepare to attack the next tactical terrain form.

Economic importance: Mineral resources, mineral rich areas, agricultural centres, and water are the
lifeblood of many African nations. These elements stimulate economies and afford the populace a
livelihood, and tensions inevitably develop where they are found straddling international borders. The
economy of a country determines its ability to wage a war. It will also define whether or not the country is
able to purchase military equipment, pay its troops, and sustain its operations. Terrain of economic
importance therefore remains a strategic and/or operational objective.

Population distribution: The distribution of the population influences the type of warfare and
operations that can be carried out. Towns, villages, and agricultural centres can prevent or restrict the
use of certain vehicles, weapons, and TTPs. Whereas this may be to the disadvantage of attacking
forces, careful appreciation of the human landscape is nevertheless required so that collateral damage
can be reduced and prevent the armed forces from being sucked into terrain that gives the enemy a
clear advantage.

Commanders and strategists must decide what type of warfare will be utilised, how the units will
deploy, what equipment they need, whether the operations should be conducted by day or by night, and
whether to employ an attrition or manoeuvre based approach.

From Operational Design to Minor Tactics
Whereas the operational design is developed to ensure the implementation of the military strategy as

it relates to a theatre or sector, it also forms the basis of all subsequent plans for battle.
The methods and tactics that emanate from the battle plans allow the commander’s intent to be

implemented down to small team level—the level at which minor tactics are employed.
In the context of the African theatre of operations, division and even battle group153 commanders are

responsible for the development of operational designs.

Key Factors in the Development of the Operational Design
The key factors in the development of theatre and sector operational plans need to be identified and

assessed according to their weak and strong points and the opportunities and threats they present.
The process of developing an operational plan is known as the ‘appreciation’ and its conclusion is

expressed, either as an operational design/design for battle or a course of action.
The key factors include:

• Situation
• Mission
• Enemy
• Objectives
• Terrain
• Approaches
• Force allocation



• Phases and timings
• Administration and logistics
• Command, control, and communications

Situation: The situation is derived from the available intelligence   regarding   the prevailing military
situation. Understanding and analysing the situation is key to the development of the plan as it provides
insight into what is happening, where, and how. Mission: An analysis of the  mission  will  confirm what 
types  of  operations need to be undertaken and what types of warfare will be

Figure 18: From campaign strategy to minor tactics

required. It enables commanders and planners to conceptualise operational plans and identify what
units and equipment will be required. The mission is expressed in terms of who, what, where, when,
why, how, with what, and what thereafter.

Enemy: A commander must know his enemy in order to be able to successfully engage and defeat
him. In developing a course of action, there are several pertinent questions that need to be answered:

• Who is the enemy, (i.e. 19 Infantry Division) and what assets/resources does he have?
• What is the enemy’s aim or intent (i.e. to defend or attack?)
• Where is the enemy deployed in terms of terrain of strategic or tactical importance?
• When will the enemy execute his plan?
• Why will he execute his plan (i.e. what does he want to achieve?)
• How does the enemy intend to execute the plan?
• What equipment does the enemy have for the execution of the plan?
• What will the enemy do once the aim has been achieved?

Objectives: The identification, prioritisation, and analysis of strategic, operational, and tactical
objectives within the theatre or sector allows for the development of a design for battle that will
contribute toward achieving the military strategy. Not all objectives will be situated on strategic, key, or
tactical terrain and the analysis of terrain is therefore an important factor in prioritising the objectives. In



turn, the analysis of the objectives aids in determining, prioritising, and visualising the phases of the
action to be conducted i.e. attack or defence.

Terrain: As terrain dictates tactics, it is critically important to give this factor the attention it deserves.
Terrain will provide important information like approaches, cover, dead ground, escape routes,
negotiability, obstacles, helicopter landing zones, parachute drop zones, forming up places, start lines,
exfiltration routes, the enemy’s likely mobilereserve harbour area and so forth. Additionally, and
supplementary to the analysis of the objectives, the analysis of terrain assists in visualising the
placement of the enemy’s centre of gravity. Terrain will, furthermore, dictate manoeuvre options although
climatic conditions may render certain options invalid.

A reaction team on stand-by

A single elephant can delay an advance

A suspect robber killed by residents of a town after policing fails to provide security (Photo Golden Mtika)

Approaches: The identification of the most suitable approaches for mounted and dismounted
mechanised and motorised forces needs to be identified. Terrain is likewise important when a vertical



approach154 is planned as it will dictate possible air approaches and landing zones. The approaches
must allow the attacking forces to close with the enemy as rapidly and as safely as possible.
Additionally, approaches must provide cover and protection from enemy observation and fire.

Force allocation: As previously noted, there will never be sufficient forces to attack all objectives
simultaneously. Therefore, how forces are to be allocated to attack prioritised objectives, achieve the
mission, and gain control over the AO needs to be carefully considered and planned. Commanders
furthermore need to understand which indirect fire elements are under command and which are on call.

Phases and Timings: Visualising the unfolding operation allows commanders to phase the operation
based on the priority of objectives, terrain, and forces available. Phases, coupled with timings, add to
and assist with effective command and control and serve as a guide when progress is being monitored
on the battlefield.

Administration and Logistics: Clear and concise administrative planning is essential. It entails
aspects such as casualty evacuation, medical posts, control of resupply points, and all personnel
matters relating to the force. The application of good logistics control and management will ensure that
the attacking forces can move at best speed, be resupplied when required and not find themselves
without logistical support. This will, furthermore, enhance the tempo, momentum, and sustainability of
operations.

Command, control and communications: Command, control, and communications are crucial to
the effective performance of the attacking forces. On a fluid and mobile battlefield, these issues become
complex and complicated. Forces can be smoothly controlled and monitored if command elements are
correctly positioned. Radio communications and workable radio frequencies are essential. However,
command, control, and communications systems are vulnerable to attack and must therefore be
protected.

The above key factors remain applicable during the development of a design for battle regardless of
the type of warfare to be executed.

Attrition Warfare or Manoeuvre Warfare—Or Both?
Africa, with its varied terrain and other challenges, presents numerous options in terms of attrition

warfare and/or manoeuvre warfare. This does, however, not imply that the two approaches are mutually
exclusive. Attrition and manoeuvre work in conjunction with one another and should not, as some
schools of military thought propose, be viewed as ‘stand alone’ approaches.

War is a violent act accomplished by the use of force. The destruction of an enemy’s forces and his
materiel remains the key concept of attrition warfare. Attrition warfare is often encountered in Africa
where two forces do battle with the aim of destroying one another.

Wars, with operational designs that have neither been well formulated and controlled, nor properly
executed by disciplined and well led troops, cause serious frustration for the forces. Such wars
inevitably target the populace and the enemy, causing untold casualties and unacceptable collateral
damage.

Furthermore, attrition warfare views the enemy as an assortment of targets that need to be located,
attacked, and destroyed. In the process, forces are moved and positioned in such a manner as to bring
maximum fire to bear on the enemy and thereby cause his destruction.

The success of attrition warfare is measured by the number of enemy troops killed and equipment or
infrastructure destroyed or captured, and how much territory or terrain is dominated.

Manoeuvre Warfare
As a concept, manoeuvre warfare implies the agile and rapid movement of forces in a manner that

increases their effectiveness and therefore their ability to cause casualties (attrition) by the skilful
application of fire and movement. This requires mobility which is achieved by motorised, mechanised,
riverine or naval, and helicopter-borne or parachute- dropped forces. It is equally dependent on terrain,
logistics, roads, suitable landing zones, weather conditions, and enemy deployments.

Manoeuvre warfare provides the attacking forces with the advantage of mobility which is exploited by
rapidly manoeuvring to positions from which fire is delivered onto the enemy’s forces, or by forcing the
enemy either to attack or defend from unfavourable positions. Furthermore, manoeuvre warfare aims to
collapse the enemy by isolating his forces and exploiting weaknesses while attacking and destroying
selected yet critical enemy targets such as command and control centres, logistical bases and supply



lines, and fire support assets.155 As an approach to warfare, it is aimed at attacking the enemy’s will to
fight by the application of speed rather than simply by destroying life and materiel. But manoeuvre
without attrition is of no value.

Manoeuvre warfare furthermore, attempts to negate enemy strongpoints by bypassing or cutting them
off from reinforcements or supplies. Firepower is used to neutralise enemy strong points that have been
bypassed.

The theory of manoeuvre warfare can be briefly summarised156 as follows:

• Pre-empt the enemy’s intentions
• Bypass, cut off, and dislocate enemy positions
• Disrupt the enemy’s centre of gravity

These actions need to be executed with speed, aggression, audacity, agility, and flexibility.
The six main elements critical to the success of manoeuvre warfare157 are:

• Tempo
• Focal point (the centre of all effort)
• Surprise resulting from deception
• Combined arms operations
• Flexibility by means of well rounded, self-contained units that have freedom of initiative
• Decentralised command in which lower levels understand the commander’s intent and act accordingly

The success of any manoeuvre operation depends on accurate and current intelligence that
differentiates between weaknesses and/or gaps within the enemy’s positions and strong points that will
provide the attacking forces with bypassing or exploitation options. The terrain will also indicate
manoeuvre options. Should the intelligence picture be outdated or inaccurate, the entire manoeuvre
may become an exercise in futility with dire consequences. Manoeuvre warfare holds decisive
advantages for attacking forces in that it increases the ability to inflict heavy losses on an enemy with
speed. Once momentum is lost, attrition can be used to restore momentum and manoeuvre.

As a complex battlefield environment, Africa presents numerous approaches to overcoming enemy
forces and targets. Strategists and commanders should therefore not get caught up in only one
approach or one type of warfare.

To illustrate the point, consider the final years of the Angolan conflict: Joint Forças Armadas de
Angolanas (FAA)/Executive Outcomes (EO)158 forces destroyed and demoralised the rebel group UNITA
by applying both attrition and manoeuvre warfare. The joint FAA/EO force primarily made use of
mechanised and airmobile forces. Air attacks on selected rebel positions, supply depots, and logistical
routes were launched to soften and demoralise the enemy and degrade his ability to sustain operations.
Simultaneously, these actions created gaps that manoeuvre forces could move through and ultimately
capture the strategic diamond mining areas in Cafunfu.

The operational  design  was  thus  developed  to  neutralise  and  destroy at  least  two elements of
the trinity of gravity through attrition and manoeuvre, the success of which, led to the collapse of the
third.159

Types of Manoeuvre
Manoeuvre is generally defined by the concept and type of operation, the forces involved, the terrain,

and the result it is expected to yield. It can be used in offensive, defensive, and containment operations.
Manoeuvre can be classified as:

• Strategic
• Operational
• Tactical

Although there are many similarities between the different classifications, the primary differences are
the level of execution and the end results.



Strategic manoeuvres are undertaken by forces partaking in total war whether they are conducting
strategic offensive, or defensive operations. As a general rule, they are authorised by the supreme
commander of the armed forces (usually the president) and may be involved in one or more different
theatres of operations. The end goal is to achieve a strategic political, military, or economic advantage.

Operational manoeuvre exceeds the limits of the immediate battlefield. It is carried out by combat
operations groups,160 battle groups, and so forth, and can be of long duration. The aim is to enable the
execution of the operational design by rapidly moving and positioning forces to capture objectives and
successfully conclude the operation. It may take the form of:

• Manoeuvre by battle groups and/or combat teams to exploit success
• To outflank or encircle an enemy force in a defensive position
• To cut off an enemy retreat
• To take and hold strategic targets essential to the success of the operational design

Tactical manoeuvre is confined to the immediate battlefield and is usually of short duration. It is
aimed at creating favourable conditions for units, allowing them to engage the enemy and achieve their
missions in the best possible and quickest manner. It usually involves the cooperation of other
supporting forces whose aim is to divert the enemy thereby facilitating manoeuvre. Effective and
focussed fire and manoeuvre leads to attrition of enemy forces. Tactical manoeuvre can be employed in
numerous ways to achieve a desired result:

1. To move units rapidly from one position or area to another
2. To bypass or cut-off well defended enemy positions and strongpoints
3. To envelop an enemy’s flanks or rear
4. To disengage units under threat and move them to more favourable positions161

5. To reinforce troops under enemy threat
6. To link up and reinforce isolated units

The Value of Manoeuvre at the Operational Level
The importance and value of manoeuvre warfare in Africa cannot be over emphasised. At the

operational level, manoeuvre warfare requires:

1. Aggression, audacity, flexibility, and rapidity of thought, planning, and execution of operations
2. Mobility in terms of force deployment
3. Manoeuvrability within the AO, allowing forces to be concentrated against enemy weak points to

achieve operational or tactical advantages
4. Efficient logistical systems to ensure sustainability The following key aspects162 can be included:

• The aim of manoeuvre is to place forces in an advantageous position while forcing the enemy into a
disadvantage
• Manoeuvre is the movement of combat forces to achieve the necessary concentration of forces and fire
at the correct time and place to achieve the operational aims and objectives
• Manoeuvre improves the combat effort of military resources as only manoeuvre can ensure that forces
are rapidly concentrated at the correct time and place
• Manoeuvre is not restricted to the movement of troops. It can entail the manoeuvre of fire, manoeuvre
of logistics, and even political manoeuvres.
• Mobility is essential to manoeuvrability. Mobility is achieved by maximising the use of terrain for
mechanised and motorised vehicles and air landed forces.

The key to manoeuvre warfare is mobility. Without mobility, there can be no effective, fast, or decisive
manoeuvres on the battlefield. It is the speed at which the manoeuvres are carried out that will allow a
decisive advantage to be achieved.

Forms of Manoeuvre



Manoeuvre can take numerous forms,163 depending on the terrain, objectives, direction of action,
depth of manoeuvre, and the mobility of the forces.

A force that is light in vehicles or lacking in air mobility will not be able to manoeuvre as fast and
effectively as a force with mechanised and motorised vehicles and air mobility. The form manoeuvre will
take is furthermore dependent on the type of action required.

The following are the most common forms of manoeuvre: 164

• Frontal manoeuvres
• Penetration manoeuvres
• Envelopment manoeuvres
• Defensive-offensive manoeuvres
• Turning manoeuvres

Conventional and Unconventional Warfare
Analysis of numerous post-1945 African conflicts (West Africa, East Africa, North Africa, Central Africa

and Southern Africa) has revealed that all of these wars have relied on attrition as a major contributing
factor to victory. Furthermore, they have been fought mainly in daylight with night operations getting little
prominence.

It is unlikely that the continent will ever see large conventional engagements like those of World War
II. Future conflicts and wars will primarily involve unconventional forces supported to a lesser extent by
conventional forces. The use of air power will be a force multiplier and an advantage to the force that
uses it judiciously.

Unconventional warfare165 can be defined as operations in which irregular or anti- government forces
conduct guerrilla warfare, pseudo operations,166 armed incitement, sabotage, and terrorism supported
by propaganda and psychological warfare.167 This type of warfare is, furthermore, characteristically
clandestine and takes part in government held or dominated areas. However, it can transition into more
overt forms of war when unconventional forces believe that victory is imminent.

The very nature of these operations does not preclude the mobility of forces. Indeed, highly mobile
conventional and unconventional forces are able to simultaneously strike multiple enemy targets and
rapidly withdraw or ‘disappear’ into the surrounding area. These types of actions, known as ‘swarm
attacks’, can achieve great success.

Unlike their conventional counterparts, unconventional forces do not necessarily aim to take and hold
ground, but rather add to the attrition of the enemy and his morale. Unconventional forces furthermore
aim to destabilise and destroy while simultaneously gaining the support of the populace. Government
attrition and the collapse of the national and popular will is interpreted as victory.

Typical operations can include raids, ambushes, strategic and tactical demolitions, disruption of
logistical supply routes, sabotage, stand-off attacks, target reconnaissance, and the laying of improvised
explosive devices and mines.

Not only do these unconventional warfare missions inflict casualties, impact negatively on the
economy, hamper inward investment, and destroy materiel, they additionally impact negatively on the
target country’s morale and disrupt the focus of the intelligence services, the law enforcement agencies,
and the armed forces.168

There are numerous African examples of unconventional forces that were able to disrupt governments
and subsequently their armed forces. These include, but are not limited to Angola’s UNITA,
Mozambique’s RENAMO, Uganda’s NRA and later the LRA, Zimbabwe’s ZANU and ZIPRA, Sierra
Leone’s RUF, Nigeria’s Boko Haram, Namibia’s SWAPO and Algeria’s FLN.

These conflicts and wars were fought in terrain as diverse as savannah, jungle, and desert. At times,
these conflicts have gravitated towards more urban and built up areas. The AGFs have, however, all
been part of a revolutionary process aimed at overthrowing the country’s existing political order in order
to replace it with an alternative political order under their control. In all instances, the AGFs were
politically and militarily encouraged and supported by foreign governments.

In some instances, revolutionary forces adopt criminal approaches (illicit mining, drug trafficking,
human and mineral trafficking, arms trafficking, kidnap and ransom operations, cash in transit heists,
and piracy) to fund their revolutions.



The maxim ‘know your enemy’ is critical to successful anti-AGF operations. The mindset, composition,
approach, and modus operandi of the AGF must be understood in order to counter unconventional
warfare operations directed at a government.

The strategies advocated by most African revolutionary forces have closely followed Eastern
revolution models and a blend of primarily Chinese political and military strategy and tactics and African
nationalism and/or religion have been the order of the day. This has encompassed two distinct yet
interrelated pillars of unconventional warfare:

• The political war
• The war proper

The political war: Generally, this entails three crucial elements:

1. Propaganda: Propaganda operations are employed to make the populace sympathetic to an AGF’s
cause. All propaganda and motivational elements are mobilised to ensure political indoctrination
and mobilisation of the populace. Without this support, the revolution will undoubtedly fail.

2. Subversive actions (pamphlet propaganda, coercion, pressure, militant riots and strikes, divisive
and militant politics, and emotional pleas to build resistance to and neutralise government policy)
encourage people to join the revolution and paralyse the government.

3. Increased propaganda: Propaganda efforts are intensified, using all available elements to
encourage the populace and the security forces to accept that the AGF are fighting for a ‘just
cause’. Roving radio stations and the cyber domain (websites, blogs and social media) are used to
attract local and foreign sympathisers and support. Factors that are usually exploited include
political side-lining, lack of service delivery, unemployment, cultural, ethnic, and religious
oppression, and the growth of cronyism. Propaganda efforts are often strengthened by
psychological efforts to demoralise those who do not willingly support anti-government efforts.

4. Limited acts of terrorism used to strengthen propaganda efforts are ingeniously referred to as
‘armed propaganda’.

The political war is, additionally, aimed at getting maximum international support while simultaneously
encouraging international actions against the target government.

However, if direct warfare can be avoided and a collapse of the government or a negotiated
settlement can be achieved, this would be the preferred approach. The African National Congress
(ANC)169 succeeded in its unconventional warfare campaign in South Africa despite very few successful
military actions by its armed wing Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK).

The war proper: Although the war proper entails military action, it is very closely linked to the political
war. The approach that the AGF will follow is generally that of a protracted ‘war of revolution’ intended
to:

1. Gain increased propaganda value by attacking soft targets
2. Create the impression that the enemy is able to strike the government and its security forces at will
3. Demoralise the populace and the security forces
4. Wear the armed forces down
5. Damage the economy and infrastructure
6. Create admiration for the cause and action amongst the populace
7. Create fear in members of the populace that do not support the revolution

Generally, the above requirements of the war proper should not be viewed in isolation as aspects of
one element may appear in subsequent elements. Terrorism will be present throughout and guerrilla
warfare will co-exist alongside their version of ‘conventional warfare’.

The above requirements of unconventional warfare are bound by a crucial element: Intelligence.
Neither the political war nor the war proper can be successfully coordinated or fought at any level
without access to high-quality, actionable intelligence.

Similarly, without intelligence, governments and their security forces will be unable to prepare for the
coming conflict(s) and war(s).



Typically, the phases of unconventional warfare are:

1. The preparation phase: During this latent phase, the revolutionary leadership will organise and
develop their resistance movement into an effective clandestine organisation. It may attempt to
establish a ‘shadow government’ whilst preparing the populace to resist the government. It involves
the exploitation of dissatisfaction amongst the populace, encouragement of protests, strikes and
riots, political rhetoric aimed at embarrassing the government, the establishment of covert cells, the
development of military structures, clandestine political meetings, procurement of weapons and
ammunition, reconnaissance of targets and intelligence gathering, and the establishment of
international and/or regional support. An increase in militancy (especially insofar as  industrial
action and  strikes are  concerned) will be  visible during this phase.

2. The armed phase: This phase will entail the recruitment and training of AGFs, violent protests
aimed at attacking law enforcement agencies and government buildings, increased militancy,
creation of so-called ungovernable areas, and the establishment of ‘safe areas’ coupled with
guerrilla actions such as sabotage, stand-off bombardments, placement of landmines and
improvised explosive devices, ambushes, and raids. Terrorism is an integral part of this phase.

3. The mass offensive phase: This will include mass mobilisation of the populace and a limited form of
mobile warfare.170 Terrorism and guerrilla actions (especially against perceived ‘soft targets’) will
continue. A general uprising of the populace will be encouraged to place additional pressure on the
government and engineer its collapse.

In this final phase, the enemy will make every attempt to force the populace join the AGF in dislodging
the government and its security forces.

Unconventional warfare has, however, not been the only type of warfare experienced in Africa.
Conventional battles have likewise scarred the continent. Some examples of these include:

1. The Egyptian-Israeli conflicts that have spilled over into Africa
2. The Angolan-South African battles during the mid to late 1980s
3. The Nigerian Civil War (Biafra) over the period 1967–1970
4. The Uganda-Tanzanian War in 1978/1979
5. The Chadian-Libyan conflict of 1978
6. The Ethiopia-Eritrea conflict of 1998–2000.

Considering the above, it becomes clear that modern African armed forces must prepare to engage
the enemy in conventional and unconventional operations.

In addition, African armed forces need to reassess the doctrine and principles they apply whether
fighting conventional or unconventional enemy forces.



Chapter 4

The Modern Principles of War

We need to not only look at how we organise ourselves, we also need to take a step back and revisit our principles of war. If we look
at post-1945 conflicts and wars—and there have been many in Africa—we will note that they have been very different from those

beyond our shores. We seem to have a misguided belief that we can simply accept the principles of war of other nations and then all
will be well. Our conflicts and wars are different. Besides, where exactly have those principles worked in Africa?

– Author to students at SA Military Academy, 2013

For centuries, the outcomes of wars were based on who could kill the most men from the opposing
side by dominating the battlefield with manpower and weapons. This form of attrition warfare, based on
a face-off between two armies on the field of battle, relied not on manoeuvre, but on overwhelming
force. Whoever had the most men and weapons was most likely to be the victor. Although cavalry
charges from a flank were used to induce fear and shock action, it was still the foot soldier who had to
kill as many enemy foot soldiers as possible.

Equally, the side that identified the enemy’s centre of gravity and isolated, captured, or destroyed it,
was most likely to emerge the winner.

Numerous concepts, thoughts, and philosophies on land warfare were developed and expounded
upon as manoeuvre and firepower became more prominent on the battlefield. Most, if not all of these
developments were based on lessons learned prior to, during, and after battle. Modern day armed
forces have incorporated many of these lessons into their doctrines, training, and TTPs.

The armed forces are an extension of the state they serve and they must aggressively deter any
hostile force that threatens the Pillars of State. Any and all domestic and external attacks against the
national, foreign, and vital interests of the state must be aggressively and rapidly countered and
neutralised.

It is vitally important for a deep level of trust to exist between the political leadership and the armed
forces as the military is an instrument of government and foreign policy. All members of the armed
forces must therefore be politically astute but non-partisan.171 The adage, ‘if you want peace, prepare
for war’,172 remains as relevant today as when it was first penned. This guiding principle should be
adopted by African governments as its implications are very clear. By its very nature, it implies the
development of national military strategies and campaign strategies, the confirmation of doctrines, the
selection, organisation, training, and equipping of armed forces, and the development of contingency
plans against any hostile force.

Ongoing intelligence operations must underpin these preparations.173 Operations require relevant,
timely, and actionable intelligence to ensure that all planning is done in accordance with what can be
expected should the state be forced to enter an armed conflict. This basic principle of preparing for war
was underscored by Sun Tzu174 who wrote, ‘Know the enemy and know yourself; in a hundred battles
you will never be defeated’.

Although preparations and training are usually conducted while the armed forces are in a defensive or
peacetime posture, they must, nevertheless, be able to rapidly transition to a war footing and move
rapidly to counter any armed aggression or threat. This critical requirement has often been absent in
modern African armies, and strategic surprise by a hostile force is often achieved because the
intelligence and the action/reaction of the armed forces has left much to be desired.

At the strategic level, military strategists and planners must interface closely with the political
leadership to ensure that their strategic military objectives are correctly identified and defined. This
important requirement must permeate the operational designs and ultimately be applied on the
battlefield.

Attaining political objectives through armed action is not a new practice. However, military strategists,
planners, and commanders must understand that they serve the government and are not there to
advance their personal agendas.

The success of any military campaign depends on thorough planning based on sound and credible
intelligence, the smooth and rapid implementation of plans, and the means to implement them. In both



the East and the West, planning is closely linked to—and tested against—the respective principles of
war.

These principles, or fundamental battlefield truths, relate to the implementation of strategy, the
execution of operational designs, and the application of tactics.

Some Historical Thoughts on the Principles of Land Warfare Numerous ancient soldiers and
scholars (Augustus, Cato the Elder, Cornelius Celsus, Alexander the Great, Hannibal, Polybius, Scipio
Africanus, Vegetius, and others) wrote about war and warfare and based their views on campaigns and
wars they had studied, witnessed, or experienced first-hand.

The Chinese, too, had their great soldier-scholars, most notably General Sun Tzu and Emperor Wu
Han Wu the Great, both of whom wrote about timing, terrain, manoeuvre, flexibility, deception, and
intelligence.

These scholars and soldiers had a profound influence on how the commanders of old viewed and
practised war. The military maxims they penned were studied, adapted, and elaborated upon by those
who followed in their footsteps.

The historical nature of these thoughts on war does not negate their value or importance to modern
military strategists, planners, and commanders. Although they are no longer expressly viewed as
‘principles of war’, many modern military commanders still use these important maxims in strategic and
operational planning and allow them to trickle down to their tactics.

Although too numerous to list, some of the maxims penned by soldier-scholars include:

• All that is advantageous to the enemy is disadvantageous to you.
• All that is useful to you, damages the enemy.
• The main and principal point in war is to secure plenty of provisions for oneself and to destroy the
enemy by famine. Famine is more terrible than the sword.
• No man is to be employed in the field who is not trained and tested in discipline.
• He who desires victory, should carefully train his soldiers.
• He who wants favourable results, should fight relying on skill, not on chance.
• It is better to beat the enemy through want, surprises, and care for difficult places (i.e. through
manoeuvre) than by a battle in the open field.
• He who knows when he can fight and when he cannot will be victorious.
• All warfare is based on deception.
• When near the enemy, make it seem that you are far away; when far away, make it seem that you are
near.

These maxims have played an important role in the development of the general principles of war and
have been adapted by numerous Eastern and Western armed forces.

Today, these maxims remain equally important to African military commanders.
Modern Western Thinking on the Principles of War
One of the first principles of war in the modern Western World appears to have been, ‘get there first

with the most men and weapons’.
Enacting this principle was likely to overwhelm an enemy, as mass and firepower were used to kill as

many of the enemy as possible on the battlefield. Warfare, weapons, and technology have changed
over time and this principle no longer carries the importance it once did.

Western military thinking entered its approximately 200 year long ‘golden age’ in about
1757.175 Numerous highly talented military commanders and scholars made their names and built

their reputations during this period. Their thoughts and writings on war and warfare have influenced
many modern strategists and commanders, probably none more so than Clausewitz and Jomini.

Whereas their works have remained controversial and timeless, the principles of war as identified by
Clausewitz and Jomini have undergone numerous adaptations, changes, and elaborations, mainly due
to the changing nature of war, varying terrain, and the development of weapons and other military
technology.

Napoleon Bonaparte, a student of Clausewitz, developed his own views on how wars should be
fought. He listed 115 maxims on war (as opposed to Sun Tzu’s 13 principles or fundamental truths
related to warfare).



As war is both fluid and unpredictable, strategists, commanders, and planners need to be realistic and
flexible in thought and deed when developing strategies, operational designs and battle plans.

An analysis of successful and unsuccessful past operations aides in determining what worked and
what didn’t. This historical approach to assessing lessons learned176 can play an important role in
continual assessments of the principles of land warfare doctrine and TTPs. Indeed, many armed forces
have developed formal principles that are used to guide the application of manoeuvre and firepower.

After the bitter and costly lessons of World War I, military thinking took on a more revolutionary
approach—an approach that manifested itself during World War II.

The direct approach of World War I, based primarily on frontal attacks and attrition, was no longer
seen as all important and an indirect approach became more prominent. New strategies led to new
developments in weapons and their use (and visa versa), and several new principles that would shape
future wars were formulated.

It was therefore inevitable that Africa, largely colonised by the Western powers, would adopt many of
these principles. Indeed, many African colonial armies were modelled on the armies of their colonisers.

Later, as independence was gained, many African countries flirted with the now defunct Soviet Empire
and its allies. As a result, Soviet and even Chinese principles of war and approaches to warfare have
become part of the way many African armies conduct themselves in the field.

Principles do not, however, require blind acceptance and adherence. While they remain indisputable
truths, they should rather be viewed as important guidelines for planning. For that reason, all military
strategies and plans ought to be weighed and tested against the accepted principles that pertain to the
particular type of operation being planned.

The general principles of war serve as a guide but they are not a substitute for aggression, audacity,
sound judgement, planning, surprise, and understanding.

A Brief Comparison between Different General Principles of Conventional Warfare
Over decades, both the East and the West developed their own ‘new’ principles of land warfare,

aimed at meeting perceived national requirements and ensuring success in battle.
Lessons learned during operational planning became acknowledged as fundamental truths or

‘principles’ relating to specific operations. In turn, each principle was confirmed and refined to suit the
environment in which the forces planned to do battle.

Although variations do exist, the differences are minor and indicate the diverse priorities given to war
and the principles of war by each country. Furthermore, they indicate differing views on the art and
science of warfare.

The principles should be revisited and expanded upon (or in some instances, given less prominence)
as new lessons are learned on the battlefield.

Although ‘rating’ the principles can make planners disregard some of them, they are always
considered in terms of importance. Therefore, the first principle is always considered to carry the most
weight and value. The last principle is least important, but nevertheless, remains important.

‘Principles of War(fare) guide commanders and their staffs in the planning and conduct of warfare.
They are enduring, but not immutable, absolute or prescriptive, and provide an appropriate foundation
for all military activity. The relative importance of each may vary according to context and their
application requires judgment, common sense, and intelligent interpretation. Commanders also need to
take into account the legitimacy of their actions, based on the legal, moral, political, diplomatic, and
ethical propriety of the conduct of military forces, once committed.’177



The general principles of conventional land warfare as identified and applied by Russia, the UK, and
the USA can be tabulated178 as follows:179

The general principles of war can be applied to designated areas of responsibility, interest, and
influence. Furthermore, it needs to be borne in mind that the above principles have been identified and
recognised as principles of conventional warfare.

These principles, important though they may be, were established to guide  forces doing battle in
Europe and not in Africa. Their emphasis is therefore not focussed on Africa despite the fact that they
may hold relevance.

A suspect doused in petrol and about to be set alight by angry protesters (Photo Golden Mtika)



A typical African roadside market



Chapter 5

The Classical Manoeuvres of War

Firepower, mobility, and manoeuvre are crucial to our success. Without firepower, mobility, and manoeuvre, we cannot achieve our
operational and tactical objectives.  If we cannot meet our objectives, we give the enemy an advantage he certainly does not

deserve. Give us firepower, mobility, and the ability to manoeuvre,
and we will give you the enemy.

– Author to a division commander somewhere in Central Africa in 2011

Manoeuvre is the essence of all warfare. Without rapid, skilful manoeuvre, an attacking force deprives
itself of numerous advantages and gives the enemy advantages that may prove fatal. Without
manoeuvre, a force becomes static and affords the enemy opportunities to destroy it.

The manoeuvres hereunder can be employed during conventional and unconventional warfare
operations:

1. Frontal manoeuvres
2. Penetration manoeuvres
3. Envelopment manoeuvres
4. Defensive-offensive manoeuvres
5. Turning manoeuvres
6. Pursuit manoeuvres

The frontal manoeuvre is a massed main attack launched against the forward positions of an
enemy’s defences and directly into his line of fire. This manoeuvre is executed when no opportunity to
bypass or envelope an enemy position or strongpoint exists. This type of manoeuvre exposes the
attacking forces to considerable danger if it is not correctly executed, controlled, and supported by direct
and indirect fire. Despite its disadvantages, it is the best form of manoeuvre for a hasty attack and
requires simplicity and speed. However, it requires overwhelming combat power to enhance the effects
of direct and indirect fire.

The penetration manoeuvre is a massed main attack in which an attempt is made to break through
an enemy’s defensive lines while simultaneous secondary attacks up and down the enemy line prevent
the enemy from freeing up and deploying his reserves. This type of manoeuvre is usually classified as a
penetration of the centre or an attack in oblique order. It is carried out when an enemy’s flanks are
unassailable. The penetration manoeuvre consists of three phases:

• Rupture the enemy’s defensive line
• Widen the gap
• Exploit the rupture by seizing the objective and overrunning the enemy

Envelopment manoeuvres make use of an indirect approach and employ secondary or supporting
attacks to bind the enemy’s centre while the main force envelops the enemy’s flanks. The secondary or
supporting attacks are launched prior to the envelopment commencing to mask the noise and direction
of the enveloping force and add to deception. Envelopment manoeuvres can isolate one or both enemy
flanks180 and threaten the enemy’s rear areas. This forces the enemy to abandon a strong position or
face being cut-off and encircled. Variations of these manoeuvres include encirclement manoeuvres,
double encirclement manoeuvres, amphibious envelopment manoeuvres, and vertical envelopment
manoeuvres. When the envelopment is complete, the enveloping forces must organise a hasty defence
to block or cut-off withdrawing enemy units and destroy them.

Defensive-offensive manoeuvres include manoeuvres such as an attack from a defensive position
and feigned withdrawal. These manoeuvres involve launching an attack from a strong defensive position
(when the enemy’s attack has lost momentum or been blunted) or conducting a feigned withdrawal



aimed at luring the enemy into unfavourable terrain and conditions that give the defender an advantage.
The attacks are usually carried out by the mobile reserve forces.

Pursuit manoeuvres are carried out by the exploitation forces (also known as follow- up or cut-off
forces) and are the final phase of exploitation on an objective. Relentless pressure must be applied on
the withdrawing or fleeing enemy forces. The enemy must not be given the opportunity to break contact
or make a clean break. The objective of a pursuit manoeuvre is to ensure the final destruction of the
enemy.

The classical manoeuvres, with variations, have been developed by military strategists and
commanders over centuries. All of them are aimed at overwhelming and destroying the enemy and they
have remained much the same despite advancements made in weapons and technology. The methods
of application have, however, changed to enable the use of modern weaponry, combat vehicles, indirect
fire weapons, and naval and air support. The resultant classical manoeuvres of war are known as:

• Penetration of the centre (this includes the frontal manoeuvre)
• Attack in oblique order
• Single flank envelopment
• Envelopment of both flanks
• Feigned withdrawal
• Attack from a defensive position
• Classical indirect approach
• Modern indirect approach

Strategists and commanders must note that the development of these manoeuvres remains
dependent on the  numerous factors already listed  (terrain, enemy  strengths, weapons, and
approaches). Furthermore, the development of manoeuvres at the operational level should not stifle the
initiative of the junior commanders who are called upon to implement them and deal with the
subsequent tactical engagements. These manoeuvres may, in some instances, be employed in a pre-
emptive role where deception, security, intelligence, surprise, and speed are vital.

Characteristics of Manoeuvre
Successful manoeuvre is characterised by:

• Intelligence on the enemy and his deployment
• Reconnaissance over a wide front
• Mobility, especially cross country
• Decentralised command and control
• Audacity and boldness
• Aggression
• Night fighting ability
• Overwhelming direct and indirect fire
• Armoured protection to ensure force preservation
• Force synchronisation
• Close air support
• Speed and agility
• High standards of training
• Bold and decisive leadership
• Terrain and weather exploitation

It is very difficult for attacking forces to accomplish even basic manoeuvres of war without these
requirements.

The design for battle must subsequently be measured against the following basic tenants:

1. Decentralised initiative
2. Force agility
3. Depth of force
4. Synchronisation of all combat elements
5. Versatility of options



6. Force preservation and protection

The Manoeuvres of War
Penetration of the centre: When an enemy has prevented his position from being encircled or

bypassed by developing defensive positions and deploying forces between two or more natural
obstacles strengthened by artificial obstacles (minefields, strategic demolitions, road denial) to his front
and flanks, a penetration of the centre may be necessary despite its inherent risks.

Typically, secondary units are used to hold the enemy’s left and right flanks to prevent him from
focussing all his fire to the front of his position. These attacks may force the enemy commander to
commit his reserve forces too early in an attempt to reinforce threatened positions on his flanks.

The main attack is then launched against the enemy’s centre. The attacking force’s reserve or
exploitation forces are used to exploit any successes.

This manoeuvre requires an advance to contact, a main attack,181 and the subsequent development
of smaller tactical engagements until the enemy’s centre of gravity is neutralised or his forces buckle
under pressure.

This manoeuvre, also referred to as a frontal assault on the centre, overwhelms the enemy using
speed, maximum concentrated and coordinated firepower, momentum, and shock action.

The manoeuvre, if correctly planned and executed, offers the following advantages:

• The enemy commander must focus on numerous simultaneous attacks from different directions.

Figure 19: Penetration of the centre
• Enemy forces can be isolated, cut-off by fire, and overwhelmed.
• Exploitation behind enemy positions can prevent escape and threaten rear areas.
• It makes the enemy commander uncertain about when and where the main attack will take place.
• It makes the enemy commander uncertain about where and when his reserve forces should be
committed.

The following disadvantages must be considered:

• The enemy may envelop the flanks of the attacking forces if they are not sufficiently strengthened.
• A large combat engineer element is required to breach obstacles to the front of the enemy positions.
• The enemy can make use of enfiladed fire and catch the attacking forces in cross-fire.
• The entire enemy deployment may be aimed at luring the attacking forces into a trap.

In such an instance, the enemy will keep an additional force in place to spring the trap.
• This type of manoeuvre can lead to a stalemate in which both forces become bogged down in a static
battle of attrition.



Attack in oblique order: This manoeuvre can be employed against an enemy who has used natural
or artificial obstacles to protect his flanks. It requires a gradual build-up of attacking forces against a
single enemy flank until, under steadily increasing pressure,

the flank buckles or collapses. It is also referred to as an echelon attack or a declining flank attack.
While the attacking forces are building up, diversionary or secondary forces182 are used to fix and bind

the enemy and lure enemy reserves away from the flank at which the main attack will take place. Once
the enemy flank has been penetrated and destroyed, the attacking forces manoeuvre through 90
degrees, attack the remaining enemy positions, and catch enemy forces between fire from the flank and
the front. Alternatively, forces that have broken through the flank can exploit deep behind the enemy and
isolate him.

This manoeuvre offers the following advantages:

Figure 20: Attack in oblique order

• Forces can be concentrated against the enemy’s weakest point/flank.
• It can confuse and divide the enemy’s focus.
• It can destroy the enemy’s cohesion.
• It can rupture the enemy’s line.
• It allows a numerically weaker force to achieve focussed superiority. The following disadvantages must
be considered:
• If the diversionary/secondary forces are not sufficiently agile and powerful, the enemy may launch a
counter-attack and threaten the main force.
• The enemy may launch a counter-attack against the weakest point in the diversionary/ secondary
forces and envelope them.
• Well-coordinated fire control is required to ensure that attacking forces do not come under fire from
diversionary/secondary forces once the enemy flank has been breached.

Single flank envelopment: In this instance, an enemy may deploy his forces in such a manner that
one flank is protected or anchored by a natural or artificial obstacle. This will create an exposed and/or
unanchored flank. It is highly likely that the enemy commander will use artificial obstacles (minefields,
controlled demolitions, and improvised explosive devices) to protect his exposed flank.

The attacking commander will use a single flank attack to significantly lessen the enemy’s
manoeuvrability and increase the vulnerability of the exposed and/or unanchored flank. Once the
weakened enemy flank has been enveloped and neutralised, the attacking forces can attack from two or
more directions.

Single flank envelopment can, furthermore, isolate or cut off an enemy defence, prevent the enemy
from conducting a retrograde operation, prevent the enemy from reinforcing his position, or threaten any



movement to the enemy’s rear.
This manoeuvre offers the following advantages:

• It can divert the enemy’s focus and gradually weaken his forces.
• The attacking force can roll up the enemy force from a flank and disrupt his cohesion.
• It can allow the attacking force to envelop part of the enemy’s forces.
• The enemy’s line of retreat can be cut off or severely disrupted.
• The enemy is forced to fight in several directions.

The following are disadvantages:

Figure 21: Single flank envelopment

• Successful envelopment and prevention of an enemy break-out requires a numerically larger force.
• The enemy may deploy reserve forces to counter the envelopment.
• If not executed at speed, the envelopment can fail and give the enemy an advantage.

Envelopment of both flanks: The aim of this manoeuvre (also referred to as a pincer movement) is
to encircle the enemy completely. If it is successful, it can lead to the total destruction of an enemy force.
Alternatively, it may place the enemy force in such an untenable position that it is forced to surrender.
The manoeuvre requires the binding and holding of the enemy’s front whilst flank forces manoeuvre to
cut-off or isolate enemy units. The manoeuvre relies on battlefield superiority, deception, speed,
firepower, and the skill of the commanders in the attacking force. The actions on the enemy’s flanks
create a pinching motion which makes the enemy unsure of where to deploy his reserve forces while
flanking forces  prevent  him  from  escaping  or getting reinforcements. It also squeezes the enemy
forces into an ever decreasing position, thereby increasing their vulnerability to fire.

This manoeuvre holds the following advantages:



Figure 22: Envelopment of Both flanks

• It can divide the enemy’s focus.
• It can lead to the total annihilation of the enemy forces or force a surrender. The following are
disadvantages of this manoeuvre:
• The attacking force may not be able to complete the envelopment if sufficient forces are not available.
• If the attacking forces cannot close with speed and mass (overwhelming force) the enemy may be able
to break out of the envelopment.
• If the attacking forces are not sufficiently mobile the enemy may easily break out or thwart the
envelopment.

When planning this type of manoeuvre, commanders need to apply:

• Deception (to prevent the enemy from taking counter-actions).
• Speed (to encircle the enemy as rapidly as possible).

Envelopments can be accomplished using several variations. These variations include, but are not
restricted to:

• The encirclement
• The double encirclement
• The vertical envelopment

Regardless of the variation, the following are critical to success:

• Knowing the enemy and his location(s)
• Knowledge of the terrain
• Operational security
• Speed
• Forces mobile enough to execute the manoeuvre
• Sufficient force levels to execute the manoeuvre
• Good command, control, coordination and communications.
• Deception
• Direct and indirect firepower (artillery and air support) with which to bind or hold the enemy



Vertical envelopment requires the use of airborne forces (helicopter-borne or parachute forces)
trained to execute strategic, operational, and tactical manoeuvres that enable attacks on the enemy’s
rear areas or flanks, which in effect, make it possible to bind and/or isolate the enemy and encircle him.
The following considerations are important in the development of the operational design for a vertical
envelopment:

Figure 23: The encirclement

Figure 24: The double encirclement



Figure 25: The vertical envelopment

• Due to the vulnerability of aircraft, air 

superiority and control over the air space is vital.
• Strategic, operational, or tactical lift capability is required to ensure a correct envelopment.
• A link-up force must be made available to reinforce the air-landed troops as soon as possible.
• Speed is of the essence during the link up operation.
• The operation needs to be co-joined with other manoeuvres (e.g. envelopment operations).
• Identifying and securing adequate airfields and landing zones is critical.
• The landed troops are vulnerable if not speedily and sufficiently supported by additional troops, close
air support, and logistical support.
• The established airhead183 must be defended.

Feigned withdrawal: This manoeuvre is based on deception and has a lot in common with the
double envelopment. It creates the impression that the defenders are unable to withstand the enemy’s
pressure and have therefore been forced to execute a withdrawal. The aim is to entice the enemy into a
prepared killing ground. The enemy, believing that he is about to achieve a victory, is lured into
unfavourable terrain in which he can be enveloped and attacked.

This manoeuvre holds the following advantages:

• If successfully carried out, it can achieve operational/tactical surprise.
• It can lead to the envelopment and destruction of the enemy.
• The enemy is attacked on ground he did not choose to fight on.

The following disadvantages need to be considered:

• The feigned withdrawal, if not correctly controlled and conducted in a disciplined manner, can develop
into a disorganised headlong flight.
• This type of manoeuvre can impact negatively on morale.
• If operational security is not exercised, the enemy may not be deceived.

Attack from a defensive position: The enemy is attacked from well defended positions into which
he has been lured. Once the enemy has exhausted his forces or lost momentum, the defending forces
launch an attack/counter-attack.



Figure 26: Feigned Withdrawal

Figure 27: Attack from a Defensive Position

This manoeuvre relies on deception and holds the following advantages:

• If successfully carried out, it can deliver a devastating blow to the enemy forces.
• Once the defending forces launch their attack, the enemy is forced to defend on ground not of his
choosing.

The following disadvantages need to be considered:

• The enemy may choose to bypass defensive positions instead of attacking them.
• It can lead to a defensive mindset among the defending forces and thus have a negative impact on
morale.
• The enemy may attack from a direction that places the defending forces at a disadvantage.



Classical indirect approach: This manoeuvre is very similar to the envelopment manoeuvre and
involves distracting the enemy by means of secondary /binding attacks while an envelopment
manoeuvre is launched against his flanks and rear areas. The envelopment is aimed at disrupting his
lines of communication, logistics, and morale, thereby forcing him to change direction and posture.
Additionally, it compels him to turn and fight a reversed- front battle.

This manoeuvre, if executed with speed and surprise, can hold the following advantages:

• If  successfully  carried  out,  it  can severely disrupt the enemy.
• It can force a change of posture and shake the enemy’s poise.

Figure 28: Classical indirect approach

• It forces the enemy to defend in an unexpected direction.
• The enemy is cut off from safe lines of retreat.
• It can lead to the destruction of the enemy.

The following disadvantages need to be considered:

• The manoeuvre requires superiority of force.
• If security is compromised, the enemy may counter-act in a decisive manner and destroy the attacking
forces.
• The attacking/enveloping forces may be isolated and destroyed if the manoeuvre is not executed with
speed and timing.

Modern indirect approach: The modern indirect approach utilises pre-emption and is aimed at
striking an enemy deep within his perceived safe areas. It makes use of the classical indirect approach
and rapid deployment of attacking forces supported by air and artillery interdiction. Special operations
groups can be deployed to conduct reconnaissance, call in air and artillery strikes, harass and destroy
isolated enemy units, or ambush withdrawal routes. However, to be successful, accurate real time
intelligence, speed, deception, and psychological warfare operations are required. Furthermore, this
manoeuvre requires an approach that avoids, insofar as possible, collateral damage to the population,
their property, and the infrastructure within the enemy’s safe areas. It furthermore requires, where
possible, the implementation of ‘operations other than war’ which may include establishing medical
clinics and water purification centres, and developing infrastructure.184

The advantages of this manoeuvre, apart from those of the classical indirect approach, include:

• The pre-emptive actions can disrupt and destroy the enemy.
• It can make the local population feel secure.



• It can reduce popular support for the enemy and disrupt his recruitment plans.
• It can negate enemy propaganda. The following are disadvantages:
• If  the  local  population  believe  in and support the enemy’s cause, the infiltration of special operations
groups may be compromised and the battle protracted.

Figure 29: Modern indirect approach

• Collateral damage will alienate the local population and strengthen the hostile force’s cause.

Considering the Manoeuvres
Whereas the classical manoeuvres associated with conventional land battles need to be understood

and planned for, Africa can expect to witness more revolutionary struggles in which AGFs fight to
overthrow governments, and hostile governments support proxy forces. This does not, however, negate
the expediency of using conventional forces in support of unconventional forces.

The availability of intelligence is crucial when selecting the type of warfare and choice of manoeuvre.
Intelligence drives strategy and planning and therefore needs to be timely and accurate. Information
gathered from air reconnaissance, ground reconnaissance, radio intercepts, prisoners of war, agents,
and the populace within the AO, should continually be used to confirm and develop the intelligence
picture.

Commanders need to consider factors that will influence the application of selected manoeuvres
when developing operational designs:

• Manoeuvres are dependent on terrain, local population distributions, and the enemy’s disposition,
deployments, weapons, and force levels.
• Terrain has a major influence on manoeuvre. Certain types of terrain may preclude the use of
manoeuvre by mechanised forces but permit manoeuvre by dismounted or air-landed forces.
• Helicopter-borne or parachute forces can conduct vertical manoeuvres to disrupt enemy retrograde
operations, cut the enemy off from his rear bases, delay an enemy retreat, occupy key or tactical terrain
or infrastructure, or attack rear areas and bases.
• Climatic variations, inclement weather, and time of day can greatly influence any planned manoeuvre.
• Air assets must be used to provide close air support, conduct combat air patrols, and attack enemy
targets.
• Indiscriminate indirect fire intended to neutralise enemy positions can cause extensive collateral
damage.
• The timing of reserve deployment is critical to exploiting any successes or countering any enemy
counter-actions.
• Tactical airlift assets can be used to deliver forces to occupy and hold high ground, dominate the
battlefront with fire, and coordinate air and artillery strikes.



• Deception plans must be used to confuse the enemy and prevent him from concentrating his forces or
fire.
• Regional political influences can hamper offensive manoeuvre operations.
• The training, equipment, leadership, and discipline of all participating troops is key to success.
• Command and control structures need to be confirmed and adhered to.
• Identifying and holding strategic, key and/or tactical terrain or denying it to the enemy is critical to
success.
• Electronic warfare must be used to disrupt enemy command and control systems during all phases of
the operation.
• Terrain that can mask movements and provide cover and protection must be exploited.
• Plans must be put in place to relentlessly pursue fleeing or withdrawing enemy and isolate and destroy
retrograde elements.

The classical manoeuvres of warfare have proven themselves through the ages. However, mobility
and accurate firepower remain the keys to successful manoeuvre.

Furthermore, manoeuvre is profoundly affected and influenced by terrain, vegetation, time of day,
weather conditions, local population distributions (villages, towns, and agricultural areas) and the
enemy.

The above manoeuvres can, with adaptations, be very successfully employed to defend and protect
African Pillars of State.

An 82mm mortar firing



A young herder knows the area better than most



Chapter 6

Defending and Protecting the Pillars of State

We need to understand the politics of conflict and war. After all, we are merely an extension of the politics...As long as Africa remains
at war with itself, it will be unable to flourish and take its place in a vibrant, economically powerful, and politically stable international
community. This fault lies at our door. If we fight, we must fight with audacity, speed, aggression and the will—military and political—
to achieve a decisive victory and not merely an internationally-mandated stalemate. We must create the climate for government to

govern in peace. Unless we know how to fight—and why we are fighting—we will never achieve this...
– Author in a lecture to African general staff officers, 2012

Africa is a divided and volatile continent, with a complex and dynamic political environment. Its
complexity is due to numerous reasons: poor governance, areas that are heavy or lacking in
infrastructure, resource rich and poor countries, wealth disparity, cross border tribal loyalties and
tensions, ethnic, cultural, racial, and religious diversity, and a history that cannot and should not be
ignored.

A strong economy and robust economic policies can place a government in a position of strength—
strength that can be translated into regional power supported by diplomacy. However, inadequate
economic policies result in soaring interest rates, unemployment, currency devaluation, decreasing
governance, increased dependence on foreign aid, disinvestment, deindustrialisation, ever increasing
food prices, poverty, and low standards of living. These issues can drive mass civil unrest which,
coupled with violence and investor hesitation can even bankrupt and collapse governments.

A bankrupt government may sell off state infrastructure and other assets to foreign governments and
investors, thereby making itself vulnerable to manipulation by foreign powers and predatory capitalism
(national asset and resource stripping and eventual abandonment of the targeted government). This will
ultimately result in economic collapse.

Poor governance and ideological clashes lead to simmering conflicts that are expressed through
violent protests, confrontational and militant politics, terrorism, armed anti- government uprisings,
national conflicts, and full scale wars.

Conflicts and wars can take place within or beyond the borders of a country. Some are driven by
foreign political and/or commercial backers that support185 AGFs in their attempts to overthrow
governments, destabilise countries, or bring about ‘regime changes’.186 Others are internally driven but
rely on foreign or external support and sympathy.

African governments will face increasing economic and political pressure to commit their armed forces
as proxy forces on behalf of foreign powers. Governments that fail to bow to foreign demands will be
subjected to intensified pressure in the form of coercive diplomacy, isolation, and sanction. Poor
governance and disjointed policies will continue to fuel internal dissent. Heavy handed responses to
popular uprisings will result in further uprisings and increase popular dissent and anger.

Antagonistic neighbouring and/or foreign states will continue to support  AGFs if their national,
foreign, and/or vital interests are not served. The mainstream media will continue to play a role in
propagating and suppressing propaganda in accordance with the aims, desires, and wishes of its
backers. Social media will continue to grow and be used to disseminate propaganda and organise
protests, marches, and uprisings.187

Despite the continent’s instability, it remains the duty of the armed forces who are ‘from the people, for
the people’ to neutralise hostile forces aggressively, rapidly, and professionally.

Trapped between the military doctrines of the East and the West, African armed forces need to
analyse the past, dissect the present, predict the future, review their approaches to military operations
and methodologies for war, reassess what is relevant to Africa, and introduce lessons learned if they are
to survive a turbulent future.

The Development of Tensions
It is unlikely that Africa will ever see large set-piece, full scale conventional battles such as those

fought during World War II. The battlefield will, furthermore, not be devoid of civilians and nor will



massive direct and indirect firepower alone be used to overwhelm the enemy.
Unconventional actions will pave the way in Africa’s future wars. Africa will most definitely witness

limited conventional battles supported by unconventional means (mobilisation of the populace, militant
and destructive labour unrest, strikes, guerrilla warfare, and terrorism) that erode Pillars of State with a
view to engineering state collapse. As a continent, Africa remains under constant threat from intractable
internal crises that fuel suspicion amongst populations and create fractious states ripe for foreign
intervention.

As a general guideline, the development of tension, revolution, and destabilisation follows a
predictable pattern188 within resource rich countries:

1. The build-up of hostilities: Ethnic, religious, political, and tribal differences are exploited and fuelled
to increase historical tensions, political anger, dissent, disunity, and hostility. Sponsor
governments189 adopt approaches ostensibly aimed at promoting ‘democracy’, ‘liberating the
oppressed’, and ‘removing dictatorships’. Protests and strikes are encouraged by those sponsoring
the hostilities. Legitimate governments are labelled ‘regimes’ in an effort to make them appear
illegitimate. Militant and divisive politics is encouraged. Educational, emotional, and symbolic
objectives (schools, buses, places of worship, large outdoor congregations, sports stadiums, and
tourist hotels) are targeted for attack. High value individuals and large groups of innocent and/or
vulnerable people are kidnapped. Provocative statements that increase tensions and suspicions are
made on  mainstream and social media platforms. Agitators, armed militias, AGFs, and terrorist
groups are given or promised support and encouraged to conduct armed attacks against
governments. The pattern of armed destabilisation fuels radical actions and forces the intelligence
services, law enforcement agencies, and armed forces either to overreact (in which case they are
internationally condemned) or to operate over a wide front that stretches their abilities and
resources. Ultimately, this renders the country weak and vulnerable to foreign intervention and
manipulation, weakens the economy, endangers the population, and creates fear and
uncontrollable refugee problems.

2. Internationalising the hostilities: Escalating violence between opposing ethnic, political, religious,
and/or tribal groups leads to international calls for containment of the situation. Governments are
increasingly faced with armed anti-government campaigns supported by acts of terrorism. Foreign
governments, international bankers, the United Nations, advocacy groups, and NGOs call for
sanctions, humanitarian aid and assistance to the AGFs, and even foreign armed intervention
aimed at establishing ‘democracy’ and ‘stability’. Limited air attacks are launched and damage the
economy, kill civilians, and destroy infrastructure. Sponsors channel covert support (arms, finances,
and moral support) to one or more of the clashing factions to ensure the continuation and
escalation of hostilities. Agitators, AGF leaders, and warlords are the prime beneficiaries of this
covert assistance and support. International think tanks and crisis resolution groups are established
to mediate the ‘problem’ and envoys are despatched to negotiate settlements and assist with the
establishment of ‘democracy’ and ‘security’ or the ‘removal of a dictatorship’. Every opportunity to
bring the problem into the international spotlight is exploited while the powers that created it, plan
how best to divide the country for their own strategic and economic gains.

3. Intervention and  division: International  debates  take place  in  which  methods for resolving the
chaos and carnage that has occurred as a result of destabilisation are devised. The conflict
becomes commercialised. Weapons, ammunition, vehicles, and training are given or sold to the
side that can pay for them—and sometimes to both sides. International peacekeeping forces are
deployed under the auspices of the UN or the AU. Foreign governments despatch military advisors
to ‘monitor’ the situation or give advice which is often intended to escalate the problem rather than
resolving it. When training is given to government forces, it is substandard and/or irrelevant and is
intended to set the government forces up for failure. If necessary, air attacks are intensified to
destroy as much essential infrastructure as possible. Calls are made for the country to be
‘Balkanised’ i.e. divided into two or more ‘new states’ to bring about peace and stability and ensure
‘democracy’ and ‘freedom’ for the populace caught between the warring parties or factions. The
powers that instigated the destabilisation install puppet or proxy governments that serve their
interests. The newly founded pseudo-states now (hopefully) serve the interests of their benefactors
who, in turn, become the beneficiaries of the state’s natural resources (energy and minerals).



It is therefore important for governments to determine the root causes of a problem. Governments
should also be aware that instability may spill across national borders and result in a regional crisis.

The involvement of foreign powers in these conflicts and wars will, however, add a dimension of
superior airpower and technology that puts the armed forces of a targeted government in an extremely
vulnerable position.

The consequences of a government’s decision to enter into a conflict or war are far reaching and have
enormous national, regional, continental, and international ramifications. Whereas the decision to enter
into a conflict or war is determined at the political level, military success will be determined by factors
such as:

• Intelligence concerning the enemy and his intentions
• Force composition (armed forces vs. hostile forces)
• The resources available to each force
• Each force’s doctrine and level of training
• The quality of leadership in each force
• The respective abilities of the opposing commanders
• The influences of terrain, vegetation, and weather upon the area of operations
• The available infrastructure
• The foreign support enjoyed by each force
• The historic successes/failures of each force

Conflicts that originate within national borders can be driven by foreign encouragement and
involvement, poor governance issues, excessive corruption, ideology, a lack of basic and essential
services, a collapsing economy, tribal differences, political isolation and/or exclusion, and religion, but
they are motivated by catch phrases like ‘freedom’, ‘democracy’, ‘liberation’, ‘human rights’, and ‘self-
determination’. Many of these differences develop into low or high intensity armed anti-government
campaigns. AGFs may also be funded by organised or transnational crime which aids in making a
country ungovernable.

The reality of Africa is that home grown and internationally sponsored conflicts or armed anti-
government campaigns will continue to pose a grave danger to governments, not merely because
resources must be focussed internally when dealing with AGF campaigns, but also because they
distract governments from what is happening within and beyond their borders. Additionally, these
actions erode and weaken the Pillars of State. Natural disasters lead to internal focus in the same way.
A wily enemy can use such distractions to strike at the government, either with a proxy force incursion or
by unleashing terror and/or criminal groups into disaster areas.

Inter-state wars are driven by border disputes and resources such as food, water, grazing rights, oil,
and high-value metals and minerals. These wars will continue to be fought by limited conventional
forces but will develop into stalemates and revert back to or culminate in unconventional warfare.

Amidst the political uncertainty, the armed forces will need to plan for and combine:

• Military operations related to war
• Military operations other than war
• Military Intelligence operations

Protecting and Defending the State
The  government, the  intelligence services, the law  enforcement agencies, the  armed forces, and

the populace all have a responsibility to protect and defend the state.
Any diplomatic or economic attack against the state’s sovereignty, whether it manifests itself as an

AGF campaign or a foreign military invasion, will focus its actions and efforts against one or more of the
Pillars of State. If two or more of the pillars collapse, the government will become unstable and
fragile.190 This will lead to defeatism and a loss of desire to see the conflict or war through to its
conclusion.

A fragile government is characterised by instability and vulnerability, and its inability to maintain
authority usually leads to failure and/or collapse.



The Pillars of State
It is the government’s responsibility to maintain and protect the integrity and sovereignty of the state,

encourage economic growth, and ensure a secure and stable environment for the populace. A lack of
security and stability places the nation’s growth and development at a continual disadvantage.

The integrity of the state can be likened to a table with seven legs or ‘pillars’ resting on a firm
foundation. Each pillar can stand separately but it is the combined strength of the pillars that adds to the
strength of the table i.e. the integrity of the state. The firmer the foundation, the more stable the ‘table’
will be. However, when the state comes under threat, it is the Pillars of State that are exposed to risk.
The erosion of two or more pillars erode the integrity of the state. Continued erosion of the pillars can
turn a state into a fragile and subsequently a failed state.191

The Pillars
192 of State

193 are:

• Intelligence
• Law enforcement
• The armed forces
• Governance
• The economy
• The populace
• Perception

The government has a duty and a responsibility to develop, protect, and strengthen the Pillars of
State by launching offensive or defensive composite warfare operations against any national or foreign
threat or enemy.

Figure 30: The seven Pillars of State

During these operations, the state uses all of its agencies and departments, singularly, jointly, or in
tandem with one another, to support intelligence operations, operations related to war, and operations
other than war to achieve rapid and decisive advantages and subsequently, a desirous end state.

The Intelligence Pillar
The intelligence services are the state’s early warning mechanism. Their input194 is used to guide the

development of the national strategy and policies, and subsequently, the national security strategy and
its policies.

Misdirected political strategies and policies and erroneous security strategies are often the result of
national, regional, continental, and international intelligence failures.

It is imperative that governments take note of the intelligence product and adapt, adjust, and modify
strategies, plans, and policies accordingly.

Intelligence enhances foreign policy directives and decisions. It also enables proactive foreign policy
and diplomacy.

The intelligence services operate both within and beyond national borders, and must use all assets,
resources, and sources to collect information on anything that may impact negatively on the state’s



national, foreign, and vital interests. The intelligence services must analyse the past, dissect the
present, and predict the future and disseminate the intelligence product to the correct users timeously.

Liaison with allied foreign/neighbouring intelligence services must be developed, nurtured, and
exploited to enable collection over as wide a front as possible. A healthy and strong foreign intelligence
liaison effort furthermore enhances diplomacy and foreign policy.

The intelligence services must serve and execute the national intelligence policy by targeting
intelligence requirements and threats, focusing  collection efforts, collecting information, and
disseminating intelligence collected—at a minimum—on the following:

Applicable and relevant criminal and military intelligence must be shared between the various
intelligence services, the law enforcement agencies, and the armed forces.

The government may, furthermore, direct the intelligence services to conduct and/or support national
and regional operations195 such as:

1. Discretionary warfare operations: In such instances, the intelligence services will, in conjunction
with government, determine the target, collect intelligence, and attack the target. The intelligence
services may utilise Special Forces, Special Operations Groups, or organic intelligence elements to
carry out these highly classified and deniable missions.

2. Neutralising high value individuals and high value targets: Individuals that support the enemy and
pose a serious threat to peace and stability are referred to as high value individuals (HVIs).
Intelligence services can neutralise them by recruiting them as intelligence sources, compromising
and discrediting them publically, arresting them, or in extreme cases, assassinating196 them. High
value targets (HVTs) generally refers to targets that can aid the enemy in a conflict/war, the
destruction of which, will seriously disadvantage the enemy. High value targets may include
electricity power stations and sub-stations, railway links, harbours, and airports. The destruction of
high value targets needs to be carefully considered as the armed forces may need to use them
when pursuing an enemy that has been put to flight. They will also need to be rebuilt once hostilities
have ended.

3. Strategic deception operations: Strategic deception operations are planned at the highest level and
require political sanction. These operations are always deniable and are initiated to entice foreign or
hostile governments into reacting in a disadvantageous manner. These operations make use of
influence, propaganda, psychological warfare, mainstream and social media, and double agents.

4. Organising and training proxy forces: Governments can organise, train, or direct proxy forces to
destabilise, or lay the groundwork for a planned offensive against a hostile neighbour. Proxy forces
can, additionally, be used to distract a hostile government while some other action is being
prepared or taking place. These actions require close cooperation between the proxy forces and
the intelligence services.

5. Propaganda operations: Strategic propaganda operations and psychological warfare must be
planned and implemented to enable the government to capture and retain the moral high ground in
all of its actions. These operations can only succeed if the government seizes the informational and
cyber environments and ensures that its messages are more credible than those of the enemy.
Furthermore, people tend to believe the first message they receive. Therefore, these operations
must be proactive and not focus on responding to enemy propaganda.

6. Establishing secret bases: It may be necessary to establish secret bases from which intelligence or
clandestine/covert offensive operations can be launched in friendly or hostile neighbouring
countries.

7. Directed denial of service attacks: The state may instruct the intelligence services to carry out
directed denial of service (DDoS) attacks against a hostile country’s communication
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and cyber assets. This may include attacks against, or disruption of, telecommunications
infrastructure, radar infrastructure, the internet, and official websites.

The intelligence services must additionally perform a defensive role (counter- intelligence) and protect
the government from actions such as those above. Poor counter- intelligence efforts will expose the
Pillars of State to enemy actions and render the state vulnerable to attack.

Inter-service liaison between the intelligence services, the law enforcement agencies, and the armed
forces is essential to continually assess and confirm threats. It is only through the use of credible,
actionable, verified and predicted intelligence that a government, its agencies and departments, and its
security forces will be able to adapt their strategies and actions and neutralise pending threats.

The Law Enforcement Pillar



Law enforce ment agencies1977 (which include an independent judiciary) are primarily responsible for
upholding the rule of law and ensuring a safe and secure climate for the citizens of a country. As such,
they are an important component of the country’s security structures and the first line of defence for a
state facing rising crime, internal dissent, militancy, and protests.

Law enforcement officers are crime solvers and crime preventers. They must earn the respect of the
communities they serve as respect does not simply come from wearing a uniform. Law enforcement
agencies earn respect through objective and professional conduct, preventing and solving crimes, and
resisting corruption and extortion within their ranks.

Law enforcement agencies are primarily concerned with public order policing, crime prevention, and
crime solving. Evidence is collected to secure convictions and, through an objective judiciary, punish
those who break the law. Private security companies should be utilised by law enforcement agencies
due to their extensive ground-coverage in both urban and rural areas.

Upholding the law requires close and continuous liaison between the law enforcement agencies,
intelligence services, and military intelligence units who may, via their own assets, resources, sources,
and agent networks, provide information of value to the law enforcement agencies.

Upholding the law must be achieved by:
Proactive law enforcement is enhanced by community policing. For community policing to be

effective, a deep level of trust must exist between communities and law enforcement agencies. By its
very nature, community policing requires a partnership between law enforcement agencies and the
populace so that problems related to crime, disorder, and terrorism can be pre-emptively identified,
solved and neutralised. This requires an adaptation to current law enforcement philosophy and policy.

Well-trained, equipped, and organised investigative and crime intelligence units must be established
to deal with criminal activities. This will enhance proactive policing and enable rapid arrests and
prosecutions.

In addition to performing the above functions, the law enforcement agencies remain responsible for:

• Forensic intelligence
• EOD/IED

198 disposal
• Counter-terrorism
• Protecting high value individuals, high value targets, prominent businessmen, politicians, and diplomats
• Protecting government buildings and infrastructure
• Riot/crowd control
• Counter-AGF actions
• Investigating crime in all its facets (organised crime, narcotics, murder, robbery, vehicle hijacking, and
theft)
• Internal stability operations
• Serving communities by ensuring and maintaining secure and safe environments

AGF campaigns generally involve terrorist activities such as intimidation, assassination, and
sabotage. The actions carried out by these violent armed groups require a comprehensive counter-
crime and proactive policing approach. As they are generally able to choose when and where to launch
their terror attacks, they retain the initiative while the law enforcement agencies remain reactive. Their
actions, additionally, attract media coverage which creates the impression that they are more influential
and substantial than they really are and adds to the myth of their power and support.



Combating terrorism requires close cooperation between the intelligence services and law
enforcement agencies. The armed forces can assist the law enforcement intelligence apparatus with
intelligence targeting of terror networks and other actions that combat terrorism in certain
circumstances. However, joint intelligence operations need to be well coordinated and synchronised to
prevent them from compromising one another.

Agents, sources, and crime scene investigations into incidents of terrorism can lead to the
identification and apprehension of terrorist leaders, terror cells and networks, hideouts, weapons
caches, and bomb-making facilities. The counter-actions taken to arrest and convict the perpetrators of
these crimes are often paramilitary in nature.

Inter-state law enforcement liaison is an important tool in the law enforcement arsenal as it allows
investigation into trans-national crime, and where necessary, extraditions, court action, and sentencing.

If the state of lawlessness increases to the extent that the existing judicial system is unable to cope
with cases related to AGF actions, special courts should be established. These courts must be staffed
with experienced prosecutors and judges who have been given the authority and resources they
require. To expedite the prosecution of such cases while remaining within the framework of the law,
these courts must deal exclusively with crimes against the state, such as terrorism, sabotage, violent
protests, and armed actions.

Prosecutors, judges, investigating officers, and their families, may require personal protection in the
event of a terrorist threat.

Active, professional, and dedicated policing adds to the public’s perception that persons committing
crimes against the state and the populace will be swiftly and harshly dealt with in a transparent and
lawful manner. The media must be used to strengthen this perception.

When the government directs the armed forces to assist with law enforcement, the armed forces
remain under the control of the law enforcement agencies to ensure that they act within the law and use
minimum force.

When law enforcement agencies are unable to contain an internal problem such as a high intensity
AGF campaign, the government is forced to adapt its internal security policies and instruct the armed
forces to contain and combat the AGFs independently.

Such decisions must be strictly managed and correctly communicated to the target audience as they
invariably put the government under added political and economic pressure and have a huge impact on
national and international public perceptions.

The national and international media will, however, be quick to exploit any mismatch between national
and foreign policies and the use of law enforcement agencies or the armed forces to quell intimidation
and unrest. The state must therefore manage the law enforcement agencies consistently and
transparently.

The Armed Forces Pillar
The armed forces are the state’s last means by which to ward off armed threats (high intensity AGF

campaigns or threats from offensive foreign/regional military forces). Furthermore, the armed forces
must be able assist government agencies and departments if the state is facing a national crisis or
disaster.

As African armed forces follow the mantra ‘from the people, for the people’, they need to remain
neutral and objective as they serve the nation at the state’s behest.

The armed forces will be required to deal with numerous adaptive, complex, dynamic, diverse and
multi-dimensional threats. They must thus organise and posture themselves to respond to any crisis
situation effectively and rapidly by being correctly structured, well-led, well-trained, and correctly
equipped. They must also follow a realistic doctrine that has been developed taking numerous and valid
lessons into consideration.

Governments must ensure that all members of the armed forces are paid in accordance with their
salary scales, that salaries are received on time, that soldiers have adequate living conditions when not
on operations, that they are clothed and fed, that they have the correct equipment and that they are
trained to use it efficiently, and that opportunities for self-improvement and promotion exist.

The armed forces play an important role in protecting and defending the Pillars of State but they can
only achieve success if they have total political and national support.

The armed forces are part of a team and their primary functions are to conduct armed actions against
hostile forces and provide armed protection (when required) for government and civilian agencies



working in AGF or enemy dominated areas. Successful armed action allows government to govern while
law enforcement agencies reintroduce law and order.

The armed forces are adept at logistical and communications planning and their input should be
sought and applied by other government departments and agencies.

The armed forces must be able to blunt attacks and rapidly turn defence and/or holding actions into
offensive actions that disrupt the enemy’s intentions and destroy his forces.

To fulfil their multiple functions and missions, the armed forces must be trained and equipped to
conduct:

• Composite warfare operations
• Independent counter-AGF operations
• Law enforcement support operations
• Disaster relief operations
• Independent containment and stability operations

Composite warfare operations: Composite warfare operations require dynamic and positive
engagement from all of the Pillars of State so that a common strategic result can be attained through
unified efforts over a wide front. African armed forces must be able to protect the Pillars of State through
close coordination with all agencies, departments and services. Therefore, structure, training,
equipment, and joint cooperation between forces and agencies must be emphasised. These multi-
dimensional operations allow the armed forces to operate in complex and diverse environments with the
support of inter- government agencies and departments, and the Pillars of State.

Composite warfare operations (both offensive and defensive in nature) comprise a combination of:

• Conventional warfare
• Unconventional warfare
• Containment operations
• Discretionary warfare
• Psychological warfare/propaganda operations
• Stability operations
• Operations that support law enforcement operations
• Intelligence operations

Composite warfare operations are supported by all of the Pillars of State and represent a
comprehensive and all-inclusive government approach to identifying, containing, and eliminating hostile
armed forces and associated threats.

Independent counter-AGF operations: These military operations, directed against AGF campaigns,
are commonly accepted as ‘military operations other than war’. Although internal AGF operations are a
law enforcement responsibility, the law enforcement agencies may be unable to contain an insurgency
due to a lack of manpower and other resources. Subsequently the government may instruct the armed
forces to assume responsibility for counter-AGF operations as follows:

• Internal counter-AGF operations: Operating under the rule of law and in conjunction with
government and civilian agencies, the armed forces must locate and annihilate AGFs with fire while
protecting the populace, government infrastructure, and developments in the area. Neutralisation of the
AGF’s trinity of gravity is of crucial importance and will require intelligence and law enforcement actions
supported by government agencies and departments.
• External counter-AGF operations: It may be necessary to conduct cross-border strikes or hot pursuit
operations into neighbouring countries to hunt down and destroy AGFs and their bases. Such actions
are authorised at the political level to ensure that the forces do not run afoul of a neighbouring
government’s policies and/or armed forces or create unnecessary collateral damage. These operations
are complex and sensitive and they can include pre-emptive strikes, use of air assault and mechanised
forces, or stand-off artillery bombardments and air strikes which may alienate the neighbouring country’s
populace.

The application of the rule of law, the way in which the populace and other non- combatants and their
possessions are treated, and the behaviour of the armed forces will be closely scrutinised.



Law enforcement support operations: The government will, under certain circumstances, instruct
the armed forces to support law enforcement operations by setting up roadblocks and vehicle check
points, conducting cordon and search operations and security patrols, guarding critical
infrastructure/national key points, aid stations, and aid distribution points, performing special counter-
crime operations, and giving support during counter-AGF operations. In such operations, the armed
forces act under the command of the law enforcement agencies and conduct all operations with due
regard for the country’s rule of law.

Operations in response to national disasters: This is a ‘military operation other than war’ in which
the role of the armed forces will be determined by the extent of the crisis. The joint crisis response
centre and/or the joint operations centre will request support during national disasters (flooding,
earthquakes, landslides, uncontrolled spreading of diseases, and wild fires) and tasks will include giving
medical assistance, helping with food distribution and water purification, establishing refugee centres,
repairing damaged infrastructure, erecting tents, and assisting refugees and internally displaced
persons. Under command of the joint crisis response centre, the armed forces will add speed of
deployment, flexibility, mobility, logistics, and security to operations. Military units may also be deployed
to guard supply chains and distribution centres. Close cooperation between the armed forces and the
law enforcement agencies is imperative to ensure that there is no disregard for law and order in such
situations. These operations are vitally important to governments as they show concern for the populace
and help reduce or quell popular concerns and anger directed at the government despite the trauma of
a disaster.

Independent stability operations: Stability operations are conducted in areas where the threat of an
AGF campaign has been—or has almost been—eliminated. These operations are also carried out in
large ungoverned areas where visible law enforcement is limited or lacking. The armed forces will
confine their actions to show of force patrols and protection and support of government agencies and
departments to enable them to accomplish their missions.  These military activities create favourable
conditions for government agencies and departments to return to affected areas and re-establish
themselves. They are, in essence, a phase of counter-AGF operations that takes place prior to the
departure of the armed forces. Government failure to implement policies and other measures that
prevent AGFs from rising up again will simply reignite anti- government sentiment. Intelligence must
continually be collected to prevent the armed forces and government agencies and departments from
being caught at a disadvantage during this phase.

The Governance Pillar
The Governance Pillar is the most important Pillar of State as it determines the government’s

legitimacy and ensures the sovereignty of the state. A government that fails to provide good governance
will suffer national, regional, continental, and international criticism and even rejection. This is borne out
by the United Nations statement, ‘...sovereignty no longer exclusively protects states from foreign
interference; it is a charge of responsibility that holds states accountable for the welfare of their
people’.199

A government’s ability to establish its legitimacy, ensure fair and good governance, and create
stability or fail in its endeavours, hinges on this pillar.

Government policies either attract foreign investment or force divestment. Irresponsible,
confrontational, divisive, and militant political rhetoric may also result in divestment and a lack of, or
reduction in, foreign investment. Foreign investment in resource-extraction, infrastructure, technology,
and  industry, apart  from  creating  jobs, leads  to  economic development, growth, and strength.
Balanced economies are established and sustained by the creation of outward and inward economies.

When political uncertainty200 is recognised, both the populace and foreign investors lose confidence in
the government and this impacts negatively on the Economic Pillar. The other Pillars of State can only
remain steadfast if the government is dedicated, efficient, and resolute and applies good governance.

Many of Africa’s populations have grown restless and ever-demanding in the face of uncertainty and
high expectations, especially insofar as basic services, education, employment and law enforcement are
concerned.

Through good governance, the government must ensure a peaceful, stable, and secure environment
through acceptable law and order policies and practices and the establishment of an impartial judiciary.



It must create unity amongst the populace, promote the welfare of all citizens, create an environment
that is economically advantageous to all its citizens, provide essential services, and defend the state
against internal and external threats. Moreover, strategies and policies must be designed to forge a
national identity instead of maintaining and entrenching ethnic, tribal and religious identities and
differences. Governments are composed of citizens drawn from the populace so they must work to
improve the lives of the citizens.

When a government is unable or unwilling to meet these expectations it creates the perception that it
governs only for itself. These negative perceptions fuel propaganda operations that erode the
government’s authority, credibility, and ultimately, its legitimacy. The armed forces are an instrument of
the state and must contend with threats by projecting force nationally and internationally. Disciplined,
well trained, well led, and well equipped armed forces are a credible deterrent to any aggressor, and are
indeed, a reflection of the state and the society.

The decision to enter into a conflict or war rests solely with government. The armed forces must
protect and defend the Pillars of State, provide the government with strategic options and probabilities,
and make the risks of failure clear. In turn, the government must provide the armed forces with the
means to achieve their military aims and goals. However, the following ought to be considered:

‘Wars, in fact, have a way of getting more complicated the longer they go on. Once hostilities begin
they take on a logic of their own. Having survived the initial shock, each side tends to increase its
investment, which decreases its willingness to give in. The result: what might have seemed like a
decisive move before the war turns out to be just an opening gambit once the fighting is underway.’201

Governments must realise that the longer it takes to end a conflict or war, the greater the damage to
the country’s economy and infrastructure will be, and the less chance they will have of maintaining
popular support for their actions. Protraction can, furthermore, create the perception that a government
lacks the political will to achieve lasting results or that the armed forces are incapable of ending the
conflict or war. This perception, along with mounting casualties, can erode the will of the populace,
result in anti-war movements, and even increase sympathy for the enemy.

The national strategy (along with its direction, guidelines, and policies) is formulated at the political
level and forms the foundation of the Governance Pillar. It is, however, the input of the intelligence
services and the law enforcement and military intelligence agencies which ensures that strategies and
policies are commensurate with existing threats and that timely adjustments can be made.

The internal threats that modern African governments have to contend with (apart from opposing
political parties) include:

• Violent and non-violent protests
• Corruption
• Labour and student unrest
• Tribalism
• Xenophobia
• Riots
• Strikes
• Opportunistic and organised national and transnational crime
• Sabotage
• Terrorism
• AGF uprisings

The government requires numerous actionable intelligence inputs to enable the planning and
development of strategies and policies.

Early identification of domestic threats (usually the result of real or perceived poor governance and
disregard for the grievances of the populace) depends on the competence of the intelligence services
and law enforcement agencies.

Apart from diplomatic, political, and economic pressures (including resource grabbing) the external
armed threats a government may face include:

• Internationally driven regime change



• Internationally based AGF/proxy forces (with or without foreign air support)
• Pre-emptive strikes by hostile forces
• Invasion and occupation by foreign armed forces
• Cyber attacks
• Foreign sponsored militant groups and/or organisations i.e. proxy forces
• Psychological warfare and propaganda operations
• Denial of service attacks
• Clandestine armed military operations
• Covert intelligence and military actions
• Armed show of force actions aimed at military or political intimidation
• Stand-off rocket, artillery, or mortar strikes and bombardments
• Border disputes
• Hostile air campaigns

While potential threats need to be identified and assessed by the intelligence services and countered
by the law enforcement agencies and the armed forces, it is the responsibility of the government to
ensure that the security forces have access to the means they require and that they are supported by
political will. The security forces cannot defend and protect the Pillars of State without government
support.

National and international public opinion is a major passive threat faced by governments, and security
and defence policies should be formulated with this in mind. It would be foolish for any government to
underestimate the media’s capacity to alter perceptions—or to believe that the media will always be
objective and responsible. As part of their overall strategy, governments should retain majority control
over the informational202 and cyber environments before its enemies do so. By implication, governments
should run parallel social media campaigns to prevent the enemy from flooding the populace with
negative propaganda.

The Economic Pillar
A strong, vibrant and expanding economy strengthens the Pillars of State and can be used to achieve

foreign policy objectives and strengthen national, regional, and international influence.
The economy of a country is broadly dependent on its level of education, resources, infrastructure,

industry, business, investment, and tourism. The Economic Pillar reveals what is important to most
people and it is the financial force behind any economic development and growth. Infrastructure is
closely linked to the economy and any damage to or neglect of infrastructure will impact negatively on
the economy.

The development and maintenance of infrastructure is furthermore an indication of a nation’s
economic ability and desire for progress. A well-developed infrastructure is essential for business,
industry, agriculture and tourism to flourish.

There are two kinds of infrastructure:

• Basic infrastructure
• Critical infrastructure

Basic infrastructure: Includes roads, rail links, bridges, telephony and electricity links, sub-stations,
schools, hospitals, storm water drainage systems and culverts, factories, police stations, and water
reservoirs.

Critical infrastructure: Also referred to as national key points (NKPs), critical infrastructure includes
ports, airports, power stations, sewage plants, water purification plants, critical industry, mines, oil and
fuel storage depots, and arms and ammunitions factories.

Any erosion of—or attacks against—basic or critical infrastructure (labour unrest, violent strikes,
militant protests, and riots) can shake investor confidence and damage the economy. These actions
furthermore, influence national, regional, continental, and international perceptions.

The populace generally believes that the government will create an environment conducive to
development and progress by providing employment opportunities, good medical and educational
services, adequate law enforcement, infrastructure development, adequate telephony infrastructure
(including cellular), and sustainable power, water, and other resources. When a government fails to



meet these expectations, segments of the populace may voice their dissatisfaction and frustration by
attacking infrastructure and causing massive damage. This can result in negative media coverage which
in turn impacts negatively on the government’s image. It may ultimately result in a decline in foreign
investor confidence.

Foreign investment, national, regional, and international trade, and private enterprise are major
contributors to a country’s development and progress. They develop industry, stimulate job-creation, and
have a positive impact on the economy.

Indirect attacks such as sanctions, boycotts, forced currency devaluation, and disinvestment
programmes damage the Economic Pillar and result in a shortage of funds for the continuation of
sustainable development and economic growth. Many governments resort to direct and indirect taxation
(increased personal taxation, increased import duties, toll roads, taxation penalties to mining and other
critical industries) to compensate for a lack of foreign investment. While these efforts may offset the
shortfall to some extent, they fuel anger and impact negatively on national, regional, continental and
international perceptions.

Government agencies and departments must exercise their mandates and roles efficiently and serve
the populace by implementing acceptable and sustainable economic plans and policies.

Mismatched government policies and lethargy in government agencies and departments often gives
rise to grievances. These may be real or perceived but, to the populace, they remain real issues that
negatively impact lives, impede progress, and stifle development. Typical grievances that relate to the
Economic Pillar usually include a combination of:

• Lack of employment opportunities
• Poor, substandard, or a general lack of infrastructure
• Poor, substandard, or unaffordable education and medical facilities and services
• Inadequate law enforcement
• Low standards of living coupled with high inflation rates
• A lack of—or substandard—government housing
• The costs of foodstuffs, fuel, and clothing rising inexplicably
• An unacceptable level of corruption within government agencies/ departments
• A lack of—or substandard—government service delivery
• Unacceptable levels of exploitation by foreign investors
• Unacceptably high taxation rates
• A weak national currency

When a government is sluggish in terms of economic development, the population will vent its anger
and frustration through protests which, if left unchecked, can lead to general civil disobedience,
destruction of civil and private property, and intimidation of civil servants and businessmen and their
staffs. In extreme cases, it can result in a popular uprising against the government. If the populace has
foreign support, it may result in total economic isolation and even direct foreign air attacks on critical
infrastructure aimed at destroying the economy and effecting a change of government to the—usually
economic—advantage of the foreign backers.

Law enforcement actions taken to curtail civic actions against the state will be closely monitored by
the media and social commentators to ensure that they are commensurate with the unrest. Heavy-
handed tactics will increase resistance and the media will exploit them to discredit the law enforcement
agencies and gain sympathy from a wider spectrum of the populace.

The economy therefore remains vulnerable in that poor governance and subsequent popular unrest
can impede progress, growth, and development. Economic engagement and trade are crucial to a
strong economy, peace, prosperity, and development.

A strong economy is also essential to ensure that the Pillars of State can be defended as counter-
actions against attacks and threats are costly.

The Populace Pillar
The populace is and will remain the most important strategic asset a government has, as it is from the

populace that the Pillars of State are staffed and managed. A populace that feels marginalised or has no
national identity will have no desire to cooperate with government’s policies and direction if they feel
they are not part of it.



As government is comprised of members of the populace, it must do all it can to ensure that the
populace has its support—in turn leading to support from the populace. This can be achieved by
ensuring economic growth, providing basic services, stimulating job creation, and applying good
governance. It is furthermore, government’s responsibility to provide the populace with a safe and
secure environment in which to live. This requires inter alia a tough stance against crime and a strong
armed force that can repel hostile threats.

Citizens will make their voices heard if and when they feel that government is not addressing their
concerns or providing them with essential services and protection. It is also from the populace that civil
disobedience, protests, strikes, and violent actions such as anti-government campaigns originate and
develop. When the populace suffers, extremists will flourish and exploit dissatisfaction.

Governments need to exercise responsible leadership and introduce fair and workable policies to
prevent internal dissent. Excessive poverty, lack of education, lack of basic medical services, poor
service delivery, excessive corruption, increased militancy, uncontrollable crime, increasing disparity
between rich and poor, rising unemployment, and poor working conditions all contribute to internal
dissent.

Institutions such as business forums, universities, research organisations, and schools can, if
harnessed by government, provide valuable contributions to policy development. Private business
enterprises, security companies, and other service providers can likewise, offer valuable advice, aid in
the development and adaptation of government policies, and assist with numerous issues.

Sectors of the populace may form independent associations that fulfil roles that government should
but doesn’t. Government must recognise these civic structures, support them, and bring them under its
wings. Failure to acknowledge community based organisations, establish close cooperation with them,
show demonstrable progress, and serve their interests by involving them in policy making processes
would be foolish and invite dissent.

Similarly, non-profit  and  non-governmental  organisations203  (NPOs/NGOs), can, if understood and
engaged by government, play an important role in supporting government initiatives and policies. Left
unchecked, NPOs and NGOs204 can work against the government (especially in conflict areas) and
need to be vetted to ensure that they remain within their mandates and do not provide ‘humanitarian aid
and assistance’ to AGFs and other violent threat networks.

These organisations and institutions can assist a government in understanding how to address
important issues. Similarly, a government can refine its approach to empowering the populace by linking
to these potential assets. Empowered communities are more capable of sustaining themselves and do
not continuously look to government for aid. Empowered communities are also less likely to take action
against a government. Governments must therefore implement effective strategies aimed at
establishing,
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An intelligence officer discussing the enemy situation with the author (seated third from left)

developing, and empowering these organisations and making use of their input.
Citizens can and will establish groups to act against government when they believe their basic rights

or aspirations are being threatened or ignored. These actions can be planned, coordinated and directed
using social media networks and in addition, be hijacked by criminal elements and used to create
anarchy.

The government must at all times consider the fact that large Diasporas are able to create and
enhance negative perceptions and provide moral and financial support to internal (and external) anti-
government forces.

If the government fails to lead effectively, it will remain weak and vulnerable. Likewise, if it does not
focus on maintaining a spirit of unity between different tribes, language groups, and religious and ethnic
groups, it merely increases its vulnerability to internal dissent.

The Perception Pillar
Perceptions govern  people’s reality  and  their view  of  the world, their  regions, their surroundings,

and their fellow countrymen. These views are, by and large, developed, shaped and injected into society
by the media. As such, the media’s influence on the way in which the populace perceives the
government must never be underestimated.

Mainstream and social audio, visual, and print media can play an enormous role in shaping national
and international opinions and perceptions205 and can wittingly or unwittingly erode the Pillars of
State.206

In its role as a creator of perceptions, the media can support the state’s messages and policies or
erode its credibility and negatively influence foreign policy and foreign inward investment. The media
does, however, need to remain objective, report facts, and not abuse its power by distributing negative
propaganda and promoting conflict.

Social media platforms can be used to reach millions of followers, rapidly incite ethnic, racial, and/or
religious tensions, and instigate actions against a government and its various agencies or departments.
Furthermore, these platforms can be used to effectively plan, coordinate, and execute actions aimed at
attacking the government and its structures and eroding the Pillars of State.

Political infighting, divisive, confrontational and militant politics, political bickering, failures by
government agencies and departments, mismanagement, and corruption provide the media with healthy
pickings. While these need to be exposed and addressed in the public domain, there will be editorial
that encourages the populace to protest. There will also inevitably be those (both in the media and the
populace) whose sympathies lie with violent protesters and AGFs, and who approve of—and



exacerbate—civil disobedience. Within this climate of rapidly transmitted political and other perceptions,
government messages will become blurred and be ignored or even rejected by the populace.

An uncontrolled and hostile media can report on matters that may seriously disadvantage the
government (military, law enforcement, and intelligence operations in particular). Compromising
information about planned operations, force levels, and deployments, equipment purchases and/or
shortages, and planned policy decisions can impact negatively on the government and the country as a
whole if it is published. Additionally, such reporting can provide hostile intelligence services and AGFs
with important information and battle indications.

Government must avoid censoring the media irresponsibly and irrationally as a free media is a
cornerstone of a modern democratic state. It should also consider how the media can be used to
propagate its messages and policies in clearly comprehensible language without creating negative
perceptions.

Information that will not disadvantage the government’s security policies or impact negatively on
national, foreign, and vital interests must be shared with the populace on a daily basis in order to
strengthen public perceptions on matters of national interest. Press releases and press briefings must
be used to communicate with the populace. Creating a sense of openness, self-criticism, and honesty
will foster better public perceptions.

As witnessed during the so-called Arab Spring, the alternative media can play an important role in
generating, mobilising and coordinating anti-government actions. Blogs, social media platforms, internet
forums, chat rooms, and personal websites can play a significant role in shaping public perceptions
and/or attacking government policies and actions. They can, likewise, be used to transmit
disinformation, discredit the government, and gain international sympathy for a particular cause. They
can even be used to mobilise criminals or disgruntled citizens.

The government must appoint trained media spokespeople to interface with the media and cultivate
professional trust. A relationship built on trust will often motivate editors and publishers to self-censor.

Similarly, law enforcement agencies and intelligence services must monitor and, where necessary,
take action against blatantly subversive, propagandist and tension-inciting mainstream and social media
sites.

While governments must be prepared to accept criticism, it does not need to accept blatantly hostile
disinformation and propaganda aimed at creating conflict and tension. Tension-inducing approaches
must be identified, corrected, and managed as rapidly as possible.

Establishing Joint Structures
Successful composite warfare operations require alignment, close cooperation, continued liaison,

synchronicity and synergy between all the Pillars of State. Erosion of one pillar will ultimately result in
damage to the other pillars. Consequently, each pillar’s strength and stability is dependent on the other
Pillars of State.

To ensure that all actions are jointly and proactively planned, coordinated, and controlled,
governments must establish centres from which intelligence, operations, and inter-agency actions can
be strategized, planned, launched, and controlled. These centres will result in unified efforts and
coordinated command and control, eradicate petty politics and interpersonal disagreements, and get all
personnel working together to ensure a desired end-state.

The following centres must be established:
Joint intelligence centre: The joint intelligence centre ( JIC) is an information and intelligence

sharing centre from which all intelligence operations (national and regional) are  coordinated. It is the
focal point in the flow of intelligence to government, and also to military sectors and theatres. It is staffed
by officers from the intelligence services and the intelligence units of law enforcement agencies and the
armed forces. Senior government advisors concerned with national and foreign policy may be involved
in the joint intelligence centre.

The   process  within  the  joint intelligence centre relies on the



Figure 31: Control centres established to cope with crises or threats

active involvement of all the state’s informational and intelligence assets (intelligence, crime
intelligence, and military intelligence services, and local governments). Private companies should also
be encouraged to share information and intelligence with the joint intelligence centre. This will give the
joint intelligence centre access to diverse sources and wider information-gathering coverage.

Interaction between various intelligence providers at a common intelligence centre increases
resources and sources and allows for overarching management and control of the flow of intelligence to
the correct recipients.

The joint intelligence centre is responsible for providing and feeding actionable intelligence,
intelligence trends, and predictions to the government and the joint operations centre. Intelligence
regarding criminal activities is forwarded to law enforcement agencies to enable proactive action.

Intelligence priorities and processes are driven by the appointed commander’s informational
requirements.

The command element of the joint intelligence centre is appointed by government.
Joint operations centre: The joint operations centre ( JOC) is a jointly staffed facility under the

command of an appointed joint operations commander. It can be established at theatre or sector level
and its function is to plan, monitor, and guide joint operations in accordance with the political-military
strategy or the commander’s intent. This does not imply that it is a think-tank that dictates how things
must be done. Rather, it guides the focussed application of joint resources to achieve desired outcomes
utilising the intelligence provided by the joint intelligence centre.

It has an open channel to the joint intelligence centre and must be staffed by representatives from all
branches of the armed forces, law enforcement services, and intelligence services. Senior government
officials from various government agencies and departments can also be co-opted to provide the joint
operations centre with advice on government capabilities and policies.

The organisation and composition of the joint operations centre is determined by its mission. In
addition, it should have a liaison team that coordinates actions between units. As a coordinating body,
the joint operations centre must be able to enhance operations by providing guidance for the
assignment and movement of forces and resources.

However, the joint operations centre, while providing valuable input, must never stifle initiative at the
levels of action.

An efficient joint operations centre works towards achieving unity of effort, informs operational
participants, and influences actions. All members of the JOC must engage in continuous dialogue and
stimulate critical and creative thinking to ensure that simple approaches are used to accomplish
missions as rapidly as possible.

When there are large distances between the joint operations centre and the forward elements of
operations, a mini-joint operations centre may be established within or very close to the AO.



Joint crisis response centre: The joint crisis response centre207 responds and organises itself
during both military (conflict or war) and non-military crises or emergencies. It includes decision makers
from the law enforcement agencies, intelligence services, and armed forces, and representatives from
government agencies and departments.

All joint crisis response centre plans are jointly formulated to contain and respond to crises or react to
emergencies.

The joint crisis response centre is jointly commanded by a senior government official advised by a
senior law enforcement officer and a senior military commander.

The joint intelligence centre, joint operations centre, and joint crisis response centres all play
important roles in supporting, protecting, stabilising, and defending the Pillars of State.



Chapter 7

Military Operations Related to War

The art of war teaches us to rely not on the likelihood of the enemy’s not coming, but on our own readiness to receive him; not on the
chance of his not attacking, but rather on the fact that we have made our position unassailable.

– Sun Tzu, 500BC

An armed conflict or war is the consequence of an unresolved clash of economic interests and/or
political ideologies or wills that results in military action. If not correctly planned and executed, military 
operations related to  war (MORW)208 in Africa  can  result in protracted armed actions that weaken the
armed forces, the economy, and the national and political will, and can severely damage or collapse the
Pillars of State.

Furthermore, protracted military operations provide enemy forces with time and space in which to
consolidate their positions, expand operations, exploit gains, and develop international support,
especially when they claim to be ‘freeing’ or ‘liberating’ a so-called oppressed populace and installing a
‘democratic’ government.

All MORW must be designed to defend, strengthen, support—and where necessary, expand the
Pillars of State, the state’s strategic national political and security goals, and the national, foreign, and
vital interests of the state. Enemy forces must be disrupted, degraded, destabilised and annihilated
using realistic sustainable military strategies and plans aimed at achieving decisive victories on and off
the battlefield. Realistic strategies and plans can only be formulated if the nature of a pending conflict or
war has been analysed and understood and actionable and predicted intelligence is available.

Victory may be achieved by manoeuvre and attrition resulting in the total collapse of enemy forces
and morale, thereby forcing an unconditional surrender and an end to the conflict or war. Clausewitz
argued this point by asserting that war requires the physical exchange of force between antagonists and
cannot be resolved by diplomatic means alone.209

Defeat, stalemate, and failure are never acceptable options. Therefore, all planning must ensure that
political and military victories are achieved as rapidly as possible.

Strategists and commanders must identify, appreciate, and consider numerous factors when
determining the type of campaign or operation to launch. Whereas it may seem logical, at first glance, to
conduct an offensive conventional operation utilising only mechanised and armoured forces, a closer
study may indicate that a combination of several different types of military operations would be most
likely to succeed.

All military combat operations are type-classified according to approach, direction, focus and desired
end-state. This, in turn, influences the composition and posture of the forces involved and the lines of
attack (direct or indirect) that will be used to overpower and annihilate the enemy.

Each campaign or operation generates its own advantages and disadvantages. Furthermore, there
are certain fundamental principles that must be considered during the planning and execution phases of
each type of campaign or operation.

To conduct effective MORW, a ground force must be organised, trained, and equipped in a manner
that allows it to conduct the types of operations it will be called on to execute with minimum time spent
on transitioning. This requires a departure from the traditional organisational structures and doctrines
commonly found in African armies.

For the ground forces to prepare and accomplish their numerous missions, they must maximise and
exploit the elements of combat power. The ground forces must therefore be structured in a manner that
inter alia affords:

• Good command and control
• Balanced forces
• Flexibility
• Mobility
• Manoeuvrability



• Fire power
• Force protection
• Logistics
• Communications

Military Operations Related to War
Military Operations Related to War (MORW) can be type-classified as:

• Offensive operations
• Defensive operations

Figure 32: Composite warfare MORW

Depending on factors such as enemy activity, terrain, vegetation, and strategic and/or operational
level plan(s), MORW may require the execution of several different types of operations within a single
theatre, sector, or area of operations.

All operations are executed to achieve specific military objectives at the strategic, operational, and/or
tactical levels. These objectives are determined by the army group commander’s mission and intent.

Offensive Operations
Offensive operations are either conventional or unconventional.
Once the political objective(s) have been defined and the decision has been made to engage an

enemy using military action, the offensive operation is the most important type of military operation the
armed forces can perform. The aim of any offensive operation is to avoid protracted action by attacking
and defeating the enemy as rapidly and decisively as possible while preserving own forces.

Offensive operations must seize and maintain the initiative and take the battle to the enemy with the
aim of neutralising or annihilating him within or beyond the borders of a country. The ground forces will
usually spearhead the offensive but they must, where possible, be supported by air210 and naval/riverine
forces.

Offensive operations are usually preceded by overt political warfare actions (economic sanctions,
speeches, policy statements, diplomatic protests, and propaganda) but



Figure 33: Basic organisational structure of an army group

indications from the political and/or military level may not be evident where total strategic and
operational surprise are required.

Offensive operations are undertaken to achieve political goals and may be carried out to:

• Take, secure, and hold strategic, key, or tactical terrain
• Identify, locate, strike, and disrupt or annihilate enemy forces/AGFs
• Deprive the enemy of resources
• Gather information and intelligence
• Follow up enemy withdrawals
• Pre-emptively attack a build-up of enemy forces
• Break the enemy’s will to fight
• Politically and militarily unbalance the enemy
• Exploit political and foreign policy gains
• Collapse an enemy government’s Pillars of State.

Offensive operations are conducted by army groups211 and their divisions using air and other combat
support elements within an allocated or defined theatre or area of operations. The offensive
presupposes that the attacking forces have air superiority and adequate indirect fire support to execute
rapid and aggressive strikes212 and the logistical and other means with which to sustain it.

Divisions, combat operations groups, battle groups, and combat teams conduct operations that
comply with the army group commander’s intent in varying terrain and weather conditions during the day
and/or at night. Battle groups and combat teams are organised to dominate an area and conduct
independent operations aimed at locating and destroying the enemy.

Utilising air and indirect fire support assets, battle groups/combat teams attack/strike by exploiting
terrain and maximising fire and manoeuvre to fix and/or annihilate the enemy. Reserve forces exploit
successes, support or relieve attacking forces and conduct follow-up or pursuit operations. Special
Operations Groups (SOGs) can function as early warning forces, conduct independent actions
(ambushes and raids), and harass the flanks or rear of an enemy position. Air assault forces can be



deployed as blocking forces, occupy key or tactical terrain, or prevent enemy reinforcements from
strengthening enemy positions under attack.

In typical conventional land battle scenarios, offensive operations at formation-level are launched in
phases to allow for ease of planning, coordination, synchronicity, control, and execution. Typically, the
phases213 are:

• Intelligence collection (remains on-going to enable adjustments to planning)
• Appreciation and plan
• Advance
• Advance to contact
• Attack
• Consolidate
• Exploit
• Withdraw according to political-military directives

In a well-planned, coordinated and synchronised offensive, the phases transition smoothly from one
into the next, adding momentum to the action and increasing the tempo of the offensive.

An offensive operation can utilise a direct approach, an indirect approach, or a combination of both.
Conventional offensive operations are primarily conducted by armoured, mechanised and/or

motorised forces that utilise manoeuvre and firepower to deliver coordinated and successive hammer-
blows to overcome the enemy and develop tactical successes that can— and must—be exploited. Close
air support is vital to ensure total destruction of the enemy. There are several sub-types of offensive
operations. These include pre-emptive strikes, long range stand-off attacks, envelopment, frontal or
flanking attacks, lightning strikes, deep-penetration raids, discretionary warfare, and guerrilla warfare. In
these types of operations, the enemy’s critical points are attacked in a manner that ensures victory or
lays foundations for future victory.

A commander who commits forces to an offensive operation aims to decisively win the first and
subsequent engagements, continually maintaining the initiative to  keep the enemy off balance, and
destroy his forces. This adds momentum to the attack and presents new opportunities for attack and
exploitation.

The capabilities of the attacking forces are utilised and exploited to the maximum during an offensive
operation. Best use must be made of the terrain, manoeuvre, direct and indirect firepower, and
supporting air and naval/riverine weapons. These elements ensure the efficient employment of firepower
and manoeuvre in fixing the enemy, taking, holding, and dominating key or tactical terrain, and
neutralising or annihilating enemy forces.

Successful offensive operations are characterised by:

• Unified command
• Strategic, operational, and tactical surprise
• The ability of the attacking force to alternate between different types of warfare
• Exploitation of fire and manoeuvre214

• Coordinated, concentrated, and targeted direct fire supported by indirect fire
• A focussed effort on the enemy’s critical points at the correct time and place
• Exploitation of terrain
• Exploitation of factors that affect the enemy’s intentions and security
• Well-defined and attainable objectives
• Deception



Figure 34: A battle group attack using three combat teams with special operations group forces and other support

• Speed
• Momentum
• Initiative at the various unit, sub-unit, and sub-sub-unit levels
• Exploitation of the developing situation on the battlefield
• Flexible decentralised command and control systems
• Audacity and boldness
• Sustainable logistical and medical support
• Safe and secure battlefield communications

A loss of initiative, surprise, firepower, momentum, and speed, render the attacker vulnerable to the
enemy’s defensive efforts or counter-attacks. A balanced reserve force must be held at the ready to
counter any unexpected enemy actions, re-establish initiative and momentum, and exploit successes.

Planning Considerations for Offensive Operations
Commanders develop their designs for battle215  with an ultimate aim to annihilate the enemy as

rapidly as possible. This can be achieved by focussing all available combat power against the enemy’s
critical or weak points, or by wearing him down to the point where his will to fight is broken—or he is no
longer capable of fighting.

Commanders must consider the following in the development of their battle plans:
• The prevailing situation within the theatre or sector (AO)
• Available intelligence on the terrain and enemy



• The impact of climatic variations on the terrain
• The mission and/or designated objectives along with objective priorities
• Mobility and manoeuvre
• Force protection and preservation
• Safe and secure battlefield communications
• Operational sustainability (ammunition, equipment, food, fuel, and manpower)
• The effect of a shifting and dynamic operational environment on men and machines
• Rotation and replacement of combat weary troops

The Commander’s Intent during Offensive Operations
During offensive operations, the commander’s intent is focussed on seven main criteria:

• Find the enemy
• Fix the enemy
• Contain the enemy
• Destroy the enemy
• Preserve own forces
• Restrict collateral damage
• Exploit successes and gains

Defensive Operations
Defensive operations can be conventional or unconventional and are conducted to gain time, negate

the enemy’s manoeuvre options, and pave the way for counter-offensives or counter-attacks. Ultimately,
they are aimed at defending the Pillars of State. They are conducted on strategic, key, or tactical terrain
that allows the defender to dominate enemy advance and approach routes using direct and indirect fire.
If the enemy has air superiority, the defensive operations will be vulnerable to air attacks.

These operations may form part of an offensive operation or be conducted as independent operations
aimed at defending territory that is vulnerable to or under attack.

Defensive operations are conducted to:

• Hold and defend areas of strategic or key importance
• Defeat an enemy’s attack or halt his offensive
• Dominate an area and limit an enemy’s battlespace
• Blunt an enemy’s momentum and thereby regain the initiative
• Gain time to reorganise and build up own forces in order to conduct a counter-offensive
• Weaken a stronger enemy

Defensive operations must make maximum use of direct and indirect fire and natural and artificial
obstacles. Strike aircraft and attack helicopters must be used to cause further attrition to—and disruption
of—the advancing and attacking enemy, disrupt their supply lines, and weaken their morale.

Defensive operations are temporary in nature. They are aimed at creating or identifying enemy
weaknesses so that offensive operations can be launched to exploit them and inflict maximum losses on
the enemy and his equipment as rapidly as possible.

Characteristics of Defensive Operations
Defensive operations are characterised by:

1. Selection of the defensive area(s): The defender must choose terrain that favours his forces and
places the enemy at a disadvantage.

2. Preparation: The defender must position heavy machine guns, anti-tank weapons, and automatic
grenade launchers, and prepare obstacles, defensive positions, artillery



An APC commander scanning the road ahead

Armour protection allows mounted infantry to move close to indirect fire (Photo Simone Heradien)

targets, and early warning and FOO216 positions. Possible enemy assembly areas, forming-up places,
start lines, and other control lines and points must be determined and registered with direct and indirect
fire.

3. Early warning: Early warning elements must be deployed ahead of the defensive positions to
provide commanders with information on the enemy’s movements, harbour areas, probable lines of
advance, logistical supply areas, and lines of communication. These elements can also be used to
direct air strikes intended to add to enemy attrition, disrupt attack plans, or force an early enemy
deployment and pin the enemy down in preparation for a counter-attack.

4. Concentration: Concentration of fire,217 force and effort must be applied to break the enemy’s
momentum,  affect maximum attrition of manpower and equipment, demoralise enemy forces, and
grasp the initiative.

5. Flexibility: Sound planning, preparation, reconnaissance, and intelligence gathering ahead of the
defensive position and on the enemy, pre-registered targets, defence in depth, retention and



positioning of reserve forces, and decentralised command provide commanders with the flexibility to
make timely adjustments in response to enemy manoeuvres and deployment of forces.

6. Disruption: Disruption by fire and using obstacles and unconventional actions creates confusion
and disrupts the tempo of the enemy’s offensive. The defender must use all available assets to
counter the enemy’s initiative and prevent him from massing against a specific part of the defence.
Deception and OPSEC218 are critical to misleading the enemy without betraying the defender’s
plans. Judicious use of air strikes and indirect fire will engender further confusion, disruption, and
attrition.

7. Unified command and control: Unified command and control and effective communications allow
defensive commanders to make rapid adjustments to the developing battle, concentrate and
disperse forces as required, and inflict maximum casualties on the enemy. Good command and
control is essential to maintaining a high level of morale amongst the defending troops. Unified
command results in a unified effort to achieve a common purpose.

Defensive operations are sub-typed as:

1. Static defence: Static defence involves defending strategic or key terrain from being attacked,
overwhelmed, and occupied by enemy forces. The defence must slow down the enemy’s advance,
blunt his momentum, and lure him into specially prepared killing grounds so that offensive
manoeuvres can be executed by mobile destruction forces. This allows smaller forces to destroy
larger and stronger forces piecemeal. Terrain and natural obstacles must be strengthened and
supported by artificial obstacles and thoroughly exploited. Static defence is established along
successive defensive lines to add depth to the overall defensive effort and enable forces to
withdraw from one defensive line and move to other prepared defensive lines. Battle groups and
Special Operations Groups can conduct harassment operations on enemy harbour areas and
logistical supply routes.

2. Mobile defence: Mobile defence is primarily aimed at dominating and defending areas of strategic
or tactical value. It can, however, also be an element of static or strategic defence. During these
operations, the defending forces’ combat reconnaissance units are deployed to intercept and
provoke the enemy within a security area. Armoured, mechanised, and infantry-heavy units harass,
disrupt, and disorganise the enemy by fire and manoeuvre to lure him into prepared killing grounds.
Allocated battle groups are deployed to initiate contact with the enemy and bind or fix the enemy
before final destruction in the killing ground. A well balanced reserve or destruction force then
attacks and destroys the enemy. Mobile defence allows the piecemeal destruction of isolated or
slow moving enemy units.

3. Retrograde operations: Characterised by aggressive actions and supported by direct and indirect
fire, retrograde operations are executed to inflict heavy casualties on the enemy and his logistical
supply lines while breaking contact and moving away. These movements (forced by enemy actions
or conducted voluntarily) are executed to achieve tactical advantages and preserve own forces.
Retrograde operations are type classified as withdrawal operations or delaying actions.

The above defensive operations are not necessarily independent operations and can be used in
conjunction with one another. For example, a mobile defensive operation can develop into a retrograde
operation, and then into a final static defensive operation from which an offensive operation or counter-
offensive may be launched.

The Commander’s Intent during Defensive Operations
During defensive operations, the commander’s intent is focussed on seven main criteria:

• Hold terrain of strategic or key/tactical importance
• Halt the enemy’s advance
• Blunt the enemy’s attack
• Deny the enemy manoeuvre options
• Prevent the enemy from entering an area i.e. dominate the area



• Destroy the enemy forces utilising all means available
• Preserve own forces
• Regain the initiative and transition from a defensive to an offensive posture

Supporting Operations
The following supporting operations are used in offensive and defensive operations:

• Relief operations
• Link-up operations
• Airborne operations
• Guerrilla operationsDiscretionary warfare operations
• Operations in built up areas
• Joint operations

Relief Operations
During long and drawn out combat operations, it  may become  necessary to  relieve units and

materiel that have been exposed to constant combat over an extended period. Similarly, operations may
be required to relieve forces that are encircled, under siege, or trapped by the enemy.

The semi-besieged Angolan army garrison at Saurimo in eastern Angola in 1994219 serves as an
example of a recent African relief operation. Isolated and outnumbered, the garrison was under constant
attack from UNITA rebels. Freshly trained troops, infantry fighting vehicles, and other combat support
equipment were inserted into Saurimo by an air landed operation. This relief operation laid the
foundation for future offensive operations in eastern Angola and culminated in the final drive to oust the
rebels from the diamond fields in Northern Angola.

A relief operation220 can strengthen and support exhausted units, prevent combat exhaustion,
maintain combat efficiency, replace units that have suffered heavy casualties, restore morale, rotate
units, re-equip and retrain units, and conserve units for future offensive operations.

Relief operations are characterised by:

• Accurate intelligence
• Coordinated effort
• Deception
• Surprise
• Control over the force being relieved
• Speed
• Clear orders
• Good communications

Relief operations are type-classified as:
General relief: This type of relief operation is carried out to relieve units or sub- units such as battle

groups and combat teams. Fresh units move to a holding or transit area from where they are deployed.
The relieved units may remain in place or move to the transit area and are then flown or driven towards
the rear once the fresh units have occupied their positions. The Saurimo relief operation mentioned
above is a typical example of a general relief operation preceded by a link up operation.

Relief in the line: During this type of operation, all or part of a unit is replaced by a fresh, incoming
unit. Once the incoming unit has taken control and occupied the defensive position, the troops being
relieved withdraw from their positions towards the rear.

Relief through the passage or line: This type of operation requires the incoming unit to attack
through the position of a unit that is in direct contact with the enemy. The unit in contact with the enemy
remains in position and provides supporting fire to the incoming unit before withdrawing to a rest area or
being committed elsewhere on the battlefield. Alternatively, a unit engaged in offensive operations may
allow relief through the line to enable supporting units or reserve forces to move through its position and
resume contact with the enemy. When used in the offensive, this operation enables the attacking forces
to maintain the momentum and tempo of the attack.



Withdrawal through a defensive position: Usually associated with retrograde operations, the
withdrawing unit moves through a safe and clear passage opened by a friendly defensive unit to its rear.
The withdrawing unit hands its responsibility over to the unit remaining in position. A withdrawal of this
nature is usually part of a delaying action, a larger defensive effort, or a retrograde operation.

Relief in the field: This type of operation is carried out to relieve exhausted troops during mission-
specific operations such as follow-up operations and relentless pursuit operations. Relief in the field is
usually associated with counter-AGF or counter-guerrilla follow-up operations and can be conducted by
vehicle or air.

Link-up operations
A link-up operation is a joining-up of two units for operational or tactical purposes.
The link-up operation can also be executed to reinforce an isolated or besieged unit, or to support a

break-out operation for a unit that has been encircled. Link-up operations are also used to reinforce
beachheads or airheads established by friendly forces in enemy territory.

Link-up operations are conducted by:

• Reconnaissance elements meeting or re-joining friendly forces
• Units moving to relieve and support encircled forces
• Units moving up to conduct relief operations
• Units moving into deep objectives that have been captured by airborne or other forces
• Units arriving simultaneously at the same objective

Link-up operations are phased and require detailed planning, coordination, communications, control,
and discipline so that fratricide 221 incidents can be avoided.

Phase one: The link-up force moves to a pre-arranged holding area.
Phase two: The link-up force’s reconnaissance elements establish radio contact with the force to be

joined and move to an area that allows visual confirmation (if terrain and vegetation allow). The initial
link-up can also be accomplished by air.

Phase three: The link-up force’s reconnaissance elements link up with the force to be joined.
Phase four: The movements of the link-up force and the force to be joined are coordinated by the

reconnaissance elements.
Phase five: The link-up force is guided into position.
A link-up operation was executed prior to the final relief operation in which fresh troops and their

equipment were moved to Saurimo in 1994. The initial link up was conducted by members of Executive
Outcomes who laid the groundwork for the incoming FAA troops and coordinated the establishment of
an airhead222 and an airbridge to secure the area for the air landed operation.

Link-up operations can be executed by air or by dismounted, mounted, riverine, or amphibious forces.

Airborne Operations
Airborne operations are conducted to move combat units and their immediate combat and logistical

support elements into designated AOs by air. These operations are usually aimed at achieving vertical
envelopment of targets or areas and they are subsequently strengthened by relief and/or link-up
operations to enable the resumption of operations. Alternatively, airborne forces can be extracted upon
conclusion of an operation.

Due to their vulnerability to ground and anti-aircraft fire, airborne operations require detailed
intelligence during the planning and execution phases of the operation.

Terms that are associated with airborne operations include:

• Landing zone: Landing zone for aircraft and/or helicopters
• Drop zone: Parachute drop zone—the area into which paratroopers or equipment are delivered
• Airhead: An area or base within a hostile area where troops and materiel can be supplied and/or
evacuated by air
• Airbridge: The movement, by air (airlift), of men and equipment from one area to another to reinforce
and support/supply the airhead



Airborne operations are characterised by:

• Surprise
• Speed
• Aggression
• Rapid concentration of force on key targets/areas
• Bypassing of land and sea/riverine obstacles These types of operations comprise:
• Air Assault Operations
• Air Landed Operations

Air Assault Operations
Air assault operations involve the delivery, by air, of combat troops, their equipment and their

immediate logistical support into a designated target area.
Air assault operations are type-classified as:

1. Parachute assault operations: Parachute forces are deployed on specific missions and may, at a
later stage, be reinforced by link up operations or extracted from the target area by means of air
and/or ground transport. They can also be reinforced and resupplied by air. Although parachute
assault operations are seldom encountered on the modern African battlefield, the SADF’s
controversial airborne assault on Cassinga, Angola, serves as an example of this type of
operation.223

‘In 1978 the SADF carried out an airborne assault on Cassinga in Southern Angola. The South
Africans claimed that Cassinga was a key SWAPO military headquarters, training camp, and logistic
base. SWAPO claimed it was a refugee camp and that the approximately 600 people who died in the
attack were innocent civilians. The SADF said it had dealt SWAPO a significant military blow; SWAPO
said the SADF had carried out a brutal massacre of old people, women and children...’224 & 225

2. During Operation Serval (the French armed forces’ intervention in Mali) parachute forces from  2e 
REP  Foreign Legion  Parachute  Regiment  were used  to  capture  and secure the airport at
Timbuktu. These forces were deployed on 28 January 2013. A link up operation consisting of joint
French-Malian forces joined the paratroopers to strengthen and secure their positions.

3. Helicopter-borne operations: Due to limiting factors (helicopters available, carrying capacity, in-air
time, and range) helicopter-borne assault troops are usually deployed on independent missions of
tactical importance or as part of a larger operation supporting composite warfare units. However,
with insufficient air support, helicopters226 are vulnerable to ground fire and surface-to-air missiles.

4. During its involvement in Angola from 1993–1995, Executive Outcomes made extensive use of
helicopter-borne operations to surprise and attack the rebel group UNITA.227 Working off detailed
airborne surveillance and intelligence, helicopter landing zones were identified and 82 mm mortar
positions plotted prior to insertion. This allowed rapid insertion and deployment of mortar teams and
fast and accurate standoff bombardments onto UNITA targets followed by the rapid extraction of the
mortar teams by helicopter228. This demoralised the rebels and laid the foundations for the
subsequent mechanised advance by 16 Brigade and the ensuing attack on the diamond rich areas
surrounding the Northern Angolan town of Cafunfu.

5. Fixed wing assault landing operations: These operations deliver combat troops and their equipment
by aircraft into a target area, ready for immediate action. Due to the risks involved in these
operations (enemy ground and anti-aircraft fire) considerable casualties and damage to, or loss of
aircraft can be expected unless forces have already secured a suitable landing zone/airfield.

6. Operation Thunderbolt, the Israeli hostage-rescue mission at Entebbe International Airport,
Uganda, on 4 July 1976 is an example of this type of operation and the results it can yield if
planned and executed correctly:



The operation took place under cover of darkness, as Israeli transport planes carried 100 elite
commandos over 2,500 miles (4,000 kilometres) to Uganda for the rescue operation. The operation,
which took a week of planning, lasted 90 minutes and 103 hostages were rescued. Five Israeli
commandos were wounded and the only death was of the commander ( Jonathan) Netanyahu. All the
hijackers, three hostages and 45 Ugandan soldiers were killed, and eleven Russian-built MiG fighters of
Uganda’s air force were destroyed. A fourth hostage was murdered by Ugandan army officers at a
nearby hospital.229

7. Air landed operations: These operations involve the delivery of troops (along with their combat and
logistical support elements) by transport aircraft, into a secure area behind the immediate area of
battle or front line own troops (FLOT). Air landed operations can also be employed to assist with
relief operations where the threat of enemy fire is limited or non-existent.

8. The following are critical to the success of any airborne operation:

• Intelligence
• Air superiority
• Coordination of effort
• Aggression
• Surprise
• Speed
• Detailed planning
• Operational support
• Logistical support
• Communications
• Extraction or reinforcement upon completion of the operation

Guerrilla Operations
Conventional warfare operations utilise mass, manoeuvre, and firepower to overwhelm and destroy

the enemy. Guerrilla warfare reverses this order of war, making large conventional forces vulnerable by
rendering them unable to exploit these critical attributes.

As an element of unconventional or irregular warfare, guerrilla operations are usually associated with
revolutionary warfare or AGF and counter-AGF operations. Guerrilla warfare can be used to effectively
harass and frustrate a numerically superior enemy using a relatively small number of men. This is done
by avoiding decisive battles and instead, resorting to smaller, rapidly executed actions such as
ambushes and raids, followed by an immediate withdrawal.

Although the value of guerrilla warfare lies primarily in its psychological impact, its success can be
attributed to the following:230

• Exploiting technological advances in weapons and explosives, a small guerrilla force can cause
disproportionate damage
• Knowledge and exploitation of terrain allows forces to rapidly disperse in rural or urban areas thus
reducing their vulnerability
• The size of conventional forces renders them vulnerable to guerrilla actions
• Guerrilla forces can increase strength and support for political purposes considerably by infusing local
populations with commitment to their cause

When conducting guerrilla or counter-guerrilla warfare, the armed forces must utilise independent and
small but highly mobile units (Special Operations Groups or similar units) and ways (raids, swarm
attacks, ambushes, and sabotage) to frustrate and confuse hostile forces.

Guerrilla units can penetrate and disrupt enemy forces, inflict casualties, create confusion behind
enemy lines, and gather battlefield intelligence for future combat mission planning.

In his famous analogy, Mao Zedong231 &232viewed guerrillas—or AGFs—as fish swimming in the sea
of the peasantry (populace). Just as the sea sustains the fish, so too does the populace sustain
AGFs/guerrillas. His view that guerrillas—and by implication AGFs practising guerrilla warfare—should



behave correctly and honourably towards the populace is seldom adhered to in Africa, especially by
AGFs who use all means necessary to coerce the populace to assist and support them. The analogy is
often lost on AGFs and must therefore be exploited by counter-AGF forces.

Government forces’ guerrilla units may operate independently or in conjunction with larger composite
warfare units.

Furthermore, these types of operations may be conducted as independent operations or as part of
larger strategic, operational, or tactical plans.

The following are typically classified as guerrilla operations:

• Armed uprisings and anti-government operations
• Counter-AGF operations
• Stay behind operations
• Pseudo-operations
• Jungle warfare

Armed uprisings and anti-government operations: An armed uprising or anti- government campaign is launched:

• When a government has failed its citizens or when a segment of the populace that has lost hope in the
government attempts to overthrow and replace it with armed force.
• When the country or a strategic area has been overrun and occupied by an enemy or invading force
and a puppet government has been installed. Forces that resist the occupation and proxy government
will be regarded as ‘rebels’, ‘terrorists’, or ‘insurgents’ by the occupying forces, who will do everything in
their power to crush the challenge to their authority while proclaiming the illegitimacy of the resisting
forces.

It is as a result of poor governance that angry and disillusioned populations commence armed anti-
government movements and/or campaigns. Anti-government movements easily gain popular support in
troubled human environments where diminishing hope, frustration, excessive corruption, crime, poverty,
political marginalisation and a perceived or real lack of justice and security are present. Anti-government
movements are commonplace in Africa where insurrections against constituted authorities are often
sponsored by foreign powers or initiated by groups wishing to improve their lot. These actions generally
follow the development pattern of revolutions and are ultimately aimed at eroding or weakening the
Pillars of State to ensure a collapse of the constituted government.

When a nation has been occupied, civilians and soldiers from the defeated armed forces may be
recruited to partake in the armed uprising. Not only will this swell AGF ranks, it will also give the AGF233

access to intelligence and military skills.
Armed anti-government campaigns can also be launched by proxy forces234 employed to further the

aims and ambitions of a foreign sponsor government that has not overtly committed its own forces to a
conflict or war and/or wishes to hide its involvement. Africa has seen many examples of proxy forces in
conflicts and wars, most notably in Central, East, North and West Africa.

AGF members may pose as members of the populace, keen to support or even join government or
occupying forces. This ruse gives them access to training, equipment, intelligence, weapons, and bases
from which to gather intelligence and launch attacks from within against the government or occupying
forces.

The actions carried out by AGFs focus primarily on avoiding direct contact with the government forces
while ensuring maximum attrition of these forces. Their actions (sabotage actions, ambushes, raids,
pseudo operations, landmines, stand-off mortar bombardments, mass kidnappings of members of the
populace, and improvised explosive devices) are planned to compel government forces to deploy over a
very wide front.

Counter-AGF operations: From a military point of view, counter-AGF operations aim to cause as much attrition as
possible to AGFs, destroy their ability and will to fight, and regain the support and trust of local
populations, thus removing ‘the water from the fish’. This requires attacking and neutralising or
destroying the AGF’s trinity of gravity.

Without popular support, the AGFs are politically, physically, financially and morally isolated. The
AGF’s will and resistance must be broken by aggressive attrition of their ranks and relentless pursuit of



AGF groups. However, aggressive  combat  operations against AGFs must be weighed against
collateral damage.

The government or the occupying forces must recruit members of the local population235 as
intelligence sources, guides, interpreters, and trackers. However, a crude and disrespectful approach
towards the local society and its culture, traditions, and religion will present ideal opportunities for
exploitation by the AGFs.

Combat operations are the primary approach in counter-AGF operations. Simultaneously, the other
Pillars of State must carry out their mandates and provide the populace with good governance, law and
order, services, and support. It is only by adopting strategies that ensure joint cooperation, mutual
support, and a ‘whole of government’ approach— and attacking the trinity of gravity— that AGF
campaigns can be truly defeated.

However, an AGF’s power will be based on fear and intimidation in areas where local populations
have been coerced into supporting the cause through terror and brutality. In such instances, rapid,
decisive, armed action must be used to defeat it.236

Counter-AGF operations usually involve combined offensive and defensive operations supported by
additional actions such as:

• Civic action programmes
• Psychological warfare operations
• Propaganda operations
• Snatch operations (kidnapping senior AGF staff and/or supporters) for intelligence purposes
• Incentive operations—where the populace are encouraged to offer support (report AGF’s weapons
caches, camps, and hides) in exchange for (usually) financial rewards

Actions such as those described above must be part of a collective, coordinated, and unified effort by
decision makers and executors drawn from the Pillars of State. The remaining elements of the trinity of
gravity must be neutralised and attacked as military action alone will never end a popular armed anti-
government uprising.

In essence, counter-AGF operations require the integration of several different types of action
(aggressive military actions, policing actions, paramilitary actions, political actions, governance, and
service delivery actions), aimed at neutralising, demoralising, disrupting and defeating the AGFs, and a
strong political and national will.

Stay behind operations: Planned well in advance, these operations are conducted by specially
selected and trained combat teams or Special Operations Groups who are required to remain in an area
that has been—or is about to be—overrun by the enemy. They are usually conducted as part of a larger
strategic or operational plan of battle.

Operating from well prepared hiding places (caves, specially constructed hides, tunnels, and villages),
stay behind groups recover equipment from prepared caches and hides and conduct actions against the
enemy. Although these groups are limited in terms of the scope of their actions, they can severely
disrupt enemy logistical supply lines, provide vital intelligence to other friendly units, ambush smaller
enemy forces, sabotage roads, bridges, and rail links, and generally cause havoc. Stay behind
operations are aimed at throwing the enemy off balance, breaking his momentum, and creating
confusion in his rear areas. These units usually resort to guerrilla warfare to cause attrition to the enemy.

Pseudo-operations: Pseudo-operations are based on deception and perception. Specially trained
teams (usually Special Forces or Special Operations Groups) are deployed into enemy held areas
wearing enemy uniforms or civilian clothing, and using enemy weapons and TTPs. The intention is to
create the impression that the hostile force is being attacked from within its own ranks. These operations
can have a very negative influence on the morale and actions of the AGF/enemy forces and cause
massive destruction and chaos within hostile areas.

Pseudo teams are seldom compromised by virtue of their ability to blend in to local populations. This
enables them to add to the intelligence flow for other operations and/ or units.

Jungle warfare: These are operations that require special jungle TTPs against an enemy operating
from or within a jungle area. These types of operations are traditionally viewed as classic guerrilla
warfare operations. Jungle warfare operations are limited to infantry and fighting is usually at close-
quarters since vegetation restricts the use of armoured and mechanised forces.



Discretionary Warfare Operations
Discretionary warfare operations are covert armed actions conducted against forces or threats within

the territory of another country. They are very similar to pseudo operations but differ in that no official
indication or declaration of hostile intent is issued by the government undertaking them.

In instances where these operations are launched into territory belonging to an allied country, the
allied government is (usually) unaware that its territory is being used as a base of operations.

Discretionary warfare operations into hostile countries are conducted in a way that allows the
sanctioning government to retain plausible deniability at all times. The enemy, in turn, remains unaware
of who has attacked it and how the infiltration and attacks were carried out.

Discretionary warfare operations are executed by highly trained troops equipped with special
weapons and weapon systems operating in small teams and utilising mission specific TTPs.237

These operations also perform law enforcement functions such as attacking and destroying large
transnational crime cartels. In instances where law enforcement agencies do not have the ability or
reach to operate in hostile areas or move covertly across international borders, Special Forces or
special operations type units may be used to carry out actions on their behalf. The TTPs used will
depend on the terrain and the operational environment.

Discretionary warfare operations are characterised by:

• An aggressive foreign policy
• National strategic authorisation
• Secrecy
• Political deniability
• Detailed intelligence
• Covert infiltration and exfiltration techniques
• Mission specific TTPs
• Speed of action
• Surprise
• Deception

These operations can lower the enemy’s morale, heighten confusion, and unbalance the enemy or
threat.

An early morning attack



Children know who will protect them and who will harm them

Crossing a river on an improvised raft

False flag238 discretionary warfare operations can yield positive strategic results in situations where
hostile neighbouring countries are providing training, equipment, and safe haven to rebel groups. A
military outpost of the hostile neighbour is attacked in a manner that makes the attack appear to have
been carried out by disaffected members within the rebel group or even a different rebel group.

Operations in Built Up Areas
Operations in built up areas are known by numerous acronyms such as FIBUA (fighting in built up

areas), UO (urban operations), and MOUT (military operations in urban terrain). These combat actions,
typically conducted in highly populated areas, buildings, streets, alleys, and sewage tunnels, are
complex in nature—a complexity that the attacker is usually unaware of and that the defender can
exploit to his advantage. Buildings and rubble can provide effective sniper positions and hiding places
for improvised explosive devices, anti-tank weapon systems, landmines, and booby traps. Furthermore,
the attacking forces are restricted to and channelled into streets which make it easy for the defenders to
prepare effective killing grounds. The terrain in built up areas favours the defender and disadvantages
the attacker.

The ill-fated US military action, Operation Gothic Serpent, 239 into Mogadishu, Somalia, in 1993,
shows how complex and dangerous operations in built up areas can be, especially when troops are
incorrectly trained, intelligence and planning are poor, tactics are unsuitable, the attackers are over
reliant on technology, and the enemy has been underestimated. The attack was an attempt to capture
members of Somali warlord Mohamed Farrah Aidid’s militia, and the US military suffered casualties and
international reputational damage when it failed in its mission.

Built up areas can become key battlegrounds. They may straddle important logistical routes, be used
as delaying locations, provide the enemy with civilian ‘human shields’,240 be used to lure attacking
forces into unfavourable terrain, harbour enemy forces, and be used to shield activities. Additionally,
they may contain important industrial installations the enemy wishes to defend.



Attacking forces should consider the options, advantages, and disadvantages carefully before
launching an attack in an urban battleground. Factors such as time, cost (human and materiel),
collateral damage, operational and tactical restrictions, encirclement or bypassing options, and use of
air assets must be carefully considered before this complex terrain is entered. Commanders must
consider trapping the enemy by isolating and/or besieging the area.

These types of operations require adjustments to TTPs and are best suited to infantry operations
where houses and buildings are cleared, house by house and street by street.

Joint Operations
Joint operations, also referred to as ‘combined operations’, are military operations that involve forces

drawn from two or more services, i.e. the army, the air force, and naval/ riverine forces, where each
armed service plays an equal role.

Whereas many ground force operations in Africa also involve air or naval/riverine assets, their roles
are usually limited.

Joint operations are controlled and coordinated by a joint force commander who, along with his staff,
is responsible for planning the operation, integrating the forces, deploying the assets and forces, and
monitoring the operation.

Joint operations are associated with a joint operations centre.
Strategic Areas of Responsibility, Influence, and Interest

Strategic areas of responsibility, influence, and interest are defined in a country’s national political
strategy and subsequent national security strategy. This delineation guides military strategists and
planners during the formulation of the national military strategy and is defined by the state’s broader
geo-political interests.

As an example, the pre-1994 South African Defence Force defined its area of responsibility241 as
territory belonging to South Africa. This included South Africa, Prince Edward Island, Marion Island, the
so-called National States (‘homelands’ like Kwazulu- Natal that had not opted for independence), the
TBVC states (independent ‘homelands’ which included Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda and Ciskei),
South West Africa (now Namibia), and the flanking maritime areas and air space. The SADF defined its
missions in the area of responsibility as follows:

• Conduct conventional military operations
• Conduct counter-insurgency (COIN) operations242

• Conduct intelligence and counter-intelligence operations
• Conduct strategic communications (STRATCOM) operations
• Support the South African Police in maintaining law and order

The area of influence included the so-called front line states bordering South Africa— Botswana,
Lesotho, Swaziland, Angola, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Malawi, and the flanking maritime area
and airspace. In this area, the SADF was required to posture itself to:

• Conduct counter-insurgency (COIN) operations
• Conduct limited conventional operations in support of COIN operations
• Conduct intelligence and counter-intelligence operations
• Conduct special, pre-emptive, and retaliatory operations
• Conduct conventional pre-emptive operations
• Conduct full scale conventional operations if necessary
• Conduct STRATCOM operations

The area of interest was defined as those countries bordering the SADF’s area of influence—Zaire
(now the Democratic Republic of Congo), Rwanda, Burundi, Tanzania, Gabon, Congo (Brazzaville),
Uganda, Kenya, the Comoros, Seychelles, Mauritius, and flanking maritime areas and airspace. It also
included countries that provided safe harbour and training facilities to enemies of the state. In this area,
the SADF was to conduct covert intelligence operations and if necessary:

• Exercise special and retaliatory operations



• Exercise air and maritime reconnaissance
• Expand intelligence gathering operations
• Deploy ground forces (restricted) and render air and maritime support to friendly governments or
friendly insurgent/proxy forces

Areas of responsibility, influence, and interest are also, at a scaled-down level, applicable to areas in
which combat operations are conducted. Therefore, each division, combat operations group, or battle
group will have its own areas of responsibility, influence, and interest, such areas being determined by
the army group or division commander.

Operational and Tactical Fronts, Areas, and Zones where Combat Operations Are Conducted
To plan and execute successful military operations related to war, strategists, commanders, and

planners need to understand the battlefield delineations of the areas and zones in which the conflict or
war will be waged. This understanding will indicate how forces can be deployed to best effect and
determine how areas and zones can be defended and/or exploited.

‘Front’ and ‘rear’: In military terminology the ‘front’ or ‘front line’ refers to the forward line (imaginary
or real) between two opposing forces. The front can be localised during a small operation or extend to a
theatre front during a large conflict or war. The ‘home front’ describes the civilian sector and includes the
industries and support elements required to maintain and sustain the forces at war. Generally speaking,
the home front will include the area in which the Pillars of State, (with the exception of the Armed Forces
Pillar) are housed.

The ‘rear’ refers to the area and forces behind the front and furthest away from the enemy and the
action. The rear includes all communications, logistics, and medical assistance elements that support
the forces engaged in the military operation.

Areas and Zones: The areas and zones associated with military operations are important as they
identify and delineate operational responsibilities. The following areas and zones are commonly
identified:

• Areas of responsibility
• Areas of influence
• Areas of interest
• Deep operations
• Battle group area of operations
• Combat operations group area of operations
• Division area of operations
• Combat zone
• Contact zone
• Communication zone
• Front line own troops (FLOT)



Figure 35: An army group’s division showing battle group deployments and areas

Area of responsibility: The pre-defined geographical area allocated to a military commander (usually
at division, combat operations group, or battle group level) in which he is authorised to plan and conduct
military operations in support of the army group commander’s strategy or the division commander’s
intent and/or design for battle. All military forces within this area fall under the command of a single
commander, regardless of their arm of service.

Area of influence: The geographical area in which events can directly or indirectly influence the area
of responsibility and its subsequent areas of operations. While the commander is not directly
responsible for the area of influence, he must nevertheless assess the affects that hostile force activity
in this area may have on his area of responsibility and operational plans.

The commander’s  plan may also  be positively influenced by  activity in this area, especially if it is
under the control of adjacent friendly forces or an allied foreign force.

The commander is authorised to exert limited operational influence within this area by deployment of
forces, fire (direct and/or indirect), and manoeuvre (if necessary or if these actions are required by the
army group or division commander).

Knowledge of the area of influence remains important to the commander as it may shape the AO or
even become a future AO.

Area of interest: This area encompasses the area of influence and all areas beyond it. Furthermore,
it extends into territory held by the enemy and includes areas under enemy control in which activities
may positively or negatively impact planned operation. The location and size of the area of interest
usually exceeds the commander’s operational reach.

Deep operations: Operations that are carried out beyond the commander’s area of responsibility i.e.
that extend into the area of influence and even into the area of interest. Deep operations are executed
by specially trained conventional and/or unconventional forces.

Battle group area of operations: A defined geographical area in which a battle group conducts
operations in accordance with the COG243 commander’s design for battle. This area will usually border
another battle group’s area of operations.



In areas where limited combat operations occur, the battle group’s operational area may be an
isolated area in which the battle group operates from its own independent forward operating base
(FOB).

The battle group commander must assess his AO in terms of his areas of responsibility and influence
to determine whether his force levels and their capabilities are appropriate to his allocated operational
area and the threat(s) he may expect to encounter.

Combat operations group area of operations: A defined geographical area in which a combat operations group must conduct
operations. This area will usually border an adjacent COGs’ area of responsibility.

In areas where combat operations occur, the COG’s area of responsibility may be an isolated area. In
this instance, the commander may divide his area of responsibility into sectors and deploy two battle
groups to forward operating bases (FOBs) while keeping the third at the COG HQ. The battle group
commanders view their respective sectors as their areas of responsibility. All operations are planned
and launched from their respective FOBs while remaining aligned with the COG commander’s
operational intent and design. The COG commander must assess his AO in terms of his areas of
responsibility and influence to determine whether his force levels and their capabilities are appropriate
to his allocated operational area and the threat(s) he may expect to encounter.

The COG’s area of responsibility will accommodate the combat operations group HQ, the combat
operations group administrative area, and all reserve and supporting elements not directly attached or
allocated to the battle groups.

Division area of operations: The geographical area allocated to a division commander by the army
group commander in which to plan and conduct operations. All operations

Figure 36: A combat operations group AO depicting sectors and battle group FOBs

conducted within this area must be aligned to the army group commander’s strategic intent.
Combat zone: The area in which combat operations take place.

Contact zone244: The area in which direct or indirect245 armed contact is or has been made with
hostile forces.

Communication zone: The area behind but adjoining the combat zone within which the lines of
communications, field hospitals, supply depots, and the logistical lines that provide immediate support to
the forces at the front are located.

The COG administration area, the combined operations headquarters, and the joint operations
headquarters are usually situated within the communications zone.

Front line own troops (FLOT): Also known as the forward line own troops or forward edge of the
battlefield area (FEBA), this is a battlefield control measure that indicates the limit to which forward units
may engage with the enemy.

The FLOT is also used to indicate the forward most battle groups or combat reconnaissance
elements.



In a highly mobile situation, the FLOT is fluid and its identification markings are therefore critical when
making use of indirect fire support or close air support.

All military operations related to war are aimed at strengthening and supporting the Pillars of State
when they are threatened by hostile forces. It is these operations that determine the longevity of the
government. They are, as a rule, a matter of life and death to the state.



Chapter 8

Military Operations Other than War

The concern around probable questions, which in a sense have been hidden, will grow around the world and the matter is critical,
the reason we are doing all this is so we can respond correctly to what is reported to be a major catastrophe on the African continent.

– Thabo Mbeki

Whereas conflict and war represent one dimension of the spectrum of military operations in Africa,
peacetime represents another dimension with different challenges. During peacetime, the political
machinery must work with diplomatic, intelligence, economic, social, informational, civil, law
enforcement, and military powers to achieve national political and security objectives. This implies that
the desired end-result must be achieved by coordinating and harnessing all the Pillars of State.

There are times when military deployments will be used to provide assistance and support to law
enforcement agencies and other government agencies or departments during a national crisis.

Military operations other than war (MOOTW)—also known as ‘operations other than war’ (OOTW) —
do not usually246 involve the threat of force. These operations primarily focus on:

• Protecting vital and national interests
• Deterring potential criminal threats
• Border control operations
• Resolving conflict
• Promoting peace
• Supporting the government during national disasters
• Supporting law enforcement agencies during national crises
• Search and rescue operations
• Peacekeeping operations
• Counter-terrorism operations
• Counter-narcotics operations
• Evacuation of people under threat
• Humanitarian assistance
• Psychological operations
• Civic action operations

Since its formation in July 2002, the African Union (AU) has actively involved itself in numerous
military operations other than war to assist member states with peacekeeping or humanitarian
operations.247 These operations have not been without their challenges and problems but they show a
growing desire to bring some stability to Africa.

Military operations other than war can play an important role in strengthening the Pillars of State.
MOOTW should not be viewed in isolation as they are always part of a larger national political, social,

and military strategy that supports MORW or humanitarian, social, and law enforcement operations.
Security Threats and Social Challenges Facing Modern Africa

As a continent, Africa has experienced numerous conflicts and wars, many of which have been left
unresolved at the political and military levels—a situation which has engendered simmering anger and
tension. Many of these half-won or incomplete wars have simply given belligerent or hostile elements
time in which to rebuild their forces. In addition, members of the populace have become disillusioned
with governments who appear to be providing safety and security for themselves and not for the people
they claim to represent.

Government policies that disregard the populace lead to increased political and social dissent and
give rise to new security threats and social challenges. If left unattended and unchecked, these threats
and challenges will impact severely on the Pillars of State.



The security threats248 and social challenges currently facing Africa are adaptive, complex, diverse,
multi-layered, and numerous and they require a deviation in focus and direction from normal combat
operations.

Indeed, neutralising these threats and challenges requires political will, effective governance, and a
military that is prepared and trained to conduct military operations other than war.

Threats
Apart from armed conflict and war, the threats facing the Pillars of State anywhere in Africa are likely

to increase and escalate in the future. They include but are not restricted to:

• ‘Regime change’
• Economic blackmail
• Political blackmail
• Psychological warfare
• Armed militias
• Service delivery protests
• Organised uprisings/riots
• Organised crime
• Criminal warfare (weapons proliferation, warlords, militia enclaves, commodity smuggling, and human
trafficking)
• Terrorism
• Piracy and oil bunkering
• Narco-trafficking
• Narco-terrorism
• Illegal mining and resource stripping

These threats are closely interlinked and seldom appear individually. If they are not timeously
identified and neutralised, they can develop into additional threats. The more numerous the threats, the
more difficult they are for a government and its security forces to contain.

‘Regime change’: Africa has witnessed the erosion and collapse of the Pillars of State of several
African governments. The so-called ‘Arab Spring’ uprisings in North Africa on 18 December 2010 started
as a wave of revolutionary demonstrations and protests249 (driven and supported by advisors, finances,
and air support from foreign powers) that spread throughout the Arab world. There were major protests
in Algeria, Morocco, and Sudan, and minor protests in Mauritania, Djibouti, and Western Sahara. The
governments of Tunisia, Egypt, and Libya collapsed as a result. This resulted in an uncontrolled
proliferation of arms and ammunition into neighbouring states such as Mali, Chad, Cameroon, Central
African Republic, Nigeria, and Niger.250 These actions, furthermore, resulted in societal collapse and
infrastructure destruction.

The threat of ‘regime change’ remains very real to many African governments— especially those who
do not implicitly serve foreign interests.

Economic blackmail: The economic foundations upon which a country rests are extremely
vulnerable to sanctions and economic blackmail—both elements of coercive diplomacy. Their negative
impacts include job losses, industry collapse, reduced economic ability to maintain infrastructure,
reduced exports, unaffordable imports, increased reliance on foreign aid, and an increase in crime.
Economic blackmail includes such tactics as withholding international loans, calling-in international
debts, and refusing to purchase natural resources or manufactured goods. These actions reverberate
across all the Pillars of State, diminishing a target government’s financial power251 and pushing the state
towards the tipping point of economic collapse. As a result, government cannot meet the demands of
the population and violent protests and riots become commonplace. Political blackmail: As an element
of coercive diplomacy, political blackmail can either precede or follow economic blackmail and
sanctions. However, economic and political blackmail are frequently used in tandem. The political
system constitutes part of the most important Pillar of State and international isolation and manipulation
can create internal tensions that rapidly erode the remaining pillars and hasten the state towards
anarchy and collapse. Political blackmail includes actions like demeaning the government, threatening



senior politicians with international legal action, travel bans, and condemnation of political leaders and
government policies.

Psychological warfare: The aim of psychological warfare is to alter perceptions and instigate internal
dissent by attacking and discrediting a government. Its impact can be national and/or regional. The
foreign media is used to transmit specific propaganda, and social media outlets are used to flood the
target country with these sentiments. Agitation propaganda252 (leaflets, books, poetry, plays, pamphlets,
films, and other forms of art) are used to convey specific anti-government messages. Not only does
psychological warfare position the government as the ‘enemy of the people’, it also erodes the national
will and can result in factionalism within a country and beyond. The cyber domain is also used to
distribute messages and false information. Psychological warfare is often used to set the stage for more
decisive foreign military involvement.

Armed militias: Allowed to roam freely, armed militias—often motivated by xenophobic, political,
criminal, or religious goals—can pose a major threat to a government and its pillars. Armed militias often
resort to criminal and terror actions253 to hold a government to ransom and create a climate of insecurity.
Mass kidnappings, forced evacuation of government buildings, assassinations, kidnappings of high
value individuals, seizures, and closures of industry become standard practices. Militias can,
additionally, displace civilians and the subsequent flood of refugees into camps increases the strain on a
government. If rival militias engage one another254 or join forces to engage government forces, it can
ultimately lead to a civil war. The armed actions of militias are often viewed as ‘criminal warfare’.
However, militias aim to force governments to accede to their demands and have much in common with
AGFs while criminals conduct their actions for self-enrichment. The presence of a militia is directly
related to the collapse of the intelligence and law enforcement systems.

Service delivery protests: Violent and/or non-violent service delivery protests255 are the result of
poor governance and ill-maintained infrastructure coupled with a poor or declining economy. Apart from
strengthening negative perceptions, these protests can result in serious damage to already crumbling
infrastructure and place a government under additional strain. Police actions to quell the protests simply
add fuel to the fire, especially if they are not commensurate with the actions of the protesters. There is
also a tendency to encourage school children and students to conduct violent protests knowing that law
enforcement agencies will not take harsh action against them. Service delivery protests are easily
exploited by anti-government agitators and criminal gangs. They can also galvanise anti-government
support and create a fertile breeding ground for anti- government forces.

Organised uprisings: Resentment towards a government may result from genuine economic, ethnic,
social, or religious grievances—or be fuelled by foreign powers. If genuine grievances are not rapidly
attended to, they can be exploited by criminal, religious, militant, or anti-government groups. Uprisings
may result in armed rebellions aimed at unseating a government and establishing a new ruling class, as
witnessed in North Africa during November of 2010.

Organised crime: Organised crime is a term used to describe local and transnational organisations
that are controlled and run by criminals.256  The economic power generated by criminal gangs and
syndicates can become part of the foundation for their political power. Their activities include:

• Armed robbery
• Car theft
• Car jacking
• Cash in transit heists
• Money laundering
• Kidnapping
• Human trafficking
• Prostitution
• Illegal fishing
• Poaching and trade in endangered wildlife species
• Dumping toxic waste
• Copper cable theft
• Illegal gambling
• Extortion



• Cyber crime
• Identity theft

Criminal warfare: Criminal warfare comprises illegal activities conducted by armed gangs who use
the profits gained through armed actions to develop power bases from which to conduct more illegal
acts and expand their influence. These groups, additionally, use fear and wealth to attain and hold
positions of power and influence which can lead to the failure of communities, regions, or states. This
type of threat is prevalent in countries where dramatic weakening of the Pillars of State has allowed
crime to escalate uncontrollably. Criminals then develop their own armed organisations that ultimately
evolve into anti-government forces. Their resultant actions appear military in nature but they are, in fact,
criminals with political aspirations.

Inevitably, these groups (many of whom consider themselves ‘militias’ or ‘freedom fighters’) will have
their own leaders—commonly known as ‘warlords’. These gangs view the populace not only as
government supporters but also as a resource. They often claim to possess no ideological goal other
than achieving the power to take what they want.

Author at an LZ in the jungle



At a captured objective

Soldiers that are not effectively disarmed, demobilised, and reintegrated back into society when
conflicts and wars end can band together under a strong leader or warlord and roam the countryside
obtaining riches and pleasure by means of violent criminal actions.

Terrorism: There are numerous definitions for terrorism but it is commonly accepted to be an illegal
political tactic used by determined militant minorities who, knowing that their cause will not gain the
support of the populace, disregard the politics of negotiation in favour of indiscriminate violence.
Terrorism is, therefore, the systematic and unlawful use of armed violence and the exploitation of fear to
achieve ideological goals with no regard for the safety of the populace. An increasing number of African
countries have seen terrorists targeting local populations and forcing them to join or support terrorist
organisations, thus undermining the Pillars of State and ultimately aim at collapsing the government.
Osama bin Laden developed his plans for a global jihad in Sudan in the early to mid-1990s and there
have been terrorist attacks on targets in Kampala, Nairobi, Bangui, Lagos, and Dar es Salaam to name
but a few. Terrorism in Africa is often related to ethnicity and religion. Covert government-sponsored
camps that provide training to terrorist groups have been established in several African countries.
Whereas countering terrorism is a law enforcement responsibility, African armies will need to become
more active in supporting policing actions and even be prepared to pre-empt acts of terror by means of
offensive action, both locally and regionally.

Piracy: Whereas small scale piracy is not new to Africa, organised piracy is a developing trend with
large scale implications for Africa and the international community. This threat will continue to escalate
especially as there appears to be no effective African or international effort to actively, effectively, and
aggressively curb it. The continued existence of pirates is motivated by the willingness of governments,
corporations, and even private individuals to pay ransoms for hostages and captured ships and crews.
Ransoms are used to buy arms and ammunition, and to fund anti-government movements and acts of
terror.

Oil theft: The Gulf of Guinea countries lose millions of barrels of oil worth billions of dollars to oil theft
(also known as ‘oil bunkering’)257 annually. The involvement of criminal warfare groups like Nigeria’s
MEND in kidnapping foreign workers for ransom, attacking pipelines, siphoning oil off to their own
barges, and illegally selling oil to tankers waiting in the Gulf of Guinea, has been well documented.
Large scale oil theft has also taken place in Angola. These crimes cost African governments huge sums
in lost revenue, and where oil is a major foreign currency earner, the negative impact on social
programmes, the economy, and the development of infrastructure is incalculable.

Narco-trafficking: Africa has become a major distribution hub for locally, regionally, and
internationally produced and manufactured narcotics. Narco-traffickers have come to view the continent



as a safe haven for onward exports of illegal substances from South America and South East Asia into
Europe. Ports and airports in Africa, especially those located away from major centres, are poorly
controlled and monitored. This is compounded by corruption at government level, maladministration, a
lack of intelligence, complicity with drug syndicates, inadequate law enforcement, and collusion and
support from security and private enterprises. Poverty stricken members of the populace will
increasingly be willing to support narco-traffickers in exchange for money.

Narco-terrorism: Narco-terrorism refers to attempts by narco-traffickers to exert influence over
government policies and/or populations and expand their power bases through violence, intimidation,
murder, torture, and other acts of terror. These acts place enormous strain on intelligence services, law
enforcement agencies, and justice systems, and divert their focus thus allowing ‘regular’ crimes to go
unchecked. Ongoing intelligence operations indicate that terrorist and other radical groups are
increasingly trafficking and selling illegal narcotics to finance their operations. Left unchecked, these
actions can lead to the destabilisation of governments and the establishment of narco- states with the
resultant negative regional impacts.

Illegal mining and resource theft: Illegal mining and resource theft costs Africa billions of dollars
annually. There are assertions that these activities are usually carried out by people who have
marketable skills but cannot be employed due to global market forces and high unemployment rates.
This does not detract from the fact that they are engaged in criminal activities that yield untaxable
income and have far reaching environmental and other consequences. Resource theft includes trade in
energy resources, minerals, precious stones, and precious woods, illegal mining, and poaching—an
activity that destroys the continent’s wildlife heritage and compromises its lucrative tourism industry.
Wildlife trophies are usually smuggled by organised crime syndicates. However, formal sector
companies258 also covertly engage in these activities while loudly proclaiming that action should be
implemented to halt them. On occasion, these companies further their aims and objectives by resorting
to bribery and extortion.

Challenges
There are many natural and social challenges that impact severely on African Pillars of State and

national security, thus threatening national, foreign, and vital interests.
While these challenges may not necessarily unseat governments, they do, if left unchecked, add to

dissent and may even result in wide-spread civil disobedience, violent protests, and/or rebellion as the
populace attempts to rectify these challenges themselves. If these actions result in the collapse of a
government, the populace will consider the collapse as having been necessary to the improvement of its
perceived poor situation.

The challenges include:

• Xenophobia
• Religious extremism
• Border control
• Foreign refugees
• Internally displaced persons (IDPs)
• Protests, riots, strikes, and militant actions
• Water shortages
• Droughts, floods, and other natural disasters
• Deforestation
• Trade in passports and other identity documents
• Lack of essential services

Porous borders permit illegal workers, refugees, criminal gangs, AGFs, and terrorists to move freely
into neighbouring countries. Powerful cultural and ethnic ties and deep seated religious beliefs can lead
to uncontrolled xenophobia and crime against migrants. Violent protests, riots, strikes, militant
actions,259 and uprisings require counter-action  to restore stability. If these disturbances are not quelled
immediately and decisively they may escalate to a point where law enforcement agencies are unable to
deal with them.



They may even spill across regional divides and national borders. In such instances, the armed forces
may be called upon to support the law enforcement agencies.

The armed forces may likewise be required to assist populations affected by catastrophes260 (water
shortages, droughts, floods, earthquakes, volcanoes, and other natural disasters) by evacuating those
most affected, and recovering bodies and personal belongings.

Actions that can affect the state’s national and international reputation (maladministration, excessive
corruption, inadequate governance, indiscriminate trade in passports and other national identity
documents, lack of essential ervices, and negative media publicity) all

Figure 37: Threats and challenges facing the Pillars of State

impact negatively on the state and its ability to contain and prevent problems. Perceived lack of
integrity, political will, and the inability to provide the populace with essential services are obvious weak
points that enemies can and will exploit and target.

The armed forces must adopt a MOOTW posture to provide essential support to the law enforcement
and government agencies and departments tasked with dealing with these non-combat threats and
challenges.



Command and Control during MOOTW
Command and control during MOOTW is directly related to policies derived from the national strategy,

the national security strategy, and the national military strategy. Whereas these operations are planned
at the strategic level, MOOTW are executed at the operational and tactical levels.

MOOTW are not merely important during the transition phase from a conflict or war to a peacetime
situation but also retain importance during a conflict or war and thereafter.

Figure 38: The hierarchy of MOOTW and MORW

The greatest value of MOOTW, however, lies in the support given during internal crises and disasters.
MOOTW can also form an important part of a government’s foreign policy approach towards its regional
neighbours.

The emphasis during MOOTW is on operations that do not primarily require firepower and
manoeuvre. Due to the far reaching implications of success or failure, MOOTW are not executed within
a vacuum, especially when being conducted within the borders of a country. To ensure maximum
success, the relevant civil and state authorities must work towards strengthening all the Pillars of State
at numerous levels.

MOOTW are planned and coordinated by a joint crisis response centre ( JCRC) which, despite being
a military command responsibility, requires coordinated input, assistance, cooperation, and support from



all the government and civil agencies that can contribute towards mission success. The joint crisis
response centre liaises closely with the joint operations centre to provide support and assistance where
necessary.

While it is not possible to plan ahead for many of the possible MOOTW, it is possible to game plan for
such events in advance.

Categories of MOOTW
There are three main categories of MOOTW:

• MOOTW in areas of low intensity conflict
• MOOTW in support of law enforcement operations
• MOOTW during natural disasters

MOOTW in low intensity conflicts: Apart from targeting governments and their institutions, AGFs
usually exhibit a high degree of violence towards the populace. Whereas containing AGFs in low
intensity conflict areas is primarily a law enforcement responsibility, the armed forces may be called
upon to provide support in locating and neutralising AGF activities.261 They will also conduct actions
aimed at assisting, securing, and supporting the populace. These actions can include:

• Landmine clearance operations
• IED clearance operations
• Water purification
• Vaccination programmes (in conjunction with state health authorities)
• General medical aid and support (in conjunction with state health authorities)
• Protection of aid convoys
• Sport development
• Peacekeeping operations262

• Advice on matters such as agriculture, education, and hygiene (in conjunction with the state’s
agricultural and health authorities)
• Infrastructure development support
• Security assistance

A directed and focussed communications operation263 (COMOPS) that makes positive use of
mainstream and social media must support these operations.

MOOTW in low intensity conflicts are not, and should never be, conducted by law enforcement
agencies and the armed forces alone. The success or failure of these operations depends on the
support and synchronised efforts of all government agencies and departments. Failure to apply a holistic
approach will severely impact the Pillars of State and either bring about an uneasy stability or increase
dissention and revolt.

Where government aid programmes are implemented in support of MORW and MOOTW, these
programmes must not undermine operational efforts to identify, locate, disrupt, neutralise, and/or destroy
an AGF’s trinity of gravity.

Furthermore, these operations must be planned and executed with due respect for the customs,
traditions, religions, and languages of the populace.

MOOTW in support of law enforcement operations: There are times when the armed forces may be called upon to assist law
enforcement agencies in the execution of their duties. Such operations take place within a country’s borders. 
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MOOTW in support of law enforcement operations may include:

• Supporting crime prevention initiatives
• Providing manpower to contend with protests and riots
• Protecting national key points
• Show of force operations
• Cordon and search operations
• Vehicle checkpoints
• Low intensity AGF operations
• Counter-terrorist operations



• Counter-narcotics operations
• Border control operations
• Aerial observation, surveillance, and reconnaissance

Whereas these operations may involve some form of armed intervention, they are nevertheless not
viewed as independent military operations as they are conducted in support of policing actions.265

MOOTW during natural disasters: Authorities must rapidly provide humanitarian aid and ensure the
safety and security of populations affected by natural disasters and crises:

• Heavy rains and flooding
• Earthquakes
• Volcanoes
• Drought
• Uncontrolled crossing of national borders by refugees and internally displaced persons (IDPs) due to
conflict, war, and famine

The unique problems associated with these types of disasters include:

• A disregard for international borders
• An increase in general crime
• An increase in disease transmission and other medical problems
• A lack of clean water
• Raids on aid convoys
• Raids on food depots
• Illegal business practices
• Profiteering
• Protests and riots
• An increase in refugees and internally displaced persons
• Victim exploitation
• A lack of or breakdown in essential services

The armed forces may, furthermore, be called upon to evacuate people under threat.

Objectives of MOOTW
MOOTW are driven by national political objectives at the strategic and operational/ tactical levels.

Planners and commanders must understand the political objectives and recognise the ways in which
changes in the political and operating environments may influence their missions.

The general objectives of MOOTW are to protect and strengthen the Pillars of State and include:

• Providing support in the development of stability and security
• Assisting law enforcement agencies in preventing or deterring internal conflict
• Monitoring and managing peace after hostilities until governance can be restored
• Supporting law enforcement agencies in combating crime
• Supporting civil authorities in times of national crisis
• Supporting the populace in times of crisis and disaster
• Providing assistance in countering the numerous threats and challenges facing the state
• Protecting critical infrastructure from terrorist and criminal acts

MOOTW must be executed with discipline, control and, when providing humanitarian assistance,
compassion. Poor discipline and conduct that is unbecoming of members of the armed forces will impact
negatively on the overall political, social, perception, and law enforcement situations.

Whereas MORW are implemented by means of tactics, techniques, and procedures, MOOTW are
implemented by means of tasks, actions, and procedures (TAPs). This does not detract from the fact
that planning is required to implement MOOTW missions successfully. Success or failure (and the
subsequent political fallout and implications) is dependent on careful, in-depth planning, rapid



intervention, and rapid response. Failure to act rapidly will provide criminal and anti-government
elements with opportunities for exploitation.

It is therefore essential that members of the armed forces partaking in MOOTW are trained and
prepared, and know what to expect—and what is expected of them.

The support and trust of the populace and the national will must be strengthened by using all media
assets to broadcast the positive results of MOOTW.

The truism, ‘failing to plan is planning to fail’ is equally relevant to MOOTW.

The Principles of MOOTW
MOOTW are predominantly non-violent. The principles of war can therefore not be directly applied.
Certain principles are adapted from MORW and several new principles are added to enable the

armed forces to plan, deploy, and execute MOOTW operations effectively. The principles are
categorised as:

• Primary principles
• Dynamic principles.

The primary principles of MOOTW remain constant and are:

• Select and maintain the aim
• Focussed joint cooperation
• Unity of effort and command
• Speed
• Resource availability
• Prioritising objectives
• Security and the use of force
• Perseverance
• Control and coordination
• Legitimacy

Figure 39: MOOTW principles applied to impact area

No two MOOTW are identical and deployments may occur in different areas of a country. The
following dynamic principles must therefore also be considered:

• Terrain and environment
• Potential threats
• Local population
• Health and safety
• Intelligence
• Technology



• Reserves

The Primary Principles of MOOTW
The primary principles of MOOTW can be briefly discussed as follows:
Select and maintain the aim: The goal of any MOOTW is to provide assistance and support to

government agencies and departments during an emergency or crisis. A clearly defined aim is therefore
essential to understanding the mission and how best to accomplish it. The aim is determined by the
government’s intervention strategy and desired outcome. A poorly selected aim will prevent government,
civil, and law enforcement authorities from providing the necessary assistance and support and may
hamper the success of the operation. Maintaining the selected aim is equally important to sustaining
operational focus.

Focussed joint cooperation: A  spirit  of  focussed  joint  cooperation  must be cultivated and applied
during all phases of a MOOTW to ensure a ‘whole of government’ approach. Scattered focus will divert
endeavours and prevent optimum effort. Cooperation between law enforcement agencies, armed forces,
civil and local authorities (including tribal leaders), and government agencies and departments will
ensure a coordinated approach through which the necessary aid and support will be likely to have the
desired impact. Joint cooperation adds flexibility to the efforts.

Unity of effort and command: Resources can be channelled to where they are most needed through
unity of effort. Unity of effort, additionally, adds strength to the operation and instils trust. There must be
a unified command structure that includes all state, civil, law enforcement, and military authorities
needed to coordinate and control the operation. Unified command, in which all subordinates follow a
predetermined, government appointed hierarchy, encourages accountability, eliminates confusion, and
facilitates the delegation of responsibility.

Speed: Speed of action (enhanced by relevant doctrine, deployment drills, TAPs, and
communications) prevents unforeseen disasters from escalating beyond control in MOOTW. Speed is
enhanced by planning and decentralised command and control. Slow reactions can lead to negative
political and social repercussions (protests, riots, increased criminality, and other acts of violence).

Resource availability: The availability of resources determines what actions can and cannot be
undertaken during MOOTW. The resources needed to cope with all the required tasks will seldom be
available and resources under the control of local authorities must therefore be co-opted. All resources
(ambulances, fire engines, generators, construction machinery, and other crew-served equipment) must
be regularly maintained and serviceable. Crews must also be trained in the deployment and competent
use of equipment.

Prioritising objectives: The dimension of MOOTW will, like MORW, present planners and
commanders with numerous objectives, obstacles, and challenges. These must be analysed and
prioritised so that operational aims can be achieved as rapidly as possible. Prioritisation focuses efforts
on each objective and furthermore, ensures that resources and manpower can be focussed on the most
immediate objectives at hand. Obstacles and challenges must be assessed to determine the best
solutions.

Security and the use of force: Hostile gangs, groups, or factions must be prevented from gaining
political, military, or criminal advantages. Plans must not be compromised and actions and deployments
must take place rapidly and with the necessary security precautions in place. Furthermore, the area in
which the MOOTW is carried out and victims under threat must be secured. Force, when required, must
be carefully balanced against political objectives, the security situation, and possible collateral damage.
Rules of engagement (ROE) must ensure that no unnecessary force is applied, provide guidelines
regarding the circumstances under which armed force may be used, and outline the limitations imposed
on the use of such force.

Perseverance: Whereas all military operations are planned and executed as economically and as
rapidly as possible, it may take months or even years for a MOOTW to accomplish mission success.
Outcomes will only be achieved if political will, perseverance, economic muscle, and resources are
present.

Legitimacy: The legitimacy of any MOOTW is determined by the perceptions of the people who
experience its actions and its results. All forces engaged in the MOOTW must therefore uphold the
legitimacy of the government and the operation. Local authorities must be  allowed to advise and  assist
with planning as their involvement will add to local legitimacy. Trust (gained by the behaviour, objectivity,
and understanding exhibited by the forces partaking in the MOOTW) is essential when dealing with local



populations in impact areas. When the MOOTW is executed beyond national borders, the behaviour of
the forces will be judged by regional and international communities.

The Dynamic Principles of MOOTW
The dynamic principles include:
Terrain and Environment: The terrain and environment in which the MOOTW takes place will differ

from impact area to impact area. The approaches and methodologies applied in urban areas will differ
vastly from those applied in rural areas. Inclement weather, drought, famine, heavy rains, and flooding
will likewise impact on vehicle movement and tasks. The infrastructure in the impact area will determine
how best to execute MOOTW. Damaged infrastructure (exposed high-voltage cables, cracked bridges,
collapsed buildings, and so forth) must be secured to protect local populations from injury or death.

Local population: The culture, language, traditions, ethnicity and religion of local populations266

(usually the recipients of actions associated with MOOTW) will differ from impact area to impact area.
These differences must guide planners and commanders on how best to approach missions and
prepare partaking forces. It is also likely that a segment of the populace in the impact area will be
traumatised. The local population must be treated with empathy and respect. It may become necessary
to apply force against members of the populace who indulge in looting, wanton destruction of property,
and serious crimes.

Health and safety: Health and safety must be maintained at all times in areas that have been badly
effected by natural disasters. Contaminated drinking water, uncollected garbage, rotting corpses, food,
and other contaminants can cause diseases such as cholera and dysentery. Burial parties must be
organised so that the dead can be buried in a dignified manner, and water purification units and other
assets must be utilised to ensure cleanliness. Medical staff must educate the population regarding
diseases and health hazards. Danger areas must be cordoned off and shelters must be erected to
protect victims from inclement weather.

Intelligence: As with MORW, MOOTW strategies are guided by intelligence. Real time intelligence
regarding access routes, potential hostilities, available infrastructure, assets/resources, storage areas,
medical facilities, water, and shelter, is crucial. The local population, the local authorities, and local
emergency services can be valuable intelligence assets.

Technology: Technology can play a crucial role in MOOTW, especially in areas where a natural
disaster has occurred. Ground-penetrating radar, thermal cameras, and unmanned aerial vehicles can
be used to conduct impact assessments. However, forces should not become overly dependent on
technology.

Reserves: Sufficient reserves (manpower, machinery, medicines, and other essentials) must be
allocated to the MOOTW in order to support the overall effort. In the aftermath of a natural disaster,
able-bodied members of the populace can be co-opted to assist in manual tasks such as area and
rubble clearance, garbage collection and burning, opening ditches and drains, and grave-digging.

Rules of Engagement
Rules of Engagement (ROE) are applicable to military and law enforcement operations that take place

within the scope of MORW and MOOTW and are aimed at:

• Preventing casualties amongst own forces
• Increasing force legitimacy
• Minimising collateral damage
• Preventing unnecessary civilian casualties
• Increasing operational legitimacy



Assault Group commander explains his plan and gives orders

Civilians in Nigeria welcome a mobile strike force moving through their town

Buddy-carry

Rules of engagement encompass two command forms in all military operations:



• Decentralised command: in which a commander may take appropriate action without sanction from
higher authority. This form is common in combat situations and high risk areas unless armed action has
been prohibited.
• Positive command: in which action can only be taken if permission is granted by a higher authority.
Positive command is usually associated with MOOTW due to the political nature of these operations and
the danger of unnecessary collateral damage.

The rules of engagement are usually known only to the forces engaged in the operations. However,
during times of civil strife or where martial law has been implemented, the rules of engagement are
made public in order to advise the populace that armed action will be taken if necessary.

It is important that all rules of engagement:

• Remain within the bounds of international law to ensure legitimacy of action
• Never violate the trust of the local population
• Lead to the development of respect and understanding
• Result in the achievement of the mission
• Minimise collateral damage

Rules of engagement address seven main areas of importance:

1. How military force should be used
2. What military force should be used
3. Where military force should be used
4. When military force should be used
5. Why military force should be used
6. Against whom military force should be used
7. What happens after military force has been used

Members of the armed forces often find themselves in situations that require force during MOOTW.
The level of force will be dictated by the prevailing situation and the threat. Actions will, however, be
dependent on the type of command under which the forces are operating.

Where the threat level is negligible or at its lowest, the minimum level of force will be used. As the
threat level escalates, so too will the level of force.

A level of force guideline267 applicable to rules of engagement during MOOTW may read as follows:

During MORW, the primary rule of engagement for the armed forces is the immediate need to identify,
neutralise, disable or destroy any potential or real threat using armed force in self-defence or retaliation.

Rules of engagement are contained in all MOOTW mission orders and include considerations like:



• The conditions under which action can be taken
• What action should be taken in response to threats
• What should be done in case of a lethal or non-lethal attack
• How to treat arrested or captured hostile individuals
• The locations of restricted access or ‘no-go’ areas
• How force will be applied during the operation

The rules of engagement are guided by the political and military objectives of the mission.
Commanders may use their own initiative to develop rules of engagement but they usually do so in
consultation with higher authorities.

An example of the rules of engagement given to African troops during a relief operation is depicted
hereunder.

Implementing MOOTW in Hostile Areas
MOOTW are characterised by unique challenges, problems and constraints. Apart from the

AO/impact  area and  its accompanying  challenges  and threats, these  can include available forces,
finances, resources, logistical support, the political guidelines within which operations must be carried
out, and the consequences of failure.

When MOOTW are attached to development projects in hostile areas, the primary mission of the
armed forces is to defeat hostile forces and secure and stabilise the area by means of MORW. There
can be no unconditional assistance or development without security and stability.

Planning MOOTW in hostile environments requires assessment and consideration of the following
factors:



1. Level of hostility: What level of hostility can be expected in the AO/impact area and how this will
manifest itself.

2. Coordination: Close coordination between the armed forces, law enforcement, and government and
non-government agencies is critical to a focussed, coordinated approach. The inclusion of local and
tribal authorities is imperative.

3. Balance: Combat and non-combat forces must be carefully balanced to achieve mission success.
4. Flexibility: Flexibility must be an integral part of all plans and operations. Contingency plans for

coping with the inherent uncertainty of any hostile environment must be prepared.
5. Risk: Risks need to be carefully assessed and decisions must be weighed against the mission,

available intelligence, expected threat(s), and intended results.

If the armed forces are unable to secure the populace and gain its support, hostile forces will attack
development projects and programmes and the people implementing them. Failure to secure the
populace can result in negative media and financial loss, and increase local support for the hostile
forces. Failure can even result in the proliferation of anti-government campaigns across the impact area.

A guideline268 for providing aid and assistance in hostile areas as part of MOOTW may read as
follows:

1. Confirm the political aims and objectives: Any MOOTW that does not comply with national strategic
objectives will fail over the long term, despite any short term gains. Such failures will compromise
any future operations in the area and may even heighten tensions.

2. Project/programme identification: It is essential to determine the requirements of the local
authorities and the population by engaging with them. If they believe that the project or programme
being implemented has little or no value to them, they will not support it. A lack of community
involvement will result in failure while involving communities in projects like repairing existing
infrastructure will be viewed positively by the local population as a whole.

3. Project management: All MOOTW projects or programmes must be efficiently managed from
beginning to end—and yield positive results. Poor management, corruption, financial
mismanagement, poor site security, and non-completion of projects and programmes will erode the
local population’s confidence in the MOOTW and subsequently in the government. Likewise, the
enrichment of local elites and unexplained losses in material and funding will lead to resentment.
Mechanisms that may lessen the negative impact include:

• Establish local project/programme review committees: Local review committees can contribute by
identifying areas of need and overseeing projects. These committees must comprise members from all
segments of the community.
• Complaints and control of local contractors: Complaints must be directed towards committees and not
towards contractors. Local contractors must be held accountable for their quality of service.
• Delineate responsibility: Control over the projects and programmes lies with the MOOTW commander
in the area. The process of feedback must involve the local population in the impact area as much as
possible.

4. Define the approach: The fact that most MOOTW provide support and assistance to affected
populations within impact areas has given rise to the maxim, ‘do no harm’. Participating members
should not take this maxim to extremes or become so obsessed with doing no harm that they
ultimately do nothing. Approaches must be carefully planned and executed in a controlled manner.
If the populace is aware of the MOOTW’s approach, benefits, and possible duration, it will support
the operation.

5. All members of the armed forces partaking in MOOTW operations in hostile areas must understand
the rules of engagement and the mission. Failure to communicate these issues to the lowest level
may result in failure and local, regional, and even international condemnation. Furthermore, it may
result in unrest that can develop into protests, riots and anti-government uprisings.



MOOTW Threat Levels
Threat level variations must be identified and communicated so that forces engaged in MOOTW can

alter their posture in order to counter threats.
Internationally, the majority of threat levels are based on the US THREATCON levels,269 especially

applicable to terrorist threats, and equally useful when identifying impending threats.

Whereas MOOTW remain a secondary mission of the armed forces, especially in times of conflict and
war, their implementation is critical to supporting the government’s national security objectives and
strengthening the Pillars of State.

Effective planning, project coordination, command and control, and resource management is critical to
the success of MOOTW.



Chapter 9

Military Intelligence Operations

If we do not know how the enemy lives, how he thinks, what he believes in, and how he fights, we begin with a disadvantage we are
unlikely to overcome. If we do not know his motivations and strength of will, we will be unable to assess his staying power on the
battlefield. Without intelligence we will become reactive and present the enemy with the initiative. There are no second prizes for

losers... we must act on what we learn with audacity, speed, daring, and boldness. The key to our success will lie with good
intelligence at the correct time. Without intelligence we will remain blind

and the enemy all-seeing.
– Author, Executive Outcomes briefing, Cabo Ledo, Angola, 1993

Intelligence is the end product of a process, carried out by intelligence services and their supporting
agencies, in which open, classified, and sensitive information regarding the enemy or threat is collected,
collated, analysed, and interpreted. The analysed and interpreted information is converted into
intelligence and disseminated to the correct people at the correct place and time. As such, the
intelligence services function as ‘eyes and ears’ for strategists and planners, and inform the government
of any threats to the Pillars of State.

Intelligence enables policymakers, strategists, and planners to make informed decisions and
predictions by providing them with foreknowledge on what to expect, when to expect it, who to expect it
from, and how it will manifest. It also shapes and directs campaign strategies and subsequent designs
for battle at the operational and tactical levels, and influences decisions about force designs, force
levels, weapons, and TTPs.

All military strategies must be intelligence driven. Strategists and commanders cannot plan and react
rapidly or decisively without the foreknowledge and insight provided by actionable, current, and credible
intelligence.

Understanding the enemy’s motivation and will is critical to intelligence efforts. For example, an
enemy with a determined will can cover longer distances more rapidly and is likely to outlast an army
that is weak willed. It is intelligence that reveals how much will and staying power the enemy has.

Without intelligence, the armed forces are not only blind to the enemy’s intentions, they also surrender
the initiative and stand to be taken by surprise. Strategic, operational, and tactical surprise are force
multipliers on any battlefield.

It is the responsibility of every member of every unit to report on matters that may enhance the
intelligence picture.

Intelligence operations encompass the following:

• Targeted collection of classified or sensitive information
• Counter-intelligence
- Passive measures
- Active measures270

• Covert operations
• Psychological warfare and propaganda

Military intelligence is the product of targeted, collected, analysed and interpreted classified or
sensitive information of a military nature. Any classified information that may be useful to strategists,
planners, and commanders is gathered using every possible asset, method and technique.

Military counter-intelligence (CI)271 refers to all security measures taken to protect classified or
sensitive military information and intelligence that may give the enemy an advantage. These measures
are taken to deny the enemy of information and intelligence and mislead the enemy by means of
deception, disinformation, and propaganda.

Types of Intelligence Collection Operations
Intelligence collection operations can be overt, clandestine, or covert.



Overt intelligence gathering or overt collection is the collection of information and intelligence272 from
open sources (newspapers, periodicals, radio broadcasts, television transmissions, military journals,
research journals, the internet, and social media). Overtly collected intelligence is also known as open
source information or OSINFO.

Clandestine intelligence collection is usually carried out by specialist units/elements273 and unmanned
aerial vehicles on the battlefield. Information is also collected by interrogating prisoners of war, villagers,
sympathisers, and released hostages. This intelligence is usually current and it provides commanders at
the operational and tactical levels with early warning of and insight into the enemy’s motivations,
strengths, deployments, weapons, morale, support, discipline, and possible intentions.

Covert intelligence gathering or covert intelligence collection (generally referred to as ‘espionage’) is
the illegal274 gathering of classified and sensitive information and intelligence from classified or ‘secret
’sources. Espionage makes use of infiltration and penetration agents, interception of classified enemy
documents, maps, and plans, electronic eavesdropping (ELINT), cyber-espionage, data theft, and
computer hacking. If these highly sensitive operations are uncovered or compromised (usually by
opposing counter-intelligence organisations) it can gravely embarrass the sponsor government and
have severe regional and/or international repercussions, especially if the target of these activities is
considered to be an ally with no hostile intentions.

All possible assets, resources, and sources are used to gather information and intelligence over as
wide a front as possible during MORW. Similarly, all troops partaking in  combat  operations  must 
report

any information275 that may hold intelligence value and possibly give the commander an advantage.
Material gathered during intelligence collection operations is subject to a process known as the

‘intelligence sequence’276 in which it is collated, assessed, analysed, interpreted, and then disseminated
as the intelligence product. The intelligence product is presented in intelligence briefings (INTBRIEF),
intelligence reports (INTREPs), intelligence summaries (INTSUMSs),  intelligence  situation

reports (INTSITREPs), and intelligence spot reports (INTSPOTREP).

Figure 40: Intelligence operations ring-fenced by counter-intelligence

 
Covert Operations

Covert operations277 are exclusively initiated at the national political level in accordance with foreign
policy directives. They are launched on actionable intelligence and conducted secretly. These
operations are viewed as ‘deniable’ by the state due to the grave embarrassment278 they cause if they
are compromised and exposed.

Covert operations are viewed as actionable intelligence operations although the men and women who
conduct them can be drawn from all service arms, either for the duration of an operation or for long term
deployment. During their deployment, they live, work, and operate ‘under cover’,279 usually in
nondescript organisations with no links to any government agency or security force.

Covert operations can also be run under a false flag.280



Discretionary warfare operations, despite falling within the scope of MORW, can also be viewed as
covert intelligence operations. Such operations may be planned and coordinated by intelligence staff but
they are usually executed by specially trained combat forces.

Covert operations may include actions such as:

• Direct action operations (eliminating or kidnapping high value individuals and destroying high value
targets)
• Sabotage
• Targeted bombings
• Establishing agitation groups whose actions are coordinated
• Establishing and training proxy forces
• Coups d’états
• Psychological warfare operations
• Strategic disinformation operations281 (STRATCOM)

Covert operations can yield valuable dividends for the government sponsoring and launching the
operations if they are correctly planned and executed.

Poor security, a lack of credible and actionable intelligence, poor planning, and compromise can
cause incalculable political damage and bring about unanticipated international repercussions.

The Role of Intelligence
The African AO provides numerous opportunities for the identification and location of human sources

(HUMINT) for the collection of information.These vary from reconnaissance elements to thoroughly
debriefed businessmen, security companies, villagers, internally displaced persons, refugees, prisoners
of war, defectors, militias, released hostages, and escapees.

The information, once processed, provides strategists, planners, and commanders with intelligence
for the development of strategic, operational, and tactical plans and ensures that the armed forces:

• Know and understand the enemy and his intent
• Are able to determine the enemy’s military objectives
• Are able to achieve strategic, operational, and tactical surprise

• Are able to conduct proactive or pre-emptive operations
• Are trained and equipped to deal with potential threat(s)
• Adopt the correct posture with which to counter the threat(s)
• Are not caught by surprise and thrown off balance
• Maintain the initiative and momentum during operations

The complexity of operational environments—and hostile forces—in Africa, necessitates the collection
of detailed intelligence prior to planning any combat operation. Without intelligence, force commanders
cannot visualise or analyse the terrain or understand the enemy, his TTPs, or his manoeuvre options
and will, therefore, be unable to plan effective combat operations.

The following are some examples of how operational and tactical intelligence can be collected:

• Radio intercepts allow commanders to triangulate enemy locations and gain access to enemy
deployments, intentions, and plans
• Aerial reconnaissance utilising light aircraft and/or unmanned aerial vehicles equipped with FLIR282 and
thermal image cameras provide real time intelligence and enable operational and tactical plans to be
modified or adapted at speed
• Directed sources of intelligence (agents in the enemy ranks, deserters, and prisoners of war) can be
exploited
• Combat reconnaissance,283 (critical to the planning and execution of successful combat operations) is
an often neglected method of gathering battlefield intelligence
• Observation posts, listening posts, sniper teams, and forward observation officers can locate and
identify enemy activities and movements
• Contact with local populations (villagers, herdsmen, and fishermen) can yield vital intelligence



Continued intelligence liaison between combat forces and military intelligence units ensures that
intelligence collected via other assets, resources, sources, and agents is continually fed to the combat
forces.

Intelligence collection and analysis is an ongoing process. It remains critical throughout all phases of
operations and continues after forces have withdrawn from an area.

Categories of Military Intelligence
Although military intelligence is primarily focused on MORW, it remains equally relevant during

MOOTW.
There are three categories of intelligence:

• Strategic intelligence
• Operational intelligence
• Tactical intelligence

Strategic Intelligence: Strategic intelligence284 is required for the development and adjustment of
international and national strategies, policies, and plans. By its very nature, the development of military
plans for offensive and defensive operations and MOOTW requires policy direction and guidance.

In the context of MORW, strategic intelligence is concerned with the military capabilities, strategies,
doctrines, and intentions of neighbouring and even international states and the threat groups and
networks285 to which they offer safe haven, support, and training. This intelligence can be obtained by
espionage and OSINFO, as well as with overt or covert diplomatic, cyber, scientific, electronic, and
technical means.

Additionally, strategists and commanders use strategic intelligence and information about the
geography and population distribution (ethnic groupings and concentrations, traditions, and cultures) of
an intended or predicted combat area to develop a clearer picture of the OE and identify threats and
opportunities that may influence their plans. It is not possible for commanders to identify potential allies
or enemies, prepare to counter threats, or even ensure that national security objectives are met without
this vital intelligence. Without strategic intelligence, the Pillars of State are vulnerable to surprise attacks.

Operational Intelligence: Operational intelligence is used to plan and conduct combat operations at
the operational level (usually at division, combat operations group, or battle group level) within the
African context. Sources include espionage assets and OSINFO sources, captured enemy maps, aerial
photographs, prisoners of war, ground and air reconnaissance, local populations, and observation posts.
Intelligence obtained at the strategic level must be fed down to the operational level and vice versa.
Additional sources (communications intercepts, manned aerial reconnaissance missions, and
unmanned aerial vehicles) play an important role in identifying and locating the enemy’s troop
deployments, movements, and intentions at the operational level.

Tactical Intelligence: Tactical intelligence (usually collected by combat reconnaissance units and
patrols through contact with the local population, observation, unmanned aerial vehicles, and
interrogation of prisoners of war) is used to support operations at the tactical level. It forms a critical part
of tactical-level planning as it enables commanders to formulate plans based on what can really be
expected as opposed to speculation. Good relationships between armed forces and villagers (in
particular tribal elders and chiefs) play an important role at the tactical level.

All possible or potential assets, resources and sources of information must be identified, tasked and
directed towards gathering the required information.

Sources of Intelligence
There are numerous diverse assets and sources of information and intelligence available to African

armed forces. These include:

1. Space: Although live satellite feeds are not freely available to most African armies, satellite imagery
from Google Earth and other accessible satellite platforms can play a valuable role in analysing
terrain and identifying key targets, population concentrations, natural obstacles, and approach
routes.



2. Aerial: Aerial reconnaissance, aerial photography, and other aerial observation platforms such as
unmanned aerial vehicles and blimps286  must be used judiciously as they can provide the enemy
with battle indications.

3. Ground: Reconnaissance patrols, combat reconnaissance teams, ground surveillance radar (GSR),
remote camera systems (RCS), observation posts, listening posts, sniper teams, and forward
observation officers can provide important real time intelligence regarding the enemy and his
movements.

4. Maritime: Naval and riverine patrols using rivers, lakes, oceans, and small boat insertions can
provide intelligence regarding enemy deployments, infiltration, and logistics. These sources can
also provide valuable information about current speeds and bridgeheads for river crossings.

5. Underwater sensors: Although not currently used in Africa, these sensors can provide valuable
operational and tactical intelligence, especially at choke points, or potential and/or known river
crossings.

6. Agents: Well-placed infiltration and penetration agents can, as part of long term covert intelligence
collection operations,  access classified enemy documents and obtain critical information about
enemy strategies, intentions, personalities, movements, weapons purchases, finances, and
support. Agents can similarly be used to create

Crowds expressing their gratitude at the enemy being defeated



Author with officers sharing a joke after operations

confusion and uncertainty by feeding disinformation to the enemy.287 Casual sources such as
businessmen, bankers, airline pilots, and cellular telephony providers are valuable sources of
information, even though they may only yield information once or occasionally.

7. Cyber: The increased use of cyber warfare in accessing electronic communications and sensitive
data has made computers vulnerable to hackers and other forms of cyber espionage. Cyber
warfare is increasingly viewed as an invisible flank that must be protected and exploited.

8. Electronic warfare: Intelligence is obtained through communications interception, tracking devices,
direction-finding devices, listening devices (bugs), and telephone, facsimile, and email interception.

9. Open literature: Open literature or open source information (OSINFO) can be obtained from military
journals, newspapers, the internet, and social media. These sources can provide valuable
background and historical information/intelligence but can also be used to plant disinformation.

10. Allied forces: Close liaison with allied regional forces that may have access to valuable intelligence
must be nurtured, developed, maintained, and exploited.

11. Enemy assets: Prisoners of war (POWs) and the victims of targeted snatch operations288 can
provide valuable intelligence on current enemy deployments, morale, weapons, and intentions.

12. Defectors: A programme to entice enemy troops to defect,289 if successful, can yield valuable
information. However, such operations must be handled with caution to prevent the enemy from
‘planting’ defectors who will provide false information or even conduct sabotage actions from within.
Defectors in place, i.e. enemy personnel who have indicated their willingness to defect, can be kept
in their posts and used as agents.

13. Local population: Civilians who reside in the AO can be a valuable source of information.
Exploitation of locals requires careful planning and execution so as not to alienate or compromise
them in a way that may make the enemy retaliate against them or their families.

14. Refugees/internally displaced persons: Refugees and internally displaced persons (IDPs) fleeing an
area due to enemy actions may be able to provide important information on enemy force levels,
weapons and equipment, discipline, morale, actions, and intentions.

15. Data base: Within any military intelligence organisation, a database of intelligence will have been
built up over time. This historical and current intelligence is an important guideline against which the
validity, value, and credibility of collected information and intelligence may be assessed.

If intelligence staff do not task and guide available assets, resources, and sources correctly, they will
fail to provide the required information. This will ultimately lead to an intelligence failure and/or a
miscalculation of the enemy and his intentions.



Intelligence failures are not necessarily due to poor identification and exploitation of assets,
resources, and sources but also to a lack of knowledge regarding target areas and the communities that
reside in them. Intelligence failures can also result from an arrogant belief that the opposing forces lack
motivation and will and that they are unsophisticated, untrained, lack sophisticated weapons, and
unable to wage war effectively.

This arrogance and misguided superiority has prevented many modern armed forces from assessing
their opponents correctly, resulting in higher than expected

casualties on the battlefield, humiliating and unplanned withdrawals, or even defeats.
Rectifying intelligence gaps and identifying and exploiting available assets, resources, and sources of

information prior to entering a hostile area is critical to the development and adjustment of military
campaigns and subsequent plans.

The Classification of Intelligence Sources
The sources of intelligence are classified as:

• Directed sources
• Non-directed sources
• Casual sources

Directed sources: Directed sources are directed and guided in their collection efforts. These include:

• Reconnaissance and combat patrols, sniper teams, forward observation officers, and observation post
teams
• Aerial surveillance platforms (manned air reconnaissance flights and unmanned aerial vehicles)
• Prisoners of war and defectors from a specific area or unit
• Intelligence liaison with other allied forces
• The local population290

• Infiltration and penetration agents
• Cyber actions such as data theft
• Specialist research institutions
• NPO291s and NGOs
• Journalists

Non-directed sources: Non-directed sources cannot be tasked to collect specific information. Their
value as sources lies in the intelligence they unwittingly provide. Examples of such sources of
intelligence are:

• Military journals and publications
• Radio intercepts
• Media reports
• Social media platforms
• The internet
• Prisoners of war and defectors
• Captured documents and maps
• Telephone, facsimile, and email intercepts
• News bulletins

Casual sources: Sources of information and intelligence that suddenly and/or unexpectedly present
themselves. This does, however, not detract from their value as sources. Examples of such sources
include:

• Nomadic tribesman
• Herdsmen
• Traditional hunters
• Businessmen



• Journalists
• Deserted enemy camps or bases
• Captured enemy wounded
• Local populations
• Refugees and internally displaced persons

During combat operations, all units need to look for—and report—enemy indicators such as footpaths,
tracks, weapons caches,292 resting places, and the levels of hygiene apparent at temporary bases.
These indicators will yield valuable information regarding the enemy’s morale, levels of discipline,
logistics, leadership, movement patterns, eating patterns, and so forth, and assist in developing a
clearer picture of the enemy.

Intelligence is the primary early warning defensive system for any attack or threat against the state,
and in particular, against the Pillars of State. Its collection must be focussed on real, developing,
potential, and/or predicted threats or challenges.

The Principles of Intelligence
The primary roles played by the intelligence officer and his staff are:

• The focussed collection of classified and sensitive information
• The transformation of information into intelligence
• The assessment and interpretation of intelligence
• The dissemination of the intelligence product to the correct people at the correct times and places

An inability to correctly assess and understand the national strategy and its subsequent national
security policies and priorities results in unfocussed collection efforts and breakdowns in intelligence.
This results in poorly formulated military strategies based on assumptions, fiction, and guess work. This
is something strategists and planners cannot accept or ignore, regardless of the dimension of war they
are involved in.

The inability to identify threats over the short, medium, and long terms compounds the inability to
acquire and position the necessary assets, resources, and sources beforehand, and paves the way for
future intelligence failures.

A continuous flow of information into the intelligence system is vital. This system can be likened to a
pipeline that provides fuel for a large machine.293 For the machine to function correctly and effectively, it
must be provided with the correct fuel (i.e. the information requirements must be correctly assessed,
identified, targeted, and collected).

The intelligence machine is protected or ‘ring-fenced’ by counter-intelligence manoeuvres at all times.
Certain principles must be applied if the collection effort is to be directed, channelled, focussed, and

managed in an orderly, efficient, and correct manner. These principles are tried and tested truths and
ignoring them will certainly result in substandard or unsuccessful collection efforts that impact negatively
on the development of any national or military strategy and subsequent designs for battle.

The principles of collection can be briefly listed as follows:

1. Relevance: Efforts must be matched to intelligence requirements to ensure that the collection
process does not waste time and resources. Collection for the sake of collection can result in losses
of assets and funds when relevancy is discarded. Furthermore, irrelevant information can mislead
and distract strategists and result in information overload or intelligence failure.

2. Planning: Correct planning ensures that the correct information is received at the correct time and
place. Planning assists in identifying intelligence strong points, weak points, opportunities, and
threats, and must be future based so that resources can be deployed in time. Patrols must be
tasked to gather intelligence while in the field during operations. It is here that insufficient planning
data on demographics, infrastructure, water points, and vegetation can be identified.

3. Exploitation: All available assets, resources, and sources (including liaison with outside bodies and
agencies) must be exploited. These assets, resources, and sources must be carefully managed to
prevent them from compromising one another or working at cross-purposes. This allows collection
planners to ascertain whether their assets, resources, and sources will be able to provide the



necessary information or if new sources need to be identified. Small team units like Special Forces
teams and Special Operations Groups can conduct close-in reconnaissance missions of enemy
encampments and bases. CYBERINT,294 TECHINT295 and SATINT296 should be considered, but
they can also be used to feed disinformation into the intelligence process so they should never be
used as primary sources. Local populations must never be overlooked as potential sources of
information.

4. Timing: The adage, ‘time spent on planning is never wasted’ holds true. Planners and analysts must
be ‘forward looking’ and proactive and not wait for negative situations to manifest before launching
collection efforts. Timing allows the following actions to be realistically achieved:

• Planning
• Identification, recruitment, training, and management of covert sources (agents)
• Deployment and tasking of directed and non-directed covert, clandestine, and overt sources
• Deployment and/or positioning of CYBERINT, TECHINT, and SATINT sources
• The collection of information
• The feedback/reporting process
• The interpretation of information
• The dissemination of the intelligence product

5. Control: Careful control over the collection effort maintains focus, ensures economy of effort,
prevents unnecessary duplication, and minimises compromise. Control is a prerequisite for directing
sources correctly and efficiently. Control must, however, not dampen initiative.

6. Access: Without access to a collection target, there can be no collection. Access needs to be well-
planned in advance and back-up access points must be positioned in case assets, resources, and
sources are compromised.

7. Flexibility: Flexibility allows the collection effort to switch rapidly from one collection target to the
next. However, without planning and access, there can be no flexibility— or at best, only limited
flexibility.

8. Integrity: The acquisition and processing of information must be conducted with honesty and
integrity. Information and intelligence must not be shaped to match preconceived perceptions and
agendas.

9. Consequences: The consequences of success and failure must be carefully assessed.

Consequences are future based, but predictions can nevertheless be made and considered. The
predicted results of unintended consequences297 must be addressed timeously.

Intelligence planners and staff need to be familiar with the national and military strategies. Only then
will they be able to apply their craft efficiently and accurately.

The Intelligence Sequence
The intelligence sequence provides a structured system for controlling, collecting, and producing the

intelligence required, and providing it timeously to strategists, planners, and commanders.
However, intelligence staff should not wait for intelligence requirements to be identified. Instead, they

should continually determine ‘what should be known’ and ‘what can be expected’ so that strategies and
plans can be rapidly adjusted. This pre-emptive approach enables intelligence staff to look for the
unexpected rather than only looking for ‘traditional’ intelligence requirements, and provides strategists
and planners, not only with confirmed intelligence, but also:

• Strategic forecasted intelligence
• Predictive operational intelligence
• Actionable tactical intelligence

Pre-empting intelligence requirements enables intelligence staff to be proactive. A reactive approach
can waste time and disadvantage the overall intelligence effort. Conversely, pre-emption allows the



intelligence staff to provide an intelligence product based on valid reality. This enables armed forces to
act pre-emptively and maintain the initiative and momentum required to keep enemies or threats at a
disadvantage.

The intelligence sequence always begins with intelligence requirements that emanate from the
strategists and planners. At division and lower level, the sequence starts with the commander’s strategic
intent or aim, and his intelligence requirements for the development of his strategy and/or operational
design.298

The intelligence sequence follows a cyclic series of actions:

1. Identify: Whereas numerous intelligence requirements are identified by strategists, planners, and
commanders, the intelligence staff must also pre-emptively identify patterns of activity and assess
whether these may indicate threat networks and/or enemy intentions. This presupposes that
intelligence staff are aware of and understand the geo-political developments and environmental
impacts within their respective target areas. The intelligence requirements are presented as
questions referred to as the essential elements of information (EEIs).

2. Analyse: Intelligence requirements or EEIs generated by strategists are analysed to determine what
intelligence is required, when, and by whom.  Requirements are usually posed in the form of a
question, i.e. ‘In what manner and with what force level will the enemy react to x?’ and referred to
as the ‘intelligence problem’. The intelligence problem (i.e. what is required, when, and by whom) is
directed at the intelligence staff who then proceed to answer it through their planning efforts. The
intelligence database299 is used to assess, compare, test validity, and verify TTPs and patterns that
the enemy or threat may have displayed over time.

3. Appreciate: The intelligence appreciation is the responsibility of the intelligence staff. At division
level and lower, it is the responsibility of the senior intelligence officer (SIO) and his staff. During this
phase of the sequence, the SIO will determine what intelligence is required for planning and action
purposes. The EEIs are used to task, direct, and guide various assets, resources, and sources. The
enemy’s plans to act offensively or counter any action will be assessed. The intelligence
appreciation will, furthermore, identify intelligence gaps and generate assumptions that must be
validated. Any unanswered intelligence requirements must be targeted for intelligence collection.

4. Collect: Collection entails planned, directed, and focussed tasking of all available assets, resources,
and sources of information in accordance with the EEIs. A time restriction is added if the required
information is critical to operational and tactical success. Information and intelligence received after
the expiration of the time restriction, is merely historical in nature and therefore no longer
actionable.

5. Process: The information received is processed by the intelligence staff. This involves:

• Assessment of the information
• Evaluation of the information
• Collation of the information
• Interpretation of the information
• It is at this point that information, once analysed and confirmed, is transformed into ‘intelligence’

6. Predict:  Intelligence   staff can make valid predictions about enemy/threat actions, reactions and
consequences using the intelligence at hand and historical intelligence from the database. The
predictions must be added to the final intelligence product so that strategists, planners and
commanders can know what to expect.



Figure 41: The intelligence sequence
7. Disseminate: The intelligence product is rapidly distributed to strategists, planners, and

commanders (or others who require it) in the form of intelligence reports, briefings, and summaries.
8. The intelligence sequence does not abruptly stop once the intelligence product has been

disseminated. Any new EEIs, information, indications, and/or intelligence that may be forthcoming is
similarly sequenced, allowing strategists, planners, and commanders to continually adapt, adjust,
and reassess their strategies and/or plans.

Protecting the Intelligence Product
The enemy will use all available means to locate and target the information required to plan his

attacks, counter-attacks, and even to avoid battle by withdrawing.
Counter-intelligence ring-fences and protects classified and sensitive strategic, operational, and

tactical information from enemy intelligence collection efforts.  To achieve this, counter-intelligence
focuses on identifying and countering, or neutralising all security threats posed by opposing intelligence
organisations. This includes identifying and countering or neutralising individuals who may be engaged
in espionage, sabotage, propaganda, subversion, terrorism, and any other actions that may be
construed as a threat to the Pillars of State and/or the armed forces.

Counter-intelligence employs active and passive counter-intelligence measures:
Passive measures: Passive measures include all defensive security measures taken to deny access

to the intelligence sequence, sensitive information, and intelligence that could aid enemies in the
formulation of strategies and plans. This includes protecting:

• National strategies
• National security strategies
• National military and campaign strategies
• Theatre or sector operational designs
• Intelligence database(s)
• Operations
• Documents
• Signals
• Communications including cyber communications
• Electronics
• Physical

Whereas passive measures are aimed at screening off strategies, plans, and government forces’
activity from the enemy, it is the duty and responsibility of every soldier, irrespective of rank, to report



any suspicious or unauthorised collection activity to counter-intelligence officers.
Active measures: Active measures are offensive security measures aimed at confusing or

misinforming the enemy about the armed forces’ intentions and plans. Active measures include:

• Psychological and propaganda operations
• Disinformation operations
• Deception operations
• Counter-espionage and the use of double agents

At the operational and tactical levels, combat units locate and attack enemy reconnaissance units and
deceive the enemy by generating false radio traffic and conducting feints.

Operational and Tactical Intelligence
All military operations are politically guided and intelligence driven.
At the operational and tactical levels, all intelligence gathering operations are focussed on military

objectives and factors that may influence the commander’s design for battle or tactical plans.
All commanders— from division, combat operations group and/or battle group level down to small

team levels—are responsible for collecting operational and tactical information and intelligence that may
impact on their areas of responsibility and influence.

At the operational and tactical levels, intelligence collection efforts are focussed on military objectives
within the AO. The EEIs may relate to:

• The enemy and his support structures
• Key and tactical terrain
• Terrain in general and its negotiability
• Natural and artificial obstacles
• Possible advance and approach routes
• Deployment of enemy forces
• Enemy intentions
• Enemy doctrine
• Deployment of enemy weapon systems
• Enemy emergency action drills and standing operational procedures
• Possible enemy escape routes
• Possible direct fire support bases, harbour areas, and artillery positions
• Local population concentrations and their agricultural and grazing fields
• The attitude of the local population towards the enemy and the armed forces
• Predicted enemy reactions to an attack or against a defensive position

Gathering this information and intelligence requires the focussed tasking, debriefing, and/or
interrogation of:

• Patrols
• Reconnaissance units
• Deep penetration raiding parties
• Snatch teams
• Observation posts
• SIGINT teams
• Aerial surveillance
• Sniper teams
• Enemy prisoners of war
• The local population

Intelligence is the lifeblood of military operations and commanders at all levels must ensure that
gathering battlefield information and intelligence remains a priority throughout all phases and types of
operations.



General Intelligence Failures
Due to the sensitive nature of intelligence and the critical role it plays, it needs to be planned,

approached, assessed, analysed, disseminated, and applied correctly, efficiently and timeously.
Poor planning and failure to adopt the most appropriate approach to obtaining the required

intelligence will result in numerous failings—failings that can cause grave political/international
embarrassment, prevent mission  success, and  lead  to  failure in shaping coming battles. It may even
result in defeat on the battlefield.

There are numerous reasons why intelligence operations fail. These include:

• Lack of future-based vision at the political or military levels
• Failure to understand the critical value of intelligence
• Lack of strategic thinking
• An inability to make valid and realistic predictions
• Shaping the intelligence product to match perceptions
• Failing to understand the intelligence mission
• An incorrect approach to obtaining the required intelligence
• Over-reliance on OSINFO
• Over-reliance on technical intelligence
• A lack of access via agents and sources
• A lack of intelligence focus
• Over-reliance on a single source of information300 or rogue agent
• A lack of objectivity in analysing incoming information301

• Poor dissemination structures and policies
• Ignoring vital clues, patterns, and threats
• Insufficient training and a lack of experience when analysing and interpreting the information i.e. an
inability to ‘connect the dots’ and draw valid conclusions
• A lack of coordination with other intelligence structures and allied intelligence services
• Failure to act on critical, verified intelligence
• An inability to ring-fence intelligence with effective counter-intelligence actions

There have been numerous cases of intelligence failure in Africa and the international arena. Without
exception, these failures have led to loss of life, tactical losses, operational defeats, and reputational
damage at the strategic level.

When intelligence fails, the Pillars of State inevitably suffer damage. Failures may even result in the
collapse of the Pillars of State.



Counter-poaching deployment in a national game park

Daily orders being issued during an operation



Chapter 10

Warning Orders, Deployments, Orders and Force Projection

We need to understand that there is a difference between deploying a force and employing force. In the first instance, we need to get
there, at the right time with the correct men and equipment to annihilate the enemy. In the second, we use force—in the form of

controlled violence and bold manoeuvre—to accomplish the mission.
– Author to senior officers, East Africa, 2011

African armed forces will increasingly be called upon to conduct operations302 aimed at containing
threats and stabilising areas under the influence or control of AGFs and/ or proxy forces, or countering
hostile armed invasions within and beyond their borders. These varied missions and the political
constraints under which they will take place, will put the armed forces under enormous strain in terms of
budgets, command and control, communications, intelligence, equipment, training, and manpower.

A poor or dysfunctional relationship between the national/political policy makers and the armed forces
inevitably leads to poorly formulated and unfocussed military strategies which are further degraded if the
intelligence used to formulate them is incomplete or non-existent.

The armed forces conduct MORW and/or MOOTW by rapidly deploying the necessary army groups,
divisions, combat operations groups,303 and battle groups, timeously and effectively. Therefore,
intelligence lies at the heart of any potential deployment. Prior to and during deployment, intelligence
staff advise commanders on matters ranging from the enemy and the local populations to additional
threats and challenges, the terrain, and existing infrastructure.

The manner in which formations, units, and sub-units are organised and deployed will depend on the
mission, the threat(s), the terrain, and the size and sophistication of the hostile forces.

Threat Levels
All military forces posture themselves according to the political situation, the regional tensions, and

the armed or hostile threat(s) facing them.
If the political situation is stable and there is no fear of a hostile threat, the level of force readiness is

usually defined as ‘no threat/blue’. If the threat level escalates, the force readiness level escalates to
‘high/red’—an indication that the forces might have to deploy at very short notice. The forces are
deployed when the threat level is at its highest, defined as ‘imminent/black’.

The actions that follow threat level escalations and de-escalations must never be compromised.
Commanders’ intentions must therefore be screened off by active and passive measures (increased
OPSEC, movement security, and deception) at all times.

Threat levels are tabulated as follows:



If an enemy achieves strategic and operational surprise (an indication that there have been massive
intelligence failures), the threat levels will immediately change from ‘no threat/blue’ to ‘imminent/black’.

Formations and units must continually be trained/retrained, equipment must be maintained, and
readiness states and postures continually assessed and adjusted, so that forces can rapidly adapt to
changing threat levels.

Warning Orders
Warning orders are issued to prepare formations and units for imminent deployments and/or specific

operations.
Commanders formulate and issue their own warning orders after receiving warning orders from the

political level or higher command.
Warning orders can be given verbally, transmitted by radio or other means of electronic

communication,304 or be given in writing. They must be clear and concise, and consist of the following
information:

• Situation overview
• Mission or Anticipated task(s)
• Order group
• Groupings
• Time and movement
• Administrative instructions

Situation overview: This is a brief overview of the situation related to the upcoming campaign or
operation. It comprises information on why and where deployment is to take place and intelligence on
the enemy, terrain, and participating forces.

Mission or Anticipated tasks: The tasks for which the formations and/or units must prepare, and the
type of operational deployment to be executed along with strategic and/ or operational guidelines and
restrictions.

Orders group: The commander will provide information such as:

• Grid reference and/or GPS coordinates of where final orders will be issued
• The date and time at which orders will be issued
• Who must attend the orders
• What maps and other equipment those attending the orders must bring
• What routes must be used (this is applicable if those attending the orders are based at outlying forward
operating bases/positions and need to travel to the location at which orders will be presented)
• Any other information relevant to the attendance of the orders



Groupings: The combat units and/or other supporting units that will be attached—or detached— for
the duration of the operational deployment are listed. The composition ofany special groups
(reconnaissance teams, advance parties, flank protection forces, and raiding parties) is also included
under this heading.

Time and movement: An indication of how much time participating formations/units have in which to
prepare and rest prior to deployment. Preparation and rest serve to ensure that all preparations are
completed prior to deployment, and that the troops are kept busy (this reduces unnecessary
anticipation, concern, misunderstandings, and stress). This section of the warning orders usually
includes information such as:

• The anticipated date and time for earliest movement
• The time partaking units have in which to prepare prior to deployment
• Location of the assembly area prior to deployment
• From and to where movement will take place. This gives the partaking units time to position and
prepare themselves prior to movement(s)
• Deployment of advance parties (date and time)
• Deployment of reconnaissance parties (date and time)

Administrative instructions: Only nonstandard matters that pertain to rest periods, equipment
inspections, rehearsals, ammunition, and rations/meals are included. Readiness states may also be
included in this section of the warning orders.

Readiness States
Readiness states are applicable at the operational and tactical levels. The following three readiness

states are commonly used:

• March ready
• Combat ready
• Contact or battle ready305

Readiness states indicate the levels of readiness expected from formations and units involved in
particular phases of a deployment.

For example, moving along a secured route from a harbour area to an assembly area, a unit may be
expected to be ‘march ready’ as there is no immediate or anticipated enemy threat. The unit may be
required to transition from march ready to ‘combat ready’ as they move from the assembly area to a
forming up area, as they may encounter enemy actions and must immediately be able to deploy for
combat and engage the enemy. ‘Contact ready’ indicates an imminent contact or engagement with the
enemy.

The Importance of Warning Orders
Warning orders prepare subordinates for pending missions and give subordinate commanders time

to:

• Conduct their own map and time appreciations
• Issue their own WOs to the units/sub-units under their command
• Give all subordinates sufficient time in which to prepare for deployment
• Plan where and when to issue orders
• Request maps in time
• Plan how to change or reorganise units/sub-units for the pending deployment
• Know when movement(s) will commence
• Know what administrative arrangements need to be completed prior to deployment

Supplementary WOs are issued to update all participating formations and units as new information
and/or intelligence becomes available.

Supplementary WOs must be issued as rapidly as possible as the information they contain can alter
the deployment and influence the appreciations, preparations, and subsequent deployment plans.



Deployment Groups
Standard operating procedures (SOPs) must be implemented by predetermined groups known as

deployment groups, who are tasked with specific actions to effect the deployment of units in a
structured, orderly, synchronised and disciplined manner as rapidly as possible.

Deployment groups contribute to planning, command and control, speed of deployment, generation of
momentum, posture definition, and concurrent activity.

Typically, a battle group will utilise four groups (of which each has specific tasks) during deployment.
These are:

• The reconnaissance group
• The orders group
• The advance party/group
• The remainder of the battle group

The reconnaissance group: The reconnaissance group306—also known as the reconnaissance
party—conducts ground and air reconnaissance of the deployment area. Effective airborne Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) can only be accomplished if the armed forces have air
superiority and the necessary air assets. If the group is moved into the area by road, it must travel in
infantry fighting vehicles (IFVs) or mine-resistant ambush-protected vehicles (MRAPs) and must include
the required protection elements.307(In exceptional circumstances, the reconnaissance may only be
possible using ISR or UAVs).

The following members may be present in a battle group reconnaissance:

• Battle group commander
• Intelligence/operations officer
• Combat team commanders
• Special Operations Group commander
• Artillery officer
• Engineer officer
• Pioneer officer
• Logistics officer
• Signals officer
• Radio operator
• Cameraman—to film/record specific terrain and features
• Protection element

In certain instances, the battle group commander can, after giving a detailed briefing, deploy SOGs to
conduct combat reconnaissance on his behalf. He must, however, give them his exact intelligence
requirements.

The orders group: The orders group (O-Group) is composed of the officers and non-commissioned
officers that will implement the commander’s design for battle. Presentations of  orders can form a 
separate phase of the battle  group commander’s design for battle /battle plan.308 & 309The orders group
comprises the following personnel:

• The entire reconnaissance group as listed above (the protection element secures the location at which
orders are to be presented)
• All seconds-in-command (battle group second-in-command, Special Operations Group second-in-
command, and other seconds-in-command that form part of the battle group)
• Echelon commanders
• Senior non-commissioned officers from each unit/sub-unit
• Mortar group commander
• Other battle group advisors

The advance party: An advance party is deployed when the deployment phase of the operation
begins. If the battle group is planning to deploy to and/or occupy an assembly area, temporary holding
area, or forward operating base (FOB), the advance party moves ahead to confirm and secure the area.



The composition of the advance party depends on the threat but it must be able to conduct fighting
tasks. The advance party can consist of a Special Operations Group or a combat team.

The remainder of battle group: The remainder of the battle group holds its position until movement
orders have been issued by the battle group commander. Alternatively, a combat team can, on orders,
deploy to the deployment area to support the advance party and await the arrival of the remainder of the
battle group. Movement orders will, however, only be issued once the deployment area has been
identified and secured by the advance party.

Echelons
Units, sub-units, and their vehicles and equipment, are organised into ‘packets’. Each ‘packet’ is

referred to as an ‘echelon’. The elements in each echelon are usually arranged diagonally to allow ease
of command and control and rapid movement and deployment. Echelons must be sustained by rapid
logistical support.

The following echelons are used during the movement of battle groups and/or other formations:
F Echelon: The F Echelon comprises the personnel and vehicles required for immediate battle and

includes:

• The reconnaissance force310

• The advance guard including covering forces and flank forces
• The main force or main guard

A Echelon: The A Echelon usually moves and deploys a tactical bound behind the F Echelon and
comprises the personnel and vehicles required to provide immediate battlefield and logistical support to
the F Echelon. In larger formations, the A Echelon can be divided into A1 and A2 Echelons for
command and control purposes and rapid support. In a combat operations group’s movement, the battle
groups retain command over their A1 Echelons while the A2 Echelons are controlled by the combat
operations group.

B Echelon: This echelon comprises all personnel and vehicles not immediately required for battle or
support. The B Echelon replenishes the A Echelon and also carries heavy equipment that is not
immediately required at the battle front.

Deployment Drills
Deployment drills are the actions and activities that follow the authorisation of a military campaign

once commanders at all levels have been warned of a pending action or movement. The drills are
implemented to prepare formations/

Figure 42: Echelon movement with flank protection and reconnaissance to the front

units to change posture to execute MORW or MOOTW within the shortest possible time. Deployment
drills comprise the following activities and actions:

• Warning orders and, when necessary, supplementary warning orders are issued
• Map and time appreciations are conducted
• Reconnaissance groups are identified and assembled
• Reconnaissance takes place
• Appreciations are conducted and designs for battle are developed



• Orders group participants are identified and assembled
• Orders are issued
• Sub-unit plans are made and orders issued
• Movement and deployment takes place

The units/sub-units prepare for pending operations while deployment drills are being executed.
Preparations may include equipment and vehicle checks and maintenance, confirmation of logistical
requirements, testing of communications and weapons systems, retraining, and rehearsals.

Characteristics of Deployment Drills
Effective deployment drills have six main characteristics:

1. Continued intelligence collection: Intelligence collection is an ongoing process. If efforts are
unfocussed and poorly executed, controlled, and tasked, it is unlikely that the operation will achieve
its strategic, operational, and/or tactical aims. The collection and dissemination of focussed
intelligence provides the political and military levels with enemy battle indications so that threat
levels can continually be assessed. Intelligence collection must escalate and become more
focussed as threat levels escalate. The continued collection of intelligence allows plans to be
adjusted and revised, and adds operational flexibility.

2. Increased security measures: The implementation of active and passive security measures is an
essential and ongoing counter-intelligence activity, regardless of the threat level. As threat levels
escalate, so too do the active and passive measures. OPSEC measures must be adhered to in
order to prevent deployments from being compromised and ensure that no battle indications are
made known to the enemy. The dangers of deployments being compromised via the mainstream
and social media must be given very close attention.

3. Deception/disinformation: Deception measures must be implemented to prevent operations from
being compromised. All deployments potentially attract unwanted and unauthorised attention,
especially from enemy sympathisers.311 Every possible measure must be taken to confuse the
enemy while deployments are taking place. Disinformation strengthens deception measures and
floods the informational environment with misleading information.

4. Early Warning: Formations and units must be informed of any changes to the threat level. New
information and orders must immediately be transmitted to all subordinate units by means of
warning orders (WOs) and supplementary warning orders so they can prepare to deploy for
pending operations. If done by internet or radio, transmissions must be encrypted.

5. Concurrent activity: While commanders are conducting general reconnaissance of the future battle
or deployment area/operational area, units must make administrative, operational, and logistical
arrangements, and conduct equipment checks. They may also move to an initial assembly or
harbour area from which further deployments and actions will take place.

6. Termination: Deployment drills must be immediately terminated upon instructions from higher
headquarters. Such instructions may be issued due to a cessation or reduction in hostilities, an
effective political warfare campaign, or simply because a threat was overestimated or has reduced.

Battle Group Deployment Drills
The implementation of deployment drills at battle group level can be tabulated as follows:



Ground forces prepare and train for a multitude of complex and diverse operations during peace time.
To deploy force and maintain momentum, forces must be trained, equipped, led, and postured to be
able to react rapidly when called upon to do so. It is therefore every commander’s responsibility to
ensure that his unit/sub-unit maintains a high level of combat readiness.

Deployment of a force begins with the warning order (WO) from the army group commander312 who,
depending on the mission, may be required to deploy his entire army group, a division, a combat
operations group, a battle group, the Special Forces, or a Special Operations Group. Requisite
supporting elements will accompany his selected force. Deployment may require a slow and deliberate
build-up of forces in close proximity to an anticipated threat area, or rapid movement of forces into a
theatre, sector, or smaller AO.

Reconnaissance
The aim of reconnaissance313 following warning orders is to determine vital information relevant to the

development of battle plans. The area to be reconnoitred and the routes to and from the area are
planned off available maps, recent aerial photographs or live ISR or UAV feeds.

Maps represent a one-dimensional view of an area so they can be deceptive, especially if they are out
of date.314 New villages, fields, bridges, roads, footpaths, and infrastructure may not be present on



existing maps. Maps must be updated during the reconnaissance.
The type of reconnaissance being conducted will depend on the type of operation being planned.
During a general advance, reconnaissance will focus primarily on advance routes, obstacles, and the

distribution of local populations. Tactical terrain, potential observation posts, and potential control
measures (cross-roads, bridges, and rivers) must be identified. Damage to roads and bridges that may
delay the advance must also be identified.315

Commanders must be able to determine route options off a map and use the reconnaissance to
adapt, confirm, or reject routes and plans.

Advance and access routes must be prioritised during offensive operations. Other areas of
importance include key and tactical terrain, artillery and/or mortar deployment areas, harbour areas,
assembly areas, forming up places, start lines, objectives, and limits of exploitation.

During defensive operations, terrain that must be denied to the enemy, suitable direct and indirect fire
positions, retrograde options and withdrawal routes, and potential obstacles must be identified to allow
the defending forces to disrupt and dominate the enemy’s advance and access routes, and if necessary,
withdraw safely.

Other information that must be obtained includes:

• Indications of enemy activities and likely positions
• Secondary access and advance routes
• Choke points
• Likely or known enemy deployment areas
• Secondary forming up places
• Obstacles (natural and man-made)
• Potential axes of attack
• Fire support bases
• Consolidation positions
• Bypass options
• Areas to avoid
• Withdrawal routes

Reconnaissance must be well planned, and it must not be compromised. It is therefore done as
clandestinely as possible. If compromised, it must not betray the commander’s intentions to the enemy.

Reconnaissance can be conducted from the air and/or from the ground. However, information
obtained by means of aerial reconnaissance must be confirmed on the ground as certain features may
appear blurred or be deceptive from the air. Additionally, air reconnaissance may compromise
operational deployment, alert the enemy to a pending action, or provide the enemy with battle
indications. To ensure the integrity and security of the group conducting reconnaissance and prevent
compromise, the following restrictions need to be borne in mind:

• Boundary limits to the front and flanks must be confirmed
• The reconnaissance group must be as small as possible—smaller groups are more likely to remain
unobserved
• Control must be exercised at observation points to prevent them from becoming over- crowded
• Camouflage must be applied and reflective surfaces on equipment and optics must be covered
• In certain instances the protection element may be left at the HQ and not accompany the
reconnaissance group

As recent and updated maps are seldom available in Africa, the sand model used in the final
presentation of orders is based on information gathered during the reconnaissance.

Appreciations and Plans
The planning sequence (also known as the appreciation or planning cycle) follows a logical thought

process in which all factors that may influence the deployment or operation are identified, examined,
and assessed to enable the development of a realistic and workable course of action.

Appreciations are made at the strategic, operational, and tactical levels. Whereas all appreciations are
made to develop plans to overcome the enemy, the methodology differs at the various levels.



At combat operations group level, appreciations and plans are formulated according to the division
commander’s intent. The division commander considers advice from all essential staff, and all senior
staff of combat and supporting units develop their own appreciations and plans which align with and
support the division commander’s intent.

Forces operating independently (independent battle groups, combat teams, or elements of Special
Operations Groups) formulate their own independent appreciations with command guidance from—and
restrictions imposed by—the combat operations group commander. These appreciations are aimed at
achieving the commander’s intent.

The appreciation commences with an analysis of the mission received from higher headquarters. The
mission is reformulated316 to be applicable to recipients, and planning is then focussed on attaining the
reformulated mission, otherwise stated as the aim of the appreciation.

All guidelines and restrictions (limitations, no-go areas, and flank boundaries) that apply to the aim
must be noted.

Map and Time Appreciations
Commanders are usually pressed for time, especially when unexpected operational situations

develop as a result of a lack of intelligence and/or predictive intelligence, or when the operational
situation is fluid and vague. This severely reduces the time they have during which to conduct map and
time appreciations.

The map and time appreciation determines the following time-and-distance related information:

• How much time is available before the commencement of the deployment/operation
• How much time is available before orders from higher command must be attended
• Where will higher command’s orders be presented and how long it will take to reach that location
• How much time is available for reconnaissance of the anticipated deployment or operational area
• How much time is available in which to plan and issue orders
• How much time there is to prepare and move to an assembly area, forming up place, or start line

Time is always critical in operations. It must be used judiciously and allow concurrent activities to take
place while the commander is formulating his plans.

Appreciations, Designs for Battle, and Plans
Thorough, focussed planning based on sound intelligence is a prerequisite for success in any military

operation. Depending on the level of planning, the result of an appreciation are presented as:

• Army group level—the commander’s strategic vision
• Division level—the commander’s operational intent
• Combat operations group level—the design for battle
• Battle group level—the operational plan
• Sub-unit level—battle plans

Thorough and focussed planning requires a logical and standardised procedure. The planning
procedure, furthermore, needs to be:

• Simple
• Flexible
• Systematic
• Clear and unambiguous
• Applicable at all levels
• Focussed

At battle group level and higher, the planning procedure is known as the operational planning cycle317

and requires the practical engagement of all senior staff (infantry, armour, artillery, engineers,
intelligence, medical, logistical, and signals). This involvement makes partaking staff feel responsible for
the plan’s development and success.



An operation typically unfolds from the army group commander’s strategic vision as follows:

1. Planning the operation: All pre-studies, reconnaissance, intelligence gathering operations,
appreciations, designs for battle, and plans are completed, and warning orders and orders are
issued.

2. Preparing for the operation: Where necessary, units are reorganised, re-equipped, and

Helicopter pilots must be vigilant when flying over hostile areas

Everyone gets involved when preparing a base

retrained. Rehearsals are held, movement orders are issued, and movement to the final assembly
area(s) undertaken.



3. Executing the operation: The mission commences with the deployment of forces, pre-
bombardments, and movement to the start line. The enemy is engaged in battle until the limits of
exploitation have been reached.

4. Terminating the operation: The operation ends when the enemy has been defeated.

Troops withdraw or move 318 to favourable positions from which enemy offensives are countered or
new operations are launched.

Planning cycles are undertaken at the strategic and operational levels and result in expanded visions,
in-depth operational designs, and detailed yet flexible battle plans.

The planning cycle involves all the staff required to assist the commander with the over-arching plan
of the operation and it is dependent on the time available. It consists of the following:

1. Pre-planning, which includes all the relevant pre-study319 and follows the receipt of orders from
higher command.

2. The commander’s briefing (often referred to as the first sitting of the planning cycle) in which staff
are informed of the mission and the commander’s intent (what is to be done and by which units).

3. Making of separate appreciations: This includes the making of all appreciations related to the
operation (infantry, armour, artillery, engineers, intelligence, logistics, medical, signals, personnel,
and so forth). These appreciations are conducted to ensure that the proposed courses of action
support the commander’s intent.

4. The planning group (second sitting) results in a design for battle and generally follows the
subsequent sequence. This is the most important joint activity of the planning cycle, in which
activities are focussed on developing a single, all-encompassing staff appreciation. It includes:

• General briefing and commander’s guidelines for planning
• Presentation and discussion of all courses of action
• Developing and analysing the best, most dangerous, and most realistic courses of action320

• Selecting the best or recommended course of action
• Dovetailing and completing the various staff appreciations based on the selected course of action
• Approving all supporting plans (logistics, personnel, medical, and so forth)
• Confirmation of the selected course of action

5. The preparatory phase (preparation for the operation) entails the preparation, compilation, and
approval of orders and their distribution to the commander’s orders group. This activity is referred to
as the third sitting.

6. Execution of the operation entails the effective command and control of all partaking forces,
commencing with the operation, making operational or tactical adjustments where necessary, and
seeing the operation to its conclusion. The conclusion could be withdrawal after successful
operations or movement to a defensive position from which a counter-offensive may be launched.

7. It must be noted that:

• The planning cycle and the associated appreciations are only a means to an end.
• The best plan will fail if the units/sub-units are not correctly trained, equipped, and led.
• The best plan will suffer if it cannot be sustained or is not carried out with audacity, speed, aggression,
and the will and desire to win.
• Procedures do not guarantee success. Success comes from open mindedness, objectivity, flexibility,
and the ability to rapidly adjust to the operational situation.

A broad plan of action is made by carefully analysing each influencing factor in detail. The plan is
adjusted and refined in consultation with other commanders. The chosen plan must be simple, flexible,
and realistic, and the commander must have the will and the means by which to execute and sustain the
mission.



Once the plan has been formulated and tested against the commander’s intent and design for battle,
the known situation, the mission, the principles of war and the particular phase of warfare, it is presented
to subordinate commanders via a process known as ‘orders’.

Orders
Written or verbal orders that convey the commander’s vision, intent, and/or plan are passed from

superiors to subordinates along with other relevant information. Having received the orders, the
recipient(s) must have no doubts about the mission, its importance, its progression, and who will do
what, where, when, why, and what thereafter.

When orders are given in writing, they are issued as formal or deliberate orders. Written orders must
be added to the commander’s war diary.

When formal or deliberate orders are verbally presented, a sand model or a detailed map is used to
explain the commander’s plan to those who must execute and support it. After presenting deliberate
orders, confirmatory notes are given to those who require them.

Types of Orders
Orders are either deliberate or hasty.

1. Deliberate orders: These are orders that result from a thorough appreciation and planning process.
They are formally presented to the relevant commanders, their seconds-in-command, and other
supporting commanders by the operations commander. Deliberate orders are usually issued at
army group level down to battle group level and are primarily focused on operations at the strategic
and operational levels. If a subordinate unit (a combat team or a SOG) has the time to conduct a
thorough appreciation and develop detailed tactical plans, deliberate orders will also be issued.
However, time is often limited in fluid battlefield situations.

2. Hasty orders: Hasty orders are issued when the battle is fluid and fast or when an immediate
change of plan is required and there is no time to conduct a thorough appreciation of the situation.
Hasty orders are usually issued at the tactical level and are also referred to as snap orders. They
depend on a commander’s ability to observe, orientate, decide, and act rapidly.321

3. The following are the most common types of orders:

• Operational orders (OPSO): Operational orders provide detailed instructions regarding the execution of
the commander’s plan.
• Administrative orders (Admin O): Issued at formation level, administrative orders provide coordinated
administrative instructions that support the commander’s plan. At formation level, they are presented as
an annexure to operational orders. At battle group level, all administrative and logistical arrangements
are included in the deliberate orders.
• Warning orders (WOs): Warning orders provide preliminary notice of a pending action. They are issued
as brief verbal or written orders.
• Fragmentary orders (FRAGOs): Fragmentary orders provide brief, specific and timely instructions of
immediate concern to one or more subordinate units.
• Confirmatory notes: Confirmatory notes accompany deliberate or formal verbal orders. They may be
issued prior to or after verbal orders. They contain information the commander insists his subordinates
having and may therefore comprise all the verbal orders in written form.
• Standing operational procedures (SOPs): Standing operational procedures are a set of instructions that
set out standardised procedures.
• Standing orders: Orders that remain in force until amended or cancelled.
• Instructions: Instructions are complementary to operational orders and prescribe guidance for—and
control of—operations over an extended period. They contain the commander’s intentions and allow
subordinates to plan and prepare in advance. They can be issued instead of orders:

- To a commander with an independent mission
- When issuing specific orders is impractical
- To meet contingencies that can only be partially foreseen as happens in MOOTW



• Directives: Directives indicate broad aims, policies, and/or strategic plans promulgated by combat
operations group commanders and higher. These include:

- Command directives
- Policy directives
- Planning directives
- Rules of engagement (RoEs)
- Training directives

Characteristics of Orders
Good orders are characterised by:

• Clarity: Orders must be clear, simple, and easy to understand.
• Conciseness: Orders must contain all information necessary for the coordination and execution of the
mission.
• Brevity: Unnecessary details must be avoided.
• Not negate initiative and flexibility: Orders must not negate the initiative of subordinate commanders or
be so prescriptive that the plan becomes inflexible.
• Positivity: Orders must be presented in affirmative language to ensure simplicity, clarity, and faith in the
plan.
• Authority: As orders reflect a commander’s intention(s), they must be presented with confidence.
Uncertainty or a lack of authority will undermine the confidence of subordinates.
• Timeliness: Where possible, sufficient time must be allowed for subordinate commanders to conduct
their own planning and preparation.

Presentation of Formal Orders
Formal orders are presented in a standard, easily assimilated form with all attendees comfortably

positioned or seated.
The most senior commanders are seated in front with subordinate commanders at the rear. The

sequence of presentation is as follows:

1. All attendees are welcomed to the orders group for the operation
2. Rules governing the orders group (smoking policy, talking policy, question policy) are discussed
3. The relevant maps are briefly covered
4. The area depicted by the sand model is pointed out on the map
5. The sand model’s scale is discussed
6. The sand model is discussed in detail and terrain features along with enemy deployments included

on the model are pointed out and discussed
7. The broad operational design and flow of battle is presented
8. The orders proper commence with the word, ‘ORDERS’ stated confidently, loudly, and firmly
9. Orders follow a standardised sequence and cover the following:

• Situation
• Mission
• Execution
• Administration and logistics
• Command and signals

10. Attendees are given an opportunity to ask questions
11. Watches are synchronised

Upon receipt of orders, subordinate commanders depart to commence with their own planning and
preparation for the mission.

Hasty orders are usually given verbally, either face-to-face or by radio.



Force Projection
Force projection is the ability of a state to utilise all or some of its elements of national power to

project armed force and conduct expeditionary warfare322 over long distances. Forces must be self-
sustaining and have organic logistics capabilities, including a full range of supporting arms. They can
conduct numerous missions aimed at intimidating other states, dominating and destroying an enemy, or
implementing a foreign policy by force or threat of force.

Within the African context, force projection is limited to the conduct of operations beyond national
borders which in turn is restricted by factors such as economic power, strategic airlift capabilities, a
limited ability to conduct strategic air offensives, logistical difficulties, limited tactical airlift, and close air
support.

Most African countries have limited force projection capabilities and can only mount semi-autonomous
operations that cannot be sustained for long periods of time. These operations are seldom if ever able to
reach beyond the state’s immediate area of influence. If force projection is not well planned and
correctly supported, there is a real danger that the forces will be cut off and destroyed by the enemy.
Furthermore, as force projection implies the deployment of forces over great distances, sustaining the
force along with command and control and communications becomes increasingly difficult. Force
projection is a joint warfare effort323 that includes:

• Soft force projection
• Hard force projection

Soft force projection: Soft force projection refers primarily to MOOTW. Soft force projection can
create valuable diplomatic or political leverage, influence decision-making processes, and act as a
potential deterrent while supporting populations in distress. Pioneer units, naval/riverine forces, air lift
assets, and medical staff can be put to effective use in soft force projection operations related to natural
disasters.

Typical soft force projection operations can include:

• Peacekeeping operations
• Humanitarian operations in disaster areas
• Evacuation of refugees
• Securing shipping lanes, rivers, and lakes

Hard force projection: Traditionally, hard force projection is the state’s ability to attack, subdue, or
disrupt another state using hard force assets such as armour, infantry fighting vehicles, and artillery.
Divisions, combat operations groups, battle groups, airborne forces, amphibious forces, and clandestine
and light infantry units are suitable for hard force projection operations.

Hard force projection operations include:

• Demonstration of political and military will and might through show of force
• Offensive operations in response to the hostile policies of a foreign state
• Occupation operations aimed at taking control of a foreign state’s territory and resources
• Supporting an allied government under threat from a foreign force

The Cycle of Force Projection
The need to project force begins as a response to a crisis or threat against the Pillars of State and/or

national and vital interests, including foreign interests of the state. Continued intelligence collection
ensures that the development of the threat or crisis is monitored at all times.

Force projection operations are usually planned at army group or division level but may only involve a
formation or even a unit.

Although the planning cycle for a force projection operation may take several months to complete, it
may require either a brief or long term deployment. For long term deployments, force rotations and
operational sustainment must be considered to prevent exhaustion, loss of morale, and the increased
effects of the fog and friction of war.

The force projection cycle is a cycle of events and actions that ultimately culminates in an operation to
achieve a specific aim.



If force projection has been implemented as an MORW, the participating forces will execute their
operations according to the phases of warfare.

Figure 43: Force projection cycle



Chapter 11

Phases of Composite Warfare

There is no type of human endeavour where it is so important that the leader understands all phases of his job as that of the
profession of arms.
– Major General James Fry (1827–1894)

To gain a better practical understanding of the conduct of military operations and for ease of planning,
deployment,  3CI,324 and establishing,  monitoring,  and maintaining momentum, war is broken down
into numerous activities and actions that are referred to as phases of warfare.

Each phase represents an activity—or series of related activities—during which certain actions and
tasks are executed according to the commander’s intent, design for battle, or operational plan. Each
phase flows into a subsequent phase, providing continuity of action and momentum, and increasing the
tempo of the conflict or war.

Conflict and war are not exact sciences. Planners must guard against dogmatic and formulaic
approaches that result in inflexible plans that are difficult—if not impossible— to adjust, and that reduce
the initiative of subordinate commanders.

To cope with the unpredictability of conflict and war, intelligence, initiative, flexibility, and the ability to
rapidly adapt to fluid situations with audacity and aggression are vital prerequisites.

Africa has witnessed—and is still witnessing—many different types of conflicts and wars. While they
all ultimately have the same aim (the violent overthrow of a government and/or resource claims)
approaches to combating them will differ due to numerous factors.

The following (many of them interconnected and/or interrelated) are the more common types of
conflicts and wars Africa has encountered post-1945:

• Coup d’états
• Civil wars
• Cold wars
• Genocidal wars
• Guerrilla wars
• Armed anti-government uprisings
• Proxy or surrogate wars325

• Religious wars
• Resource wars
• Revolutionary wars
• Wars  of nationalism
• Wars  of unification
• Wars of secession

Whereas military action is often viewed as a government’s last resort, it may at times— due to its
flexibility, speed, and destructive capability— be the first option the government employs to ensure its
integrity, safety, and security, especially if the Pillars of State are being attacked or under imminent
threat.

The armed forces—and the destructive power they bring to bear—must be applied in a focussed,
precise, and ethical manner. However, this requires more than intelligence, command and control,
discipline, training, and equipment.

Typifying Conflicts and Wars
Despite the diverse manner in which many armed conflicts and wars are fought in Africa, they can

generally be typified as:

• Conventional (regular) wars



• Unconventional (irregular) wars

The term ‘regular wars’ is used to describe wars that are predominately conventional in nature.
Unconventional or ‘irregular’ wars include guerrilla warfare, revolutionary warfare, proxy or surrogate
warfare, and armed anti-government uprisings, and are often viewed as conflicts rather than as wars.

Composite wars are conflicts and/or wars that, in addition to applying military power, harness the
Pillars of State in a synchronised and unified effort to neutralise an enemy’s trinity of gravity and achieve
a desired end goal as rapidly and economically as possible. Political, social, and economic actions,
intelligence operations, psychological warfare, law enforcement operations, and military force are
interwoven with aspects of conventional and unconventional manoeuvre, including elements of pseudo
and clandestine operations, guerrilla warfare, agitation, mobilisation of the local population, civil
resistance, and sabotage.

The above conflicts and wars can be:

1. Deliberate: Initiated to capture territory, defeat national armed or threat forces, and collapse
governments. These conflicts and wars are planned long in advance and do not occur
spontaneously. They involve a deliberate build-up of forces and are usually launched after
diplomatic, political and other attempts to avert conflict or war have been unsuccessful.

2. Pre-emptive: Initiated to neutralise or destroy an enemy force or threat build up before the hostile
force is able to launch an attack or mount an offensive. Pre-emptive conflicts and wars are also
referred to as preventative wars and they are considered to be an element of ‘foreign internal
defence’. These wars may involve pre-emptive offensives or hot pursuit operations into
neighbouring countries or distant ‘safe havens’. However, if the populace of the targeted country
believe their country has been ‘invaded’ or ‘occupied’, large-scale armed uprisings aimed at driving
out the pre- emptive forces will develop.

3. Reactive: Conflicts or wars that are forced onto a government as the result of an enemy invasion or
a large-scale AGF offensive. These wars are reactive and therefore purely defensive in nature.
They indicate intelligence failures at numerous levels, which makes it difficult for government forces
to regain the initiative.

4. Silent: Undeclared conflicts and wars that do not overtly involve armed aggression.

They comprise carefully planned attacks against a target country’s Pillars of State with a view to
collapsing the government without directly committing armed force. Silent wars can/may involve the use
of discretionary warfare forces. These wars involve sustained coercive diplomacy, psychological
warfare, economic warfare, propaganda and other persuasive techniques, and closure of national
borders. A silent war may be the precursor to a deliberate or pre-emptive war.

Classification of Wars
Wars can be classified as:

Small wars
Although small wars are ‘operations undertaken under executive authority, wherein military force is

combined with diplomatic pressure in the internal or external affairs of another state whose government
is unstable, inadequate, or unsatisfactory for the preservation of life and of such interests as are
determined….,’326 by the foreign policy of a nation, the term can also be used to describe short, decisive
composite warfare campaigns.

Long wars
Currently accepted as a term that describes the US government’s global war on terror (GWOT), long

wars are wars of long duration.
Perpetual wars

Perpetual wars are lasting states of conflict or wars that don’t have clear ending conditions. The term
describes sustained tension that could escalate at any moment. Examples of perpetual wars include the
ongoing states of tension between Sudan and South Sudan, DRC and Rwanda, and the so-called Cold
War.

Simmering wars
Continued political hostility and agitation between states or groups characterised by ongoing political

rhetoric interspersed with brief military actions. This type of war, often viewed as an armed conflict and
is motivated by resources, historical tension or religion, is prevalent in Africa.



Combustive wars
Conflicts (driven by xenophobia, religious extremism, or fear) that erupt between two or more

opposing groups within the national borders of a country. Law enforcement agencies, and at times
armed forces, are called in to contain these conflicts. Failure to quell a combustive war may result in a
civil war.

All wars are both offensive and defensive in nature regardless of whether the aim is to attack, defend,
or contain. Containment, although often associated with counter-AGF operations, is an important
element of composite warfare and can be applied offensively or defensively.

Most conflicts or wars follow a natural progression (commencement, progression, and escalation of
activities) which has given rise to the use of ‘deployment drills’ and ‘phases of war’.

Phases of Composite Warfare
The phasing of a strategy or operation allows a commander to implement his vision or intent in a

logical and organised manner while exploiting assets and resources to achieve specific objectives.
Phasing, furthermore, allows commanders to develop a natural flow and rhythm in their campaigns and
battles, and utilise their forces and resources in the best possible manner. Phasing optimises command
and control. It allows the progression of operational plans to be monitored so that adjustments which
enhance the flow, momentum, and tempo of the strategy or operation can be made timeously.

The key to any successful military operation lies in detailed planning based on confirmed intelligence,
realistic assumptions,327 flexibility, initiative at all levels, aggressive execution, and speed of action.

The great historical warrior-statesmen—Alexander the Great, Hannibal, and Julius Caesar—knew
how to define success and victory and planned their campaigns accordingly.

Alexander328 phased his campaigns as follows:

• Attack
• Resist
• Clash
• Close the net
• Know when to stop329

Each phase of war must be planned and executed within its own phase framework.

Develop trust with the local population



Even a calm river can hide many dangers such as crocodiles, hippos, water snakes and so forth

Helicopters give vertical envelopment options

However, the phases must be flexible and adaptable. The termination or withdrawal phase330 must be
planned and executed as a separate operation in which all assets and manpower are removed from the
battlefield or AO and returned to their point of origin in an orderly manner. Serviceable vehicles,
weapons, and ammunition left in an AO show a lack of discipline and control and will be seized and
used by the enemy.

The phases are not restricted to a specific time period. Each phase is executed within a realistic time
frame but once the action phase commences, the phases that follow must be executed as rapidly,
aggressively, economically, and efficiently as possible.

The phases of composite warfare must allow the armed forces to fulfil their general function
(protecting and defending the Pillars of State) in accordance with the government’s national strategy,
national security strategy, national military strategy, campaign strategy, and foreign and security policies.

The phases of composite warfare are as follows:

1. Political manoeuvre
2. Covert political, psychological and economic actions
3. Intelligence collection and screening
4. Preparatory actions
5. Initial deployment
6. Action



• Identify
• Locate
• Attack/strike
• Annihilate

7. Exploit
8. Negotiate
9. Terminate/withdraw

All assets and resources must be involved in the preparation and phasing of a composite warfare
operation if it is to reach a speedy conclusion,

The phases of a composite warfare operation can be broadly tabulated as follows:







The phases can be summarised as follows:

1. Political manoeuvre: All diplomatic and political actions are aimed at strengthening or supporting the
Pillars of State while eroding the AGF’s trinity of gravity/enemy’s Pillars of State. Economic and
political actions start covertly and develop into overt actions over time. These actions, based on
available intelligence, must continue throughout all phases of the offensive or defensive.

2. Covert political and economic actions: These actions undermine and place the AGF, target
government, or enemy under political and economic pressure, thereby creating a groundswell of



anti-AGF or anti-enemy sentiment, especially if a target government is harbouring an AGF or proxy
force.

3. Covert political and economic campaigns conducted via the media, social networks, radio, and
business, must discredit and weaken the AGF/target government and develop mistrust between the
populace and the target government or enemy forces/ AGF. This distrust will echo across all Pillars
of State and the trinity of gravity.

4. Propaganda331 must be supported by covert economic and social actions (currency devaluation and
manipulation, gradual reduction in aid, gradual closing of borders, and transmitting of false
information via refugees, radio messages, and leaflets). Propaganda must additionally influence
regional and international countries to apply foreign diplomatic and economic sanctions.

5. The use of blatant overt scaremongering should be avoided in propaganda campaigns as it may
unify anti-government movements/nations and defeat the aim of the phase. Instead, the message
must create a sense that the AGF or target government has failed the populace and has no interest
in their concerns, livelihood, hopes, or welfare.

6. Intelligence on political and economic perceptions, the mood of the populace, and levels of support
must be collected continually. This will provide exploitation and manipulation options

7. Infiltration of political agitation teams: When a hostile country is targeted, specially trained political
agitation teams covertly infiltrate to develop and manage anti- government movements and lead
uprisings aimed at strengthening anti-government sentiment. Graffiti messages, leaflets, radio
messages, and social media and other platforms can be used to discredit the target government
and develop and strengthen internal resentment.

8. The selection of these teams is critical to success. Team members must meet important criteria
such as a thorough understanding of the culture, customs, and traditions of the targeted population,
and an ability to speak the requisite language. Members of the Diaspora who are negative towards
the AGF/their home country must be considered, as such members know the people and their
culture and will have family members that can provide them with safe havens and support once
they have been deployed.

9. Overt political rhetoric and propaganda must start gradually and increase in intensity.

All methods of communication (speeches, news articles, radio and television coverage, mainstream
and social media, and pronouncements by allies) must be used to strengthen the message. As
momentum builds, allied governments must be encouraged to provide additional propaganda and
economic support to the campaign. Calls must be made for regional and international diplomatic
sanctions, travel bans, export boycotts, and other sanctions.
10. Economic and political sabotage campaigns are intensified to further weaken a target government

or threat and increase the disillusionment of the populace regarding its build-up of military forces
and/or any support it might be giving anti-government or proxy forces. Where a target country’s
economy is reliant on power grids and harbours, these can be cut off or isolated to cripple the
economy and ferment additional discontent amongst the populace and business enterprises.

11. Psychological warfare is aimed at increasing the targeted population’s disillusionment towards the
AGF/ target government. Psychological warfare operations must make every effort to intensify anti-
AGF/anti-government sentiment while simultaneously weakening the resolve of the populace.
Essentially aimed at attacking the perceptions of the populace and the enemy/threat, they target the
audience’s beliefs, value systems, behaviour, emotions, reasoning, hopes, aspirations, and
motivations. At the same time, favourable attitudes and perceptions that advantage the attacking
government and its objectives must be promoted.

12. Intelligence collection and screening: In offensive operations, intelligence is focussed on confirming
the enemy, and strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats related to his Pillars of State or
trinity of gravity. In defensive operations, intelligence collection is aimed at enemy capabilities and
deployments, the build-up of forces, possible advance and approach routes, communications, and
logistical systems. If the enemy is an AGF, intelligence collection will be concentrated on the trinity
of gravity.

13. Planning offensive operations requires focussed intelligence collection, not only on the enemy but
also the target country’s332 political situation, economy, infrastructure, social situation, populace, law



enforcement agencies, regional and international alliances, and the threats these factors pose
and/or how they can be exploited, manipulated, or negated.

14. Sound, credible intelligence furthermore indicates what an enemy is planning and how he will react
to an offensive operation. From a politico-military perspective, the populace plays a key role in
achieving victory. This intelligence provides commanders with options regarding the role that the
populace could potentially play.

15. Intelligence remains an ongoing activity throughout the conflict or war. At the conclusion of
hostilities, intelligence collection must continue and focus on the enemy’s ability to reorganise,
rearm, and potentially pose a new threat.

16. Preparatory Actions: The decision to apply military force against an enemy or threat will originate
from the government and be transmitted to armed forces commanders who will in turn, instruct
army group commanders to begin preparations for deployment and battle. These actions will
include:

• Deployment drills: Readying the force begins with deployment drills and the issuance of the
commander’s vision, intent, and warning orders to the subordinate commanders that will partake in the
offensive or operation.
• Preliminary reconnaissance and planning: The commanders’ preliminary reconnaissance of the
intended AO can be accomplished by means of aerial and/ or ground reconnaissance along with photo
and map studies. The planning cycle commences after reconnaissance.
• Infiltration of special forces/Special Operations Groups: These groups infiltrate clandestinely to identify
and locate targets and conduct harassment tasks, ambushes, and sabotage operations. They also
identify, recruit, and train resistance forces. These teams must, additionally, conduct reconnaissance on
strategic and key targets, terrain, potential forward operating bases (FOBs), assembly and harbour
areas, and the forward assembly areas for the main forces that will link up with them during the
offensive or operation. Air strikes guided by the teams acting as forward air controllers can target enemy
bases and camps, deployments, and infrastructure.
• Deployment of formations: Combat operations groups and battle groups are deployed to link up with
special forces/Special Operations Groups and/or occupy forward operating bases (FOBs) that have
been identified and reconnoitred by these forces. Alternatively, they may be deployed on independent
operations within the same or in a different AO.
• Combat reconnaissance: The situation on the battlefield/within the AO can change dramatically within a
short space of time. Commanders readjust plans and maintain the initiative by deploying combat
reconnaissance teams333 to the front, rear, and flanks.
• The combat reconnaissance teams verify the intelligence on the ground334 and inform the commander
of any changes or adjustments made by AGF/enemy forces or local populations, so that he can adapt
and/or readjust his plans.

17. Combat reconnaissance can be conducted in several different ways:

• Walk-in reconnaissance teams
• Parachute insertion and thereafter reconnaissance on foot
• Motorised insertion and thereafter reconnaissance on foot
• Helicopter-borne insertion and thereafter reconnaissance on foot
• Naval/riverine insertion and thereafter reconnaissance on foot
• Aerial reconnaissance (unmanned aerial vehicles or ISR aircraft)
• Armoured reconnaissance i.e. reconnaissance by means of armoured fighting vehicles

18. Combat reconnaissance forces may determine the enemy’s positions, strengths, reaction times, fire
discipline, and weapons deployments by firing onto suspected enemy positions to provoke a
reaction. However, this aggressive form of reconnaissance forewarns and prepares the enemy for a
pending attack but it can be effectively used as a ruse or a diversion.



19. The size, composition and type of combat reconnaissance team (or group) to be deployed will
depend on factors such as the terrain in which the reconnaissance must be conducted, the enemy,
and the mission.

20. Different types of combat reconnaissance teams and groups can be deployed independently,
simultaneously, in conjunction with, or in support of one another within a single theatre of
operations.

21. Although combat reconnaissance teams and groups deploy with stealth and guile and try to avoid
contact, they must, nevertheless, be able to fight if necessary.

22. These reconnaissance teams conduct threefold intelligence gathering missions:

• The enemy:
- Locate forward positions
- Identify and confirm assembly areas, bases, and camps
- Locate defensive positions
- Establish what types of vehicles335/armoured vehicles are in use
- Identify artillery positions
- Identify possible advance/infiltration/counter-attack routes
- Locate assembly areas and forming-up places

      - Identify possible escape routes
- .Identify logistical supply routes and communications centres
- Identify reserve holding areas

• Armed Forces: Combat reconnaissance teams are the formation/unit commander’s ‘eyes and ears’ on
the ground and to his front and flanks. In addition to tasks relating to the enemy or AGF, they must
identify advance routes and approaches, tactical and key terrain, condition of infrastructure, helicopter
landing zones, parachute landing zones, possible artillery deployment areas and natural and man-
made obstacles.
• Local Population and Terrain: Population concentrations, agricultural fields, livestock and grazing
areas, villages and  homes, hospitals/clinics, and  schools are identified so that they can be bypassed,
or if battle is unavoidable, collateral damage can be minimised. If possible, the local population’s support
for the enemy must be assessed. Locals with a negative attitude towards the AGF/enemy can be
exploited as guides, translators, and even as militia/clandestine forces. Critical infrastructure, new roads,
paths in regular use by the populace, and natural and man-made obstacles, allow planners and
commanders to decide which areas to avoid and which to exploit. Geographical features, vegetation,
and climatic variations must be noted.
• Combat reconnaissance remains an ongoing activity throughout the entire conflict or war.

23. Initial deployment: The initial deployments of the formations or units tasked to counter and destroy
the enemy/threat are confirmed. The joint intelligence and joint operations centres for the pending
operation are established. Deployment drills continue. The formation/unit commander’s
reconnaissance group does terrain reconnaissance. All campaign strategies and designs for battle
are developed and approved. Orders are issued. Formations and units commence with rehearsals,
equipment checks, and logistical preparations. The forces are positioned closer to the enemy in the
theatre, sector, or area of operations. Main and forward operating bases are established if
necessary. MOB and FOB fire plans are confirmed. Combat reconnaissance elements deploy to the
front and flanks to confirm/determine enemy activity. Special Forces and/or Special Operations
Groups commence with limited deployments, collect intelligence within the deployment area, and
conduct limited attacks, clandestine target reconnaissance, and snatch operations.

24. All intelligence assets, resources, and sources are exploited to identify and locate potential
objectives and targets. Enemy deployments and deployment areas, likely intentions, supply routes,
and infiltration routes are identified. The joint intelligence centre continually feeds intelligence
updates to the forces through the joint operations centre so that designs and plans can be adapted
and altered if necessary. Actions and tasks are prioritised. Terrain that will favour the enemy must
be avoided, captured, or neutralised. Population concentrations must, if possible, be circumvented.



25. Action: Once targets and objectives have been confirmed and prioritised, action is commenced to
enable the forces to attack or strike the enemy. Action must carried out with relentless aggression.

26. Soldiers must be taught to win; not to achieve a stalemate. This mindset ensures audacious, bold,
and aggressive attacks, and strikes that lead to the annihilation of enemy/threat forces.

27. 
From a military point of view, composite warfare combines conventional and unconventional
manoeuvre to attack and strike an enemy/threat. The AGF/enemy forces coupled to terrain will
determine whether the operation is mechanised-heavy336 or motorised-heavy.

28. Each objective’s centre of gravity (CoG) must be identified and attacked.
29. Exploitation: Every opportunity to exploit successful attacks/strikes must be rapidly followed up and

where necessary, actions must be taken to defend against counter- attacks.
30. An attack does not end on the objective. The enemy forces must be kept under constant pressure

using direct and indirect fire, even if they are conducting a planned withdrawal or retreat.
31. Exploitation is similarly achieved by relentless pursuit337 (putting the enemy under sustained

pressure by following up on tracks, blocking escape routes, and channelling forces into
predetermined killing grounds).

32. In some instances, dedicated forces may be assembled and tasked to conduct follow- up
operations and relentless pursuit of the enemy. Known as exploitation forces or follow-up forces,
these forces are tactically positioned prior to the attack, and tasked to maintain contact with the
enemy and drive home the attack on a withdrawing or fleeing enemy.

33. Exploitation forces should not overextend their reach or allow themselves to get isolated.
34. Mobile reserve forces function particularly well as exploitation forces during conventional operations

if they have not been committed as reinforcements during a battle or engagement. Helicopter-borne
light infantry can function as follow-up forces during unconventional operations.

35. Commanders must exercise caution during exploitation and follow-up operations.

A wily enemy commander may create the impression that his forces are fleeing or retreating with the
sole intention of drawing the exploitation forces into prepared killing grounds and ambushing them.
36. Exploitation forces consisting of air assault troops can be deployed to lay ambushes on possible

enemy withdrawal or escape routes, harass fleeing enemy units, or destroy infrastructure such as
bridges and roads to delay or hamper the enemy’s withdrawal. The enemy may, however, isolate
and destroy these forces if link-up forces are not available or move too slowly.

37. The limit of exploitation, determined prior to the attack, is usually conducted to a tactical bound
beyond and to the flanks of the objective.

38. Commanders must immediately alter the posture of the attacking forces to defend against/defeat an
enemy counter-attack as each objective is overrun, seized, or captured.

39. The consolidation of forces after a conventional attack is a pre-planned action and covers the
following:

• The objective is cleared and terrain or positions beyond and to the flanks of the objective are occupied.
The attacking forces must dig in and prepare to defend against possible counter-attacks.
• Forces are regrouped.



• Battle groups and other combat elements are reorganised and redeployed.
• Ammunition, fuel, and other essentials are replenished.
• Support weapons are brought forward.
• Casualties are evacuated.
• Prisoners of war (POWs) are moved to interrogation centres.
• Artillery defensive fire (DF) and DF SOS tasks are registered.
• Situation reports (SITREPs) are submitted to higher HQ.
• All vehicle traffic to and from the objective is controlled.
• Captured enemy weapons and equipment are moved to the rear, redeployed with the defending forces
or destroyed.
• Fighting patrols (mechanised, mobile, or on foot) are deployed to locate any AGF/ enemy forces in the
immediate area of responsibility. Depending on the situation, these patrols may extend into the area of
influence.
• The mobile reserve is deployed to ensure rapid reactions to AGF/enemy counter- attacks.
• Potential AGF/enemy approaches or attack routes are determined and plans are made to negate
attacks on these approaches or routes.
• Fields of fire are established, cleared, and set out.
• Natural and man-made obstacles are extended, prepared, and covered with fire.
• Units are reinforced or rotated.

40. During this phase, combat reconnaissance elements are redeployed to the front, the rear, and the
flanks to monitor enemy movements, thus allowing the commander to readjust his plans where
necessary and continue to the next objective/target. These units also provide early warning of any
likely enemy encirclement or cut-off attempts.

41. On the political front, radio and television broadcasts, mainstream and social media statements,
and increased political and economic pressure must support the exploitation effort. International
and regional allies must be co-opted to condemn and put additional political and economic pressure
on the enemy.

42. Psychological warfare operations remain ongoing.
43. During unconventional manoeuvre operations, consolidation differs in that AGFs seldom have

permanent bases. Instead, they use temporary bases and hides. Overrunning these (especially
when AGFs are escaping) requires relentless pursuit and destruction to the point where the AGF no
longer pose a credible threat. POWs are secured and evacuated for interrogation. All AGF
equipment338 is collected and either destroyed339 in situ or recovered to a forward operating base or
base area. The armed forces then move on to new objectives/targets or continue with locate-and-
strike missions aimed at annihilating the enemy.

44. If an area is to be occupied for a period of time, containment operations must be launched to
prevent the AGF/enemy from infiltrating and conducting operations against the armed forces. The
AGF/enemy may lay ambushes and landmines, place improvised explosive devices, utilise human
bombs (suicide bombers), gather intelligence on the armed forces, or conduct stand-off mortar or
artillery bombardments on forward operating bases.

45. Insofar as the population in the AO is concerned, limited MOOTW can be conducted to positively
dispose citizens towards the attacking forces. The pioneer and medical elements can support
government agencies and departments by improving existing or damaged infrastructure, giving
medical support to the sick and infirm, and assisting with social projects. Establishing good relations
with village elders can, additionally, yield positive future intelligence.

46. It is critically important for partaking forces to be disciplined. Any negative actions against the local
population (looting, rape, abuse, damage to property, crop and livestock theft, and illegal trade in
resources) must be immediately and harshly dealt with.

47. Negotiate: The government must know how and when to negotiate with the AGF/ enemy. If
negotiations are not conducted from a position of power and strength, they will only serve to
embolden the AGF/enemy and give it time to recover, recruit, train, and equip new forces, and seek
international support.

48. A position of strength can only be attained if the enemy’s Pillars of State (and in particular his
armed forces) are so degraded and weakened that he is unable to continue fighting or resisting as



a coherent force. If the government is engaged in fighting an AGF, the AGF’s trinity of gravity must
be irreparably damaged or neutralised.

49. It must be noted that the AGF/enemy will use negotiation as a ruse to gain time, and intelligence
must therefore continually be gathered on his forces, capabilities, and intentions/plans.

50. The armed forces must remain in place and assume an offensive posture despite a ceasefire during
the negotiations. Active patrolling and intelligence collection on possible AGF/enemy
reorganisations or the likelihood of a renewed anti-government campaign must take place.

51. Terminate and withdraw: All operations have a beginning and an end and it is important to plan the
manner of termination prior to the commencement of the operation or offensive. Operations or
offensives may be terminated for numerous reasons. These include:

• The AGF/enemy has been annihilated and is willing to accept an unconditional340 surrender
• The AGF/enemy has been destroyed and no longer poses any credible threat
• Regional and international pressure
• A political settlement has been reached
• The armed forces are in danger of overextending themselves and their capabilities
• All      military      and      political objectives have been met

52. All formations and units must exit the AO and withdraw in an   orderly manner. Weapons,
ammunition,      and other equipment that may be used by a new enemy at a later stage, or 
potentially  injure   or   harm members of the local population must not be left behind.

53. To ensure continuity and momentum,  the  phases  must flow into one another. Starting and 
stopping  will  slow  down the tempo of operations,  break momentum, and give the enemy
time      and    opportunities    to prepare counter-plans and regain his balance.

Figure 44: The phases of composite warfare
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Part 2: Conventional Manoeuvre during Composite Warfare
Operations

Chapter 12

The Advance

US General Ulysses Grant said that the art of war is simple. You must know where your enemy is, get to him as fast as you
can, and hit him as hard as you can…The implication of his words hasn’t changed, regardless of whether we are executing

a conventional manoeuvre or an unconventional manoeuvre. His comment also contained three critical requirements: Intelligence,
rapid manoeuvre, and firepower. If we exploit those three requirements, we will reclaim the initiative. When we exploit the initiative,

the enemy is doomed.
– Author to division commander, East Africa, 2011

Getting to the enemy ‘as fast as you can’ requires the execution of a manoeuvre known as the
advance. The advance is based on intelligence on the enemy i.e. the enemy has been identified and his
movements and positions must be located.

The advance is a well-planned, intelligence-driven, well-reconnoitred, terrain- dependent, offensive
manoeuvre that brings combat forces within close proximity of the enemy so that the enemy’s position(s)
can be confirmed and located to launch an attack or strike, defend and/or dominate an area, or counter
an attack.

The advance is associated with both conventional and unconventional manoeuvre operations and it
utilises several fundamental principles that allow forces to gain and maintain momentum, achieve
predetermined tactical advantages, and lay the foundation for an attack. A successful advance requires
speed, aggression, correct grouping of forces, air support, and wherever possible, deception.

The advance can be conducted by armour and/or mounted or dismounted mechanised or motorised
forces. Its speed is dependent on factors like terrain, the enemy, obstacles, and the proximity of hostile
forces to the front and flanks of the advancing force, climatic variations, visibility, C3I, populated areas,
and sustained logistical support.

The terrain determines what type of advance can be executed.
Forces may advance on foot through jungle or over mountainous terrain while armoured or

mechanised advances are preferred over savannah-type terrain. Enemy air superiority and air attacks
will impede an advance, restrict movement, inflict casualties, and force night movement.

The size of the force conducting the advance may vary from a single infantry fire team to a combat
operations group or even a division.

The advance can be accomplished at any time of day or night, by road or cross-country. If a cross-
country advance is planned, the vehicles used must be able to negotiate the terrain without getting
damaged or bogged down during inclement weather conditions.

A prerequisite for an orderly, secure and effective advance is air superiority—or the total absence of
enemy air power.

As an advance can be deliberate or hasty, the forces must be able to execute all deployment and
battle drills rapidly and smoothly as dictated by the operational situation.

Aims of the Advance
The advance has five primary aims:

• To project force
• To occupy and secure key or tactical terrain from which area operations and offensive and/or defensive
operations can be launched
• To move to, occupy, secure, and hold FOBs from which further operations will be launched
• To close with the enemy in order to launch offensive action(s)
• To follow-up a deliberate enemy withdrawal

The advance must be conducted by well-balanced forces consisting of armour, infantry, artillery,
combat engineers, and other combat support elements sustained by an efficient logistical support



structure. Clandestine, helicopter-borne, or parachute forces can be deployed to the front and flanks to
seize, occupy, and hold critical infrastructure or terrain to secure the advance and its flanks. Air
reconnaissance ahead and to the flanks of the advancing forces will prevent the enemy from surprising
the advancing forces or gaining tactical advantages.

Reasons for Conducting an Advance
There are numerous strategic,  operational and/or tactical reasons for conducting an advance. These

include:

• To support and/or strengthen a political decision or coercive diplomacy campaign
• To move to a favourable position from which to launch an attack or strike on the enemy or defend
against an enemy advance
• As a show of force
• To unbalance or confuse the enemy
• To maintain pressure on the enemy
• To retain initiative
• To move through unstable or hostile areas
• To maintain momentum
• To dominate terrain
• To prevent the enemy from moving into an area
• To deny the enemy freedom of movement
• To block an enemy force
• To aid, support, or rescue forces about to be cut off by the enemy
• To deceive the enemy
• To follow up a deliberate withdrawal
• To move to a defensive position
• To conduct counter-AGF operations
• To conduct MOOTW

To support a political decision or a coercive diplomacy campaign: All military operations have
political origins and objectives. If a nation’s foreign policy calls for the intimidation or subjugation of a
neighbouring state, actions relating to political, diplomatic, economic, social and other policies may be
implemented and result in combat forces being moved to its border. This military posturing reinforces
and strengthens political decisions and rhetoric by deterring enemies and threats, and supporting
coercive diplomacy campaigns.

To move to a favourable position from which to launch an attack or strike on the enemy/ defend against an enemy
advance: Intelligence assets may confirm indications that a neighbouring or regional country is about to launch an offensive. To
counter this threat, the armed forces must advance to a favourable position from which to launch strikes or deliberate or hasty
attacks to blunt and halt the enemy’s advance. Once the enemy advance has been blunted, it will be necessary to launch a counter-
offensive.

As a show of force: Intelligence may indicate that an enemy is massing for an attack or sheltering an
AGF or proxy force. Massed combined forces may advance to discourage the hostile forces from
attacking, or demonstrate the political and military will to neutralise enemy activity or support. The
advance and the associated threat of force may achieve the desired political outcomes.

To unbalance or confuse an enemy: An advance along several converging routes towards an
enemy assembly area, harbour area, or forming up place, will force an enemy to reassess and alter his
plans or withdraw. This will unbalance the enemy and make him lose the initiative.

To maintain pressure on an enemy: Morale is affected by relentless pressure, and panic can set in,
resulting in a blind flight or even desertions. An enemy that cannot escape pressure will be unable to
regain lost initiative. Enemy commanders can make poor decisions under intense pressure, and enemy
units can become separated, making them vulnerable to capture, isolation, and piecemeal destruction.

To retain the initiative: Initiative ensures freedom of action, movement, and sustained momentum.
The advance must be well planned, audacious, and bold and it must be executed with aggression. The
advancing force  must strive  to achieve  and retain the  initiative. Initiative will force the enemy to react
at a time and place chosen by the advancing force’s commander and deny the enemy opportunities to
act decisively and timeously.



To move through unstable or hostile areas: It may be necessary to conduct a road movement from
a non-hostile area to an isolated formation or unit HQ located within a hostile area. During such a
movement, plans must be made to rapidly transition from an operational road movement into an
advance or advance to contact.

To maintain momentum: Momentum is the result of an advancing force’s mass and speed. It
enables the force to break through light enemy deployments, continue moving, and deny the enemy
opportunities to reorganise and counter the advance. Maintaining momentum requires good,
sustainable, logistical supply lines.

To move to a position from which to dominate terrain: Terrain dictates tactics, and success on the
battlefield is largely determined by a force’s ability to seize and hold key or tactical terrain from which it
can dominate the enemy through observation and/or fire. Deliberate attacks or strikes are always
launched from favourable or advantageous positions.

To prevent an enemy from moving into an area: Intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance (ISR),
and battle indications indicate whether an enemy is planning to move into a tactically, operationally, or
strategically advantageous area. Pre-empting an enemy’s movement and occupying it before he is able
to, will deny him the initiative, disrupt his plans, and force him to deploy his forces prematurely.

To deny an enemy freedom of movement: Freedom of movement on the battlefield gives the
advancing forces momentum, initiative, and freedom of action. The advancing forces must at all times
strengthen and exploit freedom of movement while denying it to the enemy.

To block an enemy force: Forces may be moved into an area to block, contain, or halt an enemy
advance. If intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance indicate that an enemy is planning to seize,
hold, and dominate an area across a national border, own forces must get there before the enemy does,
and halt or impede his movement and plans. To aid, support, link-up, or rescue forces about to be
cut off by the enemy: A rapid advance may be required to break through an enemy’s lines and assist,
support, link-up with, or rescue forces about to be cut off, isolated and/or destroyed by the enemy.

To deceive an enemy: An advance can be executed to obfuscate a force’s true intentions while the
enemy is fed deceptive battle indications. Deception gains time and when time has been gained, it must
be exploited efficiently and ruthlessly.

To follow up a deliberate withdrawal: An advance conducted while an enemy is withdrawing as part
of a strategic, operational, or tactical plan will keep the enemy off balance and under pressure. Pressure
will affect the enemy’s morale and cause enemy commanders to make mistakes. The fog of war must
be exploited with relentless aggression and speed.

To move to a defensive position: Defending forces will need to advance, close with, and engage the
enemy if hostile forces invade. This may require the defending forces to advance to prepared defensive
positions or into an area from which mobile defensive operations and strikes are launched and
executed.

To conduct counter-AGF operations: Whether in support of law enforcement agencies or as
independent counter-AGF operations, the forces will need to deploy to an area from which to commence
operations.

To conduct MOOTW: The armed forces may be deployed to conduct MOOTW within the impact area
of a national disaster or humanitarian crisis. The allocated forces will usually consist of medical,
communications, and pioneer element(s) and the requisite protection elements required to execute a
hasty advance to reach those in need of support.

The Principles of the Advance
The principles of the advance are:

• Intelligence
• Planning
• Reconnaissance over a wide front
• Route selection
• Correct grouping
• Sustained momentum
• Use of air assets
• Speed
• Good command and control



• Bypassing
• Respecting the local population341

• Relentless aggression

Intelligence: All strategies and plans must be based on credible and confirmed intelligence.
Intelligence requires continual collection of information/intelligence that can reveal an enemy’s
intentions, deployments, plans, and force levels. Apart from sources and agents, other assets and
resources (unmanned aerial vehicles, electronic intercepts, ground and aerial reconnaissance, and
updated maps) must be exploited to enable detailed planning. Intelligence aids in determining the most
suitable advance routes, the availability and condition of infrastructure, areas that are not passable,
large concentrations of people, and potential danger areas. Once suitable advance routes have been
identified and selected, counter-intelligence must screen this information off prior to the commencement
of the advance. Good intelligence will, furthermore, indicate possibilities for deception.

Planning: A deliberate advance is a well-planned manoeuvre based on available intelligence
regarding the enemy’s strengths and weaknesses, weapon systems and deployments, available
technology, and the terrain across which the advance will take place. Deception plans must always be
considered. Planning is an ongoing function and existing plans must be reassessed as new intelligence
becomes available. The hasty advance is also a planned manoeuvre, but one in which there is seldom
time for extensive planning. Planning must incorporate OPSEC as well as all administrative and
logistical matters.

Reconnaissance over a wide front: Combat operations are usually vague, fluid, and uncertain. This
is compounded by unexpected enemy actions, unforeseen situations, and a lack of accurate intelligence
and current maps. Intelligence regarding terrain should be gathered over a wide front to enable
commanders to visualise it, overcome vagueness and uncertainty, anticipate enemy actions, and avoid
dense local population concentrations and natural features that may impede the advance. The enemy
can compel the armed forces to create collateral damage by launching attacks from population dense
areas, and then exploit the situation for propaganda purposes. The use of aerial reconnaissance must
always be considered.

Route selection: The selection of planned advance route(s) is critical as it must afford movement to
all vehicle types and allow for speed and rapid deployment. Cross-country movement may hamper
logistical and other non-combat vehicles. If the terrain allows, more than one advance route should be
used to confuse the enemy and force him to disperse his forces so that the armed forces can destroy
him piecemeal. However, if more than one advance route is used, forces must be able to regroup
rapidly. Combat reconnaissance and aerial surveillance on selected routes can provide advancing
forces with early warning of enemy deployments.

Correct grouping: Correctly grouped forces conducting an advance will be able to overcome
obstacles and counter possible enemy actions enroute. Correct groupings balance the advancing forces
and give commanders a large degree of flexibility of action and manoeuvre. Force groupings may differ
from area to area since enemy activity and terrain greatly influence their composition. Correctly grouped
forces can concentrate rapidly to neutralise enemy threats to the front and flanks.

Sustained momentum: Flexibility of action, initiative, audacity, continuous pressure on the enemy,
speed, reconnaissance to the front and flanks, determined action against the enemy, and aggressive
execution will guarantee momentum during an advance. Where possible, contact342 with the enemy
must be maintained at all times. If launched while the enemy is far away, the advance must move at
best speed to enable contact. Speed (achieved by rapidly destroying or bypassing light resistance) is
often the single most important factor in maintaining momentum. Where it cannot be bypassed,
resistance must be destroyed by hasty attacks and strikes to enable the advance to continue. Densely
populated villages should be bypassed and isolated as they can hinder the momentum of the advance.
However, bypassing areas may encourage enemy actions to the rear of the advancing forces. To ensure
sustained momentum, logistical planning and support are crucial.

Use of air assets: Reconnaissance aircraft (manned and unmanned), strike aircraft and interceptor
aircraft provide additional intelligence to the commander as well as providing air cover, interdiction, and
close air support to the advancing force. Attack and utility helicopters add an additional dimension to the
advance, allowing helicopter-borne troops to deploy, occupy, hold, and defend key and/or tactical terrain
until the advancing forces can relieve them.



Speed: Speed is an essential principle as it adds to the momentum of the advance and unbalances,
surprises, or shocks the enemy. The advance is conducted as fast as is possible without damaging
vehicles and equipment. Speed allows a commander to cover ground and manoeuvre his forces rapidly.
To enable speed, initiative must be decentralised and enhanced by:

• Intelligence driven pre-planning
• Deep and wide reconnaissance to the front and flanks
• Hasty actions based on sound battle appreciations
• Sober decisions based on facts, not assumptions
• Clear, unambiguous orders that are understood by all
• Good deployment and battle drills
• Focussed yet flexible command and control
• Aggressive and relentless execution

Good command and control: The situation will often be vague and fluid so command and control
must be focussed yet flexible. This is achieved by:

• A clear, comprehensible, and simple plan for the advance
• Well-rehearsed deployment drills
• Good communications at all levels of command
• Good battle drills and standing operational procedures
• Commanders moving close to the front
• Use of control measures such as:
- Advance axis
- Bounds
- Reporting lines
• Decentralisation of command and control

Bypassing: Urban areas and other large population concentrations should be bypassed by the
advance guard. These complex environments provide numerous challenges to an advancing force and
many advantages to an enemy force. Bypassed areas should, however, not be assumed to be safe as
they may harbour enemy forces that can attack and disrupt follow-on forces (A and B Echelons)—or
isolate and destroy the bypassing forces. A small force must be detailed to confirm that there are no
enemy forces deployed or hiding in bypassed areas. Large agricultural areas and smaller villages
should also be bypassed as movement may become bogged down in cultivated fields, and damage
crops or property. This damage will anger locals and may encourage them to support the enemy.

Respect the local population: During the advance, the forces must treat the local population with
respect. Senseless destruction of personal property and damage to crops and livestock will result in
hostility that will be exploited by the enemy. If treated with respect and dignity, members of the local
population will be prone to supporting the advancing forces and can be used as guides and interpreters,
and provide valuable information regarding the enemy, unmapped topographical areas (swamps, dams,
and dense bush) and fording points across rivers. The local population must, however, not be allowed to
delay or slow down the advance.

Relentless aggression: An advance is not a passive manoeuvre. It is an aggressive, offensive
manoeuvre and all partaking forces must be prepared to change posture and readiness states to
engage the enemy immediately as the situation dictates. The ability to take immediate, aggressive,
relentless action against any threat is enhanced by situational intelligence,343 correct training, good
morale, flexibility, initiative and good C3I.

Planning the Advance
The advance is a sustained, offensive manoeuvre that requires speed, judicious use of terrain, correct

grouping, coordinated movement, relentless aggressive execution, and good command and control.
Planning the advance requires a careful assessment of:

• The aim and its associated objectives
• The situation to the front and flanks
• The operating environment in which it will be conducted



• The level of planning
• The axis and routes that can or may or will be utilised
• Bypassing drills
• Sustainment
• Position of command elements

The aim: The advance places forces in a favourable position from which to achieve the commander’s
aim. If the aim is merely to close with the enemy, the planning and execution must ensure that this is
done and that the force levels are sufficient and balanced, and areable to readjust posture and launch
an attack or strike if so required. Advance route(s) must have identifiable tactical objectives/control
measures that allow the commander to move his forces from objective to objective. African forces often
advance into an AO to occupy a forward operating base or series of forward operating bases from which
area operations (denial or containment) are launched. An advance may also be used to rush aid and
assistance into an area that has been hit by disaster or requires humanitarian intervention as part of
MOOTW.

The situation: The prevailing situation will greatly influence the planning of the advance. Factors
influencing the situation will include:

• The enemy’s activities
• The terrain over which the advance must take place
• The climatic conditions
• How the local population is distributed along the route(s) of the advance
• Own forces
• The prevailing air situation

An assessment of these factors will assist the commander in determining the best option for the
advance, selecting the best route(s) and axes, and deciding how best to balance the echelons in the
force that will conduct it.

The Operating Environment: Commanders must determine how to negate disadvantages and exploit advantages in the OE.
Level of Planning: An advance by a division or combat operations group is planned according to the

formation commander’s vision and intent at formation level. Battle group advances are planned by the
battle group commander and his staff. All plans, regardless of the level at which they are conducted,
must achieve the commander’s aim(s), intent, and/or design for battle.

Axis and routes: The axis along which the advance will take place determines what routes will be
used. The advance will, where possible, move along roads so that administrative and logistical vehicles
can follow easily. When moving along roads, combat engineer elements must move far forward to
neutralise or dispose of landmines, IEDS, and prepared demolitions. Vehicles must have good terrain
negotiability and be able to move cross-country as certain areas may not have roads. The best routes
and axes can be determined using topographical information and air and/or terrain reconnaissance.
Where no roads exist, the pioneer elements must be positioned far forward to improve terrain
negotiability at natural obstacles such as rivers, deep soil erosion, and defiles.

Leading the Advance: The leading elements of a combat operations group’s advance will consist of
a well-balanced battle group344 or elements thereof. The terrain, enemy, and infrastructure will dictate
whether the advance should be led by armoured or infantry units. Mechanised infantry are vulnerable to
anti-armour weapons and should therefore preferably never lead an advance where contact is imminent.
There may be times when terrain will dictate an advance led by dismounted infantry (where movement
is restricted or channelized due to natural choke-points or mountainous/swampy/jungle terrain) but this
will hamper speed.

Bypassing Drills: Depending on the higher commander’s intent or design for battle, the leading
elements may be instructed to bypass light enemy resistance or population concentrations in order to
maintain the momentum of the advance. Where light enemy resistance is bypassed, it must be
neutralised by the elements or units following to prevent administrative or logistical units and vehicles
from coming under threat. Decisions to bypass enemy units must be carefully considered as they can
pose a significant threat to rear areas and soft-skinned vehicles.

The success of the advance is determined by the level and depth at which the manoeuvre has been
planned. Planners must consider all options and possibilities including deception.



Sustainment: The advance requires careful logistical planning to ensure it can maintain momentum.
Logistical planning and support is the heartbeat of a successful and rapid advance.

Position of command elements: The position of command elements during the advance requires
careful consideration. Commanders too far back will be unable to monitor the situation as it unfolds and
react accordingly to a fluid situation. Commanders too far forward may endanger themselves and place
their subordinates in a disadvantageous position.

Advance Objectives
The advance is planned and executed to achieve a strategic, operational or tactical aim. In MORW,

objectives such as key or tactical terrain, communication centres, bridges,
and important infrastructure (airfields, harbours, and fuel storage depots) are taken so that the

advancing forces can close with the enemy. Each objective must bring the advancing forces closer to
the enemy.

Control is exercised by allocating objectives and the advancing forces must be focussed on their
mission and secondary missions. The selection of objectives along the advance route(s) can also
indicate how the enemy will react when objectives are taken. Critical infrastructure and key terrain may
evoke immediate counter-attacks or indirect bombardments as the enemy attempts to recapture them or
deny them to the advancing force.

The enemy may also destroy infrastructure-objectives such as bridges and culverts345 in an attempt to
slow the advance. Such objectives should ideally be secured by Special Operations Groups or
helicopter-borne assault troops ahead of the advancing forces as their destruction will impact
momentum negatively.

In MOOTW, the advance will be focussed on getting to the impact area as rapidly as possible. If the
area is under an AGF threat, the advance must be protected and executed as an offensive manoeuvre.
If the area suffers from high criminality, measures to protect the aid carried by the advancing forces
must be implemented during movement and at harbour and rest areas.

It must be borne in mind that the local population may swarm aid vehicles in any distressed area into
which an advance has been made. In such instances,  adequate measures must be implemented to
ensure that vehicle-borne aid reaches its destination while limiting any injury to desperate populations.
Control during such MOOTW must be planned and implemented to prevent the aid vehicles and
personnel from being overrun by criminal elements.

The Use Of Echelons in the Advance
An echelon is a grouping of forces used by formations, units, or elements thereof that enables

controlled movement. Echelons are positioned one behind the other or obliquely and to the rear of
leading units or elements, to allow each unit to manoeuvre and deliver fire if necessary.

Forces conducting an advance are structured into echelons for ease of command and control,
movement, and sustainment.

Each echelon is an element or subdivision of the entire advancing force and the echelons are
positioned according to the operational situation.

The spacing or distance between the echelons is determined by the enemy or threat situation, the
terrain, and whether forces are moving by road or across country, by day or by night.

The advance with echelons is organised as follows:

• F Echelon
• A Echelon
• B Echelon



Improvising a patrol mortar

Helicopter drill training

Each   echelon   has   its   own commander and is composed of the units or elements best suited to
achieving the commander’s aim. When      an      armed      force      is resource-
poor      and      unable            to field a B Echelon, it must guard against overstretching its logistical
lines. Overstretched supply lines result in loss of momentum, time consuming resupply efforts, loss of
initiative, and present lucrative targets to the enemy.

During rainy weather and at



Figure 45: A basic echelon structure during the advance



night, echelons need to tighten their distance to ensure contact, rapid resupply of units, and recovery
of bogged down vehicles.

Composition of an Advancing Force
The advance must be carried out by well-balanced forces that are able to move with speed, maintain

momentum, and carry out hasty attacks and strikes enroute. The commanders of battle groups and
other combat elements must act with initiative, aggression, audacity, and boldness while complying with
the force commander’s plan.

The composition and size of the advancing force will be influenced by the enemy, the AO, and the OE.
It should consist of the following forces or elements:

1. Reconnaissance forces
2. Covering forces
3. Flank protection forces
4. Advance guard

Vanguard
5. Main force or main guard (F Echelon)
6. A Echelon
7. B Echelon (not always present within the African theatre of operations)
8. Air cover (essential but often limited in the African theatre of operations)

Reconnaissance forces: The combat reconnaissance forces deploy ahead of the advancing forces
(anything from two to 100 kilometres or more, depending on the operation, the terrain, and the size and
ability of the enemy) to gather intelligence (enemy deployments and movements, obstacles, bridges,
and other vital infrastructure). Combat reconnaissance forces vary from numerous small-team combat
reconnaissance elements346 (inserted by helicopter and/or deployed on foot across the front, ahead of,
and to the flanks of the advancing forces) to larger armoured reconnaissance forces. Reconnaissance
aircraft and unmanned aerial vehicles can enhance intelligence collection if it is not possible to deploy
sufficient combat reconnaissance forces ahead of the advance. Combat reconnaissance forces can
comprise armoured, mechanised, or motorised forces. Special Forces, Special Operations Groups,
small team units, and pseudo units can make valuable contributions to the commander’s overall
reconnaissance efforts.

Vanguard: The vanguard consists of:

1. Covering forces: The covering forces are part of the advance guard347 and move ahead of the
elements or units leading the advance. These forces are, depending on the operation and mission,
usually positioned a tactical bound to the rear of the reconnaissance forces and typically comprise
armoured fighting vehicles that are able to either bypass or make contact with the enemy in
response to information relayed by the reconnaissance

forces. As these forces ‘cover’ the advance, they fix and hold the enemy with fire until the leading
elements of the advance guard are able to come into action.

2. Flank protection forces: Flank protection forces are positioned to cover and protect the flanks of the
advance. These forces can comprise:

• Flank force: This force comprises a combat element on each flank and may consist of a battle group in
a division advance into a heavily-defended area. It gives early warning of threats and engages threats
on the flanks of the advance.
• Flank guards: The flank guard usually consists of armoured vehicles. Its aim is to give early warning
but not to engage the enemy in decisive battle. If necessary, the flank guard can provide a delaying
action until it is reinforced.



3. Flank protection should be supported by aircraft and unmanned aerial vehicles to identify and
locate potential enemy threats on the flanks of the advancing force. Aircraft and unmanned aerial
vehicles can fulfil a vital role when insufficient forces are deployed to the flanks.

4. Advance guard: The advance guard consists of a battle-ready combat force that precedes the main
force. The advance guard must prevent the main guard from being surprised by the enemy, provide
support to the covering force, eliminate smaller pockets of enemy resistance, ensure that obstacles
along the advance route are cleared and breached, collect information, and secure the axis of
advance.

5. Depending on the force-size, the advance guard may consist of an element of a battle group or a
combat team. Within the African environment, the size of the armed forces, the terrain, the type of
enemy being fought, the climatic conditions, and a lack of armoured vehicles may result in a much
smaller covering force. An advance guard consisting of an element of motorised or dismounted
infantry with a supporting tank element is not uncommon in African scenarios. However, this force
must be strong enough to withstand attacks and conduct limited attacks or strikes. Where motorised
troops are used to lead the advance, they are vulnerable to shoulder-launched anti- tank weapons
and heavy machine guns.

Main Guard: This comprises the remainder of the combat forces, correctly grouped and organised to
attack or strike the enemy forces or disrupt the enemy’s intentions. This force will usually comprise two
battle groups in a combat operations group advance.

A Echelon: Supporting vehicles, logistics, technical services, and administrative and other combat-
support units not required for immediate battle. The A Echelon must have its own protection elements.

B Echelon: Second-line reserves of ammunition, rations, fuel, and other supplies. The B Echelon must
have its own protection elements.

Air cover: Air superiority—or a lack of enemy air activity and/or superiority—is crucial to the advance.
Air support may include close air support, interdiction, ISR, casualty evacuation, and tactical airlift for
elements of the advancing forces.

If no air threat exists, air assets should be used to conduct reconnaissance, attack targets of
opportunity, and harass enemy deployment areas. If the enemy has air superiority, the advance should
preferably be conducted by night with anti-aircraft weapons deployed well forward and to the flanks.
However, the enemy may be able to utilise night vision and thermal imaging equipment, a factor that will
make it increasingly difficult to maintain a structured night advance. If there is no air threat, the
commander may deploy his anti- aircraft weapons in the ground role where they can deliver devastating
direct fire support or be used to engage point targets, long range flushing fire, or reconnaissance-by-fire.

Modes of Advance
The advance can be conducted by:

• Motorised forces
• Mechanised forces
• Armoured forces
• A combination of armoured, mechanised and motorised forces
• Forces on foot (dismounted forces)
• Forces using alternative transportation such motorcycles

The advance should be supported by helicopter-borne troops that deploy ahead and/or to its flanks to
conduct essential tasks such as securing bridges and bridgeheads, clearing obstacles, locating river
crossing places, seizing airfields, deception, guarding flanks, and so forth.

However, certain circumstances may compel an advance on foot once forces have been delivered to
an assembly or harbour area by vehicle or air. These circumstances include:

• Vegetation (thick jungle that prevents the use of vehicles)
• The infiltration of a large force into an area from which dismounted surprise attacks are to be launched
• Movement onto high ground that is not negotiable by vehicles and where tactical surprise is essential



In such instances, heavy weapons and indirect fire support such as 81/82 mm mortars are carried by
the dismounted forces.

Conduct of the Advance
The timing and speed of the advance is dependent on the situation, the type of operation, the terrain,

the enemy, and the climatic conditions.
During an offensive, the aim of the advance is to move a force into a position from which a strategic,

operational or tactical advantage can be exploited by means of offensive action. When conducting an
advance, the identification and selection of prioritised and realistic objectives is crucial to planning.

In a deliberate advance, the objectives will usually consist of tactical or key terrain and/ or critical
infrastructure that will enhance the advancing forces’ momentum and disrupt or disadvantage the
enemy’s plans. On entering a hostile area, the advance must be conducted in tactical bounds where
each bound can provide direct and/or indirect fire support to the forces manoeuvring to the next
bound.348 The deliberate advance is usually conducted over a wide front but will be dependent on
known enemy deployments to the front and flanks. If no enemy threat exists, the advance frontage can
be narrowed.

In a hasty advance, the objectives are likely to be enemy deployments, communication centres, and
the terrain that dominates them. As time is of the essence, the advancing force will adopt an aggressive,
battle-ready posture349 that enables it to manoeuvre rapidly and attack or  counter  enemy  actions  and
intentions.

Figure 46: Advance towards enemy area over more than one route

During the initial stages of the advance, it may be necessary to deploy over a wide front due to a lack
of knowledge and intelligence regarding terrain, vegetation, supply lines, and the enemy’s position,
strengths, and status. The covering forces or the advance guard must move over two or more routes
while the main force moves between these routes in order to be able to immediately react to a threat on
either side.

Using Special Operations Groups and other reconnaissance forces to provide early warning of enemy
actions is important. In addition to providing intelligence and conducting smaller offensive actions, these
forces can be used to:

• Coordinate indirect fire missions
• Coordinate air strikes
• Mine possible enemy approach routes



• Conduct deception operations
• Capture and hold critical infrastructure
• Capture or snatch prisoners of war
• Conduct pseudo operations to confuse or mislead the enemy

When deciding between narrow and wide fronts, the commander must consider the following factors:

• Terrain and the space he has in which to manoeuvre his forces
• The prevailing air situation
• The logistical support available
• Cross-country negotiability of the vehicles
• Force composition
• The enemy

The decision to advance over a wide front is dictated by the enemy situation, climatic conditions,
population concentrations, and terrain.

Advancing over a wide front has the following advantages and disadvantages:

• Widely dispersed forces are difficult to concentrate rapidly if unexpected enemy threats must be
countered
• The pioneer effort is divided and this may cause delays if obstacles need to be cleared on the front
• The enemy is forced to deploy over a wide front
• It is easier to by-pass or even miss enemy positions
• The enemy can be dealt with piecemeal
• The advancing forces do not present a lucrative and massed target
• More armoured fighting vehicles are required to balance the forces
• Greater flexibility in choosing approach routes
• It can deceive the enemy as to the true intentions or target of the advancing forces
• Elements of the advance may be cut off and destroyed by the enemy.

The decision to advance over a narrow front has the following advantages and disadvantages:

• The advancing forces can rapidly concentrate to counter an enemy threat
• The pioneer effort is concentrated
• The advancing forces present a lucrative air target
• If the reconnaissance elements to the front and flanks are not correctly tasked, the enemy can be
missed and thus launch a flank attack
• The advancing forces require fewer armoured fighting vehicles
• The advancing forces are confined to a single advance route
• The advancing forces can be channelled into a prepared killing area
• The enemy can anticipate the objective(s) of the advance

Where good road systems exist, the advance guard will usually use them as navigational guidelines
and logistical supply routes. In such instances, the advance guard may move close to or on the roads.
However, combat engineer elements attached to the covering forces and advance guard will be required
to inspect the roads and clear350  landmines and improvised explosive devices.

If the enemy is stretched, he will probably concentrate on the roads and cover them with direct and
indirect fire. Nuisance mines, improvised explosive devices, suicide bombers, and hasty and deliberate
demolitions may have been laid/carried out by the enemy and will need to be considered by the
advancing forces. The enemy may have conducted these actions to delay the advancing forces or lure
them into a deliberate ambush.

Roads are usually a pre-requisite for the A and B Echelon vehicles as certain wheeled vehicles may
be restricted to road movement. The enemy situation will dictate whether the roads can be used or
whether the forces need to move cross-country.

The following considerations must be borne in mind when advancing by road:



• The advancing forces are vulnerable to roadside ambushes and IEDs
• The advancing forces are vulnerable to air attacks
• The advancing forces are spread out over long distances making rapid concentration of forces difficult
• Control is easier as vehicles travel in column
• Navigation is easier
• Built-up areas are difficult to avoid
• The advancing force’s intentions are easily determined by the enemy
• Logistical support is easier to sustain
• Movement by night is easy
• It is easy for the enemy to impede the movement of the advancing forces

The following considerations must be borne in mind when advancing cross-country:

• It is easier to disperse the advancing forces
• The advancing forces are less vulnerable to air attack
• Built-up areas can be bypassed
• The enemy is forced to deploy over a wide front
• The enemy is forced to move cross-country
• Logistical support may become problematic
• Control is difficult
• It is difficult to concentrate the forces rapidly
• It is difficult for the enemy to determine the advancing force’s intentions
• It is difficult for the enemy to impede the movement of the advancing forces
• In the rainy season, vehicles may become bogged down in muddy/swampy areas
• In the dry season, dust generated by the advancing forces will indicate their progress

Given that infrastructure is often lacking or poorly maintained in African AOs, it may be necessary to
advance by road and cross-country simultaneously, in which case, a strong pioneer presence will be
required to ensure that mobility is not compromised.

The occupation of harbour areas during the advance must make provision for all round defence and
early warning or listening posts. Area patrols must be deployed around the harbour area to enable area
domination and deny the enemy of surprise options.

Layout of the Advance
Terrain restrictions (dense jungle, swamps, high mountains, and built-up areas) may prevent an

advance over a wide front. In such instances, the advance will be restricted to a narrow front, making it
vulnerable to enemy ambushes, obstacles, and other delaying actions.

Whereas the advance remains a tactical manoeuvre, commanders must plan routes and alternative
routes from a map so that they can identify reporting lines, start lines and other control measures, and
deployment areas prior to movement.

Known and/or likely enemy deployment areas and the terrain’s negotiability will determine the
movement formations for each element.

The distances between the various echelons and  elements of the advancing forces will depend on
the terrain, the enemy situation, vegetation, and climatic conditions.

As a general rule, all forces must, at a minimum, be within indirect fire support range of one another in
order to rapidly counter enemy threats.



Figure 47: A battle group advance over a wide front

Advance by Night
Night operations are difficult and hazardous yet hold many advantages. Despite advances in

technology that negate darkness, conducting night-time operations can still provide forces with a degree
of protection and maintain continued pressure on an enemy.

A combined armour and mechanised infantry cross-country advance by night is difficult to control due
to perception problems that vehicle crews may experience. Sounds travel further at night, so vehicle
movement can betray a commander’s intentions and provide the enemy with opportunities to prepare
defences and obstacles enroute. Advancing by road is easier, but it can present ideal night ambush
opportunities351.

Movement under cover of darkness allows dismounted forces to close with the enemy and achieve
surprise at daybreak. Limited visibility is ideal for combat reconnaissance missions where night vision
equipment is available.

Drivers and gunners require special training to be able to conduct an advance by night. Additionally,
the use of illumination (vehicle lights and illumination flares) aids the advance but betrays the location
and movement of vehicles.

Leading the Advance
The objectives that need to be taken and secured during the advance include terrain of key or tactical

importance, communications centres, and critical infrastructure.
When a force consists of a balanced battle group, it will be led either by armour or by infantry.
Armour leading: When speed is essential, an advance will usually be led by armour with mechanised

or motorised infantry in support. When the terrain, the enemy, or other factors limit or prevent the
movement of armour, dismounted infantry will be required to lead the advance.

During an armour-led advance the infantry can typically be used to:
• Provide infantry support for armour movement
• Attack enemy anti-tank weapons enroute
• Occupy terrain
• Secure restricted areas (defiles, ravines, and cliffs)
• Function as flank forces
• Conduct patrols and raids
• Conduct reconnaissance of restrictive terrain, bridges, culverts, and villages
• Protect combat engineer reconnaissance and pioneer work teams



• Protect harbour and laager areas

Infantry leading: Infantry may be required to lead the advance due to factors such as dense
vegetation, populated areas such as towns and villages, terrain that poses negotiability problems for
armoured vehicles, limited visibility, enemy armour or anti- tank weapon threats, and mountainous
terrain.

It must, for planning purposes, be noted that an infantry-led advance will move at a much slower pace
than an armour-led advance.

All operations will be conducted by dismounted infantry and their support where terrain and vegetation
(mountainous and jungle areas) do not allow armour to operate. Where dismounted infantry forces need
to advance into deep jungle on foot, helicopter insertion and supply will be required. Such a manoeuvre
will make the operation transition from conventional to unconventional in nature.

Movement During the Advance
When units are conducting MOOTW and no immediate threat is present, they will usually move to the

impact area by road.
When no immediate threat is present during MORW, the advance is planned and executed as a

normal road movement. The advance guard commander will, however, take precautions to ensure that
reconnaissance to the front of the force and flank protection are in place.

When the threat of contact with an enemy is imminent, the motorised infantry must dismount their
vehicles and advance on foot to provide support to the armour. Depending on the situation, the advance
guard commander may instruct the infantry to advance in open formation with the armour or a tactical
bound behind the armour. The infantry’s vehicles must provide fire support to the dismounted infantry.

The armoured vehicles will move in tactical bounds towards the enemy in order to make contact. This
movement will adopt the posture of advance to contact.

Combat units following the advance guard will move from harbour area to harbour area and remain
out of visual and fire contact with the enemy until committed to battle.

Helping an injured comrade



Informal settlements are usually close to roads



Chapter 13

The Advance-to-Contact and Meeting Engagement

Let your plans be dark and as impenetrable as night, and when you move, fall like a thunderbolt.
– Sun Tzu, The Art of War

The advance-to-contact is a transitional manoeuvre executed by an advancing force when contact
with the enemy to the front or flank(s) is anticipated, imminent, or about to be initiated. If the advance
commander has planned an advance to meet and attack or strike the enemy force, the phase-transition
from ‘advance’ to ‘advance-to-contact’ will be initiated in response to intelligence on the enemy’s
deployments.

The deployment of combat reconnaissance forces, unmanned aerial vehicles, and other
reconnaissance-type aircraft, can provide the commander with intelligence on enemy deployments and
enable timeous phase-transitions.

Combat reconnaissance forces gather real time battlefield or situational intelligence while avoiding
direct contact with the enemy. The covering force will, therefore, be the first element to enter into direct
and planned contact with the enemy.

The size and organisation of the covering force will be determined by the enemy’s relative strengths
and deployment(s), and the force level and equipment available to the advancing forces. Similarly,
terrain and vegetation will play important roles in the advancing forces’ utilisation and exploitation of
manoeuvre options.

During the advance, combat reconnaissance forces will closely observe the local population to detect
the first indications of an enemy deployment to the front or flanks. In rural or sparsely populated areas,
the populace will provide numerous indications of an enemy presence which may imply possible contact
on the enemy’s terms. These may include an absence of livestock and people (especially women and
children), deserted villages, obvious avoidance of the advancing forces, and unusual movements at odd
times of the day or night. In certain areas, IEDs, VBIEDs, and suicide bombers352 may be the first
indication of an enemy presence or an imminent enemy ambush or attack.

Interrogation of captured prisoners of war can also provide important intelligence and information on
enemy deployments and positions. This intelligence and information must immediately be relayed to the
combat reconnaissance teams, the covering force commander, and the advance guard commander.

When a large enemy presence has been detected, the combat reconnaissance elements and the
covering forces’ forward elements should preferably not engage the enemy with fire unless so instructed
by the force commander. Instead, the covering force should, once the situation has been rapidly
assessed,353 deploy into a tactical defensive formation and posture itself to take immediate offensive
action while waiting for the advance guard.

It may be necessary for the covering forces to establish contact with the enemy under certain
circumstances. This should be done under conditions that are advantageous to the covering force, the
remainder of the advance guard, and the main force.

For this reason, the advance-to-contact is considered by many military planners and strategists to be
nothing other than an intermediate phase that develops into an attack.

When an advancing force reacts to intelligence, certain actions and drills354 are carried out to enable it
to withstand or launch an attack.

The ability to rapidly and smoothly transition from the advance to the advance-to- contact requires:

• A command element that is placed well forward and able to make rapid, intuitive decisions
• Detailed intelligence on the enemy situation to the front
• An understanding of the options presented by the terrain to the front and flanks
• Well trained and well-rehearsed units355

• The ability to manoeuvre fluidly and rapidly
• Decentralised command and control



• Good communications between all combat forces
• Transition without a loss of tempo
• Aggressive execution
• Fire discipline and fire control
• The ability to regroup rapidly

In many African conflicts and wars, the advance-to-contact, executed smoothly and aggressively by
balanced forces, may result in an immediate enemy withdrawal, especially if the enemy’s morale is low
and he is not prepared to—or capable of—entering into a sustained battle. The effect is even more
pronounced if close air support and indirect fire support is available to the advancing forces. In such
circumstances, every effort must be made to exploit the enemy’s withdrawal and pursue, isolate, and
annihilate the enemy.

The Advance-to-Contact
The advance-to-contact is a tactical manoeuvre that is executed when the vanguard356 locates or

observes an enemy deployment, or is given early warning, either by air assets or reconnaissance
forces. Its aim is to deploy the advancing forces in preparation for an attack or strike.

As no contact will yet have been made with the enemy, a degree of initiative will be present for both
forces. As a manoeuvre, the advance-to-contact precedes an action such as an attack and/or other task
as determined by the commander. The terrain dictates how the manoeuvre will be executed.

A successful advance-to-contact establishes contact with the enemy and develops into an
advantageous situation that must be exploited by the vanguard and/or main guard by utilising effective
command and control, communications, mobility, manoeuvre, and fire- power to overwhelm and
annihilate the enemy.

The advance commander must use his covering troops (combat reconnaissance elements, flank
guards and rear guards)357 to ensure all round security for his forces. In a combat operations group
advance, the covering troops must move far enough ahead of the advance and the main guard to give
the combat operations group commander time and space in which to deploy and manoeuvre against
identified and located enemy positions.

The following considerations must be borne in mind at all times during the advance- to-contact:

• Every effort must be made to locate the enemy
• Once visual contact has been made, it must be maintained
• The advancing forces must remain within supporting distance of one another
• The covering forces must prevent the advance guard and the main guard from being caught by
surprise
• Flexibility of manoeuvre and use of terrain remains critical

As a tactical manoeuvre, the value of the advance-to-contact lies in:

• Preparing the advancing forces to attack or strike an enemy
• Forcing the enemy to make his presence known or make contact
• Forcing the enemy to withdraw
• Binding the enemy and allowing other forces to attack, envelop, destroy, or bypass him before
continuing the advance
• Enabling forces to close with the enemy and destroy him
• Taking and holding terrain of key or tactical importance

During the advance-to-contact, the covering force commander must at all times anticipate:

• Natural obstacles that can disrupt the choice of attack axis. In such instances, the pioneer elements
must be positioned well forward in order to overcome obstacles and maintain momentum.
• Artificial obstacles such as landmines, tank traps, improvised explosive devices, bridge and culvert
demolitions, and flooded areas.
• Possible enemy actions to the front and flanks. Reports from combat reconnaissance and flank forces
allow the commander to continually analyse and assess the situation to the front and flanks, and to



prepare his forces for possible or imminent contact with the enemy.

The deployment of the covering force will be influenced by the terrain. In dense jungle terrain, combat
reconnaissance forces may be forced to dismount and conduct their reconnaissance on foot well ahead
of the main elements of the covering force. If possible, their vehicles should travel a tactical bound
behind them358. In savannah-type terrain where the going is easier, combat reconnaissance elements in
armoured fighting vehicles can be used.

Manned and unmanned aerial vehicles can play an important role in locating enemy positions in
jungle and savannah terrain.

The formation adopted by the covering force is dictated by the terrain, the mission, and the
appreciated enemy enroute and to the front. Combat support service units must be integrated into the
formation in such a manner as not to interfere with the combat forces.

Typical tasks given to the covering force by the advance commander include:

• Gather intelligence on routes, obstacles, infrastructure, agricultural fields, villages, roads, rivers,
marshes, swamps, livestock grazing areas, and other factors that may impede or enhance the speed of
the advance.
• Gauge how the local population’s attitudes towards the advancing forces and the enemy can be used
or negated.
• Identify, locate, and determine the strength of enemy deployments.
• Identify and exploit gaps, and provide intelligence on envelopment or bypassing options.
• Breach obstacles and seize tactical terrain.
• Conduct deep penetration aimed at disrupting enemy logistical supply lines and communications
centres.
• Provide security and early warning to the advance and main guards.
• When contact is imminent, aggression, audacity, speed of manoeuvre, initiative, and immediate
directed fire may overcome the enemy before he can react. Indirect fire must be brought to bear on the
enemy’s positions as soon as possible. If air support is available, it must also be brought to bear on the
enemy.

A possible sequence of events could develop as follows:
• The combat or ISR elements identify and locate the enemy. This intelligence is immediately relayed to
the covering force commander.
• The covering force commander rapidly deploys his force into a tactical formation, ready to do battle
with the enemy. The covering force continues with the advance but now adopts an advance-to-contact
posture, and moves from tactical bound to tactical bound (i.e. from overwatch position to overwatch
position).
• Indirect fire support elements are deployed to give immediate indirect fire support.
• The advance guard/main force simultaneously deploys into a tactical formation, ready to support the
covering force.
• The covering force engages the enemy and either destroys or fixes and binds enemy forces that may
interfere with the main force’s movement. This can be accomplished by means of a hasty frontal attack,
a flanking attack, or a combined attack to the enemy’s front and flanks.
• While the covering force is engaging the enemy, the advance guard can assume the role of the
covering force and bypass the battle to maintain momentum. As soon as the enemy has been
destroyed, the covering force must be replenished and assume its position ahead of the advance.
• If the advance commander decides to commit the advance guard to the battle, the covering force must
disengage and continue the advance to maintain momentum. The advance guard then takes up the
battle.
• If the enemy force is larger than appreciated, it may be necessary to halt and plan a deliberate attack.
Such an action will impede the momentum of the advance. While planning takes place, Special
Operations Group elements can call in artillery fire and air strikes onto enemy positions, and conduct
night raids and other offensive tasks (laying ambushes and mines or demolishing bridges and culverts
as instructed by the advance commander).



Figure 48: Advance-to-contact

The movement of the advance guard and the main guard will depend on the terrain, the routes
available, and the enemy. Terrain often impedes combat reconnaissance over a wide front in Africa. This
forces reconnaissance over a narrow front and influences the speed of the advance, especially if the
terrain confines the advance to a single route like a road. If a single road is the only route available,
advancing along it will decrease the momentum of the advance, reduce tactical flexibility, and increase
force vulnerability.

The grouping and organisation of the advance guard must be flexible enough to allow it to assume the
role of the covering force should the covering force become engaged in battle. This may require
bypassing the battle area or changing direction, but terrain may preclude that option. In such an
instance, the advance guard may be required to join the battle and assist the covering force in
overwhelming and annihilating the enemy.

When an enemy has been bypassed by the covering force (on orders from the advance guard
commander) the advance guard will be required to destroy the enemy to prevent it from posing a threat
to—or delaying—the main force. Helicopter-borne troops may be airlifted into close proximity to function
as blocking or cut-off forces or as follow-up forces for any fleeing enemy.

The advance commander must, at all times, monitor battle(s) and anticipate the requirements of the
forces in contact with the enemy. His priority is the maintenance of momentum in reaching the final
assembly area or required objective as soon as possible so he must—where necessary—commit
additional forces from the main guard to assist in clearing up any pockets of resistance. Prior to
continuing with the advance, all units that were committed to battle must be replenished.

As the maintenance of momentum is critical in the advance-to-contact phase, enemy positions must
be overwhelmed, or bypassed and cleared up by follow-on forces. The bypassing and subsequent link
up policies must be planned in advance.

When helicopter-borne or other air delivered forces have seized tactical  or key terrain and bridges,
river crossing points, and defiles, ground forces must link up with them as soon as possible. Such



seizures will add momentum to the advance-to- contact but the forces carrying them out must not be
deployed too far ahead as they remain vulnerable.

Once the advance routes have been opened, forces may be required to ensure their security,
especially if pockets of enemy resistance have been bypassed. The A Echelon’s routes should remain
separate from the routes used by combat forces to enable faster movement of empty combat support
vehicles and casualties to the rear. Logistical routes will be targeted by the enemy and therefore will
require protection.

The advance-to-contact transitions into an attack when the advancing forces have readjusted their
organisation and posture and are preparing to launch an attack from a predetermined start line.

The Meeting Engagement
Combat reconnaissance units or elements of the covering force may make unexpected contact with

the enemy. When this unexpected contact is initiated by an exchange of fire, it is known as a meeting
engagement.

It is critical for the commander within any AO or conflict area to know and understand the enemy’s
strong and weak points, and to be aware of how the enemy has conducted operations in the past. This
helps commanders to anticipate unplanned for—or unexpected—encounters such as the meeting
engagement.

The meeting engagement differs from the advance-to-contact (in which the commander anticipates
and deliberately seeks to make contact with the enemy) in that the engagement359 occurs before either
force has been appropriately deployed. Correctly exploited with speed and aggression, the meeting
engagement can result in a hasty attack.

Various circumstances can give rise to a meeting engagement. These include:
• The covering forces or advance guard unexpectedly make contact with an enemy that has been
bypassed or missed by the combat reconnaissance forces.
• The advancing forces and the enemy meet unexpectedly and immediately engage each other with
hasty attacks.
• An enemy disengages from the battle but re-establishes contact shortly thereafter (commanders must
always consider a break in the engagement to be a potential ruse).
• A patrol unexpectedly encounters an enemy patrol.

A variation of a meeting engagement may also occur if an advancing force enters into a hastily laid
enemy ambush, in which case its options are to attack immediately or withdraw. The enemy may
counter-attack or also withdraw.

If the advancing forces are correctly grouped and tactically deployed,360 the commander will be able
to seize and retain the initiative by adjusting his plans rapidly, making snap decisions, issuing hasty
orders, and executing aggressive action in the form of a hasty attack. If the enemy position is too strong,
the commander may be forced to conduct a withdrawal, take up a defensive position and plan a
deliberate attack.

As combat in dense bush or jungle can be problematic, the commander may decide to contain the
enemy, conduct a hasty defence until reinforcements arrive, conduct a flanking manoeuvre to divide and
destroy the enemy, cut off the enemy’s withdrawal, or even withdraw from the contact area and
reorganise his forces.

During the advance, commanders must continually assess the terrain to identify areas that may afford
the enemy an advantage. Consideration must at all times be given to situational-intelligence (likely or
potential enemy deployments, capabilities, weapons, objectives, obstacles, and terrain negotiability).
These factors will provide the force



Figure 49: An example of a conventional meeting engagement

commander with options for speed of manoeuvre, the speed at which direct and indirect fire is brought
to bear on the enemy, and sustained and relentless pressure.

Command and control is a skill all commanders must develop and exploit. A commander exercises
battle command to the advantage of the mission and the men under his command during the meeting
engagement.

Meeting engagements usually occur when smaller, mobile forces unexpectedly encounter one
another. Ineffective or a lack of combat reconnaissance can result in clashes between larger units.

Helicopter-borne forces361 must be judiciously and rapidly used to envelop, flank, or cut off an enemy
during a meeting engagement. However, the enemy’s location, the contact area, and the directions of
fire must have been precisely determined to prevent helicopter-borne troops from landing amongst the
enemy, being engaged on the landing zone, or being engaged by enemy fire while still airborne.

Meeting engagements take place at speed. This implies that there is usually not sufficient time to
complete battle procedures before combat. To avoid being caught off- guard, force commanders must
ensure that all troops are advised on the threat level and are ready for immediate battle.

When a meeting engagement takes place, the commander must act audaciously and make rapid
decisions about how to assess the enemy’s strength and deployment, manoeuvre forces into
advantageous position(s), assign responsibilities and tasks, allocate direct and indirect fire targets, issue
orders, and attack.

Mobile anti-aircraft guns and heavy machineguns can be used to deliver covering fire, harassing fire,
or flushing fire in dense bush. The effect of these weapons in the ground role must never be
underestimated.

If there is a strong enemy presence, the commander may be required to adopt a hasty defensive
posture or use his forces to fix and bind the enemy while other elements bypass rapidly, either to launch
an attack on an assailable flank, or continue the advance to maintain momentum.



Seizing and retaining the initiative in the meeting engagement is essential. Immediate, well-
coordinated action will often result in victory.

Find, Fix, Bind, Attack/Strike and Annihilate
A variation of the advance-to-contact is the ‘find, fix, bind, attack/strike, and annihilate’ technique. This

technique has many of the characteristics of an area operation, in that aggressive searches are
conducted to identify and locate enemy bases, deployment areas, logistical areas, and hides. Indeed, it
is very similar to ‘search-and-destroy’ missions associated with traditional counter-AGF operations.

Find, fix, bind, attack/strike, and annihilate is carried out by highly mobile units supported by rapid
reaction forces that travel, either a supporting bound behind the finding forces, or as helicopter-borne
assault troops.

Like the advance-to-contact, this technique is aimed at placing the advancing forces in a favourable
position from which to plan and launch hasty or deliberate attacks.

The find, fix, bind, attack/strike, and annihilate technique can be used as an effective ruse in
conjunction with an advance-to-contact.



Chapter 14

The Attack or Strike

We must strike the enemy where he least expects it and avoid hitting him where he  expects it. We must confuse, degrade,
disorientate, disrupt, disorganise, and unbalance him. We must think out of the box but force him to remain in the box. To achieve

this we need to surprise him and be innovative, audacious, aggressive, and relentless...we must be single minded. We are not here
to be politically correct. We have one purpose and that is to locate, strike, and annihilate the enemy.

– Author to Special Operations Group commander somewhere in Central Africa, 2011

Offensive conventional manoeuvres can be classified either as attacks or strikes, and are relentless
offensive actions aimed at inflicting casualties on the enemy and his materiel.

The attack is a planned, rapid, synchronised, and violent offensive action that utilises targeted,
controlled, and coordinated direct and indirect fire and manoeuvre to annihilate, disorientate, disrupt,
degrade, disorganise, destroy, and defeat the enemy.

The strike is a deliberate surprise attack on an enemy base, facility, or position by a specially
organised strike force. The strike force362 can consist of balanced combined arms teams with organic air
support or smaller heavily armed groups. A strike can effectively be used as a diversion, a deception, or
a ruse. Unlike an attack (which is preceded by an advance and an advance-to-contact) strike forces
either infiltrate the target area clandestinely or get delivered to the target by land, air, and/or water (river
or sea). The strike is aimed at disrupting and destroying as many targets as possible, and is executed
within a certain time limit. Due to their vulnerability, strike forces are immediately extracted or withdrawn
after the strike. Alternatively, they can be strengthened by link-up or holding forces. Strikes are pre-
emptive in nature and can erode an enemy’s confidence, threaten his sense of security, and degrade his
will to fight and annihilate the enemy.

Whereas conventional attacks against the enemy will be limited in Africa, it nevertheless remains
critical that the armed forces are trained in conventional attacks and are able, when necessary, to
execute such manoeuvres.

All successful attacks and strikes require speed of execution, surprise, and concentrated violent force
from an unexpected direction and at a decisive time and place. Victory can only be achieved with
aggressive, judicious, and synchronised rapid manoeuvre supported by fire. Every opportunity to
confuse, mislead, out-manoeuvre, disrupt, disorganise, and annihilate the enemy must be exploited.

The attack or strike must, whenever possible, be strengthened by close air support and blocking or
cut-off and follow-up forces to ensure maximum attrition of the enemy and his equipment. Where terrain
allows, direct fire support bases must be used to fix the enemy and pin him down. This will add
momentum to the attack, decrease and divert enemy fire, and increase the chances of success.

The foundations for any successful attack or strike—apart from the relative strengths of the opposing
forces—are coordinated use of direct and indirect firepower and manoeuvre, concentration of effort,
rapid and relentless aggression, speed of execution, and surprise.

In certain circumstances, unconventional actions within the combat zone363 (ambushing enemy
reinforcements and logistical routes,raiding enemy communication centres, destroying bridges,
conducting stand-off bombardments, and placing mines at crossing points) can add impetus, support the
main effort, and add to further attrition of the enemy.

Attacks and/or strikes can be carried out by:

• Dismounted infantry
• Dismounted infantry with MRAPs in support
• MRAP-mounted infantry
• Mechanised infantry
• Dismounted infantry with armour and/or mechanised support
• Armour with infantry support
• Air assault forces
• Riverine forces



• A combination of the above

All attacks and strikes must, wherever possible, be supported by direct and indirect fire support.

Types of Attacks
There are two primary types of attack. These are:

• Deliberate attacks
• Hasty attacks

Deliberate attacks: Deliberate attacks are launched against well prepared enemy positions and
require detailed, deliberate planning (in the form of an appreciation or planning cycle), reorganisation of
forces, and mission specific training and rehearsals prior to the attack. All plans are based on sound and
current intelligence. Detailed combat reconnaissance is carried out to complement existing intelligence
and allow adjustments to the plan of attack. A deliberate attack must be supported by secondary or
supporting attacks (ruses, feints, and raids).

Hasty attacks: Hasty attacks are launched against enemy concentrations or positions when planning
time is limited. They are aimed at destroying and/or overwhelming the enemy as rapidly as possible. A
well-executed and aggressive hasty attack can achieve surprise and demoralise the enemy. Hasty
attacks may also result from a meeting engagement or ambush, in which case the initiative must be
seized and exploited immediately. Hasty attacks dispense with the cumbersome and often lengthy, yet
necessary, appreciation or planning cycle of a deliberate attack.

There is little difference in execution between hasty and deliberate attacks.
In addition to hasty and deliberate attacks, the following supporting attacks364 can strengthen and

support the main attack:

• Raids
• Ambushes
• Feints
• Ruses
• Pre-emptive attacks
• Counter-attacks
• Diversionary attacks
• Infiltration attacks
• Swarm attacks

Supporting attacks support the offensive /main effort but can be used as separate actions aimed at
confusing, destroying, deceiving, disrupting, disorganising, unbalancing, or dividing an enemy’s forces,
especially during unconventional manoeuvres.

Raids: All raids365 require audacity, boldness, daring, speed, and surprise. Despite usually taking
place deep inside occupied territory or behind enemy lines, the aim of a raid is to create advantages that
will influence operations in the immediate combat zone. Correctly planned and executed, strategic raids
can alter the course of a military campaign, create the conditions necessary for victory, and place a
government in a strong position from which to negotiate.366 A raid is usually a smaller-scale attack in
which forces rapidly move into a hostile area and gather intelligence, destroy predetermined targets,
capture prisoners of war, release prisoners being held by the enemy, disrupt command and control
facilities, and confuse or deceive the enemy. All opportunities must be exploited immediately. Raids are
executed with balanced forces and require detailed intelligence and deliberate planning. Raiding forces
either exit the area according to a planned withdrawal or remain in place to link-up with additional forces
and conduct further operations. Raids can be tactical or strategic in nature.

Ambushes: An ambush is a surprise attack launched from a concealed or protected position with the
aim of destroying, neutralising, or blunting an infiltrating, advancing, unsuspecting, or withdrawing
enemy force. It utilises maximum surprise and firepower, and can be supported with indirect fire,
command detonated mines, landmines, and improvised explosive devices. Successful ambushes inflict
casualties, threaten an enemy’s sense of security, erode confidence and morale, and disrupt cohesion.



Well-planned ambushes launched against logistical lines can severely weaken and disrupt the enemy’s
ability to sustain his forces.

Feints: A feint is an attack aimed at deceiving an enemy regarding the direction, location, and time of
a main attack. Decisive battles with the enemy are avoided, but direct fire is delivered onto enemy
positions in order to confuse, degrade, distract, disrupt, disorganise, disorientate, divert, or fix the
enemy’s attention. A well-planned, successful feint will prevent the enemy from determining the direction
and focus of the main attack, or massing firepower against it. Feints can be conducted prior to and
during the main attack.

Ruses: A ruse is a diversionary manoeuvre that is launched to obfuscate a commander’s true
intentions. The forces executing the ruse avoid contact with the enemy. A ruse can also draw an enemy
away from his position and thus weaken the main enemy position. A ruse must make the enemy aware
of a potentially threatening activity and compel him to take action.

Pre-emptive attacks: A pre-emptive attack, also known as a pre-emptive strike, is launched against
an enemy that is planning or preparing to attack. It requires detailed intelligence, is well planned, and is
aimed at striking the enemy while he is vulnerable and unprepared. Correctly executed, a pre-emptive
attack achieves surprise and presents the attacking forces with numerous opportunities for exploitation.
Although usually associated with actions at the operational level, a pre-emptive attack can also be
strategic in nature (i.e. used to support and strengthen a coercive diplomatic campaign). The ability of
an armed force to project power will determine whether or not it is capable of executing a strategic pre-
emptive strike.

Counter-attacks: Counter-attacks are launched from defensive positions to blunt or halt an attack,
wrest the initiative from the enemy, cause maximum disruption and casualties, and prevent the enemy
from achieving his objectives. Timing is critical as the commander needs to determine the enemy’s main
effort before committing his forces (usually reserve forces). Once the commander has determined the
enemy’s main effort, he must identify a weak point in the enemy’s attack or a vulnerable flank, and
target it in order to divide the enemy, break his momentum, and regain and exploit the initiative.

Diversionary attacks: Diversionary attacks divert the enemy’s attention and resources from a main
attack elsewhere. Correctly executed, a diversionary attack can force an enemy to divide his forces.

Infiltration attacks: An infiltration attack can be carried out by a force or part of a force, but differs
from a raid in that it takes place in an enemy deployment area or position. It can form part of a
diversionary attack or be launched as an independent attack carried out by a force that infiltrates within
close proximity of an enemy position before launching a surprise attack. It is usually supportive of a
deliberate attack.

Swarm attacks: Swarm attacks are simultaneous, multi-directional attacks against single objectives.
These attacks consist of aggressive probes and quick withdrawals aimed at diverting an enemy’s focus
and firepower. Correctly executed, they lower morale, unbalance and confuse the enemy, and inflict
substantial casualties when combined with indirect fire. To be successful, swarm attacks must be well
controlled and coordinated. Swarm attacks can be used to locate weak points, identify weapons and
deployments, and gauge reactions.

Forces can attack mounted or on foot, by day or night.

Composition of an Attack Force
The manner in which an attack force is organised depends on:

• The means available to the attacking force
• Enemy deployments and weapon systems
• The proximity of enemy reserves to the objective(s)
• Known enemy doctrine, TTPs, and historical counter-actions
• The obstacles on the approach to the objective(s)
• The terrain and its negotiability
• The time of the attack, i.e. day or night
• The indirect fire support available to own forces
• The close air support available to own forces
• The enemy air threat



Depending on the above factors and the commander’s attack plan, an attack force may consist of the
following elements:

1. Assault force: The troops, vehicles and equipment that will partake in the main attack.
2. Fire support group: The force that will provide direct and indirect fire support to the assault force.

This may include air assets such as attack helicopters and close air support aircraft.
3. Flank forces: The forces that will provide protection and early warning to the flanks.
4. Cut-off forces: Also known as ‘stopper forces’, these groups cut off enemy reinforcements and/or

escape routes.
5. Exploitation forces: The forces that will conduct exploitation after objective(s) have been captured.

These forces may, additionally, be used as counter-attack forces.
6. Reserve forces: The forces that the commander will utilise as his reserve. These forces can be

used as counter-attack or exploitation forces or reinforce the assault force.

Composition of a Strike Force
A strike force is usually composed of an assault force and a fire-support group. The strike force will

have its own reserve and logistical support. The force must be supported by attack helicopters and
strike aircraft.

The Enemy’s Centre of Gravity
The centre of gravity is an element of the trinity of gravity and is objective-related.
Clausewitz defined the centre of gravity (CoG) as the ‘the hub  of all power and movement, on which

everything depends’.367 The centre of gravity is therefore that enemy

Improvisation for a moving target ambush
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capacity on an objective which prevents the attacking forces from accomplishing their mission.
By implication, terrain cannot be the centre of gravity unless it is occupied by the enemy’s ‘hub of all

power’ i.e. the enemy’s command and control centre on an objective. Capturing tactical or key terrain
can, however, place the enemy’s centre of gravity at a disadvantage.

During conventional manoeuvres, this implies that the enemy’s centre of gravity368 is located where
‘mass is concentrated most densely’ at the operational and tactical levels. Mass refers to the enemy’s
forces and includes the seat of his command and control. Within the African operational theatre, enemy
commanders tend to centralise command and control and focus mass around themselves to secure
their positions. This places the enemy forces at a disadvantage as their lower level commanders are
seldom allowed to use their initiative. It also makes identifying and destroying the centre of gravity
easier.

The centre of gravity is therefore considered to be the enemy’s command and control centre located
on a specific objective. Thus, attacking and destroying the hub of command and control inevitably
results in a breakdown of cohesion and a collapse of the surrounding or immediate enemy forces.
However, enemy forces that have been allowed to escape may revert to unconventional actions and
manoeuvre and cause attrition to the attacking forces.

Whereas destroying weak and/or decisive points may erode and weaken the enemy’s centre of
gravity, these merely function as outposts that surround the centre of gravity.

Vulnerable or weak points nevertheless constitute valuable targets and must be destroyed. Attacks on
isolated enemy outposts/units and key or tactical terrain occupied by the enemy will weaken the
objective-related centre of gravity. Other vulnerable targets include transportation hubs, supply lines,
logistical bases and routes, airfields, radar installations, communication centres, assembly areas,
temporary bases, and lines of communication. Vulnerable points make ideal targets for manoeuvre
forces, Special Forces, and Special Operations Groups.

Attack force commanders must locate the enemy’s main deployments369 or positions and deny him
the ability to move freely (manoeuvre) and/or mass his forces using direct and indirect weapons (heavy
machine guns, anti-tank weapons, artillery, and mortars) and air power. Unable to manoeuvre, the
enemy is restricted from blunting an attack.

It therefore follows that there are numerous enemy centres of gravity, each related to objectives,
sectors, areas, theatres, and even countries.

Terminology
There is specific terminology associated with attacks and strikes.
Assault line: The attacking forces may need to readjust to a final formation within close proximity370

of an enemy position for a final assault. The assault line position is not usually determined beforehand.
In smaller actions, the assault line may be referred to as a skirmish line.

Assault force: Forces that have been tasked to attack and capture/destroy the objectives.
Assembly area: Where the attacking forces assemble to conduct final preparations and if necessary,

regroup or reorganise prior to the attack.371 It must be:



• Safe and secure
• Protected from enemy ground and air observation
• Beyond the range of indirect enemy fire
• Accessible to the forces using it
• Large enough to accommodate the forces using it

Defensive drills and routine must be determined within the assembly area. Orders and instructions
must emphasise the following:

• Rest policy
• Replenishment policy
• Equipment maintenance policy
• Camouflage and concealment policy
• Movement policy
• Cooking, fire, and hygiene policy
• Protection policy, deployment of protection/early warning elements, and responsibilities
• Grouping and marrying-up drills

Final preparations and orders for the attack take place in the assembly area.
Axis of attack: An imaginary line used to orientate and control the direction of an attack. It runs

perpendicular from the start line to the objective.
Boundaries: Imaginary control lines that divide the objective into smaller zones so that

responsibilities and tasks can be allocated. Boundaries may be defined between divisions, combat
operations groups, and even battle groups within a large AO. Boundaries also denote the limits of
exploitation.

Bounds: The alternate, coordinated movement of forces in which one group manoeuvres to a new
position while the remaining group covers their movement with fire. This tactic allows forces to maintain
‘one foot on the ground’. Bounds can be conducted from tactical terrain to tactical terrain, or from cover
to cover. Also referred to as ‘bounding overwatch’, ‘tactical bounds’ or ‘leapfrogging’.

Consolidation: Organising and strengthening a captured objective against an enemy counter-attack.
It should be noted that consolidating on a vacated enemy position is risky as the enemy will register
such positions as indirect fire targets. Consolidating at the exploitation limit exposes the force to less of
a threat.

D-Day: The day on which a pre-planned operation, attack, or strike commences. All timeframes are
expressed using negative and positive days e.g. ‘all preparations to be complete by D-2’ (two days prior
to D-Day) and ‘the attack must be completed by D +3’ (three days after D-Day).

Exploitation limit: Also known as the limit of exploitation (LoE). This is the boundary (usually in the
form of tactical terrain beyond the objective) up to which forces will attack or pursue the enemy. It must
however, be defendable. The aim is to ensure that there is no enemy activity beyond the objective and
up to the limit of exploitation. The attacking forces will consolidate at the limit of exploitation.

Forming-up place (FUP): Sometimes referred to as a forward assembly area. The place where
assault forces receive their final briefings and deploy into attack formation prior to the attack. Minimum
time should be spent in the FUP. The FUP should meet with the following criteria:

• It must be protected from enemy observation and direct fire
• It must not be on a potential enemy indirect fire task
• It must be recognizable



Figure 50: A phased assault on objective A

• It must be large enough to accommodate the forces using it

All drills and standing operational procedures must be executed as rapidly as possible in the FUP.
Frozen area: Also referred to as a ‘restricted area’. An area that is out of bounds to all friendly forces.

An area is usually frozen or restricted to protect Special Forces/Special Operations Group teams and/or
pseudo teams from being engaged by friendly forces. Air and/or indirect fire support is ‘on call’.

H-Hour: All timings related to the attack or strike are planned around D-Day and H-Hour. H-Hour is
the time at which pre-bombardment will commence / the assault forces will cross the start line. Timings
prior to the attack or strike are expressed in H minus minutes (e.g. ‘All forces must be at the start line at
H–30’). After the assault forces have crossed the start line, times are expressed using H plus minutes
(e.g. ‘Indirect fire will lift at H+10’).

Objective: An objective is an occupied or unoccupied feature of key or tactical terrain that must be
captured and secured to give the attacking forces an advantage.

Phasing:372 A campaign strategy, design for battle, or operational plan is broken down into a series of
phases (related activities, actions, and tasks) that culminate in reaching an objective. Attacks are
phased to enable ease of command and control, focus manpower and resources, and monitor the
progress of the plan. The  development of phases is dependent on the enemy’s strength and the size
and depth of the objective. Phasing also allows supporting fire to be used to maximum effect.

Reporting lines: Reporting lines have no tactical value other than to indicate the progress of the
attacking forces. They can be imaginary lines but they must be recognisable. They are given code
names or nicknames.

Rendezvous: A predetermined, easily recognisable meeting place that is easily discernible in the
dark. Also known as an RV.

Reserves: Forces that commanders deploy to strengthen and support an attack, counter unforeseen
circumstances that may negatively influence the attack, and add momentum to the attack.

Start line: The start line, also known as the line of departure, is the line that the assault forces cross
at H-Hour. The start line must be recognisable and secure to prevent attacking forces from making
immediate contact with the enemy. It can also be a natural or man-made feature that is perpendicular to
the enemy objective. In dense terrain, it may be necessary to despatch a team to mark and secure the
start line. The start line is used:

• As a command and control measure



• To coordinate times related to direct or indirect fire support
• To orientate assault forces to the objective

Principles of the Conventional Attack
The principles of the conventional attack373 are:

1. The enemy’s centre of gravity on the objective must be targeted
2. The objective must be covered with indirect fire
3. The attack must be organised in depth
4. Fire, manoeuvre, and terrain must be exploited
5. The attack must be launched from a firm base
6. Attack from multiple directions
7. Assault forces must move close to supporting fire
8. The tempo and momentum of the attack must be maintained
9. The attack must be supported by maximum firepower

10. Support weapons must be brought forward as soon as possible
11. The attack must be executed relentlessly
12. Enemy escape routes must be cut off
13. Plan for counter attacks

Target the enemy’s centre of gravity on the objective: The enemy’s centre of gravity on the
objective, and the associated strongpoints and critical vulnerabilities that protect it must be located and
targeted with successive hammer-blows of fire. The centre of gravity will be the enemy’s command
element (usually heavily defended). Destroying or disrupting it will weaken or collapse the enemy’s
defences. Destroying the objective- related centre of gravity is the key to victory.

Cover the objective with indirect fire: The objective must be covered with coordinated,
synchronised and targeted indirect fire from the ground and air. Not only does indirect fire fix the enemy,
destroy materiel, inflict casualties, and neutralise enemy crew-served weapons, it also keeps the enemy
pinned down and renders him unable to engage the attacking forces with fire. Indirect fire enables the
assault forces to close with the objective. Indirect fire must be controlled to avoid own force casualties.

Organise the attack in depth: Depth in the attacking forces reduces casualties, ensures momentum,
and provides flexibility, space, and options for manoeuvre. Depth utilises attack formations that allow
force to be concentrated on a narrow front—also referred to as the focus of main effort. Depth elements
can be utilised to ward off counter-attacks.

Exploit fire, manoeuvre, and terrain: Direct and indirect firepower and manoeuvre must be exploited
to achieve advantageous positions, and terrain and cover must be used to enable the application of fire
and manoeuvre. All engagements are reliant on relentless fire and manoeuvre. Fire without manoeuvre
and manoeuvre without fire are of no value. Fire and manoeuvre add to the momentum and the tempo
of the attack. Terrain dictates the tactics. Fire, manoeuvre and terrain, correctly applied, maximises force
preservation. Launch the attack from a firm base: The attack must be launched from a secure starting
position (start line) and move from firm base to firm base. The start line must be secure to prevent
forces from making immediate contact with the enemy as this will make deployment difficult and derail
fire plans, especially indirect fire plans. Commanders must continue to establish and exploit firm bases
as the attack develops.374 This allows the attacking forces to retain balance. Firm bases make it difficult
for the enemy to launch successful counter-attacks. They are established on terrain that can dominate
the enemy with fire and observation.

Attack from multiple directions: Attacks must be launched against the enemy’s front, rear, flanks,
and from above. Coordinated and synchronised direct, indirect and aerial delivered fire must fix the
enemy, create attrition in his ranks whilst giving the attacking forces time to close with, manoeuvre
freely, and annihilate the enemy.

Move close to supporting fire: The assault force must move close to supporting direct- and indirect
fire to prevent the enemy from reorganising or reacting once supporting fire has been lifted. Moving
close to indirect fire allows the assault force to close with the enemy and launch the final phase of an
attack before the enemy has recovered.



Maintain tempo and momentum: Maintaining tempo and momentum puts the enemy under
sustained pressure and prevents him from regaining balance, reorganising and countering the attack,
bringing his reserves forward, or preparing new positions. Aggressive execution results in a rapid,
relentless attack.

Support the attack with maximum firepower: Effective, sustained direct and indirect fire will inflict
casualties, reduce enemy resistance, and destroy enemy materiel and positions. Fire support is vitally
important when exposed assault forces must move across open terrain or breach obstacles without
adequate cover.

Bring support weapons forward: The aim of an attack is to destroy the enemy, capture and occupy
the objective and surrounds, and defend these against a counter-attack. The enemy will try to recapture
the terrain he has lost by launching a counter-attack as soon as possible. Support weapons must rapidly
be brought forward to strengthen positions that have been captured and give fire support to the follow-
up forces.

Relentless execution: Once the attack begins (i.e. the attacking forces cross the start line), the
execution must be rapid and relentless. Relentless execution will enhance momentum, weaken enemy
resolve, add tempo to the attack, and unbalance the enemy. Cut off enemy escape routes: The most
obvious enemy escape routes must be cut off and dominated to prevent the enemy from escaping and
to stop enemy reinforcements from using them.

Plan for counter attacks: The attacking force must prepare for a counter-attack at all times, and as
soon as an attack nears its end or reaches its tipping-point.375  At that stage, the attacking forces are
vulnerable and exhausted and need to replenish ammunition and other equipment. Having achieved a
decisive victory, attacking forces may also become complacent on the objective. The reserve force must
therefore be brought forward to reinforce the position and blunt any attempt at a counter-attack.

The above principles are relevant to all types of attacks.
The commander who applies the principles of attack will create space in which to manoeuvre his

forces, exploit his firepower, grasp the initiative, and develop advantages as they occur.

Stages of the Attack
An attack consists of three stages:

• Preparation stage
• Combat stage
• Consolidation stage

Preparation stage: The preparation stage takes place at D–minus within and from the assembly area
and includes the following:

• Deployment drills (including combat reconnaissance) are executed and the final battle plan is
developed
• Orders are issued
• Units are reorganised
• Marrying-up and integration drills are completed
• Final equipment checks are completed
• Rehearsals and inspections are completed
• Deployments to the FUP and start line commence

Combat stage: This stage commences at H-Hour on D-Day:

• Enemy positions are attacked with indirect fire (ground and air)
• Attack forces cross the start line
• Attack forces fight through the objective
• Exploitation

Consolidation stage: After the objective has been captured, the initial consolidation (during which
forces are reorganised into a defensive posture to neutralise any counter- attack) takes place. The
following tasks are completed:



• The objective is cleared
• Initial exploitation is completed to protect consolidation and provide early warning
• Ammunition, water, and FOL376 are replenished
• Casualties and prisoners of war are evacuated
• Support weapons are brought forward and initial fire plans to counter likely counter- attacks are
established and coordinated
• If the attack was executed by dismounted forces, infantry fighting vehicles or mine- resistant ambush
protected vehicles move forward to link up with the dismounted forces
• A situation report377 is submitted to higher HQ when consolidation has been completed
• New orders are issued to the attack force by the higher HQ

Sequence of a Hasty Attack
It may be necessary for a commander to launch a hasty attack against an enemy position to his

immediate front in order to maintain the momentum and initiative of the advance.
The sequence of a hasty attack may unfold as follows:

• Unexpected contact is made with the enemy (i.e. a meeting engagement takes place)
• Immediate action drills are implemented and a SITREP is sent to the force commander
• While the enemy is being fixed with direct fire, a basic indirect fire plan and a hasty appreciation are
made
• The commander issues brief warning orders over the radio
• Initial deployment begins and the commander completes his hasty appreciation and plan



Figure 51: Stages of a mounted attack

• Orders are issued
• The attack is launched
• Exploitation takes place
• The forces reorganise after the attack

Hasty deployment drills for offensive and defensive actions must be rehearsed to ensure speed of
deployment.

Sequence of a Deliberate Dismounted Attack
The sequence below is an example of how a deliberate dismounted attack by a battle group may

unfold:

• An enemy deployment is reported to the combat operations group HQ.
• The commander and his staff develop a broad operational design.
• The combat operations group commander’s operational intent is submitted to the battle group(s)
allocated to attack the enemy along with orders, instructions, and guidelines.
• The battle group commander issues warning orders to his combat team and supporting commanders.
• The planning cycle commences. Combat reconnaissance elements are deployed to report on current
on-the-ground intelligence. This intelligence is relayed to the planning cycle.
• Upon completion of the planning cycle, orders are issued and the battle group advances toward a
predetermined secure assembly area.
• At the assembly area, the battle group deploys in a defensive position.
• Combat team commanders conduct their own final reconnaissance and if necessary, make
adjustments after briefing the battle group commander regarding their plans.
• Adjustments decided upon during the planning cycle are made and final plans are confirmed,
presented, and approved by the battle group commander.
• Supplementary and/or final orders are issued.378

• On D-Day, mounted or dismounted attack forces move to the FUPs.
• Forces for the supporting attacks move into position and commence their deployments.
• If air support is available, airstrikes commence at H-30.
• Indirect fire bombardments onto the objective begin at H-10.
• The dismounted attacking forces move out of the FUP to the start line covered by protective indirect
fire.
• The attacking forces cross the start line and advance on enemy positions utilising fire and manoeuvre
and adhering to the axis of attack. Direct fire support elements commence delivering aimed direct fire at
the enemy positions. Infantry fighting vehicles and mine-resistant ambush protected vehicles can, where
possible, provide covering fire for the assault forces.
• The attacking forces move as close to the indirect fire as possible. It is, however, important for indirect
fire from ground and air assets to be coordinated by forward observation officers and forward air
controllers so that they begin at the allocated times and cease when there is a danger of hitting the
attacking forces.
• The attacking forces deploy into an assault line. Infantry fighting vehicles and mine- resistant ambush 
protected vehicles  can  manoeuvre closer  to  the assault  line  and deliver supporting fire.
• Using the planned axis of attack and adhering to the boundaries laid down, the attacking forces attack
the objective utilising fire and manoeuvre. The attack is supported by attack helicopters.
• The enemy is overwhelmed and the objective is captured.
• The exploitation forces continue through the objective to the initial limit of exploitation.
• Infantry fighting vehicles and mine-resistant ambush protected vehicles link up with attacking forces
near the objective and provide covering fire during consolidation.
• While consolidation takes place, the follow-up forces bypass the objective and pursue the withdrawing
enemy—this force will usually be mounted. Flank forces close in to secure the flanks around the
objective.
• Natural and man-made obstacles are strengthened.



• Casualties and prisoners of war are evacuated.
• The remaining infantry fighting vehicles, mine-resistant ambush protected vehicles, and support
weapons are brought to the consolidated position and deployed.
• Replenishment takes place.
• Security patrols are deployed to function as early warning and to dominate the area.

Any attack plan must be flexible and where possible, command and control must be decentralised to
allow subordinate commanders to exercise initiative.

Armour and Infantry in the Attack
The availability of armour gives the attack commander numerous advantages:

• Shock-action
• Speed
• Flexibility
• Manoeuvre
• Firepower
• Protection

Commanders make the decision to lead an attack with armour based on:

• The availability of own forces’ armour
• The terrain (including negotiability)
• Man-made obstacles that may impede, disrupt, or disorganise the movement of the armour or create
damage and loss
• The threat of enemy armour and anti-tank weapons
• The availability or lack of enemy air power

Armour and infantry are dependent on one another. Armour should never operate without infantry as
this will render it vulnerable to enemy armour and anti-tank weapons. It is preferable (depending on
terrain) to support armour with mechanised infantry as this will not impede the movement of armour.
Terrain features may, however, force mechanised infantry to dismount and clear the advance or attack
axis ahead of the armour. Where motorised infantry is used to support armour, troops will—due to the
vulnerability  of vehicles—need to dismount far away from the objective and move ahead of the armour
on foot. This will tire the infantry and therefore slow the momentum and tempo of the attack. Their
movement ahead of armour is crucial to locating and destroying enemy armour and anti-tank weapons,
and breaching minefields.

It must be noted that mine-resistant ambush protected vehicles (when used in conventional attacks)
are not infantry fighting vehicles. Their sole function is to provide mounted troops with a level of
protection against small arms fire, improvised explosive devices, and landmines. Depending on the
threat, the infantry will dismount and leave their MRAPs in the assembly area/FUP or the vehicles will
follow a tactical bound behind the advancing infantry.

If the decision is taken to lead the attack with armour, the armour will typically perform the following
tasks:

• Destroy enemy armour and anti-tank positions
• Penetrate enemy defences
• Attack strongpoints379

• Demoralise enemy infantry
• Maintain momentum by keeping the enemy under pressure
• Provide supporting fire to the infantry
• Exploit successes
• Neutralise counter-attacks
• Support infantry in capturing objective(s)
• Dominate the objectives and surrounds while the infantry reorganises



Typical mechanised/motorised infantry tasks in a combined infantry-armour attack include:

• Leading the advance (mounted or on foot depending on the enemy and terrain)
• Closing with and destroying the enemy
• Capturing, occupying, and holding terrain
• Identifying, locating, breaching, and neutralising obstacles that may impede the movement of armour
• Locating and neutralising enemy anti-tank weapons ahead of the armour
• Locating targets for the armour to neutralise
• Identifying and neutralising individual enemy anti-armour threats (anti-tank rifles, grenades, tank-
hunting teams, heavy machineguns, and anti-aircraft guns deployed in a ground role)
• Providing close protection to armour, especially at night

• Providing fire support
• Exploiting opportunities as dictated by the situation

Combined Infantry-Armour Attacks
Infantry can attack as follows:

Combined infantry-armour attacks are conducted as follows:

• Infantry and armour attack on the same axis
• Infantry attacks dismounted while armour delivers fire support
• Infantry and armour attack on separate axes

Infantry and armour attack on the same axis: Such attacks will be terrain-dependent
and the following must be noted:

• Armour will usually lead the attack and move at best speed. The infantry fighting vehicles must be
carefully positioned as they are vulnerable to enemy armour and/or anti-tank weapons.
• If there is a threat of enemy anti-tank weapons, the infantry will lead on foot (dismounted) and the
armour will provide fire support. If the infantry is mechanised, the infantry fighting vehicles can also
deliver fire support to the attacking (dismounted) infantry.
• Armour and mounted infantry can deliver fire while moving.
• Infantry can dismount according to the commander’s plan and the situation. Armour can fight up to, on
to, and through the objective.
• If enemy resistance is weak or has been badly disrupted by airstrikes and indirect fire, the infantry can
fight while mounted and dismount on the objective.
• Infantry fighting vehicles must move close behind the dismounted infantry (if the situation allows such
movement) to provide supporting fire.
•  
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• Armour and infantry can fight through the objective, and depth forces (follow-on forces) can clear the
objective of any remaining resistance.
• If an enemy anti-tank threat is deployed in a reverse-slope position, the armour must halt before the
objective, deliver fire support for the attacking infantry, and wait for the infantry to neutralise the anti-tank
threats.
• The armour can support the attacking infantry by moving to a flank and delivering fire support.
• If terrain prevents the armour from attacking with the infantry, it can bypass the objective and cut off
enemy escape or reinforcement routes. In such an instance, accompanying infantry elements must
provide close protection to the armour.
• It is advisable to let infantry move ahead of armour, despite the fact that this will slow the attack.



• Infantry can fight using fire and movement while armour fights from fire position to fire position or
during manoeuvre if there is no anti-tank threat.
• Maximum indirect fire support must be brought to bear on the objective.
• Close air support must be used to the maximum.
• Attack helicopters can provide supporting or suppressing fire once the infantry are close to or on the
objective.
• When the situation allows, air assault forces can be landed to the flanks and/or rear of the objective to
cut off enemy escape routes or threaten the enemy’s rear areas.

Figure 52: Dismounted infantry and armour attack on same axis

Mounted infantry and armour attack on the same axis: If the terrain allows and the threat of enemy armour/anti-tank weapons
is negligible, mounted infantry (mechanised) and armour can attack on the same axis.

The following considerations are important during mounted attacks:

• The attacking forces must move as close as possible to direct and indirect supporting fire
• Mechanised infantry can dismount on the objective if resistance is weak
• Combat engineers must move close to the armour and infantry fighting vehicles and breach minefields
and other destructive obstacles
• Reserves must move close to the attacking forces and help them to maintain momentum
• Flank forces can be used to provide covering fire if there is no threat to the flanks



• On the approach to the objective, close air support can provide fire support to the armour and the
infantry
• Once the objective has been seized, the reserve forces must move forward as rapidly as possible to
prevent an enemy counter-attack and strengthen the defences on the objective

In exceptional circumstances, the commander may use the flank forces from one flank to support the
attack if it is in danger of losing momentum or failing. This can, however, only be considered if the flank
is secure and free from any enemy interference.

Figure 53: Armour and mounted infantry attack along same axis

Infantry and armour attack on separate axis: Attacks along separate axes must be well
coordinated to ensure that the shock action and firepower of the attacking armour is exploited. Such
attacks can be conducted by mounted or dismounted infantry. The terrain will dictate the manner in
which such an attack can take place.

When infantry and armour attack along separate axes, the following must be borne in mind:

• The attacks must be perpendicular to the objective
• The attacking forces should reach the objective simultaneously



• Fire control must be well coordinated to prevent own forces from inflicting casualties on one another380

• If the enemy situation allows, separate objectives can be attacked simultaneously
• The enemy must be overwhelmed by the speed of the attack, shock action, and firepower
• It is preferable to let the infantry dismount prior to the objective and fight through  on foot, after which
infantry fighting vehicles can link up and deliver supporting fire
• If the attack is carried out at night, control measures must be adhered to in order to prevent own forces
casualties
• Upon reaching the objective:
- Armour can halt prior to the objective and deliver directed supporting fire to the infantry, who dismount
from their vehicles and fight through the objective on foot.
- The armour can fight through the objective while infantry gives supporting fire. Once armour has
overrun the objective, infantry must clear any remaining enemy resistance on foot.

Figure 54: Mechanised infantry and armour attacking on separate axes

Air support must be utilised to the maximum during the final phase of the attack. Attack helicopters
play an important role in observing and firing onto enemy positions or attacking withdrawing enemy
forces. Similarly, attacking infantry can call strike aircraft and attack helicopters onto targets.

Exploitation
Exploitation is the transitional phase of the attack and its aim is to take immediate advantage of

battlefield gains and successes. In reality, it is an extension of the attack beyond the objective, in which
initial gains are rapidly exploited and temporary gains are converted into defendable permanent gains.

The primary aims of exploitation are to:

• Disrupt the enemy’s plans to reorganise his forces
• Destroy withdrawing enemy forces



• Deny the enemy the initiative
• Deny the enemy freedom of manoeuvre
• Unbalance the enemy
• Complete the enemy’s destruction
• Disorganise the enemy in depth
• Occupy terrain of key/tactical importance to withstand a counter-attack

Momentum and speed are critical to successful exploitation as they prevent the enemy from
reorganising, regaining balance, and launching an immediate counter-attack. However, the transition
from attack to exploitation may be very gradual or very sudden. A sudden transition will occur if the
enemy has been surprised and overwhelmed by fire. To ensure that exploitation remains controlled, a
limit of exploitation (a distance beyond the objective or, if terrain allows it, to a terrain form of tactical
value beyond the objective) is determined while the attack is being planned. The limit of exploitation is
made known to all forces partaking in the attack. Forces that cross the limit of exploitation are in danger
of:

• Being targeted by own forces’ indirect and/or direct fire
• Being cut off or isolated and annihilated by the enemy

A commander will usually allocate an exploitation force.381 Unless otherwise ordered, this force must
not conduct pursuit operations on fleeing or retreating enemy forces beyond the limit of exploitation.

To prevent the enemy from organising a running defence, the exploitation forces must manoeuvre
towards their limit of exploitation or objective as rapidly as possible. They may be required to cut off
enemy escape routes and attack enemy command and control centres and reserve areas. Tactical air
support must assist the exploitation forces in achieving their limit of exploitation.

Consolidation
Once an objective has been captured, the attacking forces must reorganise and consolidate their

position and alter their posture (from offensive to defensive)382 as rapidly as possible. Tasks to be
performed during and after consolidation must be presented when the commander gives his orders for
the attack.

During consolidation, the attacking forces must occupy and prepare positions from which to blunt and
neutralise enemy counter-attacks.

The following tasks are typically performed during consolidation:

• The objective is mopped up.
• If not redeployed during exploitation, armour and IFVs are positioned hull-down, ready to neutralise
enemy counter-attacks, provide fire support, or launch an attack.
• Patrols are deployed to provide early warning. Unconventional forces or Special Operations Groups
provide ongoing intelligence on the enemy’s actions and intentions.
• Infantry forces dig in and fields of fire are planned and allocated.
• Enemy ammunition and food caches are located and lifted.
• Landmines, booby traps, and improvised explosive devices are located and rendered safe.
• Security patrols/sentries are deployed to prevent the enemy from achieving a surprise attack.
• Own forces casualties are treated and evacuated to the rear.
• Own forces killed in action are likewise evacuated to the rear.
• Ammunition, fuel, oil, lubricants and food and water is replenished.
• Indirect fire tasks are planned and registered.
• Prisoners of war are evacuated for interrogation.
• Situation reports (SITREPS) are submitted to higher HQ.
• The infantry’s vehicles link up with them if the consolidation was executed on foot.

Depending on the situation, the commander may decide to spend as little time on consolidation as
possible in order to continue the advance. In such an instance, FOL, ammunition, and other



equipment/requirements must be replenished as soon as possible. Flank forces must be prepared to
intervene should an enemy counter-attack appear imminent during this period.

Decision to Attack Mounted or Dismounted
The decision to use mounted or dismounted infantry forces will depend on:

• The terrain and its negotiability383 (especially where forces will be channelized)
• The density of the vegetation
• Natural and man-made obstacles that cannot be breached on the axis of attack
• Whether the enemy has an abundance of armour and/or anti-tank weapons
• Whether the enemy has positioned himself in dense bush or jungle
• Local population concentrations
• The prevailing climatic conditions

If it is not possible for attacking forces to dismount on the objective, they must get as close as
possible to the objective before dismounting. Factors that will influence the selection of the dismounting
area include:

• The effectiveness of own forces’ direct and indirect fire
• The effectiveness of enemy direct and indirect fire
• Enemy anti-tank defences and obstacles near the objective
• Terrain negotiability
• Vegetation
• Local population distribution
• Visibility and weather conditions
• The availability of dead ground close to the objective
• The availability of cover once forces have dismounted
• The availability of firing positions for infantry fighting vehicles
• The enemy air threat

The selection of a dismounting area is restricted to four options:

• Well short of the objective
• Short of the objective
• On the objective
• Beyond the objective

Enemy armour and/or anti-tank weapons, heavy-calibre direct fire weapons, inaccessible terrain, local
population distribution, or an enemy air threat can make dismounting well short of the objective
necessary. However, this will negatively influence the momentum and tempo of the attack as the
dismounted attacking forces will tire before they reach the objective.



The following factors must be considered when selecting a dismounting area:

• It must be easy to identify
• It must be in dead ground or at least provide cover to the dismounting forces
• It must be accessible
• It must be large enough to accommodate the force
• It must allow the attacking forces to dismount at right angles to the objective
• It must be within assaulting distance of the objective
• It must be covered by own supporting fire
• It must be large enough to allow infantry fighting vehicles to remain in formation thus making it easier
for the attacking forces to adopt their selected attack formation rapidly
• It must provide protection from direct enemy fire
• It must not be close to enemy armour and/or anti-tank positions

Once the attacking forces have dismounted, the infantry fighting vehicles can:

• Remain in the dismounting area
• Manoeuvre to a better position and deliver fire support
• Withdraw to a safe area
• Follow the dismounted forces and provide supporting fire

Night Attacks
Despite being difficult and problematic, night attacks can be advantageous to the attacking force in

numerous ways. The night (like terrain) is neutral384 in that it provides advantages to the force that
exploits it.

The night attack is a normal element of any offensive operation and there are numerous reasons why
a night attack may have to be conducted:



• To achieve surprise
• To maintain the momentum of the advance
• To use the cover of darkness to breach obstacles and close with the enemy
• To use the cover of darkness to avoid casualties from the enemy’s fixed lines/forward defences by
passing through unobserved before fire is initiated (infiltration night attack)
• To exploit the enemy’s inability to deliver accurately aimed fire
• To press home an attack or capture an objective that was not captured during the day
• When the enemy’s artillery and air support makes a daylight attack likely to fail
• To neutralise enemy armour and/or anti-tank weapons on or near the objective
• To exploit man’s natural fear of darkness
• To maintain pressure on the enemy
• To minimise unnecessary civilian casualties and collateral damage as villagers and their livestock
usually remain indoors at night

Night attacks can be launched by armour and mounted or dismounted infantry forces and their
support. The advantages and disadvantages of a mounted night attack are as follows:

A night attack is unlikely to succeed unless:

• Adequate intelligence is available on the enemy
• The local population are hostile towards the enemy forces
• The enemy has no night vision and/or thermal imaging systems
• The attacking forces have been thoroughly trained in night fighting tactics and techniques
• All natural and man-made obstacles have been identified and bypassing or breaching options are
available
• The plan is simple
• All possible measures have been taken to achieve surprise
• Communication is possible at all levels

A successful deliberate night attack (apart from requiring detailed planning) requires intense training,
maximum use of night vision/illumination assets,385 strict command and control, effective
communications, coordinated direct and indirect fire, and operational flexibility.

A hasty night attack may result if two opposing forces unexpectedly encounter one another under
cover of darkness. In such instances, the night attack will follow the same progression as the meeting
engagement. Training, flexibility, aggression, communications, and command and control will provide



the advantage in such an instance.  Should an advance be required after last light, all illumination
assets must be made ready to illuminate the battlefield when required.

Although the night attack can achieve surprise, it is difficult to accomplish if the force’s standard of
training is inadequate. Low visibility, disorientation, and an inability to distinguish friend from foe can
complicate the action.

Night attacks can be:

1. Silent: All means of achieving surprise are implemented and the enemy’s position is infiltrated
before the silent night attack commences. The supporting illumination and fire plans are on call and
only come into play once surprise is no longer a factor (i.e. contact with the enemy is imminent or
has been made). A silent night attack cannot be launched using armour and infantry fighting
vehicles/mine-resistant ambush protected vehicles. However, once contact has been made with the
enemy, vehicles can be brought forward to provide supporting fire and attack enemy strongpoints.

2. Noisy: Surprise is not a factor and the supporting fire plan is implemented when—or even before—
the assault forces cross the start line. A noisy night attack can have an adverse effect on the enemy
as sound is amplified at night and this makes its origins difficult to pinpoint. Armoured vehicles can
provide fire support and battlefield illumination.

Detailed combat reconnaissance should locate and identify the forward limit of enemy positions and
obstacles prior to either kind of attack. This intelligence must be used to update and/or adapt the attack
plan.

The following are the advantages and disadvantages of a dismounted night attack:

Night Vision Equipment (NVE) and thermal imaging systems (TIS) must, when available, be utilised
on the approach to the start line and enemy forward positions, and radio silence must be maintained
until the very last moment.

NVE and TIS strain the users, especially when they need to close with the enemy at very close range
and avoid contact until the attack has been launched.

Surprise is a force multiplier and can be a major advantage during a night attack. Measures that can
be taken to ensure surprise include:

• The size of the reconnaissance parties must be restricted to the minimum
• Noise and/or illumination can be used to create diversions away from where the main attack is to be
concentrated
• Diversionary attacks can be conducted
• Active patrols should be kept away from the area in which the main attack will take place
• Illumination and fire support should only be utilised once contact has been made
• Approaches that are shielded by terrain and vegetation should be used
• Adverse weather conditions (thunderstorms and heavy downpours) can be taken advantage of
• Local populations can be provided with false battle indications
• Difficult terrain can be used (especially by dismounted attack forces) to approach the objective



An illumination plan that complements night vision equipment and thermal imaging systems must be
implemented for a night attack to be successful. Once contact with the enemy has been made in a silent
attack and surprise is no longer a factor, illumination grenades, flares, and illumination  shells  for 
artillery and  mortars  should be  used  to illuminate the battlefield.

Simplicity in planning, aggression, and speed of execution once contact has been made are the keys
to success.

The stages of the attack remain applicable to night attacks.
The enemy situation, the terrain, and the weather conditions will dictate whether the attack should be

silent or noisy.
The following types of night attacks are used:

• Linear night attack
• Night attack in columns
• Infiltration night attack
• Swarm night attack
• Search-and-destroy night attack
• Mounted night attack

Terminology associated night attacks in particular includes:

1. Probable line of deployment (PLD): The line along which the senior commander deploys his forces
in an assault formation. This line may be a terrain feature (like a road) or be imaginary. It is similar
to the start line for daylight attacks. The PLD can also be the assault line.

2. Release points (RPs): Release points are designated areas in which a higher command hands over
control to a lower command. The battle group commander will hand control over to the combat
team commanders at a battle group release point.

3. Release routes: The routes between the various release points.
4. Guides: The night attack utilises guides to direct the attacking forces to the release points and

probable line of deployment, and indicate the axis of attack. The guides are drawn from the forces
that conducted combat reconnaissance.

5. The linear night attack: The linear night attack is a form of night attack in which extended line
formation is used. Although viewed by many as an outdated form of night attack, the linear attack is
still widely used in Africa since control is relatively easy, and it allows maximum fire to the front.

6. The night attack in columns: Although there are many similarities between the linear night attack
and the attack in columns, the attack in columns holds several advantages:

• A greater degree of surprise can be achieved as the assault force forms up on a probable line of
deployment as close to the enemy’s positions as possible
• The assault force is not as vulnerable during the movement towards the objective as with the linear
attack
• The final assault is faster than with the linear attack
• Subordinate commanders have a greater degree of flexibility and initiative
• Initial control up to the probable line of deployment is easier than with the linear attack
• Columns add greater depth to the attack
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7. While approaching the probable line of deployment, the assault forces move in columns of three or
four to enable ease of movement and deployment.

8. The infiltration night attack: The infiltration night attack is a tactical penetration that bypasses enemy
early warning or forward defensive positions to attack enemy command centre(s) located on—or
beyond—the objective.

9. Good intelligence and combat reconnaissance386 of the enemy’s forward defences is essential. The
infiltration forces may be tasked to attack and neutralise/confuse enemy reserve areas and enemy
indirect fire units, and access routes to the objectives. Where an infiltration attack is conducted in
conjunction with another form of attack, the infiltration forces can also bypass the objective in order
to reach the enemy’s rear and conduct a secondary attack in support of a main attack.



10. Stealth ensures that the enemy does not become aware of the infiltration team. If the infiltration
force is detected by the enemy, the attack may be compromised and the infiltration force isolated
and destroyed. The terrain, darkness, misty conditions, or downpours must be exploited to enable a
clandestine infiltration and achieve maximum surprise.

11. The swarm night attack: A swarm night attack involves numerous simultaneous attacks from
multiple directions. These attacks are similar to daytime swarm attacks but

Figure 55: A dismounted linear night attack with supporting fire from the left flank



Figure 56: A mounted column night attack with armour support

require detailed planning, coordination, and synchronisation as visibility is limited.
12. The search-and-destroy night attack: The search-and-destroy night attack is conducted when

enemy positions, although not precisely located, are known or believed to exist based on reports
from the local population. Search-and-destroy night attacks become necessary when there is a lack
of intelligence regarding an enemy presence that may threaten or slow down the advance or
negatively influence other tactical plans. This type of night attack is conducted using dismounted
forces, and stealth and silence are critical.

13. The search-and-destroy night attack holds the following advantages and disadvantages for the
attacker:

14. The following considerations apply to executing search-and-destroy night attacks:

• The attacking force advances in the general direction of the reported enemy deployment
• The forces carry 60 mm mortar illumination rounds and hand-launched parachute flares



• The leading elements function as reconnaissance elements for the depth elements



Figure 57: A dismounted infiltration night attack utilising both secondary and main attacks

• The leading and depth elements will usually adopt a wedge formation (depending on terrain and
vegetation)
• Any indication of enemy positions must be reported to the commander immediately
• The commander immediately determines the axis of attack
• Battlefield illumination is launched over the enemy’s positions
• The hasty attack is executed

15. Note:

• NVE/TIS must be used where possible
• Blue-on-blue casualties can be prevented by good fire control
• Tracer rounds must be used for target indication
• Good communication is essential
• Once contact is initiated, command and control must strictly be adhered to



16. This type of attack is usually associated with area operations or counter-AGF operations in which
attacking forces have scant intelligence on the location of enemy positions.

17. The mounted night attack: The mounted night attack is ideal for mobile warfare, especially when the
attacking forces do not have air superiority or sufficient support weapons. It is particularly suitable
for attacks against static enemy targets such as airfields, artillery deployment positions, and supply
dumps.

18. The mounted night attack will always be a noisy attack. Additionally, maximum battlefield
illumination must be used to increase visibility and light up the objective.

Figure 58: A mounted night attack

19. The following considerations apply to the mounted night attack:

• Vehicles cannot be moved silently, therefore, diversionary attacks, artillery fire, and even
thunderstorms and hard rain may be used to mask the approach of the infantry fighting vehicles
• The enemy positions on the objective must be known
• The terrain must be negotiable
• The infantry forces will usually fight on foot during the assault through the objective
• Armour and mounted infantry should not attack on different axes by night
• When forced to dismount, the infantry must always provide close protection to armour



• Once the enemy has become aware of the attack, the leading armour and infantry fighting vehicles can
switch on their main lights and searchlights to illuminate the battlefield and blind the enemy
• Vehicles travelling behind the leading vehicles must not switch on their lights as these will silhouette
the leading vehicles
• The flanks of armour and infantry fighting vehicles are vulnerable to attack and must be protected
• Attack helicopters can provide invaluable fire support to the attacking forces
• Attack formations are dictated by the enemy situation and the terrain

Attacks in Built-up Areas
Attacks against enemy positions in well planned and solidly constructed built-up areas387 must be

conducted according to deliberate appreciations and plans. A built-up area affords the defender
numerous advantages, especially if the enemy has had time to prepare defensive positions or is
resident in the area.

A built-up area can simply be bypassed and isolated by stay-behind forces, but this may not always
be possible. Additionally, built-up areas compel the attacker to disregard many conventional principles
and act unconventionally.

Built up areas offer numerous advantages to the defender:

• The defender is usually more familiar with the area and can utilise alleys, subterranean tunnels, and
other structures
• Built-up areas have a channelling effect on mounted and dismounted forces
• Every street can be prepared for ambushes and covered with direct fire weapons
• High-rise buildings provide excellent observation and firing positions
• Built-up areas offer ideal positions for the placement of improvised explosive devices or car bombs,
and mask the approach of suicide bombers
• Built-up areas offer good positions for forward observation officers, forward air controllers, and snipers
• Vehicle movement is restricted to the streets
• Good cover and concealment is available
• High-rise buildings force the attacker to fight upwards
• Streets can be held with relatively few troops
• Buildings can be prepared for controlled demolitions and offer ideal placement opportunities for booby
traps
• Rubble provides good positions to fight from
• Relatively few anti-tank weapons can dominate an entire street or area
• The movement and presence of the local population restricts the attackers’ use of fire
• The attacking forces must move slowly thus reducing their momentum
• The defender will (initially) hold the initiative

Built-up areas also disadvantage the defender in numerous ways. These include:

• An inability to mass fire
• Depending on the size of the built-up area, a stubborn defence may require a large number of
defending troops
• A built-up area can be encircled, cut-off, or bypassed, thus trapping the defending forces
• The attacking forces may be able to mass forces more easily under protection from behind secure
high-rise buildings
• Smaller pockets of defence can be easily isolated, overpowered, and destroyed by the attacking forces
• Buildings offer a false sense of security to the defender but they are vulnerable to anti- tank weapons,
grenade launchers, and heavy machine guns

When attacking a built-up area, the commander must make every effort to negate the enemy’s
advantages and exploit his disadvantages.

Smaller African villages are more easily isolated and surrounded. Houses in these villages usually
have mud walls, and floors made of reeds or grass. This makes them vulnerable to small arms fire
(especially tracer rounds). If the local population realises that an enemy force is about to hold and
occupy its village, people are very likely to flee. However, attacking such villages increases collateral



damage to (usually) impoverished local populations that may opt to support the enemy to ensure their
own survival and protect their property.

When the enemy has attempted to seek refuge or defend in traditionally-built African villages, the
local population must be encouraged to leave. Loudspeakers, leaflet drops, and even locals from
neighbouring villages can be utilised for this purpose. Where possible, returning villagers should be
assisted to recover from collateral damage to their properties. Urban slums are more complex attack
targets due to a lack of planning in their infrastructure and haphazard layout and construction.
Additionally, lack of sanitation in urban slums will lead to rapid infection of wounds. All troops should be
made aware of this and trained to treat wounds in such toxic environments. Where possible, slum areas

should be surrounded so that the enemy is cut-off, and forced to attempt escape.
Similarly, enemy forces can be called on to surrender or face an attack. Enemy prisoners of war must

be interrogated388 for tactical intelligence immediately before being sent rearwards for further and more
intensive interrogation.

Massive structural damage is inevitable when an enemy is attacked in a built-up area. In such
instances, the following must be considered during the planning phase of the operation:

• The attack must be conducted by dismounted forces.
• Infiltration by night may present the attacking force with an advantage if the enemy does not have
NVE/TIS.
• Power to street lights and houses must be disrupted.
• Armour and infantry fighting vehicles can provide supporting fire to the dismounted forces.
• It will be difficult to determine the enemy’s centre of gravity in the initial stages of combat.
• Armour and infantry fighting vehicles can deliver smoke screens that mask the dismounted forces’
approach, thus neutralising direct fire and observation.
• Members of the local population (city engineers, construction workers, and so forth) may have maps
indicating subterranean tunnels and passages. These can present the attacking forces with infiltration
and manoeuvre options and prevent the enemy from using them to escape or infiltrate areas that have
been secured by the attacking forces.
• Tunnels being used by the enemy can be collapsed using explosives. Alternatively, smoke can be
pumped into tunnels to deprive the enemy of oxygen and force their evacuation..
• Armour or infantry fighting vehicle main guns can shoot an initial breach into a building to allow
attacking forces to access the building.
• High explosive or illumination rounds can create fires, thus adding smoke to mask the attacking forces’
movements. However, fires can rage out of control and the attacking forces must avoid being isolated or
trapped.
• Ambushes and blocking forces must guard likely escape routes.
• High-rise buildings must be taken from the top down with a binding force to distract, bind, and hold the
enemy at ground level.
• Attacking forces must use mouse holes389 and refrain from advancing down streets when moving from
building to building, house to house, or room to room.
• High-rise buildings can be used as observation posts and give forces the advantage of being able to
fight downwards. However, these should be checked for enemy presence before helicopter insertion of
forces takes place.
• Forces that have established firm bases on top of high-rise buildings can be effectively used as
spotters for snipers and artillery/mortar fire.
• Built up areas must be cleared room by room, house by house, and block by block.



Figure 59: An attack on a town or village

• 30/40 mm MGLs390 or AGLs391 can be used to neutralise and/or attack enemy positions through
windows.
• Attacking forces armed with bunker bombs and larger hand-thrown explosive charges must exercise
caution when using them as they may collapse walls and wound/trap the attackers.
• Identified enemy strongpoints can be engaged with shoulder-launched anti-tank weapons or direct fire
from infantry fighting vehicles and armoured fighting vehicles.
• Attack helicopters can be used to engage point targets if there is no enemy anti-aircraft threat. If an
enemy air defence threat exists, enemy air defence artillery weapons and missiles must first be
neutralised.
• Wheeled or tracked anti-aircraft guns and other mobile gun-platforms can be effectively used to deliver
suppressing fire/supporting fire and engage point targets.
• Tracer rounds can be effectively used to start fires in thatched roof houses to smoke or burn the enemy
out of cover.
• The use of teargas (CS gas) must be considered where resistance is stubborn.
• The enemy will resort to smaller actions akin to unconventional warfare.
• Diversionary attacks, feints, and ruses must be utilised to distract the enemy and prevent him from
massing his forces and/or fire.



• The area should be attacked from multiple axes. Such attacks must, however be coordinated and
controlled.

Attacks against Bunkers and Other Fortified Positions
It is very conceivable that the attacking forces will be required to attack a deliberate enemy defensive

position consisting of bunkers, strongpoints, and other fortified emplacements. In some instances, these
positions will be interlinked by trenches and/or tunnels.

The attacking forces can close with these targets and attack them using armour to deliver directed
and indirect fire in a supporting role. Air strikes and indirect fire can also be used to suppress enemy fire
and destroy enemy fortifications.

It may not be possible to conduct a frontal attack due to the enemy’s ability to mass and focus fire, in
which case flanking attacks, ruses, and infiltration night attacks must be considered.

Where an enemy base consists of a series of trenches, tunnels, and bunkers, it may be necessary for
the attacking forces to penetrate through a single break-in point. In large, spread out enemy  bases,
enemy firepower, reactions, and  weak points can  be identified by attacking from multiple directions.392

However, break-in teams must avoid mass directed enemy fire.
In some instances, trenches, bunkers, and tunnels will need to be cleared one trench, tunnel or

bunker at a time. Bunkers must be destroyed and enemy forces incapacitated by the skilful use of small
arms, hand grenades, and hand-thrown bunker bombs. Caution must however be exercised when
dealing with bunkers as ammunition stores may cause secondary explosions. Furthermore, the enemy
can booby-trap bunkers to delay the attacking forces and inflict casualties.

Deliberate defensive positions will be protected by man-made obstacles such as barbed wire393 and
minefields (usually close to the enemy’s defensive positions), IED belts, and these obstacles will be
covered by fire.

Barbed wire obstacles can be breached by using:

• Explosive charges such as the Bangalore Torpedo or satchel charges
• Groundsheets thrown over the barbed wire
• Armoured fighting vehicles which can easily breach wire obstacles (the locations and fields of fire of
enemy anti-tank weapons must be considered)
• A soldier can fall onto the wire and allow his comrades to run across his back

Minefields and IED belts must be cleared by combat engineers. Where minefields are under enemy
observation and fire, maximum fire support and protection must be given to the combat engineers as
they will be vulnerable during any minefield breaching operation. Explosive mine clearing systems like
Giant Vipers and Bangalore torpedoes can be used  to prevent unnecessary casualties among combat
engineers. These explosive-clearing devices can also kill enemy soldiers or stun them into
ineffectiveness.

Manoeuvre Options
The combined conventional infantry-armour attack creates numerous manoeuvre options for the

commander. Used in conjunction with air power and unconventional forces, the enemy can be dealt a
devastating blow.

In the offensive, attacking force commanders are usually afforded some latitude in terms of identifying
the enemy’s centre of gravity on each enemy objective. This latitude adds to initiative at lower levels and
allows commanders to formulate flexible plans within their capabilities.

Whereas manoeuvre usually enables the deployment of forces into an advantageous position from
which to launch an attack, it remains a vital element during the attack. Without manoeuvre, the tempo of
the attack is reduced and the attacking forces will rapidly become static, lose momentum and initiative,
and be unable to achieve their mission. In addition, stationary forces provide the enemy with numerous
fire opportunities.

Terrain, vegetation, climatic variations, and visibility, determine how combined infantry and armour
manoeuvres and attacks will take place.

To exploit manoeuvre options, any plan must:



• Be simple
• Be realistic
• Be within the capabilities of the force launching the attack
• Make provision for rapid logistical replenishment
• Ensure good and reliable communications
• Allow all opportunities to be exploited
• Have adequate illumination available if launched at night

Numerous manoeuvre options are available during an attack. These include:

• Manoeuvre from firm bases
• Envelopment manoeuvres
• Flanking manoeuvres
• Turning manoeuvres
• Swarm manoeuvres
• Blocking manoeuvres

The speed at which manoeuvre takes place is dependent on the aggression and skill of commanders
at all levels and their ability to rapidly assess a situation, read and exploit terrain, determine the principle
factor upon which success hinges at any given moment, and make the correct decisions.

To sustain a rate of rapid manoeuvrability, commanders must know the enemy’s organisational
structure, doctrine, and TTPs, and be able to predict how he will react when he is attacked.

Commanders use numerous manoeuvre options and exploit their knowledge of the enemy and the
terrain to attain mission success.

Looking for signs of enemy activity



Author served as 2IC of 32 Bn’s Reconnaissance Wing in Angola in 1982

Medics must keep the wounded alive until they can be casevacted to a medical aid post



Chapter 15

The Defence

The defence is never a passive activity. It is a temporary posture that allows us to firstly gain time and then blunt, unbalance, and
weaken the enemy’s attack, allowing us  to regain the initiative and then launch a devastating counter-attack against him...

we must choose the place of defence with skill and the time of the counter-attack with absolute certainty...but without at least air
parity, we place ourselves at a disadvantage the enemy can and will exploit...

– Author, briefing to senior SPLA officers, S Sudan, 2012

The defence is used to achieve a strategic, operational and/or a tactical advantage by occupying,
holding, and/or defending a country, an area, key terrain, or an objective, against an attack. The defence
will not achieve decisive results unless it is executed with relentless offensive action aimed at inflicting
casualties on the enemy and his materiel.

The maxim, ‘the best form of defence is attack’ only holds true if the enemy and his intentions are
known, and the defending forces can act rapidly and aggressively.

Surprise attacks are indicative of a lack of early warning, poor deployment of security forces, a lack of
ground and air reconnaissance, and ultimately, intelligence failures.

An advancing force may—during the execution of an offensive manoeuvre—pause and adopt a
defensive posture394 to reorganise and resupply forces, rest, occupy and hold key terrain, and/or
prepare to counter a pending attack. During such a pause, the advancing forces are vulnerable to
enemy attacks. Such defences will normally be temporary—unless the campaign strategy calls for long
term occupation of an area or territory, resulting in a deliberate defence.

Forward operating bases (FOBs) are not viewed as deliberate defensive positions as they support
offensive operations within an area. FOBs must, however, be able to withstand attacks (stand-off
artillery and mortar bombardments, directly aimed anti-tank weapons, mobile improvised explosive
devices,395 heavy machine guns, and small arms fire). The enemy may besiege an isolated forward
operating base, cut it off from support, and ultimately overrun it.

Defence without air superiority—or at minimum air parity or air neutrality—places the defender at a
costly disadvantage. Static defensive positions will be exposed to enemy aerial attacks and limit or deny
any manoeuvre options, allowing the enemy to pin the defenders down and carry out air interdiction on
reserve forces, assembly areas, and supply dumps.

This was clearly illustrated by the strategic blunder made by the armed forces (SPLA) of the newly
independent state of South Sudan who occupied the disputed oil town of Heglig in April 2012396 and
attempted to defend it against North Sudanese attacks with poorly trained and ill-equipped forces, no
combat aircraft and inadequate early warning and air defence systems. The North Sudanese were able
to conduct air raids and air attacks on the inadequately equipped and poorly-trained South Sudanese
armed forces at will, and the SPLA, finding itself in an untenable position, was eventually forced to
withdraw. The withdrawal of the SPLA bolstered morale and solidified national will in the North,
hampered SPLA manoeuvre options, and had a negative psychological impact on the people of
Southern Sudan.

Reasons for Conducting a Defensive Operation
Adopting a defensive posture is not an indication of pending enemy victory. Defensive actions may be

conducted when collected intelligence, observed enemy battle indications, and continued
reconnaissance to the front indicate a possible enemy attack.

Any deliberate defensive operation requires detailed planning and the orders given to subordinates
must be clear on why this posture is being adopted. The mere fact that a defensive posture is being
adopted may have a negative influence on morale and result in a defeatist attitude.

There are numerous reasons for conducting defensive operations. These include:

• Defending a country, an area, terrain, or an objective from enemy attack
• Preventing and/or halting an enemy advance or an attack



• Denying key or strategic terrain and/or areas to the enemy
• Gaining time to prepare for future offensive operations
• Developing favourable conditions for a counter-offensive
• Breaking or reducing an enemy’s momentum
• Denying the enemy manoeuvrability
• Wearing down an enemy by inflicting losses on his forces and equipment
• Regaining lost initiative
• Conducting attrition against a superior enemy
• Deceiving the enemy
• Channelling, disorganising, and destroying a larger enemy force
• Forcing the enemy to divide his forces
• Covering a planned withdrawal or retrograde

Types of Defence
A defence can be typified as:

• Hasty
• Deliberate
• Mobile

Hasty defence: The hasty defence is carried out when:

• An enemy attack or counter-attack is imminent and there is limited time in which to prepare defensive
positions and develop obstacles
• Immediately after terrain has been captured
• When terrain needs to be hastily occupied and defended
• When pausing during an advance to replenish FOL and ammunition

A hasty defence is usually of short duration. The defensive positions are rapidly occupied and
whatever cover exists is used until the defending forces have the time to develop the position. These
positions are synonymous with hastily occupied defensive positions.397 A hasty defensive position can
be developed into a deliberate defensive position if time permits and it is correctly sited.

Deliberate defence: A deliberate defence is carried out when an area or a particular terrain form of
strategic, tactical or key importance needs to be occupied, held and defended. Developing deliberate
defensive positions requires time in which to:

• Appreciate likely and probable enemy advance routes, approaches, and axis’ of attack
• Conduct reconnaissance of the terrain to ensure that it is defendable
• Construct and develop defensive positions and protective obstacle belts in depth
• Open and develop fields of fire and plan/register indirect fire targets
• Camouflage and conceal the position

Mobile defence: A mobile defence is an aggressive, moving defence within an area or theatre. It
relies on mobility, firepower, deception, and bold manoeuvre that stretches the enemy’s lines and
locates, isolates, and destroys enemy units.

Classification of Defence
Defence can be classified as:

• Strategic defence: Related to a country (to defend and strengthen the Pillars of State)
• Operational defence: Related to a theatre, sector, or area
• Tactical defence: Related to an objective or specific terrain form

Defensive Doctrine
The defensive doctrine must be focused on:



• Assessing
• Deterring
• Containing

Figure 60: Mobile forces used in conjunction with a static defensive position

• Fixing
• Annihilating
• Exploiting

Concepts of the Defence
The following concepts are applicable at the operational level:

• Deep defence
• Mobile defence
• Area defence
• Retrograde operations398

All defensive operations must wear down the enemy, inflict casualties, and delay (ultimately halt) the
enemy’s progress. They must exhaust enemy forces and/or gain time for the preparation of deliberate



defensive positions, ensure force preservation, and launch counter-attacks or counter offensives to
destroy the enemy.

Deep Defence: Deep defence is conducted to delay the enemy’s advance by using successive
defensive lines in order to gain time while ensuring maximum enemy attrition at each line of defence.
Deep defence impedes the enemy’s momentum, wears him down, stretches his logistical supply lines,
and makes his rear areas and lines of communication vulnerable to other types of attack. It also forces
the enemy to deploy over a wide area thereby reducing his ability to rapidly concentrate his forces at
will. Mobile forces, unconventional forces, and air power must continually degrade and keep the enemy
off balance during deep defence.

Mobile defence: Mobile defence involves the deployment of highly mobile manoeuvre forces that
wear the enemy down by harassing him from multiple directions before luring him into a selected
defensive area to conduct a decisive blow. Armour and mechanised infantry are well suited to mobile
defensive operations. Strongpoint defensive positions can be occupied to break the enemy’s
momentum, impede the tempo of the advance, force an unplanned enemy deployment, or inflict
casualties. Such static positions must be able to withstand and contain the depth and breadth of the
enemy’s penetration. Counter- attacks can also be launched from static positions.

Area defence: Area defence is exercised when the enemy must be denied access to a certain area.
This type of deliberate defence is aimed at delaying the enemy and destroying forces that have entered
the defended area. Counter-AGF operations are typically viewed as area defensive operations although
the TTPs used are significantly different from conventional TTPs. The identification and selection of an
area defensive position is based on terrain, most probable enemy approaches, infiltration routes,
objectives, and available firepower. Mobile forces can be deployed ahead of area defensive positions to
disrupt and delay the enemy, inflict casualties, and buy time for the preparation of static defences.
Patrols and other security elements (reconnaissance and early warning teams, airborne surveillance,
flank forces, and indirect weapon systems including air support and reserve forces) are closely
integrated to give the enemy little to no space in which to manoeuvre ahead of and between defensive
areas.

Retrograde operations: A retrograde operation is any movement (deliberate or forced) to the rear, to
the flanks, or away from the enemy. The operation is executed in order to gain time, preserve force
integrity and equipment levels, and avoid contact with the enemy under unfavourable conditions. The
retrograde must place the enemy in an unfavourable position and allow the defender to regain and/or
seize the initiative. Static elements are used to fix, disorientate, disrupt, disorganise, and turn or halt the
attacking force while mobile forces locate, strike, disrupt, degrade, and annihilate the enemy. The
following are classified as retrograde operations:

• Withdrawals
• Delaying actions
• Retirements

Area and mobile defence can be used in conjunction with a retrograde operation if the commander
has the necessary forces at his disposal and the air situation and terrain allow it. All three types of
defence utilise mobile and static forces.

Terminology Associated with the Defence
The following terms are associated with the defence:
Advance post: A force that has occupied positions ahead of the main defences to:

• Provide early warning
• Prevent the enemy from observing the defensive positions directly for a given period of time
• Prevent enemy patrols from determining the forward limits or layout of the defensive positions (also
referred to as ‘counter-reconnaissance’)
• Confuse the enemy

The advance post must preferably contain manoeuvre elements. Forces occupying the advance post
must be covered by fire when they withdraw to the main defensive positions.



Covering force: Covering troops are deployed ahead of and to the flanks of defensive positions to
monitor and delay the enemy for specific periods of time. The covering force’s actions can place the
enemy at a disadvantage by forcing him to deploy his forces too early.

Covering troops: A mobile force consisting primarily of armour that is deployed in front of the main
defensive positions to:

• Observe and monitor the enemy’s advance
• Delay the enemy’s advance
• Inflict casualties
• Force the enemy to deploy prematurely in order to gain time for the preparation of the main defensive
positions

Defensive Fire (DF): Pre-planned artillery fire missions that can immediately be brought down on
likely enemy assembly areas, artillery deployment positions, forming- up places, harbour areas, and
start lines to impede plans and inflict casualties.

Defensive post: A position occupied by a small fighting unit (usually of fire team399 strength). It may
function as an early warning post or be part of a defensive strongpoint. It must be placed in an area that
makes it difficult for the enemy to cut it off or prevent its movement back towards the main defensive
positions.

Defensive position: A position occupied by a unit or sub-unit to form part of a defensive line or
strongpoint. Whereas a single defensive position must provide all round defence, it must also (in
conjunction with other defensive positions) enable a more resilient all round defence.

Defiladed position: These positions are hidden from enemy observation and fire, and are positioned
to make it possible to bring the enemy’s flanks under fire.

Defensive fire SOS tasks: Critically important defensive fire tasks. Artillery remains registered on
these tasks if not engaged elsewhere. Defensive fire SOS tasks will cover the most likely enemy
approaches and start lines. DF SOS tasks are always ‘on call’ and must immediately respond to any
request for fire. Defensive fire SOS fire tasks are also used to cover withdrawals.

Delaying area: An area in which covering forces conduct offensive actions against the enemy to inflict
losses while gaining time for preparation of defensive positions. Air and artillery strikes must be used to
enhance the actions of the covering forces.

Engagement area: The area to the immediate front of the defensive position where massed fire is
brought to bear on the enemy. Planned integration of obstacles and direct and indirect fire on the
engagement area are intended to halt and destroy the enemy.

Forward-sloped position: The positioning of the majority of a force at the fore of a terrain form.
Although this position will provide good observation and fire to the front, it is also vulnerable to enemy
observation and fire.

Manoeuvre area: The area to the front of the engagement area where mobile forces engage the
enemy forces. Armoured and mechanised forces must be able to manoeuvre towards and away from
the enemy while delivering fire. Artillery and air strikes are used to increase enemy losses in this area.

Mobile reserve: A reserve force composed primarily of armour aimed at:

• Strengthening vulnerable points in defensive position(s)
• Attacking the enemy’s lines of communication, rear areas, or flanks
• Preventing the enemy from penetrating defensive positions
• Counter-attacking
• Exploiting success
• Following-up a retreating enemy

Mutual support: The ability of a position or strongpoint to provide fire support to a neighbouring
position or strongpoint.

Rear-sloped position: A rear-sloped position (also referred to as a reversed-slope position)
descends away from enemy observation and fire. The positioning of the majority of a force at the rear of
a terrain form prevents direct enemy observation and fire onto the position.

Strongpoints: An area where defensive positions have been sited to provide mutual support, depth,
and the ability to withstand attacks from any direction. Strongpoints are always sited to enable all-round



defence and interlocking fields of fire.
Spoiling attack: A tactical manoeuvre that utilises maximum fire to disrupt or destroy an enemy in the

process of organising its forces for an attack. This type of attack is carried out by armoured forces in
front of the main defensive positions.

Tipping point: The period during which it becomes obvious that an enemy is unable to press home
an attack due to loss of momentum, casualties, or lack of support. The defender must immediately
commence offensive actions to destroy the enemy or force his withdrawal at this time. Conversely, the
defence may reach a tipping point at which it becomes clear that the enemy is about to over-run, isolate,
destroy, or take the defensive position. A withdrawal should be carried out prior to the defence having
reached a tipping point.

Principles of the Defence
The primary aim of the defence is to halt an enemy offensive and, over a period of time, wear down

and inflict maximum casualties through planned and coordinated use of obstacles and fire.
The defending forces, supported by air power, must halt attacks and drive the enemy off by launching

defensive counter-attacks against the enemy’s weak points. Defensive positions must be well sited in
terms of terrain, and the actions of the defending forces and their fire-plans must be rehearsed.

Defensive positions must be strengthened by developing and exploiting natural obstacles, and these
must be strengthened by additional obstacles such as tank-traps, minefields, barbed wire, and
improvised explosive devices. Developing the obstacle belt takes time.

The principles of the defence are:

• Offensive action
• Depth
• Time
• Use of air defence assets
• Exploitation of terrain and vegetation
• Development of obstacle belts
• Deception
• Mutual support
• All-round defence
• Security
• A front that is covered by all weapons
• Planned counter-attacks
• Retrograde options

Offensive action: The defence must involve aggressive offensive action aimed at inflicting maximum
attrition on the enemy and his equipment. Direct and indirect fire to the front, artillery, air interdiction, and
counter-attacks must be used to impede momentum, disrupt the tempo of the attack, confuse the
enemy, and cause the enemy to pause—a situation that must rapidly be exploited to keep the enemy off
balance. The mobile reserve must be used to reinforce offensive action when the tipping point is about
to be reached. Artillery and air strikes, mobile forces, and patrols add options to offensive actions.

Depth: Depth enables the defender to reduce the enemy’s momentum, halt his attack, or exhaust
him, especially if the defensive position is deeper than expected. Depth is achieved by developing
successive lines of defence interspersed with obstacles. A defensive position must have sufficient depth
for the defenders to be able to channel, fix, or hold the enemy so that counter-attacks can be launched if
he penetrates it. Depth is developed by the skilful deployment of forces, preparation of alternative
positions, manoeuvring of forward elements to alternate positions, and the deployment of the reserve
force in the defensive area.

Time: Developing a deliberate defensive position takes time. Reconnaissance and planning must be
done, troops and equipment must be moved, positions must be prepared, potential direct and indirect
fire tasks must be registered, and obstacles must be developed.400 It may be necessary to deploy air
assets, combat reconnaissance, and covering forces that will engage the enemy’s forward elements well
ahead of the positions being prepared in order to gain enough time to be able to complete the defensive
positions.



Use of air defence assets: The defender’s air assets are primarily involved with neutralising enemy
air power. All air defence assets (surface-to-air missiles (SAMs), anti- aircraft artillery (AAA), and
fighter/interceptor aircraft) must be skilfully deployed to inflict maximum losses to enemy air assets.
Without at least air parity, any defensive position is vulnerable to air attacks and raids that will make it
easier for the enemy to attack in force and overpower the defence. Once air parity or air superiority has
been achieved, anti-aircraft guns can be deployed in the ground role and aircraft used to attack enemy
forces.

Exploitation of terrain and vegetation: The success of the defence lies in making the best possible
tactical use of terrain and, where applicable, exploiting the impact of climatic conditions on the terrain
and vegetation. For that reason, defensive positions must be sited on key or tactical terrain which is
exploited to enable:

• Well-planned, interlocking fields of fire
• Obstacles covered by maximum direct and indirect fire
• Concealment against enemy ground observation
• Cover and protection from enemy fire
• Mutual support between positions
• Prepared killing grounds into which the enemy can be channelled or lured

Vegetation, in conjunction with terrain, can deny the enemy maximum use of his armour, infantry
fighting vehicles, and direct-fire weapons, and restrict his ability to manoeuvre. Tactical and key terrain
must be denied to the enemy at all costs.

Development of obstacle belts: Natural and artificial obstacles must be developed and used to strengthen defensive positions.
Deception: Defensive positions must allow the defender to achieve surprise. The local population and

their livestock must therefore be kept out of the area to prevent compromise. Deception can speed up
the tipping point in favour of the defenders. Dummy defensive positions may add to the deception.

Mutual support: Mutual support ensures that gaps between defensive positions are covered by own
forces fire and observation, so that if the enemy overruns one position he will draw interfering fire from
another. Defensive positions and strongpoints must be sited to enable them to support one another
using direct fire weapons. They must also be sited as defensive fire SOS tasks to prevent the enemy
from occupying them if they are over-run.

All-round defence: A defence is designed to counter an attack along the most likely approach. An
enemy attacking on a different approach must not be afforded the advantage of surprise. Defending
units must be able to deliver maximum fire to the front of an



Figure 61: A typical battle group area defensive position

attack, regardless of its axis. If the terrain does not allow the defending forces to deliver fire in multiple
directions, alternate positions must be prepared to ensure that fire can be delivered on any enemy
approach.

Security: All possible measures must be implemented to prevent the enemy from obtaining any
information relating to defensive positions, force levels, weapons, and planned defensive actions.
Information can be denied utilising camouflage and concealment, security patrols, deception, covering
troops, minefields, artillery strikes, and air interdiction. Security is enhanced by:

• Deception
• Radio discipline and silence
• Electronic warfare
• Camouflage and concealment
• Counter-reconnaissance
• Denying the local population access
• Movement control and discipline in the defensive position
• Vehicle control and track discipline
• Maximum use of natural cover

A front that is covered by all weapons: The defenders must inflict maximum casualties on the
enemy before he can close with the defensive positions. A pre-planned, well- coordinated fire plan that



allows the use of all direct and indirect weapons (including air support) must be implemented. Maximum
fire to the front is essential, especially where the enemy is vulnerable (crossing obstacles, forming up at
a start line, and so on). An illumination plan will enable fire to the front and flanks in the event of a night
attack.

Planned counter-attacks: Counter-attacks must be launched when the enemy is about to capture
tactical or key terrain, or when it is apparent that the enemy’s attack has lost momentum and reached a
tipping point. The defending forces must be able to launch counter-attacks at any given time.

Retrograde options: The defenders must be able to execute retrograde operations if necessary. The
orderly execution of any potential retrograde requires detailed planning and orders to ensure that it does
not degenerate into uncontrolled flight.

Considerations when Planning the Defence
When planning the defence, the ultimate aim is to compel the enemy to deploy his forces prematurely,

confuse and halt his offensive, and inflict maximum casualties while preventing him from achieving his
operational and/or tactical aims.

Critical points on the battlefield (especially within manoeuvre and engagement areas) must be
covered by massed  direct and indirect fire. The  strengths and  capabilities of all weapon systems must
be exploited while minimising their exposure to enemy observation and fire. Likewise, the use of air
power must be integrated with the fire and brought onto delaying, manoeuvre, and engagement areas.

The following considerations must be borne in mind when planning the defence:401

• Terrain
• Time
• Movement and manoeuvre
• Planning
• Obstacles
• Fire support
• Protection
• Air defence
• Sustainment
• Reserve forces

Medics receiving training



Mortar crews in training

• Intelligence
• Electronic warfare
• Command and control

Terrain: The selection of terrain is critical in positioning the defence. Tactical and key terrain that
advantages the defender must be occupied and defended. In areas where there are no hills or high
ground, artificial obstacles must be used to channel the enemy in a direction that favours the defender.
The terrain must, where possible, be situated away from concentrations of civilians and livestock. Not
only will civilians compromise large defensive positions or be used as human shields, they may report
vital intelligence to the enemy commander. Where mobile reserves are used, the terrain must allow the
defending force to manoeuvre. The defence must be sited in the path of the enemy’s advance axis or
attack approaches.

Time: Developing any defensive position takes time. Apart from allowing covering forces to intercept
the enemy so that the main defensive positions can be developed, time is essential for:

• Reconnaissance of the terrain
• Appreciation and planning



Figure 62: Use of obstacles and fire to disrupt the enemy

• Development of obstacles
• Development of logistical lines
• Identification of defensive fire and defensive fire SOS tasks
• Organisation of the defence
• Occupation of the defensive position

Movement and manoeuvre: The defending forces’ ability to move and manoeuvre while denying the
enemy the same is crucial to a successful defence. Movement and manoeuvre include the following:

1. Mobility: Mobility includes the defending forces’ ability to resupply, conduct casualty evacuation,
relieve defending forces, reorganise or break contact with the enemy within the defence, move to
alternative positions, deploy mobile forces to the delaying and manoeuvre areas, and rapidly
redeploy forces to areas where enemy break- throughs are imminent.

2. Counter-mobility: Counter-mobility restricts enemy manoeuvre options and channels the enemy into
an engagement area thus enabling the defending forces to strike decisive blows. This requires the
planned integration of artificial and natural obstacles with direct and indirect fire.

3. Spoiling attacks: Spoiling attacks are conducted by manoeuvre forces that rapidly concentrate,
focus fire onto an enemy’s assembly or forming-up places and then disperse.

Planning: Defensive positions must be well planned and sited and the terrain and vegetation must be
exploited. The layout and positioning of obstacle belts and the fire support that covers the obstacles



must be integrated into a single plan. Plans to resupply, relieve, and evacuate forces must be
considered along with the positioning of heavy weapon systems.

Obstacles: Natural and artificial obstacles and direct and indirect fire are deployed to disrupt, fix, turn,
or halt an enemy’s attack:

1. Disruption: Disruption is achieved by slowing the enemy’s momentum, forcing him to deploy
prematurely, forcing him to divide his forces, degrading his forces, impeding his tempo, and denying
him the ability to deploy his forces to maximum effect. Obstacles and fire must be used to impede
the attack. Landmines and improvised explosive devices can be deployed in the engagement area
to achieve this aim.

2. Fixing: A coordinated combination of fire and obstacles is used to slow down and/or halt the
enemy’s attack within the engagement area, enabling the defending forces to inflict maximum
attrition on the enemy and his equipment.

3. Turning: Forcing the enemy to execute an unplanned turning manoeuvre (that exposes his flanks
during his approach or attack) renders him vulnerable to defiladed fire and flank attacks. Turning
can also force the enemy to make unplanned changes in his approach and/or deny him the ability
to mass his forces on the flanks of the defending force.

4. Halting: Obstacles are used to block, halt, slow down, and trap the enemy in predetermined areas
(usually the engagement area and killing ground). This prohibits his manoeuvre and allows the
defenders to destroy him using direct and indirect fire.

Obstacles force the enemy to pause and make him vulnerable to immediate counter- attacks.
Obstacle belts must channel the enemy into prepared killing grounds where he will be trapped or
bogged down and vulnerable to fire. The obstacle belt must have safe lanes (unknown to the enemy)
through which the defender can launch counter-attacks and/or withdraw. Alternatively, the defending
forces can bypass the obstacles and launch a flank attack on the enemy.

When an infantry obstacle is used directly to the front of a defensive position, the defending forces
must hold fire until the enemy encounters the obstacle belt. This will



Figure 63: Fixing the enemy with obstacles and fire

force to the enemy to deploy at an unplanned time, create confusion, and force the enemy to
concentrate and lose his dispersion between units and forces.

Fire Support: Indirect fire consists of mortar, artillery, and air-delivered fire and needs to be closely
coordinated and synchronised to achieve maximum effect. Indirect fire serves the following purposes:

• Creates casualties
• Damages and/or destroys enemy equipment and vehicles
• Slows the enemy’s momentum
• Disrupts the enemy’s deployments
• Prevents breaching operations
• Creates difficulties in enemy manoeuvre
• Destroys dismounted enemy forces
• Aids local counter-attacks
• Can force the enemy to surrender the initiative
• Forces the enemy to deploy at a place and time of the defender’s choosing

Protection: Protection is essential for force preservation and is achieved by well- sited and protected
positions, general discipline, early warning, fire discipline, patrols, denying the local population access to
the defensive area, depth and dispersion, and



Figure 64: An attack being forced to turn using obstacles and fire

flank protection. Good discipline along with security measures will prevent the defensive position from
being compromised. Early warning will ready the defenders to meet the approaching enemy. Fire
discipline prevents the defensive positions from being prematurely identified and located by the enemy.
Patrols must identify enemy movements to the flanks and ahead of the positions. Giving the local
population unauthorised access to the defensive positions will compromise the positions and weapon
emplacements. Depth and dispersion aids in protecting the forces from enemy observation and fire and
slows the enemy’s momentum should he achieve a breach. Flank protection allows the defender to
bring more fire to bear on the enemy’s flanks. Protective obstacles402 must be correctly sited and tie-in
to the obstacle belt. Deception can make an enemy underestimate or even mis-appreciate the position
and strength of the defensive position. Air defence: Air defence systems must be focussed in the
direction of likely air attacks. The enemy may deploy attack aircraft, attack helicopters, and unmanned
aerial vehicles on different approaches from his planned axis’ of attack in order to deceive, mislead, or
surprise the defender. The deployment of air pickets to locate incoming enemy aircraft and helicopters is
essential to the rapid deployment of air defence weapons. Surface-to- air missiles and mobile AAA
systems must be able to react to early air picket warnings rapidly. Only once air neutrality has been
achieved can the mobile anti-aircraft weapons be used in the ground role.

Sustainment: Food, water, and ammunition must be stacked in the defensive positions so that
defenders can sustain themselves for reasonable periods. Reserve forces must be positioned close



enough to strengthen positions but far enough not to be affected by enemy fire. Defending forces must
also have easy access to reserve ammunition and other equipment.

Reserve forces: Reserve forces must be allocated to strengthen and support the defensive effort.
Where possible, these forces should be separate from the mobile reserve force. Whereas the mobile
reserve force will be launched when the tipping point is apparent, the reserve forces must be used to
relieve or strengthen the defending forces.

Intelligence: Intelligence is an ongoing function for all troops in the defence. Surveillance,
observation, combat reconnaissance, and intelligence and security patrols must report all changes to
the situation as rapidly as possible in order to enable the defending commander to make adjustments to
the defence as soon as possible. Covering troops must report back all information from their areas of
deployment to assist the commander in the redeployment of weapon systems, the mobile reserve, and
artillery positions. Air assets such as reconnaissance aircraft and unmanned aerial vehicles can provide
vital intelligence to the defending commander.

Figure 65: An enemy being halted in his attack

Electronic warfare: Maximum use must be made of electronic warfare (EW) and radio jamming to
disrupt the enemy’s attack and communications plans as he approaches. A breakdown in radio
communications will render the enemy unable to communicate effectively, redeploy forces, or even tell
his forces when to conduct critical actions.



Command and control: Commanders at all levels need to control routine, and exercise authority,
discipline, and direction during the defence. Poor command and control can negatively impact discipline
and subsequently the entire defensive plan. Orders must be clear and strictly adhered to. Fire control
must be executed in accordance with the defensive fire plan.

Developing the Engagement Area
The engagement area must be carefully prepared if the defenders are to halt enemy forces and inflict

maximum casualties.
There are numerous factors that must be considered in determining and positioning the engagement

area:

1. Terrain and vegetation: Terrain and vegetation must prohibit the enemy from manoeuvring and
massing his weapons. Tactical and key terrain must be denied to the enemy and vegetation must
be exploited.

2. Likely enemy assembly areas and forming up places: The most likely enemy assembly areas and
forming up places must be identified. Spoiling attacks and indirect fire can be used against them.

3. Most likely enemy approaches and start lines: The commander’s appreciation will determine what
routes, possible start lines, axis’, and approaches the enemy is most likely to use. The appreciation
will also determine how and where the enemy is most likely to attempt his manoeuvres. These
areas must be strengthened using natural and artificial obstacles. Enemy encirclement possibilities
must always be considered in open terrain, and the positioning of the mobile reserve therefore
remains critical.

4. Identify the killing ground: The area in which the decisive engagement will take place must prevent
the enemy from massing his weapons and deny him manoeuvre and escape options and
possibilities. The area must also be protected from enemy air attacks/close air support and
therefore the sighting of AAA weapons is critical. The defender must be able to mass all of his
weapons (direct and indirect fire and air weapons) against the enemy in this area.

5. Coordinate/integrate weapons and obstacles: Light, medium, and heavy support weapons must
provide maximum fire-coverage over the engagement area (the killing area in particular). Arcs of
fire and range cards must be prepared beforehand so that ranges can be rapidly confirmed. Once
air neutrality or superiority has been achieved, anti-aircraft weapons must rapidly be deployed to
the front to add directed fire support. All obstacles must be covered by observation and fire.

6. Armour and infantry fighting vehicles: When armour and infantry fighting vehicles are deployed to
deliver fire into the engagement area from their defensive positions, well prepared emplacements
offering hull-down protection must be prepared. The vehicles will require secondary and alternative
positions to enable them to rapidly alter positions.

7. Conduct rehearsals: Prior to the enemy arriving at the front of the defensive position (and without
alerting the enemy) rehearsals must be conducted to confirm:

• Occupation of the defence
• Immediate actions drills and standing operational procedures
• Relief in the line
• Evacuation of the defence/withdrawal
• CASEVAC procedures
• Counter-attack plans
• Resupply of ammunition, food, and water
• Effectiveness of fire and other essential actions and tasks

8. Illumination: An attack can occur during the day or at night. In the event of a night attack, defenders
must be able to illuminate the battlefield in order to deliver accurate fire. Night vision equipment,
thermal image devices, trip flares, illumination grenades, illumination shells, and searchlights can
be used to illuminate the engagement area and in particular the kill area. Dry grass can also be
stacked and set alight to add to battlefield illumination in certain areas. Being caught in illumination
and especially in a burning fire can affect morale, result in confusion and fear, and make the attack



lose its direction and momentum. When utilising dry grass, the defensive commander must consider
the wind direction and how this may affect his defensive plans.

9. Air: Considering the vast array of modern weapons that aircraft and unmanned aerial vehicles are
able to deliver, it is not always possible to select an engagement area that will deny the enemy most
effective use of his air-delivered weapons. When the enemy has air superiority, every effort must be
made to achieve neutrality by utilising the air defence assets available. While achieving air parity or
neutrality may not always be possible, enemy aircraft must be discouraged from conducting attacks
close to the defence. Anti-aircraft artillery and surface-to-air missiles must be deployed to lure
enemy air assets into an air ambush.

10. Air defence weapons: The defensive area(s)/position(s) must be protected against enemy air
attacks. Air defence weapons (guns and missiles) must be positioned where they can effectively
engage enemy aircraft. These systems must be mobile and rapidly manoeuvrable. Air pickets must
be placed to locate incoming enemy aircraft. When deception operations are executed to lure
enemy aircraft into specific areas, air ambushes can be used to target enemy aircraft. Shoulder-
launched anti-tank weapons can be effectively deployed against low-flying helicopters.



Occupation of a Static Defensive Position
The location of the defensive position(s) will depend on the strategic, operational, and/ or tactical

situation, and the guidelines and plans received from higher headquarters. The location and siting of the
intended defence will be identified by the defending commander and his reconnaissance group.

Movement to the position or area to be defended can be conducted by motorised or mechanised
means. Vehicles will move to a unit concentration area where the commanders will receive their areas of
responsibility and any additional orders and/or instructions.

In brief, the sequence of events403 when occupying a defensive position is as follows:

• The unit(s) tasked with the defence assemble at the designated assembly area
• Orders are issued by the commander and his sub-commanders
• Marrying-up drills and integration take place
• The units move from the assembly area to the concentration area in tactical formation
• Covering troops and covering forces are deployed
• The mobile reserve and/or other reserve forces maintain vigilance
• Sub-units are allocated to their various release points
• Sub-units move to their intended positions, occupy the positions, and start preparing defences
• Security patrols are deployed
• Defensive fire tasks for artillery and mortars are planned
• Arcs of fire are laid out and confirmed
• Range cards are drawn up
• Natural and man-made obstacles are developed
• Tank-traps are laid out and developed
• Rehearsals take place

The above sequence of events can be altered to conform to the prevailing situation.
Fire plans

The aim of the defensive fire plan is to disrupt the enemy’s preparations, reduce his momentum, slow
the tempo of his attack, and break the ferocity of his assault by inflicting casualties and destroying his
materiel.

During the defence, fire plans must be developed to the lowest level to ensure that all weapons can
be deployed with maximum effect. Where armour and infantry fighting vehicles form part of the defence,
they must be deployed in hull-down positions with secondary and alternative positions prepared, such
positions allowing their main weapons to be used to best effect.

Fields of fire must be allocated to machineguns, automatic grenade launchers, anti-tank- guided
missiles, rocket launchers, and infantry fighting vehicles/armour in each defensive sector. The
commanders of each sector prepare their fire plan sketches and range cards to ensure that the fire is
interlocking and that fighting positions and strongpoints are able to mutually support one other and
provide all-round defence. All weapons systems must have sufficient ammunition at hand to ensure a
sustained fire plan.

Defensive fire: Certain close defensive fire tasks for artillery and mortars must be planned to ensure
that units and sub-units are able to hold their positions and dominate the area to their front with fire.
Sub-unit requests for defensive fire must be coordinated with higher HQs. Where possible, areas
identified on enemy approaches must be given target numbers or code names so that indirect fire units
can rapidly adjust their fire onto the allocated targets. When calling for defensive fire, the following
information must be sent to the indirect fire units:

• Estimated enemy strength and composition (tanks and infantry or infantry with no armour support)
• A grid reference or GPS coordinates of the enemy’s location/positions if no target numbers or code
names exist
• The direction of enemy movement

If the enemy is using electronic warfare to disrupt or jam radio signals, pre-planned flare signals must
be used to request and direct defensive fire.



Defensive positions and strongpoints must be able to request defensive fire during the day and at
night.

Anti-tank defensive fire: The deployment of anti-tank weapons must be coordinated at the highest
level within the defence. Anti-tank weapons (including anti-tank missiles, shoulder-launched anti-tank
weapons, and armoured fighting vehicles) must be deployed to cover the most likely enemy
approaches. Shoulder-launched anti-tank weapons and ATGWs404 must be deployed with fire teams in
the defence. When anti-tank weapons are deployed, the infantry must be used to:

• Provide protection to the anti-tank weapon crews as they will be targeted by enemy fire
• Assist in preparing the anti-tank positions
• Provide administrative support (casualty evacuation, replenishment of ammunition, and recovery of
vehicles) if necessary
• Provide targeting information

Obstacles
Natural obstacles (rivers, ravines, swamps, natural dams and lakes, choke-points, and areas devoid

of vegetation) place an attacking force at a disadvantage as they must be navigated to close with the
defensive positions. However, no obstacle is effective unless it can be covered by fire by day and night.

Natural obstacles can be improved by using landmines (pressure and remotely detonated),
improvised explosive devices, controlled demolitions, wire obstacles, and tank-traps. Defensive fire
tasks should not, however, inadvertently breach or damage the obstacles.

Mines/improvised explosive devices: Well-placed and camouflaged nuisance and barrier minefields
and improvised explosive devices are effective obstacles that can create casualties and battle damage,
and lower morale. Their locations must be mapped so that they can be recovered or avoided at a later
stage. Minefields and improvised explosive devices must  be placed so as  to reduce the likelihood  of
locals and their  livestock wandering into them. The defender must be able to launch counter-attacks
through gaps placed in minefields. Directional fragmentation mines must not be placed too close to
defensive wire obstacles as they may damage the wire and give the enemy an advantage. Off-route
anti-tank mines must be well camouflaged.

Controlled demolitions: Controlled demolitions can be used to strengthen natural obstacles. Man-
made structures (bridges, culverts, and water towers) can, if demolished, increase the number of
obstacles an enemy needs to breach before closing with the defence. However, their potential use by
the defending forces to regain the initiative and exploit successes must not be overlooked.



Figure 66: Obstacles in use by a defender

Learning how to use sparse cover



Obstacle course training develops strength, stamina and confidence

Wire obstacles: Wire obstacles can be rapidly erected and form an effective deterrent to dismounted
infantry. These obstacles are usually placed close to defensive positions so that defending troops can
cover them with maximum firepower. Wire obstacles that protect defensive positions must be placed
beyond enemy hand-grenade range. Wire obstacles achieve maximum surprise and disruption if they
are erected in long grass, ditches, and infantry choke points.

Tank traps: Tank traps can effectively delay, stop, and channelize enemy armour and armoured
fighting vehicles. Tank traps can be pre-manufactured405 or excavated (also known as ‘tank ditches’)
and must be camouflaged if possible. They must also be covered by direct-fire, anti-tank guns, rockets,
and missiles. Gaps between the tank traps can be strengthened by anti-tank mines and IEDs.

Judicious use of obstacles can provide the defender with a passive force multiplier as obstacles will
result in the enemy being forced to deploy at an undesirable time or place—a factor that will impede
momentum and reduce the tempo of his attack.

Obstacles that are not covered by fire, by day and night, have little value to the defender.
Trip flares and other battlefield illumination assets must be used when the enemy appears to be

readying for a night attack.
In the dry season, and depending on the prevailing wind conditions, brush fires can severely hamper,

restrict, and even totally disrupt a day or night dismounted attack.

The Defensive Battle (Static Area Defence)
The defensive battle must unfold according the commander’s design for battle. However, the plan

must be flexible enough to ensure that rapid developments to the front and flanks can be absorbed,
adjusted, countered, and exploited.

Forces deployed in deliberate positions must at all times maintain vigilance over their allocated
sectors of responsibility and influence, and report any suspicious activity to their front. Additionally, they
must be able to dominate their front with observation and fire from their positions. When in position,



strict fire discipline and fire control must be exercised as uncontrolled fire may betray the entire
defensive position.

The defence is a single action deployment that, if correctly appreciated and planned, consists of
several activities and stages:

• Locate and destroy enemy forward/reconnaissance elements406

• Locate and attack enemy assembly areas
• Locate and attack enemy start lines
• Attack and disrupt enemy approaches
• Halt, fix, bind, and destroy attacks
• Launch counter-attacks and counter penetration
• Pursuit/follow-up actions

Locate and destroy enemy forward/reconnaissance elements: The covering troops must locate
the enemy’s forward/reconnaissance elements and/or van guard well to the front of the defensive
positions. These mobile forces must observe the enemy, delay the enemy, and inflict casualties on
enemy forces. Should air assets be available, they can provide covering troops with close air support
and conduct independent air raids/strikes. Locate and attack enemy assembly areas: The covering
forces must locate and attack the enemy’s assembly areas and inflict casualties. Targeted air attacks
and artillery and mortar fire will add to the disruption and casualties. These actions take place in the
delaying area—and although aimed at delaying the enemy, the primary aim remains the attrition of
enemy forces and materiel.

Locate and attack enemy start lines: The enemy’s start line may be located within the manoeuvre
area or even within the engagement area, close to the efensive positions. The enemy’s forming-up
place(s) must be attacked and disrupted. Use of artillery for defensive fire, employment of manoeuvre
forces, air strikes, mortar fire and armour, infantry fighting vehicles deployed in the defence, and heavy
weapons, must engage the enemy forces. Covering forces must attempt to locate the enemy’s main
effort and disrupt and disorganise it. The defence commander may decide to engage the enemy with
heavy and indirect weapons at maximum range to force him to deploy prematurely, inflict casualties,
disrupt and disorganise him, break the momentum of the attack, and disrupt enemy communications.
Direct fire heavy weapons, armour, and infantry fighting vehicles must be moved to positions from which
the enemy’s flanks can be attacked.

Halt, fix, bind and destroy attacks: The enemy will become increasingly vulnerable as he
approaches obstacles covered by direct and indirect fire to the front and flanks of the defensive position
and enters the engagement area. The obstacles will disorganise, disperse, and disrupt the enemy’s
attack formation and dislocate the enemy’s command and control. Forward observation officers and
FACs must direct artillery fire and air strikes onto the enemy’s formations. Defending troops must
engage the enemy with aimed and controlled fire. All available fire must be used to break up, repel, and
destroy the enemy’s penetration should he succeed in entering the forward defensive positions or
threaten key terrain. Reserves may be called on to halt the penetration and/or prevent further
penetration. A well planned defence will prevent the enemy from achieving the desired shock effect and
momentum.

Counter-attack and counter-penetration: It is possible for the enemy to penetrate the defensive
positions and occupy one or more strongpoints. Strongpoints must therefore be prepared for controlled
demolitions407 and be registered as indirect fire targets. Plans must consequently be made to ensure
that any enemy penetration is blunted, destroyed, and/or neutralised.

Counter-penetration: Every effort must be made to ensure that the enemy does not penetrate the
defensive position. A counter-penetration force may thus be established to stop any enemy penetration
by direct fire. If the penetration cannot be stopped by fire, a counter-attack may be required. Reserves
may be utilised for counter-penetration.

Counter-attacks: Armour usually forms the core of a counter-attack force with infantry in support.
Indirect fire support is provided by artillery, mortars, and air assets. The counter-attack is planned and
executed as a hasty attack, and can be launched from positions in depth, a hide, or a holding area. The
mobile reserve can function as a counter-attack force or be used to strengthen positions that require
immediate support. However, the reserve should not be committed too early in the battle.



Pursuit/follow-up: The decision to follow-up on withdrawing enemy forces is taken by the
commander. At no stage must sub-unit or unit commanders decide to conduct a pursuit. Where a pursuit
or follow-up is undertaken, the forces must not move beyond the range of indirect and/or close air
support. A limit of pursuit or follow-up limit must be imposed by the defence commander.

Routine and Discipline in the Defence
Routine and discipline in the defence is vitally important for the maintenance of morale and the well-

being of all troops in the defence. All orders must be promptly adhered to.
Morale is maintained by:

1. Understanding: Every soldier must know and understand the defensive plan and its aims, and feel
that he is part of it.

2. Information flow: Troops must be given regular information updates to ensure that they understand
the developing situation at all times.

3. Aggressive action: A high state of readiness must be maintained at all times and fire must be
brought to bear on the enemy when orders to initiate contact are given.

4. Good discipline: Good discipline is the result of good leadership and mission specific training.
5. Good administration: Commanders must constantly inspect their men and the general hygiene

(latrines, rubbish disposal, etc.) in the defence.
6. Reliable communications: Communications must at all times be checked to ensure that orders and

messages can be rapidly and efficiently transmitted.

There is a constant need for intelligence and information. Conversely, the enemy must be denied
access to any information.

Methods for denying information and intelligence to the enemy include:

• Observation posts
• Sniper teams
• Restricting the local population’s freedom of movement
• Providing the local population with false information to feed to the enemy
• Patrols
• Strict fire discipline
• Camouflage and concealment

Good discipline and administration are essential and include matters such as:

• Orders relating to helmets, body armour, boots and combat equipment. This equipment must be carried
during stand-to408 and stand-down periods, by all sentries and persons leaving their trenches.
• Equipment must not be left outside of the trenches.
• Orders relating to drying clothes, airing and sunning sleeping bags, and bathing must be adhered to.
Times will depend on whether the defence is on a rear or forward- slope, and by the air situation.
• Times allocated for cleaning weapons and maintaining other equipment.
• Medical inspections and sick reporting times must.
• Orders related to carrying magazines on weapons, loading weapons, and so forth.

Commanders must carry out regular inspections to ensure that a high state of readiness and
discipline is maintained. Weapons, equipment, clothing, hygiene, radio equipment, ammunition, and the
general neatness/cleanliness of the defensive positions must be inspected routinely.

Radio communications must be regularly tested to ensure that all radios are in working order, that
batteries are charged, and that frequencies are correct.

Rest periods must be allocated to the troops.
All troops in the defensive position must partake in stand-to and stand-down periods during which the

following must be inspected and confirmed:

• Arcs of fire



• LMG fire-lines
• Sentry signals, early warning signals, and alarm signals
• Air pickets
• Communications
• Readiness of troops
• Actions on alarms
• Passwords

Part of the routine in the defence must include:

• Times to wash and shave
• Constant improvement of defensive positions
• Mealtimes
• Posting sentries and air pickets
• Reporting the enemy situation to the front and flanks

Troops will be required to live under uncomfortable and often unhygienic conditions during a defence.
Every effort must be made to ensure the well-being of all men in the defensive position. Socks and
underwear must be kept clean and aired or washed when possible. Pit latrines must be kept clean and
maintained, and flies must be controlled to limit disease. Where possible, the men must be allowed to
wash—and at a minimum wash their hands before mealtimes. Cleanliness can prevent numerous
diseases from taking hold and spreading within the defensive position.

The routine in the defence must be structured to ensure that morale, discipline, and well-being is
maintained and that attacks can be countered at all times.



Chapter 16

Retrograde Operations

When contemplating a retrograde operation, you need to consider both the advantages and the disadvantages. It is vitally important
that you make a clean break and do not get involved in a running battle with the enemy during your retrograde. Currently, both the

enemy and international pressure is mounting to force you to withdraw from the disputed area. It is better to do so on your terms than
on those of the enemy or the international community.

– Author, briefing senior SPLA officers, S Sudan, 2012

A retrograde operation is any strategic, operational, or tactical movement to the rear, to the flanks, or
away from the enemy. The manoeuvre can be deliberate and planned, or forced by enemy actions. It is
executed to gain time, preserve forces and their equipment levels, and avoid contact with the enemy
under conditions that are favourable to the enemy.

The aims of a retrograde operation are therefore to reduce the enemy’s advantages, force him into a
less favourable position, and allow the defender to regain or seize the initiative before launching an
attack.

The offensive forces supporting the retrograde (also known as the delaying forces) must gain time for
the retrograding forces by conducting simultaneous, multi-directional attacks409 aimed at inflicting
casualties and materiel losses and forcing the enemy to redeploy his forces. Static elements fix,
disorientate, disrupt, turn, or halt the enemy force while mobile forces strike and destroy him so that the
main force can make a clean break.

The following are classed as retrograde operations:

• A withdrawal
• A delaying action
• A retirement

Depending on the prevailing situation, a combination of operations is usually necessary. These can be
executed simultaneously by adjacent units, or units can transition from one type of retrograde into
another.

As with offensive and defensive operations, air superiority—or at minimum air parity— is essential for
the protection of the forces conducting the retrograde operation. A retrograding force can make a
lucrative air target.

If a retrograde operation is not executed in an orderly manner, it can result in panic and develop into a
rout.

The Aim of Retrograde Operations
Retrograde operations are conducted to achieve one or more of the following aims:

• To avoid battle with a superior enemy
• To disengage from a battle
• To move away from the enemy due to a defeat or a poor appreciation
• To harass, exhaust, delay, disrupt, and disorganise the enemy
• To resist offensive actions
• To avoid becoming involved in a decisive battle to gain time
• To extend the enemy’s communications and supply lines
• To adjust to the movement of other own forces
• To release a force or part thereof for redeployment in other areas
• To lure the enemy into unfavourable terrain
• To avoid battle under unfavourable conditions
• To move away from an ambush
• To readjust logistical lines and lines of communication



Basic Considerations when Conducting a Retrograde Operation
The basic considerations when executing a retrograde operation are the following:

1. The enemy situation: The enemy situation (particularly if the enemy is in a favourable position) may
force a retrograde operation.

2. Terrain and weather:410 Terrain can delay the enemy and provide the covering force with
opportunities to inflict heavy casualties. Selected terrain must allow for long range observation and
fields of fire.411 Artificial obstacles such as landmines, controlled demolitions, improvised explosive
devices, and tank traps must be used to strengthen natural obstacles.

3. While unfavourable weather conditions can mask a retrograde operation, there are numerous
disadvantages that need to be considered. Inclement weather may limit observation and cross-
country movement, impair the efficiency of  personnel and equipment, and increase problems with
command and control. Conversely,  poor weather conditions may assist in the planning and
development of obstacles, disrupt the enemy’s intentions, and force a closing of ranks in the enemy
forces. Inclement weather also has an adverse effect on morale.

4. Command and control: Good command and control measures must be in place to ensure force
integrity and fighting capability. Leadership is of critical importance to ensure that the forces
conducting the retrograde do not panic.

5. Reconnaissance and security: The aim of reconnaissance is to gather information regarding the
enemy’s movements, deployments, and intentions. Similarly, information regarding the retrograding
force’s movements, deployments, and intentions must be denied to the enemy. Care must be taken
to ensure that the enemy does not bypass or envelop the retrograding force.

6. Combat support:

• Air: Offensive air support in the form of air interdiction, air raids, air strikes, and close air support must
be considered at all times. Aerial reconnaissance must be conducted where possible. If air superiority is
lacking, air pickets and anti-aircraft weapons must be deployed to provide early warning and protection
against enemy air attacks.
• Artillery: Artillery must degrade and force the enemy to deploy early by engaging at maximum range.
Continuous artillery support is important during all types of retrograde operations. Artillery can engage in
defensive fire tasks, deliver harassing fire, destroy enemy concentrations, and attack enemy artillery
deployments.
• Combat Engineers: Combat engineers and pioneer teams must ensure the mobility of the retrograding
force while denying enemy mobility.
• Communications: Communications facilities must be established in the rear areas before the
retrograde commences.
• Logistics: Logistics units must be retained under centralised command and control.

The following remain important:

- Logistics units must be able to support and sustain the operation
- Supplies and damaged equipment must be evacuated
- Supplies and equipment that cannot be evacuated must be destroyed
- Casualties must be rapidly evacuated

7. Morale: The maintenance of high morale ensures that the retrograding forces do not panic.
Offensive actions maintain high morale.

8. Unconventional manoeuvres must be launched to inflict casualties, destroy materiel and delay the
enemy. Ambushes, pseudo operations and strikes to the enemy’s rear and flanks will force him to
pause, gaining valuable time for the retrograding forces.

Phases of a Retrograde Operation
A typical retrograde operation consists of the following phases:

• Reconnaissance and preparation of the new defensive positions and routes to be followed



• The withdrawal (initial thinning out of positions and eventual evacuation)
• Mobile delaying actions
• Occupation of delaying positions coupled with offensive actions
• Occupation of new main defensive positions
• Withdrawal from delaying positions

Each stage of the retrograde operation must be conducted tactically while a clean-break is made with
the enemy. Offensive actions are maintained to gain time, disrupt, delay, harass, and inflict casualties
during each stage of the retrograde.

The retrograde may be supported by attacks aimed at preventing the enemy from realising that a
retrograde is taking place, or delaying and disrupting the enemy’s follow- up of the retrograde.

Conducting the Withdrawal
A political decision or the prevailing military situation can force a withdrawal.
It is a planned operation or manoeuvre whereby a force—or part of a force—voluntarily disengages

from the enemy or does so as a result of enemy pressure. The military reasons for which a force may
need to conduct a withdrawal include:

• To avoid battle with a superior enemy under unfavourable conditions
• To gain time
• To prevent forces from being attacked and overrun by a superior enemy
• To move away from an enemy force
• To redeploy to more favourable terrain
• To ensure force integrity and preservation
• To lure the enemy into a disadvantageous position or area

All or part of a force may move away from the enemy during a withdrawal, however, a withdrawal
usually includes supportive delaying actions.412 Some forces may fight from defensive positions while
others manoeuvre and attack and disrupt the enemy.

Regardless of the type of withdrawal or whether it is conducted by day or night,413 contact must be
maintained with the enemy to provide security and deception, and prevent him from conducting a rapid
manoeuvre that will outflank and/or overwhelm the withdrawing forces. This gains time and must not be
confused with making a ‘clean break’.414 Indirect fire and armour support must be exploited.

It is preferable to conduct the withdrawal when visibility is limited (during a rainstorm or at night). A
daytime withdrawal is usually only executed if the defensive position is in grave danger of being over-
run by the enemy. If the withdrawal is conducted during the day, the forces that are under direct attack
and fire will sustain heavy casualties.415 If a daytime withdrawal is unavoidable, it should be obscured by
smoke to deny the enemy of direct fire targets.

Sufficient time for detailed planning and controlled execution is vital to the success of a night
withdrawal. All units must conduct daytime reconnaissance of the areas over which they will be
withdrawing. Events after the withdrawal should also be planned and coordinated (i.e. the withdrawal
must be conducted to occupy a new defensive position or move to support another unit).

Uncertainty over why a withdrawal must take place will result in low morale and may subsequently
cause a disorganised, panic-stricken retreat.

A covering or delaying force must be organised and deployed to protect withdrawing forces. If the
withdrawal has been forced by enemy action, the delaying force must be strong enough to be able to
gain time for the withdrawing forces to make a clean break. In such instances, the delaying force will be
made up of armoured and mechanised infantry forces supported by artillery and air defence artillery.
Combat engineers and pioneer teams must be used to enhance mobility and degrade or counter the
enemy’s mobility.

The aim of the covering or delaying force is to delay, disrupt, degrade, and disorganise the enemy and
inflict casualties on the enemy and his equipment. This can be achieved by limited attacks, swarm
attacks, feints, ruses, or by holding and defending terrain that is of tactical importance to the enemy. Air
assets must provide close air support for the delaying force.



With the delaying force deployed to provide protection, the withdrawing force disengages from the
enemy and moves to the rear or to the flanks in accordance with the commander’s plans. A mobile
reserve must be assigned to provide opportunities for exploitation or to counter enemy actions if
necessary.

Figure 67: A typical withdrawal supported by delaying actions

The withdrawal plan must make provision for control measures such as rendezvous and checkpoints
to ensure that all movements and timings are controlled and coordinated. Additionally, the plan must
establish and/or make provision for boundaries  between units, areas of responsibility, phases of the
operation, allocation of tasks, movement control priorities, and required delays between positions.

Factors that determine how the withdrawal will be affected include:

• The political situation
• The enemy situation and enemy actions and/or interference
• Terrain and vegetation
• Weather conditions
• The air situation
• Fire support
• Distances to be covered by the withdrawing units
• Decentralised traffic control
• Logistics i.e. FOL and ammunition
• Casualties to be evacuated



The commander must make maximum use of the terrain, electronic warfare, deception, limited and
restricted radio traffic, obstacle development, and cover during the withdrawal.

Principles of the Withdrawal
The following principles must be considered when planning a withdrawal:

• Good control
• A clean break
• A high standard of discipline and morale
• Offensive actions
• Secrecy
• Deception
• Flexibility
• Simplicity
• Speed
• Force integrity

Good control: Good command leadership and clear orders at all levels ensure good control
throughout. Good, orderly control prevents the withdrawal from becoming a panic-stricken movement
that results in an uncontrolled flight. Good control enhances discipline. Control is achieved by allocating
withdrawal routes and timings to actions and implementing simple yet flexible plans. Timings are
critically important as they ensure that the routes to be used by the rear guard and standing patrols
remain open so that it is possible for these forces to move rapidly. Control is manifested primarily in
timings and checkpoints but clear orders, control over demolitions, closing of gaps in minefields, and
traffic control are equally important.

Timings: The following timings are applicable:

1. Earliest time for movements to commence: These times relate to non-combat personnel,
equipment, and troops that will not partake in covering and rear guard actions.

2. Deployment of delaying force: The time at which the delaying force must deploy and where.
3. Timings of final departure: This is the latest time by which combat units must have departed from

their defensive positions.
4. Timings past control points: Movement within the relevant delaying areas will be considered to be

enemy movements after these timings.
5. Timings for controlled demolitions: The times to execute controlled demolitions must be established

to ensure that they do not hamper the movement of covering

MRAPs forming-up before an advance (Photo Simone Heradien)



MRAPs must have good terrain negotiability (Photo courtesy of OTT)

forces or other rear guard elements.
6. Times when forward units begin thinning out: The times at which the first combat elements must

commence withdrawing from their positions.

Control points: Control points are established to serve as control measures during the withdrawal.
The following types of control points are normally used:

1. Rendezvous: Elements/units meet at a rendezvous and proceed to the checkpoints from there. The
location of the rendezvous must be known to the partaking elements and units.

2. Check points: Subordinate elements meet at checkpoints when the distance to be covered during a
withdrawal is relatively large. This allows commanders to ensure that all troops have been
accounted for. Check point locations must be known to all commanders and subordinate
commanders.

3. Report lines: Report lines are established to measure the progress of withdrawing units.
Withdrawing units do not stop at report lines but merely report having reached or crossed them.
These lines must be easily recognisable by day and night.

A clean break: It is essential to break all contact with the enemy to ensure a clean break and thereby
prevent a running battle when the time to withdraw arrives. The delaying force must however intervene if
the enemy presses home an attack to prevent a clean break. Situations may arise in which limited
attacks will have to be executed to deceive the enemy and discourage him from maintaining contact
with the forces about to withdraw. Long range artillery and rocket fire can be used to mask the break in
contact as can air strikes and air raids. While the main forces are manoeuvring to achieve a clean break
and conducting the withdrawal, supporting attacks by a delaying force can slow the enemy and ensure
that withdrawing forces are able to make good their withdrawal.

A high standard of discipline and morale: A withdrawal can result in a feeling of having lost a battle
or a campaign and it therefore compromises the morale of the withdrawing units. Commanders must
make all possible efforts to maintain a high level of discipline and morale. This can be achieved by:

• Ensuring that all members are fully briefed on the withdrawal and why it is being executed
• Preventing the spread of rumours and speculations on why the withdrawal is taking place
• Exercising effective leadership
• Effective control over movement



• Conducting aggressive offensive actions during the withdrawal

Offensive actions: Every opportunity to harass the enemy and inflict casualties and battle damage
must be exploited. Successful actions against the enemy will gain time and increase the morale of the
withdrawing forces. These actions will assist in ensuring that a clean break is made, and that force
integrity is maintained. Offensive actions in the withdrawal can be achieved by:

• Employing long range weapons, artillery, and missiles
• Making use of delaying positions
• Aggressive delaying force actions
• Aggressive patrolling
• Unconventional actions such as pseudo operations, raids, and ambushes
• Swarm attacks
• Limited attacks
• Controlled demolitions
• Ambushes
• Assisting combat engineers with mine laying tasks and obstacle development



The vacated defensive positions must be registered as artillery targets and heavy bombardments and
air strikes must be brought to bear on the enemy as soon as the enemy enters the vacated defensive
positions.

Secrecy: Secrecy is a critical element in the planning and execution of a withdrawal as the
withdrawing forces will be vulnerable to offensive enemy actions if their action is compromised. To
maintain secrecy, the following must be considered:

• Normal patterns of behaviour must be followed
• Apart from normal daily activities, all movement must be executed under cover of darkness or during
periods of poor visibility
• There must be no abnormal movement by the forward elements prior to the withdrawal commencing
• Radio discipline must be maintained at all times
• Final orders must be issued as late as possible to prevent compromise
• The local population in the area must not be made aware of the pending withdrawal
• Deception measures must be applied where possible

Deception: Deception measures aid secrecy and can confuse the enemy in terms of what is
happening in the defensive positions. Deception operations must be planned at the highest level and
implemented at the correct time and place to have the desired impact. Limited attacks, aggressive
patrolling, and false radio traffic can enhance deception.

Flexibility: All plans must be flexible enough to allow rapid adaptation to changing situations,
especially when withdrawing from an aggressive enemy. Flexibility is enhanced when commanders at all
levels understand the plan clearly and are able to do whatever is necessary to ensure its successful
execution at their respective levels.

Simplicity: A simple plan aids in execution, especially when the withdrawing forces are under
pressure. As numerous control measures are applied during the withdrawal, simplicity of action
becomes paramount.

Speed: Once the withdrawal plan has been put into action, it must be conducted with controlled
speed to ensure a clean break from the enemy. Speed will enable a withdrawing force to melt away
before the enemy can realise that a withdrawal is taking place.

Force integrity: Force integrity must be maintained during the withdrawal and not allow elements of
the force to be isolated and cut off. Force integrity is maintained by good planning, leadership, command
and control, flexibility, secrecy, and speed.

Enemy Threats to the Withdrawal
A withdrawing force can be faced with numerous threats. These include:

• Compromise of the withdrawal by a pro-enemy local population
• Enemy air raids and strikes
• Attempts by enemy ground forces to:
- Attack and overwhelm the withdrawal and turn it into a blind flight
- Cut off elements of the withdrawing forces and destroy them
- Encircle and envelop the withdrawing forces and destroy them
- Bypass the withdrawing forces and cut off the withdrawal routes
• Harassment by enemy long range weapons, artillery and missiles

If successful, the above actions can be used to good effect in propaganda broadcasts that weaken the
will and resolve of the citizens and the morale of the withdrawing forces.

The Delaying Action
Despite being defensive in nature, any delaying action must be conducted aggressively. Its aim is to

gain time, systematically weaken the enemy while preserving tactical and operational integrity,
channelize or lure the enemy into specific areas where he will be at a disadvantage, and wear him down
so that he is forced to halt and reorganise his forces or attack with weakened forces. This mission is
allocated to a dedicated delaying force416—a force that is organised to cover the withdrawal of the main
forces and delay the enemy by all possible means for as long as possible.



Delaying actions are conducted to:

• Gain time when there are insufficient force levels to attack the enemy or defend against him
• Lure the enemy into unfavourable terrain
• Gain time to establish and develop a defensive position
• Protect a withdrawing force
• Protect a flank of own forces
• Deceive the enemy

Judiciously used, the delaying force may:

• Draw the enemy into a prepared killing area
• Cover the redeployment or movement of other forces
• Harass the enemy and force him to deploy too early
• Expose enemy weaknesses
• Inflict casualties and battle damage
• Only engage in battle when the situation is favourable
• Redirect and shape the enemy’s axis of advance/attack

Delaying actions are usually conducted by armoured forces during the defence and the withdrawal.
However, armoured forces supported by mechanised infantry and other highly mobile forces can play a
significant role in delaying actions. The terrain and vegetation will however, determine the composition
of the delaying force.

Delaying actions must be well controlled and coordinated and supported by close air support and
indirect artillery fire.

The delaying force must strive to:

• Force the enemy to deploy repeatedly
• Destroy as many of the enemy’s forces as possible
• Maintain contact with the enemy but avoid decisive engagements
• Maintain force integrity
• Seize the initiative whenever possible
• Deceive and confuse the enemy

In executing the delaying action, the delaying force must continually attack and defend in order to
trade terrain for time. To achieve this, the force must continually and repeatedly engage the enemy,
inflict casualties on the enemy, disengage from the enemy, redeploy at a new position, and engage the
enemy again.

The delaying force may execute its mission by delaying the enemy from successive positions, making
use of alternate positions, or a combination of both.

Whether delaying from alternate or successive positions, the typical tasks during a delaying action
may include:

• Awaiting the enemy’s arrival from static positions
• Anti-armour ambushes
• Route denial
• Flank attacks
• Attacks on the enemy’s communications and logistical lines
• Forcing the enemy to deploy prematurely

The delaying force is tasked with delaying the enemy for a specific period while inflicting maximum
casualties and battle damage. For these forces to succeed in their mission, the following is applicable:



Figure 68: Types of delaying actions

• The force must be mobile and possess high firepower
• The force deploys with no depth and engages the enemy at maximum range
• The force must apply maximum aggression and inflict as many casualties as possible
• The force must make use of previously occupied positions strengthened by natural and/or artificial
obstacles
• When an enemy envelopment seems possible, the force must conduct a fighting withdrawal to the next
series of defensive positions
• The enemy must be forced to attack tactical terrain
• Delaying positions must have good escape routes so that contact with the enemy can be broken and
an orderly withdrawal can be made to the next series of delaying positions
• When contact is broken with the enemy, the delaying force may:
- Withdraw through positions already occupied by additional delaying forces
- Break contact while the enemy is disorganised and then withdraw, denying the enemy the opportunity
to conduct a follow-up or pursuit
- Lay nuisance mines/improvised explosive devices to slow the enemy’s movement
- Position booby-traps in vacated positions to inflict casualties
• The covering force must maximise initiative and react to orders immediately

 
Characteristics of Delaying Positions

Delaying positions are selected to allow minimum forces to compel the enemy to deploy and present a
lucrative target. These positions are not organised in great depth. Maximum fire is delivered to the front
and the forces are concentrated on likely enemy approaches.



The reserve force must be highly mobile and able to rapidly respond to limited attacks and counter-
attacks.

Successive delaying positions should be far enough apart to force the enemy to reorganise and
regroup prior to continuing the attack from one position to the next.

Delaying positions are selected to incorporate one or more of the following:

• A series of parallel ridges across the enemy’s line of advance
• Streams, swamps and lakes that cannot be crossed, and other natural obstacles to the front and flanks
of the delaying positions, strengthened with artificial obstacles
• The terrain must offer good observation and long-range fields of fire
• The positions must have concealed routes for withdrawal
• A road network or an area that affords good cross-country mobility. Bridges and culverts must be
prepared for demolition and be destroyed when the last units or elements have withdrawn across them
• The delaying positions must be large enough to accommodate the force in a tactical deployment
• The delaying positions must be defendable

The Retirement
The retirement417 is a retrograde operation whereby a force that is not engaged with the enemy

moves to the rear or the flanks in an organised manner for the following reasons:

• A political decision
• An end of operations
• A move rearwards or to the flanks to await orders for a new deployment
• To act in support of other units

Whereas a retirement is considered to be administrative in nature, it is nevertheless tactically
executed with the required security to maintain force integrity. It is an operational manoeuvre during
which a force must be able to respond to any aggression or threat that may unexpectedly be directed
against it.

The retiring force must be able to rapidly transition to an offensive posture and attack enemy forces to
its rear, flanks, and front.

When a force retires to a new theatre or area from which to commence offensive operations, it should
conduct the movement as an advance-to-contact.

Whereas the retirement will increase combat support requirements such as FOL, other logistical
support such as supply of ammunition will decrease.

Large villages and concentrations of locals must be avoided during a retirement as these may slow
down or hamper the manoeuvre.

Conducting Retrograde Operations at Night
Despite the difficulty and complexity of night operations, retrograde operations are commonly

conducted under cover of darkness. The plan to conduct the operation must, therefore, make provision
for an early withdrawal in order to exploit the darkness as much as possible.

The depth units will be the first to withdraw at last light, followed by the depth elements of the forward
defensive units. The forward defensive elements remain in position and provide protection for the
withdrawing units while the delaying force covers the retrograde.

The use of darkness or inclement weather must be exploited to ensure a clean break with the enemy.
However, every attempt must be made to ensure that the operation is completed by first light to prevent
withdrawing units from being caught in the open at daybreak.

At no stage must the enemy be made aware of the withdrawal. Armour and infantry fighting vehicles
remain in position and normal radio traffic is broadcast to maintain security. Anti-tank weapon systems
can silently thin out of positions.

Normal patrol activities and harassing fire must continue until the last moment thus making it difficult
for the enemy to determine the exact time of the withdrawal.

An example of how a battle group withdrawal may be executed follows:



1. Combat teams: The depth elements will withdraw first followed by the depth elements of forward
units while the forward units remain in place to provide covering fire. The forward elements provide
rear guard parties to cover their own withdrawal.

2. Support weapons: Due to their mobility and range, support weapons are kept in position for as long
as possible. The indirect fire teams must be able to deliver covering fire until such time as the
forward positions have been vacated.

3. When all elements and/or units, (other than the delaying forces) have disengaged from the enemy
and formed into march columns towards the new defensive positions, the withdrawal from action is
considered to be complete.

Planning the Retrograde Operation
There is a very real risk of morale and discipline being affected during a retrograde operation,

especially when executing a withdrawal. If leadership and control is not exercised and the forces are
unsure of why they are conducting a retrograde operation, panic may set in.

This inherent risk associated with retrograde operations can be minimised by:

• Strong leadership
• Detailed planning
• Effective command and control at all times
• Restrictions that are clear to all partaking forces
• Aggressive action
• Judicious use of air assets
• Ensuring that all units partaking in the retrograde operation know and understand why it is being
executed
• Ensuring that information is continually passed down to all levels

By their very nature, retrograde operations are complex and fluid. Success therefore depends on
detailed planning and centralised command, discipline, and control with decentralised execution.

Terrain and weather play an important role in any retrograde operation.
Planning the retrograde operation is not dissimilar to planning an offensive or defensive operation—

except that it is a manoeuvre to the rear or to the flanks. Despite the mission being to break contact and
disengage from the enemy, all factors that may influence the retrograde must be carefully analysed and
appreciated.

At a minimum, any retrograde operation should be composed of the following elements:

• Reconnaissance elements
• Advance elements
• Main body
• Delaying forces/rear guard
• Flank forces

Command and control over movement ensures a smooth retrograde. During planning, the following
factors need to be carefully considered:
• What must be moved in terms of manpower
• What essential supplies must be moved—and what must be destroyed
• The routes over which movement will take place
• What vehicles are available for the move once the manpower is in a safe area
• What air assets are available to support the movement
• What boundaries will be allocated between retrograding units
• When the retrograde should start
• By when the retrograde must have been completed i.e. by when must the retrograding forces be in new
positions

It may be necessary for a force to conduct a retrograde operation to ensure force integrity. However,
its success depends on numerous factors that require careful and in depth consideration.



Musketry training is crucial

Narrow alleys and streets present many potential dangers
 



Part 3: Unconventional Manoeuvre during Composite Warfare
Operations

Chapter 17

Unconventional Warfare, Armed Anti-Government Conflicts, Guerrilla
Warfare, and Civil War

Broadly considered, it is that diversity of actions and measures which a people can bring to bear against an enemy (either an invader
or an oppressive government) short of confronting him formally on the battlefield.

– Franklin Mark Osanka, author of Modern Guerrilla Warfare

The term ‘unconventional warfare’418 refers to all actions that are not considered to be part of
traditional conventional warfare. This includes violent and offensive actions (armed civil uprisings, armed
anti-government campaigns, discretionary warfare, covert actions, laying and placing of mines and
improvised explosive devices, violent mass riots, violent protests, terrorism, violent revolution, and
sabotage) and non-violent activities (propaganda, protest marches, espionage, media exploitation,
industrial action, psychological warfare, strikes, go-slows, boycotts and sit-ins). Its aim is to degrade a
government, hasten the failure of the state, erode the populace’s faith in government, and force the
government to accept the terms of the unconventional forces.

Conversely, conventional war is by definition open warfare between two or more belligerent states
using conventional weapons419 and tactics and aimed and directed at neutralising an opposing
government’s armed forces. The military defeat renders the loser’s political system and economy
vulnerable and therefore, a new political order can be imposed.

The term ‘unconventional warfare’ includes the modernist terms of asymmetric warfare, irregular
warfare, hybrid warfare, counter-insurgency, regime-change, and the much maligned—and oft
misunderstood—‘hearts-and-minds’420 approach.

Generally, unconventional warfare is undertaken by an adversary that intends to erode or collapse the
Pillars of a State and replace its government or its government’s policies by whatever means necessary.
Conversely, and from a states’ point of view, unconventional warfare must be countered by
‘unconventional’ actions and methods that are applied to both urban and rural terrain.

Unconventional warfare blends violent actions with non-violent activities, making it impossible to
combat this form of warfare using conventional tactics, techniques, and procedures only. However,
unconventional methods are often used to achieve desired end results in conventional wars and vice
versa.

The revolutionary actions (all aimed at ‘regime-change’) that swept across North Africa in 2011 and
2012 could all initially have been defined as unconventional warfare, despite later having evolved into
more conventional battles. Foreign air support was a deciding factor in the destruction of government
forces and targets in Libya.

When unconventional warfare is carried out by disaffected members of a population, its containment
is a law enforcement responsibility that the armed forces support by engaging in MOOTW. However, if
the law enforcement agencies are unable to contain the momentum and gains of the unconventional
forces, this responsibility may be transferred to the armed forces421 by government decree. The armed
forces then engage in MORW.

Unconventional warfare in the form of guerrilla warfare may be undertaken by a weaker force under
attack from a stronger force. Similarly, a weaker state may resort to unconventional warfare in the form
of discretionary warfare, guerrilla warfare, or even warfare by proxy, to undermine or destabilise a
stronger, neighbouring state that it views as a threat or potential threat. Guerrilla warfare is, however, not
the only form of unconventional warfare that exists. Indeed, many unconventional forces have relied on
mobility to strike at government forces.

Paul Linebarger’s views on psychological warfare are applicable to unconventional warfare:



It is not controlled by the laws, usages, and customs of war; and it cannot be defined in terms of
terrain, order of battle, or named engagements. It is a continuous process. Success or failure is often
known only months or years after the execution of the operation. Yet success, though incalculable, can
be overwhelming; and failure, though undetectable, can be mortal.422

There is nothing new about unconventional warfare. Indeed, history is littered with examples of
unconventional warfare campaigns, some successful and some not. Over time, it has merely been
refined, adapted, and employed with greater success than at any other time in history. The objective of
war has remained the same i.e. attacking and killing the enemy’s soldiers to break his political and
national will, forcing the Pillars of State to collapse, and subsequently overpowering or shaping the
government with the support of the majority or a large segment of the populace—or on behalf of a
foreign power.

Unconventional warfare also becomes a valid option when powerful foreign forces invade and force
alien or unacceptable forms of government onto weaker nations.

Within Africa, unconventional warfare remains a ready-made method of insurrection and revolution
through which weaker opponents attempt to wear down stronger powers.

Schools of Thought on Unconventional Warfare
Seven schools of thought on unconventional warfare can be identified within Africa:

• Revolutionary
• Political
• Socio-psychological
• Ethno-religious
• Minority
• Proxy
• Economic

In brief, these schools of thought can be summarised as follows:
Revolutionary: Revolutionary activities (such as guerrilla actions and sabotage) are considered to be

an essential component of any revolution. Revolution and guerrilla warfare are synonymous wherever
modern revolutions have followed communistic principles. Revolutions can, however, assume different
guises (guerrilla warfare, coup d’états, armed uprisings, and even peaceful settlements). It is not
uncommon for erstwhile revolutionary allies to become rivals once they have achieved their aims (i.e.
defeated and replaced a government).

Political: Unconventional methods and actions are considered to be a consequence of maladjusted
national, regional, and/or international politics and policies. Political indoctrination and promises of a
better political system are used to increase the support base for elements that wish to replace the
existing political order. Non-violent methods of unconventional warfare are usually applied but violence
will be used if the ends are believed to justify the means.

Socio-psychological: When economic difficulties, extreme poverty, high unemployment, jealousy,
social unrest, increasing crime levels, a quest for power, psychological conflicts, personality problems,
and a host of other economic, social, and psychological factors are overlooked and ignored by
government, resentment may spill over into unconventional actions aimed at forcing the government to
apply corrective action or face violent and militant attempts at replacement.

Ethno-religious: Religion is playing an increasingly prominent role in the arena of international
conflict and it is usually associated with one or more ethnic groups or tribes. Africa is part of this arena
and clashes between different ethno-religious groupings are increasing. Religious fanatics from the
Middle East have migrated into Africa and brought with them a desire to install religiously-motivated
governments using violent unconventional methods. Finding a ready following, these elements are able
to conduct armed anti- government actions (including acts of terrorism and violence) in order to attain
their goals. Minority: Minority groups who believe that they are being oppressed will seek to rectify their
situation. Smaller ethnic or religious groups that have an affinity with certain other groups or races will
(after having exhausted all other options) resort to unconventional methods and warfare to improve their
lot.



Proxy: Unconventional actions are instigated and supported by a foreign government/ power that
wishes to weaken or overthrow a government by exploiting discontented elements within the target
country. A neighbouring government or foreign power that believes certain benefits (usually economic)
can be derived from a change in government may support proxy forces.

Economic: The economic assets of a country are viewed as a driving point for its existence.
Consequently, wresting control over resources that are exploited to benefit only a few, or resources that
are envied by neighbouring or foreign states, will erode a government’s power base (in particular the
economic pillar) and result in its eventual collapse.

A revolution will seldom follow only one school of thought; instead these ideas will be used to support
one another.

Regardless of the oft noble claims that many unconventional forces promulgate, they usually neglect
the populace that were instrumental in bringing down the previous government once they assume
power.

Contributing Causes of Unconventional Warfare
Taking note of the above schools of thought, the main contributing factors are:

• A strong, unjust, and illegitimate government that suppresses critical voices and rules with absolute
power
• A determined rebellious group that pits itself against a government that is incompetent, highly corrupt,
and ineffective
• Economic mismanagement in which reckless government spending and debt- encouragement devalue
the national currency and result in economic chaos and collapse
• Proxy wars in which indigenous populations unwittingly fight to benefit a foreign power
• Religious motivations that become the apparent driving force for conflict
• Resentment caused by unaddressed social and economic issues that result in unconventional warfare
aimed, either at forcing a change in government policies or replacing a government
• The establishment of a proxy or puppet government that serves the interests of a foreign power

Foreign powers can manipulate disgruntled citizens into conducting subversive and aggressive
actions.



Modern unconventional warfare is always economically and politically orientated in that it has
economic and political aims, motives and ends. Economic disparity is easily exploited in Africa where
the abundance of resource-wealth is controlled by selected individuals or companies.

Commonalities of Unconventional Warfare
There are seven important features423 common to unconventional warfare:424

1. It allows a weak opponent to engage a stronger opponent. A weak opponent can erode a strong
opponent’s power base, create fear among citizens, and ultimately create sufficient pressure to
force negotiations in its favour.

2. It can be fought behind the enemy’s lines or within the population itself. Actions such as guerrilla
warfare, sabotage, and espionage can be carried out behind the lines of a strong enemy. Likewise,
unconventional forces are seemingly able to strike at will and then melt away amongst the
populace.

3. It is a protracted conflict that aims to wear down the opponent. Time is not relevant to
unconventional forces, but the aim and ends are. The negative psychological and economic impact
(on the government, the economy, the security forces, national and regional perceptions, and the
populace) of a protracted conflict is advantageous to unconventional forces.

4. It causes human suffering and loss of life. Most unconventional conflicts are based on the belief that
the end justifies the means and the ways. Those driving the conflict believe that everyone must be
willing to suffer to allow the AGF to achieve its aim(s). Indeed, cooperation is often gained by
threatening and terrorising members of the populace to support the AGF.

5. It requires popular support. Without popular support, efforts to erode and disrupt the Pillars of State
and ultimately overthrow the government will not succeed. When popular support is not
forthcoming, AGFs force the populace to support their cause by resorting to intimidation, terrorism,
and torture.

6. It requires great mobility and fluidity. Unconventional forces require mobility, not only to get to
targets, but also to escape after having carried out attacks. Civilians are often coerced into
supporting these actions but may also do so willingly. Fluidity in operations keeps the security
forces off balance.

7. It utilises irregular425 operations. Primarily, unconventional warfare is characterised by armed anti-
government forces that aim to achieve control over areas and populations.

A host country426  that provides safe haven and operational and logistical support to unconventional or
anti-government forces ensures the longevity of the movement and the protraction of the conflict.

Increasingly, those who conduct modern unconventional conflicts and wars rely on mainstream and
social media platforms to aid the dissemination of revolutionary messages and create positive
perceptions about their aims and ends.

The most common form of unconventional warfare is guerrilla warfare, supported by numerous other
violent and non-violent actions.

Maslow and Anti-Government Forces
Maslow’s427 hierarchy of needs can be an exceptionally valuable model by which to gauge the

potential for conflict. Maslow illustrated the hierarchical order of human needs using a triangle. The
basic (physiological) needs form the foundation of the triangle and the most valued or sought after
needs form the apex of the triangle.

The more inaccessible the basic needs become, the more likely the populace is to fight for them.
Higher needs will be abandoned or temporarily discarded in order to meet the needs at the lower tiers.

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs can briefly be described as follows:

1. Physiological: Food, clean water, good health, and adequate rest. Resentment and anger will
develop among people who are unable to afford education, find jobs, pay for food and water, take
care of their families, access medicines and hospital care when ill, and get sufficient rest while other
members of the populace are able to afford these basic needs. A situation in which a significant



section of the population is unable to meet basic physiological needs can easily be exploited by
anti-government groups.

2. Safety: Once basic psychological needs have been met, people need to live and work in safe
environments. The threat of crime and danger must be minimised to allow people to conduct their
daily activities without fear of harm. People who do not have shelter or safety may resort to unlawful
actions to acquire them. Resentment grows when only a part of the populace—particularly the
political elite—can afford to buy houses and other requirements, and provide safety and security for
themselves. Disparity and injustice will be exploited by anti-government groups.

3. Belonging: People have an inborn desire to be part of a group with which they can identify,
especially if that group can improve their lot through negotiation. In Africa, this sense of belonging is
often associated with religion, ethnicity, tribal ties, and language. Groups that develop out of anger
can be problematic for a government. People may join anti-government groups and feel a sense of
belonging that they do not have in ‘normal’ society. This will give them an identity and a sense of
pride that they do not experience elsewhere. If the group’s leadership is strong, the sense of
belonging becomes stronger. Such groups may attempt to force changes in government, fight for
succession, or demand partial autonomy. A lack of belonging is frequently brought about by a lack
of a national identity and national unity.

4. Esteem: All humans crave respect and need to have their voices and opinions heard.

When these requirements are not afforded to them, they will revolt and do what is necessary to get
them. Groups may establish alternative structures to address their needs and desires. Anti-government
groups may use these to promote ‘controlled areas’, and encourage militants within their ranks to
become leaders and commanders of armed groups.

5. Self-actualisation: Most humans wish to become the best they can be. This need cannot be met
without access to education and opportunities. When these are only afforded to a select few, anger
and resentment increase.

6. Maslow regarded the first four needs as deficit needs (essential for survival). If these needs are not
met, especially during childhood, the result can be deep seated trauma and an obsession for
attaining them.

This, in turn, can result in the view that the government (supposedly elected by the people for the
people) has lost direction, is therefore illegitimate, and needs to be replaced with a government that
represents the people and their aspirations.

7. Whereas a government cannot provide all members of the populace with the needs identified by
Maslow, it must create conditions that make it possible for those who are willing to work to attain them.

When a government fails 

Figure 69: Maslow’s hierarchy of needs

to provide the conditions required, angry groups can form and resort to non-violent or violent actions
aimed at replacing it.

8. Not every member of the populace will partake in an anti-government campaign (especially not
when it comes to the armed struggle phase) but tacit support and non-participation in counter-



measures stand an AGF in good stead, and create the perception that an anti-government
campaign has mass popular support.

9. In the most basic analysis, a violent anti-government campaign is an illegal political action aimed at
eroding and/or collapsing the Pillars of State. To ensure popular support, undertakings are made to
provide the populace with their basic needs or the populace is coerced to support the AGF through
terror.

10. Countering anti-government campaigns requires legitimate politics, good governance, strong
deterrents, stability, and the development of conditions that make it possible for the populace to
attain their aspirations.

From Political Dissatisfaction to Armed Anti-Government Actions Economic, political, and social
dissatisfaction, if ignored and unaddressed, can result in a build-up of anger and resentment, and lead to protests and strikes or even
a revolution that erodes the Pillars of State and ultimately collapses the government.

The transition from popular dissatisfaction to the collapse and replacement of a government is viewed
as a political revolution. It can, however, be achieved by peaceful or violent means.

Many revolutions begin with peaceful protests aimed at gaining national popular support and
international awareness and then ‘transition through violence and terrorism, to an insurgency and then a
civil war before power is won’.428 A successful anti-government movement will attempt to establish itself
as an alternative government wherever it believes it has achieved significant control.429

In state-versus-state conflicts and wars, the enemy is recognisable. He (usually) wears a uniform, acts
according to a doctrine, is part of an armed force, and represents a country with a defined political
system.

When an anti-government campaign is launched, the enemy is less recognisable. He does not fight to
seize key terrain; instead he will target villages and towns, he disregards the laws of war, he has no
concern for collateral damage, and, without intelligence, his source of power is unclear. Indeed, he often
abuses his power when it comes to coercing the populace, despite requiring their support.

Africa is littered with examples of armed uprisings aimed at overthrowing governments or trying to
force negotiations on their own terms. In the past, many of these were aimed at shaking off the yoke of
colonialism. Others soon followed when former allies turned against one another and tried to seize
power and resources through violent means. Some have been the result of foreign instigation and
support.

Many national uprisings have followed Mao Zedong’s model for armed anti-government campaigns.
He defined the criteria for uprisings and the subsequent armed campaigns as follows:

• Arousing and organising the people
• Achieving internal political unity
• Establishing bases
• Equipping forces
• Recovering national strength
• Destroying the government’s national strength
• Regaining lost territories Anti-government actions, campaigns, and uprisings are characterised by
militant actions and protests—regardless of their underlying causes.430

A determined AGF will:

• Strive for significant political, economic, social, and/or religious change
• Attempt to destroy the government’s economic power base
• Strive to depose of the existing political and social order and reallocate political power through armed
actions
• Strive to create and exploit divisions within society
• Call for international recognition and support
• Reduce and/or neutralise government control in allocated areas
• Strive to overstretch the law enforcement agencies
• Work at creating situations that will confuse and embarrass the intelligence services
• Attempt to degrade and discredit the law enforcement agencies and the armed forces



• Exploit all media platforms to build popular support while showing that the government is weakening
• Use the media to change perceptions in their favour.

The above actions are ultimately aimed at attacking, eroding, and destroying the Pillars of State.
Regardless of the cause(s) of an anti-government campaign, Van der Waals,431 identifies its success

as being reliant on the following criteria:432

• Environment
• Popular support
• Organisation and cohesion
• External support
• The target government’s reaction

Environment: The (natural) environment within which armed conflict takes place can have a dramatic
impact. Terrain, vegetation, seasonal variations, population distribution, geography, and demographics
are all of vital importance. These factors determine whether the anti-government campaign will start in
the cities and towns before moving into rural areas or vice versa. However, the majority of AGFs base
themselves in ‘ungoverned’ rural areas from which they can cross international borders when under
threat. To the natural environment must be added the environmental impacts in the OE as discussed in
Chapter 1. Popular support: Popular support provides impetus, manpower, intelligence, logistics, and
safe havens, without which, AGFs are doomed to fail. It is more difficult to gain popular support in multi-
tribal/multi-ethnic areas, and in such instances, violence will be used. It is in the attempt to regain lost
popular support for the government that the ‘hearts-and-minds’433 policy comes into play. Positive media
support for an AGF’s cause can play a large role in shaping popular perceptions and adding to an AGF’s
support

base.
Organisation and cohesion: The potential success of an anti-government movement will be

hampered by the lack of a well-organised and united front (often the result of ethnic/tribal differences,
division, strife, political/religious differences, personal ambitions, personality clashes, and even armed
conflict within the ranks). These differences can paralyse the group from within. Weak command
structures and poor control can further result in a lack of cohesion and organisation.

External support: External or foreign support in the form of military training, arms and ammunition,
base facilities, intelligence, and financial and logistical support, can play an important role. Political
support and positive foreign media coverage also adds implied legitimacy to an AGF movement.
Whereas external support can play major role, it is not necessarily decisive. However, the corrosive and
draining effect of the conflict makes it seem like a never-ending struggle. In Africa, foreign support has
played an increasingly decisive role in assisting AGFs to collapse Pillars of State as seen in Libya, Mali,
Central African Republic, Côte d’Ivoire, and Egypt.

Target government’s reaction: A government whose authority and legitimacy has been challenged
and eroded will take action to resolve the situation. Some governments will resort to violence and others
to non-violent means (such as negotiations) to defuse the situation. The amount of violence the
government uses to quell challenges to its authority is directly proportional to the methods and actions
anti-government forces use to usurp the government’s power and authority.

The role of the media in gaining national and international support by propagating the aims and
desires of an AGF must never be under-estimated. Biased media coverage can help AGFs gain the
moral advantage and create doubts about the legitimacy of the established government.434 This may
have a direct bearing on the target government’s willingness to react to the AGF in the face of strong
media criticism.

However, a government that it is forced to conduct military operations against an AGF that has gained
momentum has already lost a large degree of the initiative and given the AGF an advantage.

Starting the Anti-Government Movement
An armed anti-government campaign is not an overnight, spontaneous eruption of anger and dissent.

It is an illegal, organised, protracted politico-military struggle that builds up over a period of time and is



conducted by a movement or group that may have economic, ethnic, religious or social motivations.
It must be recognised that a revolution that makes use of armed AGFs is a conflict about power that

includes politics and resources. The strategy is political and the armed conflict is simply a means to an
end.

Although many African conflicts have followed the progression of dissatisfaction through to armed
conflict postulated by Mao Zedong, African anti-government actions have adapted this model to suit
their needs.435 The progression will typically escalate through the following phases:

• Dissatisfaction
• Mobilisation
• Armed struggle
• Mobile warfare
• Conventional warfare

While an anti-government movement may develop into an armed campaign for numerous reasons,
the condition is due to a perceived or real belief that the government is illegitimate, is persecuting them
for their beliefs, has no interest in them and their aspirations, has politically isolated them, or has no
interest in improving their quality of life. An armed anti-government conflict is, therefore, primarily rooted
in perceived or real poor governance and perceived or real illegitimacy. The movement can, however, be
hijacked for criminal, legal or religious reasons.

Anti-government campaigns also ensue when a more powerful state invades and forces foreign
political ideas and unacceptable policies onto the populace. In such an instance, the anti-government
conflict will be the result of anger and subjugation directly proportional to the damage to civilian property,
loss of civilian life, and disregard for culture, tradition, and religion exercised by the invading forces.

A proxy armed anti-government uprising can also occur when a foreign or neighbouring state
ferments and supports an uprising in order to secure access to the436 wealth and/or assets of a
resource-rich state.

There have been instances where governments have faced collapse without anti- government
movements having developed into armed struggles. In some instances, colonial powers abandoned
colonies due to lack of political will or the fact that they were no longer able to afford them. A
government can also be degraded to the extent of losing the support of the armed forces and this
disloyalty can lead to a coup d’état or a collapse of government.

In pre-1994 South Africa, a number of different ideological groups engaged in sabotage, terrorism,
armed rebellion, and militant protests, burned down schools, and intimidated the ruling National Party.
The white (mainly European-decent) and different (black) ethnic groups of the populace were targets for
violence. Each revolutionary group viewed the government as illegitimate, received foreign support, and
had its own vision, ideology, strategy, and tactics.

Some anti-government movements establish ‘military wings’ to carry out violent actions and ‘political
wings’ to gain popular support and promote ideology through indoctrination and propaganda.

Any collateral damage inflicted by the ‘military wing’ will be viewed as a necessary evil. No matter how
limited the success of the military wing, the mainstream media will be used to elaborate on—and
exaggerate the results of its actions. Social media will, furthermore, be used to transmit messages
aimed at increasing popular and external/ foreign overt and covert support—and create the perception
that it is overcoming the government forces—critical prerequisites for success.

The aim of the political wing is to politically (re)educate the populace in order to strengthen the anti-
government movement’s support base and lay the foundations for armed conflict. The creation of a
dedicated political wing for re-education purposes may, however, indicate that the anti-government
movement is only supported by a small segment of the population. ‘Re-education’ is frequently used to
intimidate the populace and coerce people into joining or supporting the AGF. The establishment of a
‘youth wing’ is often a clear indicator of large scale intimidation that can result in:

• Violent actions that exclude the use of armed force but include actions such as industrial sabotage,
violent intimidation, militant strikes, educational protests and damage to schools, infrastructure, and
government buildings and services



• Non-violent actions such as propaganda, wearing prohibited or banned clothing and symbols, mass
marches, petitions, graffiti, vigils, and pickets
• Non-cooperative actions such as boycotts, civil disobedience, strikes, blockades, and go-slows

Knowing that governments will not readily accept the changes that the populace desires or expects,
violent, non-violent, and non-cooperative actions are conducted to provoke a response which will, where
possible, be given extensive media coverage to develop empathy and sympathy and thereby give the
movement legitimacy while discrediting the government. Government response will also, to a large
extent, dictate whether the movement or group will utilise non-violent means or resort to armed action to
achieve their aims. The majority of government actions will be interpreted as ‘anti-democratic’ and
‘excessively brutal’, and the mainstream and alternative media will accuse the government of ‘targeting
innocent people’, ‘infringing on civil liberties’, having no regard for ‘human rights’ and denying the
populace its ‘freedom’ through ‘undemocratic’ counter actions.

Thus, the cycle of violence and counter-violence coupled with mainstream and alternative media
reporting is planned to escalate and give momentum to the mobilisation and armed struggle phases of
the movement.

The Principles of an Armed Anti-Government Campaign
The ultimate aim of an armed anti-government movement is to erode, and ultimately collapse the

Pillars of State through violent armed action. For the movement to succeed, it must—at minimum—
adhere to the following principles:

• Internal popular support
• External/foreign support
• Exploitation of the media
• Intelligence
• Offensive action
• Propaganda
• Resources
• Provocation
• Protraction
• Intimidation
• Target selection
• Speed
• Initiative
• Control

Internal popular support: No anti-government movement can succeed without internal popular
support (passive but preferably active)437 from disgruntled members of the business community, media,
civil service, intelligence services, armed forces, and law enforcement agencies. Members of the armed
forces and law enforcement services who secretly support the AGF can play a vital role in providing
arms, ammunition, and training, conducting sabotage actions, and providing intelligence on security
force deployments and targets. Members of the media can play an important role in shaping
perceptions. As internal support for the movement grows, the AGF can bring the populace under control
and start planning alternative government structures. In the early stages of the conflict, popular support
enables an AGF to find relatively safe bases that offer opportunities for training, planning, and rest after
operations. Popular support for the AGF also makes it difficult for government forces to operate
clandestinely or gather intelligence on the movement. The AGF will actively target the perception and
populace pillars for support. The impact of successful targeting is manifested across all the Pillars of
State.

The level of internal popular support for an anti-government campaign can be identified by numerous
indicators including:

• ‘No-go’ areas for law enforcement agencies
• AGF-run ‘Check points’ and ‘road blocks’
• Growing disregard for—and resistance to—government policies



• A dramatic increase in crime
• Increased anti-government and militant rhetoric
• An increase in xenophobic attacks against refugees and the foreign business community
• An increase in violent protests and marches
• Fifth column activities within government agencies and departments
• A populace that is unwilling to report criminal and/or subversive activities

External/foreign support: Overt foreign support, empathy, and  sympathy provide the AGF with a
sense of implied legitimacy and make its motivations known in the international political arena. The
Diaspora is encouraged to fund the AGF from abroad. External and foreign support impacts negatively
across all the Pillars of State. Foreign support can extend to:
• Covert and overt diplomatic pressure
• Ostracising the government under attack
• Calls for the government to be investigated and brought before the International Criminal Court
• International sanctions
• Organised protests outside embassies of the targeted government
• Boycotts
• Provision of funding, vehicles, arms, ammunition, training, safe bases, intelligence, air reconnaissance,
and air strikes438

Exploitation of the media: Mainstream and alternative media platforms are exploited to allow the
AGF to reach as wide an audience as possible, broadcast successes, shape perceptions, and distribute
propaganda. Journalists are cultivated and directed. Disregard for culture, religion, and traditions within
the armed forces and law enforcement agencies may be used to further alienate the populace from the 
government  and  its security forces. The media can also play a role in indoctrinating the populace by
encouraging confrontational, divisive, militant, and negative politics, and by shaping perceptions to
erode the government’s claim to legitimacy. Exploitation of the media can severely erode the perception
and economic pillars.

Intelligence: Intelligence on future and current government plans, policies, and actions is critically
important. Intelligence collection is focussed on plans aimed at curbing the anti-government movement
and countering non-violent actions—or on planned future government policies that may impact
negatively on the anti-government movement and its followers. Government collaborators, government
agents, and members of the armed forces and law enforcement agencies and their families are viewed
as important sources of intelligence and/or possible attack-targets. Attempts are made to convince
members of the security forces to provide intelligence that allows the AGF to identify and strike at
logistical, communications, and national key point vulnerabilities. The use of commercial UAVs can
provide unconventional forces with snapshots on their surrounds and possible government force
approaches. The intelligence, law enforcement, and armed forces pillars can be irreparably damaged by
targeted intelligence collection.

Offensive action: Offensive actions such as attacks against government installations, politicians and
security forces’ senior leaders, military bases, infrastructure and even towns and villages are carried out
to show the intent of the AGF, and capture arms and ammunition. Offensive action includes the laying of
IEDs and the use of VBIED439s and HBIEDs440 aimed at showing the ability to strike anywhere, sow
terror, and create casualties. Successful actions must be exploited on all available media platforms.

Propaganda: All possible means to promote and broadcast propaganda (radio, television,
newspapers, magazines, leaflets, posters, social media platforms, and graffiti) are exploited. Social
media is used to plan, ferment, and coordinate unrest and spread disinformation. Clandestine radio
transmitters are activated and used. Photographs (real and staged) are used to discredit the
government, the intelligence services, the armed forces, and the law enforcement agencies. All actions,
no matter how small, are construed as victories to instil support and/or terror in the populace by creating
the impression that the AGF is able to strike at will, and that many people are involved (even though the
force may be very small). Propaganda is used to indoctrinate, function as a rallying call, and entice
members of the populace to join the cause. A well-coordinated propaganda campaign can shape
perceptions, negatively impact on the populace, and rapidly spread across the Pillars of State while
simultaneously eroding morale within the security services.



Resources: Attempts are made to bring all resources and potential resources (weapons, explosives,
minerals, and the populace) under the control of the AGF and exploit them

Physical conditioning is ongoing

Oil-rich countries are targets

Protected, high-speed mobility enhances manoeuvre (Photo courtesy OTT)

for gain. The populace is a critical resource that can play a vital role in aiding logistics, hiding AGF
members, gathering intelligence, and conducting acts of industrial sabotage. Mineral resources can be
mined and sold to add financial impetus to the anti-government movement. By contrast, countering an
AGF is resource-costly as the security forces must deploy men and equipment over a wide front in areas
within which the AGF is thought to be active. Purchases of new and costly equipment to counter the
AGF creates an additional strain on the economy. Controlling and exploiting resources—or denying their
exploitation by government can severely erode the economic, governance, and perception pillars.

Provocation: Government forces are provoked to prompt excessive retaliations and in particular, to
create collateral damage. Internet discussion forums can be used to provoke and increase ethnic,



xenophobic and/or religious tensions. Actions that provoke government forces are especially important
as they further alienate the populace from the government, feed the anti-government movement, and/or
lead to mass protests and riots. Government retaliation is given maximum local, regional, and
international exposure to increase foreign empathy and sympathy. Provocation can involve actions as
trivial as throwing stones at civil property or protesting educational reforms, and as serious as petrol
bombings, assassinations, laying improvised explosive devices, armed actions, and committing
atrocities. The exploitation of provocation becomes important as it impacts across all Pillars of State.

Protraction: Anti-government campaigns are protracted to exhaust and wear down the government
and its security forces. Countering such a conflict is costly and its impact on the economic pillar must
never be underestimated. The longer the campaign is kept alive, the more the erosion of investor and/or
popular confidence in the government decreases. This results in reduced public support for the counter-
conflict and increased casualties within government forces. Protraction adds to frustration, making the
military and police forces more likely to be heavy-handed (thus adding impetus to the propaganda
campaign, nationally and beyond). As the AGF campaign continues over a wider front, it becomes
increasingly difficult for the government forces to deploy with depth. The more protracted the campaign,
the more likely it is that foreign support for the government will wane as efforts are made to back the
‘perceived eventual winner’, and the greater the impact across the Pillars of State.

Intimidation: Intimidation is used to instil fear and prevent the populace from siding with or assisting
the government and its security forces. Intimidation furthermore impacts negatively on inward
investment thereby affecting the economy. Members of the armed forces and law enforcement agencies
may be coerced into supporting the AGF, or committing defensive actions that alienate the population or
deter them from taking active measures against insurgents.441 Workers are prevented from going to
work, and encouraged or forced to sabotage industries and join strikes and protests in an attempt to
weaken the economy. Government collaborators are sought out and publically tortured and executed to
serve as a warning to other collaborators, would-be collaborators, and agents. This impacts the
populace, economy and perception pillars, affects morale within the intelligence, law enforcement, and
armed forces pillars, and erodes confidence in the government’s ability to curb intimidation.

Target selection: Actions such as mass non-violent and violent political protests, terrorism,
assassinations, indiscriminate bombings, armed actions, and sabotage are directed at anything the
government represents. High-value targets (government offices, police stations, military outposts, power
stations, railway lines, bridges, street lighting, and telephone exchanges) are attacked to encourage
mass media coverage. Landmines and IEDs are used to target military and police patrols and members
of the populace who support the military and police. Armed attacks are carried out on unsuspecting
targets to instil fear and capture weapons and ammunition. The attacks are varied and diversified and
create the impression that the AGF is everywhere and able to strike at will. High-profile government
officials are neutralised through smear campaigns, blackmail, and even assassination, resulting in over-
reactions by the government which are used to feed propaganda and shape perceptions. Well-planned
targeted attacks damage the economy and erode confidence in the security forces and the government,
thus creating the perception that the AGF is gaining the upper hand.

Speed: Speed of action is crucial and enables the AGF to strike and rapidly melt away before
government forces can react. It is the speed of action and withdrawal that allows a weaker force to
engage a more powerful force by creating confusion and casualties and then blending into the populace.
Speed is synonymous with surprise—a force multiplier that can have a negative impact on the morale of
the security forces and the populace. Speed also keeps the government and the security forces off
balance and forces reactive responses.

Initiative: The AGF will, at all times, strive to seize and exploit the initiative and push the security
forces into a reactive posture by attacking targets and conducting actions over a wide front. Increased
initiative generates confidence in the movement, thereby increasing popular support. Initiative leads to
momentum which allows AGFs to attack several targets over a wide front simultaneously, encouraging
media coverage and publicity. Future leaders are identified by promoting initiative. Initiative gives
flexibility to the AGF and it is enhanced by speed of action and withdrawal, presence, deception,
logistical support, and the ability to endure hardship. Its value lies in the limited decentralised command
and control that it affords the various groups acting on behalf of the AGF leadership.

Control: The anti-government campaign must establish absolute and centralised control over the
populace, propaganda, policy, discipline, and ideology. Control allows the AGF leadership to plan and
coordinate actions aimed at eroding and/or collapsing the Pillars of State. If the populace resists,



intimidation tactics (coercion, terrorism, and even murder) will be used, however, effective use of the
media in disseminating the AGFs’ propaganda will convince a segment of the populace to accept the
AGF’s control—especially if the message is packaged to appeal to certain groupings (religious,
impoverished, unemployed, ethnic, and tribal). Control is also important in recruitment of those who
subscribe to the anti-government campaign. Insofar as armed actions are concerned, the conduct and
control of operations may be centralised under the command of a regional or area AGF commander.

The above principles allow the AGF to successfully attack the Pillars of State, act over a wide front,
and fight on any front that is advantageous to its cause. The AGF gains legitimacy for its actions by
gaining and exploiting external and media support.

Any government attempting to counter an AGF will need to develop, strengthen, and expand its Pillars
of State while understanding and undermining, and neutralising the principles of the anti-government
campaign.

The government must understand the principles that the AGF utilises and deny or negate its ability to
implement them. To achieve success, the security forces must be correctly trained, equipped, educated,
led, and postured to counter the AGF’s principles.

The Armed Struggle Cycle
While it may appear as though all anti-government movements follow the same cycle, each campaign

is unique and will adapt its approach, structure, and TTPs to its own needs. Therefore, there is no
universal template for countering anti-government movements and their campaigns.

The leadership of the AGF, the manner in which it structures itself, its aims and objectives, and its
methods of achieving these, must become primary intelligence collection targets for the security forces.
This targeted collection effort must be converted into actionable and/or predictive intelligence from which
counter-actions and pre-emptive actions can be launched.

Without this crucial intelligence, the government will be unable to counter attacks or implement
actions and programmes to quell anger and dissatisfaction. Nor will the security forces be able to
develop effective pre-emptive containment and annihilation plans.

In  general,  armed  struggles  use unconventional442 or guerrilla warfare.443 Unconventional  warfare 
comprises numerous types of armed action that fall beyond the scope of conventional warfare. Guerrilla
warfare TTPs can be effectively employed against a stronger adversary as a means of minimising his

relative advantages444 and strengths.
Unconventional warfare, and by implication guerrilla warfare, can—and has been used:445

• As an internal act of armed rebellion against an established government
• As covert or overt aid to allied forces engaged in a struggle with a potential enemy
• As a subversive foreign element in attempting to develop open rebellion in another nation
• As an adjunct to the conventional



Figure 70: The cycle of an armed struggle

forces engaged in conflict with the enemy
• As the only means of fighting a superior invading force after the regular armed forces have been
defeated
• As a method to collapse and overthrow a government

Objectives of Modern Guerrilla Warfare
By definition, guerrilla warfare implies a ‘little war’ or more commonly a ‘small war’. The anti-

government guerrilla is (usually) an irregular, non-professional soldier who takes up arms against the
government’s armed forces.

These forces have traditionally viewed their approach to war as a strategy of attrition. As such, they
usually match themselves against smaller, or isolated government forces. However, they will also, when
necessary, target the populace for assistance and support. Within the African context, ‘guerrilla warfare’
is that phase of a rebellion or resistance  in which anti-government forces create paramilitary or military
structures and attack government facilities, law enforcement agencies, and the armed forces to achieve
attrition and ultimately an armed victory. This type of action has been the modus operandi of numerous
revolutionary forces, rebels, and other anti-government forces.

An AGF utilising guerrilla warfare as its primary approach has one or more of the following objectives:

• To attack, erode, destabilise, and ultimately collapse the Pillars of State in order to establish a new
government and a new political order
• To gain support from and control over the populace (especially in rural areas)
• To force the support of the populace by instilling fear and hope
• To overthrow a government that is perceived to be illegal, dictatorial, or tyrannical
• To rise up and liberate a country that has been occupied and subjugated by a foreign force
• To wear down, disrupt, disorientate, and frustrate the armed forces

The guerrilla force’s leadership may issue a series of directives446 to the forces under their command.
These directives may include instructions such as treating the populace with respect, doing no damage
to property, and assisting the population with basic tasks like harvesting of crops. The directives, which
are aimed at gaining popular acceptance, are seldom, if ever, adhered to.

Principles of Guerrilla Warfare as Applied by AGFs



AGFs or guerrilla forces apply several principles447 to their planning and actions which, when co-
joined with the principles of armed anti-government campaigns, can achieve disproportional results.

The principles of modern guerrilla warfare include:

• Mobility
• Support
• Intelligence
• Offensive spirit
• Security
• Terrain
• Command and leadership
• Organisation and equipment
• Target selection
• Swarming
• Tactics

Mobility: Mobility is essential to action and survival. AGFs seldom fight static battles, choosing
instead to attack, withdraw, and attack or ambush again. Similarly, long range stand-off mortar and/or
rocket bombardments are launched against targets of strategic value to provoke a response. Known as
‘hit-and-run’ tactics, this approach enables an AGF to conduct a war of attrition while reducing own
casualties and avoiding drawn-out battles. Mobility is achieved using all and any modes of transport
(cars, pick-up trucks, ‘technicals’,448 motorcycles, bicycles, and boats). Commercial transport used as a
means of escape after actions have been conducted allows guerrilla forces to blend into rural and urban
environments rapidly. Captured military vehicles are also used and can confuse government forces,
especially when pseudo operations are being conducted. If the AGF has gained confidence, strength,
and support, it will use its mobility to overpower and take towns and villages as a demonstration of its
abilities.

Support: As a successful anti-government campaign requires an unstable or unacceptable political
situation and/or poor governance, the successful AGF campaign will strive to galvanise support by
exploiting the dissatisfaction of the populace. Propaganda can be used to influence public opinion and
gain sympathy. The campaign will exploit the government’s inability to provide basic services, the
populace’s strong desire for ‘freedom’ and ‘liberty’, and issues related to ethnicity, language, and
religion. The campaign will use these criteria to subjugate the populace and exploit the belief that they
are being ‘oppressed’ in the international arena. Once the cause has gained sufficient national traction
and sympathy, the populace will assist the movement by providing information, recruits, food, finances,
and safe havens. Foreign supporters are equally important to AGFs as they can internationalise the
campaign, provide arms, vehicles, ammunition, medical support, intelligence, financing, and training,
and disseminate propaganda. Foreign support can extend to air strikes on government forces and their
facilities. Support is controlled at the highest level to ensure that the AGFs policy direction is met.

Media support is crucial and bringing journalists under control for propaganda purposes is a high
priority. Social media is likewise exploited to gain sympathy and support for the cause. When the
populace does not actively support the anti-government movement, control will be enforced by fear or
terror.

Intelligence: Intelligence drives the armed strategy but it is equally important in determining what
tactics the government forces are likely to adopt. Without reliable intelligence, the AGFs will not know
what the armed forces are planning, what their doctrine is, or when, where, and how they intend to
strike. AGFs will reconnoitre targets and develop their attack plans based on reliable intelligence.
Agents such as workers in military bases can be used to gather intelligence, as can members of the
security forces who covertly support the AGFs aims. Infiltration of the intelligence services, government
departments, employees at national key points, law enforcement agencies, and the armed forces is a
priority. Intelligence on selected targets is distributed to the AGF commanders who are to carry out
attacks. Intelligence can also be gathered by ambushing, capturing, and interrogating members of the
armed forces. Poor security measures in the armed forces (routinely using the same patrol routes,
mealtimes, leave rosters, and duty rosters) provide AGFs with important intelligence. Good intelligence



allows AGFs to time and execute their attacks where they will do the most damage. Additionally, it
provides information about the government forces’ deployment times in the event of an AGF action.

Offensive spirit: AGFs understand that offensive action is necessary, and will exploit every
opportunity to inflict damage on their own terms and occupy areas if only for a limited time. An AGF
cannot afford to fight battles it cannot win or that don’t, at a minimum, inflict large numbers of casualties
on government forces. Successful action breeds confidence and motivates members of the populace to
join or support the AGF. A successful guerrilla-style campaign can force the government and the armed
forces to negotiate. An offensive spirit is maintained through surprise, timing, the desire to triumph, and
the ability to conduct hit and run operations and then blend into the population or areas that serve as
safe havens or strongholds. Deception, surprise, speed, and purpose of action combine to enhance the
offensive spirit. Indeed, surprise coupled with mobility and speed adds impetus to the AGF’s actions.

Security: Security, counter-intelligence and counter-reconnaissance enhance the security of the AGF.
Every effort will be made to ensure that the armed forces are unable to gather intelligence on the anti-
government force, its organisation and leadership, location, weapons, rank and file, training, and
support. Routine will be avoided at all costs. Attempts to identify government or armed forces’ informers
and agents will be continual. When government informers and agents are identified, they will be treated
harshly, punished, or used to deceive and mislead the armed forces. When security has been
compromised the AGF will immediately vacate its bases and training areas to avoid being trapped by
the armed forces and coerced into a decisive engagement. When planning attacks on targets, infiltration
routes, exfiltration routes, intended targets, and dates will be divulged at the last minute. The identities
of AGF agents and informers will not divulged to the rank-and-file of the anti-government force. As the
survival of the AGF depends on security, security measures will be strictly enforced.

Terrain: The AGF must maximise the use of the terrain to provide training areas and bases or hides,
safe havens, planning areas, ambush sites, infiltration routes, and escape routes. Terrain dictates tactics
and anti-government forces will locate the best positions in which to lay ambushes and landmines, place
improvised explosive devices, and infiltrate and exfiltrate the area by studying the terrain and
vegetation. Terrain must afford cover, concealment, counter-tracking options, security, and be used to
determine the best times at which to conduct actions. Base and training area locations must be secure
from aerial observation and accidental discovery. However, the terrain also encompasses the populace
and the AGF (likened to a fish in Mao’s maxim) must move like a fish in the water (populace). Urban
terrain also affords the AGF a host of target opportunities and escape options.

Command and leadership: Leadership is based on authority and is hierarchical in nature. Command
and leadership are often characterised by ruthlessness domination of subordinates. Orders are promptly
followed and executed. Severe punishment is meted out to anyone who does not follow commands.
Once a plan has been formulated, it must be followed without hesitation. Leaders demand total loyalty,
and tests to judge loyalty (which may include violent acts against the populace) are frequently carried
out. When command has been decentralised for a specific task, accountability remains in force.

Organisation and equipment: AGF units must be small, highly mobile, and self- contained so that
they are able to rapidly disperse and regroup when necessary. The larger the group, the more easily it
can be pursued, tracked and attacked by the armed forces. A hallmark of many AGFs is their lack of or
disregard for uniforms and their ability to rapidly blend into the surrounding populace. Many anti-
government forces organise themselves into fighting units, sabotage units, logistics units, and so forth.
Equipment, especially in the early stages, will consist of light weapons and other equipment that is
either captured or stolen from military or police depots. Captured uniforms and equipment can be used
effectively during pseudo operations aimed at causing confusion and attrition to the security forces.

Target selection: Targets that provide maximum propaganda value, cause economic and
infrastructural damage to government property, and inflict casualties on the armed forces must be
selected. Targets can include high value individuals, infrastructure, vehicle convoys, armed forces
patrols, armed forces bases, and police stations. Targets that offer easy infiltration and exfiltration
options are selected. High profile government members (including military and police officers) are
targeted for assassination. Members of local government who do not cooperate with the AGF are also
targeted.

Swarming: ‘Swarming’ is a tactic whereby seemingly unstructured449 and uncoordinated attacks
against one or more targets are simultaneously launched from multiple directions. These attacks utilise
direct and indirect fire and are usually carried out by individual AGF cells to create tactical surprise,
confusion, disorientation, and the impression that the anti-government force is capable of attacking on



numerous fronts. The swarm attack prevents the armed forces from massing forces and firepower at a
decisive point. Prior to the swarming attack, security regarding infiltration and exfiltration routes is
critically important to success. The success of a swarming attack must (as for any other attack) be used
for maximum propaganda value. The order to commence the attack may be given by radio if radio
communications are available and on frequencies not monitored by the armed forces. When attacking a
single target, the swarm attack can take the appearance of a pulsing attack whereby one force attacks
and as it withdraws, another force attacks from a different direction. Swarming does not preclude the
use of fire and manoeuvre.

Tactics: As intelligence guides strategy, terrain dictates tactics. AGF groups will devise strategies and
evolve tactics to suit their capabilities. All efforts will be made to ensure that tactics do not become
predictable.

Typical Guerrilla Tactics as Applied by AGFs
In a guerrilla war, mobilisation and propaganda precede armed action and  continue during and after

the conflict. Guerrilla wars are fought to reposition the state, initially as a fragile state, and thereafter as
a failed state.

Due to the fact that guerrilla actions are typically carried out by smaller forces, the AGF relies on
deception, surprise, speed of action, perception, and maximum attrition to achieve its mission and
requires intelligence, mobility, deception, and weapons. It utilises ‘hit-and-run’ actions as the foundation
of its tactics, as prolonged contact with the armed forces may result in defeat.

Typical guerrilla tactics, many of them documented in Sun Tzu’s Art of War,450 include:

• Covert intelligence collection on targets
• Careful planning
• Avoid contact with superior forces
• Concentrate actions against isolated or weaker enemy451 forces
• Attack where and when the enemy least expects it
• Concentrate forces against smaller enemy units
• Ambush the enemy when he least expects it
• Keep moving to confuse and exhaust the enemy
• Make maximum use of indirect attacks (mortar/rocket bombardments, landmines, and improvised
explosive devices)
• Force the enemy to deploy and fight over a wide front
• When the enemy follows, split up and meet at a predetermined rendezvous452

• Use locals as guides, porters, and sources of intelligence
• Sabotage vulnerable or key targets (electricity sub-stations, power-lines, telephone lines, culverts, and
bridges)
• Make maximum use of propaganda to broadcast all successes
• Occupy areas that government forces are unable to dominate
• Abandon areas that cannot be safely held against the enemy
• Avoid enemy aircraft

A guerrilla war may be viewed as a negative offensive in that the AGFs generally avoid contact with
static security forces and do not seek to engage in decisive battles—unless at their own time and
choosing. However, AGFs may organise themselves into ‘regular’ units and launch large or even full
scale attacks when victory seems certain or when they believe they have an advantage.

There are numerous examples of failed efforts by armed forces to counter AGFs. This is largely due
to:

• Not knowing or understanding the enemy and his motivations
• Misjudging AGFs
• Mis-appreciating the OE
• Inflexible planning and execution
• Rigid operational and tactical thinking
• Lacking offensive spirit



• Ignoring the principles of an anti-government campaign
• Ignoring the principles of guerrilla warfare as applied by AGF
• Refusing to learn from mistakes
• Stifling tactical initiative at lower levels
• Rigidly following conventional doctrine
• Continually being reactive as opposed to proactive
• Centralised command resulting in a tedious decision making process
• Political interference
• A lack of ruthless aggression and relentless pursuit
• Irresponsible behaviour regarding the local customs, traditions, and religions the of the populace
• Irresponsible use of armed unmanned aerial vehicles and the resultant collateral damage
• Overemphasis on ‘hearts and minds’ and neglecting operational actions
• Not knowing when to stop
• Trying to govern at the expense of conducting military operations
• Trying to force foreign and unacceptable political concepts and systems on the populace

From Anti-Government Campaign to Civil War
Armed anti-government actions are a means to an end and not a strategy. The strategy is political and

economic in nature (control over the apparatus of state, economy, and industry) and the aim is to finally
take control of the government and impose the AGF’s will on the populace.

The armed anti-government campaign (along with other violent and non-violent actions) attacks and
collapses the Pillars of State or forces the government to accept a negotiated settlement that will
advantage the AFG. If the AGF and its support base are able to erode and/or collapse two or more of
the Pillars, it positions itself very strongly in the eyes of the populace. Therefore, the weaker the
government or the more the government neglects its mandate from the populace in favour of itself, the
easier it becomes for an AGF to take hold and flourish.

It is important to note that when an AGF believes it is in danger of being annihilated by government
forces, it will call for an internationally monitored cease-fire during which it will encourage the media to
portray it in a positive and sympathetic light while simultaneously rebuilding and rearming its forces, and
discredit the government and its security forces.

As the AGF campaign takes hold and gains popular support, safe havens eventually evolve into
‘governed areas’ where alternative political structures are established and over which the AGF views
itself as an alternative government. It is at this stage that the alternative government dramatically
escalates its activities against the legitimate government with the aim of unseating and collapsing it.

The erosion and ultimate collapse of the Pillars of State may at this point, lead to the eruption of a civil
war or potential civil war453 in which the alternative government (believing that it has sufficient popular
support and power) challenges the ruling government with force.

A civil war is usually characterised by extreme armed violence between various factions of a nation
and will include repression of the populace, armed actions, indiscriminate destruction and damage to
property, sabotage, and atrocities. It is an internal war where citizen fights citizen. The force or
movement fuelling the civil war may still conduct violent and non-violent political protests, terrorism,
assassinations, and other military and non-military operations and actions. In order to develop the
capabilities to conduct armed actions and acts of terror, the AGF requires support, leadership,
organisation, logistics, personnel, and time.

When foreign powers back an AGF they may conduct targeted air strikes and drone attacks or provide
military advisors to support the AGF. This support will, however, lay the foundation for future cooperation
and possibly result in the AGF becoming a proxy for the foreign host.

A movement that initiates a national armed uprising and ultimately creates a civil war may have as its
aims the following:

• Collapsing a government
• Establishing a change in government especially if the government has been forced upon the populace
by a foreign power
• Establishing a semi-autonomous region within the country
• Secession
• Expelling a foreign force that has invaded its territory



Civil wars have occurred in Nigeria (Nigeria/Biafra war), Angola, DRC, Chad, Congo, Mozambique,
Ethiopia, Zimbabwe (Rhodesia), Uganda, Rwanda and Sudan, to list but a few.

Protesters blocking a busy motorway with burning tyres (Photo Phetolo Motloutsi)
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Chapter 18

Planning Counter-AGF Operations

We cannot counter an armed anti-government uprising in a similar manner to a conventional warfare campaign. We need to attack,
not only the armed enemy, but  also their funding and other support while simultaneously winning over those members of the

populace who the enemy look to for support. This calls for a multi-dimensional approach involving more than just armed force.
However, as soldiers, our task is to identify, find, and kill the enemy and not to ‘nation build’—that is for the government agencies and
departments. We can and must, however, create the climate for government to govern and ‘nation build’. Nothing more and nothing

less...
– Author to African ministers, diplomats and senior officers, April 2011

African history is littered with conflicts and wars and successful and unsuccessful efforts to contain
and counter them. Large scale, organised, hostile anti-government attacks can wreak havoc on citizens
and economies, lead to senseless destruction of infrastructure, property, and lives, erode business
confidence, slow foreign investment, spill across borders, and create regional instability. Sustained and
relentless AGF attacks can erode and even collapse a country’s Pillars of State, resulting in a civil war
or change in government. The threat of conflict or war is reduced in countries where an accountable
ruling class  is perceived to be working towards good governance, providing acceptable levels of service
delivery, developing and maintaining the infrastructure, and creating—or trying to create—a climate
conducive to economic development and job creation.

A ruling class that tries to maintain power at any cost while avoiding accountability will lose the loyalty
and support of the population at large. This may ignite a conflict or war that compels the government to
take note of grievances, or replaces it by violent means. An armed uprising, as an element of conflict, is
neither a strategy nor a war. It is a means  to an end. Left unattended, it can develop into a national
crisis driven by perceptions that governance is either poor or non-existent, and that the populace is not
relevant to the state. Aside from tribal, ethnic, cultural, and religious differences, conflicts in Africa are
caused by poor governance, constitutional neglect, economic marginalisation of certain groups, and
sometimes fuelled by foreign interests. As the causes radiate outwards from government, so too must
the counter-conflict actions.

Whereas poor governance and economic control lie at the heart of conflict, failure to act or acting too
late causes many—if not most—counter-conflict failures. Military action alone cannot defeat an internal
armed conflict but it can create a climate conducive to positive political change, and ultimately, victory
against anti-government forces.

Initial endeavours to defeat anti-government actions must be conducted as MOOTW which require
unity of effort and the alignment of strategies and policies across the entire state mechanism. Only when
the law enforcement agencies lose control and the anti-government campaign gathers armed
momentum should the armed forces transition to MORW.

A country may also be perceived as a fragile or failed state if its government is unable to contain
and/or end a conflict or AGF campaign.

Why Governments Fail to Counter Armed Conflicts
When a state has lost the loyalty of the populace due to bad or non-existent governance, the risk of

internal conflict increases.
Strengthening the Pillars of State is key in countering violent anti-government actions and other civil

uprisings, and the populace pillar is of vital importance as it forms a



crucial part of any AGF’s trinity of gravity. The government must ensure the stability of the populace
pillar by implementing reforms that benefit the populace and curb political, economic, and social abuses.

The following are some of the more common reasons why governments454  fail to contain or neutralise
AGFs:

1. Poor intelligence and unpopular/weak policies: Intelligence drives strategy and influences policy.
When weak intelligence agencies collect substandard or irrelevant ‘intelligence’ from ad hoc and
poorly-placed sources, strategies remain poor and the resulting policies are confusing, inadequate
and unpopular. Such policies misdirect efforts to gain national support and contain or prevent anger
and/or conflict. A government that doesn’t know the cause of the problem will find it increasingly
difficult to attain unity of effort. Governments cannot rely on luck and must therefore adapt policies
to intelligence. Anti-government uprisings can take a government by surprise455 if intelligence is
poor. It is thus imperative to exploit the informational environment with well strategized intelligence
and media plans.

2. Denial: Governments often don’t realise that a crisis is developing and/or that an anti-government
campaign has started to gain momentum. When their false sense of security is breached, it causes
panic and a tendency to over-react, and even become heavy-handed in an effort to contain the
AGF’s support base. AGFs can exploit over- reactions—nationally, regionally, and internationally—
using mainstream and social media platforms.

3. Lack of unity: Fractured and disunited inter-governmental cooperation results in failed policy
implementation, wastage of resources and finances, and a breakdown in government services. This
breakdown results in failure to secure and strengthen the Pillars of State, and the populace
subsequently perceive the government as being incapable of—or disinterested in—providing
essential services. The failure of government to support the populace456 can create a fertile
breeding ground for AGFs.

4. Divisive politics: Politics in Africa are often driven by ethnic, tribal, and religious interests, and
politics have become increasingly confrontational, militant and divisive as a result. Opposition
parties are often composed of these groups and are therefore considered to be the ‘enemies’ of the
ruling party. The ruling party’s power to use the security forces against opposition politicians and the
populace gives impetus and credence to anti-government movements.

5. Ineffective policing: Poor law enforcement coupled with corruption and crime within the law
enforcement agencies and judiciary may encourage vigilante groups to take the law into their own
hands. In a climate of failed policing with a weak judiciary, criminal organisations and other law-
breakers flourish and challenge the state’s authority in the belief that they will not be apprehended,
that they can bribe the law enforcement agencies, or that they will not be sentenced by the courts.
A government that does not insist on effective and objective law enforcement creates space for
AGFs in which to operate and provides them with opportunities to finance themselves through
criminal actions. Furthermore, a lack of policing—or a disregard for law enforcement efforts can
result in negative sentiments that can be exploited by criminals and AGFs.

6. Incompetence and inefficiency: Overly bureaucratic, bloated, inefficient, and incompetent
government agencies and departments that govern ineffectively anger the populace, making them
likely to erupt into action. Nepotism also breeds resentment and anger. All government agencies
and departments must be able to function competently and serve the populace efficiently.

7. Corruption and crime: Corruption and crime erode the populace’s faith in the government and the
law enforcement agencies. When corruption and crime reach unacceptably high levels, people
react—sometimes violently. If a government fails to curtail corruption and crime decisively, the
populace may take the law into its own hands and create alternative structures to ensure its safety
and security. These structures can be readily exploited and/or manipulated by criminal groups,
vigilante groups, and AGFs.

8. Failure to understand perceptions: Perceptions govern reality and subsequently, the populace’s
view of the government. A populace that does not believe the government has its interests at heart
will seek alternative forms of government that will provide it with hope and faith. Governments need
to understand that popular perceptions are very important in retaining legitimacy and power. A
government’s failure to understand the importance and value of perceptions may drive the populace
into the arms of an AGF.



9. Failure to understand AGF strategies: A lack of intelligence regarding AGF strategies and how they
will be executed places a government in a constant reactionary state and forces it to assume a
defensive posture. Governments must use their security forces to infiltrate AGFs, determine their
causes, motivations, and strategies, understand the cultural context in which they operate, and
learn how they plan to attack the Pillars of State. Failing to understand an AGF’s strategy will not
only make counter-strategies fail but also prevent the government from being proactive. If the
government remains reactive, the AGF will seize and exploit the initiative.

10. Failure to isolate AGFs: Poor intelligence, ineffective policing, disjointed government intervention,
and inefficient civil services lead to anger and mistrust, and provide AGFs with opportunities to
manoeuvre, recruit and train members, establish bases, and commence political indoctrination. The
government will not be able to isolate and neutralise the AGF unless targeted intelligence collection
operations are executed, effective law enforcement policies are implemented, and the populace is
secured and supported by an efficient civil service.

11. Believing that relative strengths decide the victor: Contrary to conventional warfare philosophy in
which relative strengths and the application of mass and power play decisive roles in achieving
victory, these do not determine the outcomes of armed conflicts. A government that is complacent
because it has a bigger and better army will develop a false sense of security and provide AGFs
with numerous attack options. An AGF can also negate the strength of the armed forces by
compelling them to deploy over a wide front.

12. Failure to prepare: The adage, ‘Failing to prepare is preparing to fail’ is applicable in any counter-
AGF strategy or operation. Contingency strategies, policies, and plans must be prepared for all
potential military eventualities, including armed insurrection. The role of the intelligence services,
armed forces, and law enforcement agencies in laying the groundwork for preparation and early
warning cannot be underestimated. The state security structures must have adequate budgets, be
appropriately trained and equipped, and undergo regular re-training. Promotions, salaries, medals,
and disability benefits ensure motivation and loyalty.

13. Lack of credibility: When a government loses credibility and the goodwill, support, and loyalty of the
populace, the populace will readily accept alternative forms of government that undertake to give it
hope and ease its plight. If the government does not exercise good governance, restore faith in its
structures and services, give people back their dignity, and create opportunities for employment, it
will find itself having to react to dissent, civil disobedience, and revolt.

14. Lack of legitimacy: When the populace disapproves of a government and questions its use of power
and policy, the tone is set for questions about legitimacy.457  In a world of fast-changing alliances, a
government may also find that its ally of today is its antagonist or enemy of tomorrow.458 When
erstwhile allies begin questioning a government’s legitimacy,459 AGFs460 will be motivated to
continue their struggle. Governments must maintain their legitimacy by adhering to the rule of law
during counter-AGF operations.

15. Lack of information: Rumours that place an AGF in an advantageous position can readily be
generated and circulated if a government does not keep the populace informed of current affairs,
policies, and progress. A lack of information provides a fertile breeding ground for rumours that may
solidify perceptions, result in a loss of support and loyalty, and provide AGFs with opportunities to
flood the information environment with propaganda.

16. Lack of support: A lack of credible national, regional, and international support will place a
government in a position where it continually has to defend its actions, policies, and legitimacy. Not
only does this state of reaction motivate AGFs, it provides an environment in which negative
propaganda can readily be exploited. Foreign support to AGFs will additionally isolate the
government while motivating, energising, and strengthening the AGF.461 The populace will withhold
support from the government if it feels neglected, or believes that the government is devoted to self-
enrichment.

17. Poor governance: Poor governance—or the lack of governance—comprises many of the issues
listed above. It also includes a lack of sound fiscal management and an inability to make positive
and timely decisions, reduce financial burdens on the populace, increase the efficiency of the
bureaucracy, enforce accountability, and eradicate cronyism. Poor governance creates the
impression that the government is leaderless, that it governs for itself, and that the population’s



situation will only improve if the government is replaced. Strong governments play a decisive role in
creating environments that are conducive to economic growth and social development whereas
weak governments prohibit such progress.

18. Divine right: A misguided belief that after having assumed power, the government has a divine right
to govern and promulgate self-serving agendas. A government with this ethic will apply whatever
measures it deems necessary (abuse of power, changes to the constitution, and violent reprisals
against the populace for questioning its legitimacy, methods, and policies) to cling to power.

19. Abuse of power: AGFs will grasp and exploit the abuse of power (excessive force, unnecessarily
heavy-handed actions, detention of critics, and so forth) as a motivator for propaganda, recruitment,
and action. Physical power can be used to suppress internal revolts but the more brutal the
suppression, the more violent the populace’s reaction will be. Abuse of power can also refer to
blatant corruption, misuse of state funds, enrichment of government officials and their families and
friends, and unjustified clamp-downs on all forms of the media.

20. Failure to listen: Failure to take note of intelligence indicators462 regarding pending AGF uprisings
will cost the government dearly in terms of counter-actions and measures. Furthermore, AGF
recruitment is stimulated by government failure to observe and rectify the grievances of the
populace.

21. Losing moral credibility: A government can easily lose moral credibility by making use of child
soldiers, using excessive force against the populace, causing excessive collateral damage, losing
the information war, alienating neighbouring states, abusing power, implementing policies that are
deemed inhumane, and acting as though it is above the rule of law.

22. Dependence on foreign aid: An over-dependence on foreign aid can be the result of numerous
factors (government corruption, failed agricultural policies, a lack of industrialisation,  increased
poverty, and mismanagement of finances). Foreign powers do not intervene463 out of deep seated
love for the government under threat; they do so to achieve specific strategic aims. However,
foreign financial intervention must not be confused with foreign financial investment, a crucial driver
in economic development. A government that is dependent on foreign aid can easily be
manipulated into safeguarding the interests of donor countries. Foreign aid may come as political
advice and support, spares for military equipment, and trade in military equipment. In certain
circumstances, foreign aid can/will be suspended if a government implements policies that are not
in the donor country’s interests, or engages in counter-AGF operations—especially if the AGFs
have the sympathy and support of the international community. Over reliance on foreign aid,
furthermore, makes a government vulnerable to economic warfare.

23. Foreign support to AGFs: Foreign governments are very likely to support an AGF that serves its
interests. This support, ultimately aimed at ‘regime’ change or ‘regime’ manipulation, will initially be
covert in nature but will become overt when a tipping point is reached. Such support may include
diplomatic, financial, and political support, and more direct offensive support (air strikes, arms,
ammunition, and military advisors).

Governments inadvertently provide AGFs with numerous advantages when they fail to take note of
the above factors. AGF actions intensify with national, regional, and international support, and
governments often do ‘too little too late’.464

When governments hand their failures down to the armed forces for rectification, the armed forces are
caught between government pressure to resolve the situation as rapidly as possible and AGF actions
and propaganda against them.

Why the Armed Forces Fail at Countering a Conflict
The armed forces can, despite their relative strengths in terms of manpower, firepower, and other

resources, fail to contain, neutralise, and destroy an AGF that has resorted to an armed uprising. The
reasons for these failures include:

1. Lack of government support: When the armed forces respond to a domestic or national emergency
such as an armed uprising, they need the government’s support (in the form of equipment,



resources, and political and moral support) to achieve mission success. Lack of government
support makes the armed forces indifferent about accomplishing their mission.

2. Lack of intelligence: A lack of credible intelligence compromises strategies for countering an AGF at
the strategic level and restricts the armed forces’ efforts to plan and execute effective counter-
operations at the operational and tactical levels. Intelligence must provide clear options on where,
when, how, and with what force levels government actions should be conducted. Mis-appreciating
the enemy results in poor plans and efforts to locate and destroy the enemy, and adds to the AGF’s
momentum. Additionally, a lack of actionable intelligence leads to vague operational and tactical
plans and orders. The enemy cannot be understood without intelligence—a crucial factor in
defeating an AGF.

3. Lack of unity: AGFs are often combated by a divided government force due to ‘empire building’
between the intelligence services, the law enforcement agencies, and the armed forces. The
security forces’ failure to share intelligence and cooperate jointly can have a negative impact across
all the Pillars of State and advantage the AGF. Poor strategies: Poor strategies are the result of
poor government policies, a lack of intelligence and an inflexible, non-adaptive approach.
Additionally, even though operational developments can lead to adjustments in strategy, they must
never drive strategy. Poor strategies result in ‘mission creep’465 which has a negative impact on the
economy and the populace.

4. Belief: Over confidence in own abilities coupled with a belief that an AGF is inferior, poorly trained,
ill-equipped, operating under poor leadership, and lacking the support of the populace, will place
the armed forces at a disadvantage of their own making. The armed forces may suffer tactical
defeats at the hands of an AGF due to this misguided and at times arrogant belief.

5. Lack of preparation: If the armed forces are not well trained and equipped, they will remain
ineffective and reactive. Incorrect doctrine, TTPs, approaches, and equipment, and unfocussed and
irrelevant training are indicative of a lack of preparation.

6. Poor training: Conventional warfare TTPs are not always relevant to counter-AGF operations.
Training must be mission and terrain-specific and allow the armed forces to ‘out guerrilla’ AGFs.
This requires an in-depth knowledge of the enemy and his TTPs. Initiative, adaptability, and
flexibility must be emphasised during training. Command and control must be decentralised to
enable junior commanders to make rapid tactical adjustments. Much of the so-called ‘free’ foreign
training given to African armies sets them up for failure.

7. Foreign military support: Foreign military support must be viewed with caution. Africa has witnessed
numerous interventions by foreign forces in counter-conflict situations, only to see AGF activities
escalate.466 When foreign forces support government counter-conflict operations, their interests
must be clearly defined and understood. Similarly, foreign NGOs do not always wish to see an end
to conflict as such will bring their existence into question and reduce their income.

8. Neglect of principles: Armed forces posture themselves incorrectly and give the initiative to AGFs
by neglecting the principles of counter-AGF operations while ignoring the principles employed by
AGFs.

9. Expected to govern: The armed forces are not trained or equipped to fulfil the role of the
government and the civil service. The armed forces must create a suitable climate for government
in which to function. Expecting them to assume governance, enforce alien or foreign political
concepts on the populace, and apply nation-building467 will give new impetus to AGFs. Diverting the
armed forces from their original aim and mission simply reduces their efficacy.

10. Collateral damage: Unnecessary collateral damage to the populace and their property creates
resentment, anger, and even a desire for revenge. The populace may also believe that damage has
been done as a result of government policy. When alien or foreign political concepts and policies
are forced upon the populace, a deep desire to replace the government is born and this in turn,
swells the ranks of the AGF. When these concepts and policies are implemented and managed by
the armed forces, the armed forces are understood to be the originators of such actions. This
political collateral damage will turn the populace away from the armed forces and play into the
hands of the AGF.

11. Disrespect and maltreatment: A lack of respect for the property, culture, traditions, ethnicity,
languages, and religions of the populace will breed resentment towards the armed forces,
especially as the armed forces need to act in an objective and non-partisan manner. As with



collateral damage, disrespect, maltreatment, and an unwillingness to defend and protect the
populace will be perceived as government policy—a policy that the populace will reject and resist
and which AGFs will exploit.

12. Incorrect approach: The armed forces’ primary mission is to conduct ‘enemy-centric’ operations
(identify, locate, strike, and annihilate the enemy and exploit gains). AGFs are presented with
numerous advantages when the armed forces exchange their focus towards ‘population-centric’
missions.

13. Constraints: The armed forces are faced with numerous constraints when conducting counter-AGF
campaigns. These include poorly formulated rules of engagement, incorrectly equipped and poorly
trained forces, poorly formulated strategies, international interference (often aimed at assisting the
AGFs), propaganda, and international mandates that counteract the actions of the armed forces.
Unnecessary constraints prohibit the armed forces from achieving mission success and can
severely impact on morale. In addition, inconsistent constraints show a disconnection between the
government and the armed forces.

14. Poor discipline: Poor discipline is indicative of poor training. Fire-discipline, and when necessary,
restraint, requires discipline as does the desire to execute a mission successfully. Poor discipline
will also manifest itself in the armed forces’ behaviour towards the populace in the form of rape,
theft, assault, and torture.

15. Inappropriate doctrine: A conventional warfare doctrine is not a suitable template for a counter-AGF
doctrine. Doctrine is guided by experience, intelligence, and lessons learned, and must focus on
identifying, locating, striking, and annihilating AGFs while exploiting the operational situation.
Failure to develop an appropriate doctrine that is continually assessed and adapted to ensure
relevance, will place the armed forces at an operational and tactical disadvantage.

16. Lack of flexibility: Inflexible operational plans can lead to disaster, especially when senior officers
refuse to adapt them to an ever-changing operational environment. A lack of flexibility often comes
from a lack of knowledge and not understanding the AGF’s strategy and tactics. A lack of flexibility
is, furthermore, indicative of a misguided belief that the armed forces have superior capabilities.

17. Lack of motivation: Poor training, lack of discipline, poor leadership, inadequate equipment, a lack
of operational successes, and a lack of conviction that an AGF must be contained, neutralised, or
destroyed will impact negatively on the morale of the armed forces. Demoralised armed forces will
lack the motivation to succeed in their mission.

18. Lack of resources: A lack of resources (especially tactical airlift, close air-support assets, armoured
vehicles, and special weapons) can render a well-intentioned and aggressive armed force
powerless against an AGF. A lack of resources can also indicate that a government lacks faith in its
armed forces or suspects that its armed forces represent a potential threat to its longevity.

19. Not understanding the OE: Failing to understand and exploit the operating environment will
ultimately result in mission difficulties and possibly failure. Terrain, weather, demographics,
vegetation, and infrastructure all influence the operating environment. Similarly, weapons and
equipment are determined by the AO and the OE. The armed forces will surrender the initiative to
the AGF if they fail to exploit the OE at the operational and tactical levels.

20. When politicians make the military plans: It is not unheard of for politicians468 to want to determine
and dictate military strategy and influence military operations. Their misguided beliefs regarding
their military prowess will hamper the armed forces and afford the AGFs numerous advantages.

The greatest danger the populace can face is mutual mistrust between a government and its armed
forces. This can result in internal struggles that force the populace has to choose sides in order to
survive.

Applying Pressure on the Anti-Government Forces
Relentless pressure must be applied over a wide front if an AGF is to be successfully countered and

defeated.
Early identification of pressure points will make identifying, attacking, and neutralising the AGF’s trinity

of gravity possible.
This requires a multi-facetted, multi-dimensional, inter-agency approach.469



To enable the application of force and pressure and launch a successful attack against the AGF’s
trinity of gravity, the following responsibilities must be borne in mind:

1. The Government: Following a primarily population-centric approach, the government must:

• Demonstrate the political, social, military, and economic will to counter the AGF
• Synchronise and make use of all of its departments and agencies
• Support the departments and agencies engaged in the counter-AGF campaign
• Ensure an effective civil service
• Promote the safety and security of all its citizens
• Provide essential services
• Demonstrate adaptability and flexibility
• Demonstrate that it governs for the populace and not for itself
• Seize and exploit the informational environment

2. The law enforcement and intelligence agencies: Following a population and support-centric approach, these agencies must:

• Provide the government with early warnings of imminent conflict
• Provide intelligence that enables policy formulation to be continually reassessed
• Infiltrate subversive and criminal organisations
• Identify AGF sympathisers and supporters
• Identify and recruit AGF agents and convert them into double-agents470

• Conduct operations in line with the rule of law
• Provide  the  armed  forces  with actionable military intelligence
• Monitor illegal financial actions
• Identify and monitor foreign financial      transactions aimed at supporting the AGF
• Enforce the law and arrest criminals and subversive elements
• Interrogate subversive and criminal elements and act on the intelligence gained

3. The armed forces: The armed forces must, through the conduct of primarily enemy-centric
operations:

• Conduct      intelligence      operations against the AGF

Figure 71: A multi-dimensional, inter-agency attack on the AGF trinity of gravity

• Develop resource-efficient strategies and operational plans to contain and neutralise/destroy the AGF
• Train and equip its forces to contain the AGF
• Support law enforcement operations in the infancy of the AGF campaign



• When command is given, take control of countering the AGF and identify, locate, strike, and annihilate
the AGF relentlessly
• Create a climate of safety and security that enables government and its agencies to function
• Protect the populace from AGF reprisals

Failure to apply pressure to an armed AGF’s trinity of gravity will make the conflict reach a tipping
point in favour of the AGF. Once the tipping point has been reached, it will become even more difficult to
contain and counter the AGF.

Coordination of Effort During a Counter AGF Campaign
To achieve success during counter-AGF operations, the government must coordinate and synchronise

its actions and agencies and ensure that operational coordination and unity of effort are achieved across
a wide front as rapidly as possible. A protracted conflict will advantage the AGF as it will reveal the
government’s inability to contain the conflict while simultaneously eroding and weakening the Pillars of
State.

Operational coordination and unity of effort can only be achieved if all inter-agency strategies are
aligned with the national security strategy. This enables actions to be planned, controlled, and
coordinated under a unified command.

Effective control and coordination of all aspects of the counter-AGF effort can be achieved by
establishing joint operations and joint intelligence centres.471

The joint operations centre is found at battle group, combat operations group, or division level where
all operational activities are planned, coordinated, and controlled. The joint operations centre must
identify real or potential threats that may impact the Pillars of State and take timely actions to neutralise
them.

The joint operations centre is staffed by senior officials from the armed forces, law enforcement
agencies, intelligence services, and relevant government agencies and departments. If the conflict is still
in its infancy, command of the joint operations centre will be vested in the senior law enforcement officer.
If the armed forces have assumed responsibility for the counter-AGF operation, command will be vested
in the senior military commander in the theatre of operations. Unified command (a command structure in
which a single commander assigns tasks, monitors progress,      assumes      responsibility for progress,
and is accountable to government for the success or failure of the campaign) is critical to a successful
joint operations centre.

Ideally, the joint operations centre should be located close to the area of operations so that all
progress emanating from its plans can be monitored. This progress, along with the intelligence feed
from the joint intelligence centre, will allow the joint operations centre to adapt and modify its operational
plans accordingly and allow proactive action against the AGFs.

Figure 72: Joint cooperation during an AGF campaign



The joint intelligence centre serves as the intelligence hub for—and conduit to—the joint operations
centre and is composed of members drawn from all the intelligence services (the intelligence services,
armed forces, intelligence staff, law enforcement intelligence officers, and selected government
representatives). Its function is to determine and satisfy intelligence requirements at the operational
level. The joint intelligence centre coordinates collection efforts and analysis, and controls dissemination
of the final intelligence product to its clients (government departments, law enforcement agencies,
intelligence services, and the armed forces). The disseminated intelligence product enables policy
direction and strategic or operational adjustments to be made.

Command of the joint intelligence centre is determined by the government but is usually allocated to a
senior officer from the intelligence services assisted by a senior military intelligence officer.

Strategic Planning Considerations during Counter-AGF Campaigns Conducting a counter-AGF
campaign requires a comprehensive Pillar-inclusive approach in which all role players are able to contribute to the planning and
execution of the campaign.

The following are some of the strategic planning considerations that will assist in the conduct of a
successful counter-AGF campaign:

• Align strategies
• Maximise pillar-input
• Exploit government resources
• Align policies
• Monitor enemy shifts and adapt
• Maximise physical and psychological actions
• Attack over a wide front
• Military capability and performance
• Obtain legitimacy
• Shape and strengthen perceptions

Align strategies: The national security strategy is a component of the national strategy and it must, to
retain its legitimacy and relevance, serve the interests of the national strategy. It must furthermore be
aligned and synchronised with all other government strategies to ensure mutually supportive
interdepartmental cooperation and a comprehensive, harmonious, and unified effort. The national
security strategy must create a stable and secure environment for the implementation of the national
strategy.

Maximise pillar-input: Whereas the Pillars of State are crucial to the stability of the state, they also
present opportunities to an enemy. The Pillars of State must be defended and strengthened and this can
only be done if all government agencies and departments fulfil their mandates. The failure of the Pillars
to fulfil their mandates is a major contributing factor to populace dissatisfaction and skewed perceptions.
Some agencies and departments will play a leading role in the initial stages of the campaign, but as the
campaign develops, other agencies may find that they have less or more important roles to play.

Exploit government resources: Resources can only be exploited if they are used in conjunction. A
lack of—or poor control over—government resources can result in inter- departmental rivalries that can
seriously hamper the campaign and advantage an AGF. Focussed exploitation of resources can only be
achieved if realistic objectives have been set and prioritised.

Align policies: The policies of government agencies and departments must be aligned with national
policies. Whereas the national security policies will be at the forefront during any AGF campaign, all
other policies must support them. Failure to allocate accountability and responsibility will result in a
disparate and uncoordinated approach.

Monitor enemy shifts and adapt: A counter-AGF campaign strategy can never be inflexible. The
longer the campaign continues, the more an AGF will learn from the
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operations aimed at countering its actions and will, subsequently, develop new approaches. These
shifts must be monitored and where necessary, the campaign strategy and subsequent operational
plans and objectives must be adapted. The role of focussed, actionable intelligence remains vital in
providing input regarding enemy shifts, trends, and counter-actions.

Maximise physical and psychological actions: Tactical victories will not result in strategic
(campaign) success unless they are exploited at the political level. Whereas physical actions are
primarily executed by the armed forces and law enforcement agencies, psychological actions remain
equally important. Psychological actions alter perceptions, regain lost support, and strengthen existing
support for the government. The media (along with pamphlet distribution and sky-shout)472 can also be
used to propagate psychological actions which encourage the enemy to lay down his weapons and
cease his illegal and violent actions against the state. However, over-management of perceptions can
result in fear-levels increasing in the populace, thereby negating the effects of the psychological action.

Attack over a wide front: Attacking an AGF over a wide front will render it unable to withstand
attacks against its trinity of gravity. This requires multiple attacks on objectives that the AGF deems



important to sustaining its actions. These attacks should utilise the Pillars of State and be coordinated to
function as repeated hammer-blows against the AGF, its support base, and its ideology. A successful
attack over a wide front is only possible if a holistic, coordinated, and controlled interagency approach is
adopted.

Military capability and performance: The armed forces’ ability to win battles will aid or detract from
a successful armed campaign. The ability and performance of the military is closely linked to its
effectiveness, but effectiveness does not in itself equate to military victory. Ability and performance are a
direct result of numerous factors (command and control, training, intelligence, equipment, and military
will).

Obtain legitimacy: Legitimacy is entrenched by good governance and the belief that a government is
acting on behalf of the populace. It also requires a government to conduct itself in accordance with
international law, and for actions, policies, and results to be made known via the informational
environment. The armed forces gain legitimacy through their attitude, discipline, non-partisanship,
operational results, and desire to create a climate in which good governance can be practised.

Shape and strengthen perceptions: Truth is usually one of the first casualties during an AGF
campaign. This has resulted in the axiom that ‘the truth does not matter but perceptions do’. Perceptions
are created and shaped by effective and realistic psychological operations and propaganda. It is critical
to strengthen the populace’s perceptions by managing expectations and delivering on promises.

Some Operational Considerations during Counter-AGF Operations From a historical point of view, the
armed forces need to identify the lessons learned and use what is relevant to a given situation. The following considerations must be
borne in mind during the planning and execution of operations:

1. Time: Time in counter-AGF operations is critical to:

• Identifying the potential for an escalation in AGF actions
• Collecting and disseminating intelligence on the AGF and its aims and intentions
• Determining when and where to deploy forces
• Determining when to allow government agencies into the AO to carry out their missions
• Determining when the armed forces have completed their mission so that authority can be transferred
back to government agencies and departments

2. Excessive force: Ruthless, excessive force must be brought to bear on AGFs but not on the
populace. The populace is not the enemy; it is a victim caught between two disagreeing parties.
Plans must,  where possible, prevent armed contact with the populace while creating a secure
environment that allows government agencies to conduct their missions. Unnecessary collateral
damage and abuse will result in AGF support.

3. Operational failure: There are numerous reasons why an AGF campaign may be lost at the
operational level. Failures by intelligence agencies, strategists, and planners to recognise the
potential for an AGF conflict or consider worst case scenarios473 can result in poor strategies or
plans. The end result is that a flawed operational concept or plan becomes a constantly changing
plan that throws the armed forces off balance, leads to casualties, and intoxicates the AGF with
success. As a result, the populace starts perceiving the AGF as the stronger power and believes
that it will ultimately prevail.

4. Operational failure can additionally be attributed to:

• A lack of political will
• A lack of military will
• Plans based on expectations and not on reality/intelligence
• A lack of equipment and training
• A lack of command and control and plan/mission enforcement
• A lack of coordination between the armed forces and government agencies/civilian contractors
• Incorrect training and lack of equipment
• A lack of coordination between special operations forces and regular forces



5. Soldier education: The armed forces must not only know what is at stake and why the anti-
government conflict must be quelled—they also need to understand the importance of isolating the
AGFs from the populace. This requires realistic governance driven and populace focussed policies.
The armed forces must create an environment suitable for the implementation of these policies by
being politically astute but non- partisan. They will fail if they do not understand the culture,
traditions, political views, values, religions, and beliefs of the populace, and conduct operations
accordingly. All members participating in the AGF campaign must be educated about the populace
within the AO and their likes and dislikes.474 Without this knowledge it will be nigh impossible to
recruit and train a loyal militia force that will willingly do battle against the AGF. Instead, the armed
forces will simply be training and arming future AGF members.

6. Tribalism must never be placed above loyalty and duty within the armed forces.

If certain sectors of the population are excluded from the armed forces, they will naturally distrust the
armed forces, refuse to co-operate in any way, and may even transfer their allegiances to the AGF. Fair
representation is a long term strategy and not a quick-fix solution.

7. Legitimacy: Whereas the armed forces may claim a ‘just cause’ and legitimacy, it is the populace
that will ultimately give them legitimacy—an essential requirement for success. However, regional
and international communities, populations, and governments may restrict the armed forces from
responding to the AGF with the appropriate level of ruthlessness by portraying them as ‘brutal’,
‘excessively harsh’ or ‘heavy-handed’. If the armed forces are not ruthless, the populace will
perceive them as weak. Ruthlessness against anyone but the AGF will intensify operational
problems, erode legitimacy, and breed resentment within the populace. The end result is that both
the armed forces and the government will lose credibility and legitimacy. This in itself will result in a
doomed strategy.

8. Political will: The government’s political will and how it manifests (equipping and supporting the
armed forces) is extremely important. A lack of essential equipment will inevitably lower morale and
erode the armed forces’ will to counter the AGF. Additionally, casualties will escalate and have a
negative impact on the national will. A lack of political will simply enhances AGF intoxication and
creates a perception that the government is weak. Furthermore, a lack of political will results in a
lack of military will.

9. Cross border raids: Where necessary, the government must obtain permission475 to conduct cross
border raids—if such raids will not compromise the counter-AGF operation and/or warn the AGF.
Where multi-government approval is not forthcoming, raids may have to be conducted
clandestinely. The political and military risks such raids can evoke need to be carefully considered.

10. Conducting AGF operations beyond national borders: Governments that intend to contain and
combat AGFs (or other enemy forces) beyond their borders need to question whether such
involvement will serve their national and vital interests and foreign policy. They also need to
carefully consider the political, economic, humanitarian, and material fallout that may result from
such involvement. These considerations need to be assessed against strategic abilities and
capabilities. The situation becomes more problematic when AGFs are supported by a third—or
even a fourth country. In the latter case, cross border pre-emptive strikes will be necessary— but
accurate and actionable intelligence will be required to enable the conduct of pin- point strikes and
force projection. The complexity increases when the armed forces deploy into a country that
contains several diverse ethnic and religious population groups who live by their own rules. Such
fragmented societies are seldom, if ever, able to function as a unified nation. This can present the
armed forces with the challenge of having to decide which group it will support and how will it
influence the country once the AGF has been defeated.

11. Knowing the enemy: From a military point of view, defeating an AGF may appear easy, but a lack of
knowledge on the enemy will result in poor strategies, a lack of planning, poor coordination of effort,
inadequate equipment, a shortage of resources, misguided political interference, ineffective or
misguided leadership, a lack of flexibility, and ineffective tactics. Every AGF action presents the
armed forces with valuable lessons as does every contact with the enemy. These lessons provide a
foundation for action and lead to the adaptation of TTPs. Incoming or fresh units need to be
provided with all lessons learned so that they can transition into operations as smoothly and
effectively as possible.



12. Leadership and discipline: The armed forces require an exceptionally high standard of leadership476

and combat discipline during AGF operations. Leadership and purpose provides the armed forces
with direction, flexibility, and a desire to achieve mission success. Good leadership furthermore
enhances morale and instils confidence. Leaders within the armed forces must be selected with
primary regard for the task at hand. Good peacetime ‘desk soldiers’ do not necessarily provide
good leadership in conflict or war. Discipline and good leadership saves lives. Good fire discipline
prevents unnecessary collateral damage.

13. The operating environment: While terrain and climate are neutral, the enemy and the populace are
affected by the OE. Failing to understand the OE will result in a constantly changing strategy with a
lack of focus and keep the armed forces off balance. Failing to assess the OE will furthermore result
in a mismatch between forces and their missions, resulting in protraction of the conflict and mission
failure.

14. Identify windows:  Numerous windows of opportunity present themselves in counteractions against
AGFs, and failure to identify and exploit these are detrimental to the overall operational plan.
Whereas  AGFs may lack the discipline, weapon systems, and military strength to engage the
armed forces directly, they will attempt to capitalise on what they view as their strengths. Generally,
this will be the AO (the terrain they feel secure in) and the populace (if the AGF has popular
support). Opportunities like AGF movement to locate food and water must be identified and
exploited. Leadership at all levels of the armed forces must use their initiative, be willing to make
decisions, and act rapidly. Failure to do so squanders these windows of opportunity and negates
the superiority of the armed forces.

15. Reward programmes: Incentive programmes aimed at enticing the populace to assist and support
the armed forces must be implemented across the AO. Rewards should be given in exchange for
actionable intelligence (AGF bases, rest areas, caches, and support), and protection, support, and
government pardons can encourage members of the AGF to lay down their arms and provide the
armed forces with intelligence. Food and/or medical support are considered valuable rewards in
many areas.

16. Rule of law: The populace recognises that law and order within the area dominated or exploited by
an AGF has broken down. All members of the armed forces must still act in accordance with the
rule of law. As the armed forces represent the government, any crimes committed against the
populace must not be tolerated. Unnecessary damage to crops, commandeering of livestock, or
even demanding food must be immediately acted upon. Lawless action will destroy any confidence
the populace may have in the government and play into the hands of the AGF.

17. Decisive action: Confirmed and actionable operational intelligence will lead to good plans that can
be decisively acted upon. Actions against AGFs must be decisive, swift, relentless, and ruthless.
This requires not only good intelligence but the deployment of reconnaissance teams and pseudo
teams to locate anti-government forces and rapidly call air support or air assault units to engage
them. This will provide the security forces with the basic principles of flexibility, mobility, momentum,
initiative and decisive action. Force levels need to remain high in secure areas to prevent the AGFs
from moving back into areas that are perceived to be government-controlled. To achieve this,
security forces require the correct training, discipline, and leadership. However, there is a fine
balance between acting decisively and gaining the trust and support of the local population. Too
much focus on one action will simply erode the other, especially when the focus is haphazard and
uncoordinated. The belief that a counter-AGF conflict requires a mere 20 per cent military input as
opposed to an 80 per cent political input can be misleading as the military operations are 100 per
cent combat operations aimed at locating, striking, and annihilating AGFs wherever they may be.

18. Strategic Communication: Strategic communication lies at the core of successful command.
Commanders must recognise the fact that every action, however small, will generate an effect on
the operation and this effect will impact positively or negatively on the population. The effect will
alter or shape perceptions and to many members of the populace, perception equals the reality of
the world they live in. The populace will often start providing the security forces with intelligence
once they realise that there is a desire to improve their lot. Others, who may have actively
supported the AGF, may also change their perception of the government and the security forces.
Written and oral media must be utilised and exploited to ensure that a positive message reaches as
large a sector of the populace as possible.



19. Mobility: Counter AGF campaigns are primarily foot-soldier, vehicle, and helicopter assault
campaigns. Whereas vehicles play a major role, they must be correctly employed. Vehicles create
ideal targets for improvised explosive devices and landmines. Where possible, helicopters should
be used to execute rapid deployments. The tendency of untrained soldiers to remain on or close to
vehicles, without understanding the role of the vehicle, also reduces the footprint of the security
forces in terms of area domination and restricts them to certain areas or channels. This tendency
may permeate through to base protection, guard duties, and other essential protection services and
embolden the AGF to conduct strikes on military bases and outposts.

20. Night operations: Night operations are essential to maintain pressure on AGFs. These operations
can be conducted by dismounted infantry, vehicle-borne troops (despite vehicle noise and lights
that may alert the AGFs) and air assault troops. The AGFs may prepare ambushes, lay improvised
explosive devices/landmines, blend into the populace, or simply exfiltrate the area but speed and
surprise during night operations can negate these attempts. The armed forces must remember that
darkness is neutral and can be exploited by either party. Failure to conduct night operations merely
enables the AGF to exploit the window of opportunity in comparative safety. All forces, including air
crews, must be proficient at night operations.

21. Tribal leaders: Elders/chieftains control the local population in their areas and/or villages and their
importance should never be negated or ignored. Civil-military plans that do not integrate these
traditional leaders will fail and give the initiative to the AGF. These programmes are also doomed to
failure if they are underfunded, undermanned, or lack control and focus. Penny-pinching does not
defeat an AGF.

22. Mission creep: Poor strategies and operational plans with no exit plan will inevitably lead to a desire
or demand to increase troop levels. A poor strategy cannot be rectified with manpower477 and
firepower alone in an AGF campaign. An increase in troop levels that is inconsistent with the
strategy (known as mission creep) indicates flawed strategies and an inability to contain the AGFs.
It also invariably makes the anti- government forces believe that the armed forces cannot contain or
defeat them. Mission creep also impacts morale on the home front.

Whereas counter-AGF operations can buy time for the government in which to improve its
governance, prevent the whole-sale slaughter of civilians, and hunt down and destroy AGFs, success is
ultimately dependent on political reform and the establishment of a system of governance and service
delivery that serves the populace. If the government attempting these reforms is deemed incompetent or
corrupt, the populace will be lost to the AGF.

Some Tactical Considerations during Counter-AGF Operations
The armed forces must be correctly trained, organised, and equipped to conduct their missions

successfully. Mission specific training, motivation, high morale, and effective leadership will contribute to
mission success.

Additionally, TTPs need to be part of a realistic counter-AGF strategy as the strategy drives
operations and not vice versa.

The following tactical considerations must be borne in mind:

• Operational intelligence guides operational plans
• Terrain dictates the TTPs that can be employed
• Terrain and poor visibility are always neutral and favour the force that exploits them
• The enemy must be kept under relentless pressure at all times
• Improvisation must be encouraged as equipment and resources will never be sufficient
• Field craft and battle discipline remain important at all times
• Routine in the field must be avoided at all times
• Immediate actions drills must be followed
• Combat tracking is essential to locate/maintain contact with the AGFs
• Night operations are essential
• When using roads, combat engineers must clear mines and improvised explosive devices
• Judicious use of air support (tactical airlift and close air support) is crucial
• Plans must be simple and allow decentralisation of command



• Communication must be maintained with higher HQ at all times
• Reaction forces must respond immediately when called
• Temporary bases must be well sited and protected at all times
• Litter must not be left behind when vacating temporary bases
• Combat patrols must avoid contact with the local population where possible
• Where contact with the local population is unavoidable, the populace must be well treated but not given
opportunities to determine the size of the government forces in the area
• Members of the populace that are well disposed towards the armed forces can provide vital support
(tracking, information, and river crossing areas)
• After-action reports and other lessons learned in the field must be submitted to intelligence officers so
that fresh/incoming troops can be briefed
• When clandestine operations deep inside AGF-dominated areas have been planned, a system of
caches that forces can use to sustain themselves must also be planned
• Focussed aggression is the hallmark of pressure
• Encourage initiative at all times
• Commanders must think ‘beyond the box’
• Opportunities must be exploited and not wasted
• Forces must be trained to eat while on the move
• Forces must be able to track an enemy at speed
• Forces must be able to keep pressure on the enemy by leap-frogging along enemy tracks using tactical
airlift or suitable vehicles
• Forces must have reliable communications at all times
• Forces must be aggressive
• Forces must be adept at night operations
• Forces must outgun the enemy
• Micro-command of units must be avoided at all costs
• Adaptations and changes to TTPs must not be resisted

Tactical counter-AGF operations require a mind-set that can only be gained by mission- oriented
training, good leadership, and the correct equipment and support. Failing to plan for counter-AGF
operations is planning to fail.

Structuring Counter-AGF Forces
There are numerous reasons why a traditional conventionally-structured combat unit with

conventional warfare training is not suited to counter-AGF operations. These include:

• Conventional TTPs employed against an AGF or guerrilla force do not provide sufficient flexibility in
terms of agility, flexibility, and doctrine
• Counter-AGF combat discipline differs from discipline in conventional operations
• Conventional forces are noisy and cumbersome in a counter-AGF environment and tactical surprise is
surrendered for armoured protection and mass firepower
• Large cumbersome units lose operational and tactical flexibility whereas smaller units are more agile,
faster, and able to achieve greater tactical surprise
• Conventional forces require a large logistical tailback
• Command and control is centralised in a conventional unit
• Conventional warfare training does not focus on small unit operations
• Terrain can curtail conventional operations in certain areas
• Conventional operations are cost intensive

The following minimum considerations must be borne in mind when designing and structuring a
counter-AGF force:

• How is the enemy structured?
• In what force-size does the enemy move?
• What equipment and weapons does the enemy use?
• What TTPs does the enemy use?



• What terrain does the AGF use and feel free to operate in?
• What mobile assets (helicopters, light strike vehicles, MRAPs, APCs, and infantry fighting vehicles)
does the counter-AGF force have at its disposal?
• What airborne fire support (attack helicopters, utility helicopters with door gunners, close-attack
aircraft) will be allocated to the counter-AGF force?
• What foreign support does the AGF enjoy?

For the counter-AGF force to be effective, it is imperative that training and equipment are tailored to
suit the mission.

Developing a Counter-AGF Doctrine
Despite the interconnecting relationship between strategy, doctrine, and tactics, it must be borne in

mind that doctrine is not strategy—nor is doctrine tactics.
Doctrine can be defined as:

‘Fundamental principles by which the military forces or elements thereof guide their actions in support
of national objectives. It is authoritative but requires judgment in application’.478

As a guide to action, doctrine covers numerous contingencies and is taught to ensure that the armed
forces know how to act and deploy, but it does not dictate what they must do. It therefore serves as a
guide to action without being dictatorial. Its value lies in establishing a standardised method of executing
military operations.

At the tactical level, counter-AGF doctrine is primarily expressed through standing operating
procedures (SOPs) and drills. A non-effective doctrine will, in all likelihood, result in casualties and
mission failure. It is therefore imperative to constantly review the effectiveness and relevance of
doctrine. To be effectively taught and assimilated, doctrine must be simple, accurate, and realistic.

At the strategic and operational levels, counter-AGF doctrine will encompass all relevant input by all
participants engaged in the campaign (government agencies and departments and civilian contractors).
This will ensure that a standardised set of procedures is adopted and followed by all participants. At the
tactical level, it will focus primarily on the soldier, his TTPs and his behaviour towards the populace.

Counter-AGF doctrine is therefore the realistic and proven bridge between the strategy, the mission,
and the tactics that are employed. It is the commander’s guide on how to control and deploy his forces
for the best operational results. It adds to unity of effort, cohesion, effectiveness, mutual       
understanding, and cooperation, and is an instrument for good leadership and correct deployment.

In developing the doctrine, the following must be considered in detail:

• The enemy’s aim, mission(s), and strategy479

• The armed forces’ aim, mission, and strategy/counter-strategy

Figure 73: The Doctrine Triangle

• The enemy’s capabilities
• The enemy’s TTPs



• Lessons learned from studying past enemy campaigns and actions
• Lessons learned by own forces engaged in counter-AGF operations
• Own forces capabilities and resources
• The AO and the OE

Doctrine must never remain stagnant. It must be adaptive and must be reviewed periodically as new
lessons are learned and the AGFs adapt their modus operandi.

Area Domination
As a result of numerous political, economic, and social factors and the enemy’s modus operandi

(operating over a wide front and spreading the counter-AGF forces as thinly as possible), counter-AGF
forces will seldom, if ever, have sufficient manpower and materiel to dominate an entire area or theatre.

When counter-AGF operations are conducted over a large area, additional problems related to
logistics, tactical airlift, medical evacuation and deployment/reaction times become evident.

There are several approaches to dominating an area. These include:

• Patrols by air, foot and/or vehicles
• Listening and observation posts
• Snipers
• Sources and agents
• Unmanned aerial vehicles / drones
• Local population480

• Local defence militias481

• Bases

The following types of bases are commonly used during counter-AGF campaigns:

1. Combat operations group HQ: The HQ of the combat operations group tasked with the conduct of
counter-AGF operations

within an area.
2. Main operating base: The main operating base (MOB) can be located in the centre or at the edge of

the AO.
3. Forward operating bases: The forward operating bases (FOBs) are located within the AO and are

supported by the main operating base.

The combat operations group HQ is staffed in accordance with the counter- AGF force’s staff
tables, doctrine, and standard operating procedures. It advises, guides and oversees the operations in
the AO in accordance with government policies and the military strategy.

The main operating base
482   (MOB)

is a large staging base from which initial



Figure 74: An example of how bases can be positioned to ensure area domination

operations against AGFs are launched, controlled, and supported. It must be sited on tactical
terrain483 and located on or near the edge of the area of responsibility or even within the AO. It is a well
laid out base that is permanently manned and protected. Its size depends on the scope and size of the
operation taking place. It can be a battle group, combat operations group, or even a division-sized base.
The main operating base functions as a personnel, intelligence, operations, logistics, and medical hub
for the forward operating bases. It must have easy access by road and air. If it is close to a large river, it
should also have riverine access. A battle group main operating base is supported by the combat
operations group HQ. Similarly, a combat operations group main operating base is supported by the
division HQ. Access into the main operating base must be strictly controlled.

The forward operating bases (FOBs) are semi-permanent bases positioned to meet the
division/combat operations group/battle group’s operational plan. They are situated within the AO and
allow rapid reaction/deployment of counter-AGF forces. Each forward operating base has its own area
of responsibility and AO. The forward operating base must be easily accessible by air and road so that it
can be logistically and tactically supported. The forward operating bases serve as launch pads for
counter-AGF operations and establish and maintain a presence in the AO. Forward operating bases are
well protected and provide a safe rest area for troops returning from operations. Normal infantry
elements that have indirect fire on call patrol the area directly around the forward operating base.
Access into the forward operating base is strictly controlled. A forward operating base must be
positioned in a way that allows it to conduct operations across the AO without providing gaps that can
be exploited by AGFs beyond its reach of air support. Tactical counter-AGF operations are launched
from forward operating bases. The roads that connect the forward operating bases to the main
operating base, and the forward operating bases to each other, must be kept secure and free from
landmines/ improvised explosive devices.

There are numerous ways of getting counter-AGF forces (assault teams, fire teams, and sticks) 484

from the forward operating bases into their respective AOs. These include:

1. On foot: The counter-AGF forces walk into the area and conduct extended combat patrols carrying
all their equipment. Where necessary, pack animals can move equipment and ammunition, or
caches can be used.

2. By vehicle: The forces are moved to a drop-off point and from there, walk in to the area in which
they are to operate. Alternatively, they can deploy on their vehicles if the vehicles have good cross-
country mobility and the teams are trained to operate off vehicles.

3. By boat: If the terrain has numerous waterways, the forces can be inserted by boat and from there
walk into the area from which they are to operate.



4. By air: The forces can be airlifted by helicopter or parachuted into an area and continue with
operations from there.

Insertion technique(s) will depend on:

• The type of operation/mission
• The duration of the operation/mission
• Where the deployment is launched from
• Size of the operational force
• The counter-AGF’s available vehicles and tactical air lift capabilities
• Infrastructure within the AO
• The enemy
• The distribution of the local population and villages/agricultural fields
• The terrain and vegetation

Selection is an on-going process



Soldiers being trained in urban operations

• The time of the insertion
• The season

Positioning of MOBS and FOBS
When positioning the main operating base, the following factors must be considered:

• It must be positioned on tactical or key terrain
• It must be defendable
• It must have easy road and air access
• It must be protected from enemy observation and fire
• It must allow for the rapid deployment of forces into the AO
• It must have its own indirect fire-support elements for DF and DF SOS fire tasks
• Entry into the main operating base/forward operating base must be controlled
• It must have clear vision for 360 degrees out to at least 500 metres
• It must not be close to villages and/or local population concentrations
• Where possible, rocky areas must be avoided (rocks add to the shrapnel-effect of indirect enemy fire)
• It must be large and secure enough to accommodate helicopters
• It must allow for safe accommodation, ablution, and messing areas
• It should preferably be close to water

When a main operating base or forward operating base is established in dense jungle terrain and
deforestation is required to ensure its security, it may be necessary to negotiate its location with local
chieftains in the area to avoid unnecessary antagonism from the populace. Such instances may,
additionally, require mobile clandestine observation posts that regularly move their positions and
function as an additional early warning system for the base.

Campaign Progression During a Counter-AGF Operation
Despite the perceived reactive nature of counter-AGF operations,485 every effort must be made to

regain the initiative and identify and locate the enemy, pressurise him, exhaust him and destroy him.486

AGFs can only be defeated if counter-AGF forces ‘out-guerrilla’ them, are aggressive and disciplined ,
use superior TTPs, seize and exploit the initiative, unbalance the enemy, are well led, implement
immediate action (IA) drills fast and aggressively, avoid routine, and are correctly trained.



Given the unpredictable and adaptable nature of typical AGF warfare, it cannot be categorised into
phases of war as with conventional operations. Furthermore, counter- AGF operations are usually low
intensity operations that lack the tempo of conventional operations. These operations often consist of
90–95 percent patrolling,  waiting and resting (as efforts are made to locate the AGFs) and five to ten
percent combat. The ten percent combat requires 100 per cent effort. When contact with the enemy
occurs, it is usually brief, vicious, and bloody.

The typical progression of a pure counter-AGF campaign may manifest as follows:

• Intelligence and mandate
• Policy confirmation
• Advance/deploy to main operating base/forward operating base/AO
• Patrols
• Identify and locate
• Strike
• Exploit
• Negotiate

Intelligence and mandate: Targeted and actionable intelligence collection and law enforcement
actions dictate any current or planned counter-AGF activity. The government mandates the armed
forces to take control and commence with counter-AGF operations when the law enforcement agencies
are no longer able to contain and end the armed uprising. Intelligence collection is ongoing throughout
the counter-AGF campaign. All assets and sources must be exploited. UAV or manned aerial
reconnaissance flights must provide continuous real-time intelligence feeds to the planners.

Policy confirmation: Apart from receiving their mandate from the government, the armed forces will
need to comply with government policies/white papers related to the counter-AGF campaign, the
populace, the rules of engagement, limitations and restrictions on actions, and media policies.

Advance/deploy to MOB/FOB/AO: All road movements from the division or combat operations group
HQ/main operating base to the forward operating base/AO must be tactically executed. Combat
engineer elements must clear landmines and improvised explosive devices in advance. Drills for
passing defiles or crossing natural obstacles must be applied. Where no roads exist, the vehicles
conducting the movement must be able to travel cross-country. The pioneer elements must open roads
for logistical and other soft- skinned vehicles as soon as possible. The forces deploy defensively at the
main operating base/forward operating base/AO.

Patrols: Patrols are deployed to establish a presence, gather information, and locate signs of enemy
activity within the AO. Four primary types of patrols are used:

1. Security patrols: These patrols dominate the area around the forward operating base to ensure its
protection and security and to locate indications of enemy reconnaissance on the base. They
additionally gather information on terrain, vegetation, and population distribution so that maps can
be updated. They must able to fight if ambushed. Attack helicopters can also be used to conduct air
patrols and engage any AGF concentrations or movements.

2. Contact patrols: Contact patrols are deployed primarily to make contact with the populace in the
area of the forward operating base. Although able to fight if they encounter the enemy, their primary
aim is to establish a friendly or at least neutral relationship with the local population. Utilising
government aid, they provide limited medical care to villagers, give advice, and most importantly,
collect information about attitudes towards the AGF. As a secondary role, they collect information to
enable map updates to be effected. These patrols must impart confidence in the armed forces to
the local population, as opposed to confidence in/support for the AGFs.

3. Reconnaissance patrols: Reconnaissance patrols are deployed once indications of possible enemy
bases, deployments or training areas have been found. Their aim is to conduct reconnaissance in
enemy areas, determine routines, and guide the assault elements into enemy areas. They can join
assault elements or function as cut-off groups or call for air and/or artillery strikes onto the AGFs.

4. Combat patrols: The combat patrols487 are deployed to locate and follow-up enemy tracks and
activities. They avoid contact with the local population as far as possible. Their aim is to find, fix,
and annihilate the enemy. These patrols should be supported by air assault forces, attack helicopter
support, and vehicle-borne support.



5. All patrols must be educated on the tribal traditions and customs of the local population within their
AOs. Actions that may antagonise or offend the populace must not be tolerated.

6. Follow up: When suspicious or confirmed AGF activities and tracks are located, fire teams or
assault teams are deployed to track the suspected AGFs. Combat trackers must ensure that the
tracks are not lost. Follow ups must be executed fast and aggressively without alerting the AGFs.

Identify and locate: When fresh indications of an enemy presence or fresh tracks are found, the
forces adopt an advance-to-contact posture, ready to take immediate action if required. Dummy drops
can be made to the flanks of a moving enemy to create the perception that forces are being deployed to
its flanks. This perception can force or channel the enemy towards a specific ambush or contact area.
Blocking forces can be deployed ahead of the enemy in the direction of the enemy’s movement in order
to force contact. Fresh forces can be airlifted in to continue the advance-to-contact or to reinforce the
elements on the enemy’s tracks.

Strike: When contact is made, the assault elements immediately strike the enemy using fire-and-
movement. Enemy prisoners are immediately interrogated on the battlefield to determine their mission
and the location of their hides or bases. Prisoners are evacuated to the forward operating base for
intense interrogation by intelligence staff.488 Pursuits are conducted with relentless aggression and
speed. Fleeing or withdrawing AGFs must be ruthlessly pursued and captured or killed.

Exploit: Successes must be rapidly exploited. Areas in which an AGF has been active must be
dominated by the armed forces and government agencies and departments to restore faith in the
government. The government agencies and departments must immediately commence with restoration
or installation of basic essential services. This will show the local population that the government has
taken control over the area. Once the area has been cleared of AGFs and confirmed as secure and
stable, law enforcement agencies must ensure that the rule of law is reintroduced and upheld.
Government departments and agencies must continue their activities and re-establish effective
governance in the area.

Negotiate: When the AGF wishes to negotiate, government must do so from a position of strength.
Failure to force an AGF to accept an unconditional cessation of hostilities will give it time to reorganise,
rearm, and continue with its violent actions.

The above progression must retain flexibility and not follow a dogmatic approach.

The Conduct of Operations
It is a strategic error to consider the relative strengths of the armed forces (versus that of an AGF) to

be a decisive factor in favour of counter-AGF forces. Likewise, it is an error to assume that tactical
victories automatically translate into operational and strategic victories and ultimately political success.

As AGFs are invariably weaker than a government’s armed forces, AGF campaigns are waged over a
wide front and on numerous levels (strategic, operational, and tactical) simultaneously, to force wide
deployment of government forces and assets. Additionally, AGF campaigns migrate across political,
social, economic, military, and security boundaries in the national, regional, and international spheres.
Added to this is the fact that AGFs usually don’t abide by laws or rules yet demand that the government
and its forces abide by rules that limit and restrict counter-actions.489

At the strategic and operational levels, counter-AGF forces must create a safe and secure climate for
the reestablishment of governance in affected areas. The armed forces must also provide assistance
and security to government departments, civilian contractors engaged in infrastructure development,
education, and medical support, and the populace. Moreover, the counter-efforts must negate negative
propaganda at the national, regional,

and international levels.
The greatest threat and problem the armed forces may face, is government denial of the fact that it

has failed the populace in a certain area or denied them their political, social, and economic aspirations.
This denial adds initiative, motivation, and momentum to the AGFs’ operations and places the armed
forces at a disadvantage—and into a reactive posture.

All strategies are based on intelligence—as are operational and tactical counter-AGF
plans. A government can inadvertently aid an AGF and become its own worst enemy by failing to take

heed of credible intelligence and adapt policies accordingly. Policy failures, a lack of credible and



efficient policing, and an attitude of denial will impede the armed forces’ ability to deal with the armed
uprising effectively.

It is a truism that there can be no stability, development, or investment while armed conflict and
instability are present or while the populace believe that they are the potential or real victims of
government and/or the AGFs.

Therefore, from a military point of view, the armed forces must have the following objectives in the
conduct of a counter-AGF campaign:

1. Identify and know the enemy: Intelligence must be collected and analysed across a wide front. Key
leaders, training bases, agents, weapons caches, civilian support bases, supply lines, TTPs,
motivations, and future-based target planning must be identified.

2. Locate and attack AGF bases: The locations of AGF bases and training camps must be identified
and attacked with the aim of capturing, disrupting, disorganising, and annihilating the AGFs and
capturing and destroying their bases and equipment. These actions can have a profound effect on
locals who witness the AGF’s inability to achieve tactical victories. This may entail cross border
operations and government must be prepared for the inevitable resultant international political and
media storm that usually follows such operations, especially where AGFs are acting as proxy forces
for a foreign backer.

3. Stabilise known AGF areas: Stability can only be affected by an absence of AGFs coupled with
government actions aimed at redressing the real or perceived grievances of the populace. The
armed forces therefore create an environment suitable for government in which to fulfil its mandate.
This requires effective policing, patrolling, and visible shows of force after all AGF activity has been
neutralised.

4. Secure the populace: Government and civilian activities in secured areas must be protected from
potential anti-government actions. After the armed forces have withdrawn, the reintroduction of law
and order must ensure the continued security and safety of the populace.

5. Psychological Operations: A well planned and coordinated psychological warfare programme aimed
at convincing AGFs to lay down their arms in exchange for amnesty must be implemented.

The above approach to the conduct of operations can be summarised as ‘identify, locate, strike,
annihilate and exploit’ as opposed to ‘find, fix and destroy’.

AGFs must be placed under intense and relentless pressure that curtails their ability to move and act
during counter-AGF operations. This must be done in a manner that encourages confidence in and
acceptance of the armed forces and the government. If the armed forces use targeted and appropriate
force and minimise collateral damage, they will rapidly gain acceptance and support from civilians.

An enemy-centric approach lays the foundation for the population-centric approach whereby
government, its agencies and departments and other private contractors provide the populace with
essential economic, social, and infrastructure services.

The law enforcement agencies must provide effective policing, public safety, and security to prevent
the resurgence of the AGF.

Simultaneously with the enemy-and population-centric  approaches, the intelligence services and law
enforcement agencies must target the AGFs’ channels of funding and other support.

An AGF can be effectively neutralised if:

• The government recognises the existence of the anti-government movement
• The Pillars of State are protected, strengthened, and expanded
• A multi-dimensional approach to neutralising the AGFs is adopted
• The AGFs’ trinity of gravity is identified, located, and destroyed.
 



Part 4: Composite Warfare Operations

Chapter 19

The Principles of Counter-AGF Operations

We need to re-examine our military structures, doctrines and principles. Trying to emulate the Western and Eastern-styled doctrines
and principles that were implanted  in Africa does not work as those were essentially designed and developed for large scale

conventional wars in Europe. Our conditions, threats, environment, demographics, terrain, and vegetation are very different from
Europe. But, we need to first develop effective and realistic strategies to advance ourselves and counter-strategies to defend

ourselves. To believe our so-called friends in the international arena have our best interests at heart—or are here because they love
us—is a nothing but a

short-sighted folly.
– Author to African ministers, diplomats and senior officers, April 2013

An armed anti-government uprising is not a strategy; it is a means to an end and an important
component of an unconventional strategy aimed at collapsing the Pillars of State and changing the
political and social order.

Any attempt to counter an anti-government campaign must recognise its root causes, origins, history,
aims, methods, and tactics. Failure to grasp the essence of unconventional warfare (an armed uprising
in particular) will result in a failed counter-AGF campaign. Within the understanding lies the answer.

Armed anti-government uprisings are driven by failed governance and the consequent political, social,
and economic dissatisfaction. If the populace’s grievances are not addressed, actions will be taken to
engineer the downfall of the government. Likewise, the marginalisation of a sector of the populace will
engender dissatisfaction and armed uprisings may flare up. Increased popular dissatisfaction creates
opportunities for foreign governments to work with AGFs and/or proxy forces to collapse a targeted
government’s Pillars of State.

A large section of the populace will view the government as an ‘illegitimate’ or ‘puppet’ government if it
has been installed/ is supported by a powerful foreign power and conducts itself in a manner that
negatively affects the populace or imposes foreign political systems that favour the foreign power and its
interests.

When an AGF has the initiative and momentum, the tipping point lies within its grasp. This also places
the AGF in a position that may be construed as the moral high ground, locally, regionally, and
internationally.

Armed anti-government uprisings can be averted if the government addresses the grievances voiced
by the populace or enters into a negotiated settlement. However, if corrective action is taken too late,
non-violent and violent actions will escalate. No reaction or an over-reaction will result in resentment
within the populace—an aspect that will be exploited by those who oppose the government as well as
the mainstream and alternative media.

Good governance and sound national policies are the first line of defence against a potential armed
anti-government uprising. Wide intelligence coverage on the social and economic spheres that form
breeding grounds for political dissent is crucial, as government needs to take early corrective actions in
order to negotiate from a position of strength.

It is the task of the intelligence services to acquire this critical information using overt (newspapers,
social media, radio broadcasts, public speeches, and so forth) and covert means (informers and
agents).

The Myth of ‘Hearts-and-Minds’
‘Winning the hearts and minds’ of the populace is a frequently used but usually misunderstood

approach to recapturing the support of the populace.
The task is usually passed down to the armed forces whose primary mission is to identify, locate,

strike, and annihilate AGFs, and exploit the operational situation. It is not the responsibility of the armed
forces to function as a ‘government-in-uniform’ or change its military posture to a political one.



A government cannot address every grievance aired by the populace. However, it is the function of
government to look after the interests of the populace and ensure that every person is able to achieve
his/her ideals in a safe and secure environment.

It is the responsibility of the armed forces, intelligence services, and law enforcement agencies to
create a climate of safety and security while conducting themselves with empathy, sympathy, discipline
and professionalism. The security forces must also be non- partisan and objective.

‘Hearts and minds’ is an all-encompassing approach and not solely a military responsibility. Indeed, it
is as a result of poor governance and lack of service delivery that hearts and minds are lost.
Recapturing the populace requires:

• Security
• Stability
• Good governance
• Service delivery

As a component of the national security strategy, counter-AGF operations must consider the following
essential criteria in defeating an armed anti-government campaign:

• Responsibilities during an AGF campaign
• Approaches to countering AGF operations
• Considerations regarding counter-AGF operations
• Strategic principles of countering AGF operations
• Tactical principles of countering AGF operations
• Tactical considerations

Responsibilities during an AGF Campaign
Left unchecked, an armed anti-government uprising can collapse the Pillars of State and result in the

overthrow of the government, regardless of whether it is democratic or not. The collapse of the
government will result in an attempt to establish a new political order. Countering AGFs with well-
formulated strategies ought to be an ongoing function of any government wishing to secure its
legitimacy and longevity, achieve security and stability, and ensure safety and prosperity for all its
citizens. Successful counter-actions require:

• Political, military, and national will
• Wide intelligence coverage
• Focussed cooperation across all the Pillars of State
• Strategic and correctly targeted communications
• Popular support
• Improved governance
• Correctly applied and exploited technology

Although an armed anti-government uprising is aimed at unseating a government and changing
government policies, its effect is felt across the entire society. Numerous role players490 are therefore
responsible for effective counter-AGF operations on a national level.

These are:

• The intelligence services
• The law enforcement agencies
• The armed forces
• The government
• The economic role players
• The media
• The populace

The intelligence services: The intelligence services are the government’s ‘eyes and ears’, and the
driving force behind strategy and policy development in times of peace, conflict, or war. Correctly



organised, trained, tasked, and deployed, the intelligence services must be able to provide the
government with insight491 and intelligence into the attitudes and concerns of the populace and identify
real, developing, and potential domestic and foreign threats to the Pillars of State. This predictive insight
is an early warning system for mounting anger, resentment, and dissent, and any threat to the
government. In turn, the government must rectify matters that may result in violent actions against the
state effectively and rapidly. Good intelligence also exposes illegal or underground movements that may
be planning actions against the government, the economy, the populace, and the infrastructure.
Intelligence furthermore enables the state to prepare for any actions planned against it by neighbouring
states, or actions covertly planned and funded from beyond its borders.492

The law enforcement agencies: The constituted law enforcement agencies must uphold the rule of
law. As an armed anti-government campaign is regarded as a challenge to the political and economic
legitimacy of a government, the law enforcement agencies (working off the intelligence provided by the
intelligence services) are the first line of defence in countering the physical threat. These agencies are,
additionally, tasked to ensure law and order and to collect and act on criminal intelligence. Their
missions are achieved by good public order policing and patrols, investigations of crimes, and gathering
of evidence for the prosecution and incarceration of law-breakers. It is the task of the law enforcement
agencies—and the intelligence services—to identify the potential for civil disobedience, riots, and
strikes, and to prevent and/or disperse them with minimum force. Added to these tasks is the function of
crime intelligence which can indicate developing patterns of crime such as serious economic crimes,
sabotage, assassination of high profile government or business officials, robberies of weapons depots,
organised and trans-national crime, sabotage, and illegal gatherings aimed  at provoking  government
action. This  includes identifying and monitoring vigilante groups with plans to conduct destructive
clandestine actions against the government and government facilities. These actions are all indicative of
growing public anger and resentment towards the government and its policies, and may ultimately result
in an armed anti-government campaign. The judiciary, as a component of law enforcement, must ensure
that court proceedings are fair and that punishment is swiftly handed down. The efficiency and discipline
of the law enforcement agencies is a reflection of the society in general. Private security companies, and
in particular the crime intelligence they are able to gather in their daily activities, must not be ignored
and should be integrated into the law enforcement intelligence system.

The armed forces: During national counter-AGF operations, the armed forces assist the   law  
enforcement   agencies   with tasks like cordon and searches, roadblocks, and vehicle check points and
raids, and support the law enforcement agencies by patrolling areas that appear unstable. When called
upon to assist the law enforcement agencies, the armed forces must conduct themselves with integrity
and be objective as they too are a reflection of society and are ‘from the people, for the people’. Once
violent actions against the state have reached the tipping point, the armed forces are the government’s
last means of achieving containment and stability. The armed forces, therefore, need to be organised,
trained, and equipped to conduct conventional and unconventional missions when authorised and
instructed to do so by the government. When the forces are handed a counter-AGF mission, they do not
operate in a vacuum but are part of a larger effort by all the Pillars of State.

If the threat is both foreign/regional and conventional in nature, the armed forces must be able to
rapidly destroy the threat with conventional manoeuvre.

The government: To retain legitimacy,493 a government must—regardless of its political philosophy—
create a climate in which each member of society can feel secure and achieve his best through hard
work. To achieve this, government must counter any attacks against the Pillars of State and strengthen
and expand the Pillars of State. Dissatisfaction and grievances494 must be addressed in the best
manner possible and acceptable outcomes must be achieved. If the populace perceives the ruling class
as the sole ‘haves’ who thrive on nepotism, dictatorial laws, and unacceptable levels of corruption,
resentment will develop amongst the ‘have-nots’. If government develops policies that will benefit the
populace —and holds the relevant government agencies and departments accountable— it is likely that
the majority of the populace will view the government as legitimate and believe it to be acting on the
populace’s behalf. The ruling class must never set expectations or make promises that it cannot keep as
these result in anger, dissatisfaction, and dissent that may manifest in a variety of negative actions.

The civil service and/or government agencies and departments have functions and responsibilities
they must fulfil (providing the populace with roads, rail links, education, medical facilities, electricity,



communications, and clean water). If the government fails to develop and maintain critical infrastructure
or provide the populace with access to basic necessities, the groundswell of anger may result in
protests. Conversely, if the civil service and government agencies and departments abide by their raison
d’être and continue to perform their allocated functions and tasks competently, the populace will feel that
they benefit from government. The role played by the civil service and government agencies in counter
AGF operations can therefore, never be underestimated. Although the ruling class may change through
democratic or non-democratic methods, the social norms, expectations, and values of the populace will
seldom if ever change.

The economic role players: Business, industry, small shops, and even street vendors can play an
important role in helping the government to overcome and defeat an AGF campaign. AGFs will exploit
trade unions and labour movements in their efforts to sustain a campaign while simultaneously trying to
disrupt the economy. The value of the economic role players is immense as their contribution lies not
only in maintaining the economy but in manufacturing equipment that can be deployed in countering the
campaign. Vendors in outlying areas can also provide the armed forces with valuable information on the
AGFs.

The media: The function of a responsible media is to report facts and not its interpretation of strategy,
policy, operational designs, or tactics. During an AGF campaign, the AGF will attempt to use the media
for its own aims and maximise its own profile. Therefore, the mainstream and social media must act
responsibly and guard against letting AGFs use them to disseminate propaganda and disinformation.
Additionally, the media can play an important role in denying AGFs access to channels through which to
propagate their rhetoric and successes. This does not, however, imply that the media must always be in
agreement with the government or its policies. Responsible and factually correct reporting enables a
government to reach the populace and enables the populace to voice opinions and concerns relating to
counter-AGF efforts. The media must be encouraged to investigate and expose AGF atrocities and,
where necessary, report planned subversion and known AGF supporters to the law enforcement
agencies. Government can either utilise the media as an asset in countering AGFs or allow it to become
an AGF mouthpiece. The populace: The populace, and by implication civil society ‘is often believed to
express and represent the collective public interest’.495 It is the populace that staffs the intelligence
services, the law enforcement agencies, the armed forces, the civil service and other government
agencies, the business community and so forth. When the collective public feels that its voice is no
longer of consequence or that its basic needs are no longer important to the government, it shows its
dissatisfaction by resorting to non-violent and violent actions. Similarly, if a large section of the
population perceives itself as marginalised or oppressed, it will rise up against the government. The
same reaction will occur if government tries to force foreign or unacceptable change upon social norms.
When this occurs, the populace will be sympathetic towards any movement that promises to bring about
acceptable change. The government’s ability to monitor the attitudes, feelings, and support of the
populace remains a crucial element in counter-AGF operations.

However, counter-AGF actions become exercises in futility if the ruling class, government
agencies/departments, intelligence services, and law enforcement agencies fail to take note of
developing anti-government campaigns or do not neutralise them rapidly and decisively.

A lack of cohesion, unity of effort, correct command guidance, management, and alignment between
the role players will result in a fragmented approach that cannot succeed.

Tactical victories do not constitute successful counter-AGF campaigns. The state must be able to turn
military successes into political advantages or the entire counter-AGF campaign will be doomed. Doing
this requires political will and an effective political apparatus that can implement the political will and
make victory and progress long- lasting. In turn, this will generate a strong national will.

Attacking Anti-Government Forces
To successfully counter the threat of an AGF over a wide front, three basic approaches must be

considered:

• Enemy-centric approach
• Population-centric approach
• Econo-centric approach



Enemy-centric approach: This approach views counter-AGF operations as actions that are purely
military and all efforts are focussed on militarily defeating the AGF. The enemy must be located and
destroyed. The AGF is viewed as an organised enemy that follows typical TTPs related to the
movement. Numerous strategies can be formulated to achieve the aim within this approach.

Population-centric approach: This approach views mobilising the populace and gaining support as
critical to a successful AGF campaign. In essence, the population is viewed as the water in which the
fish must swim. Poison the water and the fish will die. The population- centric approach requires
securing the population, realigning their loyalty towards the government, and denying the AGF access to
the population. This is considered by many to be the foundation of the ‘hearts-and-minds’ policy. It is
critical that all forces and agencies operating in the population-centric domain recognise the impact of:

Strike force vehicles awating deployment

Taking a break at an FOB



• Traditional leaders and tribal chieftains
• Tribal customs, traditions, and values
• Religions

Econo-centric approach: This approach496 views the disruption of the AGF’s source of financing as
a critical component but also views all foreign political and military support to the AGF (domestic,
regional, and international) as vital to AGF success. In the early stages of the AGF campaign, the AGF
movement requires financial power to purchase weapons, ammunition, and equipment, and sustain the
movement. To achieve this, the movement will seek international sympathy and may form foreign
alliances or resort to crime to fund its

Figure 75: Attacking the AGF’s trinity of gravity

activities. Foreign support gives the AGF a sense of implied legitimacy.
As the anti-government campaign progresses, the AGF’s desire to gain regional and foreign political

support escalates.
Currently, most practitioners and students of counter-AGF operations consider only two of the

approaches important and then only focus on one approach.
Whereas no two AGF campaigns are identical in nature, all efforts to counter AGFs must aggressively

combine elements of all three approaches since the counter-AGF campaign must operate within the
socio-political domain.

Whereas the government’s ultimate aim is to defeat the AGF campaign and regain the support of the
populace, the armed forces must, apart from annihilating the AGF, also:

• Capture AGF members for intelligence purposes
• Interdict and disrupt AGF resupply routes, caches, and chains
• Identify AGF safe areas, bases, and training areas (domestic and foreign) and attack and destroy these
facilities
• Show that the AGF is unable to achieve tactical victories

These actions require a purpose-driven military campaign, aggressive action, relentless pressure, and
the application of innovative TTPs. Deployment of Special Operations Groups, mobile strike forces and
specially-selected and trained pseudo teams can be particularly effective in locating and destroying AGF
elements.



To counteract AGFs over a wide and deep front, a planned, coordinated, and controlled integration of
political, civilian, law enforcement, and military counter-actions must be applied. Cognizance must be
taken of the political, security, economic, social, tribal, religious, and cultural environment in which these
counter-actions will be implemented. The founder or initial leader of an anti-government uprising may
initially be viewed as the movement’s centre of gravity. The situation changes drastically once the leader
has gathered followers and the movement turns into an active, armed anti-government campaign. At
that time, the centre of gravity becomes a trinity of gravity. It is therefore imperative that any counter-
AGF strategy comprises:

• All possible efforts to defend, strengthen, and expand the Pillars of State
• Attacking the AGF’s trinity of gravity over as wide and deep a front as possible

 
Operational497 Planning Considerations

According to General Jannie Geldenhuys,498 an avid follower of McCuen,499 the following
considerations must be borne in mind when planning a counter-AGF campaign:

• A revolutionary war is a political war
• The purpose of both sides in a revolutionary war is to win the support, endorsement, sympathy, and
active participation of the population
• The government should win the political initiative by having a more attractive cause than what the AGF
advocates
• The danger of complacency (refusal to recognise the true situation) must be avoided before and during
a revolution
• There must be a high-quality intelligence organisation
• Bureaucratic delays are as dangerous as subversion itself in a revolutionary war

The above considerations are applicable to government agencies and departments, civilian
organisations, intelligence services, law enforcement agencies, and the armed forces.

Strategic Principles of Counter-AGF Operations
The strategic principles of counter-AGF operations must not be viewed in isolation but as an

extension of the classical principles of warfare which can be used interchangeably or in combination
with one another to meet the aim (to deny AGFs the ability to erode, weaken, or collapse the Pillars of
State).

In developing the counter-AGF strategy and the subsequent counter-AGF campaign, the most
important aims are to:

• Determine the cause and driving factors of the AGF campaign
• Strengthen and expand the Pillars of State
• Deny AGFs the freedom and space in which to conduct political, economic, and military manoeuvre
• Regain the lost confidence of the populace
• Create a safe environment for the populace in which to live and work without fear
• Negate the AGFs principles for an armed uprising

To deny the AGF the ability to conduct a successful armed campaign, military strategists and planners
must bear the following strategic principles in mind:

• Clear political aim
• Regain the initiative
• Intelligence
• Understand the operational environment
• Unity of effort
• Area domination
• Identify, locate, and neutralise the trinity of gravity
• Support



Clear political aim: An AGF campaign is driven by political, economic, ethno-religious, and/or social
grievances. Countering an armed uprising requires a clear unambiguous political aim, a strategy, and
mechanisms for implementing the strategy. The strategy must be directed at strengthening the Pillars of
State. Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) must be handled with caution as they do not always
understand—or indeed even care for—the government’s political aims. All actors involved in the
counter-AGF 414

campaign must at all times fully appreciate and understand the political aim and their role in
implementing the strategy. However, if an AGF has unrestricted access to the media it will erode the
government’s political aim and obfuscate its messages while shaping the perceptions of the populace to
its advantage. The government’s political aim must be to counter the AGF’s political aim and recapture
the confidence of the populace, especially in relation to the delivery of essential services, security, and
economic development. If the aim has no economic or social benefits to the populace, they will reject it
and sympathise or even side with the AGF. Each tactical engagement or operation must add impetus to
the political aim. Ill-disciplined security forces and wilful or unnecessary collateral damage will degrade
the political aim. If a clear political aim is lacking, the government and the security forces will be unable
to defeat the AGF. Unacceptable corruption and self-enrichment by senior members of the security
forces will severely erode public trust and willingness to believe in whatever policies the government
promotes in its counter- strategies.

Regain the initiative: Once the root cause of the anti-government campaign has been established,
strong political will and tenacity is required to bring about positive changes and deny the AGF its driving
cause(s) and motivators. A change in political direction may be required to target the AGF’s trinity of
gravity effectively. Additionally, the government must provide the security forces with the support they
need in terms of training, equipment, and guidance. Poor intelligence, inadequate law enforcement
measures, and government complacency give the AGF the initiative and position the security forces into
a reactive mode. A continuous state of reaction creates the perception that the government is unable to
deal with and/or contain the uprising. Elements within the mainstream and social media who actively
support the anti-government campaign entrench and strengthen this perception. To defeat the AGF, the
government must become proactive and this can only be achieved by identifying and rectifying the
erosion of the Pillars of State that are under attack or threat. Simultaneously, the security forces must
target and attack the AGF’s trinity of gravity. Any delay by the government in taking corrective action
merely adds to an AGF’s initiative and momentum. Regaining the initiative involves flooding the
informational environment with government successes. Governments must, however, guard against
accepting bad strategic and operational advice from foreign advisors who wish to advance their own
government’s foreign policy at the expense of the targeted government. Initiative can only be regained
with relentless, offensive military operations. Intelligence: Focussed and timely intelligence is the fuel
that drives strategy. Intelligence  is  aimed  at  identifying  credible and  potential  threats  to the  Pillars 
of  State  thereby enabling realistic predictions to be made. It is, therefore, logical that any counter-AGF
strategy requires continued intelligence coverage on enemy-centric (offensive actions), population-
centric  (support), and  economic-centric  (funding)  activities. Continued intelligence coverage also
allows the intelligence services to make accurate forecasts and predictions which in turn guide
necessary and timely adjustments to the national strategy and subsequently, the national security
strategy. To achieve coverage of the intelligence targets, the intelligence services need to utilise all
overt, clandestine and covert assets, resources, and sources and conduct meaningful intelligence
liaison with allied neighbours. Intelligence guides the government on the advantages and disadvantages
of alliance-politics. Timely insight gained through intelligence makes a government capable of identifying
threats and taking proactive action to regain the initiative. It is, additionally, the overall intelligence
forecast that will indicate when a government must declare a state of emergency and when to suspend
it.

Understand the operational environment: It is imperative that all forces engaged in counter-AGF
operations understand the environment in which they will be operating. The primary sources of
information on the OE are the intelligence staff, political statements, the operational terrain, the
international and regional community, and the local population. In a counter-AGF campaign, the OE will
determine what can be done, how best to do it, and what can be expected from the enemy, (i.e. it serves



as a guide on how to take advantage while negating the enemy’s advantages). In conjunction with past
intelligence, the OE will determine which areas are strong in AGF actions and support, which areas the
AGF has traditionally recruited manpower from, what advantages a certain area gives the AGF, and how
those advantages can be negated. The OE will, furthermore, indicate the type of warfare that must be
prepared for.

Unity of effort: The planning and execution of a counter-AGF campaign lies with the armed forces,
government agencies and departments, and any civilian agencies that are co-opted to assist in the
campaign. All supporting strategies must therefore dovetail with the military campaign strategy. This will
ensure that all available assets, means, and resources are integrated into a consolidated and focussed
effort that ultimately achieves the desired aim at the correct place and time. Clear policy guidelines are
required for all relevant issues to be addressed and monitored. By implication, no government
department or civilian agency can make impromptu decisions or implement ad-hoc decisions without
consulting the commander of the armed forces. Coordination of effort can be achieved by the formation
of a ‘security council’ within which government, the armed forces, and the leadership elements of all
groups and agencies involved in the counter-AGF effort can be briefed, contribute, co-ordinate their
actions, and provide feedback. Uncoordinated, uncontrolled actions are counter-productive. Unity of
effort is ensured by unity of command.

Area domination: The armed forces will seldom, if ever, have sufficient manpower and resources
with which to dominate an entire area or theatre. Certain areas, depending on tribal, cultural, and/or
religious alliances between the AGF and the populace may be more active than others. Historical data
relating to active and non-active areas can be useful when strategising the counter-AGF campaign.
Areas in which an AGF has traditionally received support should be priority targets and larger forces will
be required to dominate them. Non-active areas should, however, not be ignored as the AGF may target
these for support. Local defence militias500 can function as a force multiplier, and can be trained and
supported in areas where the armed forces are overstretched in terms of manpower. Local defence
militias can play an important role in dominating an area, and assist the armed forces by providing
intelligence, interpreters, trackers, social advisors, and so forth. If rewarded by the state, they will
usually offer their loyalty and support. Having isolated bases or controlling the roads within the AO does
not constitute area domination. Identify, locate and neutralise the trinity of gravity: It is essential to
reduce the AGF’s ability to sustain its campaign by identifying, locating, and neutralising its trinity of
gravity as early as possible. These elements must be identified and targeted by the intelligence
services, armed forces, and law enforcement agencies at the strategic level of campaign planning. The
government departments and agencies that are responsible for operations in support of counter-AGF
actions may contract civilian authorities to assist them. Simultaneously, government must exert all
possible efforts to strengthen the Pillars of State. When the trinity of gravity has been located, disrupted,
and/or neutralised, the AGF campaign will collapse from within.

Support: The government must seek national, regional, and international backing to give the counter-
AGF campaign total support and legitimacy and in so doing, deny the AGFs’ quest for legitimacy.501

National, regional, and international support for the government will also deprive the AGF of funding and
safe havens from which to sustain its movement. National support, and by implication good governance
and delivery of essential services is aimed at gaining the cooperation of the populace in defeating the
AGF campaign. It is highly unlikely that an AGF will survive for long without regional and international
support. However, many of Africa’s armed anti-government uprisings have been funded by international
governments, the finances being funnelled through regional neighbours. It is therefore critical that
regional support be sought and exploited for the benefit of all countries. All successes against the AGF
must, furthermore, be publicised via mainstream and social media so that that the populace is
continually informed that the AGF is losing the armed struggle. The government can only exploit
mainstream and social media platforms if it has control over the informational environment. The
message, by implication, must be that any member of the populace who joins the armed anti-
government movement is joining a losing force, cannot call on government for support, and has an
above-average chance of being punished or killed. Control over media reports relating to progress is
therefore important during the counter-AGF campaign. Similarly, control over national and foreign media
groups visiting the AO is important. Irresponsible reporting and uncontrolled journalistic access to the
AO can result in numerous advantages to the AGF as has been witnessed in several African conflicts.



Tactical Principles of Counter-AGF Operations
From a military point of view, the armed forces primarily carry out enemy-centric operations and must

be able to adapt to changing situations rapidly.
The tactical principles of a counter-AGF campaign can be applied in numerous different ways but like

those of conventional war, they must continually be reviewed to ensure their relevance. Counter-AGF
forces must never disregard or ignore the general principles of war. Following an approach of identify,
locate, strike, annihilate, and exploit, the following tactical principles are relevant in any counter-AGF
campaign:

• Intelligence
• Flexibility
• Aggressive, focussed application of force
• Relentless pursuit
• Judicious use of air assets
• Security
• Area domination
• Rapid reaction
• Limit collateral damage
• Climate creation

Intelligence: All operations must be planned and launched off timely and accurate actionable
intelligence which allows the armed forces to identify and locate the enemy. Intelligence is not only
focussed on the enemy, his weapons, and his lines of communication, but must include information
about past patterns of behaviour. It is from these which lessons can be learned, predictions made, and
counter-measures applied in the field. All forces that partake in the counter AGF campaign need to
understand the enemy, his support base, how he has traditionally operated, and who is supporting him.
Additionally, all forces partaking in the campaign must continually provide operational information to
assist in building and adjusting the intelligence picture. Intelligence will only be provided by the local
population if they do not feel threatened by the armed forces, and believe that the armed forces have
their interests at heart and can protect them against reprisals. They should also be able to see that the
government is taking action to relieve them of their plight. Patrol debriefings from intelligence staff will
add to the intelligence picture. Intelligence staff must develop casual sources and informers amongst the
populace within the AO. Intelligence briefings and reports must cover aspects such as the enemy
(organisation, weapons, tactics, recent and past enemy actions), the terrain (camouflage, concealment,
influence of seasonal weather patterns, and vegetation), and the local population (customs, traditions,
and religion).

Flexibility: The armed forces cannot counter an AGF using a dogmatic and inflexible approach.
Flexibility is assured by continually adapting to the situation, exercising decentralised command and
control, ensuring effective battlefield communications, exploiting successes, and exploiting the dynamics
of combat power. Flexibility will allow the armed forces to exploit battlefield gains and not reinforce
failures.

Aggressive, focussed application of force: Every attempt must be made to gain an operational
advantage and the initiative, disperse and thwart AGF efforts, and prevent AGF forces from linking-up
and acting at a time and place of their choosing. Combat operations must be ruthlessly aggressive,
highly mobile, efficient, relentless, and focussed on locating and destroying AGFs. However, this
requires training and skills that are not taught for conventional operations where larger forces execute
operations by mass fire and manoeuvre. The enemy forces must be isolated, exhausted, harassed,
demoralised, and destroyed by rapid deployment of forces, relentless pursuit, and aggressive and
targeted fire. Indirect fire can be used to support and strengthen the principle of application of force.
Aerial surveillance, clandestine operations, and reconnaissance are crucial to identifying and locating
AGF bases, safe havens, training areas, and logistical supply routes. Having located these points of
support, aggressive combined arms operations must be launched against confirmed targets.

Relentless pursuit:502 The training and organisation of the armed forces must constantly be
reassessed so that every opportunity to hunt down and strike the AGF or destroy it can be exploited.
Combat tracker teams supported by correctly trained and lightly equipped troops must be deployed to
conduct an aggressive pursuit policy. Fresh teams must be leap-frogged ahead of the teams following



AGF tracks to enable the pursuit forces to maintain their speed. A guideline is to deploy a pursuit team
for four to five hours before relieving it with a fresh team. The pursuit teams must be able to operate by
day and night in order to give the AGFs no respite. Once contact has been made, aggressive focussed
application of fire and manoeuvre must be applied. Maximum attrition of the enemy force can be
achieved by the immediate deployment of an airborne or helicopter-borne assault force503 supported by
attack helicopters upon contact with AGFs. Relentless pursuit will demoralise, exhaust, and disorganise
AGFs. This principle requires the use of helicopters or armed cross-country vehicles. Joint training
between ground and air/mobile forces must ensure maximum coordination and efficiency as rapidly and
effectively as possible. Judicious use of air assets: Air assets play a major role in locating the enemy
(airborne ISR504), and providing offensive air-delivered fire support to the counter-AGF force. They also
play a major role in supporting troop deployments, casualty evacuations, aerial surveillance,
reconnaissance, and logistics. Air assets are usually in short supply so their deployment must be
carefully planned and efficiently executed. During follow-up or pursuit operations, air assets must be
kept at readiness to join operations at short notice and deliver the reaction force, pursuit force, or
assault troops, and provide close air support. It is imperative that ground and air forces undergo joint
training to ensure coordinated and efficient deployment and accurate air-delivered fire support. Night
flying capabilities must be developed to ensure that forces can achieve operational and tactical surprise
and maintain maximum pressure on the enemy by day or night. Ground- controlled unmanned aerial
vehicles can complement tactical aerial surveillance ahead of the pursuing forces.

Security: Security relating to operations and movements must be consistently applied by the units
engaged in counter-AGF operations. This implies that no unauthorised persons are allowed to enter
base areas, communications centres, or operations rooms. Troops engaged in operations must apply
good battle and communications discipline at all times. Radio messages must, at a minimum, be
encoded and nicknames must be used for locations, rendezvous points, and villages. Members of the
populace should not be employed on the bases, but where it becomes necessary, they should be
carefully vetted to ensure that they cannot compromise security. When vacating temporary bases,
troops must leave nothing of intelligence value behind. Good security will prevent surprises attacks or
ambushes on the temporary bases. Routine actions must be avoided at all costs. Patrol routes and
timings must be varied to enhance security. Poor security provides the enemy with intelligence and
attack options. Security can also be compromised by troops who are subjected to very lengthy
deployments with no breaks in which to rest and recover. Uncontrolled use of social media platforms can
breach security.

Area domination: A forward operating base does not, in itself, provide area domination. It must serve
as the jumping-off point for the domination of an area by patrols, observation posts, fire-force actions,
listening posts, and static ambushes. Using terrain and the historical tendencies of the AGF, the armed
forces will be able to better appreciate potential enemy targets and infiltration routes. If these are
dominated, the AGF will be vulnerable during infiltration and movement to contact. Terrain permitting,
snipers and indirect fire can be used to dominate an area as can day and night attack helicopter patrols.

Rapid reaction: The armed forces must be able to rapidly respond and deploy on actionable
intelligence or any AGF action and/or sighting. The force reacting to the intelligence must be correctly
trained, correctly equipped, and rapidly inserted by vehicle or helicopter. If they are to be inserted by
vehicle, the forces must be trained in counter- mine/counter-IED drills, remain off-road where possible,
and avoid rushing through natural choke points while mounted. If helicopters are to be used, the force
will be inserted by air-landed techniques, fast roping or rappelling. If the reaction is due to an offensive
AGF action (ambush or attack) the reaction force must likewise be ready and able to respond rapidly
with aggressive, focussed firepower. Immediate action drills must constantly be reviewed and practised
to ensure that immediate action can be undertaken to counter enemy actions and thereby gain the
initiative. Rapid reaction underwrites an offensive spirit and a desire to close with and destroy the
enemy.

Limit collateral damage: Collateral damage must, wherever possible, be limited or prevented as the
populace is not the enemy. Collateral damage is not only the result of poor fire discipline and poor fire
control but also occurs when the populace and their property, livestock, belongings, and fields are not
respected. Abuse of the populace must be strictly prohibited and acted upon when noted. The populace
will lose respect for the armed forces and develop sympathy for the AGF cause if the armed forces are



heavy handed and create additional collateral damage. Fraternising with the populace (especially
members of the opposite sex) can also result in collateral damage as it may anger the populace.

Climate creation: The armed forces’ primary mission is to identify, locate, strike, annihilate, and
exploit the AGF. By implication, the role of the armed forces is to, by annihilating the AGF, create a
climate in which it is suitable for the government to conduct negotiations from a position of strength. In
the climate of safety and

Figure 76: The application of principles in attacking the AGFs

security created by the armed forces, government agencies and departments must fulfil their
respective roles in order to recapture the loyalty and support of the populace. The armed forces must
not become embroiled in or side-tracked by futile ‘hearts-and- minds’ policies—indeed, such is the role
of the state, the civil service, and government agencies and departments. However, the armed forces
can contribute to the ‘hearts-and- minds’ policy by treating the populace with dignity and respect, acting
in a disciplined manner, respecting local customs and traditions, acknowledging the role of tribal elders
and village chieftains, and protecting the populace against insurgent reprisals.

Tactical Considerations
There are numerous tactical considerations that need to be borne in mind when conducting a counter-

AGF campaign. These include but are not restricted to:

• Actionable intelligence is crucial to planning and operations
• Innovative and relentless thinking is required in the development of options and actions
• Terrain dictates TTPs
• Initiative must be encouraged, gained, exploited, and maintained at all levels
• Good radio communications at all times is essential



• Direction-finding to locate enemy radio positions and bases will enhance planning, provide targets, and
enable rapid reaction
• Tactical deception and surprise is a vital element of counter-AGF combat operations
• A strong tactical airlift and air support capability is essential
• Speed of deployment and concentration of forces must be exercised at all times
• The forces engaged in counter-AGF operations must be correctly organised, mission specifically
trained, correctly equipped, and well led
• The terrain—including the populace—must be used to advance the mission of the armed forces
• Indirect fire support must be deployed to achieve maximum effect in supporting the counter-AGF forces
• Air support must be used effectively and judiciously
• Calculated risks based on lessons learned must be considered at all times
• Differences in cultures, traditions, and religions must be understood and respected by all forces
engaged in counter-AGF operations
• Counter-AGF forces must be able to adapt to different environments and rapidly changing scenarios
with ease
• Strong leadership is called for during counter-AGF operations
• Fire-control and battle discipline are critical if the counter-AGF forces are to prevail
• Smaller units are logistically easier to maintain and able to sustain themselves better in the field
• Decentralised and streamlined command and control ensures initiative and flexibility
• To sustain small unit operations in the field, the counter-AGF units may have to cache food, water,
medical supplies, ammunition, and other essential equipment
• Night operations are essential to maintain pressure on the enemy and achieve tactical surprise

Counter-AGF operations form a crucial component of defending and protecting the Pillars of State. To
be successful, all operations must be guided by the relevant political policies and guidelines.

Sweeping through an objective



The author (on left) in Benghazi tried to warn the Libyans in 2013 of what was coming...they opted to believe
others



Chapter 20

Countering Conflict and War in Africa

Our future wars will not consist of massed armour and infantry assaults. Our enemies will operate amongst the populace while
exploiting every opportunity to seize control over the informational environment to spread disinformation and propaganda to achieve
their political ends. This will give them control over the populace and therefore the country. The enemy will have significant foreign

support. We need to prepare to engage them in a form of warfare that harnesses every asset we have and not try to achieve victory
with a series of conventional-style engagements.

– Author in lecture to African general staff officers, Nov 2012

The threats facing African governments are numerous, dynamic, multi-dimensional and ever evolving,
and they will continue to emanate  from within national borders  and from regional neighbours, and/or
foreign-backed governments and their proxy forces. Clandestine, covert and overt foreign involvement in
conflicts and wars can never be discounted. It therefore remains conceivable that African governments
will find themselves fighting not only AGFs and regional forces supported by foreign air and sea power
but foreign troops505 as well. Ignoring this reality will cost African governments dearly.

Good governance, legitimacy, stability, and control over the informational and cyber environments are
a government’s best defences against any anti-government movement, regardless of who is supporting
it. However, foreign powers can utilise coercive diplomacy, disinformation, denial of service attacks,
negative propaganda, and proxy forces to create instability, challenge legitimacy, and/or effect regime
change.

A government’s capacity to withstand domestic and foreign attacks against its authority and legitimacy
is determined by whether or not the populace accepts its direction and policies.

Hard-line governments that primarily cater to a select segment of the population tend to view the
political opposition as ‘the enemy’. This negative approach to debate alienates the opposition and
results in confrontational and divisive politics which can turn the populace against the government and
ultimately collapse it from within.

Governments will continue to be plagued by poor strategic vision coupled with unrealistic strategy
development based on implausible intelligence. This will give enemies strategic, operational, and
tactical advantages that will be difficult to contain and/or reclaim.

African Pillars of State will continue to be targeted as restive populaces, regional neighbours, foreign
governments, and large corporations continue to battle for control of Africa’s valuable resources.

Irresponsible elements in the mainstream and social media will continue to erode positive perceptions
and replace them with negative ones. Governments that have governed at the expense of the populace
will find themselves under increased threat from AGFs and increasingly disgruntled and disillusioned
populaces fuelled by negative perceptions. AGF actions will be exploited and supported by foreign
governments who wish to ensure regime changes that will benefit them.

A lack of maintenance on basic service delivery infrastructure will continue to result in gradual erosion
and ultimate collapse of existing infrastructure which, in turn, will negatively impact the Pillars of State.
In the face of ever deteriorating and/or non-existent service delivery, civil disobedience and non-violent
protests will turn into violent protests and militant actions aimed at forcing governments to act. The
involvement of fifth columnists will become increasingly obvious.

Organised crime aimed at satisfying greed and the quest for criminal influence and power, will
increase as law enforcement agencies become increasingly ineffective. The fruits of these attacks on
the economic and populace pillars will be used to sponsor further attacks against the remaining Pillars
of State. As the intelligence services and law enforcement agencies become ever more ineffective and
disillusioned, organised transnational criminal organisations will utilise AGFs to serve their aims.

Developing Military Strategies and Operational Designs
Without a realistic national strategy and policies, there can be no guiding national military strategy as

the national military strategy is a sub-set or component of the nation’s national security strategy, itself a
component or subset of the national strategy. Like all strategies, the national military strategy is
intelligence driven, and where assumptions are used in formulating it, they must be valid and realistic.



African governments must rethink and adjust their national military strategies in the face of rapid,
dynamic, and continual changes in regional and international environments, evolving threats, increased
battlefield technology, and weakening economies. The primary aim is to secure the state from threats
and actions aimed at eroding the Pillars of State with the ultimate goal of achieving a change of
government.

National military strategies based on agile, mobile, and aggressive offensive-defence are therefore
the most viable desired end state. Campaign strategies and their subsequent operational designs must
be developed to find the most feasible ways in which to meet the ends and prevent the enemy from
achieving his planned end-state. To be successful, strategy must be based on a clear and credible
vision of how threats will manifest.

Strategy must acknowledge and assess all present and/or potential challenges, and provide feasible
and realistic options for overcoming them and achieving unity of effort. It is therefore a ‘cohesive
response to an important challenge’.506

This can be illustrated as follows:

Figure 77: The strategy triangle

In developing the national military strategy, cognisance must be taken of numerous factors that impact
the national, regional, and continental/international security situations. The final military campaign
strategy must be consistent with and reinforce the national security strategy and ultimately, the national
strategy. The military strategy must be



Figure 78: Reaching the end state

guided by coordinated policies and directives, and be realistic (i.e. politically feasible, economically
viable, strategically responsible, and nationally acceptable).

Military strategy therefore entails more than a conceptual and future-orientated ‘big picture’ coupled
with a SWOT507 analysis. The goal is to determine what end-state the government wants to achieve with
the support of its military assets.

The final strategy, having gone through a process of analysis against the national security strategy,
must, at a minimum, provide insight into:

• The real, perceived, and/or predicted threats to national security and how they will manifest
• How the armed forces must organise, train, equip, position, and posture themselves to complement
and protect the national strategy and counter threats
• How and where the armed forces will or will not engage an enemy
• How the OE will impact on military actions
• Command and control

Intelligence based strategic forecasting must continually be used to adapt and improve the national
military and campaign strategies which in turn, impact operational design(s). An in depth assessment of
all consequences (intended and unintended) must be considered at all times.

Tactics, techniques, and procedures must be aimed at overcoming potential military challenges,
obstacles, and threats that may derail operational design(s). Broadly speaking, the military challenges,
obstacles, and threats facing African governments can be listed as follows:

• Threats from internal or national armed anti-government forces
• Threats from regional armed forces, with or without foreign support
• Threats from proxy forces supported by international powers
• A combination of the above

The Future African Battlefield
African military history has shown that all modern anti-government and/or revolutionary movements

make provisions for escalation from unconventional to conventional warfare. The future African
battlefield can therefore be expected to remain largely unchanged in terms of the progression from
revolutionary warfare or armed rebellious uprising to forms of conventional warfare aimed at collapsing
or overthrowing governments.

The involvement of foreign powers (both regional and international) seeking to establish hegemony
over AGFs in order to establish governments that will be loyal to supporting powers is not a recent
phenomenon on the African battlefield. This approach to foreign policy and armed foreign intervention



has, at the time of writing, destabilised states in Central, North, East, and West Africa, led to increased
regional political and religious tensions, created large numbers of internally displaced persons and
refugees, and allowed arms and equipment to flow freely over porous borders. In turn, it has opened the
floodgates for transnational criminal and terrorist organisations whose impact will be felt for many years
to come.

Many African armies have retained their conventional warfare capabilities albeit with dated equipment
and irrelevant foreign doctrines. Many African armies have been—are still are—the beneficiaries of sub-
standard foreign military training. The type of threats African governments face, coupled with the terrain,
have proven beyond any doubt that this approach creates misery, chaos, and defeat. Whereas new
weapons and technology will increasingly make their presence felt on the battlefield, African armed
forces must be prepared to engage an enemy in:

• Intelligence operations
• Operations in support of government actions during national disasters or crises
• Counter-terrorist operations in support of law enforcement agencies
• Internal containment and stability operations in support of law enforcement agencies
• Counter-AGF operations in support of law enforcement agencies
• Independent counter-AGF operations
• Mobile operations
• Limited conventional warfare

The armed forces depend on assistance from the remaining Pillars of State to successfully
accomplish their various missions and ensure that they retain their integrity. This complex and dynamic
blend of a multitude of different operations is known as composite warfare.508

Defining Composite Warfare
Composite warfare is an approach to conflict and war that engages all the Pillars of State. It can

therefore not be viewed as a purely military approach to conflict and war.
Whereas the armed forces play a major role in destroying AGFs or hostile forces, they form part of a

cohesive and unified offensive deterrent against any threats the government may face.
The armed forces are merely the tip of the spear that a government uses to destroy a threat. The

impetus and momentum for the spear comes from the remaining Pillars of State and the state’s
domestic and foreign policies.

As the tip of the spear, the armed forces must be able to engage in a combination of conventional and
unconventional manoeuvres and numerous clandestine and covert actions. In turn, all actions
conducted by the armed forces must be supported by the remaining Pillars of State.

Composite warfare therefore involves politico-military campaigns as opposed to a purely military
campaigns.

Preparing For Future Conflicts And Wars
To counter the numerous threats facing African Pillars of State, African armies will need to reassess

the future and adopt a posture that ensures the offensive-defence of the Pillars of State.
Composite warfare utilises all the Pillars of State to counter a hostile threat or action regardless of

whether it is offensive, defensive, conventional, or unconventional in nature. To accomplish their
mission, the armed forces need:

• To have their actions supported by government will
• The planned and coordinated assistance and support of the all the Pillars of State
• The support of the populace
• To be organised in a balanced manner
• To be correctly trained and equipped to cope with numerous threat scenarios
• To be correctly led
• To be able to sustain themselves
• To be able to seize the initiative from the enemy
• To be able to fight by day or night
• To be capable of conducting combined arms operations



• To be capable of conducting joint operations
• To be able to conduct operations other than war

Composite warfare therefore allows the armed forces to conduct all military operations in conjunction
with government agencies and departments. This joint effort at containing and combating threats results
in unity of effort and strategic focus and enables the state’s resources to be effectively employed in
countering any threat it may be facing.

Operations related to war, operations other than war, and intelligence operations must be developed
and executed based on credible and sound intelligence and close liaison between all intelligence
agencies and the other role players.

Figure 79: Missions related to conflict and war

Executing this multiple role requirement places additional strain on the armed forces. Training,
equipment, doctrine, tactics, and strategy need to be adjusted and adapted accordingly.

Approach to Composite Warfare
Composite warfare utilises mounted and dismounted forces and employs conventional and

unconventional manoeuvres and TTPs. It has proven its worth in numerous successful combat
operations in Africa.

As warfare is generally developed in depth it requires lengthy lines of communication. Forces must be
balanced and sustainable at all times during composite warfare operations. Operations require high
mobility, agility, good communications, effective organic fire support (ground and air), efficient logistics,
flexibility, and decentralised operational command and control. These critical characteristics are, for
numerous reasons, not always present among African forces.

Intelligence, agility, firepower, mobility, and manoeuvre are the keys to successful composite warfare
operations. Without intelligence, the armed forces cannot identify and locate the enemy. Without agility,
the attacking force will be unable to strike the enemy with speed. Orders and instructions cannot be



carried over to the participating forces without communications. Mobility (horisontal and vertical) lacking
in firepower will not achieve shock action or the required attrition of enemy forces and material.
Manoeuvre requires agility and mobility. Terrain will determine the type of mobility—mechanised,
motorised, dismounted or air delivered—that is most suited to the operation.

Air assets play an important role in supporting and sustaining composite warfare operations and
providing ISR. Great distances, poorly developed infrastructure, and the nature of the terrain make
mobile and manoeuvre operations more complicated when air assets are lacking.

Air assets support composite forces with the following:

• The projection of force
• Airborne ISR
• Vertical envelopment options
• The provision of close air support and air interdiction operations
• Offensive air and air transport operations
• Infiltration of Special Operations Groups conducting combat reconnaissance and special operations
• Strategic and tactical delivery of unconventional forces
• Casualty evacuation
• Logistical support
• Airborne forward observation officers to call in and adjust indirect fire support
• Leap-frogging of pursuit forces
• Deployment of blocking forces

This support can greatly influence the morale and will of the combat forces while having a negative
impact on the enemy’s morale and will to fight.

Naval or riverine forces can similarly expand a commander’s options.
Well-planned logistical support structures must be developed to maintain the mobility of forces and

ensure flexibility of effort. A failure in logistics will lead to a failure of agility, mobility, and subsequently of
manoeuvre. In turn, this will result in a loss of momentum and overstretched and vulnerable supply lines
and present the enemy with vulnerable targets.

Mobility and manoeuvre are achieved by:

• Dismounted (foot) forces
• Motorised forces
• Mobile strike forces509

• Mechanised forces
• Helicopter-borne forces
• Parachute forces
• Riverine/marine forces

Mobility and manoeuvre are enhanced or impeded by:

• Terrain
510

• Climate (heavy rain, drought, extreme heat, cold)
• Vegetation
• The distribution of the population within the AO
• Natural obstacles (rivers, swamps, marshes)

Natural obstacles such as rivers and lakes can provide numerous advantages to an attacking force
(envelopment, bypassing, logistical supply lines, lines of communication, casualty evacuation,
navigational aids, and infiltration routes). Riverine or naval forces must therefore be schooled in
composite warfare operations and its TTPs.

Obstacles such as mountains can be overcome using helicopter-borne forces to achieve strategic,
operational, and/or tactical surprise. High ground that is inaccessible to mechanised, mobile or
motorised forces can be occupied by means of helicopter-borne or dismounted forces. These positions
may hold vital operational or tactical importance to the attacking force.



A characteristic of composite warfare is that safe and secure flanks and fronts do not exist. Flank
guards must therefore always be deployed to prevent the enemy from achieving surprise flank attacks.
Operations are fluid and unless air superiority or at a minimum air parity exists, flanks can be threatened
from the air.

At the operational and tactical levels, commanders need to exercise initiative and be bold, daring, and
decisive. Battle plans must make provision for:

• Speed: Speed is a force multiplier in composite warfare operations. Speed of deployment and action
can be aided by the judicious use of combat vehicles (AFVs,511 APCs, IFVs, MPVs and MRAPs) and
riverine and helicopter-borne forces. Speed allows forces to deploy in different battle formations and
strike the enemy hard. Speed of action can prevent enemy commanders from reorganising forces,
demoralise enemy forces, add to surprise, and pre-empt enemy counter-measures. Speed of action is
vital in pre-emptive operations.
• Concentration of forces: Combat manoeuvres and actions must ensure the rapid concentration of
forces and fire at the correct time and place. Simultaneously, enemy forces must be disrupted, divided,
and prevented from concentrating.
• Holding enemy forces: The enemy must be denied initiative and freedom of movement. This requires
locating and fixing the enemy with fire, after which holding actions are used to prevent the enemy from
deploying or withdrawing his forces and reserves effectively.
• Logistics, communication, and command and control structures: Logistical lines, lines of
communication, and command and control structures must be protected and defended. Simultaneously,
the enemy’s communications and control structures must be targeted and destroyed or disrupted. This
can only be achieved through actionable intelligence, and when dealing with AGFs, through the
cooperation of the law enforcement agencies.
• Armoured and mechanised forces: If the terrain allows, armoured and mechanised forces, with their
great shock action and firepower, remain the nucleus of any mechanised attacking force. Armoured
forces must be deployed at the correct time and place to deal decisive blows in terms of attrition and
morale. Alternatively, armoured forces can provide ground troops with devastating fire support, encircle
or outflank enemy forces, and destroy enemy reinforcements.
• Mobile strike forces: Heavily-armed mobile strike forces can penetrate deep into enemy dominated
areas and strike, and then continue with harassing tasks in the area while motorised and/or mechanised
forces mop-up the objectives and secure them. Strike forces utilise armoured protected vehicles with
very good cross-country mobility.
• Intelligence: Focussed, timely, credible, and actionable intelligence gathered from a variety of sources
(air reconnaissance, ground reconnaissance, HUMINT, SIGINT) enables a commander to identify and
locate the enemy, adjust his plans, maintain momentum, and identify enemy strong and weak points.
• Security and surprise: The commander’s intentions must remain hidden from the enemy to ensure
surprise. Deception operations must be planned and executed at various command levels to prevent
enemy commanders from pre-empting the attacking force’s actions. This adds to the enemy force’s
overall confusion and results in a decline in morale. Deception will furthermore prevent the enemy
commander from making sound plans and decisions. Confusion must be exploited with speed and
ruthlessness. Striking the enemy during darkness and/or foul weather conditions adds to security and
surprise.
• Pursuit and Exploitation: Fleeing or disrupted enemy forces must be relentlessly pursued so that they
cannot escape to fight another day. Once the enemy has been degraded, disrupted, and defeated,
successes must be exploited rapidly and ruthlessly. This will increase casualties and prevent the enemy
from reorganising his forces.

Composite warfare operations are rooted in the concept of lightning war.512 Balanced combined arms
teams are deployed with attached and/or organic air support to allow rapid advance and attack options.
All the Pillars of State must take a ‘lightning warfare’ approach in support of the armed forces.

The combined arms teams, known as battle groups, must be jointly trained, well equipped, and well
integrated. Unity of effort achieves maximum effect.

A composite warfare army group consists of two divisions:
As a basis for operations, the composite warfare division is organised as follows:



The division: A composite warfare division consists of three combat operations groups. The combat
operations group: The combat operations group consists of three battle groups that may fight as a
single entity or conduct independent operations. In addition, each combat operations group has an
organic attack helicopter detachment, an artillery detachment consisting of guns and multiple mobile
rocket launchers (MRLs), and a tank detachment consisting of tanks and support vehicles for
conventional deployment.

The combat operations group is organised to be flexible so that it can conduct varied high-mobility 
and  manoeuvre  combat operations.

The battle group: The battle group consists of three  combat  teams  and is capable of conducting
numerous independent operations. Battle groups have organic indirect fire, engineer, and pioneer
elements that ensure fire support and mobility. They also have their own medical,  logistical, 
administrative,  and signals elements. Attack helicopters are

Figure 80: The composite warfare army group

attached under command as dictated by the operational situation. Modular combat teams give the
battle group flexibility so that it can be reorganised to increase firepower and mobility as dictated by the
enemy and the terrain. The combat teams are capable of independent operations. Where terrain
consists of dense jungle and where there is limited infrastructure, the battle group may require tactical
airlift. Where the threat of enemy armour is low, the battle group may be mine-resistant ambush
protected vehicle-heavy. Where the threat is armour-heavy, additional armour can be detached to battle
groups from combat operations groups.

Figure 81: The composite warfare division

Strategic and Operational Considerations of Composite Warfare Operations
The following considerations must always be factored in to any composite warfare campaign strategy:

• National political goals must dominate
• Strategic intent and vision must guide operations



• The trinity of gravity counts
• Leadership must be resolute
• Intelligence must guide strategy and operational plans
• Unity of effort is required across all the Pillars of State
• Over-reliance on technology can result in failure
• Obstacles must be turned into advantages and threats into opportunities
• Ensure operational clarity
• Exploit the information environment
• Operate within the rules of war
• Minimise collateral damage

National political goals must dominate: The national security strategy, national military strategy, the
subsequent military campaign strategies, and the operational designs and plans must complement the
national strategy as it is the national strategy that establishes the framework wherein all military
operations are planned and executed. The national strategy therefore impacts on all plans and
preparations and the execution of operations. All military plans must consequently be aimed at
maintaining, defending, and protecting the Pillars of State within a clear political framework.

Strategic intent and vision must guide operations: Whereas the intent will always be to ensure the
stability of and strengthen the Pillars of State, the armed forces must have the  capacity, will, and  ability 
to  conduct  independent  operations  in support  of government policies.

The trinity of gravity counts: The enemy, the populace, and the enemy’s financial support-base
must be considered at all times, and the populace must be discouraged from supporting or assisting the
enemy. Law enforcement agencies and intelligence services must focus on determining and neutralising
the enemy’s financial support base. Leadership must be resolute: Strong military leadership is
required to ensure that operations are well planned, understood, and executed at the correct time and
place.

A failure in leadership will result in operational failure. Good leadership will exploit success and not
reinforce failure.

Intelligence must guide strategy and operational plans: Intelligence serves as a guide to deployments regardless of the
type of operation. The collection, analysis, and interpretation of information, and the dissemination of

intelligence to the correct unit(s) at the correct time will enable the armed forces to posture correctly and
predict enemy actions and reactions.

Unity of effort is required across all the Pillars of State: The Pillars of State must work in harmony.
Whereas the populace and economy pillars are dependent on security, good governance, and sound
policies, the pillars that require government intervention must be coordinated to provide services
efficiently.

Over-reliance on technology can result in failure: Technology is not a substitute for strategy at any level. Technology can play
an important role in all spheres of operations but it should not replace training and preparation.

Turn obstacles into advantages and threats into opportunities: Every operational obstacle or problem presents a challenge
that can be overcome by lateral thinking. Strategists and planners can generate options by assessing each obstacle in depth.

Ensure operational clarity: While composite warfare operations are complex and dynamic, they
must always be conducted with operational clarity and be aimed at meeting operational objectives
aligned to the national security strategy. The underlying threat- driver(s) must be determined and
assessed. Task-responsibilities and accountability must be predetermined for all role players and orders
and instructions must be clear, directed, and unambiguous without stifling initiative.

Exploit the information environment: Failure to grasp and exploit the information environment will
deny the armed forces of numerous advantages and opportunities to shape and direct perceptions.
Maximum use must be made of mainstream and social media.

Apply psychological warfare: The aim of psychological warfare is to alter the perceptions of the
populace while demoralising the enemy and impacting negatively on his will to fight. This is not possible
without control over the information environment.

Operate within the rules of war: The rules of war are a combination of internationally accepted
conventions, protocols, treaties, and laws that govern the actions of armed forces engaging hostile
forces. These rules are viewed as applicable when belligerents have issued formal declarations of war.
However, the rules of war cannot apply to every hostile attempt to attack a government. AGFs or proxy
forces that act against a government without the issuance of a formal declaration of hostilities, are not



complying with the rules of war. Such undeclared acts are viewed as criminal and therefore, the rule of
law must be applied.

Minimise collateral damage: Excessive, unwarranted, and uncontrolled collateral damage to
civilians and their property will serve the enemy well and make the population support the enemy. Every
effort must be made to prevent collateral damage.

The following must be borne in mind during all operational planning cycles:

• Intelligence
• Multiple, coordinated effort
• Future-based planning
• Unity of joint effort
• Logistics
• Lightning strikes
• Flexibility
• Swarming
• Controlled, focussed fire
• Exploit windows
• Psychological exploitation
• Human domain

Intelligence: The function of operational level intelligence is to provide target intelligence on the
enemy and his deployments and predict future threats and enemy

Taking a break during a mobile advance



Tall grass gives options to those who chose to use it

actions that may influence or impact negatively on the commander’s intent and plans. A lack of
credible intelligence will furthermore hamper the development of operational plans. Without intelligence,
the commander remains blind to enemy plans and subsequently loses strategic and operational
initiative. Intelligence must serve as the basis for all decision making and planning.

Intelligence provides much-needed guidance in terms of the OE and enables the identification and
location of enemy forces. Controlled by the joint intelligence centre, the flow of intelligence must
permeate the operational and tactical levels through the joint operations centre.

At the political level, intelligence guides strategy but at the operational level, intelligence must feed
and direct operations and vice versa. It guides the armed forces in terms of what can be done and
where to expect the highest or the least resistance from the enemy. As the operational situation adapts
or changes, so too must the focus of intelligence collection change.

Sound intelligence including historical enemy trends and TTPs also provides commanders with
deception possibilities.

Intelligence is the single most critical factor in reducing strategic and operational uncertainty and
surprise.

Multiple, coordinated effort: The strategic and operational end goal of composite warfare is to
protect the Pillars of State. The armed forces are one of the national security assets that defend the
African state against numerous threats, but they are only part of the solution. All efforts must be made to
gain/regain the initiative across multiple fronts. Multiple coordinated effort is manifested by attacks on
more than one axis, coordinated ground-air support, synchronised operations, and the exploitation of
the dynamics of combat power relevant to terrain and the enemy.

Future-based planning: All plans must be future based and their validity is dependent on credible,
sound, and confirmed intelligence. Realistic threat predictions and threat scenarios make it possible for
commanders to plan for manpower, training, resources, posture options, organisational and doctrinal
adaptations, deception options, logistical requirements, and contingency plans, actions, and counter-
actions. Future-based planning will enable the commander to develop exploitation options as well as
expand battlefield gains.

Unity of joint effort: A philosophy of joint inter-agency, inter-departmental, and inter-service
cooperation must be cultivated at all levels, especially at the joint crisis response, joint intelligence, and
joint operations centres. These centres must be able to rapidly react to developing threat situations and
immediately take corrective action. Government agencies and departments must be able to cooperate
with the armed forces and law enforcement agencies when dealing with internal conflict situations. Petty
politics, personal grudges and differences, and a lack of urgency will hamper and harm the effort and



escalate the problem. Unified joint effort provides the commander with a multitude of options as
opposed to numerous disparate options.

Logistics: Forces require food, water, fuel, ammunition, and a host of other resources to sustain
combat operations and actions. All operations must be planned with logistical capabilities in mind. There
are numerous examples of military operations and actions where shortages in fuel or ammunition have
led to the operational failure and even the defeat of an army. Forward logistical areas/bases must be
established in advance to ensure that the logistical chain is not overstretched. The use of organic
logistic echelons must be considered to ensure that operations are sustained and momentum not lost.
Logistical vehicles must have cross-country capabilities and move with the fighting forces over varied
terrain.

Lightning strikes: Coordinated and synchronised ground and air strikes on enemy concentration
areas, assembly areas, bases, infiltration routes, withdrawal routes, and communications centres must
be planned and executed. High mobility forces with air support can rapidly attack enemy concentrations,
deploy onto anticipated enemy approaches and seize strategic or key terrain, function as cut-off or
blocking forces, pin the enemy down, and lure the enemy into prepared killing grounds. Mobility denial
operations by the enemy must be factored into planning at all times. Lightning strikes include the use of
airmobile forces to rapidly attack targets before being extracted. These strikes can be supported by
unconventional units (Special Operations Groups, mobile strike units or light infantry). Diversionary
strikes and ruses can be used to confuse the enemy regarding the direction, time, and place of the
attack.

Flexibility: Flexibility is assured by cross-training, initiative, exploitation of opportunities, mobility,
communications, and audacity. Composite forces must be correctly trained if they are to accomplish
mission success. Joint law enforcement-military training will allow the armed forces to correctly partake
in internal policing operations and add value to law enforcement efforts, especially with regards to urban
warfare, hostage release, and counter-crime operations. Similarly, members of composite forces need to
know how to utilise and exploit the other resources in the force. All elements must know how to request
and control air strikes, close air support, and indirect fire. Rapid manoeuvre and targeted firepower add
to battlefield flexibility. Operational plans must not reduce the initiative of subordinates and must give
commanders at all levels opportunities to make adaptations that allow them to meet operational
directives. Decentralised command and control adds to battlefield flexibility. This does, however, assume
that the forces are well trained. Unconventional forces increase flexibility and operational options when
they operate in tandem with conventional forces. Swarming: Coordinated simultaneous multi-directional
attacks must be launched against enemy bases, installations, communications centres, weapons and
ammunition dumps, and other vital infrastructure. The attacks must be carried out to cripple and restrict
the enemy’s ability to concentrate his forces, impact on morale, and deceive the enemy in terms of the
time, place, and direction of the main effort. Swarm attacks overload an enemy’s ability to respond
effectively and dramatically add to the fog of war. Forces must be rapidly concentrated and dispersed at
the critical time to ensure manoeuvre options  and force the  enemy to deploy his  forces prematurely.
Swarm attacks can also be carried out without a main effort having been planned, allowing the
swarming  forces to melt  away after the attack. Rapid  force concentration  can surprise the enemy and
allow the armed forces to seize the initiative. Rapid dispersal of forces reduces a target signature for the
enemy to engage. Swarm attacks must be supported by electronic warfare and denial of service (cyber)
attacks against enemy communication lines and computer systems.

Controlled, focussed fire: Direct and indirect fire must be controlled and focussed when attacking
the enemy during enemy incursions and cross-border offensives. Uncontrolled fire, including random air
strikes, will reduce the effect of the fire and create collateral damage and civilian casualties that will act
to the enemy’s advantage. Indirect fire plans and support must be synchronised with the direct fire and
manoeuvre of the attacking forces.

Exploit windows: Strategic, operational, and tactical windows of opportunity must be rapidly seized
and exploited before they close. If successes and options are exploited, the enemy will be caught off-
balance, allowing strategic, operational, and tactical momentum to be achieved and sustained. Success
can be intoxicating and commanders must know when to stop exploitation. Over-exploitation can place
the armed forces and the Pillars of State in a vulnerable position and provide the enemy with numerous
advantages.

Psychological exploitation: Mainstream and social media platforms must be used to communicate
successes to the populace in an objective manner. A lack of important information breeds rumours and



speculation, and can have a demoralising effect on the populace. Similarly, negative media reporting
can erode the national will and generate despondency.

Human domain: The African AO is inhabited by people. The battleground, be it rural or urban,
includes not only the enemy and the terrain but also the  populace  that resides within it. The actions
within the AO impact on cultural, social, and physical elements, and determine whether the populace will
support the government forces or the enemy. The human domain is the state’s populace pillar and can
never be ignored nor neglected as it is a fundamental aspect of any operational plan and/or action.

Characteristics of Composite Warfare
Composite warfare consists primarily of rapid mobile warfare utilising both conventional and

unconventional TTPs. It has the following characteristics:

• Joint cooperation
• Agility and speed
• Reconnaissance in depth
• Locate, strike, and annihilate
• Relentless aggressive action
• Attrition and manoeuvre
• Consolidate, dominate, and exploit
• Concentrate, disperse, and redeploy
• Deployment and depth
• Decentralisation
• Negotiation

Joint cooperation: The Pillars of State must be harnessed in a unified manner and joint cooperation
between the armed forces and the various government agencies and departments must be promoted.
Similarly, joint cooperation between the ground forces, air forces, and naval/riverine forces is crucial to
success.

The application and exploitation of the dynamics of combat power enhances joint cooperation.
Agility and speed: Agility and speed of action and reaction will disrupt the enemy’s plans. Speed of

action and reaction also prevents protraction. Speed can only be achieved if the attacking forces have:

• The necessary intelligence regarding the enemy, his deployments, and his intentions
• The ability to support the operation with high-mobility combat vehicles
• The ability to rapidly deploy forces and press home an attack, or follow-up a fleeing enemy by means
of operational and tactical airlift
• Well-structured, secure, and sustainable logistical supply systems
• The ability to maintain and sustain operational momentum
• Correctly trained and equipped manpower that can act boldly, decisively, and rapidly
• Reliable battlefield communications throughout the operation

Coordinated and focussed effort combined with speed is a force multiplier as it enhances the effects
of manoeuvre, momentum, firepower, and surprise.

Reconnaissance in depth: It is essential for commanders to know what lies ahead of them. The
critical role of air513 and ground reconnaissance in assessing fluid and complex operational
environments is often neglected. These forces can gather vital information about terrain accessibility,
enemy infiltration routes, enemy positions, movements, deployment areas, and strengths. They can also
identify and secure landing zones, locate enemy harbour and base areas and river crossing points,
conduct sabotage actions, carry out prisoner snatch operations, air interdiction, ‘dummy drops’,514 raids,
and ambushes, disrupt the enemy’s lines of communication, and secure and screen flanks.

Well-planned combat reconnaissance missions are the commander’s eyes and ears and must be
exploited as much as possible. Additionally, combat reconnaissance teams must continually update
maps with new data relating to villages, infrastructure, cultivated fields, roads, paths, and population
concentrations as this information may be of future value to commanders.



If the populace is positively disposed towards the armed forces, it can play an important role in
providing intelligence.

Locate, strike, and annihilate: Manoeuvre forces must locate, strike and annihilate the enemy.
Working off intelligence (air and ground), they must determine the enemy’s positions, fix the enemy
(position forces in such a manner that the enemy is unable to escape or withdraw), and bind or isolate
the enemy (engage the enemy with direct and indirect fire and pin him down) to enable the assault
forces to move to their start lines and attack the enemy’s positions. Binding operations must always be
supported with indirect fire. All offensive actions must be focussed on annihilating the enemy.

Relentless aggressive action: The key to victory in any offensive operation is relentless aggressive
action along multiple fronts. Even when in a defensive posture, aggressive action is adopted to wear
down an attacking enemy force and to regain the initiative.

Attacks and strikes must be audacious, bold, and swift and must employ the correct force levels if
they are to shock and annihilate the enemy or break his will to fight. Well-balanced mechanised or
mobile forces supported by air power need to break in to the enemy’s rear areas, destroy the enemy’s
cohesion, and attack and destroy enemy strongpoints. Reserve forces must be balanced and capable of
responding at best speed with manoeuvre and firepower. These forces are used to reinforce the
attacking forces or exploit successes. Unconventional forces must be used to conduct raids and strikes,
cut off supply routes, ambush withdrawing or fleeing enemy forces, mine roads, place improvised
explosive devices, and destroy bridges. The limit of exploitation must be determined beforehand to
prevent attacking forces from overextending their reach.

Area domination by conventional and/or unconventional forces is essential to keep the enemy off
balance, add to attrition, and prevent the enemy from regrouping and gaining strategic, operational, or
tactical advantages.

Area domination is, furthermore, aimed at securing the populace within the AO and preventing locals
from giving displaced or fleeing AGFs/enemy forces safe haven and succour. The isolation of the local
population needs to be carefully planned in order to, at a minimum, keep it neutral towards the
government forces.

Counter-attacks must be planned for prior to attacking and capturing objectives.
Attrition and manoeuvre: Attrition and manoeuvre go hand-in-glove. Indirect fire on enemy positions

keeps the enemy pinned down and allows attacking forces to close with the objectives.
Swarm attacks, pre-emptive strikes, and the skilled use of manoeuvre forces will result in the attrition

of the enemy and cut off or disrupt his lines of communication and logistical supply routes. Special
Forces, Special Operations Groups, mobile strike forces, and small, well-balanced forces can locate,
isolate, and destroy smaller enemy concentrations and targets. Enemy manoeuvre can be impeded by
radio jamming and other EW techniques. At no stage must the attacking forces target the populace.
Collateral damage must be avoided at all costs and where possible, humanitarian aid must be provided.
Refugees must be channelled away from combat zones to prevent cross-fire casualties.

Consolidate, dominate, and exploit: Having lost a battle or engagement, enemy forces will be
demoralised, disorientated, and off-balance. These effects are only temporary and therefore the area
must be dominated by aggressive fighting patrols, observation posts, attack helicopter patrols, and
aerial surveillance to exploit the effects. Consolidation of effort must be pre-planned so that forces can
be resupplied and reinforced as rapidly as possible prior to moving to other objectives/targets. Enemy
infiltration and exfiltration routes must be dominated.

The attacking forces are vulnerable during the consolidation phase and early warning positions to the
flanks, front, and rear must be rapidly occupied to identify a possible enemy build up for a counter-
attack. Support weapons such as anti-tank guided missiles, mortars, heavy machine guns, and
automatic grenade launchers must be brought into position as soon as possible.

Where indirect weapons such as artillery are used, they must be redeployed, and defensive fire and
DF SOS515 targets must be registered as soon as possible. The patrols must seek out isolated pockets
of resistance and destroy them. Fleeing or withdrawing enemy forces must be relentlessly pursued and
destroyed.

Exploitation can be further enhanced by mobilising the local population, especially where they have
been subject to abuse by enemy forces. The mobilisation and training of local defence militia units can
be assisted by:



• Humanitarian aid516 (food, medical aid, and water)
• Exploitation of abuses and atrocities committed by the defending enemy forces
• Political persuasion of and empathy towards the local population
• Propaganda

Concentrate, disperse, and redeploy: Commanders must be able to concentrate force at the correct
time and place, disperse to present a smaller target to the enemy, and redeploy in mass when
necessary. This requires agility, flexibility of thought and action, good communications, and strong
command and control. Concentration of force must focus strength at the correct time and place.

Dispersed forces can lead to a dispersed battlefield and make it difficult to concentrate forces while
presenting the enemy with numerous targets.

Dispersal is a pre-planned action executed with discipline and control that allows the commander to
rapidly regroup his forces when necessary.

Concentration, dispersion, and redeployment keep the enemy off balance and unsure of the attacking
force’s intentions.

Deployment and depth: Forces can be deployed near to or far from the enemy. When the theatre of
operations is fluid and there is no defined front line, forces will be held in a position from which they can
rapidly react and engage the enemy. These forces require tactical mobility and will be forewarned of the
enemy’s intentions by intelligence and combat reconnaissance.

The positioning and deployment of forces is dependent on the mission, the AO/OE, and the enemy.
Adding depth to the deployment puts reserve forces at hand, ready to be committed either to the
defence or to exploit offensive successes.

Depth additionally adds momentum as exhausted echelons or forces can reinforced or replaced.
Depth adds elasticity to deployment and momentum to the defence and the offensive.

Decentralisation: Unity of command is essential to achieve the commander’s aim and ensure that
command is vested in one supreme commander. On the other hand, the complexity of the African
environment, and the varied operations required to locate and annihilate the enemy, require
decentralisation of command to ensure that initiative is allowed and that tactical successes are rapidly
executed.

Centralised command can create numerous disadvantages in a fluid operation. Whereas the supreme
commander will be responsible for developing the campaign strategy, it is the combat operations group,
battle group, and smaller unit commanders that need to make rapid decisions on the battlefield,
something a highly centralised command structure can inhibit.

Decentralised command allows subordinate commanders the latitude of action and responsibility to
meet operational and tactical objectives. It increases the speed and tempo of operations and allows for
the rapid exploitation of successes.

A disadvantage of decentralised command is that subordinate commanders may stop focussing on
the supreme commander’s strategic or operational intent. It must therefore be accompanied by clear
and concise orders, unambiguous guidelines for planning, and operational  boundaries.

Negotiation: No conflict or war is ever over until such time as a lasting or accepted peace has been
negotiated. Meaningful negotiations can only be carried out if the enemy has been convincingly
defeated, his forces annihilated, and his will to fight broken. A ceasefire does not constitute an end to
hostilities or ‘peace’ and can never be regarded as anything other than an opportunity for the enemy to
rebuild and re-equip his forces.

All negotiations must be conducted from a position of superior power and strength and give clear and
visible indications to the enemy that he has lost the conflict or war. The negotiations, apart from
surrender on the battlefield, are conducted and concluded at the political level and not by the armed
forces. The aim is to achieve an unconditional acceptance of the negotiations.



Chapter 21

Composite Warfare: Goals, Commonalities, Requirements, and Scenarios

Our world has changed. Today’s friends are very possibly tomorrow’s enemies. Enemies do not respect borders, constitutions,
human rights, or even alliances. Do not imagine your enemies won’t be coming. Also, do not imagine that they are not already here,

waiting to exploit a situation that will benefit them. The time to prepare is now. It is better to have what you require and not need it
than to need what you require and not have it. And also never forget, ‘My enemy’s enemy may also be my enemy’…our armed forces

must therefore be able to deter, degrade, and annihilate the enemy with relentless aggression on all fronts.
– Author to a visiting African government minister, September 2012

Africa is a continent under constant political, economic, criminal, and military attack. Economic
blackmail of African governments, psychological warfare, and political betrayal are increasing. Anti-
government movements funded by transnational organised crime are becoming increasingly prevalent.
Populations are becoming increasingly restive and hostile towards governments that fail to deliver on
their promises. Non-violent and violent protests are exploited by those who wish to change governments
for their own benefit. Friends and neighbours can—and will—change allegiances.

However, conflicts and wars are not only won on the battlefield. Victory requires strong political and
national will and unified effort across the Pillars of State. Victory is also dependent on sufficient early
warning as preparations must be made for a coming conflict or war.

Intelligence is essential to the development of effective strategies and policies. A failed strategy
and/or policy cannot be rescued by attempting to improve tactics in the field. Furthermore, intelligence
gives policy makers and strategists insight into which interests must be protected and defended, which
threats are significant, and what kind and level of force will be required to annihilate, negate, or subdue
them.

Goals
An enemy’s ultimate goal will be the degradation, erosion, and collapse of the Pillars of State. This

goal will require numerous actions including political and armed or military actions. The armed or military
actions will be focussed primarily on:

• The use of numerous unconventional and conventional methods to create multiple distractions and
problems for the armed forces over a wide front
• Compelling the armed forces to deploy over a wide front in order to remove forces from a particular AO
• Using unconventional methods to bind the armed forces thereby increasing their vulnerability to
conventional attack
• The establishment and preservation of bases and safe areas
• Convincing or coercing the populace to join and support their cause
• Avoiding direct military confrontation unless the time and place has been chosen to ensure victory
• Initiating armed contact with the armed forces when the enemy has overwhelming force and fire
• Protecting their trinity of gravity by ensuring secrecy of action and security of supporters
• Exploiting their ability to disperse into the local population after an attack
• Using the media to exploit small tactical victories by presenting them as large tactical or even
operational victories

Commonalities of Composite Warfare Operations
Regardless of whether a conflict or war is domestic or regional, all composite warfare operations have

certain commonalities. These include:

1. The conflict or war must be fought across all dimensions (political, strategic, operational, and
tactical).

2. All intelligence assets and resources must be deployed over wide and deep fronts so that the
enemy can be understood, identified, and located, and so that all centres and/ or points of gravity
can be targeted.



3. Intelligence must be credible, confirmed, and actionable and must not be shaped to align with
existing perceptions, policies, and/or plans.

4. There must be a clear understanding of the political goals and the approaches being used to
achieve them.

5. The Pillars of State must be jointly coordinated, integrated, synchronised, and harnessed to achieve
a unified and focussed aim.

6. A common unified goal must be achieved through strong, realistic, and viable strategies with which
political direction and policies, and military strategies, campaign strategies, and operational designs
are aligned.

7. Participants must understand the environment, the culture, the context, and the populace.
8. Command and control must be decentralised.
9. Combined and joint operations are essential at the strategic, operational, and tactical levels.

10. The informational and cyber environments must be controlled and dominated.
11. Psychological warfare and propaganda operations must be employed as silent force multipliers.
12. Air assets517 and close air support must be integrated into all ground force operations.
13. Indirect fire-support must be coordinated and synchronised at all levels.
14. Collateral damage must be minimised.
15. Technology must be utilised to enhance operations at all levels but must not be viewed as a

substitute for strategy or operational design.
16. Lessons learned must be assessed and incorporated into doctrine.
17. Cohesion must be ensured at all levels.
18. An offensive spirit must be cultivated.
19. The terrain and climatic conditions must be exploited.
20. All actions and reactions must be relentless and carried out rapidly and with ruthless efficiency.

Minimum Requirements for Success
The political and military success of any composite warfare campaign is dependent on:

• Government legitimacy
• Political and military will to prevail
• Unity of effort through inter-agency and inter-departmental cooperation across all Pillars of State
• Aligned, coherent, and realistic strategies based on credible intelligence
• Credible, confirmed, and actionable operational intelligence
• A clearly defined operational mandate strengthened by political and military will
• Correct organisation and grouping of forces
• Combined arms and joint operations
• Sustainable and realistic operational designs and battle plans
• Relentless and synchronised aggression, firepower, rapid manoeuvre, speed, pressure, and surprise
• Control over the human and physical terrain
• Exploitation of the terrain and climatic conditions
• An effective and sustainable logistical system
• An effective battlefield communications system
• Control over the informational and cyber environments
• Immediate exploitation of all political and military successes and gains

Future Scenarios
From a MORW point of view, armed forces face four primary scenarios:

• Countering AGFs independently or in support of law enforcement agencies
• Countering hostile military incursions backed by foreign governments
• Countering proxy forces backed by foreign governments
• Conducting offensive military campaigns (attacks or pre-emptive strikes) on hostile armed forces

Countering an Armed Anti-Government Uprising



Indications of a pending AGF campaign are visible in the developing intelligence picture prior to any
AGF action. The warning signs manifest in a variety of ways.

However, the greatest threat to a government in terms of its legitimacy is a disconnect between the
government and its policies, and the populace.

If a government fails to acknowledge and act on indications of a pending armed uprising it will find
itself embroiled in an AGF campaign that may take the form of:

• Urban AGF actions supported by serious criminal activities aimed at sustaining AGF campaigns
• Rural AGF campaigns aimed at establishing safe areas and training bases, and being close to the
populace for indoctrination, recruitment, and support
• Combinations of both

The populace’s actions, mood, and level of dissatisfaction with government is a vital indicator for a
potential AGF campaign. It is when the collision of numerous failures and grievances reach a tipping
point that AGF campaigns become likely.

An armed anti-government uprising is the practise of illegal politics. Countering a domestic AGF
uprising is therefore primarily a law enforcement responsibility. The decision to deploy the armed forces
is taken at the political level, either to support the law enforcement agencies or to take control of a
counter-AGF campaign. An AGF campaign cannot be conducted in the same manner as a military
offensive on a neighbouring enemy or country.

The belief that an AGF uprising can simply be crushed by the government is a fallacy as people’s
hopes and aspirations can never be crushed. Instead, every effort must be made to remove the
cause518 of the anti-government campaign. If this is not done, the campaign will assume a cyclic nature
and devolve into a false peace before flaring up again.

As governments work at removing the underlying causes of the AGF uprising, so too will the AGF
escalate its activities and become more violent. It will also increase efforts to influence the populace,
and prevent the government from neutralising its campaign.

Countering an AGF campaign requires unified inter-agency efforts aimed at attacking, disrupting,
and/or neutralising the AGF’s trinity of gravity. This approach must not only remove the cause and
isolate the AGF from its support base, but also neutralise, degrade, and destroy its armed elements
while restoring the faith of the populace.

The basic tenet articulated by Western military thinkers is that the enemy must be

Terrain dictates tactics



The author departing an FOB

defeated by quick decisive engagements that reduce his ability and will to fight. However, AGFs avoid
direct armed confrontation and instead, create protracted conflicts that lead to maximum attrition and
compel the armed forces to deploy over a wide front. The armed forces’ approach must therefore be one
of attrition conducted with rapid and ruthless efficiency while being part of a multi-dimensional approach.

The multi-dimensional approach can be tabulated as follows:

The armed forces’ approach to destroying or neutralising the AGF must be focussed on denying the
AGF any opportunity to launch actions, establish and build a support base, or improve its capabilities.
This requires proactive measures which are the result of intelligence, reconnaissance, and aggressive
exploitation of the situation. Hot pursuit operations, ambushes, pseudo operations, raids, attacks on
AGF bases, and deception operations must be conducted with speed, audacity, relentlessness,
sustained pressure, ruthlessness, and efficiency.

While the armed forces stabilise AGF-dominated areas and locate and destroy AGFs using low or
high intensity counter-AGF operations, government agencies and departments must take responsibility
for their duties and conduct their mandates efficiently, quickly, and skilfully.

The key to defeating any AGF campaign is isolating the AGF from its support, be that access to the
local population, funding, or the flow of weapons and materiel. Apart from improved and increased
governance, five vital components must support military action to neutralise the gravity triangle:



1. Intelligence on the AGF’s leadership, support base(s), foreign support, operational plans,
communication systems,519 and financial sponsorship. Email addresses, websites and other cyber
assets belonging to AGF members and their supporters must be hacked, disrupted, and digitally
manipulated to create confusion and feed in disinformation. Cellular telephone communications
must also be tracked, intercepted, and disrupted.

2. Psychological warfare can disrupt the AGFs’ decision making capabilities, sow confusion and
doubt, encourage anti-AGF sentiments, and break the  AGF’s will to  continue while simultaneously
strengthening the government’s support base.520 Effective psychological actions can only be
implemented if the state dominates the information environment and floods the target audience.
The use of effective disinformation operations utilising agents-of-influence or perceived anti-
government members under control must be considered and exploited.

3. Economic warfare must be conducted to identify, isolate, and neutralise the AGFs’ access to
funding. The AGF’s national, regional, and international channels for funding must be identified,
located, and neutralised using effective intelligence and proactive policing methods. In addition, the
AGF may revert to crime (bank robberies and cash in transit heists) to fund and sustain campaigns.

4. Law enforcement521 is responsible for conducting counter-AGF operations. Law enforcement
agencies must apprehend AGF leaders, identify and disrupt/neutralise infiltration routes, identify
and apprehend AGF supporters, step-up active policing, and identify and neutralise AGF
informational systems. Additional law enforcement actions include cordon and searches, active
patrolling, the collection of intelligence, vehicle check-points and road-blocks, and incentive-and-
reward programmes aimed at locating enemy weapons caches, safe havens, and supporters within
the government.

5. Informational warfare requires control over the informational environment. Without it, the
government will be unable to suppress the AGF’s use of mainstream and social media platforms to
convey messages to the populace and conduct political manoeuvre. Government must use the
informational environment to shape and alter popular perceptions and conduct psychological and
propaganda operations.

Diplomatic actions and liaison must be investigated and exploited if an AGF is supported by a second
country or hostile neighbour. Similarly, permission may be required for hot pursuit operations and/or pre-
emptive strikes targeting AGFs in neighbouring countries5222 The possibility that a neighbouring armed
force may engage in hot pursuit of the raiding forces must always be considered.

When a government instructs its armed forces to get involved in an AGF campaign, the intelligence
services and law enforcement agencies must provide their full and unconditional support to ensure a
unified effort.

The joint operations centre must plan and coordinate all combat and non-combat operations in the
AGF-dominated area.

Intelligence from the joint intelligence centre, as well as operational and tactical intelligence gained
from combat reconnaissance and captured AGFs will allow commanders to adapt and reformulate plans
and seize the initiative.

Once the area has been cleared of AGFs, the armed forces must bridge the credibility gap, create a
safe and secure climate, and conduct MOOTW so that the government can re-establish its authority
through good governance.

Countering a Hostile Military Incursion
In Africa, a limited military incursion by a hostile armed force remains a likelihood. Such incursions

may be the result of border disputes, resource greed, religious, ethnic, and/or cultural differences,
political clashes of will, or support that bolsters or protects an AGF or foreign-sponsored proxy force.
The incursion may take the shape of an unconventional attack or of a limited conventional attack
supported by unconventional forces.

A hostile military incursion does not happen overnight. It is preceded by political rhetoric and
numerous battle indications such as the movement and build-up of enemy troops and materiel, cross-
border enemy air activity, incursions by enemy reconnaissance forces, increased diplomatic rhetoric,



and coercive diplomacy. Intelligence collection and analysis is therefore crucial in identifying a possible
enemy invasion.

Attacks by foreign military forces will be aimed at eroding  and/or  degrading  the Pillars of State with
the goal of weakening or collapsing the government, subjugating the populace, seizing or holding
resources and terrain, or installing a government that can be controlled by the invading forces.

When a foreign military force attacks, it is the primary mission of the armed forces to adopt a
defensive posture, engage in defensive operations, and blunt and halt the enemy’s offensive.523

Thereafter, the armed forces must transition from a defensive to an offensive posture and strike and
annihilate or eject the hostile forces as rapidly as possible.524 Defensive and offensive actions must be
supported by unconventional operations.

All operations are aimed at inflicting maximum enemy casualties and loss of materiel and imposing
the defending forces’ will on the enemy. When the enemy is forced to negotiate an end to hostilities, sue
for peace, and/or withdraw his forces in disarray, he will have succumbed.

A doctrine that involves the nation in supporting the armed forces will free the armed forces from
having to protect key installations, bridges, roads, dams, and factories. Such a doctrine should include
the training of local defence militias525 that can be activated at short notice. Nevertheless, the successful
implementation of such a doctrine presupposes a sense of national identity, unity, and trust in the
government. Any lack of unity and trust will provide the hostile forces with an advantage and increase
the pressure on the defending armed forces and government.

If the invading forces cannot be rapidly dealt with, the armed forces must adopt a protracted war
approach utilising elements of guerrilla warfare supported by manoeuvre forces. Supporting actions
must include the placing of improvised explosive devices and landmines, sniping, sabotage, rear area
attacks, raids and ambushes on logistical supply lines, and pseudo actions. Protraction saps the
strength of the invading forces and isolates and destroys elements of their forces.

The defending forces must adopt direct and indirect methods of attack using coordinated elements of
conventional and unconventional warfare. Maximum use must be made of air support to ensure freedom
of manoeuvre, and neutralise static and mobile enemy targets. Operations should take place by day and
by night. However, where air power can inflict casualties and degrade the enemy’s forces, ground forces
must exploit successes.

When the armed forces lack adequate air defence systems,526 the enemy will use air strikes to create
casualties, deny manoeuvre options, attack targets of opportunity, deny the defending forces any
opportunity to seize the initiative, and intimidate and demoralise the defending forces. In such instances,
enemy air superiority must be degraded by clandestine actions such as raids and sabotage actions
against enemy airfields. Special Forces can conduct attacks against enemy aircraft from the ground and
destroy enemy air traffic control centres.

Enemy air actions will furthermore encourage civilians to move out of target areas en masse, creating
a new dilemma for the government and the armed forces to deal with.527 While the aggressor forces will
initially target the armed forces, the impact will be felt across all the Pillars of the State as the
infrastructure and the populace increasingly become targets for aggression and subjugation. Collateral
damage will be of little to no consequence to the invading forces and the economic impact may exhaust
government coffers, leading to a collapse in support.

Intelligence is crucial in countering the threat of an attack or invasion, as it enables the armed forces
to adopt the best offensive-defensive posture and counter the threat in time. The following offensive
actions must be implemented along with the defensive preparations:

1. Coercive diplomacy and diplomatic warfare must be conducted against the belligerent government
over a wide front. Diplomatic threats must be credible in order to be effective.

2. Informational and cyber warfare must be controlled and dominated to add impetus to coercive
diplomacy and other actions.

3. Enemy command and control systems must be degraded, and hacked for information and
intelligence. They should also be digitally manipulated and jammed to reduce their effectiveness.

4. Clandestine and covert operations (pseudo operations, raids, sabotage actions, and elimination of
high value individuals and enemy commanders) must be conducted to divert enemy attention and
disrupt invasion plans.



5. Cross-border tribal, ethnic, and religious/cultural ties must be exploited to degrade support to the
invading forces. Local guerrilla forces can be armed and trained to conduct independent attacks
against the enemy in his own country. These forces can also be used to support Special Forces and
Special Operations Groups during clandestine and covert actions.

6. Psychological warfare programmes must be planned and executed to erode the political will of the
belligerent government and encourage resistance to its aggressive actions and plans. These
programmes must use all available diplomatic and informational channels to generate regional and
international antagonism towards the aggressor state while simultaneously attacking the will of the
aggressor state’s populace. Effective psychological operations will, additionally, weaken the resolve
of the rank-and-file enemy combatants. Concurrently, the national will must be bolstered and the
populace encouraged to remain steadfast against the pending attack. Effective psychological
operations can encourage the populace to support and join the armed forces. Every means of
resistance against the enemy must be exploited.

7. Economic warfare must be pre-emptively employed and economic targets must be identified,
destroyed, or  neutralised. International  disinvestment  and economic sanctions must be
encouraged. International trade must be impeded and any economic asset that may assist the
aggressor’s armed forces must be attacked and neutralised. Effective economic isolation will make
the enemy unable to sustain his forces or replace damaged and/or destroyed materiel and
equipment.

The effects of the listed offensive actions will turn the populace against their own government. Where
cross-border tribal ties are exploited and the population feel that they too are suffering under their
government’s aggression, they will resist the government’s actions.

Apart from conducting pre-emptive strikes on the enemy build up, the armed forces will need to:

• Rapidly gain and maintain air superiority or air neutrality
• Conduct high tempo conventional manoeuvre operations in support of defensive and offensive
operations
• Conduct high tempo unconventional operations aimed at attacking enemy lines of communication,
harbour areas, airfields, rear areas, and targets of opportunity in support of defensive operations

To enable these actions, the armed forces must be correctly structured, trained, supported, and
equipped. Defensive engagement areas must be identified and prepared on likely enemy advance and
approach routes.  Offensive actions must be planned, and targets and offensive objectives identified. All
actions against the enemy must be conducted with ruthless efficiency and speed and be supported by
coordinated direct and indirect fire.

Deception, electronic warfare, air strikes, hit-and-run raids, swarming attacks, psychological warfare,
collection of battlefield intelligence, direct and indirect fire, and political, economic, and diplomatic
actions and pressures must continually be exerted on the hostile forces.

The local and international media must be used to direct negative international attention towards the
aggressor forces, discredit them, expose collateral damage and cultural disrespect and human rights
abuses, and create a sense of empathy and guilt within the international community.

Countering a Proxy Force Supported by a Hostile Regional or Foreign Government
A proxy campaign sponsored and supported by a hostile neighbouring government (often with foreign

support) will result in a proxy conflict aimed at obtaining an advantage for the sponsor. Within Africa, the
advantage will usually involve being able to seize and exploit natural resources.

It must be assumed that the proxy force will be well organised, well-armed, well- equipped, and able
to successfully do the bidding of its sponsor. It will have access to safe havens, training bases, weapons
and materiel, foreign trainers, and government support in the country in which it is based. When the
sponsoring state believes the tipping point is at hand, it may support the proxy AGF with air power.

Whereas the campaign strategy employed by the armed forces will have many similarities with the
strategies employed in countering and/or pre-empting hostile enemy incursions and AGFs, support from
the Pillars of State must be focussed, unified, and maximised.

The following must be considered:



1. Intelligence warfare: Intelligence warfare can only be effective if intelligence threats have been
predicted and planned for. An effective and efficient intelligence service will identify potential for and
the build-up of a proxy campaign, and additionally identify the battle indications of a hostile proxy
infiltration before it takes place. The exploitation of all intelligence assets, sources, and agents over
a wide front with depth of collection is imperative so that the proxy force’s leadership, intentions,
regional and international support, training, discipline, and morale can be determined. Offensive
intelligence operations coupled with military action (discretionary warfare, sabotage, and pseudo
operations) against the proxy force in its safe havens must be considered. False flag clandestine
and covert operations against the sponsoring government can be used to increase tension between
the sponsor and its proxy force. Sabotage attacks must target critical infrastructure within the
sponsoring country. Deception operations utilising agents of influence, disinformation, and other
means must be employed. Snatch operations must be carried out to seize and detain foreign
trainers, and their involvement must be exposed via the media. Captured proxy forces must be
interrogated and shown on national and international television. The information and media
environments must be exploited to discredit the sponsoring government and expose its true
intentions. The elimination of high value individuals must be considered. All attempts must be made
to encourage the targeted country’s foreign Diaspora, sympathisers, and supporters to provide
intelligence relating to foreign support. Fifth columnists must be developed within the supporting
government’s ranks. Intelligence operations must  be planned  in advance  and must include  the
recruitment and control of assets within opposition political parties, trade unions, and civil agencies
within the sponsoring country. Intelligence on strategic and critical infrastructure must be at hand so
that enemy airfields, ports, power stations, bridges, and motorways can be targeted.

2. Law Enforcement:528 It is the responsibility of the law enforcement agencies to counter domestic
and proxy AGFs. The law enforcement agencies must remain vigilant and take immediate action to
quell civil disobedience actions, riots, or protests. An increase in violent crime that intimidates the
populace and provides economic support to the proxy forces must be guarded against and acted
upon immediately. Crime intelligence officers must develop access to banking institutions so that
government can identify and seize foreign financial support to militant political organisations, 
dissidents, and revolutionaries. Dissidents and revolutionaries must be closely monitored and their
intentions and supporters identified. Contact and cooperation between criminal groups, dissidents,
and revolutionaries must likewise, be identified. Crime intelligence operatives along with the
intelligence services must monitor all communications between dissidents and revolutionaries and
their foreign and local contacts to determine potential support to proxy forces. Incentive and reward
programmes must be implemented to encourage the populace to report potential proxy suspects,
caches, and supporters.

3. Psychological warfare must be used to discredit, disrupt, and erode the proxy force’s leadership
and decision making capabilities, sow confusion and doubt with the sponsor, encourage anti-proxy
and anti-sponsor sentiments, and corrode the will of the proxy forces. Simultaneously, the will of the
populace within the hostile country must be targeted and its support for the proxy-AGF minimised.
Effective disinformation operations utilising agents of influence or proxy force members under
control must be considered. Attacks and sabotage against vital service infrastructure within the
hostile country must be carried out to enhance psychological operations, demoralise the populace,
and inflict economic damage.

4. Economic warfare must be conducted to identify, isolate, and neutralise the proxy force’s access to
foreign funding. The identification, location and disruption of the proxy force’s national, regional, or
international financial channels requires effective intelligence and proactive policing. Calls for
regional and international sanctions against the hostile government must be made. The economy of
the hostile country must be targeted for disruption so that its ability to sustain the proxy force is
reduced. This may include border closures that prevent migrant workers from remitting their
incomes to families resident in the hostile country, economic sanctions, and other economic
disruption methods.

5. Diplomatic warfare: The hostile country must be engaged with diplomatic warfare to expose its
unacceptable behaviour and its support of illegal attempts to disrupt or collapse the targeted
government. Coercive diplomacy must maximise the target government’s threat to use force against
the hostile government unless support to the proxy is ceased. It may however be necessary to



demonstrate the political and military will to increase military action by employing limited force to
support diplomatic actions. Regional allies must be engaged to support diplomatic efforts.
Diplomatic efforts must furthermore be aimed at generating support for international sanctions,
international legal actions against the hostile country, and the execution of cross border strikes
against the antagonists. Sanctions are often viewed as an alternative form of punishment to military
force and are aimed at creating political, economic, and social hardships that compel the hostile
government to modify its behaviour. It must be borne in mind that diplomatic warfare can resolve or
aggravate a situation. When diplomatic warfare fails, conflict and war become inevitable.

6. Media warfare: Media warfare entails the exploitation and management of mainstream and social
media platforms to gain political propaganda, and social advantage over the hostile government
supporting the proxy forces. Media warfare is closely allied to psychological warfare as both attempt
to misinform the public and manipulate perceptions by distributing propaganda and/or
disinformation. Mainstream and social media platforms (including gossip channels between interest
and peer groups) must be used to undermine the legitimacy of the sponsor government and its
propaganda efforts. Media warfare must furthermore positively shape and develop the populace’s
perception by conveying the government’s messages and reporting successes.

7. Populace engagement: Both media warfare and psychological warfare must be used to positively
influence and shape perceptions. The government must, apart from providing security and
protection, engage the populace to strengthen its legitimacy while demonising and negating the
legitimacy of the proxy force and its sponsoring government. Positive popular engagement can
increase loyalty to and pride in the government and armed forces. In some instances, it may be
necessary to rebuild lost faith and trust while simultaneously ensuring that the government does not
lose its current support.

Unified cooperation and support across all the Pillars of State is required to counter a proxy force by
discrediting, isolating, neutralising, degrading, disrupting and/or destroying the proxy threat.

When countering a proxy force, the armed forces must be able to engage in conventional,
unconventional, clandestine and covert actions aimed at identifying, locating, striking, annihilating, and
exploiting the proxy force.

Conducting a Military Campaign Against a Hostile Government
It may be necessary for a government to neutralise an enemy threat build-up, or prevent such a build-

up from taking place by conducting an offensive military campaign or operation against a hostile
neighbouring state. The campaign may be a close offensive or a distant offensive529 conducted by
conventional forces, unconventional forces, or a combination of forces, and may consist of an offensive
cross-border action or a pre- emptive strike. The offensive may also be conducted to attack and destroy
AGF bases located close to an enemy military base or installation in a neighbouring country.530 Such an
attack will, in all probability, result in interference from the enemy’s armed forces.

The decision to conduct such a campaign or offensive will be political531 and the armed forces must
achieve the political-military objectives that have been set by the government as rapidly as possible in
order to avoid a protracted conflict. To achieve rapidity, the armed forces must identify, locate, strike,
and annihilate the enemy, and rapidly exploit all strategic, operational, and tactical opportunities.

It is important to note that the first act of aggression will incur the highest political cost. The
advantages to be gained by executing such an action must outweigh the potential regional and
international backlash.532

When a decision is taken to engage in military action against a hostile government, the
campaign/operation must be carried out with speed and audacity. Collateral damage involving the
populace residing in the target country must be avoided at all costs.

Regardless of the location of the target country, the offensive must be regarded as a strategic
offensive and be well-planned in advance. Strategic offensives can be preceded by intensive diplomatic,
economic, informational, psychological, and other efforts, or be planned and executed with speed in
order to achieve strategic, operational, and tactical surprise.

The military campaign or offensive must be preceded by degradation, disruption, and neutralisation of
enemy intelligence organs. Covert and clandestine forces must confuse, disrupt and jam enemy



communications, apply strategic and operational deception, commence economic warfare, and conduct
powerful diplomatic offensives prior to D-Day. Whereas the indications for an offensive can seldom be
hidden, the attack must be conducted in such a manner that the enemy is caught off-guard and dealt
such a devastating first blow that he is unable to fully recover from it. Being off-balance, unable to
defend himself, and unprepared for a protracted conflict, the enemy will be more likely to want to enter
into negotiations. However, it is a grave error to believe that a single attack on an enemy’s command
structure will end a war.

Similarly, an air campaign will not be sufficient to force the enemy into submission. Ground forces
must be ready and able to exploit any aerial successes.

The armed forces must be able to manoeuvre and overwhelm the enemy with agility, shock, speed,
surprise and firepower. TTPs will be determined by the enemy and the terrain. All composite warfare
actions (conventional and/or unconventional) must enable the armed forces to seize and maintain the
initiative and the momentum and dictate the tempo of the battle.

Whereas negotiations are conducted at the political level, the armed forces must achieve decisive
military objectives that enable the government to negotiate from a position of strength. Despite the
significant role played by the armed forces during a strategic offensive, all the Pillars of State must be
engaged in assisting, supporting, and guiding military success.

The military action will have achieved its political objectives when the enemy’s Pillars of State have
been sufficiently eroded and the enemy government is no longer able to function or offer any significant
resistance. This will be apparent when:533

• The enemy’s armed forces have been destroyed and no longer pose a credible threat
• The enemy’s territory has been captured and/or he has lost control over it534

• The enemy’s territory has been temporarily occupied by a powerful military force (this can be used as
leverage in any negotiation)
• The law enforcement agencies in the enemy’s territory have collapsed
• The enemy’s economy has collapsed
• The enemy can no longer sustain his armed forces in the field
• The populace within the target area start rising up against the enemy government
• Enemy units surrender or flee before battles commence
• The enemy calls for a ceasefire

Prior to launching an attack on a hostile government, the possibility of defeated units and civilians
resorting to an armed campaign against the attackers must be considered, along with the possibility that
a civil war may erupt. These actions can destabilise an entire region.

Whereas it will not always be possible to achieve strategic, operational, and tactical surprise,
deception operations must be aimed at forcing the enemy to deploy his forces over as wide a front as
possible so that his ability to mass forces and counter cross-border offensives and/or actions is eroded.

Prior to the launch of the strategic offensive, it will be necessary to commence with a programme of
steadily escalating tensions on the diplomatic, economic, and psychological fronts. These actions must
be implemented and exploited to create political concern, damage enemy morale, weaken the national
will of the citizens in the hostile country, and erode their resistance and resolve. Such activities must be
supported with border closures, product boycotts, and increased immigration and airspace control.

Pre-offensive attacks must be conducted over a wide front and comprise:535

1. Psychological warfare: Psychological warfare campaigns must be aimed at creating uncertainty and
tension amongst the populace536 while simultaneously discrediting and undermining the target
government. These attacks can also be used to discredit an organisation or an individual political
leader. Propaganda operations must furthermore target the populace and exploit cross-border
tribal, ethnic, or religious ties to create anger and opposition towards the government. The authority
of the law enforcement agencies must be eroded and the agencies accused of applying
suppressive and brutal government policies aimed at quashing dissent. The exploitation of the
media must be maximised to expose and exaggerate government wastage and incompetence,
human rights abuses, and corruption. Underground media outlets (print and broadcast) must be



established to target the hostile government. Anti-government blogs, podcasts, twitter feeds, and
other forms of social media must all encourage dissatisfaction and instigate civil disobedience,
strikes, riots, and violent protests.

2. Coercive diplomacy: As an element of diplomatic warfare, coercive diplomacy combines threats of
force and the selected use of force to influence the hostile government’s structure and/or policies. It
can also be used to force the hostile government to cease or reverse hostile actions—even if hostile
actions have not yet commenced. Ultimately coercive diplomacy, as an element of diplomatic
warfare, aims to compel the hostile government to change its hostile attitude and abandon its
aggressive end goal. This is coupled with an ultimatum and a gradual build-up of action aimed at
forcing a positive outcome. To increase the chances of success, coercive diplomacy must be
coupled with a credible armed forces threat towards the hostile government, and a deadline for
compliance.

3. Diplomatic warfare must encourage regional and international political and economic isolation of the
hostile government. Attacks must be launched against the hostile government’s human rights
record, and regional and international encouragement must be sought to force changes in
government policies and direction that will benefit the attacker. Calls must be made for the
leadership to be charged with crimes against humanity and criminal acts, regardless of whether
they are guilty or not. Diplomatic attacks must exploit the information environment to increase
pressure on the hostile government. Calls for international travel bans, freezing of bank accounts,
and the confiscation of assets must be propagated. Diplomatic calls for foreign investors to desist
investments in the hostile country must be continually emphasised. Calls for UN intervention must
be made regularly to ensure that the hostile government remains under pressure and is negatively
perceived within the international domain.

4. Intelligence warfare: Opposition political parties, militant trade unions, and protest groups must be
covertly funded and established in the hostile country. False flag agent provocateurs can be used to
ferment further dissent and distribute propaganda. Violent reactions to law enforcement intervention
must be planned, executed, and exploited. The population must be exposed to propaganda that
encourages further political violence, protests, strikes and riots via the media. Sabotage actions
attacking infrastructure targets, industry facilities, and high-value individuals and targets must be
conducted. Supporting the above, armed opposition forces must be trained and equipped to force
the hostile government to implement a state of emergency by spreading violence and disorder. The
actions and reactions of opposition groups must be included in the psychological warfare
programmes.

5. Economic warfare: The aim of economic warfare is to erode or severely damage the economic pillar
by preventing the hostile government from exploiting its economic assets and resources. Every
effort must be made to isolate, damage, and collapse the economy so that the hostile government
is prevented from sustaining its intelligence, law enforcement, and military operations, and
industries. In addition, economic warfare increases general poverty in the hostile nation resulting in
popular anger and disillusionment directed at the government. Disinvestment, blockades, export
freezes, import bans, border closures, and cancellation of over-flight rights must be encouraged
regionally and internationally. Simultaneously, disinformation, boycotts, and street protests must
force closure of foreign companies hosted by the hostile government. Travel bans must be imposed
on government ministers, politicians, businessmen, and their families. Calls must be made for the
foreign assets and bank accounts of the hostile government and its ministers to be frozen.

6. Informational warfare: Allied with media and psychological warfare, informational warfare is aimed
at manipulating perceptions to disrupt and neutralise the hostile government, its policies, and the
populace. Informational warfare may attack the electronic, cyber, and service domains while
exploiting mainstream, social, and peer- to-peer media networks. Enemy command and control
systems and enemy government communications systems must be hacked for intelligence
purposes. DDoS attacks must be carried out to paralyse government and military communications.

7. Typical informational warfare attack targets may include:

• Television and radio stations
• Government cyber networks
• Stock exchange transactions



• The hostile security forces
• Banking transactions
• Landline and cellular telephony networks

8. Discretionary warfare: Critical infrastructure, high-value individuals and high-value targets are
deniably targeted to disrupt and/or neutralise the hostile government, its ministers, its national and
vital interests, and its national key points (NKPs). Discretionary warfare operations can also be
carried out by proxy forces acting against the hostile government. Discretionary warfare operations
can take the shape of pseudo operations or be conducted as false flag operations that destroy trust
between the hostile government and its armed forces, and the populace. Ambushes, sabotage
actions, and small attacks on outlying military and police posts can add to the impact and value of
discretionary warfare.

9. Warfare by proxy:537Arming, training, and supporting anti-government forces resident in the hostile
country gives the attacking government an armed advantage without it having to commit its own
forces. The proxy forces are guided by the sponsoring government in terms of targeting. False flag
proxy forces can gain major regional advantages without the political consequences usually
associated with proxy forces. However, proxy forces may turn against their sponsors when they
believe they are able to continue without sponsor government support.

Attacks across the psychological, diplomatic, economic, and informational fronts must not be viewed
as separate and isolated actions. They must be planned, coordinated, and implemented as
simultaneous, synchronised, and unified attacks supported by discretionary warfare and proxy
operations over a wide front. Each form of attack will generate opportunities for exploitation and erode
and collapse the enemy’s Pillars of State.

The above attacks will lay the foundation for the strategic offensive and furthermore, indicate the
hostile government’s vulnerabilities and strengths—elements that need to be exploited and/or overcome
by the attacking armed forces.

It may become necessary for a government to destabilise and collapse a hostile regional government
to affect a subsequent political change without overtly committing its armed forces. The hostile regional
government may be a proxy state, a consideration that will significantly increase the risks associated
with a strategic offensive against it. In such an instance, simultaneous covert attacks must be launched
against the enemy’s Pillars of State before the offensive. Use must be made of covert actions and
discretionary warfare, and discontent must be fermented to encourage a popular uprising in the hostile
country.



Urban areas afford many advantages to the defender

The author deployed with a Special Operations Group



Chapter 22

The Principles of Composite Warfare, Unconventional Mobile Operations
and the African Pillars of War

Principles guide and direct us. They are indisputable truths we need to consider and apply in our approach to conflict and war. They
are founded in our ‘lessons learned’ and are allied to our doctrine and methodology. We need to assess the many principles at the

strategic, operational, and tactical levels to ensure that we have incorporated as many of the principles as we can to our advantage.
– Author to a visiting African government minister, September 2012

Every politico-military strategy/operation is defined by its own particular characteristics, despite
numerous commonalities. The decision to adopt a specific posture or maintain a specific force level
depends on the hostile threat that must be contained and/or destroyed. Composite warfare can be used
to deal with conflict and war throughout Africa, although the different types of warfare that constitute
composite warfare will vary in intensity from theatre to theatre.

Planners must follow an established and relevant set of principles when planning a military
campaign/operation. However, these principles are not a substitute for planning— they are merely a
series of checks and balances that augment the planning process.

The principles of composite warfare are an interconnected set of relevant truths that consist of
constant primary principles supported by critically important dynamic principles in planning operations.

Furthermore, military actions are not conducted in isolation. They are supported and strengthened by
the remaining Pillars of State.

The Primary Principles of Composite Warfare
Composite warfare is a comprehensive, multi-dimensional politico-military approach to conflict and

war in which assistance, input, intelligence, and support from all the Pillars of State reinforce the primary
principals or fundamental battlefield truths. The foundation of composite warfare is encapsulated in the
approach: identify, locate, strike, annihilate, and exploit.

The primary principles are relevant to the strategic and operational levels of planning. They are:

• Target exploitation
• Intelligence
• Control and domination of the cyber environment
• Unity
• Determine and maintain the aim
• Prioritisation of objectives
• Psychological attacks
• Offensive posture and action
• Economic attacks
• Surprise, speed, and flexibility
• Domination
• Defence of the Pillars



Figure 82: The primary and dynamic principles of composite warfare

• Manoeuvre and attrition
• Minimising collateral damage
• Termination

Target exploitation: All the Pillars of State must be engaged in attacking the enemy’s Pillars of State
or trinity of gravity.

The Pillars of State will similarly be targeted by enemy forces, so every effort must be made to ring-
fence, protect, strengthen, and expand them.

All participants in the effort must be directed and guided by the national strategy (and consequently
the national security strategy). All national assets and resources must be jointly harnessed to ensure
that the desired end goal is attained through focussed and synchronised economy of effort.

The populace and economic pillars will always remain vulnerable to attacks. Consequently, the
enemy’s populace and economic pillars must be targeted to erode his strengths and prevent him from
maintaining his efforts.

As part of the overall war effort, diplomatic, psychological, economic, and media warfare play vitally
important roles in eroding, weakening, collapsing, and disrupting the enemy’s Pillars of State or trinity of
gravity.

Intelligence: Intelligence is an ongoing function prior to, during, and after any conflict or war.
All strategies aimed at defending, protecting, and strengthening the Pillars of State are driven by

intelligence.
A strong domestic and foreign intelligence gathering capability must be established and maintained. A

lack of intelligence will disadvantage all government agencies and departments (including the security
forces) and allow the enemy to achieve strategic, operational, and tactical surprise and momentum.

Strategists and planners cannot advise the government of developing threats to its legitimacy and
stability (which in turn, will hamper strategy and policy adjustments) without credible and confirmed
intelligence.

Whereas a portion of intelligence must be gathered by domestic and foreign individuals who have the
required access, the government must also use all the other intelligence assets and resources at its
disposal.

Control and dominate the cyber environment: Enemy command and control systems, emails and
websites, communications systems, radar systems, cellular and satellite telephony systems, and other
cyber assets must be hacked for intelligence purposes, and jammed and disrupted to prevent the
enemy from using them. Digital manipulation can create confusion and distrust within the enemy’s cyber
assets (social media platforms, chat-rooms, and so forth).

Control and domination of the cyber environment enables control over the flow of information,
propaganda, and psychological operations. Denial of this domain prevents the enemy from delivering
his messages to his audience.



Denial of service and DDoS attacks must frequently be launched against all enemy cyber assets and
resources. A non-hostile cyber environment, and by implication a friendly informational environment, can
be used effectively to educate the populace.

Ultimately, every attempt must be made to cause complete disruption and denial of the cyber domain
to the enemy or threat.

Unity: Unity implies unity of effort, unity of focus, and unity of command. Unity can only be achieved if
the national strategy, national security strategy, national military strategy, and all related strategies,
operational designs, and plans are aligned. If strategies and plans are aligned, there will be unity across
all the Pillars of State.

This principle dictates that there should be one supreme commander538 with a responsible
subordinate commander for each campaign or theatre, such commanders being accountable to the
supreme commander. This increases accountability, improves the flow of information and decision
making, and aids overall coordination. Adherence to a command hierarchy prevents confusion and
simplifies command and control. Unity of command and control allows prioritisation so that forces can be
correctly massed towards a common objective at the correct time and place. This results in
concentration of force and economy of effort.

Unity of command furthermore allows optimal cooperation between the armed forces and the
government agencies and departments under a single commander. Not only does this ensure unity of
effort, it enables forces to be unified and delineates a chain of command in which every military
commander and his government counterparts know and understand the origins of their orders, and work
towards achieving a common aim or purpose. It also prevents differing views or interpretations of the
campaign strategy, operational design, commander’s intent, situation, and operational execution.
Furthermore, unity prevents contradictory orders and overlapping missions and counter- missions.

Unity of command allows coordinated effort and focus when various service arms (such as army, air
force and naval/riverine forces) are involved in a campaign or operation.

Command structures that are top-heavy will lack cohesion and flexibility. This invariably has an
adverse effect on command and control and discipline at the lower levels of the force. A top-heavy
command structure will, additionally, stifle the initiative of subordinate commanders who need to make
rapid decisions in fluid situations, and lead to command interference in tactical decisions.

For this principle to achieve success, commanders at all levels must be selected purely for their
abilities. Tribal loyalties and family ties should never be considered or imposed on commanders who are
tasked to ensure that military and political objectives are successfully met.

When government departments work in conjunction with or under the protection of the armed forces
within the AO, coordination must ensure unity of command at the highest level so that all instruments of
national power can achieve the desired end result in a controlled and disciplined manner.

Similarly, unity of command becomes a critical factor when working with allied or proxy forces.
Determine and maintain the aim: All strategies are developed according to the aim or desired end

result of the campaign. Often referred to as the ‘principle of purpose’, this is an explicit definition of the
aim of the politico-military strategy that allows strategists and planners to maintain focus. It furthermore
provides the focus and direction for a coordinated effort and acts as a reference point against which to
gauge and monitor progress.

Maintaining the aim prevents the redevelopment, diversion, or expansion of the strategic and
operational aim (known as ‘mission creep’). If the aim is not maintained, forces and their resources
become overextended and lose focus and momentum. The strategy or campaign must continually be
checked against the aim to prevent mission creep, and ensure that it remains focussed on the desired
end result.

The operation’s desired aim may give rise to subordinate operations, all of which must contribute to
achieving the desired end goal. The aim must be allocated a deadline. The end state must therefore be
measurable.

As the campaign or operation develops, the aim may become blurred due to international, regional,
and local political interference or deviations in policy and the fog of war. Strategists and planners must
therefore continually inform the government of progress, threats, and challenges.

The strategic military aim of the operation will be formulated at the strategic political, and military
levels and have a direct consequence on the strategic political aim. Commanders at the operational
level will formulate their operational aims accordingly.



Commanders at unit, sub-unit, and sub-sub-unit levels will strive to achieve their primary, secondary,
and intermediate objectives and satisfy the aim through thorough planning and skilful use of TTPs.

The aim therefore has a beginning and an end. The end is only reached once the desired aim
(mission) has been achieved.

Prioritisation of objectives: Every military campaign or operation is aimed at achieving a well-
defined, vital, and realistic objective, regardless of the level at which it is being implemented and fought.

The aim of a military campaign or operation is ultimately to support the political strategy and its
policies, and numerous objectives can be determined by analysing the same. Attaining these objectives
will mean that the aim or desired end goal has been achieved.

The state will seldom have sufficient assets and resources to attack all objectives simultaneously.
Therefore, the distribution of state resources must be maximised by prioritising objectives. Objective-
prioritisation is enhanced by phasing the politico- military campaign strategically. The armed forces and
the remaining Pillars of State must align the objectives that need to be attacked and secured to
available resources.

The role of the armed forces is to destroy the enemy and his will to fight. The strategic goal and/or
mission is decided at the strategic level, and each operation within the operational theatre and at the
tactical level must culminate in attaining it.

Prioritising objectives at the strategic and operational levels allows each objective to be attacked
individually thus maximising the application of force and force-support while degrading, neutralising, or
destroying objectives piece-meal.

Figure 83: An attack via intermediate objectives



The campaign strategy, when broken-down at the operational and tactical levels, must ensure clearly
defined operational, tactical, and intermediary objectives. Each objective must be prioritised to allow the
available forces to engage and destroy the enemy per objective, place the enemy at a disadvantage,
break or halt the enemy’s momentum, and degrade and disrupt enemy plans and intentions.

Combat reconnaissance must be conducted on all operational and/or tactical objectives to prevent
commanders from succumbing to deception plans. Conversely deception must be aimed at confusing or
luring an enemy force into an area in order to destroy it, or enticing an enemy commander to attack a
very heavily defended position with a numerically weaker force.

The chosen objectives must secure a decisive positive influence on the campaign—and ultimately the
politico-military strategy. More importantly, objectives must be attainable. Forces must be correctly
trained and be given the correct weapons, vehicles, equipment, and support while commanders at all
levels must be bold yet wise.

Psychological attacks: Psychological warfare must be used to attack, demoralise, confuse, and
misinform the enemy’s populace about its government and its leaders. It creates doubts and can even
result in a loss of confidence and faith which severely erodes the will to resist an armed invasion or
strike. It can also be used to strengthen the resolve of the home populace against the enemy.

Psychological attack is an indirect form of attack that is very difficult to defend against, especially
when it is coordinated and the information and diplomatic environments are exploited. Caution must be
exercised not to overload the channels being used. If incorrectly planned and executed, there is also a
danger that the nation may suffer from blow-back and fall victim to its own psychological warfare
programmes.

Numerous methods can be used to attack and/or influence the enemy’s belief and value systems,
motives, desires, emotions, and behaviours.

Correctly planned and executed, psychological operations can be directed at an entire populace, a
government, specific organisations (such as the armed forces or law enforcement agencies), foreign
investors, insurgent groups, and individuals.

A well-planned and structured psychological warfare campaign implemented gradually and intensified
over time, can reduce a nation’s will to resist any armed incursion. It will additionally degrade the will of
the enemy’s forces considerably. When combined with other actions (discretionary warfare, pseudo
operations, air strikes, sabotage, ambushes, and raids) it can have a very detrimental impact on an
enemy’s Pillars of State.

The government must ensure that its Pillars of State do not fall victim to the enemy’s psychological
warfare operations.

Offensive posture and action: Victory, as the solitary prize on the battlefield, can only be achieved
by aggressive and relentless offensive operations. Military forces inflict losses, seize and maintain the
initiative, maintain freedom of action and manoeuvre, and achieve decisive results through the judicious
use of offensive operations. The Pillars of State must adopt and uphold an offensive posture to prevent
strategic and operational surprise, and achieve and preserve initiative as determined by a clearly
defined aim.

Defence is a temporary posture that must be rapidly adopted under attack. It is merely a transitional
manoeuvre and every effort must be made to regain the initiative and force an enemy reaction as
opposed to an enemy action. The defensive posture therefore requires an offensive mindset at all times.

Offensive military action539 is used to gain and exploit advantages on the battlefield, maintain
momentum,  and seize and hold the initiative. It is action as opposed to reaction and gives the freedom
to force a decision. Offensive action instils the armed forces with confidence in their actions and a desire
not to surrender the initiative to the enemy. In turn, it encourages a culture of aggression and success.
In essence, offensive action requires dynamic decisive actions aimed at defeating the enemy.

The armed forces must be kept in an offensive posture during all of the phases of any campaign or
operation in which they are taking part. This state of combat-readiness will prepare them to repulse
planned attacks or counter-attacks.

Offensive actions should invariably operate in tandem with forces that are deployed in a defensive
role. While deployed in defensive positions, forces must undertake aggressive security patrols, area
operations, combat reconnaissance, and even launch limited counter- offensives, raids, and ambushes.
Such operations will break the enemy’s momentum, divide his forces, add to the fog of war, and make
him lose the initiative.



Economic attacks: Economic attacks are an element or subset of economic warfare aimed at
weakening an enemy’s economic pillar540 thereby denying him the use and exploitation of his critical
economic assets and resources. With a crippled economy the enemy will be unable to sustain his forces
in operations and replace damaged, lost, or destroyed materiel.

Numerous methods must be used to attack the enemy’s economic pillar:

• Diplomatic sanctions and/or coercive diplomacy
• Economic boycotts and sanctions
• Air strikes and unmanned aerial vehicle attacks on selected strategic targets
• Disruption/destruction of national power grids
• Sabotage of industries/factories
• Fermenting worker unrest, protests, and strikes
• Blockades
• Border closures
• No-fly zones

A successful and sustained attack against the enemy state’s economic pillar must make maximum
use of diplomatic warfare, information and media warfare, covert sabotage operations, and sustained
psychological attacks that further erode and weaken the enemy’s economy.

A steadily weakening economy reduces the enemy’s ability to fight.
Surprise, speed and flexibility: Strategic, operational, and tactical surprise keeps an enemy off-

balance and destroys his initiative and momentum. Surprise is achieved by deception, secrecy and
speed. It erodes the enemy’s morale and adds to the fog of war. Surprise can be achieved through
diplomacy, cyber-attacks, disinformation, deceptive build-up of forces, and air-strikes away from where
the main attacks or effort will take place.

Ensuring speed of action during high-tempo lightning operations or pre-emptive strikes requires
detailed planning, a well-planned logistical chain, correct positioning of reserve forces, planned and
coordinated cyber-attacks, electronic warfare operations, and rapid exploitation of successes on all
fronts.

Agility, flexibility and speed are essential to surprise. Surprise is achieved by acting or reacting at a
time, in a place, and in a manner not expected or predicted by the enemy.

Rapid mobile thrusts executed with boldness, tenacity, and skill, and supported by strike aircraft and
combat helicopters can unbalance and degrade an enemy force. Similarly, the vertical envelopment of
an enemy force supported by a rapid link-up by mobile forces can force a decision with speed.

Domination: The enemy’s Pillars of State/trinity of gravity must be degraded, dominated, and isolated
on all fronts including the cyber, economic, and diplomatic domains.

All enemy military objectives must be dominated with direct and indirect fire and cut off or isolated,
and annihilated by manoeuvre forces. Where the enemy has been bypassed, domination is still required
to prevent the enemy from escaping or launching break-out operations.

Essential infrastructure (bridges, rail links, roads, and so forth) which can aid the enemy or give him
the advantage must be denied to him or as a last resort, destroyed.

Similarly, ground taken must be dominated to prevent the enemy from recapturing it or exploiting the
populace. Unconventional forces are well suited to dominating areas with high population
concentrations.

Defence of the Pillars: Defending and strengthening the Pillars of State is critical. Strategies and
actions taken to subdue or destroy hostile forces will evoke negative regional and international
responses if the government has lost its legitimacy, especially if enemy is a foreign-sponsored proxy
force. Once military actions commence, every effort must be made to weaken the resolve of the
enemy’s forces, the national will of the enemy populace, and the political will of the hostile government
through psychological warfare. The decision to engage in hostilities must be preceded by strategies,
actions, and activities that ensure the support of the populace. The populace should understand that
hardships may follow hostilities and their support must be solicited to ensure a strengthening of national
will. The government must use all the instruments of the state to ensure regional and international
support for its actions.

The strengthening of the armed forces begins with training and equipping forces correctly, good and
resolute leadership, morale, discipline, operational understanding of the necessity of the operations,



esprit de corps,541 and force cohesion.
Manoeuvre and attrition: The African battlefield is characterised by diverse terrain, relatively poor

infrastructure, scattered human concentrations, and limited industrial complexes, making it ideally suited
to direct and indirect manoeuvre operations.

Manoeuvre must be ferocious, unpredictable, relentless, and dynamic. Correctly executed, it will keep
the enemy off balance, provide momentum, reduce exposure to enemy fire, and provide freedom of
action and movement. Well-directed, disciplined, and synchronised fire power can overwhelm the
enemy and achieve attrition.

Manoeuvre allows commanders to determine where and when to inflict the most damages and
casualties. Manoeuvre cannot be achieved by air power alone. Whereas air strikes may degrade and
weaken an enemy’s forces, they also encourage the enemy to migrate into populated and/or urban
areas and use the populace to shield them against air strikes.

The successful manoeuvre of forces requires an understanding of how climatic conditions, population,
and infrastructure affect the terrain and the operations planned therein. Heavy rains and flooding may
render a wheeled force immobile or confine it to roads. In such conditions, commanders will have to
maintain mobility, either by utilising a larger pioneer effort to open roads, or by resorting to helicopter or
parachute insertions and operations.

Detailed reconnaissance conducted before manoeuvre allows the forces to act with speed and gain
the initiative and momentum to achieve operational or tactical surprise.

Vertical envelopment is a form of indirect manoeuvre that can be executed by helicopter, parachute,
riverine, and landed air transport troops. It has the following advantages:

• Deployments can be rapidly executed
• Surprise
• The enemy’s logistical lines and reinforcements can be cut off
• Enemy retreats can be cut off or blocked
• It can be used to attack and destroy enemy communication centres and other critical infrastructure

Manoeuvre forces can be used to channel the enemy towards prepared killing grounds.
Decentralised command and control and initiative are vital to ensure flexible manoeuvre and attrition.
Manoeuvre and attrition are complementary. Political and economic manoeuvres must complement

military actions.
Minimising collateral damage: The mission of the armed forces is to strike and annihilate enemy

forces and not to attack and abuse the populace. Whereas civilians are often unavoidably caught in
cross-fire, the populace are not the enemy. Ill-discipline, poor leadership, and substandard training can
result in abuse of the populace and destruction or damage to property.

Urban areas are complex and collateral damage in such areas is unavoidable. When encountering
urban areas, the armed forces must consider whether to bypass them and cut off the enemy, or enter
them. If the decision is taken to fight in an urban area, every attempt must be made (via television and
radio broadcasts, social media, leaflets, and telephone calls) to convince the civilian populace, either to
vacate the area or support the armed forces.

The perpetrators of acts like looting of museums, rape, physical attacks, murder, humiliation, verbal
abuse, and theft of property must be immediately apprehended and punished. If not, these actions will
simply harden the resolve of the enemy, unite the populace against the armed forces, and motivate the
populace to join the enemy forces.

Infrastructure must not be senselessly destroyed.
Unnecessary collateral damage will provide the enemy with numerous opportunities for exploitation

related to defensive positions, perception, international support, and pressure.
Termination: All operations, whether strategic, operational, or tactical, have a beginning and an end.

It is therefore critical to know when to cease political and combat operations and when to withdraw
forces.

The principle of termination must be carefully considered to prevent the populace from perceiving the
attacking government forces as ‘occupying forces’. A prolonged operation can be politically construed
as an invasion and may disadvantage the attacking forces in the medium to long term, especially if they
behave like conquerors and disrespect and abuse the populace.



The withdrawal phase at the conclusion of a campaign must be carefully planned, well- coordinated
(so as not to expose own forces to enemy actions and fire) and done in such a manner that the
populace do not feel negatively exploited by the attacking forces, or think that the attacking forces have
been defeated. Such perceptions can lead the enemy to commit reprisal atrocities against the
population.

If incorrectly timed and executed, the withdrawal phase will be perceived as a defeat, and used for
propaganda purposes to belittle and embarrass the departing forces. Accordingly, the enemy forces
must be rendered impotent prior to consideration of termination.

Termination must be structured in phases to ensure cohesiveness of the local populace and negate
the possibility of resumption of enemy hostilities. This affords time for training of pro-government civil
defence units and local police, and for the establishment of effective civil authority and governance.

The Dynamic Principles of Composite Warfare
The dynamic principles of composite warfare are applicable to the development of operational

designs, plans, and tactics. They vary in importance depending on the enemy and the AO but are aimed
at successfully identifying, locating, striking, and annihilating the enemy, and exploiting the operational
and tactical situations.

The dynamic principles include:

• Intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
• Combat power
• Relentless pressure
• Synchronisation
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• Unpredictability
• Exploitation
• Simplicity
• Security
• Maintenance of morale
• Deception
• Technology
• Reserve forces

Intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance: Every effort must be made to identify enemy
harbour areas, bases, hides, safe areas, infiltration routes, movement patterns, positions, and
strongpoints as well as the enemy’s intentions. The application of ISR is critical in determining numerous
aspects related to the enemy, the populace, damaged infrastructure, and terrain.

ISR coverage will differ from area to area, sector to sector, and theatre to theatre.



Historical and actionable intelligence allows the development of sound operational designs that will
result in the destruction of the enemy and his materiel. Predictive intelligence allows commanders to
plan for possible enemy actions and reactions. Intelligence liaison is critical at the operational level as it
allows for the dissemination of intelligence by the numerous intelligence collection agencies to
commanders at all levels. Without this intelligence, commanders will be blind on the battlefield.

Surveillance by specially-equipped aerial surveillance platforms542 (piloted and UAV platforms) plays a
critical role in providing real-time intelligence on the enemy and his disposition. Aerial surveillance
platforms can, additionally, assist in target acquisition, the adjustment of indirect fire, bomb damage
assessments, and enemy deployment and withdrawal routes. Piloted aerial surveillance platforms can,
furthermore, provide an essential airborne command and control station. Remote battlefield surveillance
can be provided by long-range optical surveillance systems.

Reconnaissance is synonymous with intelligence on the battlefield. Combat reconnaissance confirms
or refutes the existing intelligence picture.

All possible sources of battlefield intelligence must be exploited so that plans can be adapted and
adjusted to ensure operational and tactical flexibility. These sources include:

• Reconnaissance forces
• Pseudo teams
• Aerial surveillance
• Local populations
• Communications intercepts
• Prisoners of war
• Observation posts
• Intelligence services (own and friendly foreign)

Commanders must use that which is known and confirmed, and plan for that which is not known.
Combat power: All elements of combat power must be applied in a synchronised manner and with

relentless aggression to ensure an advantage on the battlefield. Combat power and its effects are
dictated by the enemy, the terrain, and the climatic conditions and/or variations. Correctly applied with
aggression and speed, the realistic use of combat power can allow ground forces to gain momentum
and increase the tempo of battle. The effective, judicious, and timed use of combat power can result in
psychological distress amongst enemy forces resulting in a lowering of morale and fighting spirit.
Executed with speed, the surprise use of combat power can overwhelm an enemy and bring about his
collapse.

Relentless pressure: Every operational design and its subsequent plans and actions must be aimed at putting the
enemy under relentless pressure. Ferocious relentless pressure increases the momentum and
tempo of operations and gives the enemy no respite. Day and night operations maintain continuous
pressure on the enemy, especially when the tipping point has been reached or when he has lost
momentum. This unbalances the enemy and forces him to surrender the initiative. Once the
initiative has been regained, it must be rapidly exploited by increasing the tempo of operations.
Relentless pressure can only be achieved if the forces have the ability to rapidly manoeuvre and
exploit their firepower. Relentless pressure must be applied to operations such as advance, attack,
exploit and pursuit. Pressure must be brought to bear on the enemy by aggressive actions, night
operations, and targeted direct and indirect fire. Relentless pressure can shatter an enemy’s morale
and break his will to fight. Well-planned, well-led, day and night swarm attacks can be devastating
and neutralise any relative strengths an enemy may have.

Synchronisation: Firepower and manoeuvre must be synchronised to achieve a decisive and
positive effect. The movement of forces must be covered by direct and indirect fire and timings and no-
fire lines must be determined to avoid fratricide. Link- up operations must be planned and coordinated.
Good battlefield communications and drills are essential to synchronisation of effort. Synchronisation
requires timing and good communications.

Unpredictability: Operational designs and plans must not be predictable. Commanders must guard
against continually utilising the same lines of attack especially when the approaches have not delivered
the success they were intended to deliver. Predictability will provide the enemy with an advantage and
allow him to prepare for what he knows will be coming. Unpredictability is achieved by ‘thinking out of
the box’. Unpredictability is enhanced by avoiding conventional approaches and tactics.



Exploitation: The theatre of operations consists of numerous elements that constantly change and
increase or decrease the complexity of the operation. The following are the primary elements of change
that need to be assessed and exploited to the commander’s advantage:

1. Terrain: Commanders must assess the terrain, its negotiability, and the tactical opportunities it
presents for offensive and defensive actions. When tactical terrain is occupied by enemy forces,
commanders must attack, by-pass, or envelop the terrain and eject or annihilate the enemy. Terrain
exploitation and domination enables commanders to outmanoeuvre the enemy and gain
advantages on the battlefield. When terrain forces the attacker to advance on a narrow front,
reconnaissance ahead and to the flanks will identify and locate enemy deployments and intentions.
Terrain dominance is not achieved by patrolling on or close to road networks. This approach will
simply free the enemy to manoeuvre in areas lacking in roads.

2. Urban terrain presents attacking commanders with numerous disadvantages, especially if the
enemy has had time to prepare defences. An enemy operating within an urban area will attempt to
use the populace as protection, either by blending in or using them as human shields. Facilities
such as schools, hospitals, warehouses, homes, and high-rise buildings and factories will be used
as defensive strongpoints or storage areas. The decision to strike an enemy in an urban area must
be carefully weighed against potential casualties and collateral damage.

3. Climate: Adverse weather conditions can affect cross-country movement of vehicles, movement of
dismounted troops, and morale. Heavy rains can compel mobile forces to be road-bound. Adverse
weather conditions can also result in land-slides or marshy areas in which vehicles may get
bogged-down, disrupt logistical supply lines, prevent helicopters and surveillance/close air support
aircraft from flying, and flood defensive positions.

4. Populace: The populace within the AO are usually the first victims in any conflict or war. When
moving into an area, the armed forces must respect the cultures, languages, traditions, religions,
and customs of the local populations. Local populations are more likely to assist the armed forces if
these important aspects are respected and they do not feel subjugated.

5. Domination: Aggressive, mobile fighting patrols must dominate the area to prevent the enemy from
withdrawing or reinforcing exhausted troops or replenishing essential supplies like ammunition,
food, and medical supplies.

The majority of military campaigns are fought in areas inhabited by non-combatants. These innocent
bystanders may be co-opted to support the enemy’s logistical supply lines and provide the enemy with
(un)willing conscripts and intelligence on the attacking force’s movements and dispositions. They may
also be forced to act as human shields. Until such time as they take up arms and actively side with the
enemy, they remain ‘local population’ within the theatre of war.

Realistic humanitarian plans prevent local populations from becoming sympathetic to the enemy and
offering their support. Commanders’ plans at theatre and sector level must aim to exploit the local
population and get them to act in the interests of the government forces.

Correct exploitation of local populations and the prevention of collateral damage will allow force
reductions to take place and for those forces to be deployed elsewhere.

Short term exploitation can be achieved by:

• Providing medical assistance
• Providing clean water
• Assisting with repairs and development of infrastructure
• Training the local population to act as a local defence militia or proxy force
• Long term exploitation can be achieved by restoring law and order and vital government services (i.e.
the full effort of composite warfare)

This does not imply that forces must be removed from the area. Unconventional forces, special
forces/Special Operations Groups, and military advisors/instructors can play a valuable role in further
exploiting the local population in a positive manner.

Pressure: The pressures on the armed forces will differ from area to area and operation to operation.
These pressures will involve the enemy, terrain, population, psychological pressures, and political



pressures. Commanders must be aware of the pressures and plan to exploit or negate them.
All battlefield effects on the enemy must be rapidly and aggressively exploited. Failure to do so will

enable the enemy to regain balance and composure and reposition his forces or avoid a follow-on
engagement. The effects of ground and air-delivered indirect fire must be exploited by the ground forces
if the effects of the fire are to be lasting.

Simplicity: The KISS principle (keep it simple, stupid) is relevant to strategic, operational, and tactical
operations and their plans. The more complicated an operation, the more likely the partaking forces are
to err, especially if troops are tired, hungry, stressed, under fire, or are lacking in training and
communications. Disorientation, confusion, exhaustion, and the fog of war can make even a simple plan
complicated and difficult to execute. Commanders at all levels must prepare clear, uncomplicated plans
and issue battle orders in a clear, concise, and unambiguous manner to prevent the fog and friction of
war from having a negative influence.

Security: All matters pertaining to the armed forces, weapons and weapon systems, troop
movements, deployments, units, and operational plans and intentions must be concealed from the
enemy at all times. A lack of security will allow the enemy to predetermine the commander’s intentions,
predict pending actions, and exploit them to his own advantage— or avoid or negate them. Deception
planning greatly enhances security, as does targeted disinformation. There can be no deception or
surprise without security. Surprise, in turn, allows a commander to accomplish his mission before the
enemy can react effectively or decisively. Security encompasses all measures taken to conceal the
commander’s combat power and intentions, and ensure that surprise can be achieved.

Maintenance of morale: Morale is the positive state of mind brought about by faith in political and
military leadership, training, equipment, and colleagues, belief in the cause, and well-being. Group/unit
cohesion strengthens morale. High morale increases confidence, courage, sense of purpose, and
cooperation between forces and units. Morale is further enhanced by good administration, a fair system
of reward and punishment, superior equipment, a rapid medical evacuation system, good medical
treatment, and good logistical supply lines. These factors influence the resolve of the forces and
permeate the entire chain of command to the very lowest level.

High morale equates to a solid esprit de corps which enhances sustained cohesion, effort, pride, and
determination.

Deception: All warfare is based on deception.543  Deception can, in itself, be considered a force
multiplier as it is designed to mislead and/or misguide the enemy by manipulation, distortion, and the
falsification of facts. It encourages the enemy to react in a manner that is detrimental to his interests. As
such, it supports psychological warfare and security, both of which can result in surprise.

Operational deception is achieved and executed at two distinct yet interrelated levels:

1. Operational level: Derived from the military strategy, deception at this level can include
disinformation, diversionary attacks, and force build-ups in adjacent theatres.

2. Tactical level: At the tactical level, the use of feints, ruses, raids, and indirect actions can mislead,
confuse, and demoralise the enemy.

As a principle, deception must meet the following criteria:

1. Security: Both the deception plan and the actual plan must remain secret even if this entails
deceiving own forces until just before the main action is launched.

2. Plausibility: The deception plan must be believable if it is to achieve its aim.
3. Adaptability: The deception plan must be flexible and adapt to the changing situation.
4. Integration: Successful deception requires integration at all levels of planning—from the strategic to

the tactical level.

Deception is planned and coordinated at the highest level and executed through to the lowest levels.
Technology: Strategy, operational designs/plans, and tactics must constantly be evaluated against

emerging technology. Technology can play a major role as a force multiplier in strategic, operational,
and tactical operations, but it is not a substitute for aggressive action, strategy, or planning. However, a
combined attack by infantry, armour, artillery, and combat engineers, supported by cyber-attacks and full



spectrum electronic warfare can wreak havoc on an enemy’s communications systems and ability to
manoeuvre.

However, an over-reliance on technology can lead to a lack of adequate basic training and make
forces reliant on its capabilities—until those capabilities fail or are nullified. When technology fails or is
subject to interference by enemy counter-measures, poorly trained hi-tech troops will be vulnerable and
fail in their missions. Technology can be hampered by adverse weather conditions and it should
therefore be used as a secondary weapon.

Technology dependent forces will find themselves on the defensive when engaging low-tech enemy
forces who are able to negate the attacker’s technology.

Reserve forces: Maintaining a balanced reserve force enables the relentless exploitation of
battlefield gains, successes, and opportunities. Reserves can rapidly counter unexpected developments
and enemy actions or cover and protect planned withdrawals.

The size, composition, and balance of the reserve forces will depend on the enemy and the type of
operation.

Reserve forces give commanders flexibility and add momentum, although their positioning needs to
be carefully considered. The timing of their commitment to battle is likewise, crucial.

Applying The Principles Of Composite Warfare The  principles  of  composite
warfare      must      be      applied in  conjunction  with  and  in support of the principles of the various
phases of warfare. They are not a substitute for military appreciations and plans. They serve as
guidelines and must be   viewed   as   fundamental truths that aid the commander in developing and
shaping his plans.

Once an operational design has been developed, its validity is tested against the primary and
dynamic principles. It must thereafter be evaluated against the principles of the phases of war.

The principles of composite warfare are lasting, but not irrefutable,      absolute,      or

Figure 84: How the principles of war aid the commander’s plan
prescriptive. They do however provide an appropriate foundation for all composite warfare activities.
Applying the principles of composite warfare requires sound judgement, common sense, and

intelligent interpretation. To ignore them is to invite disaster and even defeat. At  the  operational level,
commanders must  develop  operational designs  that meet strategic objectives as determined by the
national military strategy and military campaign strategy. Modern African military commanders must be
prepared to plan, and engage the enemy in both composite warfare operations and MOOTW.

Operational Concepts of Composite Warfare Operations



Successful composite warfare operations require the integrated, unified, and synchronised application
and manoeuvre of all the Pillars of State to realise and achieve national strategic objectives and
domestic and foreign policy goals.

At the operational level, the armed forces achieve the strategy by:

• Ongoing targeted intelligence collection coupled with offensive covert and clandestine operations
• Action as opposed to reaction
• Combat reconnaissance and ISR in depth and to the flanks
• Agile, high tempo operations executed with ferocious pressure
• Decentralised command and control
• A tactical airlift component to enable rapid deployment and resupply of troops
• A close air support component
• Night fighting ability
• Speed of action and reaction
• A high standard of training
• Bold and decisive leadership
• Developing options

It is difficult for attacking, defending, and containment forces to achieve basic manoeuvre without
these requirements.

Composite warfare emphasises the following:

• A planned, coordinated, and synchronised effort by all the Pillars of State
• Actionable intelligence resulting in action as opposed to reaction
• Balanced fighting forces with air support
• Rapid, highly mobile, ferocious, and synchronised offensive actions
• Attacks along more than one front
• High tempo manoeuvre operations
• Operations in depth, i.e. operations in the enemy’s rear areas
• Initiative and freedom of movement
• Application of direct and indirect approaches
• Envelopment and rapid, deep penetration into enemy occupied areas
• Maintenance of momentum
• The creation of fluid operations
• Daytime and night operations
• The capture, destruction, and neutralisation of sensitive key targets
• Movement from firm base to firm base544

• Reliable battlefield communications
• Decentralised command and control during the execution of operations The operational concepts can
be adapted and elaborated on as follows:

1. Envelopment and/or encirclement manoeuvres: The ability to envelop or encircle an enemy requires
the skilful use of mobility to achieve agile manoeuvre. Envelopment and encirclement carried out by
highly-mobile and agile forces allows projection of force and rapid and deep penetration into enemy
territory. These operations are aimed at paralysing and destroying the enemy’s nerve centres
and/or annihilating enemy concentrations. They are executed as a series of continuous battles in
which forces rapidly envelop, over-run, cut off, and/or destroy an objective before proceeding to the
next objective.

2. Flanking manoeuvres: It may not be possible to totally envelop or encircle an enemy for numerous
operational and tactical reasons. In such instances, flanking manoeuvres can deliver directed fire
onto the enemy’s flanks and divert the enemy’s attention and forces. Forces can additionally, bind
and fix an enemy or prevent reinforcements from linking-up with the forces under attack. Likely
escape routes must be blocked during flanking manoeuvres.

3. Centres of gravity: In a campaign      dominated by conventional actions, the identification of the
enemy’s centre or trinity of gravity in a specific location or position is key to operational and tactical
success on the battlefield.



4. Points of Vulnerability: To ensure   the   demoralisation and attrition of the enemy, their
vulnerabilities 545 need to be assessed and prioritised as objectives. Breaking through and/or
destroying an enemy’s

Figure 85: Characteristics of composite warfare

vulnerable points allows maximum annihilation  of the enemy at those  points and generally weakens
the enemy. Air attacks and indirect fire will lead to a further softening of enemy vulnerabilities as will
raids and swarm attacks. Air-delivered support must be supported by ground forces if the effects are to
be exploited.

5. Integration of effort: This requires close integration, unity, coordination of effort, and violent
execution with speed from all partaking units. Balanced battle groups, effective command and
control, reliable battlefield communications, and joint warfare546 enable a unified effort.

6. Command tactics: Commanders must stay well forward either on the ground or in airborne
command and control assets so that they can ‘lead from the front’, monitor the execution of plans,
and make timely adjustments where necessary. This concept enshrines the need for decentralised
command, initiative, and responsibility, which can only be achieved if subordinates have been
correctly trained and equipped, have confidence in their abilities, trust their leadership, and are
physically and psychologically prepared to conduct their missions. This also reinforces the maxim,
‘Train hard and fight easy’.

Unconventional Mobile Operations
Given the nature of conflict and war in Africa, unconventional mobile operations can provide critical

support to conventional forces operating within a specific AO or be deployed as independent forces that
can rapidly deploy to locate, and strike an enemy.

An unconventional mobile force consists primarily of:

• A mobile element



• An air assault element
• An air support element
• An indirect fire element

The vehicles used by an unconventional mobile force547 must provide a degree of armour protection,
be open-topped, and have very good road and off-road mobility. Off- road mobility along with manoeuvre
and speed increase the survivability of the vehicles and their crews. It is essential that the mobile force
is logistically self-sufficient to ensure maintenance of momentum, mobility, and longevity of operations.
As such, it must be supported by its own logistical element accorded with identical armour and off-road
capabilities as the fighting vehicles.

The air  assault, air support (attack helicopters)  and indirect fire  elements provide numerous support
options and flexibility to the unconventional mobile force commander.

The philosophy of unconventional mobile operations includes the following:

1. The vehicle is a weapon and not purely a mobile gun platform and/or troop carrier.
2. Vehicles always operate as teams548 and within supporting range or visual distance from one

another.
3. High mobility, especially cross-country mobility, and firepower can be delivered at short notice.
4. Unconventional mobile forces are able to operate independently and for extended periods.
5. Terrain and climatic conditions and variations must be considered and exploited.
6. Day and night operations provide agility, momentum, and the ability to maintain maximum pressure

on the enemy.
7. All vehicles must be equipped with a combat user-friendly inter-vehicle VHF/ UHF communications

system for effective command and control during movement.
8. All team command vehicles must be equipped with ground-to-air and long range (HF/ Satcomms)

communications facilities as well as GPS/navigation platforms.
9. The forces must rapidly adapt to changing operational environments and enemy tactics.

10. Speed, surprise, agile manoeuvre, reliable battlefield communications, ferocious action, and
unpredictability are the keys for success.

11. Sustainable logistical support with the same cross-country abilities as the unconventional mobile
forces ensures deep and extended operations.

12. Logistical support vehicles should be armoured and equipped as fighting platforms for protection of
personnel and self-defence.

13. Decentralised command and control ensures flexibility.
14. On-call close air support and indirect fire assets are vital in enhancing the combat effectiveness of

the force.
15. Attack helicopters and artillery elements are integrated into the force structure under the command

of the mobile force commander
16. An air assault element, acting as a rapid deployment or search-and-rescue force, forms part of the

force. This element also conducts independent stand-off bombardments, ambushes, rapid follow-up
operations, provides cut-off forces, and attacks targets of opportunity, or performs other offensive
tasks as determined by the force commander.

Unconventional mobile operations must adhere to numerous standing operating procedures and drills
that are essential to ensure the mobility, strike capability, and survivability of the force. This enables the
force to independently, or in support of a conventional-heavy force, identify, locate, strike, and annihilate
the enemy and exploit gains and successes.

General SOPs, drills, and procedures that must be applied include:

1. Daily checks and maintenance of vehicles, including refuelling and replenishment of ammunition,
and cleaning of vehicle interiors must be carried out at last light, and if the operational situation
allows, prior to entering a temporary base or hide. The area where these actions are carried out
must be some way from the intended temporary base or hide.

2. Preparation of meals must be done prior to entering a temporary base or hide.



3. Foot patrols must cover 360 degrees around the temporary base or hide to check for any enemy
movement in or near the base or hide, both during the day and at night.

4. Routine actions must be avoided at all times in temporary bases and hides.
5. Team leaders must brief their troops on a daily basis in terms of the enemy, own forces activities in

the area, terrain, population concentrations, movement plans and formations, and objectives.
6. Communications checks must be carried out regularly and strict radio discipline must be applied

during halts and movements.
7. During movement towards the enemy, the accompanying troops must stand up and observe the

situation in all directions, and have their weapons ready to immediately engage the enemy.
8. Teams must engage the local population to gather information and intelligence.
9. During halts, and depending on the operational situation, vehicles must adopt either a herringbone

formation or enter into an all-round defensive position.
10. When entering a temporary base, the vehicles must be deployed according to the clock- method,

i.e. the first vehicle will assume the 12 o’clock position and the remainder of the vehicles will
position themselves clockwise. All vehicles and their main guns must face outwards. The troops
must take up defensive positions between their vehicles.

11. When moving across open terrain, or moving through or approaching potential enemy areas, the
vehicles must adopt an extended line or skirmish line formation.

12. All males in the area controlled by the enemy must be assumed to be enemy combatants, informers
or supporters. They must be apprehended, isolated, and interrogated

13. Team positions must be alternated during movement to prevent lead-team exhaustion. The  teams 
must  be  rotated  more  frequently  when  moving  cross-country through dense vegetation.

14. Vehicles must always remain in sight of other vehicles of the force.
15. When approaching a suspected enemy held village, teams must position themselves at maximum

range of the main guns and face the village in case enemy fire is drawn. Other teams must secure
the flanks and be able to observe the rear of the village, and be able to react with speed if an
enemy holed-up in the village attempts to withdraw.

16. During short halts, troops must remain in their vehicles or at the minimum, the main gun’s operator
must remain in position along with the driver.

17. Day and night time link-up operations must be planned and coordinated to prevent fratricide
incidents. Good communications are essential

18. All troops must remain armed at all times, including when debussing during halts.
19. Radios and main guns must be manned at all times during a halt. The main gun operators must

remain in position and act as observers/early warning for the remainder of the teams.
20. Indirect fire teams must be positioned in the middle of the temporary base or hide and be able to

come into action at very short notice.
21. When crossing natural obstacles such as rivers, river beds, and swampy areas, a bridgehead must

be established to enable safe crossing or a crossing covered by fire. Infantry on foot must cross the
obstacle and establish a bridgehead, and their vehicles must cross immediately thereafter to enable
the bridgehead to be developed before the remainder of the vehicles cross the obstacle. The
vehicles awaiting the establishment of the bridgehead must provide on-call covering fire to the
infantry crossing the obstacle and securing the bridgehead.

22. The main gun operators must keep their guns clean from falling leaves and branches during
movement through bushy areas.

23. To prevent suicide bombers from attacking the mobile force’s vehicles, civilians must be warned not
to approach the mobile force’s vehicles either through megaphones or by clear warnings on the
vehicles.

24. The air assault element, when not conducting independent operations, is held in reserve to support
the vehicle-mounted forces. These forces can be used to secure harbour areas ahead of the
vehicle-borne forces, conduct relentless pursuit operations, establish Ops, and act as FOOs.

Drills entering, in, and departing temporary bases and hides must be strictly followed to increase the
security measures applied by the unconventional mobile force. These drills are dictated by terrain, the
enemy situation, and climatic conditions, and include:



1. Vehicles enter according to the clock-method and as determined by the commander.
2. Logistical and mortar/indirect fire vehicles are positioned in the centre of the temporary base. The

mortars are prepared to allow immediate indirect fire support.
3. Where possible, and when in bushy areas, vehicles must make a dogleg before entering the

temporary base or hide.
4. The temporary base or hide must be entered shortly before last light.
5. Prior to departing the temporary base or hide, foot patrols must secure the exit route.
6. Sentries must be posted for night time early warning and should be equipped with night vision

goggles.
7. No campfires or noise is allowed in a temporary base or hide.
8. Camouflage nets must be used to camouflage the vehicles and windows.
9. Always assume a temporary base or hide is under observation.

10. Exit and entry routes to/from a temporary base/hide must be varied to avoid the possibility of
mines/IEDs and/or ambushes.

11. Vehicle commanders and gunners must sleep close to their vehicles to gain rapid access in case of
enemy action. The troops must position defendable sleeping areas to either side of their vehicles
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12. Radios are either switched off in the temporary base or hide or their volume is turned down.
Communication in the temporary base or hide is by VHF radio or word of mouth.

General tactics for unconventional mobile operations include:

1. When contact with the enemy is imminent, the main guns must be readied to engage potential
targets or conduct flushing fire at maximum range.

2. Air support by attack helicopters must be synchronised with the movement of the force when an
attack or strike is executed.

3. Attack helicopters must be used to provide air-delivered fire support and observation of the
objective to guide and support the attack.

4. Mobile attacks must be executed along multiple fronts and be supported by the indirect fire
elements, the air assault elements, and attack helicopters.

5. When encountering an enemy in open and flat terrain, the vehicles immediately adopt an extended
line formation and charge the enemy while the main guns and troops deliver maximum fire onto the
enemy positions.

6. Using the vehicle as a weapon, drivers should drive over the enemy if possible.
7. Troops must deliver fire from the tops of vehicles but be aware of the vehicles on their flanks.
8. Once an objective or enemy position has been over-run, all of the vehicles must turn around and

charge back at the enemy.
9. If a vehicle is disabled during contact with the enemy, the crew should preferably not debus but

instead wait for another vehicle to render assistance.
10. If a vehicle is hit by an IED or landmine, troops and crew must debus and move away from the

vehicle using the vehicle’s tracks as a safe passage.
11. During an attack or strike, the vehicles only stop when enemy fire has been silenced.

Allocated teams must debus and clear, consolidate, and mop up the objective.
12. When encountering trenches, the troops must debus and clear the trenches on foot with the

vehicles providing fire support.
13. Pursuit operations must be undertaken by designated teams with clear limits of pursuit.

Pursuit operations must be relentless and supported by attack helicopters with the intention of
annihilating the fleeing enemy. Indirect fire must target withdrawing or fleeing enemy to maintain contact
pressure.



14. Dismounted troops must determine the direction and size of the withdrawing or fleeing enemy by
conducting 360° sweeps around the objective. Attack helicopters can assist and use their weapons
to slow down or annihilate enemy on foot or in vehicles. Air assault elements can conduct relentless
pursuit operations or act as ambush groups or blocking forces.

15. Light mortars and grenade launchers must be deployed in the assault or skirmish line and deliver
indirect and overhead fire onto the objective as well as onto fleeing enemy forces.

16. Night attacks by vehicle cannot be done silently. Maximum use must be made of illumination
(indirect) as well as tracer rounds to create fear and demoralise the enemy. Vehicle lights and
searchlights must be used to blind the enemy.

17. When not providing direct and/or on-call air support, attack helicopters must be given kill-blocks to
the front and flanks of the advancing vehicle forces. Within the kill- blocks, the attack helicopters
must engage enemy personnel and vehicles to degrade the enemy forces. Similarly, the air assault
elements can exploit the attack helicopter results or act as search-and-rescue teams for the attack
helicopter crews.

18. Attack helicopters can be utilised for night hunting tasks over enemy held territory to locate and
identify enemy targets either to engage directly with on-board weapon systems or for the mobile
force/ air assault elements to engage in a planned attack of the identified target.

African Pillars of War
The ability of African armed forces to identify, locate, strike, and annihilate the evolving threats they

face, requires the planned coordination, synchronisation, and exploitation of seven significant sources of
power. Unified cooperation between the sources of power increases the power of the armed forces and
subsequently the power of the state.

The nature and mechanisms of the sources of power are dynamic and inter-dependent and form the
foundation upon which the armed forces’ pillar rests. The stronger the foundation, the stronger the
Pillars of State and, by implication, the greater the stability of the government and the state.

The sources of power can be viewed as the African Pillars of War:

• Organisational structure
• Strategic vision
• Leadership
• Doctrine
• Equipment
• Training
• Manpower

Organisational structure: From army group to stick, the armed forces must be correctly structured to
enable agile, flexible, and rapid deployments. Correctly structured armed forces ensure good command
and control and enable command to be decentralised to the lowest level as required. Correct
organisational structure enhances liaison and coordination within the armed forces and the remaining
Pillars of State while allowing the flow of intelligence to reach the levels required. Correct organisational
structure enables ease of integration in combined and joint operations and enables forces to change
posture rapidly, thereby enhancing flexibility. It furthermore allows the integration of combat functions
and the exploitation of combat power.

Strategic vision: The armed forces must exercise strategic vision regarding regional and continental
trends and the implications they may hold for the government. The development of threats, the impact of
technology, the ability to maximise intelligence, the ability to develop realistic and valid campaign
strategies and operational designs, the integration of services for joint warfare, and the use of—and
dangers of—cyber communications need to be assessed and understood. The continued defence and
protection of the Pillars of State must be continually reviewed.

Leadership: The armed forces require resolute leadership and a strong and motivated military will.
Leadership programmes must be implemented to develop and strengthen



Figure 86: The African pillars of war

commanders and leaders from the highest to the lower levels. Good leadership abilities enable
commanders to ‘see through’ the fog of war, function under sustained combat pressure, and instil
confidence, discipline, and focus in the men under their command. Commanders that lead from the front
gain respect and motivate their men, and exercise authority. Commanders and leaders must know when
to praise and when to punish.

Doctrine: Doctrine that is applicable to terrain, equipment, training, and the threats facing the armed
forces must be developed. The doctrine must serve as a guide to action and therefore be relevant,
adaptable, and flexible. Doctrine must continually be reviewed against threat(s) and lessons learned
during MORW and MOOTW. A valid doctrine ensures speedy deployment procedures, exploitation of
combat power, joint cooperation, and unified command, and enhances tactical prowess.

Equipment: The predicted and real threats facing the armed forces will determine what equipment is
required to accomplish missions. Equipment must be integrated into the various formations, units, sub-
units, and smaller elements according to the organisational structure of the armed forces. Cross-training
in equipment is vital to increase combat competence. The correct equipment enhances ease of
understanding and application of combined and joint operations. All members of the armed forces must
know their equipment and its limitations. Any integrated technology must be understood. Similarly, when
technology failures occur, users must be able to function without it.

Training: Training equips all members of the armed forces with the survival skills they will need while
protecting and defending the Pillars of State. Soldiers must be taught how the functions of each service
arm are implemented and exercised. Training must prepare all forces for conventional and
unconventional types of actions, and be realistic and difficult so that it simulates the conditions under
which soldiers will be operating and fighting. Training allows the identification of potential officers, and
non-commissioned officers based on ability, determination, education, and skill. Selected members must
be encouraged to volunteer for Special Forces or Special Operations Groups’ training. Combined and
joint operations must be conducted to ensure that such operations can be executed effortlessly when
necessary. The ‘train hard, fight easy’ principle must always be maintained. Focussed hard training
inspires pride, cohesion and esprit de corps. Proficiency badges, citations, and medals strengthen pride
and morale.

Manpower: The best organisational structure, equipment, and doctrine will go to waste if the quality of
the manpower selected to serve in the armed forces is poor. Applicants that are uneducated, sickly,
weak, and unmotivated serve no purpose other than to weaken the armed forces. The armed forces
must recruit and train motivated men who are able to concentrate on theoretical lectures and harsh
physical training. A stringent recruitment criterion must be laid down and adhered to. The selection
criteria must emphasise non- partisanship and not be based on ethnic, religious, and/or tribal loyalties
and/or ties.

The stronger the pillars of war, the more proficient the armed forces will be.



If the pillars of war are weak, the Pillars of State will remain under constant threat and ultimately
collapse, thus rendering the entire state vulnerable to enemy attack.

African governments possess the manpower and skills necessary to defend their states and defeat
their enemies. The manpower however needs to be provided with the required equipment and trained to
employ the skills necessary to execute successful operations.



Chapter 23

Structuring the Ground Forces for Composite Warfare Operations

We must move away from looking like clones of our colonial—and Soviet—era masters. They structured their forces to do battle on
European soil. Our areas of operations are vastly different and the environmental influences on our AOs are numerous. We must be
adaptable, agile, ruthless, relentless, and able to fight both small and big. We can only achieve this if we organise, train, equip, and

lead our men correctly. Failure to do so  will make us slaves in our own countries.
– Author to senior African officers, June 2012

The most immediate and likely threat most African governments face, is violent extremism in
numerous forms and guises549. These forces will often enjoy covert foreign support and appear more
mobile, more flexible, and better armed than the government’s armed forces. Hostile forces will use
extreme armed violence, terrorism, and sabotage to subdue the populace, destroy infrastructure, and
erode the economy and the government’s authority. They will also strengthen their positions and
degrade the populace’s will to resist them by exploiting these acts for maximum media coverage.

The situation will become even more threatening when a strong hostile force has the ability to
advance, seize and occupy towns and villages, and even dictate terms of disengagement and/or
negotiation to a weak government that lacks credibility, control, and legitimacy.

What remains certain in any theatre of conflict or war is that uncertainty will prevail. Uncertainty adds
to the fog of war, hampers mental agility, increases stress, reduces command vision, and impedes
flexibility and initiative. A commander blanketed with the fog of war, commanding unbalanced and
incorrectly trained and equipped forces, and adhering to an inflexible doctrine, can never be flexible,
agile, and/or capable of achieving mission success.

African armies must be able to fight both big and small in terms of manpower. Such deployments
require a departure from normal military formations, unit organisations, and structures. Offensive,
defensive, and stability/containment strategies and campaign plans must be aimed at supporting the
state’s national security strategy which is, in turn, developed to defend and protect the Pillars of State.

Intelligence and intelligence forecasting on the armed threats facing the state are crucial to the
development and structure of the ground forces, and enable the ground forces to adapt to—and contend
with—a variety of threats.

Functions of the Armed Forces during Composite Warfare Operations
Composite warfare operations require the armed forces to identify, locate, strike, and annihilate the

enemy, and exploit over wide and deep fronts using direct and indirect approaches in tandem with the
supportive actions of the remaining Pillars of State.

Regardless of the type of operation, the armed forces must be able to:

1. Assess developing armed hostile threats and their possible impacts on the Pillars of State.
2. Deter and prevent conflict by presenting themselves as credible forces that are correctly organised

and structured, well-disciplined, professionally trained and led, correctly equipped, and capable of
engaging the enemy in multiple roles.

3. Shape the operational environments in which they are called on to conduct operations and identify,
locate, strike, annihilate and exploit the degraded enemy’s trinity of gravity.

4. Achieve decisive tactical, operational, and strategic victories.

During MOOTW, the armed forces must be able to provide rapid support to law enforcement
operations and assist government agencies and departments in crisis and impact areas.

The above requirements can only be met if the armed forces are:

• Supported by a unified political and national will
• Supported by all the Pillars of State
• Well-grounded in the pillars of war



• Focussed
• Able to act according to a realistic doctrine
• Commanded with military determination
• Correctly structured and balanced
• Correctly selected
• Correctly trained
• Correctly equipped
• Correctly led

Failure to meet the above requirements will render the ground forces unable to fulfil their mandate(s)
and mission(s) and subsequently weaken the Armed Forces Pillar which will result in a negative ripple-
effect across all the Pillars of State.

Criteria for Successful Composite Combat Operations
Whereas influences such as adherence to principles, air superiority, relative strengths, selection,

training, equipment, doctrine, leadership, terrain, and operational design play a crucial role in
determining the outcome of any combat operation, the most important criterion for ground forces to
attain victory on the battlefield are:

1. Timing: The timing of any attack or strike is crucial to throwing an enemy off balance and seizing the
initiative, especially if the enemy’s intentions, TTPs, and routine are known and the forces are able
to conduct both day and night operations. Climatic conditions and variations and terrain must be
considered to enable the timing of the attack or strike to place the enemy at a distinct disadvantage.
The timing for lifting stand-off bombardments and air delivered fire must enable the ground forces to
close with the enemy and annihilate him. Timing can increase operational and tactical surprise and
result in increased momentum and tempo.

2. Synchronicity: The manoeuvre of forces along with direct and indirect fire must be synchronised
with close air support to achieve the best effect in degrading and destroying the enemy and his
materiel. Similarly, swarm attacks must be synchronised to coincide with other operations in the
enemy’s deployment area(s).

3. Surprise: Surprise is a force-multiplier and is the result of agility, speed, shock action, operational
security and deception. Its aim is to disrupt and throw the enemy off balance, regain and maintain
the initiative and momentum, and exploit the enemy’s confusion. The enemy must be forced to
defend over multiple fronts against both conventional and unconventional direct and indirect
approaches. Surprise must always be exploited.

4. Tempo: Tempo is the result of momentum combined with speed of action/reaction.

Aimed at forcing the enemy into a defensive or reactive posture, it enables the attacking forces to
increase momentum, pressure, and shock action and thereby force the enemy into a disadvantage.
High-tempo operations must give the enemy no respite but must be logistically sustainable.

5. Manoeuvre: Horizontal and vertical envelopment/manoeuvre options are dictated by terrain and the
manoeuvre assets a force has at its disposal. Rapid manoeuvre, ever-increasing momentum and
tempo, and synchronised firepower are essential to overwhelm and annihilate the enemy.

6. Firepower: Focused firepower is required to overwhelm and annihilate the enemy. All direct, indirect
and air-delivered fire must be coordinated and synchronised to achieve maximum effect.
Uncoordinated firepower will not achieve a decisive result.

7. Speed: Speed of action/reaction is required to disrupt the enemy’s intentions, increase momentum
and tempo, place additional pressure on the enemy, and buckle his defences or disrupt his
intentions. Speed of action and reaction can seize the initiative from the enemy and surprise him.
Manoeuvre assets add to speed.

8. Logistics: An efficient and functional logistical system is required to sustain operations.

A failure in logistics will reduce momentum, tempo, manoeuvre, firepower, and speed and thereby
cede initiative to the enemy. A force lacking in logistics will lose momentum and become a vulnerable
force that is unable to withstand enemy attacks.



Numerous factors influence the organisation and structure of the ground forces. However, the manner
in which the armed forces are organised, structured, trained, equipped, and led will determine how they
fight to achieve victory—or flee the battlefield in disarray.

The African Armed Forces
Most African armed forces follow a very basic, standard organisational structure that makes provision

for:

• Ground forces
• An air force
• Naval/riverine forces
• Military intelligence

A problem is often apparent when two or more of the service arms need to jointly cooperate. The
problem is further expounded when combined arms operations become necessary. Whereas there are
numerous reasons for the lack of joint and combined cooperation, it is primarily attributed to:
• A lack of combined or joint training

Figure 87: Basic organisation of a typical African armed force

• Animosity and a lack of cooperation between the service arms
• Mismatched doctrines
• Uncoordinated command and control
• Ignoring the factors that influence the organisational structure of the armed forces

Factors Influencing the Organisation and Structure of Composite Warfare Forces
The organisation and structure of the ground forces will be determined by factors such as:

• The national strategy
• The stability of the Pillars of State
• The national security strategy
• The national military strategy
• The defence policy
• The real, perceived, and predicted local and regional threat(s)
• The military requirements for defeating/neutralising the above threats
• The defence budget
• The available manpower
• The quality of manpower
• The size of the country
• The terrain

550

Discussed hereunder is an example of how a ground force could be structured. The example
assumes a ground force consisting of two army groups and makes provision for:

• A well-formulated, standardised doctrine that makes provision for combined arms/ joint operations



• Balance
• Independent operations
• Agility
• Flexibility
• Manoeuvrability
• Firepower
• Decentralised command and control

The chiefs of the armed and ground forces and their advisors and strategists must decide how army
groups and divisions will be composed and whether they should be armour or infantry heavy. These
decisions will be both terrain and threat dependent.

The typical composite warfare missions the armed forces must engage in include:

1. Conventional operations: Conventional operations are used in tandem with and supported by
unconventional operations. High-tempo conventional combined arms/joint operations typically
involve mechanised strikes against large enemy concentrations, base areas, lines of
communication, and safe havens. Conventional forces must exploit manoeuvre warfare tactics and
techniques, and be supported by close air support. Pre-emptive actions, surprise, aggression, and
speed are the keys to success for these limited conventional operations. Static conventional
defensive operations supported by  agile  manoeuvre  forces  and  unconventional  forces  must
inflict maximum attrition on the enemy and his materiel. Air support and indirect fire support must
effectively target all enemy approaches, assembly areas, convoys, laager areas, and start lines. Air
strike successes must be followed-up by ground forces and not be left as mere bomb-damage.
Naval and/or riverine forces must be integrated into the combined arms teams where necessary.

2. Unconventional warfare: Unconventional operations are used independently, in tandem with and in
support of conventional operations. Based on accurate, actionable, and timely intelligence, the war
must be taken to the enemy by means of clandestine pre-emptive actions such as ambushes,
aggressive follow-up operations, raids, unconventional mobile operations, and attacks on enemy
bases. Where necessary, and terrain allowing, unconventional forces must be supported by
conventional forces which must occupy and hold ground. Border and area patrols must dominate
the area and give the populace a sense of security while creating a sense of uncertainty in the
enemy. These patrols can be mounted (infantry fighting vehicles and/or mine- resistant ambush
protected vehicles) or dismounted (on foot). Where necessary, they can be supported by attack
helicopters and indirect fire. Mechanised patrols provide a substantial show of force for forward
operating base defence and within the AO. Vertical deployments by means of helicopters can lead
to rapid area saturation and offensive actions. Ultimately, unconventional operations are aimed at
locating and destroying the enemy. These forces can furthermore be used to do  area  studies,
update mapping information, meet and debrief local chieftains and the populace, and gather other
battlefield information. This will require:

• Respect for the populace’s way of life, property, traditions, religion, and culture
• Speed of action/reaction
• Tactical mobility and firepower
• Tracking skills
• Aggressive action aimed at destroying the enemy

3. Special operations: Special operations are conducted, either as independent operations or in
support of a larger ground forces effort. They are carried out by Special Forces, Special Operations
Groups, and unconventional mobile forces i.e. mobile strike forces. They enable  commanders to
conduct  numerous operations in support  of combat operations groups/battle groups and provide
depth and flexibility to operations. Special operations can be executed as clandestine and/or covert
operations and they can be executed at the strategic or tactical levels.

4. Military operations other than war: MOOTW are non-combat operations that assist, secure, and
support the populace in times of crisis. Such operations can be particularly successful if medical
assistance, water purification, veterinary services, evacuation of citizens under threat, and road and



infrastructure repairs are carried out in support of government departments and civilian contractors.
Ultimately, these operations are aimed at  gaining  the  trust  and  support of  the  populace  while 
denying  trust and support to the enemy. These operations lay the foundation for the
reestablishment of law and order and the reintroduction of other government departments and
agencies in affected areas.

The Composite Warfare Ground Force
As every country is different in terms of its national and foreign ambitions, size, economy, gross

domestic product, availability of manpower, infrastructure, terrain, and location, no two opposing ground
forces will be the same. The number of army groups will also depend on the ambitions of the political
leadership and the allocation or demarcation of theatres and sectors to be defended and/or protected.

These differences and the threats (conventional and unconventional attacks) will influence the design,
development, and structure of the ground forces.

A larger country’s ground force may consist of several army groups that protect the territorial integrity
of state and support all actions aimed at ensuring the defence, security, and stability of the Pillars of
State.

Due to the modular nature of composite warfare formations, a chief of the armed forces of a state may
have one or several army groups under his command.

A basic African army consisting of two army groups could, therefore, be organised as follows:

The African Army Group
An African army group consists of two divisions, an organic Special Forces command, and attached

specialist and combat support groups. Army groups are allocated to specific geographical areas or
theatres and are capable of deploying divisions on large scale, and of conducting independent combat
and containment operations as determined by the national military strategy or campaign strategy.

The division: The division is the largest military formation that can be deployed to dominate an area,
sector, or theatre. A division is able to conduct offensive and defensive operations, and consists of
combat operations groups, battle groups, and combat teams.

Figure 88: A composite warfare army group consisting of two divisions

A Special Forces command:551 The Special Forces are army group troops and are deployed for
special operations at the discretion of an army group commander. Elements may be attached to a
division or combat operations group to conduct specific independent operations. Special Forces may
operate clandestinely or support conventional manoeuvres in the execution of an indirect approach by
virtue of their unique skills. They will usually play a strategic role that includes deep operations/tasks552

(strategic reconnaissance, strategic demolition, sabotage of enemy infrastructure, discretionary warfare,
training of proxy forces, pseudo operations, snatch operations targeting high value individuals, and other
specialist operations/tasks). The Special Forces command adds flexibility to the army group.

Special Forces elements can be placed under the operational command of a division or combat
operations group commander. When such a command affiliation takes place, the Special Forces must
not be used as an additional infantry attachment.

The army group has an organic army aviation group that conducts air support missions according to
the army group commander’s intent. It remains the army group commander’s operational prerogative



whether or not to attach elements of the army aviation group to the divisions, combat operations groups,
and/or battle groups.

The army group commander is responsible for the development of the military campaign strategy as
determined by the national security strategy. He can deploy his divisions independently or in support of
one another according to his strategic intent.

The army group commander’s headquarters consists of numerous staff compartments, each
organised to provide specific functions (advising, assisting, and supporting the army group commander,
and sustaining his army group):

• AG1: Personnel
• AG2: Intelligence
• AG3: Operations
• AG4: Logistics
• AG5: Medical
• AG6: Communications and information technology (CIT)
• AG7: Special Forces
• AG8: Army aviation
• AG9: C4ISR cluster553

• AG10: Military police

Given the diversity of threats facing African governments, the chief of the ground forces may include
an armour group and/or an anti-aircraft group within an army group’s organisational structure if an
enemy or potential threat is heavy in armour and/or poses an air threat.

The armour group consists of medium battle tank elements that are kept in reserve at the army
group’s HQ, or detached to divisions when the threat of enemy armour exceeds the division’s anti-
armour capabilities.

Similarly, the anti-aircraft group is kept in reserve at the army group’s HQ and deployed to areas
where the enemy has or is likely to achieve air superiority or pose an air threat.

The division and/or combat operations group (COG) commander can deploy the attached elements at
his discretion.

The chief of the ground forces may decide to organise one battle group as a conventionally equipped
and proficient battle group within each combat operations group while the two remaining battle groups
retain their composite warfare characteristics.

The author with troops in the junglev



Waiting for the next heli lift

A ground force that is correctly organised has enhanced command and control, and greater agility,
flexibility, and manoeuvrability.

The Composite Warfare Division
A composite warfare division consists of:

• Division HQ
• Three combat operations groups
• A mobile force
• A tactical air support group
• A Pillar Support group

The division will usually be deployed to a sector or a theatre depending on the threats it must contend
with.

The 2nd Army Group’s 21st Division organisation is as follows:

Figure 89: A composite warfare division

The Division Headquarters



The function of the division headquarters is to advise, assist, and support the division commander in
all aspects of command, control, planning, and operations. The HQ comprises the following staff
compartments and supporting elements:

• DS1: Personnel
• DS2: Intelligence
• DS3: Operations
• DS4: Logistics
• DS5: Medical
• DS6: Communications and information technology (CIT)
• DS7: Special Forces (when attached from an army group)DS8: Army aviation
• DS9: C4ISR cluster
• DS10: Military police

A division commander may, during a deployment, locate his division headquarters to the rear of
operations or close to the AO/front. The division headquarters must, however, be well protected against
ground and air attacks. A roving division HQ may be decided on, depending on the fluidity of operations
and the operational situation.

The Mobile Force
The mobile force is a high-tempo manoeuvre force that provides the division commander with

numerous unconventional offensive and defensive options.
The mobile force consists of three separate yet inter-related elements:

• A mobile strike force
• A rapid reaction force
• An air wing

The mobile strike force consists   of   a    command and control/HQ team, four manoeuvre teams, a
light strike vehicle team, and an indirect  fire/mortar   team. The manoeuvre and indirect fire teams are
equipped with MRAPs and are armed with heavy machineguns. The light strike vehicle team is
equipped

Figure 90: The mobile force

with four heavily armed light strike vehicles. The mobile force’s A echelon is equipped with armour
protected vehicles to enable it to move cross-country with the strike force’s teams to support operations.

The rapid reaction force is a helicopter-borne force that is used to support and exploit the strike
force’s operations. It is also capable of carrying out rapid independent missions such as raids,
ambushes, and stand-off mortar bombardments against enemy positions.

The air wing provides attack helicopter support to the strike force, and tactical airlift for the rapid
reaction force.

The Tactical Air Support Group The tactical air support group consists of attack helicopters, utility
helicopters, light reconnaissance (ISR) aircraft, and an airborne command post.



It provides the division commander with an organic air support group that can conduct numerous
missions on behalf of the division. Elements of the tactical air support group can be detached to combat
operations groups or battle groups to conduct missions such as:

• Attack helicopter missions in direct support of combat forces
• Independent attack helicopter missions
• Air assaults
• Vertical envelopment
• Tactical airlift/trooping
• CASEVAC
• Utility tasks

Figure 91: Tactical air support group

The Pillar Support Group
The pillar support group (PSG) is composed of specially-assigned civil servants/ government officials

who advise the division commander on threats to the Pillars of State—with the exception of military
action—within the division’s AO. This group supports the division commander and allows issues of
governance to be identified and rectified. The division commander must, in turn, enable government to
mobilise and deploy government agencies and/or departments as necessary by reporting non-military
threats to the government via the joint operations centre.

The PSG must identify and rectify all weaknesses in and potential threats to the Pillars according to its
specialist fields within the division AO. Additionally, it must identify and exploit all options for mobilising
the populace’s support. This will include ensuring swift government actions on matters such as:

• Law enforcement and community policing
• Development of basic infrastructure
• Establishing medical facilities
• Providing medical care and support
• Rehabilitation of schools and other educational facilities
• Ensuring education
• Providing water
• Providing agricultural advice
• Providing veterinary services and support

The pillar support group comprises senior representatives of:

• The intelligence services (non-military)
• Law enforcement
• Senior government agency/department representatives

As a support element to the division commander, the pillar support group must therefore align and
focus its attention on:

• Intelligence



• Law enforcement
• The populace
• The infrastructure
• The economy
• Perceptions

In the execution of its operational responsibilities, the division must focus on creating a threat-free
environment and establishing a climate that will allow the PSG to implement government projects and
services. In turn, all successes by the pillar support group, regardless of size and scope, must reinforce
positive perceptions related to the government. The division commander may, at his discretion, invite
selected members of the pillar support group to attend his operational planning cycles as their
considered input may add value and reduce collateral damage within the AO.

The Combat Operations Group
The combat operations group (COG) consists of:

• A combat operations group HQ
• Three battle groups
• An armour group
• An artillery group

The combat operations group HQ advises, assists, and supports the combat operations group
commander in all aspects of command, control, planning, and operations to achieve the division
commander’s strategic and/or operational intent. The army group commander may, due to the
operational situation, allocate an army aviation detachment to the combat operations group.

The combat operations group HQ comprises the following staff compartments and supporting
elements:

• COG1: Personnel
• COG2: Intelligence
• COG3 Operations
• COG4: Logistics
• COG5: Medical
• COG6: Communications and information technology (CIT)
• COG7: Special Forces
• COG8: Army aviation
• COG9: C4ISR cluster
• COG10: Military Police
• A protection unit

A commander may, during a deployment and depending on the fluidity of operations, locate his HQ to
the rear of the AO or close to the AO/front, or even establish a roving combat operations group HQ to
control and direct the units in the AO.

The combat operations group HQ must be well protected against ground and air attacks. The division
commander may attach elements of the pillar support group to the combat operations group HQ to
identify, assess, monitor, and advise the combat operations group commander on threats and
opportunities to the Pillars of State within the combat operations group’s AO. This advice should—where
possible—be considered in all combat operations group planning cycles and in the development of the
combat operations group’s operational designs.



Figure 92: A composite warfare combat operations group with three battle groups with attached armour and artillery groups

The combat operations group commander has three battle groups within his combat operations
group. Each division is thus able to field nine battle groups.

Depending on the mission and/or threat(s), the combat operations group can conduct operations as a
single formation or deploy the battle groups to conduct independent operations.

To ensure  flexibility, the combat  operations  group commander  can  reorganise and restructure
forces within his combat operations group to meet and counter threats or challenges.

As the battle groups are modular units, the combat operations group commander can detach armour
and/or artillery elements from one group to support another.

The Combat Operations Armour Group
The COG armour group provides armour support to the battle groups in accordance with the threat in

the AO or battlefield.
The armour group provides the COG commander with an armour capability to strengthen and support

battle groups when an enemy is strong in armour.

Figure 93: Organisation of the COG armour group
The armour group consists of three armour teams. Each team consists of eight main battle tanks,

eight tank destroyers equipped with guns/missiles, and an anti-aircraft team.

The Combat Operations Artillery Group
The COG artillery group provides indirect fire support to battle groups, combat teams, and Special

Operations Groups as required by the combat operations group commander. When elements of the
COG artillery group are detached to a battle group, they are ‘on call’ for indirect fire support and fire
missions  for the  battle  group or  its combat teams.

The COG artillery group is equipped with twelve 120 mm mortars, twelve gun-howitzers (towed or
self-propelled) and twelve mobile rocket launchers.



Figure 94: Organisation of the COG artillery group

The Composite Warfare Battle Group
The battle group554 is an independent, self-contained fighting unit that comprises three independent

combat teams, a special operations group, an air assault group, and a sniper group.
As an independent unit, the battle group is able to conduct independent missions in support of the

COG commander’s design for battle. Depending on the operational situation, a battle group may deploy
as a unit, or field its three combat teams to conduct their own independent or semi-independent
operations within the battle group AO.

To conduct effective missions, the battle group is organised to ensure:

• Manoeuvrability
• Flexibility
• Force preservation
• Firepower
• Sustainability

The battle group includes an organic Special Operations Group (SOG). The SOG is a specialist
infantry unit trained in unconventional warfare and conventional supporting tasks and must not be
confused with the army group commander’s Special Forces.

The organisation of the battle group enables the battle group commander to allocate specific tasks to
the combat teams and special operations group. This requires decentralised command and control,
agility, manoeuvrability, speed of action/reaction, and the ability to relentlessly execute multiple
missions, either independently or in support of each other. The battle group commander is responsible
for his own deployment drills and his design for battle must dovetail with the COG commander’s design
for battle. However, the battle group must be able to engage targets of opportunity and dominate its
allocated area of operations.

The success and combat abilities of the battle group rely on training, equipment, leadership, and the
ability to conduct day and night operations with relentless vigour.

The Battle Group HQ
The battle group HQ has its own staff compartments:

• BG1: Personnel
• BG2: Intelligence



Figure 95: A composite warfare battle group with attached tactical air support group

• BG3: Operations
• BG4: Logistics
• BG5: Medical
• BG6: Communications and IT
• BG7: Mobile air operations team555

• BG8: Provost team
•

The Special Operations Group
The Special Operations Group (SOG) must not be confused with the Special Forces commands.
Special Operations Groups support the battle group commander’s design for battle by conducting

guerrilla or special warfare tasks and operations and primarily operate at the operational and tactical
levels.

The SOG gives the battle group commander a specialist clandestine combat asset that allows him to
fulfil numerous unconventional warfare missions in support of the combat teams. The battle group
commander may, at his discretion, allocate the entire SOG or an element thereof to the combat teams,
or deploy them autonomously for special warfare missions within the AO.

The smallest independent element of the special operations group is the four man stick.556

Sticks operate within supporting distance of one another unless exceptional circumstances are called
for.

Typical tasks the special operations group can perform within the division AO include:
• Guerrilla warfare
• Tactical reconnaissance
• Pseudo operations
• Raids
• Feints
• Ambushes



• Limited attacks
• Swarm attacks
• Forward air control (FAC) for air strikes
• Indirect fire observation and control (IFOC) for artillery and mortar fire
• Route denial, landmines, and improvised explosive devices
• Demolition and sabotage tasks
• Armour hunting tasks
• Snatch operations

Figure 96: Organisation of an SOG

In certain circumstances, the SOG can be used to strengthen attack forces or conduct deep
reconnaissance ahead of the battle group’s advancing forces.

The Air Assault Group The air assault group supports      the            battle group      commander’s
operational      plan            by conducting            helicopter- borne                  infantry operations such as:

• Helicopter assault operations
• Follow-up operations
• Cut-off operations/ stopper operations
• Rapid intervention/ reaction operations
• Stand-off mortar bombardments
• Raids and ambushes
• Seizing and holding key terrain (bridges, bridgeheads, and airfields)



Figure 97: Organisation of the air assault group

When not delivered to the contact area by helicopter, the air assault group travels in mine resistant
ambush protected vehicles.

Sniper Group
The sniper group deploys specially selected and trained marksmen to accurately identify, locate, and

engage enemy targets from concealed positions both during the day and at night. Sniper teams engage
targets that are beyond the range of traditional infantry fighting distances.

Each sniper team consists of four men:

• Sniper 1 armed with a heavy-calibre sniper rifle
• Sniper 2 armed with either a medium-calibre or  a long-range 40 mm grenade launcher  or a 20mm
assault weapon

• The spotter
• A machine gunner

Figure 98: The sniper group

The sniper teams operate independently but can be detached to a combat team or a special
operations group.

The sniper teams can be deployed to:



• Attack key enemy personnel and other high value individuals
• Attack enemy vehicles
• Attack enemy emplacements and strongpoints
• Gather combat intelligence
• Man observation posts
• Provide early warning
• Conduct counter-sniping operations
• Function as forward observation teams and forward air controllers

The Combat Team
The battle group consists of three combat teams.
The combat team is a semi-independent fighting sub-unit that is capable of limited independent

operations as determined by the battle group commander’s design for battle.
The combat team is capable of conducting numerous operations:

• Area domination during AGF operations
• Offensive operations
• Defensive operations

During a battle group advance, a combat team will function as the battle group’s advance guard.
A combat team consists of the following:

• Combat team HQ
• Infantry troop
• Riverine team (if the AO is criss-crossed with rivers and waterways)
• Armour team
• Mobile fire support team
• Artillery team
• Combat engineer team
• Pioneer team
• Light workshop team
• Logistics team

The Infantry Troop
The Infantry troop consists of:

• A motorised infantry team
• A mechanised infantry team

Depending on the operational requirements and the combat team’s battle plan, the infantry troops can
operate independently or combine to form a large infantry capability.

The Motorised Infantry Team
The motorised infantry team is a light infantry force that is delivered to the battle field/ area of

operations by mine resistant ambush protected (MRAP) vehicles armed with turret-mounted heavy
machineguns and/or automatic grenade launchers. The MRAPs are used to deliver fire support once the
infantry have dismounted.

The team can also be delivered into the target area(s) by helicopter if the terrain precludes the use of
MRAPs.

The team conducts independent infantry operations or combined arms support to the combat team
commander’s operational plans. These can include:

• Offensive and defensive operations in support of conventional-type land battles
• Unconventional operations such as:
- Patrols and other area domination operations
- Attacks on enemy bases



- Ambushes
- Follow-up operations
- Convoy protection
- Forward operating base protection
- Show of forc operations
- Area study/

Figure 99: Organisation of the motorised infantry team

intelligence gathering in the AO

The motorised infantry team is organised into five infantry assault teams.

The Mechanised Infantry Team
The mechanised infantry team is delivered onto the objective or into the target area by means of

wheeled or tracked infantry fighting vehicles.
The infantry fighting vehicles give the team:

• Manoeuvrability
• The ability to fight mounted i.e. from within their vehicles
• The ability to fight dismounted with infantry fighting vehicles in support
• A degree of armoured protection
• A degree of shock action
• Increased flexibility and tactical mobility
• Increased firepower



Traffic jams in larger cities are commonplace

Training in manoeuvres

The team can conduct limited independent operations or combine with other combat elements to
conduct combined and joint operations.

Typical tasks the mechanised infantry team can conduct include:

• The same as the motorised infantry team
• Providing mounted infantry support to armour teams during offensive operations
• Providing dismounted infantry support to armour teams
• Protecting laager areas or assembly areas
• A show of force



Figure 100: Organisation of the mechanised infantry team

The Riverine Team (Optional)
If the AO is criss-crossed with rivers as some African areas of operations are, a riverine/ marine force

may be required. Equipped with armed patrol boats, this team must:

• Conduct riverine and waterway patrols
• Establish bridgeheads for river crossing operations
• Assist with river crossing operations
• Dominate rivers and waterways
• Assist with insertion/exfiltration/extraction of Special Forces or SOG elements behind enemy lines
• Gather intelligence on likely enemy water crossing points
• Locate and attack enemy base camps located close to rivers and waterways
• Gather intelligence on the AO

Figure 101: A naval or riverine team

Riverine teams are organised in the same manner as the motorised or mechanised infantry teams.
The Armour Team

The armour team gives the combat team a limited armour capability and is organised as follows:
Each armour troop consists of an armoured reconnaissance vehicle, a medium battle tank, and two

tank destroyers.
(When an enemy force is heavy in armour, the combat operations group commander may detach

armour from his HQ to the battle groups. The battle group commander will, in



Figure 102: A typical armour team within a combat team
turn, detach armour elements to the combat teams as dictated by the enemy situation).
The armour team will always operate with mechanised infantry in support as armour is vulnerable

without infantry.
Armour brings additional capabilities to the combat team, including:

• Shock action
• Heavy-calibre direct firepower against enemy armour and fortified positions
• Increased tactical mobility
• Manoeuvrability
• Flexibility

Figure 103: An armour detachment attached to a battle group from the combat operations group

The Combat Engineer Team
Although trained to fight as infantry, the combat engineer team is primarily responsible for maintaining

the offensive mobility of the combat team.  This involves clearing landmines and improvised explosive
devices, providing combat engineer support during offensive and  defensive  operations, and destroying 
enemy  weapons  and  ammunition supply dumps.

During base attacks, the combat engineers are well suited to:

• Breaching enemy minefields
• Assisting with the break-in fight
• Attacking and destroying enemy strong-points, bunkers, and other field fortifications
• Destroying captured enemy equipment, weapons, and ammunitions
• Conducting demolition tasks
• Clearing helicopter landing zones
• Fighting as infantry

The combat engineer team must deny/hamper the      enemy’s      mobility



Figure 104: Combat engineer team

during defensive operations. This may include placing minefields, preparing tank traps and ditches,
preparing controlled demolitions, developing natural obstacles, and placing improvised explosive
devices.557

The combat engineer team has an organisational structure that is similar to that of the infantry teams.

The Mobile Fire Support Team
The mobile fire support team provides direct fire support to the combat team using heavy-calibre

direct fire weapons such as:

• Rocket launchers (anti-tank and anti-personnel) and anti- tank missiles
• Heavy machine guns
• 23/30 mm cannons
• Automatic grenade launchers

Mounted on specially-adapted MRAPs, light attack vehicles (LAVs), and/or armoured vehicles, this
team can rapidly manoeuvre from  position  to  position  and

Figure 105: Mobile fire support team

provide accurate and sustained fire support to mounted and dismounted fighting elements. The team
can additionally provide flank protection.

The deployment of this team is dependent on the combat team commander’s operational plan and the
tactical situation.



The Indirect Fire Support Team
The indirect fire support team consists of a heavy mortar troop, a light howitzer troop, and a multiple

rocket launcher troop. Each troop consists of four indirect weapon systems.
The indirect fire support team must provide high explosive and anti-personnel fire, and smoke onto

the targets to enable the direct fire support group and the attacking elements to manoeuvre and close
with the enemy under protective indirect fire.

The forward observation officers (FOOs) will be attached to the elements that are most likely to
require indirect fire support.

Indirect fire support must be closely coordinated and synchronised with close air support and direct
fire support.

The   group   must   be   capable   of conducting day and night fire missions.

Figure 106: The indirect fire support team

Pioneer Support Team
The pioneer support team enhances the combat team’s mobility by constructing/ maintaining roads,

bridges, airfields, and helicopter landing zones, and conducting other supporting tasks such as base
construction, water purification, bush clearance, and defensive works. These units, similarly, fulfil an
important role in military operations other than war.558 If necessary, the pioneer support team can be
kept in reserve at the battle group HQ or combat operations group HQ.

The pioneer support team typically performs limited construction tasks which can include:

• Building and repairing roads
• Constructing      river      crossing      points      for vehicles
• Preparing airfields and helicopter landing zones
• Building and repairing bridges
• Assistance with developing field defences

Figure 107: Pioneer support team

As a non-combat force, the pioneer support team must always be accompanied by protection
elements. Their equipment, which is dependent on the available infrastructure in the AO, may include
heavy construction machinery such as wheel-dozers, front end loaders, and graders.

Bridging equipment and/or pontoons will either be grouped with the pioneer support team or held in
reserve at the combat operations group HQ.



Logistics Team
The logistics team is responsible for the smooth flow of all resupply matters required to sustain

combat operations such as ammunition, food, fuel, and water.
The composition of the logistics team will depend on the scope and duration of the operation.
All combat operations require a strong logistical effort to sustain them.

Figure 108: The logistics team

Light Workshop Team (LWT)  The light workshop team maintains and services all  vehicles  within  the  combat teams.
Its composition will depend on the scope and duration of the  operation but it will consist of several

mobile field workshops staffed by qualified vehicle mechanical and technical staff including armourers.
The light workshop team must have at least two armoured recovery vehicles available.

Tactical Air Support
Tactical air support is attached to the COG/battle group/combat team from the division to provide

tactical airlift/ air reconnaissance and attack helicopter support.
Rotary wing aircraft move from secure landing zone to secure landing zone in close proximity to the

force HQ during an advance. If operating from a forward operating base, the helicopters remain under
the protection of the air assault group at the FOB HQ, ready to rapidly deploy and deliver the air assault
team when required.

Strike      aircraft559      support      will      be

Figure 109: The light workshop team (LWT)



Figure 110: Tactical air support

coordinated with the Air Force by the MAOT and controlled by the FACs.
Air reconnaissance (ISR) and close air support missions will be directed and controlled by the battle

group commander through the mobile air operations team attached to the battle group HQ.

The Medical Team
The medical team consists of three combat medical teams, each equipped with two armoured

ambulances and one mobile combat trauma centre.
The combat medical teams must maintain the combat team’s health by providing medical treatment

and immediate trauma care to casualties until the wounded can be evacuated to field hospitals by
helicopter or armoured ambulance.

Figure 111: Combat medical team

The Teams, Assault Teams, Fire Teams and Sticks
Each team must be trained and equipped to conduct day and/or night operations. Each assault team

consists of two fire teams. Fire teams are organised as follows:
A fire team is capable of limited independent operations in support of the combat team/battle group

commander’s operational plan.
The fire team commander may, upon his own initiative, keep his fire team intact or divide it into two

four-man sticks operating within supporting range of one another.
The stick consists of four men, organised as follows:

• Stick leader
• Three privates/riflemen

Whereas the mission will dictate what weapons the stick carries, the following will generally be
encountered:

• Stick leader: Assault rifle
• Private/rifleman 1: Assault rifle with an under-barrel grenade launcher
• Private/rifleman 2: Assault rifle
• Private/rifleman 3: Machine gun



Figure 112: The organisational structure of a group
The recommended rank structure within the fire team is as follows:

Sticks560 must be able to establish and maintain radio contact to ensure tactical and operational
communications at all times, and the fire team must be able to communicate with higher HQ and/or the
battle group HQ.

Figure 113: The organisational structure of a fire team



Chapter 24

Stability, Fragile and Failed States, and Deterring Conflict and War

Our problems are not military in nature but primarily political and economic. If the armed forces are only tasked to address and
eliminate the problems, there may be some short term success—indeed, their role should only be short term and never protracted—
but it will fail in the medium to long term if the actions are not in support of  government strategy, direction and policies. It will be akin
to sticking a Band-Aid onto a sucking chest wound. The relief will be short lived before serious haemorrhaging begins. Whereas the

symptoms must be identified and cured, the cause must be addressed with an all-inclusive, multi-pronged, multi-dimensional,
realistic, synchronised and flexible national strategy to ensure a unified effort. If (it is) correctly implemented and has popular support,

it will result in the stability we seek.
– Author to an African government’s Security Council, November 2012

Stability is a term frequently used to describe a period of perceived or relative calm—a situation
suggesting that a government is secure in its position. This calm can, however, merely be a prelude to
chaos.

The integrity of an African state—and by implication the integrity of an African government—is under
constant threat, from within national borders and from forces beyond.

The events in Central African Republic, Democratic Republic of Congo, Cameroon, Mali, Libya, Egypt,
Southern Sudan, Cote d’Ivoire, Nigeria, and Somalia561 which resulted in governments facing threats—
or failing and collapsing—amply demonstrate the dangers African governments face when foreign
interests align with—and support—internal dissent.

Five major criteria are necessary for the creation and maintenance of stability:

• Strategies to strengthen and support the integrity of the state and the government i.e. the Pillars of
State
• The development of a national identity independent of ethnicity, tribal affiliation, language, and/or
religion to forge national unity
• Acceptance of the government’s policies by the populace, i.e. popular legitimacy
• Economic stability and growth
• Credible, focussed, and powerful security forces to deter threats and potential threats

Creating and maintaining stability is a fundamental element of statecraft. It requires good governance,
sound policies, and above all, the support of the populace. Stability is protected and enhanced by
aggressive intelligence gathering, proactive law enforcement, and correctly trained, equipped, led, and
postured armed forces.

The state begins to lose stability when the Pillars of State are sufficiently eroded. As the erosion
increases, the state moves towards a tipping point from which collapse becomes inevitable or
increasingly difficult to counter.

There are numerous views on how to create and maintain stability. Policy makers and strategists tend
to view the situation from the inside out while others view it from the outside in. These views can
therefore never be the same unless the problem is identified and its subsequent solution is assessed
and approached in a holistic, multi-dimensional, and sustainable manner that allows all the parties
involved to contribute. Only then will the elements, drivers, factors, threats, challenges, and problems be
seen for what they really are.

As intelligence and perceptions complement—and in some instances distort—thinking processes,
strategists and planners are sometimes forced to make decisions based on invalid assumptions and
incomplete frames of reference. This can be extremely dangerous. The populace is continually
subjected to information from numerous sources (mainstream and social media, gossip groups, and
peer to peer interaction). Government has an added classified source of information in its intelligence
services that influences and feeds its views and perceptions.

Intelligence is therefore a crucial Pillar of State as its role is to guide government in creating and
maintaining stability. As the guiding pillar, intelligence must identify all strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats to stability—and ultimately provide government with the foresight it needs to
adapt, shape, sustain, and maintain its strategies and policies. Intelligence must also provide ample



early warning of any developing threats. The remaining Pillars of State also play a crucial role in
establishing, developing, and maintaining stability. Ultimately, the pillars shape and solidify the
perceptions of the populace, support stability through growth, or counter instability enacted by non-
violent and/or violent means.

The law enforcement agencies must engage the populace in proactive and reactive policing and act
on crime-based intelligence. An objective and independent judiciary that delivers swift justice to those
who break the law allows law enforcement agencies to secure the safety and well-being of the populace
while acknowledging their concerns and fears. The populace will engage positively if it has faith in, and
respect for the law enforcement agencies. The law enforcement agencies must, in turn, earn the respect
and trust of the populace. The relationship between the populace and the law enforcement agencies
therefore feeds perceptions and, in turn, feeds on political and economic stability. The law enforcement
agencies—along with crime statistics—are a reflection of society.

The populace must also have faith and pride in the armed forces. The armed forces must, in turn,
know how to achieve decisive victories, and be disciplined, controlled, empathetic, and non-partisan.

A dissatisfied populace will convey its grievances to government through a variety of channels. Failure
to act on grievances will erode the government’s authority and legitimacy. This may initially cause
hairline cracks in the pillars which can be rectified through effective intervention and positive
reinforcement in vulnerable areas.

Left unattended, the pillars begin to crumble and collapse.562 The deterioration of the pillars can be
described as a cycle of chaos. As the cycle gains momentum, it rapidly becomes an uncontrollable force
that results in destruction.

Figure 114: The cogs of good governance working in unison

As the pillars are eroded and crumble, they begin collapsing and the subsequent domino-effect
damages and ultimately destroys the state’s integrity. This can happen over a period of time or within a
very short period.

All government agencies and departments must know and understand their roles and

Figure 115: The domino-effect impacting on the Pillars of State

fulfil their functions in a planned and coordinated manner to prevent the collapse of the Pillars of State
and the subsequent domino-effect. Planned and controlled government action is the hallmark of good



governance. Good governance is the key to creating and maintaining stability, and prosperity.
All Government agencies and departments must be efficient, functional, and sound. This will allow the

cogs of the machine of government to function cohesively and correctly, and enhance the integrity of the
government.

Fragile and Failed States
The difference between a fragile state and a failed state is often unclear and depends on what

definition is being used, by whom, and for what purpose.
A fragile state is generally perceived to be a state with an ever-decreasing capacity to secure its

pillars and govern its environs. As a result, the state risks dissolution, rampant lawlessness, extreme
poverty, starvation, a high rate of unemployment, and a stagnant economy. It is therefore a state
approaching the tipping point of collapse. Fragile states do not necessarily always fail; they can evolve
into stable and secure states, but they often result in collapse.

A failed  state has lost control over its pillars. Its Pillars of State have collapsed, government has
ceased to function, and it is exposed to numerous domestic and foreign threats. Lawlessness is
entrenched by criminal ‘warlords’ that ‘govern’ areas they claim to own. Poverty is dramatically
increased and all government agencies and departments have ceased to function. The financial
infrastructure has collapsed and economic growth is negative.

It is generally accepted that fragile or failed states occur when governance fails, law and order cease
to function effectively, the armed forces are unable to fulfil their mandates, and the economy continues
to shrink. Governance as experienced by the populace is only one element that results in fragility or
failure. There are also internal and external threat drivers that can result in the fragility or failure of a
state.

The most common internal (domestic) threat-drivers are:

1. Politics: A lack of political guidance, leadership and will, an unrealistic national strategy, poor
governance, the imposition of unacceptable or foreign ideologies, a clash of political ideologies,
confrontational and divisive politics, marginalisation, excessive corruption, lack of service delivery
and/or service delivery failures, and no national identity.

2. Intelligence: A poor and/or unrealistic intelligence strategy, unstructured and inadequate intelligence
services, a lack of intelligence direction and policy, a lack of assets, sources, and agents,
inadequate training, a lack of cooperation with other government agencies and departments, an
inability to analyse intelligence information, a lack of intelligence prediction, unprepared for threats,
misjudgement of or failure to identify an AGF’s trinity of gravity, and employing the intelligence
services solely to gain party-political advantages.

3. Law enforcement: A weak law enforcement strategy, the targeting of specific minority religious or
ethnic groups, insufficient training, inadequate policing, a lack of public order policing, use of
excessive force, constant  reactive policing, the use of  law enforcement agencies to brutally
enforce unpopular political policies, involvement of police in crime and corruption, a biased and
dysfunctional judiciary, and a lack of faith and trust in the police.

4. Armed forces: Poorly organised, structured, trained, and equipped armed forces, the deployment of
untrained armed forces to conduct domestic policing operations, lack of discipline and pride, poor
leadership, inadequate or poor salaries, low morale, and poor living conditions.

5. Economy: Poorly developed or damaged and badly maintained infrastructure, a lack of industry, an
over-reliance on imported goods and food, no inward foreign investment as a result of instability,
unacceptable economic policies and/or poor security, a lack of fiscal management, a culture of riots,
strikes, entitlement and workplace militancy, excessive taxation, industrial sabotage, no effort to
contain disinvestment, and the promulgation of laws aimed at preventing a large sector of the
populace from gaining access to the economy.

6. Perceptions: The use of available media platforms to encourage resistance against the
government, rumour-mongering, defamation and belittlement of the government, disinformation,
and a lack of government communication and information.

7. Populace: A lack of national identity, rejection of government policies, resistance to the government,
civil disobedience, violent and non-violent political actions and protests (often encouraged and
supported by foreign powers), vulnerability to a poor economy, xenophobia or inter-tribal conflict,
religious tensions, unemployment, a lack of trust in government, violent destructive protests and



riots that destroy infrastructure, increased racial tensions, access to illegal arms and contraband,
and the formation of armed anti-government groups.

8. A combination of the above.

The most common external threat-drivers are:

• Foreign military intervention
• Regional politico-military tensions
• Border disputes and tensions
• Resource envy and resource grabbing
• Proxy forces motivated, guided, and supported by foreign powers
• Regional and international interference and support motivated by religion, ideology, or resources
• Coercive diplomacy and diplomatic warfare
• Economic warfare
• Psychological warfare
• UN/NGOs
• A combination of the above

The internal and external threat-drivers pose a major threat to African governments. Failure to identify
and assess these drivers and take positive corrective action can result in a government’s collapse.

There are certain general characteristics common to many African governments that impact
negatively on their ability to gain legitimacy through the acceptance and trust of the populace. These
include the following:

Troops must know how to use a radio



The author taking a break during a mobile advance

• An apparent lack of governance
• Constitutional uncertainty
• A lack of infrastructure
• A lack of services
• Tribal, ethnic, or religious favouritism or exclusion
• Excessive direct and indirect taxation
• An inability to implement policy
• Failure to acknowledge problems
• Failure to take corrective actions to rectify misconceptions and problems
• Rampant corruption
• Unemployment and poverty
• Questionable loyalty from the security forces
• A breakdown of law and order
• Rampant transnational crime
• Regional and international isolation
• An increase in uncontrolled, heavily armed, and opposing militia or criminal groups
• National, regional, and international media pressure (mainstream and social)
• Incompetent and unprofessional government agencies and departments
• Nepotism

From a military point of view, the following negative characteristics are common among African armed
forces:

• Lack of a coherent national military strategy
• Lack of military leadership and C4ISR
• Lack of professionalism and discipline
• Substandard training
• A mismatch between ends and means
• A dysfunctional military doctrine—or a lack of doctrine
• An inability to conduct combined arms/joint operations



• Lack of a military ethos, identity, and pride
• Lack of salaries hence involvement in crime
• Poorly maintained, unserviceable, and often inadequate equipment
• Inability to develop realistic and executable operational plans
• Poor TTPs
• A lack of trust or even fear from the populace
• Procurement of obsolete or irrelevant equipment
• Incorrectly structured units
• Misjudgement of the enemy and unrealistic expectations regarding own abilities
• Underestimating or misjudging the threats against the state
• Forces that are neither politically astute nor non-partisan
• The largest ethnic group often dominates the armed forces
• Over-reliance on the international community to intervene in times of crisis
• Acceptance of poor advice and training by foreign advisors and trainers
• Disunity between forces/units and other security elements i.e. the intelligence services and law
enforcement agencies

It is critically important that governments recognise the downward slide towards fragility and/or failure
and intervene in a realistic and positive manner. A government may have to reassess its situation,
acknowledge the mistakes it has made, and take corrective action. Mistakes can be identified and
rectified by monitoring, defending, and strengthening the Pillars of State and their impact.

A fragile area or region within the borders of a country can extend into other areas, erode a stable
state or region, and impact negatively on neighbouring states. The current instability in the Great Lakes
region and its effect on several neighbouring states is an example. However, fragile or failed ‘pockets’
within the state do not necessarily constitute a fragile or failed state.

As no two fragile or failed states are the same, there is no universal template with which to create
positive change or affect reversal from the brink of collapse. A series of aligned, coordinated and
synchronised government actions can, however, bring about acceptable and positive change with
popular support.

In Africa, a state is often viewed as a group of people (usually an ethnic, cultural, or religious majority)
that implements a defined constitution (whether good or bad) and governs a specific territory. Numerous
failed or fragile African states have adapted and transitioned and are now run by more palatable
revolutionary governments. Some fragile or failed states have the resources to turn the tide but are
hampered from doing so by corruption, tenderpreneurship, and negative local, regional, and
international influences and pressures, some overt and some not.

As decolonisation gathered momentum and governments changed, so too did the personnel in
government institutions. Many government agencies and departments have found themselves unable to
cope due to a lack of professional and service-savvy administrators. The void has been rapidly filled by
under-qualified family members and friends of officials within the ruling-party. This lack of
professionalism, accountability, continuity, and experience has resulted in dysfunctional governance and
a collapse of essential services.

The much-used/abused term, ‘nation-building’—when it has been handed over to the armed forces to
implement—is nothing other than a blame shifting exercise whereby politicians refuse to take
responsibility for their actions. Instead, they try to implicate the armed forces in the failure that will
inevitably follow.

Rebuilding a fragile or failed state is not the responsibility of the armed forces. The armed forces and
law enforcement agencies must create a safe, stable, and secure environment for government
departments and agencies in which to fulfil their missions.

Deterring Conflict and War
It is the duty of the government to govern responsibly and remain accountable to the populace. Part of

a government’s responsibility is to deter conflict and war, but when conflict or war are inevitable, a
government must act in the state’s best interest.

It is the duty of the armed forces, as an instrument of government policy to identify, assess, deter,
contain, neutralise, degrade, exhaust, and annihilate armed threats.

Officers, non-commissioned officers, and men must know and understand:



• That conflict and war are a consequence of confrontational politics
• That the armed forces are an instrument of the state and therefore subservient to the state
• The dynamics of the Pillars of State
• The importance and value of the Pillars of War
• That conflict and war are driven by human interests such as control, greed, politics, ethnicity, tribalism,
religion, and historical anger
• The relationship between demography and conflict
• That conflict and war are driven by a contest of wills and are fraught with uncertainty

Identifying erosion of the Pillars of State by domestic/national, regional, and international influences
and powers is essential as is identifying policies that may result in popular discontent. The early
identification of these factors requires speedy and realistic rectification.

Assuming the government is not engaged in a civil war, rectification requires inter alia:

• Strong political will that drives ever-improving governance
• Reassessment of the national strategy, national security strategy, and its sub-strategies and policies
• A reduction in confrontational politics and policies
• Consensus through cross-party communication
• Strong national will
• An acceptance of accountability
• Popular support i.e. recognition of government’s legitimacy and its desire to govern fairly
• Development of a national identity, pride, patriotism, and unity
• Refocused monetary and fiscal policies
• Attractive and secure foreign investment opportunities
• Improvement and maintenance of infrastructure
• Establishment of industries to reduce unemployment and develop export markets
• Increased and improved service delivery
• Increased productivity
• Increased and improved (objective) law enforcement including an objective and efficient judiciary
• Improved international perceptions/relations
• Increased effectiveness of—and pride in—the armed forces
• Increased effectiveness of intelligence services
• A combination of the above

To fulfil their mandates, African governments must:

• Identify and negate/neutralise domestic threat-drivers
• Work at identifying and neutralising external threat-drivers
• Work at reducing conflict-politics at the national level
• Avoid appointing substandard and incompetent ‘advisors’
• Continually re-evaluate the national strategy and make adjustments where necessary
• Increase the legitimacy of government and the state
• Reduce/eradicate corruption
• Find a balance between austerity measures and a reduction in unnecessary government spending
• Implement, develop, and expand affordable and attractive economic and political reforms
• Increase efficiency in terms of service delivery
• Work at attaining national unity and a sense of belonging
• Reduce violent and non-violent political actions through good governance
• Establish programmes aimed at increasing education and reducing poverty
• Ensure that the defensive measures that protect the Pillars of State are adequate

It can be argued that many fragile and failed states in Africa only have themselves to blame for the
situation they find themselves in as they allowed failure to occur while accepting and fostering a culture
of non-accountability. However, on closer inspection, a portion of the blame can be laid before the door



of regional and international powers that have encouraged incompetence, worked at regime change,
provided bad advice, and politically and economically blackmailed governments.

Unless Africa takes responsibility for itself, and its leaders become accountable to the people they
govern, states will continue to find themselves on the cusp of fragility and/or failure, conflict, civil war,
and even war, and the legacy left to its children will be shameful. However, there is no quick fix—only
hard work, dedication, and positive commitment.

Africa will continue to find itself engaged in conflicts and wars. The best deterrent a country can have
is a competent government and an armed force that is agile, capable, flexible, correctly trained,
equipped, and led to conduct composite warfare operations.

The continent needs to start somewhere before it is too late.
 



Appendix 1

Pseudo-Operations: An Approach to Countering AGFs and Terrorism

This paper was written and presented to an African army in 2011.

In 1982, the war between the South African Defence Force (SADF) and Angola, along with its Cuban,
East German, Russian and SWAPO563 allies, was at times bloody and brutal.

The South African Defence Force’s (SADF) 32 Battalion had been deployed into Angola to conduct
combat operations. The battalion’s small reconnaissance wing was tasked to conduct offensive
reconnaissance tasks for the battalion as well as raids, ambushes, and snatch operations. Many of
these tasks were executed as pseudo tasks aimed at deceiving and misleading the enemy and the local
population.

I commanded one such simple mission: locate a small, well-hidden dirt track being used by the Forças
Armadas Populares de Libertação de Angola (FAPLA)564 to resupply the Angolan garrison at Cahama.
The Battalion was especially concerned that part of this resupply would include Soviet SAM-7 missiles,
a very real threat to our aircraft and helicopters that were in very short supply. Once located, the
battalion would use all means possible to cut off this supply route and keep it under threat.

The dirt track was located after an extensive five day search. In addition, we attacked and destroyed
an enemy vehicle carrying six SAM-7 missiles along with several enemy troops.

During our exfiltration, the local population informed us of a ‘large SWAPO base’ directly on our
exfiltration route. This base was located on the opposite side of a wide, dry river bed that lay directly in
our path and that we had to cross.

The locals guided us to the edge of the river bed and pointed out the base location. For several
minutes, we watched a group of SWAPO terrorists washing on the edge of the river bed.

As a pseudo team, we knew we had surprise on our side. Wearing a mixture  of FAPLA and SWAPO
uniforms, carrying Soviet-bloc weapons and with faces and hands blackened,565 we formed up into an
extended line and began our advance-to-contact on them. As men who had been in combat for several
years, we were not lacking in aggression.

They noticed us as we broke cover on the opposite river bank and began our walk across the open
river bed towards them. Believing we were either part of their group, or allied FAPLA troops, they waved
a greeting at us. When we got to within a few meters from them, they realised how mistaken they had
been but it was too late. We opened fire.

Deception and surprise by our eight-man pseudo team was complete. We over-ran the 120-man
enemy camp, killed and wounded numerous SWAPO, and destroyed weapons, ammunition, and a
recent supply of equipment and medical supplies they had received from Norway.566

Neither terrorism nor pseudo operations are new.
What is new is the absolute determination of modern day terrorists and criminal and political

insurgents to apply extreme violence against civilians with no apparent fear of consequence, hoping to
force governments to comply with their demands. Indeed, they even resort to twisting the law in their
violent attempts to smother freedom.

The strategies employed by these groups have resulted in a shift in the nature of conflict, and
governments are having to consider new methods for controlling violence.

But modern attempts to counter these threats do not always yield the results planners hope for. Law
enforcement agencies and armed forces are required to operate according to the laws of war and abide
by the rules of engagement—laws that often favour terrorists.

However, an often overlooked weapon in the arsenal against terrorism is the conduct of pseudo
operations aimed at deceiving the enemy and exploiting the deception.

Numerous misconceptions exist regarding pseudo teams and their deployments/ operations due to
the fact that the typical pseudo team is small (between four and eight men), wears the uniform of the



enemy, is highly mobile, carries the weapons of the enemy, and applies enemy tactics, techniques, and
procedures (TTPs).

The above factors have given rise to the belief that pseudo teams are exclusively used for intelligence
gathering.

Added to this misconception is the misguided belief that these teams must act as
‘insurgents/terrorists’. Whereas they apply enemy TTPs—and whatever else works to ensure mission
success—they aim to avoid local populations and create the impression that they are the enemy if
picked up.

The reality is that pseudo teams, despite their ability to conduct reconnaissance of enemy positions
and gather intelligence, are highly aggressive, heavily armed, small fighting teams/sticks.

The aim of pseudo operations is to:

• Deceive the enemy and the local population
• Allow own forces to operate undetected in enemy territory
• Conduct reconnaissance of enemy positions
• Gather intelligence
• Conduct follow-up operations
• Act as forward air controllers for airstrikes
• Conduct other offensive actions like raids and ambushes

Despite the small size of the pseudo teams, success is based on deception, surprise, aggression, and
firepower.

A well trained pseudo team can successfully attack a numerically superior force and devastate it.
However, if the teams are not correctly trained and equipped, any potential pseudo operation can

become a disaster in the making.
There are numerous factors that influence the roles of pseudo teams. These include:

• The enemy
• The terrain
• The local population
• Climatic conditions
• Intelligence
• Preparation
• Own forces deployments and support

The successful conduct of any pseudo operation is reliant on the following:

• Intelligence
• Training and equipment
• Support

As strategy is driven by intelligence, a lack of this vital prerequisite will lead to failure and compromise
the pseudo teams. Intelligence is therefore the lifeblood of any pseudo operation.

The requisite intelligence can be gained from numerous sources:

• Agents and informers
• Radio intercepts
• Air photography
• Real time air reconnaissance
• Ground reconnaissance
• Prisoners and deserters
• The local population

The intelligence thus gained is required to:

• Determine the enemy’s primary and secondary areas of operations



• Determine the pseudo team’s TTPs
• Determine the dress and actions of pseudo teams
• Determine resupply points and helicopter landing zones
• Determine cache areas
• Confirm what uniforms, footwear, and other equipment will be suitable to the terrain
• Confirm maps and mapping requirements

Intelligence is worthless if the troops are not well trained and correctly equipped. Strategies are
likewise, worthless if they are not based on credible intelligence.

Apart from specialist training, training needs to emphasise:

• Daring
• Initiative
• Team work
• Improvisation
• Aggression
• Fire control
• Leadership
• Field craft and environmental tactics
• Quick thinking
• Surprise
• Confidence

Trained pseudo teams ought to be able to engage an enemy three times their number— and have the
confidence to do it.

The deployment of a pseudo team can be achieved by numerous means of infiltration. These include:

• Foot
• Vehicle
• Aircraft (fixed wing parachute drop)
• Helicopter (rappelling or fast roping)
• Small boat

The following are crucial to deployment:

• Outstanding command and control
• Close air support (on call)
• A reaction force or fire force to reinforce/follow up successes—on standby for duration of the operation
• Mede vac and casevac assets on call
• Standby operators to replace casualties
• Outstanding communications

The deployment of pseudo teams will always be:
• Conducted in secret
• Into a restricted area i.e. an area where no own forces or allied troops are active
• Own forces or allied troops can be used to reinforce the outer boundaries of the area into which the
pseudo teams are deployed

Successful pseudo operations do not ‘just happen’. They are well planned and controlled to ensure
maximum success at all levels.

The essence of success lies with intelligence, training, equipment, and deployment.



When law and order fails, mobs dispense justice (Photo Golden Mtika)

Waiting for pick-up

 



Appendix ll

Guideline Approach: The Development of A National Security Strategy
(NSS)

This document provides a basic guideline for the development of a national security strategy. It is
important to note that each heading and its subsequent factor(s) must be assessed and appreciated in
terms of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.

References
List all references here i.e. national strategy, policy guidelines, etc.

Historical Overview
Give a very brief historical and contemporary overview of the general and prevailing political and

security situation. Include historical, national (domestic), regional, continental, and international
challenges, threats, dynamics, and influences.

The Aim of the National Security Strategy
Briefly discuss the national security strategy’s role, purpose, and characteristics. Typical

characteristics could include:

• Flexibility
• Adaptability
• National policy driven
• Foreign policy driven
• Realistic
• Legitimate
• Viable
• Sustainable
• Longevity

Positioning the National Security Strategy
Position the national security strategy in relation to the national strategy.
If no coherent national strategy exists, it may be necessary to make assumptions on national strategy

and policies. All assumptions need to be realistic.

Concepts, Definitions, and Terms
List all the concepts, definitions, and terms that will be used in the national security strategy.

National Strategic Guidelines
The national strategic guidelines are derived from the national strategy.

Strategic Vision
From a security perspective, how does the state see itself—and wish to position itself nationally,

regionally, and internationally, now, and in the future in terms of security? Additionally, how  will  the 
national  security strategy  secure, defend, and  protect  the integrity and stability of the Pillars of State?

Strategic Challenges
What are the strategic security challenges faced by the state—now and in the future.

Figure 116: The national security triangle

The Desired End State



The desired ends of the strategy—not the aim as mentioned above.

Assumptions
These may include:

• There will always be factors that drive national, regional, and international tension
• There will always be transnational aggression
• There will always be national and transnational crime
• There will always be a degree of xenophobia
• There will always be a degree of religious fanaticism
• There will always be a degree of regional hostility
• There will always be a degree of international hostility
• There will always be a degree of foreign interference in domestic issues
• There will always be foreign interests at play
• There will always be hidden agendas

All assumptions must be realistic and valid. Historic and predictive intelligence can provide valuable
realistic input regarding assumptions.

Strategic Environment
An overview and assessment of the current strategic environment within which the state must be

secured and its national and vital interests protected.
The Potential for War and Conflict

See Chapter 6 but relate specifically to the state. Pay attention to the impact of:

• Resources
• Coercive diplomacy
• Tribal divides
• Internally displaced persons
• Historical geography
• Contagious diseases
• Ethnicity
• Xenophobia
• Religion
• Political differences/disputes
• Poverty
• Foreign interests
• Predatory capitalism
• Terrorism
• Transnational tribal ties
• Disinformation, deception, and propaganda
• Diaspora-driven protests/actions
• Territorial disputes
• Proxy forces

Identification of National and Vital Interests
Identify the national and vital interests (including the national key points) and the threats against them.

Global Trends
Research and identify global trends related to conflict, crime, terrorism, and war.

Threats and Challenges against the State
Define the threats and challenges—current and predicted—in order of priority. It may be



Figure 117: The Pillars of State

necessary to package threats and challenges (‘Populace’, ‘Insurgent’, ‘Criminal’, etc.—see notes).
National:

• Confrontational and militant politics
• Political disputes
• Militant pressure groups
• Tribal and/or ethical dissent (revenge, hatred, etc.)
• NGOs
• Foreign government paid ‘advisors’
• Other ‘aid’ and ‘humanitarian’ organisations
• Armed uprisings/armed anti-government forces (AGFs)
• Protests (violent and non-violent)
• Organised crime
- Human trafficking
- Armed robbery
- Drug smuggling
- Counterfeiting
• Sabotage
• Political actions
• Secular tensions
• Mainstream and social media
• Communications intercepts
• Lack of law and order
• Militias
• Terrorism
• Intimidation
• Kidnap and ransom of high value individuals/politicians
• Contagious diseases
• Attacks against national key points
• Raids on military weapon stores
• Internally displaced persons
• Xenophobia



• Civil war
• Disinformation
• Poor/weak governance
• Inadequate service delivery
• Industrial action and sabotage
• Weak judicial system(s)
• Unemployment
• Poverty
• Unbalanced power
• Predatory capitalism
• Untrained, poorly-regulated, well-armed private security companies
• Foreign covert/clandestine espionage and military actions
• Compromising of government officials
• Cyber-attacks and crime Regional:
• Foreign powers encouraging and supporting armed uprisings
• NGOs
• Espionage
• Proxy forces
• Political warfare
• Transnational tribal hatred and antagonism
• Transnational organised crime
• Transnational terrorism
• Sabotage
• Proliferation of weapons
• Armed force
• Cross border terrorism
• Kidnap and ransom
• Secular tensions
• Contagious diseases
• Cross border tribal or ethnic tensions
• Diplomatic threats
• Guerrilla warfare
• Porous borders
• Economic and political sanctions
• Food
• Disinformation
• Communications intercepts
• Border violations
• Water
• Grazing
• Springboard operations by AGFs/foreign forces
• Unmanned aerial vehicles
• Cyber-crime and attacks Continental and international:
• Coercive diplomacy
• UN resolutions
• International criminal court
• NGOs
• Support to militant groups
• Resource grabbing
• International sanctions
• Economic warfare
• Political warfare
• Strategic warfare
• Electronic warfare
• Disinformation
• Communications intercepts



• Covert or clandestine foreign military raids
• Proxy forces
• Espionage
• Unmanned aerial vehicle and missile strikes
• Naval blockades
• Cyber-attacks and crime

Priority Strategic Environments
From the above, prioritise the strategic environments within which the security apparatus / state will

be required to successfully operate to defend and protect the Pillars of State.

Sources of Information

• Intelligence services
• Armed forces
• Law enforcement agencies
• Community policing forums (CPFs) and similar groups
• Diplomatic missions
• Technology
• Electronic intelligence
• Media (mainstream and social)
• Banks
• Businessmen
• Tribal elders
• Private military companies
• Private security companies
• Sympathetic foreigners
• Prisoners
• NGOs
• Internally displaced persons/refugees
• Regional allies
• Prisoners of war
• Open source information
• Public speeches and statements
• Budget readings
• Hawkers
• Street vendors
• Migrant workers
• Schools
• Taxi drivers

Roles, Missions, and Tasks
Allocate roles, missions, and tasks in accordance with above:

• Intelligence services
• Law enforcement agencies
• Armed forces
• Diplomatic missions
• Government agencies and departments
• Media
• Communications intercepts (ELINT)
• NGOs
• Aid organisations

Intelligence Operations



List all intelligence operations required to implement the national security strategy including
training/equipment required. Consider getting support from private military companies/private security
companies as well.

Law Enforcement Operations
List all law enforcement operations required to implement the national security strategy including

training/equipment required. Consider getting support from private military companies/private security
companies as well.

Military Operations
List all required military operations, including training/equipment required to implement national

security strategy including:

• Operations related to war
- Statutory forces
- Non-statutory forces
- Private military companies
• Operations other than war
- Statutory forces
- Non-statutory forces
- Private military companies
- Private security companies
• Military intelligence operations
- Overt
- Clandestine
- Covert

Also, see Chapter 6.

Government Department Operations
The roles that government agencies and departments must play in supporting the national security

strategy.

Political Warfare Operations
Discuss the broad impact of political warfare operations on the national security strategy and possible

approaches/methods.

Strategic Warfare Operations
Discuss the broad impact of strategic warfare operations on the national security strategy and

possible approaches/methods that can be implemented, including:

• Force projection
• Stabilisation
• African Union cooperation
• Cross border operations
• Discretionary operations
• Proxy forces
• Strategic investments
• Striking high value targets
• Blockades
• Sanctions
• National media plan
• Disinformation
• Travel restrictions
• Oil
• Cyber-warfare



This must include how the national security strategy will support and strengthen coercive diplomacy
actions.

Psychological Warfare Operations
Operations designed to alter perceptions in favour of government and denigrate the enemy or threat.

The ultimate aim of these operations is to strengthen the Pillars of State while weakening the threat’s
trinity of gravity. Consideration must be given to:

• Social media networks
• Mainstream media networks
• Gossip groups
• Pamphlets
• Rallies

Ways
What ways i.e. options can/must the state implement to achieve the ends?

Means
What means are available—or required—to implement the ways and achieve the ends?

Alignment
Align all strategies in the national security strategy with government department strategies.

Contextualising
Put the national security strategy into context by means of ends, ways, and means.

Strategic Deficiencies
What  is  lacking in  terms  of means  and  in what  priority  the deficiencies  should be addressed.

Priorities to Enable the NSS
List all tasks, actions and movements (ways) required to implement the national security strategy.

Strategic Timeline
Determine the timeline for the implementation of the strategy. The timeline can be expressed in terms

of yearly increments.

Joint Operations
The importance of coordination, standardisation, policies, and standing operational procedures.

Checks and Balances
All checks, balances, and restrictions.

Implementation i.e. Strategic Template

1. Use CPA567 to determine objectives and priorities and enable implementation.
2. Determine how strategic deficiencies can be overcome.
3. Phase the implementation of the strategy i.e. the master plan where necessary.
4. Implement and monitor the national security strategy via the national security strategy control

centre/national security strategy committee (fusion centre).

Policies
The development of national security policies i.e. what policies should be developed to ensure the

implementation of the national security strategy. The development of the policies is a separate issue and
only the required policy titles are listed here.



Annexure:
If any, list here.

Notes:

• The initial national security strategy will serve as a guide for all future national security strategy updates
• The national security strategy must be approved by the highest authority
• The national security strategy must carry a top secret security classification
• The national security strategy must be reviewed annually and reassessed every five years
• The end state in terms of ends, ways, and means must be flexible, realistic, and achievable
• Threats against the state: It may be necessary to package the threats in terms of the Pillars of State:
- Populace
- Internally displaced persons
- Tribal/ethnic
- Secular
- AGFs
- Crime
- Civil war
- Unemployment
- Lack of basic services
- Protests and riots
• The national security strategy must be implemented using realistic and actionable policies
• Realistic strategic objectives must be determined and strategic deficiencies addressed
• Checks and balances must be confirmed and introduced
 



Appendix lll

Coercive Diplomacy

Diplomacy is generally considered to be an approach through which to prevent or resolve conflicts
and wars. This consideration, however, assumes an adherence to, and a degree of, reciprocity.

When diplomacy has failed, conflict and war become inevitable. This implies that diplomacy is the first
approach to ending state on state aggression and tension. It can also be utilised as a politico-diplomatic
tool to calm tensions between hostile states.

Coercive diplomacy is synonymous with diplomatic warfare. It is a foreign policy tool that governments
can use against an adversary and it includes elements of psychological warfare and propaganda.

Successful coercive diplomacy requires the application of all diplomatic tools (including economic
tools) to apply sufficient pressure to change the behaviour of a hostile government or organisation. The
use of armed force is therefore viewed as a flexible instrument of state that is applied to increase
diplomatic pressure. The change coercive diplomacy brings about may be gradual or rapid depending
on how stable the target’s support base or Pillars of State are.

As a politico-diplomatic strategy, coercive diplomacy combines the threat of armed force with
economic and social pressures and sanctions. The pressures and sanctions may be limited at the
outset, but steadily increase if the desired effect is not achieved. When armed force becomes
necessary, it is (initially) applied in a limited form.

If the desired effect is not achieved within a determined time frame, the use of armed force is
incrementally increased along with a tightening of other diplomatic measures. These may include export
bans, air space closures, restricted over flight rights, restrictions on the importation of essential goods,
blockades of harbours and ports, travel bans, freezing of foreign bank accounts, and international
criminal court threats.

The use of armed force demonstrates a willingness to follow through with the threats that have been
levelled at the targeted government or organisation.

However, coercive diplomacy can fail if the threat of armed force has no credibility. In such an
instance, the government attempting to use coercive diplomacy will suffer reputational damage and
humiliation.

Alexander George568 viewed coercive diplomacy as having three objectives:

• To encourage an opponent to turn away from his goal
• To persuade an adversary to reverse an action already taken
• To forcefully influence an adversary to make ‘fundamental changes’ in his government or organisation

George, furthermore, developed several approaches to the application of coercive diplomacy:

• Issuance of an initial ultimatum
• Issuance of an implicit ultimatum coupled to a time-line
• A direct challenge i.e. a ‘we dare you’ approach
• A gradual increase in rhetoric and force
• For coercive diplomacy to achieve the desired effect, the following key conditions must be met:
• The threat of armed force must be credible and sufficient. The target government or organisation must 
be  made to realise that armed force can—and will—be used  to defeat it or prevent it from achieving its
objectives.
• The threat of economic sanctions is real and credible and if it is enforced, the target government’s
economic pillar will be seriously eroded. Coercive diplomacy will disrupt the support and financial base
of an organisation against which it is levelled.
• A defined deadline must accompany the threat of diplomatic coercion.
• The targeted government or organisation must understand that compliance will be followed by
incentives i.e. that a ‘carrot-and-stick’ scenario will be applied.



• The targeted government or organisation must understand that any attempt at future negative actions
will be met by reimplementation of coercive diplomacy.
• The targeted government or organisation must be made to understand that any attempts to counter,
circumvent, and/or neutralise the coercive diplomatic approach may result in regime change or
destruction of the organisation.

Watching the fall of the first mortar bomb

When approaching an LZ the helicopter is at its most vulnerable
 



Appendix lV

The Phases of a Commander’s Operational Design

The phases of a commander’s operational design must make provision for manoeuvre from one firm
base to another. This allows the forces to retain sustainable mobile balance. Complex military
operations can be effectively planned and executed utilising lines of operation. This facilitates command
and control and enables forces to achieve the mission and overall objectives in a logical sequence.

The campaign strategy will highlight a number of important phases according to which the operation
must unfold. The phases will be presented as the commander’s intent and each phase will be discussed
in detail during the presentation of orders.

Although not a specific phase, intelligence commences prior to any operation and continues
throughout and after the operation.

A typical operational design may briefly unfold as follows:
Phase 1: Planning and preparation for the operation from D-90 to D-4
Phase 2: Operational movement from the respective staging areas to pre-selected forward assembly

areas, from D-4 to D-3
Phase 3: Operational movement from the respective forward assembly areas to the final assembly

areas on D-2
Phase 4: Operational movement from the assembly areas to the final assault positions on D-1
Phase 5: Artillery and air strikes commence on D-Day, at H-60. Assault forces move from final assault

positions to start lines
Phase 6: Execution of the main attack of the target
Phase 7: Exploitation of the immediate target area and the conduct of area operations from D Day

until D+4.
Phase 8: Forces withdraw on D+5

Phase 9: Withdrawal of all forces from the objective area to the forward assembly area on D+6
Phase 10: Departure to unit FOBs and all relevant administration on completion of the operation.

Debriefings to be held at the respective FOBs.
 



Appendix V

The Raid

(This article appeared in The Counter Terrorist Magazine, Volume 5, Number 4 of August/ September 2012)

After months of negotiations, it appeared that a deal was close at hand.
A rebel group known as the Free Papua Movement (FPM) had been waging a bloody insurgency in

Irian Jaya, a province of Indonesia. Their latest action had been to abduct a multinational group that
included several UN workers, on 8 January 1996, and in exchange for their release demanded the
independence of Irian Jaya from Indonesia along with immediate diplomatic recognition by several
western governments. Understandably, the Indonesian government viewed the FPM as a terrorist group
and it was not willing to entertain negotiations with a terrorist group.

International pressure on the Indonesian government mounted as the hostages from Britain, the
Netherlands and Indonesia faced certain death if the FPM’s demands were not met. However, the FPM
leader, Kelly Kwalik, known to his followers as ‘General Kelly’, kept changing his demands while many in
the international community tried to woo and pacify him and his terrorists while adding to the Indonesian
government’s pressure. Similarly, Kwalik enjoyed the role the media played by giving him and his FPM
hitherto unknown publicity.

In an act bordering on desperation, Henry Fournier, the head of the International Committee of the
Red Cross based in Indonesia,569 flew into the remote jungles of Irian Jaya to attempt to negotiate the
release of hostages. Unfortunately for Fournier, his mission failed as Kwalik refused to see reason.
Instead, Kwalik simply increased his threats against the hostages and upped his demands for their
release.

By the time Brigadier General Prabowo Subianto, the GOC Indonesian Special Forces (Kopassos)
contacted the private military company (PMC) Executive Outcomes (EO), the Indonesian government
had exhausted all of its options, including foreign military intervention.

During the development of the initial operational design, Brigadier General Subianto expressed his disappointment at the view held
by several western diplomats and remarked ‘The West seems to think that you can meet such people over a cup of tea and with a

few friendly words resolve the problems and recover the hostages.’
570 Having been through the mill of how the West viewed

‘freedom fighters’, I could only agree with him. Kidnap and ransom actions to fund terrorism could not—and should not—go
unpunished.

During a hasty planning cycle, it was agreed that a raid into the FPM’s jungle hide-out would send a
very strong message and present the best option to secure the release of the hostages.

The political risk in undertaking the raid was assessed and found to be acceptable. Despite this, the
raid would be fraught with operational and tactical risks. To limit the risk to the raiding force, they
required specialist training as well as expertise and experience that was not freely available within
Kopassos.

Having agreed to a timeline, an EO team began infiltrating Indonesia via numerous different routes.
Once on the ground, they linked up with a select Kopassos team and, under a cloak of great secrecy,
began detailed planning, training and preparation for the pending raid.

As far as raids go, it was supposed to be a simple tactical raid that, if correctly executed, would 
provide  Kopassos  with  several  operational  advantages. Not  only  would  the hostages being held by
the FPM on Irian Jaya be freed but it was hoped that joint EO/ Kopassos force would additionally
capture and kill members of the FPM as well as gather vital intelligence for any future operations against
them.

The intelligence briefing made it very clear that the raid would require both daring and surprise and
that whereas the objective was to rescue the hostages while simultaneously dealing the FPM a hard
blow where they least expected it, it was not to hold ground or dominate terrain. The extraction of the
raiding force would take place as soon as the operational objectives had been met.

Fournier’s failure to secure the release of the hostages signalled the start of the raid. The joint team
launched their raid on 9 May 1996, fast roping from helicopters through the thick jungle canopy. Surprise
was complete as the FPM considered their hide to be safe from an attack from the air as helicopters had
often overflown their position without locating them. This time they were dead wrong...



Duncan Rykaart,571 the EO team leader, inflicted the first FPM casualty.
After an eight-hour gun battle, most of the FPM’s members lay dead and all but one hostage was

released, that hostage being killed by the FPM.572 The raiding force suffered no casualties.
The raid was tactically well executed and a resounding operational success. Although it achieved its

operational aim, it also had strategic implications insofar as the FPM was concerned. The movement
had been destroyed and no longer posed a threat to the Indonesian government.

Some were very quick to claim their role in the raid.573 Ironically, once it became known that EO had
been involved in the raid, the operation was rapidly condemned—even by those who had initially
claimed to have executed it.

The aim of a raid is generally to create advantages that influence operations in the immediate combat
zone. Correctly planned and executed, strategic raids can alter the course of a military campaign, create
the conditions necessary for victory, and place the government in a strong position from which to
conduct negotiations.

Raids, however,  are not new to the battlefield. The art of raiding was employed centuries ago by
tribal societies as a form of waging war. Raids were likewise used with great success—and suffered
spectacular failure—during World War II. Modern warfare has similarly seen raids used to great effect—
some successful and some not.

On today’s rapidly changing battlefield, the raid is often viewed as a supporting attack. Nonetheless,
as an independent operation it can yield spectacular results if correctly executed. Conversely, a poorly
planned and executed raid can result in failure and humiliation and thereby impact negatively on morale
and perceptions—especially international perceptions.

At the political level, a strategic raid can be sanctioned to show both political steadfastness and the
political will to pursue the enemy wherever he may be. However, the possible fallout the raid may create
should not be forgotten. If the political gains exceed the potential fallout, the decision will be taken to
launch the raid.

A successful raid will impede the enemy’s thinking and have a negative impact on his morale. An
unsuccessful raid may increase the enemy’s brazenness and his desire to continue with operations, and
also be used as an opportunity to humiliate the raiders and their government.

As an independent operational mission, the raid is not intended to hold ground and/ or dominate
terrain. It has a specific purpose and ends with an immediate and rapid extraction or withdrawal (before
the enemy can regain his balance and launch a counter attack) after its operational objectives have
been met.

In exceptional circumstances, a link up force may join the raiding force and aid their withdrawal.
The raiding forces’ size, composition and delivery technique is dependent on:

• The objective(s)
• The enemy
• The target area
• The terrain
• The distribution of the local population in and around the target area

At the military level, the raid is a mission specific operation and it can be launched for several
reasons. These include:

• To deceive, disrupt, and confuse the enemy
• To unbalance the enemy
• To force the enemy to redeploy his forces elsewhere thus presenting numerous attack options against
redeploying enemy forces
• To release prisoners of war or hostages
• To kill and/or capture high value individuals
• To attack and destroy high value targets
• To gather intelligence
• To inflict casualties on the enemy



A swarm attack comprises a number of simultaneous raids from multiple directions at coordinated
timings. Whereas swarm attacks are intended to unbalance an enemy and inflict casualties, these raids
usually deliver a blow to the morale of the targeted troops or bases and force the enemy commander to
continually divide and redeploy his troops to counter the swarms.

When planning a raid, several important principles need to be carefully considered:

1. Detailed intelligence on the target and operational environment: The operational plan must be
driven by sound, credible intelligence. The operational environment (OE) will dictate the insertion
method, the risk of compromise by the local population, and the tactics, techniques and procedures
(TTPs) that will be applied by the raiding force. The enemy deployments, strengths, and weapons
will indicate the size of the raiding force and likely enemy counter-actions.

2. Detailed planning: Planning is driven by intelligence. Nothing can be left to chance as the risk of
failure can be both disastrous and humiliating. The plan must be simple, flexible, and realistic. A
good plan can only be executed if the selected forces are correctly led, trained, and equipped.

3. Secrecy: Secrecy is an essential prerequisite for surprise, and security is essential to protect the
mission from compromise. The mission must be dealt with, exclusively on a need to know basis so
that mission integrity can be maintained. Secrecy is enhanced by force isolation and restricted
access to the ‘outside world’.

4. Thorough training and rehearsals prior to insertion/deployment: Prior to any raid, the forces involved
must be mission specifically trained and rehearsals must be conducted in an area that can simulate
the target area. During the rehearsals, attention must be given to actions to deal with casualties,
lost equipment, raiding parties being cut off by the enemy, escape, and evasion.

5. Timing: The raid must be timed to coincide with the time at which the enemy is known to be least
vigilant. The timing will, additionally, impact on the method of infiltration. If the raid is to be
conducted prior to first light or after last light, the raiding force must be equipped with night vision
equipment.

6. Daring: A raid can be fraught with risks. To overcome risks, the raiding force must be well-trained
and confident, believe in the plan, and be able to adapt to rapid changes on the ground
immediately. Troops at all levels must exercise daring and push home the mission.

7. Surprise: Surprise is achieved by the implementation of a strict ‘need to know’ policy regarding the
time of the raid, the infiltration technique(s), deception, and speed of execution. A lack of surprise
will provide the enemy commander with time to prepare his forces. Surprise is also achieved by
utilising the least obvious approach route to the target.

8. Aggression: Aggression, coupled with speed, surprise, and focussed firepower can result in a rapid
enemy collapse. Aggression can additionally impact on the enemy’s morale and make the enemy
desert his position(s). Aggression is a by-product of tough training, resolute leadership, and unity of
effort.

9. Speed of execution: Speed, aggression, and controlled firepower increase tempo and can make the
enemy surrender the initiative. Speed of execution furthermore results in momentum and
momentum can be rapidly exploited to achieve mission success.

10. Initiative at all levels: Initiative must be delegated to all levels within the raiding force.

This will allow troops to adapt to rapidly changing situations, retain flexibility, and alter the battlefield to
their advantage.
11. Decentralised command and control: Decentralised command and control is essential to flexibility

and rapid decision making, and allows plans to be adapted according the situation.
12. Immediate extraction or link up plan: Due to the vulnerability of a raiding force, an immediate

extraction or link up action must be implemented, especially when hostages have been rescued or
prisoners of war taken.

13. Limit collateral damage: Collateral damage must be reduced to the minimum. Failure to do so will
make the local population around the target area side with the enemy forces. Excessive collateral
damage will furthermore act as a feeder to enemy forces.

Raiding forces can be inserted in a number of ways:



• By land
• By sea
• By air

Depending on the mission objectives, the terrain, and the enemy’s relative strengths, raiding forces
can be composed of highly mobile mechanised units. Indeed, it was this approach to raids that led to the
development of the Soviet Army’s operational manoeuvre groups.

Numerous strategic, operational, and tactical raids were successfully carried out by the South African
Defence Force (SADF) during South Africa’s campaigns in Angola during the 1980s. Despite the fact
that South Africa saw itself at war, these raids were met with harsh international criticism and sanction.

Despite the many valuable lessons learned by the SADF that have been lost to modern planners and
soldiers alike, the raid remains an important military manoeuvre that can yield advantageous strategic,
operational, and tactical results and place a government in an uncompromising and strong position.
 



Appendix Vl

Relentless Pursuit: A Neglected Coin Principle?

(This article appeared in The Counter Terrorist Magazine, Volume 5, Number 4 of August/ September 2012)

In developing a counter-insurgency,574 (COIN) strategy and the subsequent COIN campaign, the most
important aims are to:

• Deny the insurgent freedom and space in which to manoeuvre and destroy him
• Regain the lost confidence of the populace
• Create a safe environment for the populace to live and work without fear
• Negate the insurgent’s principles for an insurgency
• Deny the insurgent access to funding

An insurgency is, in  essence, a  political conflict  that manifests  itself with  a host of grievances
expressed by the populace in the form of non-violent and violent demonstrations and protests. Left
unchecked, these actions can result in an escalation of violence, attacks on government installations
and ultimately an armed insurgency where the aggrieved mobilise the populace to take up arms in an
attempt to force the government to take heed of their dissatisfaction, to govern for the people and not for
the politicians and ultimately to depose of the government and install their own government.

Identifying the potential for an insurgency and an armed insurrection is the function of the intelligence
services that ought to utilise all sources and agents at their disposal to gain insight into the planning and
organisation of any planned insurgency. It is this intelligence that poses a threat to the National Interests
(NI) of the government and that ought to guide national policy.

As the threat is against the NI, the function of countering the potential of a real or perceived
insurgency lies with the law enforcement agencies. Acting on intelligence, the law enforcement agencies
must identify and neutralise the pending uprising. These actions can take the form of crowd control, riot
control and eventually even armed actions against the insurgents.

The failure of government to take heed of the intelligence product and address the grievances of the
populace as well as the failure of the law enforcement agencies to take the necessary pre-emptive
actions will result in the insurgency gaining momentum. As the insurgency develops, the armed forces
may be used to act in support of the law enforcement agencies. The insurgents will, in turn, seek to
galvanise national as well as international support. Additionally, the insurgents will seek to gain financial
support to sustain their movement as well as purchase weapons, ammunition and other equipment to
continue their ‘armed struggle’.

Once the insurgency reaches its tipping point, the armed forces are tasked to take control and counter
the armed insurgency. This mission however indicates a failure at the political level and thus the armed
forces find themselves in a war that is neither of their own doing or choosing.

Many military forces seem to have found themselves in a mental quandary as far as counter
insurgency (COIN) operations are concerned. New terms and buzzwords are created to explain an age-
old phenomenon, papers are written trying to intellectualise the insurgent and his ideals and this has
given rise to a host of different arguments on the conduct of COIN operations. Indeed, books are written
explaining in detail how insurgencies start and the different approaches that should be adopted in
countering the insurgent forces.

Whereas understanding and debate ought to be welcomed, it appears as though we may have
forgotten that we ought to win a war before we try to intellectualise it. However, there are three basic
approaches to modern counter-insurgency:

• Enemy-centric approach
• Population centric approach
• Fund-centric approach



Enemy-centric-approach: This approach views COIN as an extension of conventional warfare and
therefore centres on primarily defeating the insurgent. The belief is that the enemy must be located and
destroyed and in so doing the problem will be solved. The enemy is viewed as an organised enemy that
follows typical TTPs related to the movement. Within this approach, numerous strategies can be
formulated to achieve the aim.

Population-centric approach: This approach views COIN as an attempt to mobilise the population and
gain support to act against the government. In essence, the population becomes the water the fish must
swim in. Remove the water and the fish cannot survive. This requires securing the population, realigning
their loyalty towards the government and denying the insurgent access to the population. This is
considered by many to be the foundation of the ‘hearts-and-minds’ policy.

Fund-centric approach: This approach views the driving force of the insurgency as a desire to gain
and hold financial assets and benefits. In the early stages of the insurgency, the movement requires
financial assets in order to purchase weapons, ammunition and equipment as well as to sustain the
movement. To achieve this, the movement may form foreign alliances or even resort to crime to fund
their activities.

Whereas no two insurgencies are identical in nature, all insurgencies contain elements of all three
approaches. To counteract the insurgent on a wide front, a planned, coordinated and controlled
integration of political, civilian, law enforcement and military counter- actions needs to be applied. These
counteractions must take cognisance of the political, security, economic, social, tribal, religious and
cultural environment in which they will be implemented.

These three approaches give rise to a trinity of gravity in COIN operations as opposed to a single
centre of gravity as expounded by Clausewitz. It is, in the author’s opinion, a critical factor in neutralising
and destroying an insurgent force. If two of these pillars of the trinity are collapsed, the insurgency will
collapse.

The population-centric approach is and remains a function of good governance. The fund-centric
approach is and remains an intelligence and law enforcement matter. The enemy-centric approach
involves the soldier on the ground. In most instances, he wants to find, fix, and destroy the enemy and
he has scant interest in the two remaining approaches.

Fighting an apparently elusive enemy during COIN operations can be very frustrating for the man in
the field especially when he is expected to conduct population-centric operations on behalf of a failed
government. Indeed, had the government competently governed, the intelligence agencies gathered the
requisite intelligence and the law enforcement agencies exercised the law, the insurgency could, in all
likelihood, have been nipped in the bud.

As with all military operations, strategies are devised, operational plans made and deployments then
take place—according to the numerous principles that have over time been proven to be relevant.

COIN is no exception as it too—as an action aimed at defeating an enemy—has both strategic and
tactical principles that have over time manifested themselves to be relevant to the type of campaign that
is being planned and fought.

As with conventional operations, soldiers engaged in COIN operations operate according to tactics,
techniques and procedures (TTPs). The TTPs are in turn derived from the principles of COIN as well as
from the lessons learned that are particular to the campaign being fought. This does however not
reduce the frustration of the soldier in the field.

The frustration is increased when it appears that the insurgent has the initiative—which he indeed has
at times—as he can chose his place, time and method of attack. These attacks are usually of short
duration but are aimed at killing, wounding, disrupting, demoralising or delaying own forces members—
and getting maximum publicity for their actions and their cause. Civilian casualties are both a means to
an end as well as a method of intimidation aimed at forcing support.

When the insurgent believes he has the initiative, he becomes bolder and more daring. When we
believe that he has the initiative, it places us in a reactive state-of-mind, thus reaffirming and
strengthening the insurgent’s belief that he indeed has the initiative. Wresting the initiative from the
insurgent is not as easy as it sounds, but it is not impossible. We need to place the enemy in a position
of continual disadvantage and then exploit it with speed, aggression and targeted firepower. The tactical
principles of COIN, correctly applied to the terrain in which the campaign takes place enable us to do
this but one principle that appears to receive little or no attention is ‘relentless pursuit’.

Relentless pursuit implies the enemy is pursued with speed and aggression, without stopping,
pushing him past the limits of his endurance while we continually substitute the men doing the pursuit



with fresh troops. This forces the enemy into a state of exhaustion as he has no time to eat, rest, or
sleep. It also impacts negatively on his morale, leads to panic and subsequently leads him to make
mistakes.

When the enemy is tired and hungry, he becomes weak and slow in his movements, disorientated and
prone to making poor decisions. It is these mistakes we need to identify and exploit in order to
aggressively seize the initiative. Therefore, every possibility must be exploited to hunt down the
insurgents and either force a surrender or destroy them.

To effectively close with and destroy the enemy, the training and organisation of the units conducting
the campaign need to be reassessed. Combat tracker teams supported by correctly trained and lightly
equipped troops must be deployed and conduct an aggressive pursuit policy. To enable the pursuit
forces to maintain their speed on the insurgent’s tracks, fresh teams must be leap-frogged ahead of the
teams on the tracks to relieve them. A good guideline is to deploy a pursuit team for four to five hours
before relieving it with a fresh team. The pursuit teams must have the ability to operate by both day and
night in order to give the insurgents no respite. Once contact has been made with the insurgent force,
aggressive focussed application of fire and manoeuvre must be applied.

In applying relentless pursuit, the ability to track humans is an essential prerequisite. Good combat
trackers can tell the age of a track as well as indicate if the enemy is carrying heavy loads, how fast or
slowly he is moving, the types of weapons he has (this is identified when locating enemy resting places),
what he is eating, what counter- tracking measures he is taking and so forth. Good trackers are also
able to identify disturbances in the soil or tripwires indicating a possible landmine or improvised
explosive device as well as indications of an ambush ahead of the pursuit force. Supporting the combat
trackers are troops that are lightly equipped but well-armed and ready to conduct immediate offensive
actions when required. The size of these teams will depend on the size of the insurgent force being
pursued and its past actions.

The use of helicopters to deploy substitute troops after a few hours of pursuit enhances the principle
of relentless pursuit. Tired troops can be replaced with fresh troops in order to maintain momentum and
keep the pressure on the enemy. Once the trackers have analysed the age of the tracks to within an
hour or less, it is possible to determine the distance the insurgents are ahead of the pursuit force.
Helicopters can then be used to deploy troops into blocking positions as well as deliver troops onto
tactically advantageous ground. Alternatively, troops can be deployed to seal off villages and prevent
their use to the insurgents.

The use of dummy-drops using helicopters can be executed to the flanks of the moving insurgent
force in order to channel them into a specific area. The dummy-drops must be sufficiently realistic for the
enemy to believe that troops are indeed being inserted to their flanks. These dummy-drops must be
close enough for the enemy to either hear or even observe them but far enough away to prevent the
enemy from using small arms at the helicopter.

Implementing relentless pursuit requires, amongst others, that troops:

• Can eat while on the move
• Can track an enemy at speed
• Have the ability to leap-frog ahead of the enemy by means of helicopters or vehicles
• Have outstanding communications
• Are aggressive
• Are adept at night operations
• Must outgun the enemy
• Have a rapid reaction force on stand-by

Troops need to be ‘taught’ how to eat while on the move. During relentless pursuit, troops cannot stop
to prepare meals as this will give the enemy time to make good his escape. Apart from their weapons
and ammunition, dry rations and water is all these troops need to carry with them especially since they
will only be moving for a few hours before being relieved by fresh troops.

Good communications is essential to ensure that pursuit forces do not engage in so- called friendly-
fire incidents. Communications is also essential to enable the calling for air support, fresh troops, as well
as the rapid reaction force. By frequently reporting the pursuit forces coordinates, operations officers will
be able to plot and even predict the enemy’s intended direction of movement.



Troops need to develop their aggression level to such a point that the enemy fears them. Aggressive
pursuit is aimed at initiating and maintaining contact with the enemy. This aspect is closely allied to the
principle of aggressive, focussed application of force. Pursuit must continue after dark and into and
during the night. Equipment such as night vision goggles and illumination flares must be used to the
optimal. Battlefield illumination, when closing with the enemy, is useful for slowing an enemy’s progress
or forcing him to show himself prematurely.

The enemy must be engaged at maximum range, terrain depending, in order to force him to deploy
tactically. Long distance engagements may not cause enemy casualties but it will slow his progress and
allow own forces to begin offensive tactical manoeuvres. Weapons such as the 20 mm PAW, 60 mm
patrol mortars, RPG-7s and so forth can force the enemy to slow his progress, take cover and thus slow
his escape.

When the enemy scatters (bombshells), at least one set of tracks should be taken to ensure a
successful pursuit as it is likely that the enemy may regroup at an emergency RV.

A rapid reaction force, equipped to enter the fire-fight immediately on arriving on the ground, must be
kept on stand-by. This force can comprise pursuit force men who have been replaced with fresh troops.

To apply relentless pursuit, the troops need to be fit, mentally alert and ready to immediately take
offensive action.

Failure to apply the principle of relentless pursuit will continue to give the enemy options and
advantages, often at our own peril.
 



Appendix Vll

16 Things Every Soldier Must be Taught

Just as the armed forces are a reflection of society, the soldier is a mirror of the society he comes
from. He must be professional at all times. The populace must run to him for protection, not run from him
in fear.

• Abidance: Follow your orders and adhere to the rules of your armed forces and the laws of the land.
• Aggression: Be aggressive in combat yet gentle when the smoke clears. Remember, you are there to
protect the populace, not to turn them into the enemy through your attitudes and actions.
• Bearing: You are a reflection of your armed forces. Be neat and clean, and carry yourself with dignity.
• Confidence: Have confidence in your leaders, your comrades, and yourself.
• Courage: Be able to recognise danger and/or fear and learn to control it.
• Discipline: Be disciplined in your task and the application of fire
• Empathy: Identify with and understand the feelings and/or difficulties of your comrades and those you
are duty-bound to protect.
• Endurance: Develop mental and physical stamina.
• Honour: Your word is your bond, never to be broken.
• Integrity: Always be truthful and honest regardless of the consequences.
• Judgement: Consider all facts and solutions to reach a sound decision.
• Knowledge: Always be professional and increase your thirst to learn more so that you can be the very
best you can be.
• Loyalty: Be faithful to your country and its people, your armed forces, your army group, your division,
your combat operations group, your battle group, your combat team, and the men to your flanks, rear,
and front.
• Pride: Take pride in being known as a soldier and do not abuse the trust placed in you.
• Respect: Show respect to your seniors and elders. Also, respect your enemy lest you forget that he will
kill you if he gets the opportunity. Earn the respect of the populace.
• Willingness: Be willing to make sacrifices for the better of your unit and comrades as well as for those
who are the victims of circumstance.
• Success: Strive for success as failure can never be an option.
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Some Basic Formations

Stick formations

                                        Extended line:

                                           Single file:

                                             Open box:

                                                Diamond:

 
Fire Team formations:
 
                                        Extended line:



                                                Single file:

                                                     Wedge’:

                                                     T’:

                          Basic dismounted fire team with MRAP:
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NOTI S
Notes

[←1]
Tactics, techniques, and procedures



[←2]
Cold War: A term coined by US financier and presidential advisor Bernard Baruch in 1947, and given currency by the journalist
Walter Lippmann. It denotes a state of hostility between rival blocs (specifically Western and Soviet) involving economic, political,
and subversive actions that do not result in overt war (Scruton, R., 1983, A Dictionary of Political Thought, London, Pan Books)



[←3]
Armed anti-government uprisings or movements are also commonly referred to as insurgencies



[←4]
Armed anti-government forces will henceforth be referred to as AGFs. AGFs include all armed and/or destructive forces (rebel
groups, guerrillas, and terrorists). The enemy can thus consist of AGFs or hostile armed forces. AGFs can be driven by nationalist
and/or other ideals or act on behalf of a sponsoring government



[←5]
Fifth columnists are anti-government elements or groups that aim to undermine the government from within.Their activities are
usually covert and they often act in conjunction with and in support of AGFs



[←6]
It is imperative that armed forces work in close cooperation with law enforcement agencies as many of these conflicts are funded by
organised crime



[←7]
The term ‘armed forces’ refers to state-controlled military forces which include ground forces, air forces, and naval/riverine forces. It
must not be confused with ‘armed force’ which implies force by the use of arms



[←8]
Hostile forces can include AGFs and hostile armed forces from neighbouring or even regional and international governments



[←9]
National key points are infrastructure-based assets such as hydro-electric schemes, large reservoirs and dams, strategic industries,
and power stations



[←10]
See Appendix



[←11]
Discretionary warfare operations are deniable clandestine operations that engage a hostile government within its own country using
specially trained members of the armed forces or proxy forces. Arms, ammunition, vehicles, and equipm



[←12]
Security forces include the intelligence services, the law enforcement agencies, and the armed forces



[←13]
For some examples, see Franklin, M.O., 1962, Guerrilla Warfare, New York, The Free Press; Van der Waals, W.S., 2011, Portugal’s
War in Africa, Pretoria, Protea Book House; Baker, D.P. & Jordaan, E., 2010, South Africa and Contemporary Counterinsurgency,
Cape Town, UCT Press, and Turner J.W., 1998, Continent Ablaze, Johannesburg, Jonathan Ball Publishers



[←14]
Crimes of War Project (War in Africa), Collier P: Natural Resources and Conflict in Africa, October, 2004- http://the-
beacon.info/countries/africa/natural-resources-and-conflict-in-africa/

http://the-beacon.info/countries/africa/natural-resources-and-conflict-in-africa/


[←15]
The term, ‘end state’ is commonly used in political and military science to indicate an end goal. As an element of strategy, it is
referred to as ‘end state’ or ‘ends’



[←16]
See Appendix II for a guideline on how to develop an NSS



[←17]
Force can refer to intelligence, military force, law enforcement, and diplomatic and/or economic force. Force projection can also
include coercive diplomacy and the projection of an ideology. Coercive diplomacy is, in essence, the imposition of a stronger state’s
political will for the purpose of gaining an advantage or achieving a foreign policy objective



[←18]
Traditionally, domestic problems fall within the domain of law enforcement agencies. Deploying armed forces to support law
enforcement agencies or to take control of internal problems is an indication that  the intelligence services and law enforcement
agencies have failed to identify and contain or neutralise the threat in good time



[←19]
Centre of gravity (CoG): The concept was identified by the Prussian military theorist Carl von Clausewitz in his work, On War. It
refers to the ‘source of power that provides moral or physical strength, freedom of action, or will to act’( Joint Publication 1-02,
Department of Defence Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, Washington, DC, 2008). In analysing an enemy force,
commanders will traditionally look for a single CoG, the destruction or neutralisation of which will supposedly result in the collapse of
the enemy forces. In essence, it is that element—a capability, characteristic, locality, or seat of power—whose removal will allow the
forces to achieve their objectives



[←20]
Composite warfare is a term used by the author to describe the type of warfare suited to African conditions



[←21]
Destroying the leadership of an armed anti-government movement in its embryonic stage may result in the movement’s collapse



[←22]
A term that appears to imply the destruction of society along with its infrastructure



[←23]
See Chapter 6



[←24]
Barlow E, 2007, Executive Outcomes Against all Odds, Johannesburg, Galago, p. 94



[←25]
União Nacional para a Independência Total de Angola (The National Union for the Total Independence of Angola )



[←26]
Movimento Popular de Libertação de Angola (The People’s Movement for the Liberation of Angola)



[←27]
Many blue-chip diamond companies were keen to continue purchasing diamonds (known as ‘blood diamonds’) from UNITA, in turn
sustaining its military efforts against the Angolan government. These purchases were made in the full knowledge that UNITA
diamonds were illegal



[←28]
Agents and casual sources of information and intelligence



[←29]
Forças Armadas Angolanas



[←30]
Initially, the Angolan forces regarded the populace living in UNITA controlled areas as UNITA supporters. It required a dramatic mind-
shift to make them view the populace differently.



[←31]
Barlow, E., 2007, Executive Outcomes, Johannesburg, Galago, p. 315



[←32]
Revolutionary United Front: an ill-disciplined, drug-crazed armed criminal gang that committed mass atrocities in their quest to take
control of government of Sierra Leone



[←33]
This may include efforts to contain contagious diseases



[←34]
See Appendix III



[←35]
Recruiting, training, guiding, tasking, and debriefing agents



[←36]
Kutesa, P., 2006, Uganda’s Revolution, 1979–1986, Kampala, Uganda, Fountain Publishers



[←37]
The author has expounded on President Museveni’s progression where necessary



[←38]
In this work, an insurgency is referred to as an armed anti-government uprising



[←39]
In this work, counter-insurgency operations are referred to as counter-AGF operations



[←40]
Clausewitz, C. von, 2003, Principles of War, Mineola, New York, Dover Publications Inc



[←41]
Command, control, communications and intelligence



[←42]
Unconventional warfare is also referred to as irregular warfare



[←43]
For the purpose of this work, unconventional warfare will exclude warfare utilising weapons of mass destruction



[←44]
Air support, although neglected in Africa, can play a major role in the outcome of any battle and remains a force multiplier. The high
purchase costs of modern combat and combat-support aircraft and the high cost of training, maintenance, and operational upgrades
may explain why this weapon has not been used to its full potential



[←45]
Strategic communications operations (STRATCOM) are an element of psychological warfare



[←46]
The term ‘terrain’ generally refers to the ground over which the forces will move and fight, along with the vegetation. It also includes
the population on that terrain. Terrain can be rural or urban



[←47]
Clausewitz, C. von, 1997, On War, Hertfordshire, Wordsworth Editions p. 90



[←48]
Attributed to Napoleon Bonaparte



[←49]
See Chapter 6



[←50]
Strategy results in a vision of the desired end state. It is not a plan



[←51]
The term ‘national strategy’ will be used synonymously with ‘grand strategy’



[←52]
The national strategy is the overall guiding strategy that the state develops to achieve national objectives by harnessing its
diplomatic, economic, and other assets and powers



[←53]
The national military strategy is an overarching military strategy developed to support the national security strategy and the national
strategy. The national military strategy may comprise numerous supporting military strategies (campaign strategies and defensive
and offensive strategies).



[←54]
This assessment is the author’s view of the manner in which many African governments approach strategy



[←55]
See De Jomini, Baron A.H., 2006, The Art of War, London, Greenhill Books, p. 14



[←56]
Political warfare includes coercive diplomacy



[←57]
Psychological warfare erodes an opponent’s national and/or societal will through economic and political pressure, diplomacy,
discretionary operations, propaganda, and numerous other psychological techniques. It goes hand-in-glove with political warfare.



[←58]
These operations are classed as ‘discretionary warfare’



[←59]
The assistance given to the anti-government forces in Libya (initially by the French government in 2011 and later by the UK and US
governments) is an example of how specialist units can be used in political warfare where the ultimate goal is regime change. In this
instance, diplomatic attempts to alter the government were followed by special operations and air attacks. When air power was
committed, it was done overtly



[←60]
The force levels, equipment, training, leadership, and capability of the armed forces and other supporting government assets and
resources



[←61]
Internal security includes law enforcement (active and reactive policing), border security, and the protection of national key points



[←62]
See Strachan, H., 2007, Carl von Clausewitz’s On War, London, Atlantic Books



[←63]
See De Jomini, Baron A.H., 2006, The Art of War, London, Greenhill Books



[←64]
http://www.clausewitz.com/readings/OnWar1873/BK1ch01.html

http://www.clausewitz.com/readings/OnWar1873/BK1ch01.html


[←65]
http://www.clausewitz.com/readings/OnWar1873/BK3ch01.html

http://www.clausewitz.com/readings/OnWar1873/BK3ch01.html


[←66]
Grand tactics are referred to as ‘operational designs’ in this work.



[←67]
De Jomini, Baron A.H., 2006, The Art of War, London, Greenhill Books, p. 66



[←68]
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmuth_von_Moltke_the_Elder

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmuth_von_Moltke_the_Elder


[←69]
This is the author’s definition of military strategy



[←70]
See Chapter 6



[←71]
Predictive intelligence is the collection and assessment of information and the subsequent identification of patterns. It allows analysts
and planners to predict a forthcoming enemy action with a large degree of accuracy.



[←72]
Also referred to as campaign or theatre-level strategy



[←73]
Final intelligence product: the result of information that has been collected, confirmed and analysed. The final intelligence product is
known as ‘confirmed intelligence’



[←74]
According to a news report by Al Jazeera television on 27 January 2013, the 2012/2013 Islamist offensive in Mali made use of
Islamists from Libya, Somalia, and Afghanistan



[←75]
De Vries, Kol R., 1987, Mobiele Oorlogvoering – n Perspektief vir Suider Afrika, Pretoria, F.J.N. Hartman Uitgewers



[←76]
De Vries served as the commander of 61 Mechanised Infantry Battalion Group during the Namibian Bush War



[←77]
War-gaming presents strategists and planners with opportunities to visualise planned campaigns or battles.During this process,
senior intelligence officers, who, given their knowledge of the enemy, are able toanticipate and predict hostile responses, present the
enemy’s courses of action using maps, overlays, orsand models. The commander and his staff counter the enemy’s actions with their
plans. The war-game is avisually presented intellectual exercise aimed at confirming strategies and battle plans



[←78]
See   Chapter 4



[←79]
The offensive launched by Islamic extremists in Mali in 2012 shows the folly of the Malian government in failing to conduct long range
intelligence forecasting and threat predictions. The Malian government also failed to act on intelligence warnings provided
approximately two months before the Islamist offensive commenced



[←80]
Just cause



[←81]
The Libyan government under Col Ghadaffi lost the media war early on during the Arab uprising in 2010 and was never able to
regain the media initiative. Social media was also extensively used to organise the rebellion and inform the populace (as well as the
international community) of the progression of the situation



[←82]
There is no such thing as an ‘exit strategy’. When an ‘exit strategy’ requires development, it is indicative of an incomplete strategy or
a lack of vision and planning



[←83]
Predictive intelligence can play an important role in threat prediction



[←84]
The sanctions against South Africa prior to 1994 are a good example of political warfare conducted by the international community
against a government that was seen to be exercising unacceptable political practices. This form of warfare shaped the political
environment in which the banned and exiled African National Congress was able to operate



[←85]
Coercive diplomacy is of no value if threats of war are made without the means to carry them out



[←86]
Countering armed anti-government forces is generally the responsibility of the law enforcement agencies. In Africa, this responsibility
is often transferred to the armed forces



[←87]
See Chapter 3: Strategic Warfare



[←88]
In October 2011, the Kenyan military, authorised by a joint communiqué between the governments of Somalia and Kenya, sent
troops into southern Somalia to retaliate against extremist group El Shabab’s kidnapping of tourists and bombings in that country.
This was a typical strategic defensive operation although it had all the hallmarks of an offensive operation



[←89]
Foreign internal defence (FID)



[←90]
Jomini termed this grand tactics



[←91]
The area of operations (AO) is also referred to as the operations area (OA). Area of operations (AO) is a general term used to denote
the geographical area in which operations are taking place. It includes the area of responsibility and area of influence. Depending on
the strategic objectives, it may also include the area  of interest. It therefore includes all areas of actual combat, theatres of war,
sectors, objectives, and areas that may have a direct impact on the combat area.



[←92]
Whereas there are similarities between the tension-inducing factors in the AO, the environmental factors that impact on the AO must
be assessed as the operating environment (OE)



[←93]
Numerous states have despatched troops to help neighbouring governments quell anti-government uprisings or beat off attackers.
Similarly, foreign powers have intervened in African conflicts and wars in order to prop up their appointed proxy governments or
protect their foreign interests



[←94]
South Africa, prior to the 1994 elections, serves as an example of the results that can be achieved with international interference,
pressures, sanctions, and international isolation combined with internal tensions and actions



[←95]
Actions against an AGF will focus on its support base and funding



[←96]
When a foreign country is unable to access and control desired strategic resources located in another country, it may resort to direct
or covert military actions (including the support of proxy forces) to affect regime change. It will often present this assistance as vital to
its own national security or claim that it is trying to rid the target country of a government that is acting against its own citizens



[←97]
A denial of service attack: when cyber-operators stop the IT systems of another country from functioning



[←98]
Mozambique suffers immense loss of life and property annually due to flood damage. The government has not made any plans to
put response and evacuation systems in place. This has resulted in mass anger directed at the government in the affected areas



[←99]
Environmental influences at the national level will differ from those at the operational level. At the national level, the environmental
dimension will impact on strategy while at the operational level, it will impact on the design for battle and subsequent TTPs



[←100]
This approach was used extensively by the South African Defence Force (SADF) in the latter stages of the Namibian/Angolan bush
war during which it was referred to as communications operations. The private military company, Executive Outcomes, also used this
approach to very good effect in Angola and Sierra Leone



[←101]
Strategic warfare weakens or neutralises an enemy and his capacity to wage war. Operations may be offensive or defensive, and
may be conducted to destabilise, degrade, disrupt, contain, or stabilise a situation. Directed cyber-attacks are a component of
strategic warfare



[←102]
The term ‘hot war’ is used to denote overt military action as opposed to ‘cold war’, which denotes a state of hostility with no overt
armed action



[←103]
Show of force operations include the massing of troops at a national border, large scale military manoeuvres, or large military
parades showcasing the equipment, discipline, and training of the armed forces with the  aim of deterring or intimidating a hostile
neighbour or threat



[←104]
Offensive warfare differs from a military offensive in that the latter is aimed at offensive operations directed at destroying an enemy
once hostilities have commenced or entered into



[←105]
Numerous problems (for example, armed uprisings) can develop for occupying forces, especially if they are culturally and
ideologically insensitive during an occupation



[←106]
These types of operations are pre-emptive in nature and can be executed using conventional and/or unconventional forces



[←107]
Also known as a buffer zone



[←108]
Close offensives are typically conducted between antagonistic neighbouring governments



[←109]
South African Defence Force



[←110]
UNITA was supported by South Africa and the US, and was viewed by many as a South African/US proxy force. The SADF
conducted numerous incursions (some clandestine) into Angola to support UNITA prior to 1987



[←111]
African National Congress



[←112]
South West African People’s Organisation



[←113]
The Civil Cooperation Bureau (CCB), a covert Special Forces unit, was deployed to attack and destroy South Africa’s enemies
across the globe. Authorised at the political level and part of the overall political warfare campaign of the then South African
government, these covert operations fell within the scope of intelligence operations.



[←114]
Whereas the South African economy was initially able to sustain the war effort, its economic ability decreased over time as its
isolation and international sanctions took hold



[←115]
This type of offensive is conducted by an expeditionary force



[←116]
There is some disagreement about whether this operation was indeed a distant strategic offensive aimed at claiming Iraq’s oil
resources, a strategic defensive operation aimed at preventing Iraq’s support to perceived enemies of the West, or an attempt to
destabilise the Middle East



[←117]
The fact that an existing regime is deemed unacceptable does not mean that its replacement will be any better. It usually takes four
to five years to see what political direction the replacement government will take



[←118]
A 2002 secret memo (known as the Downing Street Memo and released to the public in 2005) records the chief of the British Secret
Intelligence Service’s (MI6) view that ‘(President) Bush wanted to remove Saddam, through military action, justified by the
conjunction of terrorism and WMD. But the intelligence and facts were being fixed around policy’. That same year, the US Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) confirmed in a report that there was no evidence of WMD in Iraq. The offensive, nevertheless, went ahead



[←119]
The populace of an occupied country may resent occupying forces. This may lead to the isolation of the occupying force and make it
vulnerable to a popular armed uprising or even a third country attack



[←120]
This is commonly referred to as ‘mission creep’ and/or ‘troop surges’. It is the realisation that a strategy is failing and that the threat
or enemy has been vastly underestimated



[←121]
There are several internationally funded proxy forces and terrorist groups in Africa, all acting on behalf of sponsor-states that aim to
destabilise, disrupt, or even collapse governments



[←122]
Combat reconnaissance can be conducted by clandestine reconnaissance forces, manned and unmanned air reconnaissance
flights, or where access is available, satellite reconnaissance



[←123]
There are many who dispute the existence of operational level warfare. This work will view the level of warfare that exists between
the strategic and tactical levels as the ‘operational level’. Jomini referred to this level as ‘grand tactics’ and viewed it as the bridge
between strategy and tactics



[←124]
Many strategists point out that all wars are based on exhausting and destroying the enemy, and consider  the term ‘attrition warfare’
to be largely semantic as attrition is an integral element of all conflicts and wars. There are also those that view attrition warfare as
an offensive-defence, fought away from home, to defend a homeland



[←125]
There is no such thing as an ‘exit strategy’. The withdrawal of forces from an AO ought to be preplanned and incorporated into the
theatre or campaign strategy, and implemented at the correct time



[←126]
Governments’ generally enjoy international acceptance and legitimacy while the term ‘regime’ has unsavoury connotations and is
generally used to describe political administrations that are considered to be illegitimate, and despised by the populace and the
international community



[←127]
Not all revolutions are violent. The popular uprisings in Tunisia and Egypt in early 2011 exemplify how (initially) peaceful revolutions
can force a change in government. However, if not controlled and managed, they can escalate into violence as was subsequently the
case



[←128]
It needs to be noted that poor governance and the non-delivery of essential services may result in violent protests and riots that form
the foundations of revolutionary action against the government. They can even result in armed anti-government campaigns



[←129]
‘Small wars are operations undertaken under executive authority, wherein military force is combined with diplomatic pressure in the
internal or external affairs of another state whose government is unstable, inadequate, or unsatisfactory for the preservation of life
and of such interests as are determined by the foreign policy of our Nation.’ – US Department of Defence, 1940, Small Wars Manual



[←130]
Foreign powers generally consider themselves to be supporting ‘liberation forces’ when they support terrorists



[←131]
This view does not give cognisance to the trinity of gravity and instead views the populace as the single centre of gravity



[←132]
This is the author’s definition of conflict within the African context



[←133]
Scruton, R., 1983, A Dictionary of Political Thought, London, Pan Books



[←134]
This is the author’s definition of war within the African context



[←135]
Summers H.G., 1984, On Strategy – A Critical Analysis of the Vietnam War, New York, Dell Books



[←136]
Theatre: The geographical area for which a combat commander is assigned responsibility. The theatre will usually comprise two or
more sectors



[←137]
Sector: An area designated by boundaries within which a formation or unit operates in accordance with theatre command



[←138]
De Jomini, Baron Antoine Henri, 2006, The Art of War, London, Greenhill Books



[←139]
The terms ‘operational design’, ‘design for battle’ and ‘battle plan’ are used interchangeably by the author



[←140]
See Chapter 7 for a discussion on the areas of responsibility, influence, and interest



[←141]
The design will be influenced by the forces the commander has at his disposal, the enemy, the terrain, and the climatic conditions



[←142]
Within the African context, formations like divisions or even battle groups implement the military strategy. Thus theatre operations will
usually be allocated to division or even battle group formations



[←143]
Within a conventional battle, each enemy unit, objective or defensive position will have its own CoG. When the battle is fought as an
unconventional or guerrilla war, a trinity of gravity is present. This includes the enemy’s command structure, the local population, and
the economic, moral, and diplomatic support through which the enemy sustains its operations



[←144]
Clausewitz, On War



[←145]
Key terrain is terrain that, once it is captured from the enemy, will allow a commander to unlock the potential advantages required to
defeat the enemy



[←146]
Enemy commanders can miscalculate critical points and thus overlook strategic terrain features, infrastructure, or towns that may
have given them strategic advantages



[←147]
Consolidation is never done on an objective as it will be registered by enemy indirect fire



[←148]
Often referred to as ‘battle space’



[←149]
Jordan, D. et al, 2009, Understanding Modern Warfare, New York, Cambridge University Press



[←150]
Scruton, R, 1983, A Dictionary of Political Thought, London, Pan Books



[←151]
Somalia is an example of such a state, often referred to as a ‘failed state’ where a government exists in name only



[←152]
The security forces comprise the intelligence services, the law enforcement agencies, and the armed forces



[←153]
Battle group: A combined arms unit created around the nucleus of an infantry or armoured unit. This force is supported by its own
artillery, engineer, signal, and other arms components



[←154]
Parachute or helicopter delivery of troops and their equipment



[←155]
Lind, William S., 1985, Maneuver Warfare Handbook, Westview Special Studies in Military Affairs, Boulder, CO, Westview Press Inc



[←156]
Leonhard, R., 1991, The Art of Maneuver: Maneuver-Warfare Theory and Air-Land Battle, Novato, CA., Presidio Press



[←157]
Van Creveld, M., 1994, Air Power and Maneuver Warfare, Air University Press



[←158]
Barlow, E., 2007, Executive Outcomes – Against all odds, Cape Town, Galago



[←159]
This combined approach was implemented by Executive Outcomes in Sierra Leone with equal success



[←160]
See Chapter 22



[←161]
This type of manoeuvre is known as a retrograde operation



[←162]
De Vries, R., 1987, Mobiele Oorlogvoering, n Perspektief vir Suider-Afrika, Pretoria, FJN Harman



[←163]
Emmerich, V. and Dev S., 2000, Modern Warfare and Military Strategy, New Delhi, Dominant Publishers



[←164]
See Chapter 5



[←165]
Unconventional warfare has been termed ‘irregular warfare’, ‘asymmetric warfare’, ‘guerrilla warfare’, ‘low intensity conflict’,
‘unrestricted warfare’, ‘resistance warfare’ and ‘terrorism’. This work will use the term ‘unconventional warfare’ to include all
unconventional methods



[←166]
See Appendix VI. Pseudo operations are conducted by forces that operate behind enemy lines wearing enemy uniforms, using
enemy weapons, and applying the enemy’s TTPs against the enemy



[←167]
ISIL in Iraq and Syria used social media to transmit bloody, brutal, and vivid images of their actions and psychologically affected
those who lay in their path. This form of psychological warfare resulted in Iraqi units fleeing ahead of the IS advance and generating
immense fear within the populace



[←168]
The use of the media–social media in particular–in adding impetus to the propaganda efforts of the unconventional forces must not
be underestimated



[←169]
The ANC’s liberation war, aimed at replacing a racially-motivated (apartheid) government with a broad based democracy, began as a
political movement in 1912. It started a mass movement campaign in 1950 and took up arms against the South African government
in 1961. The South African government relented and negotiated an end to hostilities in early 1990. The ANC came to power in 1994



[←170]
AGFs frequently refer to this as ‘conventional warfare’



[←171]
Non-partisanship is lacking in many African armies where political, ethnic, religious, and tribal loyalties and ties, rather than capability
and experience, get senior officers their promotions



[←172]
This adage is attributed to the Roman scholar Vegetius (Publius Flavius Vegetius Renatus—approx 390 C) and is derived from the
Latin, ‘Igitur qui desiderat pacem, praeparet bellum’



[←173]
See   Chapter 9



[←174]
Sun Tzu was the famous Chinese military scholar who penned the work ‘The Art of War’ almost 2,400 years ago



[←175]
Harvey, R., 2008, Mavericks—The maverick genius of great military commanders, London, Constable, p. xxvi



[←176]
The author always encourages African armies to keep a log of all lessons learned so that doctrine and TTPs can be updated
continually. If lessons learned are not noted, assessed and analysed, they will be lost



[←177]
British Defence Doctrine: Joint Doctrine Publication 0-01 ( JDP 0-0 1) (3rd Edition) dated August 2008, as promulgated and directed
by the chiefs of staff



[←178]
The tabulation of the principles must not be viewed as directly comparable



[←179]
Jordan D., et al, 2009, Understanding modern warfare, New York, Cambridge University Press, p. 9. These principles will not be
elaborated on as they are covered from a more African perspective in the final chapters



[←180]
Known as single flank envelopment and envelopment of both flanks respectively



[←181]
During advance to contact and the main attack, indirect fire support, coordinated close air support, and electronic warfare must be
used to pin the enemy down and disrupt his ability to communicate with his flank and reserve forces or reinforce his positions



[←182]
These forces can also be referred to as ‘holding forces’



[←183]
Typically established by airborne forces, an airhead is an area in a hostile country or area where an air bridge is established to allow
air landing of men and equipment. Its aim is to provide manoeuvre options for planned future operations



[←184]
See Chapter 3 for information on operations other than war



[←185]
This support can take the form of political support, arms and ammunition, funding, training, combat support, safe havens,
international offices under foreign protection, propaganda, and putting international political, economic, social, and military pressures
on the government under siege



[←186]
Modern ‘regime change’ operations appear to be focussed on the total destruction of infrastructure and societies, thereby ensuring
that the targeted state becomes a failed state. The aggressor is then able to control or seize its natural resources



[←187]
The power of social media was demonstrated during the so-called Arab Spring



[←188]
This pattern has manifested—and continues to manifest—in Sudan/South Sudan, Mali, Libya, CAR, DRC, Darfur, Somalia, and
Nigeria



[←189]
A sponsor government is a government that covertly or overtly encourages, assists, supports, trains, and arms anti-government
movements to overthrow a current government on its behalf.



[←190]
A ‘fragile state’ is a state that is vulnerable to internal and external shocks and domestic and international conflicts. A ‘failed state’ is
a condition of ‘state collapse’—the state can no longer perform its basic security, and development functions and has no effective
control over its territory and borders (paraphrased from Crisis, Fragile and Failed States Definitions used by the CSRC, Crisis States
Workshop – London, March 2006, London School of Economics,
http://www.lse.ac.uk/internationalDevelopment/research/crisisStates/ download/drc/FailedState.pdf)

http://www.lse.ac.uk/internationalDevelopment/research/crisisStates/


[←191]
See Chapter 24



[←192]
The seven Pillars of State must not be confused with the trinity of gravity. The trinity of gravity refers exclusively to the support upon
which an anti-government uprising relies. A protracted conflict or war can erode the pillars



[←193]
The author has analysed and dissected every African conflict and/or war post-1945 and has identified numerous commonalities in
each. These commonalities have led to the Pillars of State theory—a theory that has proved itself in every conflict and war in Africa.
The Pillars of State are only very briefly discussed



[←194]
Known as the intelligence product



[←195]
Many of these operations will be executed in conjunction with the law enforcement agencies and armed forces



[←196]
Assassinations remain highly controversial. However, Western powers have created a precedent by using armed UAVs/drones to
carry out assassinations or targeted killings. Furthermore, numerous intelligence agencies have assassinated high value individuals



[←197]
Although the national police force is often viewed as the state’s only and official law enforcement agency, every effort must be made
to establish close cooperation between metro police forces, traffic police forces, and private security companies



[←198]
EOD/IED refers to explosive ordinance disposal / improvised explosives disposal, commonly known as ‘bomb disposal’



[←199]
http://www.un.org/en/preventgenocide/adviser/responsibility.shtm



[←200]
When the government has no political direction and the future is uncertain



[←201]
Strauss, B., 2012, Masters of Command, New York, Simon & Shuster p. 66



[←202]
Control over the informational environment does not imply government-imposed censorship over the media. Control is achieved by
reporting credible information quickly while negating negative propaganda



[←203]
Many so-called NPOs and NGOs resist cessation of conflict due to its negative impact on their income and fund-raising efforts



[←204]
Many NPOs and NGOs provide cover to foreign intelligence officers and agents. If these organisations are not vetted and controlled,
they may work directly against a government



[←205]
The author is of the opinion that there are (thankfully) few journalists who thrive on encouraging unrest  and civil disobedience in
order to create a ‘story’. That kind of journalist can cause irreparable damage to the state



[←206]
During South Africa’s ‘apartheid’ years, the mainstream media transmitted positive messages for the exiled ANC and PAC and
played a crucial role in negating the then South African government’s message. Despite close media scrutiny, the media was able to
negate positive perceptions of South Africa



[←207]
Also known as an emergency operations centre



[←208]
MORW includes all offensive or defensive campaigns and combat operations



[←209]
Sprague, M., 2011, Lessons in the Art of War, Singapore, Tuttle Publishing, p. 76



[←210]
Despite the fact that many modern day offensives commence with air attacks and naval missile strikes on the enemy’s national and
vital interests, these offensives require ground forces to exploit any and all gains. Most African armed forces do not yet possess air
and naval forces capable of large-scale pre-attack strikes



[←211]
See Chapter 23: The Organisational Structure of an Army Group



[←212]
Also known as a lightning strike. The SADF used this type of strike extensively during its incursions into Angola during the 1980s



[←213]
See Chapter 11: The Phases of Composite Warfare



[←214]
Manoeuvre is dependent on mobility



[←215]
Designs for battle must be aligned with the campaign strategy that is developed at formation level



[←216]
Forward observation officers, also known as forward artillery officers, call in artillery and mortar bombardments and adjust the fire
accordingly



[←217]
Including artillery, mortar and rocket bombardments, and air strikes



[←218]
Operational security must ensure that the defenders’ plans remain hidden from the enemy until it is too late for the enemy to take
corrective action



[←219]
See Barlow, E., 2007, Executive Outcomes, Against all Odds, Cape Town, Galago, p. 191–198



[←220]
Peace-time relief operations may be executed to support the populace in an area that has been ravaged by a natural disaster. In
such instances, these operations are categorised as ‘military operations other than war’



[←221]
Also known as ‘friendly fire’ or ‘blue-on-blue’ incidents



[←222]
An airhead is an area that has been seized, held and secured to allow the air insertion of additional troops and equipment via an
airbridge. Air superiority ensures the safety of the airhead



[←223]
A concise account of this raid can be found in Battle for Cassinga by Mike McWilliams (30˚South Publishers (Pty) Ltd, South Africa,
2011)



[←224]
McGill, Alexander E. G., 2003, The Cassinga Raid, A dissertation for Master of Arts degree, University of South Africa
(http://www.sasoldier.com/data06_sasdflinks/Cassinga_Raid_PDFs/00dissertation.pdf)

http://www.sasoldier.com/data06_sasdflinks/Cassinga_Raid_PDFs/00dissertation.pdf)


[←225]
SWAPO later admitted that its Cassinga base had indeed been a military base



[←226]
Two EO helicopters were downed by the rebels using SAMs during these operations



[←227]
Barlow, E, 2007, Executive Outcomes, Against all Odds, Johannesburg, Galago



[←228]
Similar operations were executed in Nigeria by the STTEP-trained and led 72 Mobile Strike Force in early 2015



[←229]
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Entebbe

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Entebbe


[←230]
Green, R., 2007, The 33 Strategies of War, London, Profile Books, p. 349



[←231]
Mao Zedong (Mao Tse-tung) was born in the Hunan Province of China on 26 December 1893 and died on 9 September 1976. He
was the chairman of the Chinese Communist Party from 1935 to 1976 and the paramount leader of the People’s Republic of China
from 1949 to 1976.



[←232]
Tse-tung, M., (Translated by Samuel B Griffith), 2005, On Guerrilla Warfare, New York, Dover Publications Inc. p. 8



[←233]
AGFs may have political, ideological, tribal, economic, xenophobic or religious motivations



[←234]
Proxy forces are third party armed groups used by a sponsoring government that does not wish to engage an opponent directly. The
sponsoring government uses the proxy forces to achieve a political or economic advantage. Proxy forces are also referred to as
surrogate forces



[←235]
When members of the local population are recruited, they must be vetted (security screened) to ensure that they are not enemy or
AGF agents



[←236]
The vicious, drug-fuelled insurgent forces in Sierra Leone (RUF) controlled the local population—and therefore a major part of Sierra
Leone—through violence and terror. To break their hold over the local population and show that the insurgents could be beaten, EO
launched offensive operations to locate and destroy the insurgents wherever they tried to hide. These operations rapidly destroyed
the fighting ability of—and the myth surrounding—the RUF. A similar situation developed in Nigeria with Boko Haram.



[←237]
Mission-specific TTPs prevent discretionary warfare forces from leaving tell-tale force doctrine and TTP fingerprints that can be
traced back to the country launching the discretionary warfare operation



[←238]
A false flag operation is a covert operation executed in a way that deceives the target into believing it was carried out by a different
entity, organisation, or country



[←239]
This disastrous operation also became known as the Battle for Mogadishu, the Battle of the Black Sea, and the Day of the Rangers.
It later gained fame in the Hollywood film Black Hawk Down



[←240]
The enemy may purposely fight from high-density population areas (towns and cities) knowing that the attacking forces will attempt
to minimise civilian casualties. In effect, the enemy uses the civilians as a ‘shield’



[←241]
SA army college notes: Mechanised combat team Commanders Course, 1983



[←242]
Referred to in this work as counter-AGF operations



[←243]
Combat operations group



[←244]
Also referred to as the ‘contact area’



[←245]
Indirect contact includes stand-off bombardments, landmines, and IEDs



[←246]
These are operations that promote peace and stability. Counter terrorism, counter narcotics, and border control operations that
require armed force are exceptions to this rule, however, these operations are also considered to be MOOTW since they are
conducted when no official state of conflict exists



[←247]
Given that the AU is not self-funding, it is unlikely that any of these missions will ever truly be allowed to succeed



[←248]
Le Sage, A., 2010, Africa’s Irregular Security Threats: Challenges for US Engagement. Forum No 225, http:// www.ndu.edu/inss

http://www.ndu.edu/inss


[←249]
Caught by surprise, the affected governments were slow to respond. When the response was finally implemented, it was heavy-
handed and resulted in indiscriminate collateral damage. These actions were widely condemned in the international media and
ultimately resulted in open armed conflict against the governments



[←250]
It appears that the foreign powers who involved themselves in supporting the overthrow of the North African regimes gave little to no
consideration to the ‘unintended consequences’ (regional spill-over, arms trafficking, terrorism, and so forth)



[←251]
These actions can bankrupt a government and make it impossible to govern and provide the services the populace requires



[←252]
Agitation plays on the emotions of the populace while propaganda acts on perceptions, subsequently breeding anger and resentment



[←253]
Daily news reports from across Africa give testimony to the actions of militias and their use of criminal and terror tactics



[←254]
The situation in Libya at the time of writing illustrates how militias can disrupt a government and force a state to fail



[←255]
Service delivery protests are widely found across Africa and indicate a restlessness which, if not addressed rapidly, may result in
organised uprisings and even evolve into anti-government uprisings aimed at forcing governments to change



[←256]
Money buys influence and influence buys power



[←257]
Le Sage, A., May 2010, Africa’s Irregular Security Threats, Challenges for US Engagement, Forum No 225, http://www.ndu.edu/inss

http://www.ndu.edu/inss


[←258]
Numerous blue-chip companies bought illicitly mined diamonds from rebel groups in Angola and Sierra Leone.



[←259]
The 2013 unrest at mines in South Africa cost the country billions of dollars in lost revenue and had a detrimental effect on investor
confidence and the national currency.



[←260]
Pioneer units can play an essential role in assisting government agencies and departments with these disasters



[←261]
During low intensity conflicts, the law enforcement agencies are the primary force used to counter AGF activities



[←262]
It must be noted that there can be no peacekeeping without peace i.e. an absolute end to hostile armed actions



[←263]
Communications operations are aimed at influencing local populations positively at the strategic, operational, and tactical levels. All
possible means (radio messages, newsprint, posters, social media, and leaflets) are used to reach the target audience



[←264]
When these types of operations are conducted beyond the borders of a country, they usually fall within the scope of MORW and
become an armed forces responsibility



[←265]
It is only once the law enforcement agencies are unable to contend with an AGF and a political directive charges the armed forces to
assume control over operations that it becomes a MORW



[←266]
When responding to a natural disaster, close coordination with the local authorities must be adhered to as they know and understand
the populace within the impact area. It is advisable to involve these authorities in the joint crisis response centre. In a terrorist
situation, municipal engineers and private construction contractors can give invaluable information about city, house, and office block
floor plans and access tunnels



[←267]
This guideline is adapted from the US Marine Corps Close Combat Manual (MCRP 3-02B), 1999, Dept of the Navy



[←268]
Anderson G., 2010, Serving Pork Chops at a Bar Mitzvah: Some Thoughts on Aid in COIN Operations, Small Wars Foundation,
http://smallwarsjournal.com/blog/journal/docs-temp/454-anderson.pdf

http://smallwarsjournal.com/blog/journal/docs-temp/454-anderson.pdf


[←269]
The term ‘terrorist threat condition’ (THREATCON) has now been replaced by the term ‘terrorist force protection condition’ (FPCON)



[←270]
Some authors view active measures as direct action. This work will use the traditional view of active measures



[←271]
Since this book focuses on combat operations, passive and active measures will be discussed very briefly.



[←272]
This information and intelligence is usually not of a sensitive nature but can give valuable background data. Open publications can
also be used to disseminate propaganda and falsehoods



[←273]
These units include Special Forces, Special Operations Groups, and specialist reconnaissance elements trained to collect battlefield
intelligence



[←274]
Whereas the owners of classified information and intelligence consider espionage to be criminal and illegal, it is commonly accepted
that acting in an unlawful manner is the only way to acquire it. Governments therefore sanction espionage operations but act harshly
against those caught conducting espionage against them



[←275]
This information is usually obtained by debriefing elements and units deployed in or recently withdrawn from active combat
operations



[←276]
Also ‘intelligence cycle’



[←277]
Also known as ‘black operations’, ‘dark operations’ or ‘deniable operations’



[←278]
The SADF’s Civil Cooperation Bureau (CCB) is an example of a covert structure established to conduct covert operations. The media
exposed it in the early 1990s to the huge embarrassment of the then South African government. However, most armed forces have—
or ought to have—units that are trained and deployed to conduct covert operations



[←279]
Many NGOs operating in Africa provide cover and access to intelligence officers and agents



[←280]
The agents and sources recruited into false-flag operations are unaware of who they are working for. They may believe they are
employed by one country when in fact they are operating on behalf of another.



[←281]
Operations run off social media platforms can be used to discredit and embarrass a government or even sow seeds of doubt that
strengthen and give credibility to the STRATCOM. Known as ‘doxing’, these operations can spread disinformation or propaganda to
millions of people.



[←282]
Forward-Looking Infra-Red



[←283]
‘Time spent on reconnaissance is never wasted,’ is an often neglected adage



[←284]
Also known as STRATINT



[←285]
Threat groups and threat networks include all groups (AGFs, terrorist groups, ‘liberation’ movements, proxy forces, neighbouring
armed forces, and organised crime gangs) that pose a direct or indirect threat to national security



[←286]
Blimps are helium balloons fitted with cameras. They can be fixed or remotely controlled



[←287]
The PMC Executive Outcomes was able to infiltrate and penetrate the rebel UNITA ranks at a very high level and subsequently used
the collected intelligence to pre-empt UNITA actions and intentions as well as continually adjust the Angolan campaign strategy



[←288]
A snatch operation is a clandestine operation aimed at snatching (kidnapping) enemy personnel or their sympathisers for intelligence
purposes



[←289]
Enemy personal were encouraged to defect with very positive results during South Africa’s so-called border war as well as in its
actions against the then anti-government ANC and PAC



[←290]
The local population must be contacted in a way that does not attract enemy retaliation against them or give any indication of own
forces plans and intentions.



[←291]
Non-profit organisations



[←292]
AGFs in particular mark caches with signs and signals in the surrounding area. These signs and signals must be identified so that
enemy caches can be cleared or booby-trapped



[←293]
Baker, Dr. D. et al, 1987, The Intelligence War, United Kingdom, Salamander Books. Baker refers to the military intelligence machine
in his work



[←294]
Intelligence gained from cyber assets



[←295]
TECHINT: Technical intelligence includes covert listening devices (bugs), telephone interception (taps), and email interception



[←296]
SATINT: Intelligence gained from satellite imagery



[←297]
The consequences of the collapse of the Libyan regime (destabilisation across the region, flow of weapons to neighbouring AGFs,
build-up of militant resistance to governments, and escalation in terrorism) could have been predicted—but never were



[←298]
A theatre commander will likewise develop his own intelligence requirements to enable his theatre-based strategy



[←299]
The database is a pool of historical and current knowledge of the enemy that intelligence services have built up over a period of time.
It allows information to be assessed in terms of past trends so that valid future predictions can be made



[←300]
The catastrophic intelligence failure that resulted in the invasion of Iraq and the toppling of Saddam Hussein’s government was the
result of a single source of intelligence known as ‘Curveball’. Curveball lied about Saddam’s WMDs to justify his application for
asylum



[←301]
Intelligence analysts must view all incoming intelligence objectively. The intelligence product must therefore remain objective and not
be shaped to comply with invalid assumptions



[←302]
Conducting pre-emptive strikes and hot-pursuit operations, deterring hostile forces, rescuing hostages, supporting allied
governments under threat, supporting the African Union (AU) with troops, deterring aggressors through show of force, or rapidly
assisting law enforcement agencies and other government agencies and departments engaged in MOOTW



[←303]
Army groups, divisions, and combat operations groups are referred to as ‘formations’. Battle groups are referred to as ‘units’, and
combat teams as ‘sub-units’



[←304]
If transmitted by radio or other electronic means, measures must be taken to ensure that the enemy does not intercept and
compromise/pre-empt the plans. Lengthy radio communications may also give the enemy an indication that something is about to
happen



[←305]
Also known as ‘fire ready’



[←306]
The commander’s reconnaissance group must not be confused with a combat reconnaissance group



[←307]
In some instances, depending on the fluidity of the battlefield, the battle group commander may conduct reconnaissance with a team
as small as three or four of his most senior advisors and a small protection element.



[←308]
See Appendix IV for an example of the phases of a battle plan in brief



[←309]
Also called ‘design for battle’



[←310]
The reconnaissance force must not be confused with the ‘reconnaissance group’ which is deployed during deployment drills. The
reconnaissance force may consist of a combat reconnaissance team with SOG support. It is a fighting force that collects information
on the terrain and the enemy ahead of the forces. It must be ready to do battle if necessary.



[←311]
Information relating to any deployment can spread rapidly via social media. Protecting it remains crucial if strategic, operational, and
tactical surprise are to be achieved



[←312]
The army group commander will receive his orders from the commander in chief / chief of armed forces who in turn will have been
mandated by the political leadership



[←313]
Reconnaissance at this level must not be confused with combat or close-in reconnaissance of targets which is conducted during
operations



[←314]
Assets such as ‘Google Earth’, aerial reconnaissance photographs/video and UAV deployments should be used to update maps
continually. Updated maps must be sent to all combat commanders as rapidly as possible



[←315]
Pioneer elements should be deployed as far forward as possible to enable rapid repairs to roads and bridges, and ensure that the
advance maintains momentum



[←316]
A unit’s mission is always focussed on the commander’s intent, force preservation, attrition of the enemy, and the maximum and
judicious use of fire-and-manoeuvre.



[←317]
SADF: Staff Officers Operating Manual (SOOM), 1983, also known as a joint operation planning process



[←318]
The much-used phrase ‘exit strategy’ is in fact nothing other than a lapse in planning where the termination of an operation was
never considered. The departure of forces cannot be a strategy on its own as the termination forms part of the operation



[←319]
Pre-study encompasses the assessment of all available intelligence, maps, geography, historical trends, demographics, and
infrastructure



[←320]
See Chapter 1



[←321]
The ‘observe’, ‘orientate’, ‘decide’ and ‘act’ process—known as the OODA loop—is a decision making cycle that was developed by
US Air Force Col John Boyd



[←322]
Expeditionary warfare describes the ability of a state’s armed forces to conduct offensive operations (distant offensives or pre-
emptive strikes) into a foreign country distant from its established bases at home or abroad.



[←323]
Joint warfare is the integration of ground, naval/riverine, and air forces to conduct operations under a single unified command



[←324]
Command, control, communications and intelligence



[←325]
A trend that has lately manifested itself as a form of proxy or surrogate war is ‘regime change’—a proxy civil war in which outside
forces support protest/anti-government forces in an attempt to topple a government and replace it with a puppet government. The
support given to these forces includes air and missile strikes on selected targets, military advice, weapons deliveries, moral and
financial support, and propaganda aimed at discrediting the targeted government and its forces. Ironically, this kind of support has
only been given to countries that have a wealth of natural resources. Regime change has been associated with complete societal
and infrastructural destruction



[←326]
United States Marine Corps, 1940, Small Wars Manual



[←327]
Where possible, assumptions must be avoided. However, assumptions based on past experience and historical truth may hold some
validity. Unrealistic assumptions are an invitation to disaster



[←328]
Strauss, B., 2012, Masters of Command, New York, Simon & Schuster, p. 15



[←329]
Schuster’s Masters of Command is an outstanding study of Alexander, Hannibal, and Caesar, recommended for all officers and non-
commissioned officers



[←330]
The termination phase can also be termed ‘withdrawal phase’ and is implemented according to the exit phase of the plan



[←331]
A way to change or influence existing political and/or economic perceptions and views in order to appear credible and make an
impact



[←332]
Target country refers to any country that has or harbours elements with hostile intent



[←333]
These reconnaissance teams may comprise elements of special forces/Special Operations Groups or be inherent battle group
reconnaissance units



[←334]
Also referred to as ‘ground truths’



[←335]
The use of vehicles by the enemy is a clear indication of his ability to manoeuvre. Many African insurgent groups utilise so-called
‘technicals’ which are 4 x 4 vehicles that have been adapted to carry heavy machineguns and/or mounted anti-aircraft guns such as
the 23 mm. Despite being soft-skinned (i.e. unarmoured) they nevertheless pose a significant threat due to their high firepower



[←336]
Mechanised-heavy forces consist primarily of armour and infantry mounted in infantry fighting vehicles with the necessary combat
and logistical support



[←337]
See Appendix VI: Relentless pursuit is applicable to conventional and unconventional operations and is aimed at maintaining
pressure on the enemy and degrading his forces



[←338]
Enemy equipment can also be given to pseudo teams



[←339]
Many AGFs operating in Africa return to the contact area to recover any equipment that has been lost or left behind. The government
forces can effectively add to attrition by booby-trapping this equipment. However, this can only be considered if there is no chance of
local children entering the area



[←340]
A conditional surrender is merely a ruse by the AGF/enemy to reorganise, rearm, and recommence with offensive operations



[←341]
Treating the local population with respect played a vital role in assisting the joint FAA/EO advance towards the rebel-held diamond
areas in Angola. The populace provided information on the enemy’s deployments, and ammunition, food, and fuel stacking positions



[←342]
Contact with the enemy during the advance usually refers to visual contact by air and combat reconnaissance forces. In some
instances, the contact may develop into contact with fire



[←343]
Situational intelligence is real- time information received from air and combat reconnaissance elements and vigilant advancing
forces. It provides advance commanders with information on any changes to the situation to his front and flanks



[←344]
A battle group advance will be led by a well-balanced combat team



[←345]
Pioneer elements move ahead with the F Echelon to allow them to move their construction equipment to damaged areas and effect
repairs as quickly as possible. They must be protected by the forces that they are deployed with during repairs



[←346]
A small team combat reconnaissance element can consist of four to eight men



[←347]
The covering forces spearhead the movement of the advance guard and function as the tip of the spear



[←348]
Also referred to as overwatch positions



[←349]
This will be in the form of an advance to contact—see Chapter 13



[←350]
Combat engineer elements play a multitude of different roles during the advance. They are primarily responsible for clearing roads,
inspecting bridges that may have been prepared for deliberate demolitions, neutralising IEDs, conducting assault river crossings in
support of the advancing forces, and breaching minefields. They can also be deployed as infantry



[←351]
Boko Haram’s movement at night was restricted to roads. This provided attack helicopters with numerous targets



[←352]
During the 72nd Mobile Strike Force’s advance on Goza in Nigeria, Boko Haram attempted to use suicide bombers on motorcycles.
These were swiftly dealt with by the leading elements of the advance



[←353]
If the enemy deployment is small, the covering force may be ordered to attack rather than wait for the advance guard



[←354]
These are battle drills that form part of the ground forces’ standard operating procedures



[←355]
Units that are well trained establish a unit-identity that develops into a very strong esprit de corps



[←356]
The vanguard consists of the covering forces and the advance guard



[←357]
These forces are often collectively referred to as the security force for the advance. The security force must not be confused with the
‘security forces’ (intelligence services, law enforcement agencies, and the armed forces).



[←358]
If the vehicles cannot penetrate the jungle to support the dismounted infantry, they may have to link up at a predetermined RV.



[←359]
A meeting engagement is often the result of poor or non-existent reconnaissance to the front and flanks



[←360]
Correct deployment implies that forces will be balanced and placed in the most suitable tactical formation for the situation



[←361]
Elements of the Special Operations Group or a dedicated rapid deployment force (RDF) can be utilised for this task



[←362]
The STTEP-trained 72 Mobile Strike Force of the Nigerian Army conducted numerous strikes against Boko Haram targets. The force
did not hold ground. Securing and consolidating objectives was done by follow-on Nigerian Army units



[←363]
Many African bases are spread out over large areas and do not consist of a single objective but rather a larger objective surrounded
by several satellite objectives



[←364]
Supporting attacks support the main attack. In certain circumstances, these attacks can be conducted independently i.e. as a main
attack



[←365]
Although raids are often associated with special forces or special operations group-type operations, they can be very successfully
carried out by fast moving armoured forces—also known as ‘flying columns’



[←366]
See Appendix V



[←367]
http://www.clausewitz.com/readings/Cquotations.htm

http://www.clausewitz.com/readings/Cquotations.htm


[←368]
The centre of gravity must not be confused with the trinity of gravity.



[←369]
The enemy’s centre of gravity will usually be located close to the centre of his main deployment area



[←370]
Close proximity can be anywhere between 75 m and 30 m from enemy positions, depending on the effects and accuracy of indirect
fire. If the indirect fire is not accurate, the assault line will form up further from enemy positions



[←371]
An assembly area is not used for preparations during a hasty attack



[←372]
The phases used in attack terminology must not be confused with the phases of warfare



[←373]
The same principles are applicable to a strike.



[←374]
Firm bases are also known as ‘over watch positions’



[←375]
That point of the attack where it is certain the enemy has lost the battle and the advantage has swung in favour of the attacking
force. The enemy commander may, at this point, deploy his reserve forces



[←376]
Fuel, oil, and lubricants



[←377]
SITREP



[←378]
This process must be completed as rapidly as possible



[←379]
A strongpoint is a well-prepared defensive position which may comprise concrete bunker positions that add protection to anti-tank or
machine gun positions. Strongpoints will be mutually supportive and have interlocking fields of fire



[←380]
Such incidents are known as fratricide, ‘blue-on-blue’ incidents or ‘friendly fire’ incidents



[←381]
The commander may utilise his reserve forces, an element of the assault forces, or a dedicated force to conduct the exploitation. In
such instances, a new reserve must immediately be allocated from his forces



[←382]
Defence is always temporary



[←383]
Soil-types such as turf (black soil) will pose significant problems for vehicles especially if water-logged



[←384]
The increased use of night vision equipment has negated much of the night’s neutrality



[←385]
Tracer rounds not only provide target indications and directions at night but can start fires that will illuminate the objective. However,
wind direction needs to be considered as bush fires can turn and disadvantage the attacking forces



[←386]
Airborne ISR assets utilising FLIR and TIS can be of great value in any night operation



[←387]
Attacks in built up areas are also known by the acronym, FIBUA—Fighting in Built-Up Areas



[←388]
Tactical interrogation does not imply torture or violence. It requires skilful questioning of a prisoner to gain information of tactical and
operational value



[←389]
Mouse-holing is atechnique in which the attacking forces either cut or blow holes through walls, allowing them to move from room to
room or house to house behind cover without exposing themselves to enemy fire or observation



[←390]
Multiple grenade launchers



[←391]
Automatic grenade



[←392]
launchers 392 See swarm attacks



[←393]
Use has been made of thorny branches to create screens around defensive positions. Such screens may cause a hindrance to an
attacking force, but they are susceptible to fire and burn easily



[←394]
This posture change is very notable in conflict areas where enemy forces have overextended themselves and then called for an
internationally mandated cease-fire in order to gain time to reinforce and replenish their forces. This approach was used by the
Seleka rebels in Central African Republic in 2013. The CAR government failed to recognise and exploit the situation



[←395]
A mobile IED is a vehicle or person carrying explosives to be detonated within close proximity of a target. Also referred to as ‘suicide
bombers’. A vehicle-borne IED is also commonly referred to as a VBIED



[←396]
Despite numerous warnings not to follow through with their occupation of Heglig, the SPLA nevertheless went ahead and suffered
the consequences of a poor strategic decision



[←397]
Attacking forces may hastily occupy a deliberate enemy defensive position after capturing it. However, not knowing the defensive
position as well as the enemy does, they cannot assume it to be ‘safe’ as it will be registered by enemy indirect fire and may be
littered with booby traps. It must therefore be regarded as a hasty defensive position and its development into a deliberate defensive
position will require time and knowledge of the position



[←398]
See Chapter 16: Retrograde Operations



[←399]
See Chapter 23



[←400]
A lack of time is an indication of intelligence failures at all levels



[←401]
These considerations are equally applicable to the establishment of FOBs and MOBs



[←402]
These are the obstacles directly in front of the defensive positions within range of small arms fire and hand grenades



[←403]
Assuming that all reconnaissance appreciations and plans have been formulated



[←404]
Anti-tank guided missiles. These weapons differ from unguided anti-tank weapons in that the attack profiles and nose-fusings are
different. Most ATGMs in use no longer attack the thick frontal armour of tanks and other AFVs but rather focus on ‘fly-over-shoot-
down’ in order to attack the roof armour. Some ATGWs use decoys and stand-off fusing to defeat close range active armour
protection systems



[←405]
Also known as ‘dragons teeth’



[←406]
Also referred to as ‘counter-reconnaissance’



[←407]
Demolitions will only be initiated once all defenders have vacated the strongpoint and the enemy has occupied the position



[←408]
Stand-to is carried out before first light and stand-down is ordered after the break of daylight. Stand-to is again initiated prior to last
light until darkness. These two periods are ideal times for an enemy to attack



[←409]
Simultaneous, multidirectional attacks are also referred to as swarm attacks



[←410]
Terrain and weather are neutral factors that provide advantages to whichever force exploits them.  



[←411]
Terrain selected for a defensive position must additionally be assessed for how it will aid a retrograde operation if such an operation
is forced by the enemy



[←412]
See supporting attacks



[←413]
Modern battlefield surveillance technology such as night vision equipment and thermal imaging equipment can negate the
advantages of darkness and limited visibility



[←414]
See the Principles of the Withdrawal



[←415]
When the enemy has air superiority, it may decimate the withdrawing forces, especially if the withdrawing forces do not have
sufficient anti-aircraft weapons



[←416]
Sometimes referred to as the covering force. This force consists of covering troops and a rear guard element



[←417]
The retirement can be likened to an advance towards own forces lines or an assembly or harbour area. It will however have a rear
guard that will cover/protect the B Echelon. If the retirement is executed due to an end in operations, it will be planned as the exit
phase of the campaign strategy



[←418]
In the broader sense, unconventional warfare also includes the deployment or threat of deployment of nuclear weapons and other
WMDs



[←419]
Biological, chemical and nuclear weapons are not viewed as part of the conventional arsenal



[←420]
Winning the hearts and minds of the populace is a responsibility of government. As the government claims to represent the people, it
must provide the people it serves with basic services and support



[←421]
Examples are the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) and Boko Haram whose violence and brutality were handed to the armed forces in
Uganda and Nigeria to counter



[←422]
Linebarger, P.M.A., 1948, Psychological Warfare, Washington, p. 1



[←423]
Emmerich V. & Saran D., 2000, Modern Warfare and Military Strategy, India, Dominant Publishers



[←424]
424 Emmerich and Saran refer primarily to guerrilla warfare in their treatise on modern warfare



[←425]
Irregular operations and irregular warfare are synonymous with unconventional warfare and/or guerrilla warfare



[←426]
The host country is (in most cases) led by an internationally supported hostile neighbouring or regional government.



[←427]
Abraham Harold Maslow (1908–1970) was an American professor of psychology who developed what is commonly referred to as
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs



[←428]
Kuruc, A., 2011, Counterinsurgency; Domestic Politics by Other Means, Small Wars Journal, p. 6 (http://
smallwarsjournal.com/blog/journal/docs-temp/637-kuruc.pdf )



[←429]
After the collapse of the Portuguese Government in 1974, a decades-long and violent civil war ensued in Angola. The MPLA
eventually established itself as the ruling party in Angola. UNITA, one of the groups vying for power, established itself as an
‘alternative government’ in Jamba, Southern Angola



[←430]
This work will henceforth refer to an insurgency and/or armed militant action as an anti-government action or campaign conducted by
anti-government forces (AGFs)



[←431]
Van der Waals’ criteria have many similarities to Mao’s phases of a revolution



[←432]
Van der Waals W.S., 2011, Portugal’s war in Africa 1961-1974, Pretoria, Protea Book House



[←433]
See Chapter 19 for more on the ‘hearts-and-minds’ approach



[←434]
The role played by the media in supporting revolutions and insurgencies at the expense of governments  is clearly exemplified in the
conflicts in Côte d’Ivoire, Libya, Sudan/Southern Sudan, Egypt, and Tunisia. In many instances, the incoming revolutionary
governments have exercised more brutality than the ones they replaced



[←435]
See Chapter 1: The Progression of War and Conflict in Africa



[←436]
Convicted Liberian war criminal Charles Taylor adopted this approach to feed his wealth. Much of the conflict in the Great Lakes Area
is due to the desire for control over resources



[←437]
Passive support benefits an anti-government campaign in numerous ways. This may include failure to report AGF activities, anti-
government sentiment, reluctance to get involved, and fear of reprisals



[←438]
Foreign governments that support AGFs need to take cognisance of the very real danger of conflict spilling across international
borders and engulfing an entire region



[←439]
Vehicle-borne Improvised Explosive Devices



[←440]
Human-borne Improvised Explosive Devices



[←441]
Kilcullen, D., 2009, The Accidental Guerrilla, London, Hurst & Company



[←442]
Unconventional warfare is synonymous with ‘irregular’ warfare and an insurgency



[←443]
Guerrilla warfare is often used as a synonym for ‘armed insurgency’ or ‘insurgent warfare’. This work will use both terms
interchangeably since armed anti-government forces primarily utilise guerrilla warfare in their actions



[←444]
.Kutger, Joseph P. Lt Col (US Air Force), 1960, Irregular Warfare in Transition, Military Affairs, (Published in Modern
Guerrilla Warfare by Franklin M Osanka, The Free Press, New York, 1962) p. 40



[←445]
Ibid



[←446]
Mao Zedong, the leader of the communist forces in China, issued directives to his forces to ensure that they at no stage lost the
sympathy and support of the populace



[←447]
These principles may differ from and/or coincide with the general principles of an insurgency. The two are, however, different as
guerrilla warfare is a phase of an armed anti-government campaign



[←448]
Technicals are 4x4 vehicles that are fitted with heavy machineguns. In Africa, Toyota Landcruisers are a popular choice due to their
availability



[←449]
Despite apparently being uncoordinated and unstructured, these strikes are highly structured, well planned, highly coordinated, and
well timed to achieve maximum disruption, surprise, chaos, and casualties



[←450]
Clavell, J., 1981 The Art of War, London, Hodder and Stoughton and Hanzhang, T. (Gen), 2007, Sun Tzu’s Art of War, New
York/London, Sterling Innovation



[←451]
In this instance, ‘the enemy’ refers to government forces



[←452]
Also known as ‘bomb-shelling’



[←453]
Since 1945, the term ‘civil war’ has been used to refer to any large scale armed conflict in which citizen is pitted against citizen within
a country



[←454]
This presumes that the populace regards the government as legitimate and that a large percentage of the populace supports the
government



[←455]
The rapid military gains made by the M23 rebel group in eastern DRC in 2012 show how damaging an intelligence failure can be to a
government and its armed forces. Similarly, the Seleka rebel coalition was able to overthrow the Central African Republic in 2013
because the CAR government failed to take note of and respond to credible intelligence



[←456]
Many governments neglect large segments of the population for tribal, ethnic, religious, and cultural reasons. This neglect only
serves to further disunite the populace, breed resentment, and fuel anger and hostility towards the government



[←457]
Governments legitimise their status and actions using leadership, fear, elections, popular support, political convenience, hereditary
succession, ideology, and religion



[←458]
The numerous uprisings in North Africa (Egypt, Libya, Syria, and Tunisia) are examples of how the question of legitimacy can add
impetus to an AGF and ultimately unseat a government. It is doubtful that these actions would have succeeded without foreign
intervention, support, training, and financing



[←459]
Questions about a government’s legitimacy from the international arena are indicative of preparations by international players to
intervene and either covertly and/or overtly commence with ‘regime change’ actions utilising AGFs



[←460]
An AGF can easily convince the populace that the government is ‘illegal’ and needs to be replaced by using innuendo, creating
perceptions, and pointing out poor service delivery



[←461]
The anti-government forces in North Africa, ostensibly aimed at ‘regime change’, were primarily internationally-backed proxies.
Political end-results often turn out in ways that foreign sponsors did not anticipate



[←462]
The governments of Mali, South Sudan, Nigeria, and Central African Republic ignored warnings about pending actions against their
power bases



[←463]
This includes foreign financial loans, financial aid, and debt-relief



[←464]
The conflict that the rebel group M23 developed in the DRC in 2012 was a direct result of government failures on numerous levels
coupled with regional and international support to the rebel movement



[←465]
An escalation in troop and equipment levels as a result of a poor or misguided strategy



[←466]
Foreign powers have been known to covertly support both sides in a conflict to ensure that the ultimate victor remains beholden to
them



[←467]
Nation-building is not a function of the armed forces but rather a function of government



[←468]
Although conflict revolves primarily around political and economic factors, politicians often attempt to involve themselves in military
matters—matters they do not understand and are usually ill-equipped to deal with. South Africa’s actions in Namibia and Angola
serve as an example of how political interference lost a war despite the fact that the armed forces won the operational and tactical
engagements. War is a means to an end, the end goal always being a political or economic victory. This does not imply that
politicians should view themselves as generals. This basic tenet was understood and noted by Sun Tzu in 500 BC.



[←469]
All government departments and agencies should form a unified front and jointly coordinate their efforts in order to recapture the
support of the populace while eroding and destroying the AGF. Simultaneously, every effort must be made to strengthen the Pillars of
State



[←470]
Double agents are enemy agents that are brought under the control of government agencies to determine the enemy’s intelligence
requirements so that false but credible information can be fed to the enemy



[←471]
After the 1994 elections, South Africa retained the JIC system but changed its name to the National Intelligence Coordinating
Committee (NICOC).



[←472]
‘Sky-shout’ utilises airborne loudspeakers (aircraft or UAVs) to convey messages that encourage AGFs to lay down their weapons
and surrender to the armed forces with the undertaking that they will be well treated and integrated back into society. It can also be
used to inform protestors and rioters that a shift in security force posture is about to take place



[←473]
Also known as ‘unintended consequences’



[←474]
See Appendix VII



[←475]
The political agreements that existed between Uganda, Southern Sudan, Central African Republic, and the DRC, allowed Ugandan
forces to operate deep into these neighbouring countries with permission. These operations served all the governments well. The
Ugandan forces hunted the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) while the other countries gained some stability from these operations



[←476]
In his work Masters of Command, Barry Strauss lists the leadership qualities that history’s great commanders (Alexander the Great,
Hannibal Barca, and Julius Ceaser) displayed. These qualities remain relevant even today



[←477]
The UN peacekeeping mission to Sierra Leone in the mid-1990s is an example of an attempt to rectify a failed strategy by simply
pouring men and money into a situation. The EO force of approximately 250 men was ultimately replaced with a UN force of 17,000
men at a cost of over US$ one billion. The UN mission staggered from failure to failure



[←478]
US Department of Defence: Joint Publication 1-02, Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, 2001



[←479]
While the enemy will deploy AGFs as a means to an end, the anti-government campaign is but a phase in the strategy and not the
strategy itself.



[←480]
The local population within an AO can only serve as a force multiplier and aid in area domination if they are positively disposed
towards the armed forces/government. It is therefore imperative that the behaviour of all participants in the counter-AGF operation
are focussed on not alienating the local population



[←481]
Local defence militias drawn from the local population need to be vetted to ensure that they are not enemy sympathisers. These
forces need to be correctly trained, deployed, and controlled to ensure that they do not defect to the enemy, intimidate the populace,
or attack own forces from within



[←482]
The term was initially used by the US armed forces but is very applicable to operations in Africa



[←483]
MOBs and FOBs must always be sited on tactical terrain to deny the enemy the opportunity to overlook the base areas and easily
control indirect fire into the bases



[←484]
See Chapter 23



[←485]
Counter-AGF operations are only reactive when the enemy is allowed to retain the initiative as a result of intelligence failures.



[←486]
This approach, advocated by the US military in Iraq, can only truly be relevant when the AGFs have been totally disrupted,
disorganised, and/or defeated, and refers more to ‘nation building’, something the armed forces are neither trained nor expected to
do.



[←487]
Also known as fighting patrols



[←488]
Intelligence gained from captured or wounded AGFs must be immediately used to launch further attacks on bases, training areas,
hides, and caches.



[←489]
This is also referred to as asymmetrical warfare but for the purposes of this work, it is still regarded simply as an armed anti-
government uprising or campaign



[←490]
See Chapter 6



[←491]
This insight and intelligence is obtained by making use of all possible sources—clandestine, covert, and overt



[←492]
Numerous governments in Africa have found themselves under threat and even been forced to flee due to intelligence failures. The
Central African Republic fiasco is a good example of an African government that failed to grasp the danger or act decisively when it
was provided with intelligence of a rebel movement build up



[←493]
In a democracy, the populace remains the single most important source of a government’s legitimacy. In non-democratic societies,
identity (in the form of religion, ethnicity, tribalism, language or ideology) serves as the basis for legitimacy



[←494]
The population contributes manpower to the intelligence services, the law enforcement agencies, the armed forces, and the business
community. Dissatisfaction results in economic and industrial sabotage, and work of a low standard and poor quality



[←495]
South Africa Defence Review 2012, p. 109



[←496]
This was part of the overall approach advocated by the author in both Angola and Sierra Leone in order to bleed the enemy into
bankruptcy while defeating them on the battlefield and securing the populace



[←497]
Scholtz, L., Professor, The Namibian Border War: An Appraisal of the South African Strategy, Scientia Militaria, South African Journal
of Military Studies, Vol 34, Nr 1, 2006



[←498]
General Jannie Geldenhuys served as the chief of the South African Defence Force (SADF) between 1985 and 1990



[←499]
John J McCuen was the author of The Art of Counter-Revolutionary War published by Stackpole Books (1966)



[←500]
The training and arming of local defence militias must be carefully considered to ensure they remain loyal to the government and the
armed forces and do not cross over and support the enemy or become enemy assets as has happened in Syria, Yemen, Libya and
DRC.



[←501]
The rebel group in the DRC (M23) was given overt and covert international and regional support. Its endeavours to attack and
ultimately collapse the DRC government in 2012 show how important foreign support is to AGF/rebel forces.



[←502]
See Appendix VI



[←503]
Also known as a ‘fire force’, this concept was initially developed by the Rhodesian Light Infantry and later adopted and refined by the
SADF. It is a lightly-equipped rapid reaction force that is air delivered into battle, ready to immediately engage the enemy



[←504]
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance



[←505]
The uprising in Libya in 2011 involved not only Libyan rebel groups but included NATO air support for the rebels. In many instances,
the air support was controlled by NATO troops embedded with the rebels



[←506]
Rumelt, R.P., 2011, Good Strategy, Bad Strategy, New York, Crown Business, p. 6



[←507]
Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats



[←508]
Composite warfare is the author’s designation for warfare that encompasses all Pillars of State and is not to be confused with naval
composite warfare. This work focuses primarily on the military aspects of composite warfare



[←509]
See Chapter 22



[←510]
Terrain dictates tactics and manoeuvre options



[←511]
AFVs = Armoured Fighting Vehicles, APCs = Armoured Personnel Carriers, IFVs = Infantry Fighting Vehicles, MPVs = Mine
Protected Vehicles, MRAPs = Mine Resistant Ambush Protected vehicles



[←512]
Lightning war or blitzkrieg, is a concept of war devised by the German Wehrmagt in World War II. It is based on balanced
mechanised forces consisting of armour, infantry, artillery, engineers, and supporting air power. It allowed the concentration of
overwhelming force and rapid speed to break through enemy lines and proceed to flanks and rear areas



[←513]
Fixed and loose wing aircraft and UAVs can be used for a multitude of different roles such as air interdiction, air reconnaissance,
tactical airlift, communications, airborne artillery observation, casevac, and airlifting supplies



[←514]
Dummy drops are carried out to deceive an enemy into thinking that troops are being deployed at one point when in fact, the troops
remain on-board to be dropped elsewhere



[←515]
Defensive fire (DF) targets are pre-planned by the artillery forward observation officer (FOO) in consultation with the infantry
commander with the aim of blocking or harassing an enemy advance. DF SOS targets are registered targets very close to own
forces when there is a real danger that the enemy may over-run own forces positions. They can be as close as 25 m from own
defensive lines



[←516]
Providing humanitarian aid to the populace is a government responsibility. The armed forces can however provide invaluable support
to the government agencies and departments



[←517]
Air assets include attack and utility helicopters, ground-attack aircraft, UAVs, and transport aircraft.



[←518]
A government’s inability or lack of desire to provide vital services while providing these services to members of the ruling elite can be
a major cause of popular anger and dissent



[←519]
Communications systems include cellular telephony, satellite telephony, and couriers



[←520]
The kidnapping of 200 schoolgirls by the Boko Haram anti-government movement in Nigeria in 2014 is an example of how
psychological actions can be used to discredit the government and the armed forces. Although the 200 schoolgirls were subject to
abuse by Boko Haram members, their kidnapping held no tactical or operational value apart from showing that the armed forces
were unable to secure their release. It is however likely that some of these girls were persuaded to join the religious extremist Boko
Haram movement as agents or operational assets



[←521]
Also see ‘Countering an Armed Anti-Government Uprising Backed by a Hostile Regional Government’



[←522]
SADF hot pursuit operations and raids into Angola in the so-called Namibian bush war in the 1970s/1980s were not cleared with the
Angolan government for fear of compromise as well as their support to SWAPO insurgents. Conversely, the UPDFs operations
against the LRA are cleared with all neighbouring governments in whose territory they work



[←523]
See Chapters 3 and 15



[←524]
See Chapters 3 and 12–14



[←525]
Prior to 1994, South Africa utilised a ‘commando system’ whereby trained soldiers released from the armed forces after their
obligatory national service conscription were allocated to commando units. In times of peace, the commando units maintained a
presence in the rural areas, and supported the South African Police with internal stability and counter-crime operations. The
commando-system has since been abolished



[←526]
The use of airpower by Sudan against South Sudan’s armed forces (SPLA) in the disputed Heglig area in 2012 illustrates how one
force can dominate another when there are no adequate air defence systems available. This bombing campaign denied SPLA forces
manoeuvre options but also eventually contributed to the SPLA’s forced withdrawal from Heglig.



[←527]
Civilians who have fled a target area can have a very negative influence on the morale of the nation. Such internally displaced
persons (IDPs) can also be a fertile recruiting ground for AGF/enemy forces. Fleeing civilians can also clog up road networks and
thereby hamper the defending forces’ vehicle movements



[←528]
Also see ‘Countering an anti-government uprising’



[←529]
See Chapter 3



[←530]
Where an AGF is given safe haven and support in a neighbouring state and close to an enemy military base, their location and
presence will be the result of a political decision by the hostile government



[←531]
The campaign may be purely military in nature but it will usually form part of a government strategy aimed at eroding and/or
collapsing the hostile government’s Pillars of State



[←532]
Within Africa, some governments have been installed and upheld by foreign powers. Such proxy states will in all likelihood call upon
their foreign sponsors to support them against any offensive military incursions into their country. This possibility must be carefully
considered before an offensive is launched



[←533]
Also see Guerra, J.M., An Introduction to Clausewitzian Strategic Theory: General Theory, Strategy, and their Relevance for Today,
Infinity Journal, Volume 2, Issue 3, Summer 2012



[←534]
The fact that an enemy force has been defeated and lost territory does not imply that it is unable to fight. Excessive collateral
damage to the infrastructure, a lack of respect for the populace, looting of museums and marketplaces, and other crimes may
motivate the populace to join defeated enemy units and commence an armed uprising against the occupying forces



[←535]
Also see ‘Countering an Anti-Government Campaign Backed by a Hostile Regional Government’



[←536]
It must be remembered that a segment of the populace staff the intelligence services, law enforcement agencies, and armed forces.
Particular attention should be given to eroding this grouping’s loyalty to the government



[←537]
Several conflicts in Africa have been proxy wars supported by foreign powers



[←538]
Whereas the president of a country is usually viewed as the commander-in-chief of the armed forces, this does not automatically
make him the supreme commander. The failure of many modern-day conflicts and wars can be directly traced back to neglect of this
principle



[←539]
Offensive action includes all ground, naval/riverine, and air combat actions along with the full array of EW techniques such as radio
jamming, signals interception, signals deception, triangulation of enemy radio and headquarters positions, and denial of service
attacks



[←540]
Applicable to an enemy’s Pillars of State and an AGF’s trinity of gravity



[←541]
The author has observed that African armies seldom make an effort to develop esprit de corps or maintain the morale of their armed
forces. Forces that are poorly fed, seldom paid, badly trained and equipped, unsure of their mission(s), and lacking in leadership are
not motivated and therefore have little or no desire to put themselves in harm’s way to achieve mission success. Conversely, where
these elements have been installed and are present, the forces have proved their abilities—at times against overwhelming odds



[←542]
The use of live video feed infra-red and thermal image systems gives a distinct battlefield advantage as they can operate during most
weather conditions and allow rapid adjustments to force deployment



[←543]
Sun Tzu, (Edited and foreword by James Clavell), 1981, The Art of War, Hodder and Stoughton



[←544]
The ‘one foot on the ground’ principle must always be followed, with each firm base being able to support— with observation and fire
—the bound of the unit moving to the next firm base



[←545]
Vulnerabilities include logistical routes, isolated outposts, assembly areas, infiltration routes, and communications centres



[←546]
Joint warfare is a military doctrine which places priority on the integration of the various service branches  of the armed forces into
one unified command. Joint warfare is thus a form of combined arms warfare in which complementary forces from the army navy, air,
and special forces work together in joint operations, as opposed to planning and executing military operations separately



[←547]
Also known as a mobile strike force



[←548]
A vehicle team consists of four vehicles



[←549]
Often masquerading as ‘democratic forces’, ‘independent forces’ or ‘liberation forces’



[←550]
The terrain and the threat will dictate the balance of forces, i.e. whether the ground forces must be armour- heavy or infantry-heavy



[←551]
Special Forces commands must not be confused with the Special Operations Groups (SOGs). The former are strategic assets the
army group commander has at his disposal while Special Operations Groups are tactical assets that form part of the commander of
the combat operations group’s troops. Special Forces and Special Operations Groups can however operate jointly to achieve
strategic, operational, or tactical goals



[←552]
Deep operations and tasks are missions conducted within the armed forces’ areas of influence and interest deep inside enemy
territory



[←553]
The C4ISR cluster is an ad hoc grouping of specialists that advises the army group commander on strategic and operational matters
pertaining to command, control, communications and computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance. The cluster consists
of specialists drawn from the relevant staff compartments



[←554]
See Appendix II for the layout of a proposed battle group organisation. The battle group was to be part of an independent composite
warfare combat operations group. Due to international pressure, the combat operations group was never established and the
elements of the battle group that were trained were later disbanded



[←555]
The MAOT advises, coordinates, and supports the battle group commander with his tactical airlift and close air support requirements



[←556]
See ‘Groups, Assault Teams, Fire Teams and Sticks’ in this chapter



[←557]
Also known as ‘remotely-fired devices’



[←558]
See Chapter 8



[←559]
Strike aircraft are detached from the air force to support combat operations



[←560]
The stick is not as vulnerable as is generally assumed. It is able to deliver heavy fire and move and manoeuvre rapidly. The concept
was used and proven extensively in Rhodesia (Zimbabwe), Angola, Sierra Leone, Uganda, South Sudan, Central African Republic,
and DRC. Correctly trained, equipped and led, a stick can engage and defeat an enemy force of 15 – 20 men



[←561]
The above countries have experienced—and are still experiencing—major conflicts due to international encouragement, intervention,
and support, such actions aimed at regime-change to advantage foreign interests. It is conceivable that more countries will follow
similar paths of destabilisation



[←562]
The collapse of the Central African Republic’s government in 2013 is a good example of what happens when hairline cracks in the
Pillars of State are left unattended. A lack of governance, abject poverty, a breakdown of law and order, and a weakening economy
were ignored along with intelligence on the rebel coalition’s (Seleka) actions. The lack of strategy resulted in the collapse of the
Bozize government



[←563]
South West African People’s Organisation



[←564]
Angolan ground forces



[←565]
Only those of us of European extraction blackened-up. Our black African troops didn’t need to



[←566]
A more detailed account can be found in the book They Live by the Sword (Breytenbach, J. Galago, 1990).



[←567]
Critical Path Analysis



[←568]
http://www.dtic.mil/cgi-bin/GetTRDoc?AD=ADA41455&Location=U2&doc=GetTRDoc.pdf

http://www.dtic.mil/cgi-bin/GetTRDoc?AD=ADA41455&amp;Location=U2&amp;doc=GetTRDoc.pdf


[←569]
Time, 27 May, 1996, p. 51



[←570]
Barlow, L.E., 2007, Executive Outcomes, Against all Odds, Galago, p. 414



[←571]
Duncan was killed in an air crash in 2009 while working for Bancroft Global Development in Uganda



[←572]
Time, 27 May, 1996, p. 51



[←573]
Evening Standard, Wednesday, 22 May 1996



[←574]
To cater to The Counter Terrorist Magazine’s international audience, the terms ‘insurgent’ and ‘counter- insurgency’ as opposed to
AGF and counter-AGF operations were used
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